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Translator's Introduction 

Sergius Bulgakov's The Comforter is the most comprehensive and pro
found book about the Holy Spirit ever written by a Russian theologian, 
and perhaps one of the most profound books about the Holy Spirit ever 
written. Bulgakov's stated goal in this book is to continue the work of St. 
Athanasius, who investigated the christological aspect of the Divine
humaniry, 1 interpreting the latter as the dyadic action of the Son and the 
Holy Spirit, but without considering the relation between the Father and 
the Holy Spirit. In The Comforter, Bulgakov extends Athanasius' concep
tion into "an inquiry into Divine-humanity as the work of the Son and the 
Holy Spirit, who in their indivisible Dyad, reveal the Father."2 

2 

The Holy Spirit is often referred to as the Paraclete, in Greek: parakletos. 
Raymond E. Brown has written the following: 

In ics rooc meaning the Greek cerm means "called [kletos) alongside 
[para)"; and like its Latin equivalent advocatus ("called [vocatus) to 
[ad)"), it has a forensic or legal use. When people are in trouble, they 
call in a lawyer or counsellor or advocate to stand beside them in court. 

1. See p. x of che Translacor's lncroducrion for a discussion of Divine-humanicy. 
2. See p. 17 of the present edition. 
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Translator's Introduction 

The legal concexc fies che Johannine hiscory I have described wherein 
che members of che communicy had co defend chemselves for cheir 
chriscological views. Their help and surecy was che Paraclete-Spirit 
dwelling wichin chem who interpreted correcdy che significance of Je
sus .... Anocher reason for which the Spirit is "called alongside" is 
consolation ac rimes of crouble, whence the Consoler or Holy Com
forter. In the context ofche Last Supper Jesus is going away. Although 
chis makes che hearts of his disciples sorrowful, ic is becter chac he 
goes away; for then the Paraclete comes Oohn 16:6-7), and they have 
che consolacion of one who more chan makes up for Jesus' departure.3 

Akhough Bulgakov does discuss che accivicy of che Holy Spiric as 
Advocate, he clearly emphasizes che funccion of the Holy Spirit as Con
soler or Comforcer, che One who has been sent co comforc chose Chrisc 
has left behind: "I will not leave you comfordess" Oohn 14:18). Indeed, the 
Russian tide, Uteshitel; cannot mean Advocace; ic can only mean Com
forter. This explains my choice of Comforter (noc Paraclece) for the En
glish cide. 

3 

Father Sergius Bulgakov (1871-1944) is the rwentiech century's most pro
found Orchodox systemacic theologian. Born into che family of a poor 
provincial priest, Bulgakov had a strict religious upbringing and entered 
the seminary at a young age. Bue owing co a spiritual crisis, in che direc
cion of macerialism and acheism, he did not complete his seminary stud
ies. He chose, instead, to follow a secular course of study, which led to his 
matriculation at the Universicy of Moscow, where he specialized in polici
cal economics. 

This marked the beginning of his relatively short-lived Marxist pe
riod. In 1901, after which he defended his master's thesis, Capitalism and 
Agriculture (1900), he was appointed professor of political economy at che 
Polytechnical Institute of Kiev. During his years there (1901-1906), he un
derwent a second spiritual crisis, this cime in the direction of idealist phi
losophy and che religion of his youth. 

Influenced first by the philosophies of Kant and Vladimir Solovyov, 

3. R. E. Brown, Tbt Churches tht Aposd., Left &bind (New York: Paulisr, 1984), pp. 
106-7. 
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Translator's Introduction 

and then by the great Orthodox theologian Pavel Florensky, Bulgakov 
gradually began to articulate his own original sophiological conception 
of philosophy. This conception was first elaborated in his Philosophy of 
Economy, for which he received his doctorate from the University of Mos
cow in 1912. Later, in The Unfading light (1917), he gave his sophiological 
ideas definite philosophical shape. Following this, Bulgakov's intellectual 
output was, for the most part, theological in character. Indeed, his per
sonal religious consciousness flowered in the following year, and he ac
cepted the call to the priesthood, receiving ordination in 1918. 

These years of internal crisis and growth in Bulgakov's personal life 
paralleled the tumultuous period in Russian political and social life chat 
climaxed in the October Revolution of 1917 and the subsequent Bolshevik 
ascendancy. In 1918, Bulagkov left Moscow for the Crimea to assume a 
professorship at the University of Simferopol, but his tenure was short
lived, owing co Lenin's banishment in 1922 of more than one hundred 
scholars and writers deemed incurably out of seep with the official ideol
ogy. Bulgakov left the Soviet Union on January 1, 1923, first alighting in 
Constantinople, and then in Prague. Finally, having accepted Metropoli
tan Eulogius' invitation both co become the Dean of the newly estab
lished Saint Sergius Theological Institute and to occupy the Chair of 
Dogmatic Theology, he settled in Paris in 1925. Here, until his death in 
1944, he was to make his most fruitful and lasting contributions to Or
thodox thought. 

During the theologically most productive period of his life, 
Bulgakov produced six books, grouped into two trilogies. The works of 
the so-called little trilogy, The Friend of the Bridegroom (1927),4 The Burning 
Bush (1927), and Jacob's Ladder (1929), are efforts to capture the glory, the 
uncreated light streaming from John the Baptist, the Mocher of God, and 
the holy angels. The great trilogy, On Divine Humanity, consists of volumes 
on Chriscology (The Lamb of God, 1933), pneumatology (The Comforter, 
1936), and ecclesiology and eschatology (The Bride of the Lamb, published 
poschumuously, 1945).5 On Divine Humanity is Bulgakov's magnum opus, 
representing the summation and crowning achievement of many years of 
philosophical and theological inquiry. 

4. Published by Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 2003, in Boris Jakim's rransla-
ti on. 

5. Published by Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 2002, in Boris Jakim's rransla-
ti on. 
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Translator's Introduction 

4 

The Comforter, the middle volume in the great trilogy,6 is encyclopedic in 
its scope and variety. It has historical sections, treating the development 
of the doctrine of the Holy Spirit in patristics and then the development 
of the doctrines of procession in the early patristic and later Byzantine pe
riods. It touches upon the place of the Holy Spirit in the Holy Trinity and 
explores Old and New Testament notions of the Spirit of God and the 
Holy Spirit. The concluding chapter deals with the mystical revelation of 
the Holy Spirit, in His gifts and finally in the Pentecost, which is consid
ered to be unending. Throughout this book, we find rigorous philosophi
cal and theological thought illustrated and buttressed by the evidence of 
Scripture and Church tradition (especially prayer).7 

Central to Bulgakov's thought in Tbe Comforter, as well as in the en
tire great trilogy, are the concepts of Divine-humanity and Sophia, con
cepts that are crucial for modern Russian philosophy and theology, start
ing with Vladimir Solovyov.8 Divine-humanity is rooted in the Creed of 
Chalcedon, which defines the dual nature of Christ, divine and human, 
and expresses the process whereby man cooperates with God, leading to 
the transfiguration of humanity and fusing the enrire human community 
into a heavenly Church without barriers between dominations. For 
Bulgakov, this process has its central focus in the Incarnation of Christ 
and the descent of the Holy Spirit at the Pentecost. 

There is much reference to Sophia, both Divine and creaturely, in 
The Comforter. In her divine aspect, Sophia is the "divine world," existent in 
God and for God, eternal and uncreated, in which God lives in the Holy 
Trinity. In her creaturely aspect, Sophia can be identified with spiritual
ized humanity, the community of persons united in Divine-humanity. 
She is the kingdom of God, the society of those participating in Divine
humanity. It should be noted that, in The Comforter, Bulgakov does not 
present a doctrine of Sophia in relation to the Holy Spirit. Sophia is, 
rather, the background upon which Bulgakov's pneumatological thought 
is developed. In other words, The Comforter is only implicitly sophiological, 

6. The fact that ir is rhe middle volume is perhaps fitting given rhe mediating 
function of rhe Holy Spirir in Orrhodox rheology. 

7. There is a highly significanr and nearly unique epilogue, "The Farber," which 
can also serve as an introduction to the entire great trilogy. 

8. In many ways rhe founder of modern Russian philosophy, SolOV)'OV (18s3-1900) 

had a vasr influence on Bulgakov's early rhought, up ro and including The Unfading 14)~ 
but this influence had begun to wane by the rime of the little and great trilogies. 
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Translator's Introduction 

unlike The Lamb of God and The Bride of the Lamb, in which Bulgakov's 
sophiological theology is explicitly set forth and reaches its peak of devel· 
opment. 

5 

An important virtue of The Comforter is Bulgakov's treatment of the 
Filioque question. In fact, his discussion of this question may be the most 
important twentieth-century contribution to Filioque studies from the 
Orthodox side. Ir might be useful to review the disputes surrounding the 
Filioque question and how they pertain to the Great Schism. (Bulgakov 
discusses these issues in derail, with much reference to firsthand materi
als, but he assumes much knowledge on the reader's part.) 

The schism between the Eastern and Western churches is tradition
ally considered to have taken place in 1054. There had been growing mis
understanding and alienation between the two groups, partly due to theo
logical and lirurgical differences, and partly due to political rivalries and 
divisions. Intense disputes over such matters as the ecclesiastical calendar, 
the use of leavened or unleavened bread, or additions to the Creed (espe
cially the Filioque clause) reached a climax in 1054, when Pope Leo IX and 
Patriarch Michael Cerularius excommunicated each other. 

An important (though undoubtedly not the most important) cause 
of the schism was the Filioque dispute. The dispute started when the 
Third Council of Toledo (589) added the so-called Filioque clause, express
ing the double procession of the Holy Spirit, to the Nicene Creed. 
Filioque is a combination of Latin words meaning "and from the Son," 
the addition to the Creed reading: Credo in Spiritum Sanctum qui ex patre 
filioque procedit ("I believe in the Holy Spirit who proceeds from the Father 
and Son"). Although this doctrine of the procession of the Holy Spirit 
from the Father and the Son was accepted by the Western church as a be
lief by the end of the fourth century, the formula was not authorized for 
general liturgical use before the early part of the eleventh century. The 
Filioque addition was assailed vehemently by Phorius (c. 810-c. 895), the 
patriarch of Constantinople for the periods 858 to 867 and 877 to 886. The 
greatest scholar of medieval Byzantium, he was long considered the initia
tor of the Schism.9 

9. A chief reason for chis is rhe face char, in 867, Phocius denounced che presence of 

Larin missionaries in Bulgaria who, acting as the emissaries of Pope Nicholas I, began co 
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The Eastern church did not accept the Filioque addition on two 

grounds: (1) the addition was made unilaterally, altering a creed approved 
by early ecumenical councils; and (2) the formula reflected a particular 
Western conception of the Holy Trinity, to which most By2antine theolo
gians objected. The Filioque clause was probably devised in response to 
Arianism, which denied the full divinity of the Son. To the Byzantine 
theologians, however, the clause appeared to compromise the primacy or 
"monarchy" of the Father. An unsuccessful attempt to reconcile the two 

points of view was made at the Council of Ferrara-Florence in 1439. 
Bulga.kov examines the writings of the chief theoreticians on both 

sides of the dispute, and finds rhar each of rhe sides is wrong in its own 
way: the Orthodox side had unwisely accepted the faulty Catholic prob
lematic. He concludes, however, that rhe Filioque is not an insuperable 
obstacle to the reunification of the churches. 

6 

In The Comforter, Bulgakov does much more than develop a rheorerical 
doctrine of the Holy Spirit. He also testifies that the Holy Spirit, Who de
scended into rhe world at rhe Pentecost, continues ro abide in rhe world 
and to comfort us. The Pentecost is the realized and perfect Divine
humanity: The Divine-humanity is the appearance on earth of the God
Man, who has united in His Person the heavenly and the earthly Adam, 
bur it is equally the descent into rhe world of the Holy Spirit, Who abides 
with us forever. The Holy Spirit manifests to the world Christ Who has 
come, while the Son fills the world with His Spirit. The descent of the 
Holy Spirit is the fulfillment in man of the Image of God, which is mani
fested in the world in Christ. His descent therefore clothes man in Christ, 
in the Divine-humanity. 

And the world is full of the radiance of the Holy Spirit. Bulgakov's 
book too is full of this radiance, and perhaps its greatest virtue is that, 
through it, the Holy Spirit Himself breathes upon us, its readers. 

* * 

inrroduce a rexr of rhe Nicene Creed wirh rhe Filioque addition. The same year Phorius 
gave an exposirion of his objecrions co the Filioque clause and summoned a council to 
depose Nicholas. 
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Translator's Introduction 

I have shorcened some of che sections in che cexc dealing wich pacriscic 
doccrines ofche Holy Spiric. I have also eliminaced, or shorcened, some of 
Bulgakov's noces. Throughouc che cexc Bulgakov refers co a number of his 
own works; I give che full bibliographic cicacion only che firsc cime che 
work is mencioned. 

I have used che King James Version (KJV) of che Bible, since I con
sider ic co be che English-language version chac mosc closely approaches 
che beaucy of che Russian Bible. In a few cases I have modified che KJV co 
make ic conform wich che Russian Bible; in parcicular, chroughouc I have 
replaced che KJV's "Holy Ghosc" wich "Holy Spiric." 

Here and chere in uncwiscing some difficulc passages I have used che 
excellenc cranslacion inco French by Conscacin Andronikof: Le Paraclet, 
second ed. (Lausanne: Edicions L'Age d'Homme, 1997). 
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Author's Preface 

A book abouc che Comforcer .... A cheologian will find much co say on 
chis subjecc, much chac is imporcanc and necessary, forgoccen and noc 
fully underscood. Bue all words abouc che Spiric will remain poor and 
dead, deprived of che Spiric icself, of His ineffable sighs and prophecic uc
cerances. The creature cries ouc and beseeches che Spiric, "Come and dwell 
wichin us" (from che Eascern Orchodox prayer co che Holy Spiric). The 
creacure beseeches in che excremicy of sorrow; ics yearning is unbearable. 
The Comforcer is near; He is in che world, buc noc wich che world - wichin 
us buc noc wich us .... He is unceasingly accessible and clearly known in 
His breach, in His myscerious presence. Through che sacramencs of che 
Church He gives us living communion wich God. He wacches over che 
Church and guides Her; by His power She is for us a higher realicy chac is 
noc caken away from us and will noc be caken away from us - a joy forever, 
a lighc of ecernicy in chis world below. 

The Spiric came down from heaven, senc by che Son from che Facher, 
and manifescing che Facher and che Son. Bue in us che Divine is uniced -
"wichouc separacion and wichouc confusion"' - wich che human, which is 
descined co be deified, co become Divine-human. Bue how sad and even 
frighcening our plighc is: our human side flees che Spiric, is afraid of Him 
and does noc desire Him. On che one side, we have che guardians of che sa
cred fire, who preserve che piecy of che cemple buc who do noc know che 
piecy of che creacive life. On che ocher side, we have chose who are wholly 
ignorant of che sacred fire, who are ics malicious blasphemers and de-

1. "Wichouc separacion and wichouc confusion" is rhe Creed of Chalcedon's char
acterization of the union of the divine and human natures in Christ. - Trans. 
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niers, buc who somecimes have some knowledge of che piety oflife and che 
search for creacivity. Arrogance and hardness of heart, pharisaic and sad
ducean, soullessness in che name of spiricuality and blasphemy againsc 
che Spiric for che sake of che flesh, are harmoniously uniced co excinguish 
che Spiric and co denigrace prophecy. On che one side we have a cuscodi
anship thac seeks co preserve whac is vain and false, scagnacion elevated co 
a law of life, and a joyless prosaicness, chis disease of pseudo-spiricuality. 
On che ocher side we have a demonic war againsc God and humaniscic 
self-divinizacion, an animal indifference co che spiricual and a submer
gence in che flesh. The congues of fire chac flash ouc in che darkness are 
angrily and maliciously puc ouc and fade powerlessly. The nighc of che 
world yawns wich che darkness of che void, in the kingdom of che beasc 
and che false prophec. 

Bue even the world icself is repelled by chis spiricual void - and ic 
yearns for inspiracion. le seeks prophecy, che revelacion of che divine
buman about the human, abouc che world and man. le knows and preserves 
che Divine buc ic does noc know and cannoc find che Divine-human. And 
if God does noc help, man will noc be saved .... Bue God has already saved 
us, for He came inco che world and became Man. And having ascended 
from che world, He senc from heaven the Holy Spiric; He gave us che gifc 
of the Pentecost. The Holy Spirit abides in che world; He is given to us and 
woe be to us if we are not in che Spirit. But we pray for and awaic che new 
gifc of the universal Pentecost, a new answer to unanswerable quescions, a 
new creacive activity, a new inspiracion chat will cransfigure life and call us 
co meet the Coming Christ. Not having the Spirit, we chirst for Him and 
yearn for Him. Wichout Him our whole historical epoch is convulsed by a 
convulsion of death. But mysceriously anointed by the Spirit in che sacra
ments, wich and in che lacter we await a new sacrament oflife, the gifc of 
the Comforter Who has come and Who abides with us. And in its agony 
che world knows Comfort and awaics the Comforter, as God's love for the 
world, and ic loves Love. 

The world loves Love in her works, in her gifcs, which are che gifts of 
the Holy Spirit. And our insaciable love desires co love Love herself, noc 
her power only, but also her countenance, her hypostacic countenance, 
which is unknown, unmanifested, unrevealed to us. And our love seeks re
flections, manifescacions, of this countenance. It seeks, and finds chem: in 
the known and unknown, earchly and celestially glorified countenance of 
the Spiric-bearer, the Bride and Mother of God, the Virgin Mary, che most 
glorified Queen of Heaven, Who in Her Dormition did not leave the world 
buc Who - like the hyposcacic Love of God, che Holy Spiric - abides boch 
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in the world and above the world. We are blind: we cannot see this Glory 
in the heavens, but we nevertheless await its revelation, its appearance in 
the world, for Christ will come in His Glory. And it is then that the full
ness of Divine-humanity will be manifested: Jesus-Mary, the Logos and 
the Holy Spirit, revealing the Father. This fullness of revelation has been 
promised to suffering creation. With elevated minds and purified hearts, 
let us rise with burning candles before the dawn to meet it - the Divine
humanity. 

0 COMFORTER, THE SPIRIT OF TRUTH, 
COME AND DWELL WITHIN US! 

COME, LORD JESUS! 

THE SPIRIT AND THE BRIDE SAY, COME. 
AND LET HIM THAT HEARETH SAY, COME! 

(Rev. 22:17) 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Doctrine of the Holy Spirit 
in the Patristic Literature 

I. Early Christianity 

I. The Post-Apostolic Age 

The revelation of the Third hypostasis, the Holy Spirit, not as a gift of the 
Spirit of God, but as a Divine Person of the Holy Trinity, is expressed by 
words of fire in the Gospel. Christ Himself announced "another Com
forter" Oohn 14:16), Whom He will send from the Father after His depar
ture from the world; and the name of this Comforter is thunderously pro
claimed by Him as part of the Name of the Holy Trinity: "baptizing ... in 
the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit" (Matt. 
28:19).1 

This baptismal formula is in fact the Christian confession of faith in 
the hypostatic being not only of the Father and of the Son but also of the 
Holy Spirit. The doctrine of the Holy Trinity and, in particular, of the Per
son of the Holy Spirit, is presented in the New Testament as an unshak
able dogma of the faith, which it is impossible to deny or diminish by re
interpretation; and it has always been accepted as such by the Church. 

The Pentecost was the living revelation of this dogma. The gifts of 
the Holy Spirit poured forth so obviously and so abundantly upon the 

1. Throughour rhis rranslarion I make use of rhe King James Version, which I 
somerimes modify to make it conform wirh the Russian Bible. In all cases I have replaced 
"Holy Ghost" with "Holy Spirit." - Trans. 
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Christians in the primmve Church that this dogma was totally self
evident for them, which is indeed attested by the entire content of the 
Acts of the Apostles as well as by the apostolic writings. The Holy Spirit 
was life itself for the primitive Church; and if the holy apostles knew 
Christ in His earthly life, the apostolic Church knew - differently but not 
less clearly - the "Comforter Himself" living within it. This presence of 
the Comforter, His action and gifts, were self-evidently obvious not only 
within the Church but also outside it, for example, even for Simon Magus. 
And this divinity of the gifts of grace and of the Holy Spirit dispensing 
them possessed an inner self-evidence and immanent certitude that even 
the person of the Lord Jesus did not have for the disciples of Christ. A 
long path of the preparation of the disciples was necessary before they 
were capable of accepting the confession uttered by Peter, "Thou art the 
Christ, the Son of the living God" (Matt. 16:16). and by Thomas, "My Lord 
and my God" Oohn 20:28). 

For this required (and requires) a special illumination, whose ab
sence is even forgiven by the Lord: the sin against the Son of man will be 
forgiven (Matt. 12:32). With regard to the Holy Spirit in the primitive 
Church, however, people found themselves placed before a certain divine 
self-evidence, which they could not reject from weakness, lack of renec
rion, or misunderstanding. They could reject it only by a direct act of the 
will, filling their hearts with resistance to God, with a "lie to the Holy 
Spirit" (Acts 5:3). That is why "blasphemy against the Holy Spirit shall not 
be forgiven unto men ... neither in this world, neither in the world to 
come" (Matt. 12:31-32). One can say that the Acts of the Apostles in their 
entirety are the story of the revelation of the Holy Spirit in the Church, 
the living disclosure of the dogma of the Holy Spirit. And in the light of 
this evidence, the New Testament tells us not Who He is, the Giver of gifts, 
but how He appears and what gifts He dispenses. 

As we move farther away from the Pentecost into the yawning 
depths of history, as we move farther away from this source of light, it 
grows dimmer and dimmer. But the post-apostolic age (the age of the so
called "apostolic fathers") still possessed blissful knowledge of the Pente
cost. It still possessed the abundance of apostolic gifts directly received by 
the first generation of Christians; it was still a spirit-bearing and charis
matic age. Therefore, in the self-awareness of this age, as it was renected in 
the writings of the "apostolic fathers," the revelation of the Third 
hypostasis, as well as Its gifts, has a factual character that it is sufficient to 
affirm without dogmatically interpreting. And this is indeed what we find 
in the early Christian writings. The latter renect a period of golden child-

2 
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hood, though one that is already fading, approaching its end. The time 
has not yet come for dogmatic reflection, nor especially for theological 
speculation. What we have here is a facrual attestation of the faith in the 
Holy Spirit through His gifts. And in this sense one can say that, in the 
post-apostolic age, as reflected in the epistles of the apostolic fathers, 
there did not yet exist an express theology of the Holy Spirit.2 

z. The Apologists 

In the Apologists we find only an exposition of the rules of the faith, be
yond which, at least in pneumatology, they do not go. Their theology, in
sofar as it is possible to speak of one, is reducible primarily to logology: 
they confront the theological problem of the Logos, in both its divine and 
cosmic aspects. Their narural task was to justify their faith, defending it 
against accusations of polytheism (or at least ditheism) and also revealing 
the power of the Logos in the world and in human life (they were influ
enced here by Philo and obviously confused, or even identified, the supra
eternal Logos with the creaturely Sophia3). Therefore, "generally speaking, 
in the dominant thought of the apologists there was no place for a doc
trine of the Holy Spirit, and if they nevertheless speak of the latter, one 
muse see in chis only traces of the influence of a common Christian tradi
tion little understood by them."4 

It can be said chat the pneumacology of the first two centuries of 
Christianity staunchly defends the retpla fuiei [rule offaith), bequeathed 
by the Gospel and the apostolic preaching in the fullness of the living ex
perience of the Church and the life of grace. For this pneumacology, the 
Holy Spirit is a reality full of grace, unceasingly experienced in churchly 
communion. Theological thought has not yet posed the problem of the 
doctrine of the Holy Spirit in the unity and composition of the Holy Trin
ity, however, or of His place in the Latter. In brief, the pneumatological 

2. We do not find it necessary to expound the views of the different authors, but 
instead refer the reader to existing general works on the history of dogma and patristics. 
The idea of Trinity is not yet fully developed, as can be seen from the well-known passage 
in TM Shephml of Hermas (SimiL V, 2, 5, 6), where we encounter the notion that "the Son 
is the Holy Spirit"; and instead of the Trinity we get a Dyad, Christ remaining outside it 
like a witness. 

3. See the Translator's lnuoducrion for a discussion of Sophia. - Trans. 
4- A. Spassky, TM History of Dognl•lic Mo,,.ments in lb. Epoch of tire Ecumenic•/ Coun· 

cils (in Russian) (1906), p. 14. 
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problem has noc yec arisen in che consciousness as a trinitarian problem, 
which ic essemially is; for che Holy Spiric can be underscood only in con
neccion wich che divine criunicy. Noc only does che second cencury fail co 
resolve chis problem; ic does noc even pose ic for lacer cencuries, scarcing 
with che third. 

3. The Patristic A' in Pneumatology 

The chird cemury was descined, if noc co resolve, ac lease co pose in all ics 
breadth che crinicarian problem and, in parcicular, as one of ics elemencs, 
che pneumacological problem, which concerns noc only che role of che 
Holy Spiric in che creacion and in che Divine Providence, buc also whac He 
is in Himself, and in che Holy Trinicy, as che Third hyposcasis. 

The dogma of the Holy Trinicy arose, chen, before theological 
choughc as an excremely difficulc speculacive problem which surpassed all 
che accomplishmencs of religion and philosophy up co chac time. le even 
surpassed the very problemacic of che anciem world. This accempc co sys
cemacically conscrucc and cheologically deduce a crinicarian dogma had 
no past foundacion co rely on: the incipienc cheology was lefr co ics own 
powers. 

Moreover, ic was easy co gee lose in che labyrinth of pagan philosophy, 
in the abundance and variecy of ics systems. At che same cime one could 
not do without che assiscance of this pagan philosophy, which was che in
dispensable philosophical school for Chriscian theology, ics nacural Old 
Tescarnenc. This theologically propaedeucic significance of che philosophy 
of anciquicy can be craced in che history of dogma as well as in che biogra
phies of individual Fathers of che Church. This philosophy was a kind of 
fate for Christian cheology, and one cannoc fail co see in chis a higher pre
descinacion and election. One can say chac if, in general, philosophy repre
sems a necessary imelleccual culcure for cheology, chen che philosophy of 
anciquicy has unique and supreme significance precisely in chis respecc. 

Therefore, Chriscian cheology assimilaced che philosophy of anciquicy 
by nacural affinicy and seleccion, in the same manner chat Chriscian arc as
similated pagan arc; and chere thus arose chac legicimate or illegicimace, buc 
in any case inevicable, mixis or luasis [Gk: mixcure or synchesis) of philoso
phy and religion chat is so characceriscic for Chriscian cheology (and is 
somecimes even called "die acutt Hellenisierung des Christenthums" [the acute 
Hellenizacion of Chriscianicy)). In ics highesc achievemencs, chis mixcure 
consiscs of a cransformacion of pagan thought imo Chriscian choughc. It is 
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a new creacion, which indeed is whac Chriscian cheology essencially is when 
ic is viewed in che lighc of che hiscory of philosophy. 

Bue chis cransformacion has noc been uniformly successful: hybrid 
mixcures have somecimes arisen where che sweemess of Chriscianicy was 
concealed behind che biccer caste of paganism. In a cercain sense one can 
indeed somecimes speak of a Hellenizacion of Chriscian cheology, of an 
excessive influence and inappropriace implantacion in Chriscian rheology 
of foreign elements. 

Such was che difficulcy of che cask chac confronted Christian cheol
ogy beginning in che second cencury, afrer che age of che "apologises." 
This coo was an apologecics, buc no longer a negacive one, consiscing of 
che removal of misunderscandings, che refucacion of slanders, or a more 
precise exposicion of che "rule of faich." le was inscead a posicive 
apologecics, whose cask was che spiricual conquesc of a scrong opponenc, 
che definicive conversion of chis opponenc co Chriscianicy: instead of che 
Hellenization of Chriscianicy, there occurred che conversion of Hellenism 
to Chriscianicy, a cask char was triumphantly fulfilled by che Church. 
"Thou hast conquered, Galilean" - such was che judgment ofhiscory ut

tered by a belated romantic who dreamed of restoring anciquicy. 
This conquest was attained, however, only through a difficulc and 

dangerous struggle; it was not achieved immediately and easily. And we see 
in che first creative and thus noble and daring efforts of Christian philos
ophy not only victories but also defeats, not only successes but also fail
ures. Ac rimes pagan philosophy infilcraced Christian rheology without 
dissolving in it; and therefore ic colored, and even distorted, chis theology, 
having on ic an inappropriate and excessive influence. Of course, chis in
fluence remained subtle and was not perceived by the cheologians chem
selves. le was chiefly manifesced noc in specific doctrines buc in che prob
lematic, in the manner in which problems were approached or posed, 
which was whac decermined che pachs choughc was co cake. 

As a rule, Chriscian cheology does noc incroduce into ics conscruc
cions particular philosophical cheories or doccrines of antiquicy, bur re
ceives chem as self-evident premises, which are impercepcibly incorpo
rated in che dogmacics. One can look ac chis in cwo ways: On che one 
hand, pagan philosophy can be considered a kind of nacural prophecy of 
che reason concerning che cruchs of Chriscianicy; on che ocher hand, we 
have a direcc philosophical influence. In any case, in various syscems of 
cheology we can affirm such an influence of one philosophical syscem or 
anocher. We muse say chis especially about Placonism, which as a cheory of 
ecernal ideas, ofche sophianic prococypes ofche world in God, has become 
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a permanent part of Christian dogmatics. But we must also mention Sto
icism, Neoplatonism, and Aristoteleanism, for they too color various sys
tems of Christian theology, which therefore cannot be fully understood 
without taking this influence into account. 

The trinitarian problem (and the related pneumatological problem) 
includes several separate but intimately connected problems. The first of 
these is the problem of divine triunity. The trinitarian dogma, as it is 
given in the New Testament revelation, combines monotheism (which 
with Old Testament exclusivity rejects all polytheism) with the trinitarity 
of the persons of the Holy Trinity, who are of equal dignity and Divinity. 
They are equal to one another in Divinity and at the same time each is 
equal in Divinity to the entire Holy Trinity in Its unity and indivisibility. 
The unity and trinity, the distinction of the Three Persons and Their 
equal Divinity - that is the aspect of che crinicarian dogma chac religious 
philosophy first encouncers in Christian theology. le is in che Christian 
dogma chac this question first arises for human choughc. The Christian 
dogma is remote from all pagan polycheism, which Israel so zealously re
jected, being protected from ic by che firsc cwo Divine commandments, 
given on Sinai. Of course, both philosophical thought and the religious 
consciousness consider pagan polycheism co be unsound. Bue equally 
alien and inimical to che Christian dogma was the abstract monotheism 
co which che Judaic dogmatics led. The laccer was, of course, incapable of 
theologically coming co grips with the entire concrete doctrine of God 
chac was already contained in che sacred books of the Old Tescamenc. 
Therefore, Judaism Ousc as, lacer, Islam, which is theologically similar to 
it) irreconcilably opposes, in che name of monotheism, che crinicarian 
dogma, considering it a profession of critheism. To be sure, che cask of 
Christian theology was complecely new5 and exceptionally difficult; and 
ancient philosophy did noc have a ready-made scheme buc at besc only 
more or less appropriate means for cackling ic. 

The crinicarian problem is noc exhausted by crinicarity alone as che 
criunity and consubscantiality of Divinity. le also includes che differmtiation 
of separate hyposcases in cheir concrete interrelation, in cheir 
incracrinicarian cogecherness and mucual decerminacion. According co che 
crinicarian dogma, che Holy Trinity is noc a divine criunity in abstracto, buc 

S· To be sure, one can find vestip trinit4tis outside of Christianity, for example, in 
the Hindu trinity. But without going into how nontrinitarian this trinity really is and to 
what exrenr it differs from rhe Christian Trinity, one should in any event remember rhac 
Hinduism did nor have any •isible influence on classical anriquity and Chrisrianity. 
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che complecely concrece criunicy of Facher, Son, and Holy Spiric, of che 
Firsc, Second, and Third hyposcases. Trinicarian cheology includes che doc· 
crine of each of che Divine hyposcases and cheir incerrelacion. Here, che 
crinicy of Divinicy in unicy, as well as in che discinccion of che chree con
crece hyposcases, muse be shown noc only as a divinely revealed fact, valid by 
vircue of ics faccicicy, buc also as a principle owing co which Divinicy is noc a 
dyad, cecrad, ecc., in general noc a pagan Olympus, buc precisely a crinicy, 
exhauscing icself in ics fullness and self-enclosedness. In like manner chere 
arises wich respecc co che individual Persons che problem of cheir proper 
place in che Trinicy and che significance of chis place for each of chem. In 
parcicular, in pneumacology che general doccrine ofTrinicy includes and is 
complicaced by che special problemacic of che Third hyposcasis, che Holy 
Spiric. In concreto, crinicarian cheology is pacrology, Chriscology, and 
pneumacology, all chree. For chese concrece aspeccs of che crinicarian doc
crine chere are no daca or analogies in pagan philosophy. 

Thus, ic was che cask of crinicarian cheology co escablish cwo funda
mencal aspeccs of che dogma: on che one hand, che concrece criunicy of 
Divinicy, where che laccer, being che criune absoluce subjecc,6 includes three 
subjects of equal divinicy buc discincc personhood; and on che ocher, che 
concrece incerrelacion of che chree Persons of che Holy Trinicy in cheir hec
ero-personal being for chemselves and for one anocher. The unificacion of 
chese cwo pares of che doccrine is whac decermines concrece criadology 
and, in parcicular, pneumacology. 

The crinicarian problem in chis form is conceived only beginning 
wich che chird cencury and, properly speaking, ic is examined and solved 
in che pacriscic epoch only in che chird, fourch, and fifch cencuries. In lacer 
cencuries chese quescions are addressed only in passing, or on some ocher 
occasion: che encire field of accencion is occupied by Chriscology, noc 
pneumacology; and che lacer epigonic summacion (in John of Damascus) 
does noc of course change chis relacive indifference co che pneumaco
logical problem as such. This problem comes co occupy che cencer of ac
cencion lacer, in che poscpacriscic epoch, scarcing wich che ninch cencury, 
and ic does chis in a one-sided and parcicularly polemical formulacion, 
precisely as che quescion of che Filioque,7 wich ics pro and concra. There
fore, che cruly creacive period in pneumacology is che pacriscic epoch of 
che chird co fifch cencuries; co sum up che achievemencs of chis epoch is co 
sum up che achievemencs of pacriscic pneumacology. 

6. See my essay "Chapcers on Trinir:y" (<928). 
7. See the Translator's Introduction for a discussion of the Filioque. - Trans. 
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• • 
One must acknowledge that the third century, despite its remarkable ef
forts in the domain of trinitarian theology, did not solve the problem. On 
the contrary, it even evaded it, distorting it or substituting another prob
lem for it. The fundamental element of the problematic of the Holy Trin
ity was ignored, namely, the dogma of the equal divinity and equal dignity of 
the Three Persons of the Holy Trinity. This element was replaced by the 
opposite dogma of their inequality, their unequal dignity and unequal di
vinity. Instead of a doctrine of the Holy Spirit there arose a doctrine of the 
revelation of one Divinity in three descending steps, with each successive 
person having a lesser fullness of divinity and possessing not equal divin
ity but only partial and gradually decreasing divinity. And this casts doubt 
on the very existence of the trinitarity, which is by no means a three-step 
revelation of Divinity. Perhaps it would be more appropriate to speak in 
this case not of the trinity but of the unicity of Divinity, where the latter is 
characterized by a three-step modality, the lower stages being included in 
and subordinate to a single higher monad. In the capacity of a triadology 
we get a masked monadology. Such a system of triadology is usually re
ferred to by the Latin term "subordinationism," which afflicted, directly 
or indirectly, all the theological systems of the second century and some 
of the systems of the third century. 

We also find this subordinationism in the second part of the trini
tarian problem, in prosopology, the doctrine of the separate persons or 
prosopa; and also, in particular, in pneumatology. If the entire Holy Trinity 
receives a subordinationistic interpretation, it becomes clear that, in par
ticular, the Third hypostasis, the Holy Spirit, is understood as the third 
and last according to Divinity. But in essence it is not known why it is last, 
why it is not possible to continue this decreasing self-revelation of Divin
ity further, beyond the three hypostases. In essence, this substitution and 
distortion remove the very problem of pneumatology, leaving no place for 
an orthodox doctrine, but giving instead only its subordinationistic sur
rogates. Unfortunately, this is the only form of pneumatology that the 
third-century patristic literature knew. 

For this failure of patristic thought with regard to pneumatology we 
can indubitably blame (besides its lack of experience in this domain and 
the difficulty of the problem itself) the philosophical influence of antiq
uity. As we have already indicated, in developing a doctrine as extraordi
narily difficult as triadology, theology could not rely solely on its own 
powers: it needed the aid of the philosophy of antiquity and used the lat-
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cer as an instrument. Bue chis instrument was a dangerous one, turning 
out co be poisonous or at least disobedient. It led chose who used it much 
farther than necessary or even where they should not have gone. Imper
ceptibly, Christian thought wandered co the side or became colored by the 
pagan philosophical systems. A syncretism of pagan philosophy and Chris
tian theology thus arose, a syncrecism which lacer will be overcome slowly 
and painfully, but never completely. 

We can distinguish different forms of subordinationism in the early 
criadology, depending on which philosophical system of antiquity has the 
dominant influence. Thus, in Western theology we have the stoically colored 
doctrine ofTercullian and the related theories ofNovatian and Hippolyrus. 
In Eastern theology we have Origen's system based on Neoplaconic ideas, 
which left its ineradicable mark on the whole of Eastern (especially Alexan
drian) theology. Finally, we have, rooted in Aristoteleanism, the doctrine of 
Arius and its arianizing successors, Macedonius, Eunomius, Aetius, and 
others. As a reaction to subordinationism but parallel to it, in the form of 
its black shadow, so to speak, negative subordinarionism, we can mention 
various types of modalism, again inspired - directly or indirectly - by an
tiquity. A closer examination of these different forms of subordinationism 
will make the above discussion more convincing. 

II. Tertullian's Subordinationism and Stoic Philosophy 

Before turning co an analysis of rhe trinitarian doctrine of the third cen
tury, lee us note chat it poses two kinds of problems: (1) the problem ofrhe 
immanent Holy Trinity, i.e., the Holy Trinity in itself, in its eternal being 
without reference ro the world; and (2) the problem of the economic Trin
ity, i.e., the Trinity in relation ro the world. The ontological and cosmo
logical aspects of the question in this case not only are nor mutually ex
clusive but are even interrelated. The Holy Trinity is considered here with 
a primary emphasis on the cosmological or economic aspect; and this em
phasis greatly determines the character of the doctrine considered. This 
predominant cosmologism in the understanding of rhe Holy Trinity nat
urally harmonizes with and even leads co subordinationism. In particular, 
Tercullian's doctrine exhibits features typical of a cosmological under
standing of the Holy Trinity, of an economic subordinationism. Such are 
its fundamental style and its theme: co understand God in His revelation 
in the world in the capacity of the Holy Trinity. Meantime, the speculative 
and theological statement of chis doctrine, whose dogmatic content is 
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furnished by the Old Testament and New Testament traditions, is deter
mined by premises borrowed from the Stoic philosophy. 

The latter is a form of philosophical monism with a tendency toward 
religious and then ethical pantheism. There is one living, rational, fire
like substance, which is the pneumo-corporeal principle, material and 
life-giving. In this substance, all that is corporeal is spiritual and all that is 
spiritual is corporeal.8 This substance possesses the principles of its own 
self-determination, the properties by which it is concretized in its own be
ing, as well as the possibility of self-differentiation through the relations 
that arise therefrom. This substance is intrinsically impersonal (we can al
ready observe here the impersonalism that is a fundamental principle of 
Western theology). Although hyposcacic consciousness of self becomes 
proper to it, chis is a secondary, derivative definition, which is ontologi
cally preceded by substantial pre-hyposcacic and excra-hyposcacic being; 
substance is primordial here. le bears within itself the reason of the world 
and all its abundance (logoi spermatilwi). Procomaccer (huli), qualified 
(poios) by form, accualizes these principles in being. In chem, substance is 
revealed in the multiplicity of the world, while preserving its unity. 

In these general features, Stoicism approaches the classical systems 
of dynamic and static hylozoism or monism - the systems of Heraclitus 
and Parmenides, Spinoza and perhaps Leibniz. From the religious point 
of view, chis moniscic pantheism is clearly characterized by naturalistic 
immanencism, with not an accidental trace of anthropomorphism. By ex
pressing the self-consciousness of being, man thereby also possesses 
knowledge of God. And through knowledge of the world he learns co 
know the world reason,fatum: he learns amor fati (love of face) as the su
preme wisdom. 

This general scheme of monistic naturalism appears co have little in 
common with the dogmatic doctrine of Christianity. On one side we have 
pantheistic monism; on the other we have an insurmountable distance 
between God and creation. On the one side we have the impersonalism of 
a substance deprived of all qualities and definitions; on the ocher we have 
the concrete crihyposcacizedness of Divinity. On the one side we have the 
doctrine of the universal corporeality of substance in God and the world; 
on the other we have the doctrine of God as the Absolute Spirit, etc. 

Terrullian assimilates these themes of Stoicism, not only chose that 

8. In this respect Stoicism is most akin to the religious philosophy of occultism as 
it is expressed in che cheosophical and anrhroposophical docrrines of our rime, wirh 
their radial identification of the spiritual and the corporeal. 
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are appropriate to Christianity but also those that are decisively opposed 
to it. Among the latter one must include the doctrine of the corporeality 
of substance as well as the absence of the notion of personhood in 
Tertullian's ontology. But how can one build a bridge from Stoic 
impersonalism to the doctrine of the trihypostatic God in the dogmatics 
of the Christian Church? What saves the situation here is the idea of econ
omy, i.e., the cosmological interpretation of the Holy Trinity. There is no 
place for this interpretation in the Absolute, but it comes into play when 
one attempts to define the relations between the Absolute and the world. 
Here one must keep in mind the fact that the creation of the world is by 
no means a necessity for the Absolute Itself in Its self-revelation. Creation 
is (and here we see a gnostic influence) an emanation (probole) of Divinity 
into the world, an emanation which then becomes an "economy" and is 
expressed in the creation of the world and man. At the same time as this 
emanation and economy in Divinity there also arise personal determina
tions and, in particular, the Holy Trinity. God is an anthropomorphic 
spirit. 

Tertullian's anthropomorphism has as much a Christian origin (the 
idea of the image of God in man) as a Stoic one (religious immanentism). 
Owing to religious immanencism, man has direct self-knowledge of rerum 
divinarum, of che corporeal-spiritual substance, which, being totally suffi
cient and all-blissful, constitutes space, che world, and all things (Adver.rus 
Praxean, ch. s); and chis essentially extra-personal or pre-personal sub
stance is God, corresponding in Scripture co the Father: "Pater tota substan
tia est" (ch. 9). The Trinity did not exist; neither did che First hyposcasis. 
Divinity was what existed. "God was alone (solus), but even then He was 
noc properly alone, for He had wich Himself His Reason, which He had in 
Himself. God is a rational entity; and Reason was in Him first, and only 
then did all things [gee their being) from Him. This Reason is His con· 
sciousness of Himself (sensus ipsius est). The Greeks call ic Logos" (ch. s). 
"God did not possess the Word from the beginning (non sennonalis a 
principio), but He possessed reason (rationalis) before the beginning (ante 
principium) . ... Although God did not utter His Word, He had it in Him· 
self with reason itself and in reason itself, medicating on and organizing 
what He soon was to express through His Word" (ch. s). 

Of course, chis pre-mundane and even pre-trinitarian reason is only 
a power or attribute of God, not the hyposcacic being of the Son. When 
God said "lee there be light," it was then chat His Word was truly engen
dered from Him. "It was then that the Word received His form and adorn
ment, His voice and sound, became the only begotten Son (unigenitus et 
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unus ex solo Deo genitus), existing separately from Him" (Adversus Praxean, 
ch. 7, 26). This leads to an Arianizing thesis: "There was a time when the 
Son, Who made God the Father, did not exist" (Adversus Hermogenum, ch. 
3). "When God desired to bring substances and appearances to reality in 
Him, He proferred (protulit) the Word, in order to actualize all things 
(universalia) through the Latter, through Whose cooperation they are con
ceived and predetermined" (Adversus Praxean, ch. 5). Logos-Sophia is the 
mediator or demiurge here, for Tertullian shared the philosophical con
viction common to antiquity that Divinity could not enter into direct re
lations with creation.9 

Such is also the purpose of the Holy Spirit. He and the Logos are the 
"ministri et arbilri" of che Father (Adversus Praxean, ch. 12); the Father con
fers with Them and They are His agents, acting "by His power and will" 
(ch. 15). The specific significance of the Holy Spirit is not fully clarified. 
But fully clarified is the conclusion that follows from the general pre
mises of subordinationism and is characteristic not only for Tertullian 
himself bur also for his followers on this pach: chis is the proposition that 
the Holy Spirit, in the capacity of the Third hypostasis originating after 
the Son, is less chan the Son, for He originates from the Son. The subordi
nationism here consists of a three-step progression, expressing a gradual 
decrease in che fullness of divinity; and the third Person in the Holy Trinity 
is interpreted as having the third place in Its ontological hierarchy. The 
chird Person co-participates in the substance of Divinity, as gradus, forma, 
and species unius substantiae [degree, form, and species of one substance); 
and in this sense, together with the Son, He partakes in the substance of 
the Father. 

Tertullian also explains their relationship by an ill-chosen physical 
comparison (a favorite one in patristics): that of source, spring, and river. 
According to this comparison, the Holy Spirit is placed in a regular 
subordinationistic dependence not only on the Father but also on the 
Son. For Tertullian this means precisely a Pam per Filium [from che Father 
through the Son), which is one of the early expressions of the Western 
doctrine of the Filioque. The Holy Spirit is allocaced the third place; and 
He is conceived, in terms of quantity of Divine substance, as less not only 
in comparison with the Father but also in comparison with the Son 

9. Here he commits an error that later becomes a common notion in patristics. 
Namely, in equaring rhe Logos wirh Sophia, he makes rhe Logos irself rhe sophianic 
foundarion of rhe world, whereas rhis mediaring place berween God and crearion be
longs nor ro rhe Logos, bur precisely ro Sophia. 
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(Adversus Pntxean, ch. 8). This distinction also conforms with the notion 
of the later appearance of the Third hypostasis: He is considered to have 
appeared not before the creation of che world, like the Logos, but only af
ter the ascension of Christ; and He is considered to be the continuator of 
Christ's work on earth and the organizer of His Church. Just as che Logos
Son received from the Father "His form and adornment," so the Son after 
His ascension, "having asked chis of che Father, gave being to che Com
forter" (ch. 25). 

Tercullian's cosmological subordinacionism is so extreme chat he 
proclaims a principle of the future Arianism: there was a time when the 
Logos did not exist. Does Tercullian not consider chis Logos (and a fortiori 
the Holy Spirit) who arises in time a creation of the Father? Tercullian 
evades chis apparently inevitable conclusion by means of Stoic philosophy 
with its monistic impersonalism. Thanks to the universality and unity of 
substance, the "homoousianism" (unius substantiae) of the three hypos
tases is assured in advance; for in essence there is no other place for all 
chat exists except chis one substance, which also possesses che convenient 
feature chat it is easily divided. 

This divisibility is conceived according co the type of the inner 
distributio or distinctio of temporal and spacial relationships. Divinity is 
the fundamental substance, of which che Father, the Son, and the Spirit 
are different aspects, unius substantiae, unius status, et unius potestatis [of 
one substance, of one condition, and of one power]. One muse not for
get the fundamental impersonalism of Divinity owing co which all che 
hyposcases arise within the limits of chis impersonal substance: nee Parer 
potuit esse ante Filium [the Fae her could not have been before che Son] 
(Adversus Hermogenum, ch. 3); tres unum sunt non unus [three are a unity, 
not one] (Adversus Praxean, ch. 35). The trinitarian hyposcases are only 
hyposcacized poiotires (in accordance with the postulate of Christian 
dogmatics), separate species. Here Tercullian anticipates the fundamen
tal cheologeme of Western trinitarian theology concerning the hypos
cases as relations. 

As a result of chis difference in attributes, the hyposcases are, on the 
one hand, distinguished by chem, but, on the ocher hand, they belong co 
one substance, are homoousian in character: Ires aurem non substantia, sed 
forma [three not in substance but in form] (Adversus Pntxean, ch. 2). They 
are separated as alius, a/ills, alius (other, ocher, ocher], being distinguished 
not only by their attributes buc also by che measure of substance, which is 
proper, in its entirety, only to the Father, but which belongs to the Son 
and Spirit only in decreasing pares (che sun, che ray, che light of chis ray). 
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There also resulc ocher consequences: che invisibilicy of che Facher and che 
visibilicy of che Son, ecc. Being only cosmological and economic in nacure, 
chis distinccion has, evidendy, a cemporal characcer, arises wich che begin
ning of cime and ends wich its end, so chac, as a resulc of chis cheory, che 
very exiscence of che economic Trinicy afrer che end of che presenc world 
becomes problematic. 

It is chis idea of the divisibilicy of che one subscance wich che differ
enciacion of che pares or hyposcases chac chus arise, thac enables 
Tercullian co avoid the purely Arian underscanding of che Son as a crea
cure, while preserving all che (relatively) convenient feacures of cosmologi
cal subordinationism in the doccrine of che Son as the demiurge (and of 
che Spiric as His assiscant). From the vantage poinc of chis Scoic monism 
chere can arise a general question: Is there in general a place here for che 
idea of creation, i.e., the appearance of creacurely being from noncreacurely 
being by vircue of a creative ace? Or is there only a series of states or differ
entiations of one and the same subscance, beginning with che appearance 
of the Trinicy and ending with che Divine Incarnation, as the union not of 
two nacures but racher of two states of one mecaphysical nacure? In partic
ular, we find here in Tercullian the idea of the Divine-humanicy, the union 
of the divine and human nacures, as che conformicy of the proper visible 
image of che Logos prior to che lncarnacion wich che human body as
sumed by Him. 

In summing up Tercullian's trinicarian doctrine, one must say chac 
ic does noc ac all accain ics goal, which is co develop a speculacive theology 
of che trinicarian dogma. Neither his one-sided cosmological interpreca
tion of the Holy Trinicy, wich a decisive rejeccion oflts immanent, eternal 
being, nor his subordinacionism, wich a sharp departure from the equi
divinicy of the three hypostases, can be recognized as satisfying the de
mands of the Orthodox dogmacic consciousness. And as far as the doc
trine of the Holy Spiric is concerned (coward which Tertullian apparendy 
should have had, as a Montanisc, a marked predisposicion), ic is che weak
est pare of his trinicarian cheory, both in ics fundamencal principle and 
because ic is che lease consistent and developed pare of chis theory: 
Thanks to Its origin (not direcdy from the Father, but only chrough the 
Son and, so co speak, for His needs) che Third hyposcasis is put in lase 
place in terms of fullness of divine subscance. 

Ac the same time, the Third hyposcasis is created here with an uncer
caincy which characterizes co some degree the whole of patristic chought, 
particularly chat of the early period. Theology confronts here the fact chat 
the Holy Spiric is preached in Church doccrine and manifested in the life 
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of the Church, and that therefore He must be, in one way or another, in
cluded in the dogmatic schemata. But there is neither an appropriate 
speculative idea nor a theological motivation for this. The early 
logologists, not excluding Terrullian, give the impression that the pres
ence of the Logos, the Second hypostasis, in the self-revelation of Divinity 
is truly essential for them; and all of them, each in his own way, are con
vinced of this not only ecclesially and positively but also theologically; 
and they in fact theologize about this. But as for the Holy Spirit, theologi
cally they do not know what to do with Him and what place to assign to 
Him in their theological system. In essence, one can say that they are not 
convinced of the necessity of this; and although they submit to the 
dogma they could easily do without it in what we can call their binitarian 
- rather than trinitarian - theology. Therefore, there involuntarily arises 
in us the thought that, given an external necessity, they could have ac
cepted a dyad, just as they could have gone beyond the Trinity to some 
larger number. In a word, one must affirm that even the Montanist 
Tertullian, strictly speaking, does not have a pneumatology. 

III. Cosmological Subordinationism in Arianism 

Arianism has predecessors in the so-called dynamic monarchianism, 
whose leaders were representatives of unitarianism in triadology and, of 
course, in Christology. The Antiochene tradition of Aristotelean rational
ism through Lucian, teacher of Arius, also touched the latter, whose fun
damental ideas about God are colored by Aristoteleanism. In theology 
Arius represents a direct contrast to the pantheistic monism of the Stoics. 
The God of Aristotle is completely transcendental to the world in His self
enclosed divine being. Arius taught that "God alone is eternal, unsorrow
ing, truthful, immortal, wise, good, powerful ... unchangeable." God is a 
self-sufficient being Who from all eternity has His own Logos and wis
dom, and He is conceived in the spirit of judaistically Aristotelean mono
theism. In such a scheme there necessarily arises the old question, posed 
once by Philo: What is the relation of this transcendent God to creation, 
i.e., what mediates between God and the world? The sophiological prob
lematic was totally foreign to Arius, as it was to the anti-Arian orthodox 
theology. Therefore, where one should have inquired into the divine prin
ciple or foundation of the world in God, one disputed instead about the 
Divine demiurge or Logos and His properties in relation to God the Cre
ator Himself. This incorrect problematic characterizes both Arius and St. 
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Achanasius, as ic does all furcher pacriscic cheology, which is noc aware of 
sophiology, alchough ics deduccions posrulace che Ianer. 10 

In decermining che relacions of God co che world, asophianic cheol
ogy has an irresiscible cendency coward subordinacionism, as we have al
ready seen and will also see lacer on. The cosmological problemacic also 
predominandy colors Arius' cheology, especially his Chriscology, which is 
encirely decermined by che cosmological aspecc, noc che soceriological or 
some other aspecc. Here, he based his cheery on wholly other oncological 
presupposicions chan chose ofTercullian or Origen. Ariscoceleanism wich 
the cranscendence and self-enclosed self-sufficiency of Divinicy lefr a 
place neicher for che divisibilicy of subscance, idencified wich cosmic be
ing, as in Tercullian's Scoic cheology, nor for che emanacive process, as in 
Origen's Neoplaconic cheology. Between che Ariscocelean God-monad and 
che world there exiscs a hiacus, an ontological abyss, which can be crossed 
only by a salto mortale (death-defying leap). Arius made such a leap in his 
doccrine of che crearurely Son, creaced ouc of che non-exiscenc. The Son is 
creaced noc ouc of che divine me on, crinely decermined in icself, as in che 
Scoic and Neoplatonic subordinationism, buc ouc of che non-divine and 
excra-divine ouk on;11 and cherefore He does noc resemble che Facher in 
any way: che Son does noc precisely know che Facher and does noc see Him 
perfecdy. The Son is changeable; in all chings He is separaced and alien
aced from che essence of che Facher. u 

As a creacure, che Son appears in time, and cherefore the Facher also 
appears in chis sense: "God was noc always che Facher, buc chere was a 
rime when there was only God, and the Father did noc yec exisc; ic was 
lacer thac He became che Facher. And che Son coo did noc always exisc ... 
and chere was a cime when the Word did not exisc. Desiring co creace us, 
God creaced a cercain One and named Him Word, Wisdom, and Son, in 
order to creace us by means of Him." Thus, che cosmological origin and 
funcrion of che Son are beyond all doubc here. He is creaced by an ace of 
divine will, or desiring, which has no necessicy in icselfbuc is racher an ace 
of divine arbicrariness. True, chis creacion, in concrasc co all ocher cre
ations, is perfecc; ic is incended co become che instrumenc of the creacion 

10. See my book Agnets Bozbii (IM Ulmb of God). [Tbt Ulmb of God is volume one of 
1he 1rilogy On Divine-Humani!f, of which Tbt Comforter is volume rwo. See 1he Transla
tor's Introduction. - Trans.] 

11. For a discussion of 1hese cerms see my book Tbt UnfoJing Li6'1 (Moscow, 1917). 
12. Our information abour Arius' docrrine comes chiefly from Athanasius' A.inst 

the Arians. 
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of the world, the cosmic demi urge, and then to make His abode in man 
and become Christ. 

For our purposes there is no need to give a detailed account of the 
well-known Arian heresy. The important thing for us is to indicate this in· 
ner logic of cosmological subordinationism, which, here, on the founda
tion of the Aristotelean doctrine of God, leads to a rheological absurdity: 
the trinitarian dogma is abolished and replaced by a blatant unitarianism, 
and even one that is disfigured by a dogmatic addition, the doctrine of a 
creaturely Son. This subordinationistic unitarianism is characterized by a 
total absence of the doctrine of the Holy Spirit, and even by something 
that is worse than a mere absence: in order to appease the demands of 
Church dogma, the doctrine of the Holy Spirit is replaced by the doctrine 
of a second stage of the divine creation, namely, by the creation of the 
Third hypostasis through the Second, of the Holy Spirit through the 
Logos. The Holy Spirit is assigned, both ontologically and cosmologically, 
the third place in terms of dignity. In essence, Arius could not, of course, 
be interested in the pneumatological problem. As the final result, those 
three stages into which Arius divides the Holy Trinity rum out to be onto· 
logically separated from one another by their hetero-subsrantiality: "Sepa· 
rate by nature, disunited, divorced, and alien to one another are the es
sences of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit; and they are infinitely 
dissimilar in all things according to their essence and glories; at least, the 
Word, with reference to the likeness of glory and essence, is absolutely alien 
both to the one and to the other, to the Father and to the Holy Spirit."13 

In the next generation, Arianism's continuators Aetius and Euno· 
mius imparted to the doctrine a repellently rationalistic form. But in the 
fundamental idea, i.e., subordinationatism, and particularly with refer
ence to pneumatology, they remained faithful to Arius; and if for them 
the Son is a creature, the Holy Spirit is the creature of a creature. The un· 
born God is one and unique; the Son is a generation and creation, not ex
isting previously and therefore created our of nonbeing, alien to the na· 
ture of the Father; and the Spirit is third in both order and dignity and 
thus third in essence as well. 14 

13. Achanasius, ~ SynodiJ, n. 15. 
14. The further dewlopmen< of Arianism leads nacurally co pneuma1omachian· 

ism, with Macedonius cradicionally considered as che head of che pneumatomachians 
(although rhere is no information about his acrual opinions). This question was dis
cussed and partially resolved ac 1he Second Ecumenical Council, at Constantinople (381), 
about which below. 
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Thus, in Arianism, despite all its deadness, we find the maximally 
acute formulation of two problems: (I) the problem of cosmology, whose 
solution should have been a sophiology (the patristic epoch did not fully 
understand this problem and provided no solution for it); and (2) the 
problem of trinitarian subordinationism, in connection with which the 
question of the consubstantiality (homoousianism) of the hypostases was 
posed together with the whole trinitarian problem. The further develop
ment of this problematic consisted in the fact that the formulation and 
discussion of the trinitarian problem involved the doctrine not of a cos
mological - or rather not only of a cosmological - subordinationism, but 
of an ontological one. And we find this precisely in the doctrine of Ori
gen, who put his stamp on the whole of patristic theology. 

IV. Ontological Subordinationism in 
Origen's Doctrine of the Holy Trinity 

The doctrine of Origen, who is the true founder of Eastern patristic theol
ogy, bears distinct traces of the influence ofNeoplatonism. His fundamen
tal work On First Principles (De Principiis) appeared before Plotinus' Enneads, 
and Plotinus lived after him. However, being a disciple of Ammonius 
Saccas, whose ideas, according to Porphyry, were expounded by Plotinus, 
Origen was nurtured on the ideas of Neoplatonism; and he cannot be 
viewed otherwise than in connection with Plotinus, who represents the su
preme achievement of the Greek philosophy (indeed, of natural reason in 
general) that did not know or at least did not accept revelation. 

Origen assimilated the fundamental principles of the philosophy of 
Neoplatonism and by means of them he constructed a system of Christian 
dogmatics. This effort was extraordinarily valuable, as well as being full of 
danger and difficulty. First of all, Origen had to translate the impersonal
istic system of Neoplatonism into the language of Christian personalistic, 
trinitarian theology; and he did this at a time when church theology had 
very little experience with the problematic of personalism, i.e., in the ante
Nicene and ante-Cappadocian epoch. He did this without express specula
tion, simply by putting the hypostasis of the Father in place of the Neopla· 
tonic One, the hypostasis of the Son in place of the Neoplatonic Mind, and 
the hypostasis of the Holy Spirit in place of the World Soul, almost with
out noticing this substitution. This substitution makes itselffelt, however, 
when it becomes necessary to more precisely define the hypostatic proper
ties as well as the interrelationships of the hypostases. 
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In general, the Father takes on the features of Plotinus' One and is 
determined, in the main, apophatically: He is unfathomable, unexplain
able, invisible, incorporeal, unchangeable. It is not easy to decide whether 
He is an essence or higher than essence, and even higher than all that is 
conceivable. He is unity and uniqueness. He is higher than wisdom, truth, 
light, and life, all of which come from Him. Meanwhile, He has complete 
and perfect knowledge of Himself; it is for this reason that Ori gen rejects 
the predicate of limitlessness, apeiron, in favor of determinateness and 
knowability. It must be noted that Origen's concept of God the Father co
incides with the concept of God (ho Theos) or even auto·Tbeos, the first God 
in the language ofNeoplatonism, already presupposing the gradation of 
Divinity in the second and third god. Neoplatonic subordinationism thus 
already steals into this first definition. This feature is more fully disclosed 
in the definition of the relation between the Father and the Son: "Let us 
try to imagine the power of God (virtus Dei) which constitutes the founda
tions of God's being .... Out of this universal and immeasurably great 
power there arises a vapor and, so to speak, a vigor which has its own 
hypostasis (in propria subsistentia effectus). Although this vigor comes out of 
the power itself, like desire out of thought, God's desire itself also be
comes God's power. Thus, there arises another power, existing in its qual
ity (in sua proprietate subsistens), a certain vapor of the first and unborn 
power (primae et ingenitae virtutis) of God and receiving its being from the 
latter" (De Principiis 1.2.9). 

Although this emanative conception of the origin of God's second 
power from the first indubitably introduces a distinction between them 
in the sense of ontological subordinationism, it nevertheless sufficiently 
affirms the consubstantiality, the homoousianism, of the two. We thus 
get an external consonance with Arius, who derived the Son from the Fa
ther's desire or will, against which St. Athanasius fought so insistently, af
firming, instead, the origin of the Son from God's essence, not from His 
will. There is of course no intentional inner correspondence here between 
Origen's conception and Arianism, for he asserts the origin of the Son not 
from the non-existent but from God, as a "vapor" or a "shining of the 
eternal light." We therefore find in him the beginnings of a homoousian 
theology, although its form is imperfect.15 At the same time he rejects an
other element of cosmological subordinationism: the temporal depen
dence of the origin of the Son on the Father; he connects the Son's origin 

15. To be sure, we do nor find rhe rerm bomoausios. bur only rhe idea rhe rerm repre· 
senr.s. 
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nor to the "economy'' of creation bur to the eternal being of Divinity it
self. "Just as a light can never be without shining, so of course the Son is 
nor conceivable without the Father. The Son is also called the imprinted 
image of the Father's substance (substantiae eius), the Word and Wisdom. 
How can one say that there was once a time when the Son did nor exist? 
For to say this is to assert that there was once a time when truth did not 
exist, when wisdom did not exist, when life did nor exist, whereas in all 
these things, the substance (substantia) of God the Father is thought to a 
superlative degree. All these things can never be taken away from Him and 
can never be separated from His essence" (4.28). Relying on the fundamen
tal ontological idea of Neoplaronism, Origen radically overcomes cosmo
logical subordinationism, both that of Terrullian and that of the Arians: 
The Son is co-eternal with the Father, and He is always born from Him 
1.2.2). 

However, Origen overcomes cosmological subordinarionism only 
with reference co the creaturely world, clearly and consistently distin
guishing creatureliness from the divine principle. Bur he does nor over
come it with reference to the mutual relations of che hyposrases, with ref
erence to their equal dignity and divinity. Here, we find in Origen a 
distinct and consistent subordinarionism of the hyposrases: The Father is 
higher than the Son (just as the Son is higher than the Holy Spirit, but 
about this below). Although the Son is the actualized fullness of the Fa
ther's Divinity, He (the Son) presents this Divinity to the world, whose 
shadow falls on the Son Himself. God (the Father) is the simple one; the 
Son becomes multiple. God is higher than Wisdom; the Son is Wisdom.16 

The Father is the hidden God; the Son is the principle of self-revelation to 
the world. The Father is one and simple; the Son is "the idea of ideas and 
the essence of essences," the principle of all creation, 17 Sophia(?!): "In this 
hypostasis of Wisdom was (already) contained the whole possibility and 
image of future creatures; and by virtue of foreknowledge, all was predes-

16. Origen also cends co eq~ce che Wisdom of Proverbs (Prov. 8, 9) wich rhe Son. 
This can be sufficiently explained by the discinctive features of his subordinationism on 
the one hand and by the absence of a sophiology on the other. The Son thus occupies the 
place of Sophia in relation to the world and becomes excessively close to the latter. An er· 
roneous interpretation of the text (an incerprerarion that Origen shares with the entire 
patristic epoch) characterizes this sophiological lacuna in his theology, owing to which 
he finds himself defenseless against cosmological subordinarionism. 

17. Thanks ro rhe aforementioned sophiological cangle and che confusion of che 
principles of the creaturely and noncreacurely Sophia, Origen, several rimes calling rhe 
Son Sophia, also calls Him a creature (De Principiis 1.4; 3.9). 
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tined and predetermined." "The Son is the beginning of the ways of God, 
because He contains within Himself the beginnings (initia), forms, and 
species of all creation" (1.2.3). 

This confusion of Logos and Sophia leads to the same thing as in 
Plotinus: acknowledging the eternity of the Son, who is immediately di
rected toward the world and approaches it, Origen must also postulate 
the eternity of the world (1.2.10), saving one thing by the other (he could 
have avoided this logical necessity only by distinguishing the Divine 
Sophia, the Divine and truly eternal world, from the Sophia of the 
creaturely world). All this makes the ontological difference between the 
Father and the Son so profound that one could fear for their 
consubstantiality if it were not already affirmed higher as an eternal and 
immanent - and not only economic and temporal - trinity. "The Savior 
and the Holy Spirit are immeasurably higher than all created things, but 
the Father surpasses the Son as much (or even more) as He and the Holy 
Spirit surpass all others .... Surpassing in essence, power, dignity, and Di
vinity many who are greatly elevated (angels and saints), the Son is in no 
wise comparable to the Father."18 From this Origen naturally arrives at 
the idea that prayer in the proper sense of the word (proseuche) can be ad
dressed only to the Father. 

This subordinationism extends also co the relation of the Son co the 
Holy Spirit. All was produced through the Logos, so that the Logos is 
higher than the Holy Spirit, precedes Him in being (Commentary on john 
2.6; PG 14, cols. 125, 128). The Spirit's relation co the Son is thus similar to 
the Son's relation to the Father. The Son receives His being from the Fa
ther like nourishment, but the Spirit too needs the Son not only for His 
existence but also in order to be wise, rational, just, and so on (PG 10, col. 
6). Accordingly, the spheres of action and power of each of the hypostases 
are distinguished: The Father contains all things; the Son contains only 
rational entities; the Spirit acts only upon saints. True, these actions of 
the three hypostases are marked by the spirit of harmony, so chat "to par
ticipate in the Holy Spirit is the same thing as to participate in the Father 
and the Son" (De Principiis 4.32). 

It must be said that, in Origen, we do not find a precise conception 
of the Holy Spirit as a necessary element of the life of Divinity (or even 
any definite statements about His Divinity). The schematic inclusion of 

18. Commenwry on Jahn, vols. 13, 25; Migne's Patrolagi4 G"'«a 14, cols. 441, 444. (Jn 
rhe following nores, Migne's P•"""'tfa Gnrt'C• will be designared "PG,"while rhe Patrol.,,W 
L.Jtin• will be designared "PL" - Trans.) 
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che Holy Spiric in Origen's cheology is due, firsc of all, co che Church 
dogma, and chen, of course, co che cheory of Neoplaconic crinicy. The 
place and casks of che World Soul are defined clearly and consiscendy in 
chis cheory, whereas in Origen chey are already assigned co a significam 
degree co che Second hyposcasis (which, moreover, he idemifies wich 
Sophia), and noching is lefr for che Third hyposcasis. This confusion of 
such a mighcy imellecc underscores co an even greacer excem chac absence 
of pneumatology which is so characceriscic for him, as well as for his prede
cessors and comemporaries. 

In general, subordinacionism removes che possibilicy of pneuma
cology. And of course Origen could have learned much from Plocinus in 
che domain oflogology, which essemially exhausced che cheological imer
escs of che epoch, buc noc in che domain of che doccrine of che Holy Spiric, 
which was cocally foreign co Plocinus. One muse also admic Plocinus' su
perioricy co Origen from che poinc of view of formal consiscency in his 
overall syscem. Plocinus developed a syscem of dynamic pancheism, which, 
chanks co his marked impersonalism, was liberaced from many difficul
cies. Origen, on his side, replaced Plocinus' Absoluce One wich che Chris
cian crihyposcacic Divinicy. This, of course, was che work of a Chriscian 
cheologian buc noc of a syscemacic chinker. When Origen replaced 
Plocinus' impersonal mecaphysical principles wich che crinicarian 
hyposcases, che divine persons, his syscem cenainly became more orcho
dox buc by no means more consiscem. 

This replacemenc was only a de facco one, noc one of subscance: ic re
ceived neicher cheological nor philosophical juscificacion. Togecher wich 
Plocinus, Origen incroduced inco cheology che expression "che chree 
hyposcases" of che One God.19 He was aware of che problem of che 
consubstantiality of crinicy, buc noc of che Holy Trinicy itself, which is why, 
scricdy speaking, he has no criadology (and in panicular no pneuma
cology). Origen did noc ac all advance che doccrine ofTrinicy in unicy and 
unicy in Trinicy; chis doccrine remained wichin che limics of che earlier 
problemacic of logology, i.e., of che Facher-Son dyad, formulaced by che 
apologises. Despice his omologism, Origen noc only did noc discinguish 
God and che world in his cheology buc, in che final analysis, he uniced 
chem - alchough, co be sure, noc by lowering God co che world buc by 
raising che world inco God. In chis way, neicher che subordinacionism nor 
che cosmologism in che doccrine of che Holy Trinicy was overcome. One 

19. Origen's (jus[ as Plocinus') use of rhe rerm "hyposrasis0 was nor discinguished. 
by any precision, particularly in relation to phusis (nature). 
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can acknowledge only one indubitable achievement here: che problem of 
trinity was formulated not only with reference co the "economic" Trinity 
but also with reference co the "immanent" Trinity. The aforesaid does not, 
of course, diminish Origen's great accomplishment in theology: He is the 
creator of the first system of Christian theology, which includes, although 
with uneven precision, its fundamental problematic. 

V. Homoousianism in the Trinitarian Doctrine 
of St. Athanasius of Alexandria 

Sc. Athanasius' doctrine opens with a polemic against Arianism; and its 
theological emphasis is christological and logological. The cenrral ele
ment of his doctrine is in part soteriological, inasmuch as only the incar
nation of che rrue God is capable of accomplishing the full restitution 
and deification of man. The development of this soteriological and 
christological doctrine is possible, evidently, only on the basis of 
homoousianism, i.e., the acknowledgement of the consubstantiality of the 
Son with the Father; and this in turn leads to the trinitarian problems, al
though St. Achanasius does not take them as his starring point, but ar
rives at them, which is why this part of his worldview is expressed much 
less precisely than the chriscological part. 

The starting formulation of the trinitarian problem in St. 
Achanasius is the Neoplatonic and Origeniscic position, which had taken 
firm root in that epoch. He thus takes as his starring point the definition 
of the Divine First Principle, the Father, as a simple, blessed, and unfath
omable substance, surpassing all definition. The only thing that can be 
said about Him is chat He is. The "one principle" of Divinity is higher 
than substance and human speculation, higher than beauty or goodness. 
"He is a simple substance in which there are no qualities" (Ep. ad epis. 8). In 
addition, the transcendent Divinity is described (not without some incon
sistency) with positive features such as fullness of love and perfection. 

The further revelation of the First Principle, in accocdance with the 
Neoplaconic schema, is accomplished in inner self-disclosure, which St. 
Achanasius explores primarily in relation to the Logos. Here, there spon
taneously falls into place, as it were, the distinction between the imma
nent and the economic Trinity; and affirming with full clarity the eternity 
of che Holy Trinity, Sc. Achanasius decisively liberates himself on this 
point from cosmologism, both Stoic and Arian, in the doctrine of the 
Holy Trinity. In eternity the Father engenders the Son, Who is the eternal 
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generation of the Father; and "God is the eternal source of His own wis
dom." If there could have been a time when the Son did not exist, this 
means that "the Father would have been without His own Logos and 
without wisdom, that there would have been light without ray and a 
source dry and without water." 

The Son's generation from the Father is not an act of the free desir
ing of the Father's will (as, according to Arius, is the creation of a 
demiurge). This generation pertains to the Father's nature, although it is 
"desirable" for the Father. The most fundamental definition of the Son 
for St. Athanasius is that He is from the substance of the Father, or of the 
same substance as the Father or consubstantial with Him; and as such the 
Son has all the divine properties, is God. For St. Athanasius, the birth of 
the second principle from the first is not a work of metaphysical necessity 
but an act of the proper life of the personal God. Here, St. Athanasius, like 
Origen, puts hypostatic definitions into Plotinus' impersonal ontological 
principles, but these definitions are taken only dogmatically, without any 
special speculative inquiry. 

Starting from the radical homoousianism that is characteristic of 
St. Athanasius, it is not so easy to derive the distinction between individ
ual hypostases; and generally speaking there is no attempt at a theological 
deduction of the trinitarian dogma in St. Athanasius, which is why his 
position in the polemic with Sabellianism20 is insufficiently defensible. In 
general, in St. Athanasius' thought the balance is dogmatically tilted 
more toward homoousianism than toward trinitarianism. Innocent of 
cosmological subordinationism in logology and Christology, St. Athana
sius denies that the Son has a demiurgic function. A characteristic prob
lem in his polemic with Arianism arises here. On the one hand, while re
jecting cosmologism in the understanding of Divinity, in his own way St. 
Athanasius, not less than Arius, asserts that there is an insuperable gulf 
between God and the world, the Creator and creation: "All created things 
have, in their essence, nothing that is similar to the Creator." "What like
ness is there between that which comes out of nothing and the Creator, 
who creates it out of nothing?" 

The opposition between God and the world is taken in all its acute
ness. But it is precisely on the basis of this opposition that Arius, follow
ing Philo, postulated a creaturely intermediary between God and the 
world. Of course, this is just an attempt to fill in the gulf between them, 

20. A form of monarchianism named afcer Sabellius, who was probably a chird
ccntury theologian of Roman origin. - Trans. 
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bur rhis gulf does nor thereby become smaller. In his polemic wirh Arius, 
St. Arhanasius refers ro God's omnipotence, which is sufficiently great to 
creare rhe world wirhour any mediation; on rhe contrary, "wirhour delay, 
all rhar God desires comes inro being." To doubts of an onrological char
acter, Sr. Arhanasius responds only by rhus referring ro God's omnipo
tence. To be sure, rhis scarcely removes rhe difficulty, since absrracr refer
ence ro omnipotence is inapplicable ro questions of ontology. Moreover, 
according to Sr. Arhanasius, creaturely being could "nor rolerare rhe 
unmoderated nature of rhe Father, His rrue radiance; and because of rhe 
Father's love for humanity, the Logos descends to help creatures" (Contra 
Arianos 2.24). The Logos is rhe creative principle rhar contains all rhe prin
ciples of being, and there is nothing in being rhar is produced nor in rhe 
Logos and nor by rhe Logos. Here, God's relation ro rhe world is limited ro 
and exhausted by the action of rhe Logos; no place is left in ir for rhe ac
tion of rhe Third hyposrasis. On rhe orher hand, ro rhe Logos is arrrib
ured rhat which is proper to Sophia, rhar is, rhe Logos is defined as the di
vine foundation of rhe world.21 

In one way or another, the relation of rhe Father-Son Dyad, both in 
eternity and in creation, is sufficiently clarified by Sr. Arhanasius. But his 
trinitarian problematic (in particular in rhe critique of Sabellius' doc
trine) is usually exhausted by a clarification of rhe relation of the Two.22 

To be sure, dogmatically, St. Athanasius confesses the Holy Trinity, but 
theologically, his doctrine, though it includes the Dyad, does not in essence 
include the Trinity; and his trinitarian theology remains predominantly 
dyadic. Noteworthy in this respect is that aspect of his doctrine where he 
touches upon the question of the Holy Spirit. 

It is significant that in all of his works that are dedicated to 
logology, St. Athanasius confesses the Church dogma of the Holy Spirit, 
Whose action he attributes to the Logos. He does not, however, develop 
any theology of rhe Holy Spirit. He concerned himself wirh this problem 

11. In Athanasius, the confusion of Logos and Sophia (see V. lnca,.,.,,tione 42), 
which is rypieal for pa1ristic cosmology as a whole, is particularly pronounced, as it is in 
his doc1rine of Wisdom, which he, following Origen and Arius, equates with the Logos. I 
discuss this in my work on the Mother of God, The Buming Bush (the excursus); on 
Sophia see my U.mb of God. One must admit that in this inrerprerarion of the Logos 
Athanasius does not succeed in overcoming cosmologieal subordinarionatism. Logos is 
fused with the world ro such an extent that in this sense He is ontologically distinct from 
the Father; and here Athanasius' doctrine takes on traits of Plotinian-Origenistic subor
dinationism. 

u. See ConlN Arianos 4.9; 4.1; 3-4· 
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because of the doctrine of heretics (whom he called Tropicists) who de
nied the Divinity of the Holy Spirit and considered Him a creature. This 
led him to expound the orthodox doctrine of the Holy Spirit, relying both 
on the testimony of Scripture and on tradition (see his Letters to Serapion of 
Tbmuis 1, 3, 4). Affirming the divinity of the Holy Spirit and confessing the 
dogma of the Holy Trinity - of the Father, of the Son, and of the Holy 
Spirit - St. Athanasius nonetheless constructs his theolot:1 of the Holy 
Spirit solely with reference to the Son, dyadically; so that if in his 
christological works we have the first dyad of the Holy Trinity, the Father 
and the Son, then here we have the second dyad, the Son and the Holy 
Spirit. St. Athanasius virtually does not treat the relation of the Father to 
the Holy Spirit (in particular he does not say anything about the proces
sion from the Father, although he cites the appropriate text, John 15:26). 
On the other hand, he systematically traces the relation of the Son and 
the Holy Spirit: their general interrelationship is expressed in the formula 
that, just as the Son is the Image of the Father, so the Holy Spirit is the 
Image of the Son (Letters to Serapion 3, 4). This Athanasian idea (also en
countered in the creed of St. Gregory Thaumaturgus) was a favorite one 
in the patristic literature up to and including St. John of Damascus. 

To repeat, St. Athanasius' doctrine of the Holy Spirit is not triadic 
but dyadic in nature, for it considers only the relation of the Holy Spirit 
to the Son. This does not mean, of course, that St. Athanasius excludes in 
any way (e.g., subordinationistically) the Holy Spirit from the Holy Trin
ity; on the contrary, he attests just the opposite many times. He considers 
the nature and activity of the Holy Spirit only in relation to the Son, how
ever, and almost completely ignores the Holy Spirit's relation to the Fa
ther (and he thus does not specifically consider the question of the pro
cession of the Holy Spirit from the Father and, in general, the question of 
procession as opposed to generation). This alone is sufficient to make his 
doctrine of the Holy Spirit (or, which in this case is the same thing, of the 
Holy Trinity) incomplete and to give it a one-sided christocentric orienta
tion. St. Athanasius remains predominantly a logologist or christologist 
even in his pneumatology. 

This results in another one-sided or incomplete aspect of his 
thought: his logology has not only an economic and cosmological charac· 
ter but is also rooted in the immanent, eternal life of the Holy Trinity, 
whereas his pneumatology has, preeminently and almost exclusively, an 
economic character, is developed with reference to the work of salvation re
alized by Christ through the Holy Spirit. And to this predominantly 
soteriological aspect of St. Athanasius' pneumatology corresponds an-
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ocher one-sidedness of his doccrine of che Holy Spiric: namely, chac che 
laccer is not viewed as a Creator in relation co the creation of the world, 
buc exclusively as a giver of grace, complecing the work of salvation. That 
is, che Holy Spiric is viewed not cosmourgically but charismatically. To 
chis corresponds anocher aspecc of Sc. Achanasius' logology: namely chac 
che Logos, underscood racher as Sophia, is a cosmourgic hyposcasis co 
which is accribuced che whole work of creacion, preservacion, and provi
dence in relation co che world, i.e., noc only chac which accually belongs co 
che Word buc even chac which, in che lacer Fachers of che Church and in 
che Church ceaching in general, is accribuced co che Holy Spiric. For Sc. 
Achanasius, che Holy Spiric realizes salvacion by His gifcs; che objecc of 
His accion is only the spiritual buc noc che nacural life of che world. This is 
indubicably a consequence of che one-sided soceriological chriscocencrism 
of Sc. Achanasius' pneumacology. 

This incompleceness and one-sidedness of his pneumacology makes 
ic defeccive in the sense chac ic lacks, scriccly speaking, a doccrine of che 
Holy Spiric Himself as che Third hyposcasis in che Holy Trinicy. This 
hyposcasis has its proper place and hyposcacic characcer in the Holy Trin
icy wich regard co procession and incracrinicarian life in general, and ic 
has ics proper place in che life of che world. This soteriological narrowing 
of the problemacic in Sc. Achanasius remains, however, wichouc influ
ence on furcher pacriscic choughc. But ic represencs a characceriscic ele
menc in Sc. Achanasius' doccrine as che classic expression of che dyadic 
doctrine of che Holy Spiric and the Son in Their relacion co humanicy 
and che salvacion of che laccer, in Their indivisible dualicy and unicy in 
che work of salvation, in che accion upon man and in man, in ocher 
words, in Divine-humanity. Whac makes Sc. Achanasius' lecters remarkable 
is chac in chem he, who like no one else in pacriscics revealed che 
chriscological aspecc of the doccrine of Divine-humanicy, underscood 
and incerpreced che work of Divine-humanicy as che dyadic accion of che 
Son and che Holy Spirit. Such a formulacion of chis question in Sc. 
Achanasius has hiscorical significance. le is co chis formulacion chac we 
adapc our own problematic in che presenc invescigacion, which chus be
comes an inquiry inco Divine-humanity as che work of che Son and che 
Holy Spiric, Who, in cheir indivisible Dyad, reveal che Facher. 
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VI. The Cappadocians' Doctrine of the Holy Trinity 
and of the Holy Spirit 

The Cappadocian triad - St. Basil the Great, his brother St. Gregory of 
Nyssa, and St. Gregory the Theologian - play a decisive role in the East
ern trinitarian theology. They have given it a dogmatic formulation that, 
for the most part, with its strong and weak sides, is the dominant one 
even today in Eastern theology. Our aim in this section is to expound, suc
cinctly and accurately, the main elements of this doctrine. 23 

First of all, it is necessary to indicate the purely terminological 
achievements of this doctrine, which are not unimportant for theology. 
The pre-Cappadocian theology did not have categories for the separate ex
pression of personhood and substance, or essence, but confused, both ter
minologically and logically, the existing terms hupostasis and ousia, 
hypostasis and substance. Prosopon, the Greek term for "person," which as 
persona received the right of citizenship in Western theology as early as 
Tertullian, seemed suspicious both because of its nearness to Sabellian
ism and, in general, because of the indeterminacy of its meaning; for it 
can refer to everything that appears before one's eyes - to profile, mask, 
appearance, etc. If we do encounter prosopon in St. Gregory the Theologian 
and St. Gregory of Nyssa, it is only alongside hupostasis, as its clarifica
tion. 24 The concept "hypostasis" is considered by the Cappadocians not in 
a personalistic but in a material sense. Decisive here is Aristotle's doctrine 
of proti ousia [first substance], i.e., of concrete being in which alone does 
concrete substance exist and outside of which it is a mere abstraction 
(deutera ousia [second substance)). This concrete reality is established by a 
particular character of a thing thanks to which hypostasis arises in ousia. 
Both animate and inanimate objects can be subsumed under this concept 
of hypostasis: a rock, an animal, a human being, an angel, God. In itself 
this concept is devoid of personalistic meaning; and if such a meaning is 
put into it in a de facto manner, in conformity with the Church dogma (as 
existence according to itself, kath' heauton), this meaning has no connection 
with the category of hypostasis. This Aristotelean distinction between ousia 
and hypostasis with reference to the Holy Trinity postulates for its realiza
tion the unity of the Divine substance on the one hand and, on the other 

23. This doctrine is expounded in more detail in my essay "'Chapters on Trinity." 
24. St. Gregory 1he Theologian direcied his irony againSI 1he Romans (in OnJlion 

21) because, due 10 rhe poverry of 1heir language, rhey subS1i1u1ed 1he ierm "person" for 
"hypostasis." 
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hand, hyposcacic propercies chac would concrecize chis essence inco 
crihyposcacic being; and chere muse evidendy be chree such hyposcacic 
propercies, in conformicy wich che number of hyposcases. 

The firsc requiremem is sacisfied by homoousianism, which all chree 
Cappadocians profess sceadfasdy, alchough cheir imerprecacion of ic is 
perhaps somewhac differenc from chac of Sc. Achanasius (chac is, ic is 
marked by a cendency co homoiousianism): The unicy of Divinicy as che 
Divine nacure is cheir fundamemal dogmacic presupposicion. In his po
lemic wich Eunomius (1.1), Sc. Basil che Greac defends chis unicy of Divin
icy by scacing chac unicy is comained in che very idea of subscance. The 
ground for chis affirmacion had been sufficiendy prepared by che devel
opmem of homoousian cheology and che earlier Neoplaconizing Origen
ism. Racher unexpeccedly, che influence ofNeoplaconism and Origenism 
is combined with Ariscoteleanism in che Cappadocians' doccrine of che 
unknowabilicy of divinicy, which they were compelled co develop in che 
scruggle againsc che racionalism ofEunomius (and chen Aecius), who con
sidered Divinicy co be fully racionally knowable. Againsc chis doccrine che 
Cappadocians forcefully profess apophacism, che unknowabilicy and, 
hence, che cranscendenc characcer of Divinicy.25 

The subscance of God is unfachomable, unnameable, undefinable. 
God is higher chan essence, goodness, beaucy, even divinicy. Such an asser
cion of che cocal cranscendence of Divinicy is, however, logically overcome 
in Neoplaconism and Origenism by subordinacionism, which makes pos
sible che cransicion from apophacics co kacaphacics, co a posicive doccrine 
of God through che self-revelation of Divinicy in che divine world. Bue 
given che Cappadocians' rigorous rejeccion of subordinacionism, such a 
cransicion is noc possible for chem. In che Cappadocians' syscem, Arisco
celeanism and Neoplaconism scand side by side unharmonized: Thac 
which is impossible in negacive cheology turns ouc co be self-evidenc in 
kacaphacic cheology, where ousia is defined in cerms ofhyposcacic proper
cies. Thus, on che one hand, for che Cappadocians che Divine ousia is un
fachomable, cranscendem Divinicy, whereas on che ocher hand ic is a gen
eral subscance thac exiscs only because ic is concretized by hypostacic 
propercies. 

Bue since hyposcacized, concrece being represems che only exiscem 
being, whereas general nacure (che "second" ousia) is an abscraccion, chere 

25. In St. Gregory of Nyssa this affirmation is intensified by his skeptically relativ
isric doccrine ofrhe names of God, which he anrhropomorphizes, depriving rhem of on· 
rological conrenr and thus essentially dooming rheology to silence. 
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arises a new difficulcy on the pathways of theological Aristoteleanism: Is 
the trinely hypostatized substance not divided into three parts, or (which 
in this case is the same thing) three hypostases? In other words, does one 
not encounter here the logical phantom of tritheism, which in any case 
did not afflict the subordinationistic theology? Being, by virtue of the 
Church dogma, absolutely invulnerable in this respect dogmatically, the 
Cappadocians were theologically vulnerable from this side in their 
Aristoteleanism and had to defend themselves against possible attacks (cf. 
St. Gregory of Nyssa's letter to Ablabius on "Not Three Gods"). According 
to Aristotle, hypostases (hypostatic properties) not only concretize but 
also thereby divide substance, for only concrete being exists. Therefore, 
also according to Aristotle, one can rigorously deduce the fact that there 
are three hypostases, but not their trinicy as triunicy. 

This question has another aspect: How do different hypostases have 
one substance in the capacicy of a common nature? In other words, how 
and to what degree can homoousian consubstantialicy (which in St. 
Athanasius approached identical substantialicy, tauto-ousia) be realized 
here? In the natural world, "hypostases" "fractionate" their ousia (thus, all 
gold things contain a part of gold) as a whole, which exists only for ab
stracting thought (the substance ofDivinicy was divided in an analogous 
manner in Stoic subordinationism). But is it possible, on the basis of 
Aristoteleanism, to express the dogma not of common possession, and not 
of separate possession, but precisely of consubstantiality? Although the 
Cappadocians are, once again, extremely insistent in their defense of the 
Church dogma, they are not so firm theologically in establishing the unity 
of God's essence in the three hypostases and their consubstantialicy. 26 

Within the limits of Aristotelean categories, within which the Cappado
cians confined their theology, there truly is no place for Divine triunicy, 
for trihypostatic consubstantialicy. It remains a philosophically unsub
stantiated postulate. 

With respect to the one divine substance the trine forms are deter
mined, according to Aristotle, by special hypostatic properties. These 
properties are taken from the relations of origin in such a manner that 

26. Sr. Basil rhe Great uses the terms 1'communion" (IUJin6nit1) and "communaliry'' 
(koindtls): "a certain ineffable and inconceivable communion," "'a continuous and indis
soluble communion," so that "the difference of the hypostases does not sunder the na
rure; nor does essential communaliry lead to the fusion of distinct fearures ... St. Gregory 
the Theologian also discusses the commonaliry and co-essenriality of the narure (in Ord
tion 29). 
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the first is designated as fatherhood, the second as sonhood, and che 
third as procession. 

In effect, between these hyposcacic properties (gnorismata) and che 
hyposcases themselves there is placed an equals sign such chat che Father 
is unengendered, the Son is engendered, and the Holy Spirit proceeds. 
The path that is adumbrated here is the one that later was decisively taken 
(although, to be sure, in its own manner) by Catholic theology. In and of 
itself, this equation of hypostatic properties with the hypostases them
selves is unjustified. One must remember chat hyposcatization in Aris
totle has nothing to do with personalry hypostatic definitions. The 
Cappadocians, in effect, apply his scheme to che dogma already given by 
the Church, but this scheme is totally insufficient to establish the personal 
character of hypostatic being. Nevertheless, it does achieve anocher goal 
that the Cappadocians pursue in their problematic: it divides Divinity 
into three, making it trihypostatic. 

This division into three goes, as we have seen, even farther than is 
needed. That which is required for the trinitarian dogma is not merely 
three l's but a triune I, trinity in unity and unity in trinity (to which the 
Cappadocians ceaselessly bear witness). In this construction, however, che 
triune I is assured only by the unity of the ousia, not by the unity, even if 
trinitarian, of the hypostasis. But this is insufficient, for the Holy Trinity 
is one not only in the ousia, or essence, but also in the trihypostatic sub
ject. And precisely the incompleteness of the doctrine in this respect 
makes it vulnerable in relation co tritheism. The reason for this is the rei
fied but not hypostatic character of the Aristotelean categories, which, in 
and of themselves, are therefore insufficient for knowing che hypostases 
and the trihypostatizedness, although, in that epoch, they introduced a 
certain comparative clarity. 

In their theological interpretation of the dogma of trinity (and this 
is a general feature of the Eastern trinitarian theology), the Cappa
docians take as their starting point not the unity of the ousia but the 
trinicarity of the hypostases, in contrast to Western theology, which 
takes as its starting point the unity of substance, seeking in it the origi
nation of the three hypostases. The three hypostases are united in the 
Holy Trinity, which consists of equally divine hypostases. The doctrine of 
the Cappadocians rejects both subordinationism and cosmologism in 
the interpretation of the Holy Trinity. The Holy Trinity exists eternally in 
Itself, independently of Its revelation in the world. This immanent char
acter of the Holy Trinity is sometimes defined entirely in the spirit of 
Neoplatonism (without its subordinationism), even in the very same 
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words. Elemencs ofNeoplaconic metaphysics are combined here with Ar
iscocle's logical racionalism. 

In assessing che achievemencs of che Cappadocians, one muse recog
nize chac chey dogmatically established the classic doccrine of che Holy 
Trinity, which can be accepced as che norm of che Church ceaching: le is 
free of non-orthodox deviations toward monarchianism, and coward sub· 
ordinacionism, both ontological and cosmological; and in this sense ic 
represencs a middle, "royal way" of the Church doccrine. The achieve· 
mencs of chese "universal ceachers of che Church" cannot be overscated 
here. Moreover, their doctrine includes, in che capacity of its presupposi
cions, che ripesc fruic of ancienc speculacion - a synchesis of Ariscocelean
ism, Platonism, and Neoplaconism. The religio-philosophical one-sided
ness of each of chese positions is overcome; chey complemenc one 
anocher, if noc always organically. 

Such a synthesis cannoc be final or complece, of course. le is marked 
by che limicacions of the epoch; and chis must be said coo about the 
Cappadocian theology, which is far inferior to the Cappadocian dogmatics. 
The weak sides of chis cheology, already noted in part above, are as fol
lows: First, the doctrine of the Cappadocians is not, stricdy speaking, a 
doctrine of the Holy Trinity as a purely trinitarian doctrine, although 
dogmatically it aspires to be precisely such. Their doccrine takes as its 
point of departure the trinitarity of the hypostases, of which the Holy 
Trinity is then composed; but this composition remains unfinished in the 
sense that its result is three united in one nature, not a triunity. The unity 
of the Holy Trinity is thus established not by the trihypostatizedness of 
the Divine Person, including the trinitarity of the equally divine Persons 
with one nature, but only by the unity of this nature. As one, the 
trihypostacic Divinity is only che Divine It, noc the trihypostatic I, the Di
vine criunity. This is che only part of che Cappadocian syscem where che 
doccrine of che Trinity is expounded noc only imprecisely buc even errone
ously. Unity in Trinity is equally both Person (although che tribypostatic one, 
Elohim-Yahweh) and one nature (buc not only the unity of nature). 

Associated with chis is a second weak side of the Cappadocians' trin· 
itarian doctrine, a weakness connected with cheir formal-logical Arisco
teleanism: The hypostases, each of which is established by its hypostatic 
property, remain unconnected among themselves. They are uniced by che 
unity of cheir ousia or substance (with all the obscurity of this definition; 
see above), but noc among chemselves. Their relacion is only chac of a se
ries. They are chree, noc a trinity; and hypostatic trinitarity is replaced 
here by ousian unity. This is a result of che formal and mechanical appli-
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cation of the Aristotelean schemata of ousia and hypostasis, where each 
separate hypostaric property, gn6risma, gives a new hypostasis. The num
ber of these hypostases is defined only de facto, according to the presence 
of the properties, so that in itself it could be more or less than three. The 
ontological necessity of precisely three, as a trinity, is not shown and not 
proved. True, this trinitarity is motivated for the Cappadocians by the 
three hyposcatic properties taken from revelation. Having begun their on
tological deduction of trinitarity on the basis of Aristotle, they conclude 
it on the basis ofche dogmatic fact of the revelation concerning che three 
hypostases; but this conclusion based on revelation cannot replace theo
logical development. 

Third, the Cappadocians also desire to constrain the Holy Trinity 
and theologically justify che triunity of the three by means of the idea of 
monarchy, the distinction in che Holy Trinity between the Principle with
out beginning and hypostases that do have a beginning: aitia and aitiatoi. 
Bue chis important idea remains theoretically unclarified in its theologi
cal significance and, in any case, it must be explicated and defended with 
reference to subordinacionism. 

Fourth, owing to their particular formulation of the trinitarian 
problem, the Cappadocians naturally give a prominent place co the order, 
or taxis, of the Divine persons, also in connection with the monarchy of 
the Holy Trinity. Taking che order of the hypostases from revelation and 
applying it to the principle of monarchy, the Cappadocians do not give it 
a theological and ontological interpretation, because their crinicarian 
doctrine fails to establish a connection between the three hypostases. 
Meantime, a theory of taxis and of its true significance muse play a funda
mental role in the doctrine of the Holy Trinity. 

Turning specifically co pneumatology, ic is first necessary to estab
lish the thesis (common to all the Cappadocians) of the divinity of the 
Holy Spirit. All the Cappadocians did battle with the pneumacomachians, 
who denied this thesis. The confession of the divinity of the Holy Spirit is 
a theological feat common co the three Cappadocians, and many of their 
writings attest to it. It is characteristic of the spirit of that age and of the 
difficulty of chis cask that, notwithstanding the ardor of his defense of 
the Holy Spirit, Sr. Basil the Grear avoided applying the word God to the 
Holy Spirit, for which he was reproached (even by his friend Gregory the 
Theologian). This is nor surprising if we recall char, although the so
called Nicaeno-Conscantinopolitan Creed professes that the Holy Spirit is 
equal in dignity and divinity to the Father and to the Son, it too does nor 
directly call the Holy Spirit God. 
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One can assume in advance that the absence of a properly trinitar
ian doctrine of the connection of the hypostases in the triunity (and not 
just in the trinitarity) of the Holy Trinity will have an impact on the doc
trine of the Holy Spirit. In particular, in St. Basil the question of the place 
of the Holy Spirit in the Holy Trinity arises in the polemic against 
Eunomius, who expresses the following idea: "The Spirit is third in dig
nity and order, which is why we believe that He is also third in essence." To 
this St. Basil answers the following: "If the Spirit is third in dignity and 
order, what necessity is there that He also be third in essence? For, just as 
the Son with respect to the Father is second in order, since He is from the 
Father; and second in dignity, since the Father is the Principle and the 
Cause ... and since it is through the Son that God the Father is accessible; 
but nevertheless He is not second in essence, because in Both Divinity is 
one; so although the Holy Spirit in dignity and order follows the Son ... it 
is not yet clear from this that one can justifiably conclude that the Holy 
Spirit has another essence. "27 This strange and difficult passage intro
duces a certain subordinationism "according co dignity and order." This 
idea can be interpreted in different ways, but in the absence of a trinitar
ian doctrine it remains ambiguous and unclear. 

St. Basil the Great defines the place of the Holy Spirit in the Holy 
Trinity by two features: first, procession from the Father, according to the 
principle of monarchy; and second, dyadic interrelation with the Son, 
which is already familiar to us from St. Athanasius' doctrine. First of all, 
St. Basil the Great adopts St. Athanasius' basic idea that "the image of 
God is Christ ... while the image of the Son is the Spirit, and participants 
in the Spirit become sons in conformity with what is written: Rom. 8:29." 
Also: "The Son is the Word of God, and the Spirit is the Word of the Son. 
For it is written (Heb. 1:3). And since the Spirit is the word of the Son, He 
is also the word of God."28 The Holy Spirit, sent from God, is given 
through the Son. "One can worship the Son not otherwise than in the 
Holy Spirit; and one can invoke the Father not otherwise than in the 
Spirit of adoption."29 "Through the one Son the Holy Spirit is joined with 

27. A,.inst Ermomius, book 3 (the beginning). At the Council of Florence, this pas
sage was read with interpolations relared to the Filioque. 

28. Works Ill, 163. St. Basil himself is somewhat smmped by the quescion: "If the 
Son is the Word of God and the HolySpiri1 is the image of the Son, and ifthe Son is the 
Word of God and the Holy Spirit is the word of the Son, then why is the Holy Spirit not 
called the Son of God?" (This doubt is dispelled by the fact that, in this case, one gets a 
multiplicity of Divinity.) 

29. De Spiri"' S.ncto 11. 
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the one Father and completes the most glorified and most blessed Trin
ity."38 "Just as in the Son we can see the Father, so in the Spirit we can see 
the Son .... Just as there is worship in the Son as in the image of God and 
the Father, so there is worship in the Spirit; since He in Himself shows the 
Divinity of the Lord .... One can see the Image of the invisible God not 
otherwise than in the illumination of the Spirit" (De Spiritu Sancto 26). 

Athanasius' general idea of the dyadic interrelation of the Son and 
the Holy Spirit is shared by St. Basil the Great, who, naturally, develops 
this idea more fully not with reference to the immanent Trinity but with 
reference to the economic Trinity, in relation to the world. Here, the ac
tion of the Holy Spirit is disclosed precisely in His union with the action 
of Christ, in the dyadic indivisibility of the entire Holy Trinity. Of particu
lar interest here is the classic text concerning the creation of the world: 
"In creation ... conceive the initial cause of all created things, the Father, 
the demiurgic cause, the Son, and the perfecting cause, the Holy Spirit." 
"Conceive Three - the commanding Lord, the creating Word, and the af
firming Spirit" (De Spiritu Sancto 16). In particular, the economy concern
ing man is accomplished by the Dyad of the Son and the Holy Spirit. The 
Old Testament economy is accomplished through the Holy Spirit. "The 
Spirit is proper to the very flesh of the Lord .... Every act took place in the 
presence of the Spirit. The Spirit accompanied the one being tempted by 
the devil (see Matt. 4:1). The Spirit accompanied the one who worked the 
miracles (see Matt. 12:28). The Spirit also did not leave the one who rose 
from the dead (see John 20:22-23). And is the government of the Church 
not clearly and undeniably accomplished by the Spirit?" 

Basil's most remarkable and audacious statement about the com
bined action of the Son and the Holy Spirit refers to eschatology: "At the 
time of the awaited-for appearance of the Lord from heaven, the Holy 
Spirit will not be inactive, as some think, but will appear together with 
Him on the day of the revelation of the Lord, on which He will justly 
judge the universe .... Those goods prepared by the Lord for the worthy 
... and the crown of the righteous is the grace of the Spirit ... and the 
term 'division' means alienation from the Spirit .... In hell ... the assis-
tance of the Spirit is no longer manifested" (De Spiritu Sancto 16). 

"To the Holy Spirit all things turn that need sanctification .... He is 
the giver of life" (9). Through the illumination of the Spirit are achieved 
"the abiding in God, likening to God, and the extreme limit of what is de
sired - deification" (9). In St. Basil's works one can find numerous pas-

30. De Spiritu Sancto 18. 
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sages about various aspects of the action of the Holy Spirit, and these 
texts are a treasure house of the doctrine of the Holy Spirit. But it would 
be fruitless co seek in these texts a complete theory of the place of the 
Holy Spirit in the Holy Trinity, a theory not of the spirit but of the Spirit, 
not of His gifts but of Him Himself; and the reason for this is the general 
state of the trinitarian doctrine in that epoch. 

In particular, the fundamental problem of taxis, or order, which was 
examined by the Cappadocians more throroughly than by anyone else, re
mains unsolved: What does the third place of the Holy Spirit in the Holy 
Trinity mean and how should it be understood? The figure used by Basil 
co cry co explain the procession of the Holy Spirit, namely that "it is the 
Spirit from God's lips," adds little co our understanding of the intra
crinicarian relationships. Physical comparisons, however widespread they 
might be in the patristic literature, do not aid us in understanding the 
Holy Trinity (as St. Gregory the Theologian powerfully acknowledged in 
Oratio 31). 

St. Gregory the Theologian, like his friend St. Basil the Great (al
though the latter has verbal reservations), professes the divinity of the 
Holy Spirit against the heretics: "And so, the Spirit is God? Without any 
doubt. And He is consubstantial? Yes, because He is God" (Oratio 31). De
spite chis express profession of the divinity of the Holy Spirit, however, we 
do not find anything original in St. Gregory's trinitarian doctrine com
pared to St. Basil or in his speculations about the place of the Holy Spirit 
in the Holy Trinity, except for the inspired and eloquent cone of his dis
course. 

More than the ocher Fathers, St. Gregory the Theologian is aware 
that new revelations are to be expected in the domain of the doctrine of 
the Holy Spirit; and this idea is perhaps the most noteworthy one in his 
pneumatology: "There have been in the whole period of the duration of 
the world two conspicuous changes in men's lives, which are also called 
two Testaments, or ... two Earthquakes (Hag. 2:6-7). The one from the 
idols to the Law, the other from the Law co the Gospel. And now I an
nounce a third earthquake, namely, from this Earth to that which cannot 
be shaken or moved. Now the two Testaments are alike in this respect, 
that the change was not made suddenly, nor at the first try. Why not? 
That no violence might be done to us, but chat we might be moved by per
suasion. To this I may compare the case of Theology except that it pro
ceeds the reverse way. For in the case by which I have illustrated it the 
change is made by successive subtractions; whereas here perfection is 
reached by additions .... The Old Testament proclaimed the Father 
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openly, and the Son more obscurely. The New manifested the Son, and 
suggested the Deity of the Spirit. Now the Spirit Himself dwells among 
us, and supplies us with a clearer demonstration of Himself. For it was 
not safe, when the Godhead of the Father was not yet acknowledged, 
plainly to proclaim the Son; nor when that of the Son was not yet received 
to burden us further with the Holy Spirit .... Instead, the Light of the 
Trinity [would] shine upon the more illuminated by gradual additions 
and, as David says, Goings up, and advance and progress from glory to 
glory" (Oratio 31).31 Let this thought of St. Gregory's even now be the guid
ing one in the theology of the Spirit! 

St. Gregory of Nyssa contended against the very same Eunomius, 
the Eunomius who thought that the Holy Spirit was a creation of the 
Son. Gregory of Nyssa too had to insist on the co-eternity and co-divinity 
of the Holy Spirit with respect to the other hypostases of the Holy Trinity. 
In general, the line of his thought coincides with the doctrine of St. Basil 
the Great. One should note that Gregory of Nyssa delineates with greater 
clarity the relation between the Son and the Holy Spirit, not only in the 
economic aspect but also in the ontological aspect. The connection of the 
Holy Trinity in its three hypostases (which, strictly speaking, is the trini
tarian problem) is delineated by him somewhat more concretely than by 
St. Basil the Great and St. Gregory the Theologian. 

In Gregory of Nyssa, the connection of the three hypostases is based, 
on the one hand, on the general distinction between the cause and those 
who are caused ( aitia and aitiatoi) in the Holy Trinity, i.e., on the causal de
pendence of the Second and Third hypostases on the First hypostasis;32 

and on the other hand on the express, dyadic connection of the Son and 
the Spirit, which is imprecisely and unclearly expressed in terms of causal
ity (which serves as a pretext to put Gregory in the Filioque parry). With 
reference to the origin of the Holy Spirit throu,P the Son, the Letter to 
Ablabius expresses this as a mediation of the Son in the procession of the 
Holy Spirit. "The mediation of the Son preserves His consubstantiality 
and does not remove the Spirit from connection with the Father accord
ing to substance.• It is in this manner that St. Gregory of Nyssa unifies 
the Holy Trinity and overcomes the divisibility and, so to speak, the dispa
rateness of the hypostases. One cannot say that his conception is clear 

31. This translation is adapted from that given in A Select Library of Nicene •nd Post· 
Nicene F•tben of the Chrislidn Cburrh, second series, vol. 7: S. Cyril of jeruukm. S. Gngory 
N•V..nun, ed. P. Schaff and H. Wace (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1983), pp. µ5-26. - Trans. 

32. In his work "That There Are Not Three Gods" (PG 45, col. 133). 
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and complete, or that he presents a fully developed trinitarian doctrine. 
We are in the domain of vague intuition, not clear understanding. 

That is the Cappadocian doctrine of the Holy Trinity and the Holy 
Spirit. The merits of this doctrine are great, for it conclusively affirms and 
establishes beyond all doubt the supraeternal, immanent character of the 
Holy Trinity, the equi-divinity and equi·eternity of Its hypostases. This 
doctrine overcomes subordinationism, both ontological and cosmological. 
It indicates the distinctive properties of the different hypostases, predomi· 
nantly in the cosmological and economic aspect. But the general connection 
of the three hypostases in the Holy Trinity remains outside the problem
atic of the doctrine. Therefore, among other things, despite certain scat
tered indications (particularly in St. Gregory of Nyssa), the Cappadocians 
lack not only a doctrine of the Filioque but, and this is much more impor
tant, they do not even formulate the problem of the Filioque. 

The Cappadocian fathers directly or indirectly inspired the Second 
Ecumenical Council (381), of Constantinople, which, according to a view 
held until quite recently, complemented the Nicene Creed as far as the doc
trine of the Holy Spirit was concerned. The opinion that the so-called 
Nicaeno-Constantinopolitan Creed truly belongs to the Second Ecumeni
cal Council has recently been disputed; and this cannot be a historical cer
tainty even for the partisans of this opinion, although, to be sure, how this 
question is decided historically cannot shake the authority of this Creed in 
church tradition. What is much more important is that we have less infor
mation about the Second Ecumenical Council than about any other; and 
in particular, no information has survived about the discussion of the 
question of the Holy Spirit at this council. The only direct source is St. 
Gregory the Theologian's negative characterization of this discussion, and 
we also have some brief indications from fifth-century historians. 
Knowing the level of the theological literature and the problematic that 
predetermined the council's decision, we can come to some conclusion 
about the course of affairs at the council, which examined this question 
among a number of other (predominantly christological) heresies. 

The council considered the question of the Holy Spirit only in the 
light of the necessity of totally refuting the pneumatomachians (or "Mac
edonians"), who denied the divinity of the Holy Spirit. Only this question 
demanded an answer of the council, which had to pronounce its "yes" or 
its "no." Whatever may be the origin of the Nicaeno-Constantinopolitan 
Creed, it contains an answer that expressed the actual predominant opin
ion (although not the one of the overwhelming majority, for there were 
thirty-six "Macedonian" bishops at the council) and was therefore autho-
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rized by the Church. This confession concerning the Holy Spirit reflected 
the historical conditions of its formation, with regard co what it contains 
as well as with regard co what ic omits. 

First of all, it was marked by the same evasiveness chat characterized 
the entire epoch when it considered the question of che divinity of the 
Holy Spirit (an evasiveness which, as we know, extended even co Sc. Basil 
the Great). To che direct question, "ls the Spirit God?'' Sc. Gregory che 
Theologian demanded a direct answer, but only an indirect answer was 
given. The idea of the divinity of the Holy Spirit is expressed descriptively 
in the Nicaeno-Conscancinopolican Creed: "the Lord who proceeds from 
the Father; who with the Father and the Son together is worshipped and 
glorified." From chis divine procession and worship one, of course, can
not fail co conclude chat che Holy Spirit is not only a "Lord" (in all che im
precision of chis expression) but precisely God. Bue the Holy Spirit is not 
direccly called God, as che Son is called God: "The Lord Jesus Christ ... 
very God of very God." And chis was not an accidental instance of forget
ting, but an intentional silence and evasion, for che question concerned 
precisely chis. The Creed's definition concerning the Holy Spirit is there
fore deficient. le is incomplete and needs co be completed. 

All the definitions of the Holy Spirit in the Nicaeno-Conscancino
polican Creed correspond co chis cask of descriptively expressing the belief 
in the divinity of the Holy Spirit without direccly calling Him God. The 
first and foremost of these definitions is, "Who proceeds from the Fa
ther." Here, based on the Gospel cexc, there is a direct indication of the 
divinity of the Holy Spirit as proceeding from the Father; but of course 
chis does not represent a formulation of the general dogma of the pro
cession of the Holy Spirit in all its precision and specificity, i.e., in the 
sense of the Filioque of Western Christianity or in the sense of the dia tou 
Huiou [ch rough the Son J of Eastern Christianity. The problem of the pro
cession of the Holy Spirit only from che Father, or from che Father and 
the Son, or through the Son, or in some ocher manner - was not posed 
then and thus could not be directly solved in che Creed. "Who proceeds 
from the Father" is by no means a dogmatic formula about the procession 
of the Holy Spirit (in the same way chat homoousios was che formula of 
the consubscantiality of the Son). le was, first and foremost, a descriptive 
expression, using Gospel language, of che idea, not expressed direccly, of 
the true divinity of the Third hyposcasis, of the Holy Spirit as God. Of all 
che ocher possible definitions of che Holy Spirit, che Creed for some rea
son chooses only one, and the one chat is, so co speak, the most Old
Tescamencal in character: "Who spoke by che prophets." Because ic is 
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unique and because of rhe incompleteness of the definition, this amib
ure is, to a certain extent, exemplary, especially if we rake into account 
rhe fact char a New Testament doctrine of rhe Holy Spirit is wholly ab
sent in the Creed, as is, in particular, any mention of the Pentecost, the 
Annunciation, or the gifts and actions of rhe Holy Spirit in the New Tes
tament Church. In short, except for a descriptive expression of the Holy 
Spirit's equi-divinity, we do nor have a dogma of the Holy Spirit in the 
Nicaeno-Consrantinopoliran Creed. 

We can go further and say char there is no dogma of the Holy Spirit 
anywhere. All the ecumenical councils, from the first to rhe last, con
cerned themselves with questions of Chrisrology and thus with rhe rheol
ogy of rhe Second hyposrasis. Nor one of them occupied itself with rhe 
Third hyposrasis. All rhe heresies and disputes of rhe fifth ro eighth cen
turies refer ro rhe domain of Chrisrology, and there is nor a single 
pneumarological one among chem, if we do nor count rhe pneumaro
machians. The dogmatic creativity of rhe epoch of rhe ecumenical coun
cils was never applied ro developing a doctrine ofrhe Holy Spirit. His mys
tery was surrounded by a holy silence. 

But the rime has now come to consider the Holy Spirit, for all the 
questions of the dogmatics of the present day chiefly concern 
pneumatology. 

VII. The Western Doctrine of Homoousian 
Trinitarian Theology (St. Augustine) 

The Western rheology of the sixth century developed along its own dis
tinctive paths, in parallel ro bur independently of the Eastern rheology; 
and owing to a poor understanding of each other's language and for gen
eral historical reasons, rhe rwo theologies had little knowledge of each 
other. Ir is therefore nor at all surprising that, starring with the fourth 
century, their paths diverge. Skipping over the trinitarian and, in particu
lar, the pneumarological speculations of Sr. Hilary and Sr. Ambrose, who 
is a predecessor and reacher, as it were, of Sr. Augustine, let us examine the 
trinitarian system of the latter. 

St. Augustine develops his trinitarian system in various works, bur 
primarily in his main work, De Trinitate. The latter represents the most 
systematic and, in chis sense, the most remarkable treatise on rhe Holy 
Trinity and, in particular, on the Holy Spirit char exists in rhe patristic lit
erature. Its distinguishing features are homoousianism, which is its point 
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of deparcure, and relacivism in ics conception of crinicaricy. Sc. Auguscine 
is ch us che true father of the Western cype of trinitarian theology. In ocher 
words, his point of deparcure is noc the trinicy of the hypostases, as ic is 
for the Cappadocians, but the unicy of the ousia (essentia) (De Trinitate 1.2). 
His thoughc also relies on Tertullian's impersonaliscic tradition, buc wich
out the latter's subordinationism. The unicy of the Holy Trinicy in the 
three hypostases is guaranceed precisely by chis unicy of subscance (1.4.7). 

In this one substance the three hyposcases are distinguished "non 
secundum substantiam, sed secundum re/ati11um" [ noc according to subscance 
but according to relation) (5.5.6). The hypostases exist as mucual relations. 
The initial axiom of Catholic triadology, the doccrine of the hyposcases as 
relations, is expressed precisely here. The Father is defined in relation to 
the Son as che Engendering One in relacion to che Engendered One, while 
the Father and the Son are defined in relation to the Holy Spirit as 
Spirator in relation to Spiratus. This serves as the basis of the Augustinian 
doctrine of the Filioque. Here too the main principle is the unicy of sub
stance: "It must be admitted that che Father and the Son are a Beginning 
of the Holy Spirit, not two Beginnings; but as che Facher and Son are one 
God, and one Creator, and one Lord relatively to che creacure, so are they 
one Beginning relacively to the Holy Spirit" (5.14.15)." 

The incerpretacion of the hypostases on che basis of relations suffers 
from impersonalism, which is not nociced only because data of revelacion 
of the divine Persons of the Facher, Son, and Holy Spirit are substituted 
for the category of impersonal relations. In chemselves the relations do not 
escablish che hyposcases (which is also clear from the fact that not all the 
relacions - notiones - have this significance) but only accompany and ex
press them. Therefore, modalism, or impersonalism, is not overcome in 
St. Augustine's doccrine. 

Such a monistic theology is characterized by a clearer understand
ing of the elemencs chac distinguish the crinicarian unicy. We therefore 
find in Augustine discussions about who was che subject of the Old Testa
ment theophanies: an individual hypostasis or che Holy Trinicy as one 
God. His interpretation is different from that of Eastern theology (e.g., in 
St. Gregory che Theologian): he refuses co see individual hyposcases in 
these theophanies and, evading a decisive answer, nevercheless tends to 
see in chem che appearance of one God, existing in the Holy Trinicy (De 

33- This rranslarion is raken from A Select Library of Nicene 11nd Past-Nicene F•thm of 
the Cbrislitln CJn.n:h, vol. 3: St A"gustin.: On the Holy Trinity. Dactrinol Trtt1tis<S. Morol Tre•· 
rises, ed. P. Schaff (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1980). p. 95. - Trans. 
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Trinitate 2). In like manner, in relation to Wisdom, which Eastern theology 
tends (even today) to consider a personal attribute of the Son, St. Augus· 
tine refers to the original unity of the divinity of all three hypostases: "the 
Father and Son together are one wisdom, because one essence" (7.2).34 

Augustine's point of departure in the doctrine of the Holy Trinity 
gives him a greater grasp than the Eastern theologians have of the prob
lem of the connection of the Holy Trinity with respect to the interrelations 
of the hypostases; the Eastern theologians replace this connection to a 
certain degree by the mere juxtaposition of the hypostases. On this path
way, Augustine makes a true discovery in the trinitarian and pneumato· 
logical theology: He is the first to express the idea, wholly foreign to East· 
ern theology, of the Holy Trinity as Love. Here he clarifies a special 
significance of the Third hypostasis, namely, that this hypostasis is love it· 
self, the connection oflove, amor or dilectio. He takes as his point of depar
ture an abstract schema of love which distinguishes between amans, quod 
amatur, et amor (the loving one, the loved one, and love) (De Trinitate 8.10, 
14; 9.11). The Holy Spirit is, in the Holy Trinity, the love of Both, of the Fa
ther and of the Son. "And if the love by which the Father loves che Son, 
and the Son loves the Father, ineffably demonstrates the communion of 
both, what is more suitable than that He should be specially called love, 
who is the Spirit common to both?" (15.19).35 (From this Augustine also 
draws a conclusion related to the Filioque.) 

VIII. The Trinitarian and Pneumatological Doctrine 
of St. John of Damascus 

St.John of Damascus sums up Eastern patristic theology, systematizing it 
to some extent. Eclectic in content, his Precise Exposition of the Orthodox 
Faith represents an early prototype of a "summa theolagica," of a system of 
dogmatics. As far as the doctrine of the Holy Trinity is concerned, he ex
pounds in general the theory of the Cappadocians, but orders and unifies 
it to some extent. 

His achievement, largely a formal one, consists in the aspiration not 
only to understand the Holy Trinity in its hypostases but also to under-

34. This translacion is caken from A Select ubn.ry of Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers, 
vol. J, p. 107. - Trans. 

35. This translacion is caken from A Seim libn.ry of Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers, 
vol. 3, p. 219. - Trans. 
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scand che hyposcases in cheir mucual relacionships. Therefore, his doccrine 
of God considers noc only God in general, the Word, and che Holy Spiric 
(Precise Exposition of the Orthodox Faith 1.5, 6, 7), buc also che HolyTrinicy (1.8); 
and chis latter poinc has for him a fundamental and guiding significance. 

Firsc of all, lee us pose a preliminary quescion: In che doccrine of che 
one God chat precedes his doccrine of che Holy Trinicy, does Sc. John of Da
mascus overcome che impersonalism whose craces we find boch in the Ease 
and in the Wesc, in che Cappadocians as well as in Sc. Auguscine? It is hard 
co give a definice answer co this quescion, inasmuch as ic does noc explicidy 
arise in john's thoughc, which essentially remains wichin the limits of the 
impersonalism of antiquicy, alchough one can noce chat a cercain step for
ward has been made here. In Chapcer 5 ("Proof that God is one, noc 
many"), he firsc refers co the cext, "I am the Lord chy God" (Exod. 20:2; cf. 
Deuc. 6:4; Isa. 41:4, 43:10-11; john 17:3), buc he goes beyond che unicy of God 
as Person to general consideracions abouc the unicy of Divinity. In che fol
lowing chapcer (6), about che Word, one finds an equally indecerminace 
scatemenc: "thus, this one and unique God is noc wichout the Word. If He 
has che Word, He muse have a Word noc wichouc hypostasis." Here we have 
a double imprecision: Firsc, ic is unclear whecher chis "one and unique 
God" is underscood as Person or as Divinity, as He or as le. Second, if God 
is understood here as a Person, is this che one personal God who says 
about Himself in che Old Tescamenc, "I am che Lord thy God," or is this 
che First hyposcasis, che Facher? The concluding words of chis chapcer, re
ferring co che Farher, cend co supporc the latcer. 

The deduccion of the Holy Spiric (1.7) is marked by the same impreci
sion: The Holy Spiric, as che breach of che Word, "is noc considered an 
unhyposcacic breach" but is a "power concemplaced in ics proper and par
cicular hyposcacic being''; "like the Word, che Holy Spiric exiscs hypo
scacically." One muse recall here chac Sc. john of Damascus, like Sc. Basil 
che Greac, is a parcisan of the Ariscocelean doccrine of hyposcasis as indi
vidual qualificacion by a special propercy, which in icself is by no means 
personal.36 Therefore, che quescion ofhyposcasis as person is simply absent 
from his field of vision. Even when he does speak abouc che individual per
sons of che Holy Trinicy, he, like his predecessors, is merely submiccing to 
revealed doccrine, which is not included in his theological cacegories. 

One should noce yec one more special difficulcy, which is connected 
with the eclectic characcer of St.john of Damascus' cheology. His scarring 
point is che apophacic cheology of Pseudo-Dionysius concerning che 

36. For an exposition and critique of this doctrine, see my work "Chaprers on Triniry." 
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unknowability of God, which is overcome by revelation only co a certain 
degree. Sc. John of Damascus firmly believes chat "what God is by essence 
and nature is wholly unfathomable and unknowable" (1.4) and chat the 
only thing chat can be known here is chat "God is." God is therefore de
fined only "through the negation of all," for He is "higher than all chat ex
ists, higher than any being." This, however, does not prevent John of Da
mascus from affirming, on the basis of revelation, chat "God is one," even 
though chis is clearly a positive definition. Bue clearly absent here is che 
possibility of giving chis one God an appropriate definition according co 
Aristotle's schema and of establishing not only His nature or ousia 
("God") but also His hyposcasis - by accident. Therefore, on che basis of 
purely logical considerations, the "one God" can be understood only im
personally, as Divinity, which is hyposcacized according co hyposcacic 
properties only in three separate hyposcases. 

Bue three is not yet a trinity as a criunity. Sc. John of Damascus, like 
ocher Fathers, conceives the laccer only as ousia, Divinity, not as the per
sonal, crihyposcacic God. And chis logical impersonalism becomes theological 
and taints his system, as is accesced by the initial definitions in chapter 8 
("On the Holy Trinity"). In the long definition ofche "one God" (caking up 
a whole page), we find nothing chat indicates Personhood. Instead, John of 
Damascus speaks of "one principle, light, force, one power, one lordship, 
one kingdom, known and worshipped in three perfect hyposcases." He 
then speaks about these hyposcases separately. Clearly, we find here the 
same general schema chat we find in Augustine, and lacer in Aquinas and 
the whole of Catholic theology. Divinity, understood impersonally, as di
vine ousia or essence, is the ontological and logical prius, or foundation, in 
which the hyposcases originate and exist. The revealed truth, proclaimed 
in the Old Testament, chat God is the absolute Person, "I," in which there is 
nothing pre-personal, extra-personal, or impersonal, chis truth remains 
unassimilaced by the theological consciousness. The result is che errone
ous direction taken by the whole doctrine ofhyposcases considered as rela
tions of origin, the doctrine of dialectic in Divinity, so co speak. (Catholic 
Hegelianism in theology unexpectedly finds a parallel for itself in the 
impersonalism ofche mystics, chat of Eckhart and especially Boehme.) Bue 
God, as the Absolute Person, is thereby also the crihyposcacic Person, truly 
One in Three and Three in One. He is not Three in one, but che criunity of 
the Divine Person and of His life.37 

37. This idea of crinirarian personal ism, which overcomes che ancienc and pa[riscic 

impersonalism, is deduced and developed in my work "Chapters on Triniry." 
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Impersonalisric thought rends co equate the Divine Absolute Sub
ject, the triune trihypostaric I, with God the Father. To a certain degree this 
veils the impersonalisric conception of Divinity.John of Damascus, coo, is 
not averse to malting such an equation, as is attested, in particular, by the 
following statement: "Of the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit we 
spealt not as of three Gods but rather as of one God, the Holy Trinity, since 
the Son and the Holy Spirit are referred co one Cause, but, despite 
Sabellius' opinion, are not combined and do not merge" (Precise Exposition 
of the Orthodox Faith 1.8). This identification of"Diviniry'' with the Father is 
even more evident in John's further affirmation: "When we look at Divin
ity, the first cause, the monarchy, the unity and identity of Divinity ... we 
then imagine one. Bur when we consider what Divinity consists in, or more 
precisely what Divinity is and what proceeds from it, what exists eternally 
from the first cause with equal glory and without separation, i.e., when we 
consider the hyposrases of the Son and the Spirit, we then gee three" (1.8). 

Despite all the imprecision of these definitions, one can nevertheless 
conclude char, in a certain sense, Sr. John of Damascus follows Origen in 
conceiving the Father as the Neoplaronic One, as proto-divinity, proto
will, proro-hyposrasis (and nor only as the First hyposrasis). Bur this is in
correct. God, as the triune rrihyposraric Subject, as the Absolute Person, 
is not the Father as one of the three hyposrases, even if the First (and on 
chis pathway it is impossible to avoid Origenisric subordinationism); 
rather, He is the tri-une subject in which three are one and one is three. 
This is, so co spealt, the dynamics of rrihyposrarizedness, whereas one usu
ally notices it only in its statics. And only on the basis of this idea can one 
completely eliminate hypostatic subordinarionism. 

In examining the trihypostatizedness of the Absolute Person, it 
must be kept in mind that, in itself, in its initial position so to spealt, this 
Person does not yet contain hypostatic distinctions (gnorismata huposta· 
tika), bur is defined solely by the crine self-positing of I as 1-1-1 or as 1-We
You. The Absolute I is sufficiently revealed for itself as such within the 
limits of these trinely hyposcaric definitions; and, moreover, all of these 
three hypostatic centers of the one I are equivalent or equi-hypostatic as /
thou-he, and are mutually reflected in one another; and only the secondary, 
further revelation of the hyposratic subject in the life of the Holy Trinity, 
in the concreteness of the Latter, complicates chem with hyposraric quali
fications, introduces hypostaric differentiation. Bur the latter does nor re
move their original hyposraric equivalence, for in chis being of theirs as 
hyposraric centers, centers of/, within the limits of the triune absolute I, 
they preserve their equi-Iness, so to speak. Sc. John of Damascus' equating 
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of che "one God," i.e., che Old Tescamenc Divine I, wich che Firsc hyposca
sis is cherefore not correcc. This "one God" is noc che Firsc hyposcasis, jusc 
as He is noc che Second or che Third hyposcasis; and in general He cannoc 
be idencified wich any of che chree hyposcacic cencers. (He is che mulciple 
and unique Elohim, I-We.) 

Bue in chis case co whac does chis I ofche one God who says of Him
self, "I am che Lord chy God," refer if ic does noc refer co che Facher, co che 
Son, or co che Holy Spiric, co any of che chree? Does chis noc incroduce a 
fourch hyposcasis, as chough a super-hyposcasis, in Divinicy? Of course, ic 
does not incroduce such a super-hyposcasis, for alchough chis criune Di
vine I is noc che Facher, or che Son, or che Holy Spiric in cheir differentia
tion, ic is che Facher and che Son and che Holy Spiric in cheir union, as che 
criune inwardly cransparenc I, exiscing in chree I's. Differenc in hypo
scasizedness, chey nevercheless remain one, noc only wich regard co ousia, 
wich regard co "Divinicy," buc also wich regard co hyposcacizedness, like 
chree lighcs merging inco one. The crinicarian dogma muse be underscood 
more broadly and deeply; ic muse be underscood noc only wich reference 
co che consubscancialicy of che chree persons buc also wich reference co 
cheir hyposcacic criunicy. 

The impersonaliscic scacemenc of che problem of che one God in Sc. 
John of Damascus guarancees (as in Sc. Auguscine) che homoousianism of 
che chree hyposcases; ic eliminaces oncological subordinacionism and 
grounds che equi-ecernicy of che hyposcases. As we have seen in Tercullian 
and Origen, however, homoousianism alone, in and of icself, does noc yec 
guarancee che equal dignicy of che hyposcases and does noc overcome 
incracrinicarian subordinacionism. Nor did che Cappadocians overcome 
chis subordinacionism; chey limiced chemselves co che juxcaposicion of 
che chree hyposcases, wichouc accempcing co join chem inco criunicy, al
chough chey did cake a seep in chac direccion in che doccrine of che monar
clry of che Facher. 

Sc. John of Damascus gives special accencion co che developmenc of 
chis idea of che monarchy of the Facher, and he bases his crinitarian doc
crine on ic. Whac does chis idea consisc in? In che chapcer on che Holy Trin
icy we read: "We believe in che one Father, che principle and cause of all 
chings, noc begoccen from anyone, Who alone does noc have a cause and is 
noc begoccen." "If we say chac che Facher is che principle of che Son and is 
greacer chan He (cf. John 14:28), chis does noc prove chac He has primacy 
over che Son in cime and essence; and He does noc have primacy in any 
ocher respecc excepc wich respecc co cause, for che Son was begoccen from 
che Facher, noc che Facher from che Son, and che Facher is che cause of che 
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Son with respect to essence .... Thus, when we hear that the Father is the 
principle and greater than the Son, we must understand the Father as the 
cause" (Precise Exposition of the Orthodox Faith 1.8). "The Father is without 
cause and is not begotten, for He is not from anyone, but has being from 
Himself, and of all that He has, He has nothing from another. On the con
trary, He Himselfis the principle of all things and the cause of the form ac
cording to which all things exist by nature. The Son is from the Father ac
cording to the mode of generation, and the Holy Spirit is from the Father 
according to the mode of procession." "Thus, all that the Son has, the 
Spirit too has from the Father, even very being. And if something is not the 
Father, it is not the Son or the Spirit; and ifthe Father does not have some
thing, then the Son and the Spirit do not have it either; but it is through 
the Father that the Son and the Spirit exist, because the Father exists; and 
it is through the Father that the Son and the Spirit have all that They have" 
(1.8). "The Father is the source and cause of the Son and of the Holy Spirit 
... for there is only one Cause - the Father" (1.12). 

In order to understand the trinitarian doctrine of St. John of Da
mascus, and in particular the "monarchy" of the Father and the fact that 
He is the cause, it is extremely important to establish in what sense he 
uses this concept of the Father as the cause of the other hypostases, espe
cially since this concept becomes exceptionally significant in later theol
ogy, both in the Eastern theology and especially in the Latin theology. The 
simplest, and most natural, interpretation of the proposition that the Fa
ther is the cause of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, and that from Him 
They have Their very being - is the Arian one: They are created by the Fa
ther, rhe Son without mediation, the Holy Spirit through the Son. But ro 
be sure, St. John of Damascus totally rejects this interpretation. 

On the contrary, he decisively affirms the equi-eternity of the Three 
hypostases, something which was already established by Origen. Thus, 
the birth of the Son "is outside of time and without beginning, for the 
Son of God was brought into being nor out of the non-existent. . . . 
Rather, He was always with the Father in the Father, our of Whom He was 
born eternally and without beginning .... The Father without the Son 
would not be called the Father .... Thus, it would be impious to affirm 
about the birth of the Son that it took place in rime, and that the being of 
the Son began after the Father" (Precise Exposition of the OrthotUix Faith 1.8). 
"The eternal God engenders His Word without beginning and without 
end," and even though only the Father is agennetos, unengendered, the 
word agenetos, uncreated, "is applicable to the three supra-divine 
hypostases of Divinity, for they are consubstanrial and uncreated" (1.8). 
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The Holy Spirit, with respect ro rhe Father, is also "consubsranrial 
and coerernal." In brief, Sr. John of Damascus clearly and consisrendy af
firms rhe equal beginninglessness, uncrearedness, eternity, and consub
srantiality of all three hyposrases, although he also asserts - following, of 
course, rhe Cappadocians - rhe causelessness of rhe First hyposrasis and, 
so ro speak, the causedness of the Second and Third hyposrases, which 
have Their being from rhe Father, rhe First Cause. Bur what does causality 
signify in this case? What meaning does this category have here? Not only 
does Sr. John of Damascus fail ro give rhis question careful attention, he 
does nor address it ar all, as if it were something self-evident. Herein lies 
rhe radical imprecision and even rhe deficiency of his rrinirarian doctrine, 
which had, so to speak, a fatal effect on all later theology. 

Causal dependence does not signify rhar rhe Second and Third 
hypostases arise from the First, for, being equally eternal, they, in general, 
do not arise but eternally are. Moreover, for Sr. John of Damascus himself, 
cause signifies only origination (rhe source of "being itself''). If this cate
gory of "cause" is to be applied in the doctrine of trinitarian monarchy, it 
must receive irs own speci41 philosophical interpretation, but such an inter
pretation is absent in St. John of Damascus. Therefore, ir is unclear what 
the idea of rhe one Cause acrually signifies. If this is "procession," then 
how should ir be understood? Moreover, inro rhe concept of procession or 
causality, there imperceptibly creeps a purery empirical inrerprerarion; and it 
is in this form rhar the trinitarian doctrine is developed and interpreted in 
rhe Larin theology (in particular in rhe doctrine ofrhe Filioque). Neverthe
less, St. John of Damascus' clear and consistent exposition of the doctrine 
of rhe procession of rhe hypostases from a single cause has the merit that ir 
leads direcdy to rhe main problem ofrrinirarity, i.e., ro rhe problem ofrhe 
connection of rhe Three hyposrases amongst themselves, although he 
leaves this problem for rhe furure ro consider. 

Turning now specifically ro pneumarology, we must first remark rhar 
St. John of Damascus considers the hypostatic property of rhe Holy Spirit 
ro consist in His procession from rhe Father, in contrast ro birth or generation, 
which is proper to the Son. "But what the form of the distinction (between 
generation and procession] is, this we do nor fathom ... [bur] rhe genera
tion of the Son and the procession of the Holy Spirit occur simulta
neously" (Precise Exposition of the Orthodox Faith 1.8). Having full consubsran
tiality, "it is according to hypostatic properties alone that the three 
hyposrases differ; rhey are distinguished wirhour separation nor according 
to substance but according to the distinctive property of each" (1.8). 

Aside from procession, what for Sr. John of Damascus is rhe hypo-
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static property of the Third Person of the Holy Trinity? It is called "the es
sential power (dunamin ousitidi), contemplated in its special hypostatic be
ing (idiaviusei hupostasei), proceeding from the Father, reposing in the 
Word and manifesting the Latter. . . . Like the Word, it exists 
hypostatically (katb' hupostasin), lives, has free will and spontaneous move
ment, is active, always desires the good, accompanies every act of desiring 
by power" (1.7). St. John of Damascus indicates the immediate hypostatic 
character of the Holy Spirit, His proper place in the Holy Trinity, by an 
idea we have already encountered in patristic thought: "The Son is the im
age of the Father, while the image of the Son is the Spirit, through Whom 
Christ, dwelling in man, gives to him that which conforms with the image 
(of God)" (1.13). "We call Him the Spirit of the Son and confess that He 
was revealed to us and bestowed upon us through the Son" (1.8). St. John 
of Damascus here does not go beyond the definitions of St. Athanasius, 
which he briefly reiterates without explanation. 

We can see an attempt by St. John of Damascus to understand the 
Third hypostasis in a trinitarian manner in passages where he explains 
trinitarity by comparisons taken from the natural world. Specifically, he 
interprets the relation between the Second and Third hypostases as a rela
tion between word and breath. In chapter 7, "On the Holy Spirit: Proofs 
from Reason," we read, "for the Word there must be breath, for our word 
too is not without breath. But our breath is distinct from our being; it is 
the breathing in and out of air, breathed in and out for the existence of 
the body. When a word is uttered, it becomes a sound, manifesting the 
force of the word. In God's nature too, simple and uncomplex, we must pi
ously affirm the being of the Spirit of God, for His Word is not more in
sufficient than our word; but it would be impious to think that in God 
the Spirit is something that comes from outside, as this is the case with 
us, who are complex beings. On the contrary, just as when we hear of the 
Word of God, we do not hold it to be unhypostatic but consider it to exist 
hypostatically and to have free will, to be active and all-powerful - so, hav
ing learned that the Spirit of God accompanies the Word and manifests 
His action, we do not consider It to be unhypostatic breath," etc. "The 
Spirit ... is not disappearing breath, just as the lips of God are not a 
bodily member; both must be understood in a sense conforming to God." 
This comparison is supplemented by others, by images of source, river, 
and sea; rock, branch, and fruit; sun, ray, and heat; rose stem, color, and 
fragrance.38 

38. In Thr Book on HnTs~s and the Di'1llJ1!'• •§'inst "1e M•nich<.ns. 
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What can we say about this "deduction" of trinitarity? For us at the 
present time such explications of trinitarian relations by physical compari
sons (in which physical phenomena like sound and breath unexpectedly 
acquire hypostatic being) scarcely seem valid and, theolofjcally, they simply 
do not hold water (having been invalidated prior to this by St. Gregory the 
Theologian). From the comparison of word and breath, however, one can 
extract the idea that the Holy Spirit is the principle of reali~ in the Holy 
Trinity, that He is the one who accomplishes. This accomplishing action of 
the Third hypostasis had already been clearly explained by St. Athanasius 
and the Cappadocian fathers. St. John of Damascus' pneumatology does 
not go beyond this, and it thus has a schematizing significance: it does not 
introduce new ideas or problems. The theological significance of St.John 
of Damascus in pneumatology, which significance has gained in apprecia
tion in recent times in the discussions with the Western confessions on the 
subject of the Filioque but which in essence has been greatly exaggerated, 
is primarily associated with the formula of the procession of the Holy 
Spirit from the Father through the Son, dia Huiou. 

• • 
This represents the sum-total of the accomplishments of patristic 
pneumatology. Notwithstanding the value of particular theses and re
marks, one cannot say that they have any fundamental or decisive signifi
cance. The most general impression that we take away from the patristic 
teaching, from Tertullian and Ori gen to St. John of Damascus, is that it is 
marked by a perplexity provoked by the very fact of the Third hypostasis as 
it is given in Revelation and thus proposed to theology as a task that it 
must explore - a perplexity the Fathers were not always conscious of or 
able to express. This becomes particularly clear when pneumatology is 
compared with logology: Whereas the Son-Logos receives His indisput
able place alongside the Father as His Word about Himself and about the 
world, and these two hypostases, so to speak, gaze at one other, the pres
ence of the Third hypostasis does not follow with necessity but rather is a 
kind of addition with which theology does not know how to deal. 

The necessity of the Third hypostasis in the Holy Trinity has not 
been sufficiently accepted from the theological point of view. Compelled 
de facto to expound a doctrine of the three hypostases, the theology was 
intrinsically not trinitarian; and the sole theological form of trinitarity 
with which it could operate was the Neoplatonic form, with all its diver
gences from the Christian form. From this incompleteness of patristic 
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pneumacology, chere follows, firsc of all, an involuncary subordinacion
ism, owing co which, in che decreasing progression of Divinicy, che Third 
hyposcasis is derivacive of che Second and afcer che Second. Bue aparc 
from subordinacionism, che Third hyposcasis is coordinaced precisely 
wich che Second hyposcasis (Sc. Achanasius and ochers), by which che 
Trinicy is divided de facco inco cwo dyads, che Facher-Son and che Son
Holy Spiric. Meanwhile, che proper place of che Third hyposcasis in che 
Holy Trinicy remains undecermined. 

On che ocher hand, che Trinicy is underscood as che de facco pres
ence and juxcaposicion of chree hyposcases (cheology has no answer why 
chere are noc more and noc less), which differ in hyposcacic properties de
spite their consubstantialicy. Their connection is established according to 
origin, by the causalicy of the Father, Who is the principle and cause of 
the Second and Third hypostases. In the Cappadocian conception of cau
sal icy, the Trinicy also consists of cwo dyads, Father-Son (generation) and 
Father-Spirit (procession), with the "monarchy" of the Father being the 
unifying factor. But does it sufficiently unify the Son and the Holy Spirit, 
so that one gets precisely the Trinicy, and not cwo Dyads with a common 
principle? One then gets not a trinitarian but a binitarian doctrine. 

Another variant of this conception of the Trinicy according to origin 
- the Western, homoousian varianc - is based on ousia or nature, out of 
which che three hypostases arise by differentiation of the relations accord
ing to origin. This cype of interpretation is essentially impersonalistic in 
ics initial definitions. Of course, here too the face that there are three 
hypostases - not more and not less - has the force only of a fact, not of a 
principle. To be sure, che Holy Trinicy in its essence can be only a given of 
Revelacion, not a deduccion of the auconomous reason. Reason in cheol
ogy is called co underscand chis given in ics indispucabilicy and self
evidence, however, and noc co limic icself co ics logical descripcion, so co 
speak, co a descripcion chac can be accompanied by dogmacic discorcion 
(in subordinacionism). The problem of trinitarity as such remains unsolved 
in che pacriscic theology, which pucs an erroneous or ac lease a one-sided 
emphasis on originacion when ic creacs chis problem. Bue oucside of che 
problem of crinicaricy che problem of che Third hyposcasis as such cannoc 
be posed in a fundamencal manner. In essence, chese cwo problems consci
cute a single problem, chac of the (oncological) place of che Third 
hyposcasis in che criunicy of che Holy Trinicy. The pacriscic theology be
queached this problem co future ages. 
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CHAPTER 1 

The Place of the Third Hypostasis 
in the Holy Trinit;y 

I. Trinitarity and the Third Hypostasis 

In order co clarify this question it is necessary co distinguish (of course, in 
the abstract) the immanent Trinity from the economic Trinity, the supra
ecernal life of che Holy Trinity in Itself from Its crihyposcacic revelation in 
creation. Lee us first investigate trinicarity in its immanent aspect. Here, 
Revelation gives us the fact of the divine criunity of the Father, Son, and 
Spirit: Unity in Trinity and Trinity in Unity, the one Name, the one God 
the Holy Trinity. Noc three in unity, but criunity; and not one, but 
unifiedness in Trinity. This is che divine number, which does noc exist in 
the natural world, but which is a super-number for the laccer: the three in 
one. This super-number refers noc co things, which can be counted in 
their separateness and juxtaposition, but co the Divine Person or Persons, 
Who has or have one unified, but not common, natural life. This super
number, Trinity-Unity,1 can be expressed in the language of human dis
cursive thought only as a paradoxical and rationally absurd, for contradic
tory, union of one and three. This inability of the rational-logical under-

1. "Simple, inseparable, consubsrantial Trinity; holy unity, lights and light; holy 
three and holy one, we praise God the Trinity'' (from rhe Great Canon of St. Andrew of 
Crere, Seventh ode, Glory). "Trinity wi1hou1 beginning, wi1hou1 separarion, indivisible 
unity, recei"" the penitent that I am" (Third ode, Glory). "One trinitarian divinity" 
(Fourth ode, Glory). "I am the simple, inseparable, distinctly personal Trinity, and I am 
rhe unity unired by rhe subsrance" (Sixrh ode, Glory). "Thou, Trinity, we glorify Thee, 
unique God" (Fifrh ode, Glory). "Trinity Unity, have pity upon me" (Eighrh ode, Glory). 
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scanding co accepc chis super-number manifescs che limicacion of chis 
underscanding: ic is noc compecent co make judgments abouc che super
racional. Therefore, in ics praccical relacion co che super-number, che ra
cional-logical underscanding muse adapt itself, passing from one co chree, 
and chen back from chree co one, while simultaneously containing boch 
che one and the other. The speculative reason is still capable of postulat
ing chis criunicy, which che rational-logical understanding does noc have 
the power to concretize by its operacion. 

The Trinicy is noc a simple juxtaposicion of chree, distinct but 
uniced excernally (by analogy wich three lights thac merge into one an
other). Such a trinicy is, firsc of all, noc self-enclosed; racher, ic is open for 
continuation: che juxcaposition presupposes a series continuing into (bad) 
infinicy, although ic can be broken off ac any number of cerms, in particu
lar at three. le is solely as such a juxtaposicion chat trinicaricy was con
ceived by early pacristic theology, which ch us found itself in a stace of per
plexicy and helplessness before che fact of the Third hyposcasis as the end 
of che series. Bue the Holy Trinicy is not three, but a criunicy; and le is not 
a series but an enclosed whole, which has che fullness of Its being, Its 
power, precisely in crinicaricy. le is necessary co understand the necessicy 
of chis trinitarity - not more and noc less - of che hyposcases. And one 
muse cake as one's starting point chis necessicy when considering the 
Holy Trinicy-Unicy, as well as the separate hyposcases, and in particular 
when considering the Third hyposcasis and His place in the Holy Trinicy. 

The trinicaricy of the hyposcases in che Divine Person results, first of 
all, from the nature of the personal self-consciousness, which is not fully 
manifested in che self-enclosed, singular I, but postulaces thou, he, we, 
you, i.e., not uni-hyposcacizedness, but mulci-hyposcacizedness, with the 
latter defined cypologically and essentially as cri-hyposcacizedness. I pre
supposes, as its self-affirmation, thou or co-I; and as its confirmation, so 
to speak, it presupposes he, and is definitively realized only in we (or you); 
i.e., ontologically it is not unique, although it is one. In creaturely, relative 
being, I is posited not only in itself but also outside itself; ic is extrapo
lated and thereby limited. Despite its seeming absoluteness, I is not capa
ble of actualizing its 1-ness in itself and must, so to speak, become con
vinced of its own being by looking into the mirror of ocher l's. Without 
such a mirror, it disappears for itself, scops being conscious of itself in its 
1-ness. 

Bue in the Divine Absolute subject, which is one and genuinely unique 
according co its own kind, all alcero-posicings of I cannot be actualized 
outside of it, because of the absence of all "outside," but muse be con-
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rained in it itself, so that it itself is for itself simultaneously I, thou, he, 
and therefore we and you.2 Furthermore, none of these three positings of 
I - as I, thou, and he - can be defined solely from a single center, from I 
alone, which would be only I, I itself, for which the other I's would be only 
thou and he (and we and you, and even they). They must independently 
exist for themselves as I, fully equally centered each upon itself, being at 
the same time thou and he, each for the other. 

Thus in the one absolute I there exist three I's, as fully equal centers 
of I, completely transparent for one another and belonging to the fullness 
of the reality of this Absolute self-I, of this genuine triune I that has noth
ing and coposits nothing outside itself - "this one light and three lights," 
this triunity. These are three hypostases, three personal centers, each of 
which is an equi-personal I, hypostatizing Divinity, the divine nature. But 
this equi-personal I never posits itself in separation from the other equi
personal I's, as unique or even as one of three l's (which would transform 
the trinity into a community or harmony of three - a tritheism); rather, it 
posits itself in the other l's, is coposited with them. And there results a 
unique but also triune divine I, for trinitarity is not only trinity but also 
unity. 

What is the relation of this unity-trinity to trinity-unity, to the three 
hetero-personal hypostases? Is this not a "fourth hypostasis," existing in 
addition to, or above, the three hypostases? No, it is not. There is no "in 
addition" or "above" here. What there is is the total identity of personal 
self-consciousness: one is three and three are one, hetero-personally and 
uni-personally. A static and rational-logical computation necessarily 
yields either simply three or simply one; or, finally, four, by adding to the 
three separate I's the trine I; for the rational-logical understanding 
knows only things fixed in their separateness, not the dynamics of the 
life of the spirit which overcomes this separateness. The God glorified in 
the Holy Trinity is one, one Divine I, the Absolute Subject, the Holy Trin
ity, which we therefore address as a person. 3 But this Person is also three 
Persons, Who exist for us as such, Who are distinct in prayer, in life, in 
thought, but Who are never separated from one another and trans-

2. Only they is excluded, because char would mean rhar I <urns irs back ro irself, so 
co speak, rransforming irself inro chey and rhus annihilaring irself. The pure they is only 
an absrrac<ion from I; ir exiscs only in and for I, bur no< without I. ~does no< belong 
to!. 

3. For example, in rhe marins prayer: "We thank Thee, Holy Triniry, for Thou has< 
no< ... caused me robe lost, bur Thou has< shown Thy cons<anr love for human beings." 
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formed into three. The life of chis rrine, triune subject is love, by virtue of 
which it is three, while being one in the divine self-identity. The absolute 
self-sufficient divine Subject is the unceasing morion, the "perichoresis" 
of the divine 1-ness, which cannot be stopped at some one center, thus 
breaking the ring of love and transforming the rrinicy into three or one.4 

God the Holy Trinity, God the Father, God the Son, and God the Holy 
Spirit are hyposrarically equal, for They are equally divine as the divine I. 
They are not distinguished in their equal 1-ness. 

To consider the rrine subject and the hyposraric subjects only as I, in 
their pure subjecmess, however, is co admit an abstraction, for concretely in 
the life of the Holy Trinicy all three hyposraric subjects, as well as the tri
une subject, are mutually defined by an unchanging interrelationship; 
and therefore, while preserving the equal dignicy and equal divinity of 
their hypostases, they have their defining, distinctive properties, or 
gnorismata. Therefore, while being equally divine, they are differenrly di
vine; and the rrihyposraric subject, the rrine I, is nor simply a transparent 
I existent in three centers chat are identified, bur the Holy Trinicy, the Fa
ther-Son-Spirit in Their divine rriunicy. Therefore, the three divine sub
jects, although equally divine, are nor interchangeable: The Father is not 
the Son, nor is He the Holy Spirit. The Son is not the Father, and so on. 

Aside from the hyposraric rriunity of the three subjects, which is, so 
ro speak, a priori the Holy Trinicy with respect co one person, there also 
exists the Holy Trinicy as the trine interrelation or mutual definition of 
the three persons. And just as, with reference ro the rrihyposraric subject, we 
have established precisely rriniraricy, nor more and nor less, as the deter
mining and exhaustive self-definition of I and as the acrualizarion of the 
self-consciousness of the Absolute Subject, so we must also understand 
the Trinicy in Its interrelation precisely as concrete trinirarity, in the inner 
necessicy and perfection of the number three (once again, nor more and 
nor less). 

The question arises: Why is God Who exists in the Holy Trinity rrine, 
and nor dual or quaternary, ere., in His hyposrases? Of course, deduction 
is incapable of establishing the fact of divine Tri unity, which is given by 
Revelation; bur thought is called co fathom chis revealed face ro the extent 
this is possible for human knowledge. We have already seen how ineffec
tive patristic thought was in chis respect: ir transformed the Third 
hyposrasis into a kind of rheological addendum, an "ere." or "and so on," 

4. Here I give only a brief summary of rhe deduccion of rrinicy as che criune abso
lute subject which I present in my work "Chapters on Trinity ... 
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without inner justification oflrs being; or it conceived the Holy Trinity as 
a double and, connecting three separate subjects: the Father and the Son 
and the Holy Spirit (the Cappadocians). 

Against such a conception of trinitarity as "and-and" or "etc.," it is 
necessary co set forth the following trinitarian axiom: The Holy Trinity is 
a divine triunity which is exhaustive and perfect in Its fullness, a triunity 
of interrelations which is trine and integral in all Its definitions, without 
any disjunctive or conjunctive "and" connecting the separate hypostases. 
Every hyposrasis in separation, as well as their rriunity, must be under
stood in trine connection and in trine self-definition, which form the Whole, 
the Holy Trinity. 

The connection of the Holy Trinity - in both the East and the West -
is established through origin or origination. In the East, for the 
Cappadocians and then for St.John of Damascus, the Father is the "cause" 
ofrhe Son and ofrhe Holy Spirit, who originate from Him. In the West, es
sence, essentia, is the principle in and from which the Father-Son, and then 
the Holy Spirit, originate, although in chis origination coo the primary 
place is given co the Father. For chis rheologeme of origination there is a 
Biblical foundation, though only in a particular dogmatic interpretation 
or doctrinal reworking; and it is therefore erroneous co see here a direct 
Biblical thesis. In fact, Scripture says char the Son is the only begotten 
Son of the Father, from Whom also the Holy Spirit proceeds. This fact of 
the fatherhood of the Father and of the sonhood of the Son, as well as of 
the procession of the Holy Spirit from the Father, is affirmed in Scrip
ture; farherhood/sonhood is affirmed several rimes,5 the procession but 
once (John 15:26). Concerning the distinction of the hyposrases, revelation 
indicates, essentially, that the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit are dis
tinguished hyposrarically; and the Father is the Father of the only begot
ten Son, the Son is the Son of this Father, and there is also the Holy 
Spirit. 

To be sure, the Father-Son relation presupposes generation and 
birth, although of course in a wholly other sense than earthly birth. But 
nowhere is it said that this - as if implied - generation, generatio activa, 
expresses the essence of the Father, or that generaredness expresses the 
essence of the Son and procession the essence of the Holy Spirit, so that 

5. One should noie, however, that the very birth of the Son from the Father is 
never directly attested in the Lord's discourses. It is only indirectly arcesred, when He is 
called "only begonen" Uohn 1:14, 18); bur this signifies nor so much birth as uniqueness, 
exhaustive fullness. 
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one could place an equals sign between the hyposrases and these 
hyposraric properties (which patristic rheology does nor yet do bur 
which Latin rheology indeed does do). Such an equation is, on the one 
hand, a logical abstraction, while on the other hand it is a rheological de
duction and not given by revelation. The judgment that generation and 
procession signify different modes of the same relation, i.e., origination, 
and in this capacity can be equated and juxtaposed, this judgment is also 
a rheological deduction. 

Thus there results the further opposition between the Father as 
anaitios, not having origination, and the Son and Holy Spirit as aitiato~ 
having origination. The next step in this generalization is the conclusion 
that the Father is the cause ( aitia) of the origination of the two other 
hyposrases, and the entire Holy Trinity is interpreted as a relation of causal 
origination. This is the basis of the entire trinitarian theology of the West, 
which in part also developed here the trinitarian doctrine of the East, 
where this idea had first appeared, although it did nor achieve such com
plete and consistent development as in the West. 

With reference to this doctrine we must first observe that the con
cept of origination is not a Biblical one, for Scripture knows neither aitia 
nor origination, processio. The very being of the Father, of the Son, and of 
the Holy Spirit proceeding from the Father does not yet signify, with ref
erence to divine eternity, their abstract relation according to origination or 
causality, in all the imprecision and, what is more important, ambiguity of 
this expression. One cannot refer here to the fact that, in defining the 
generatedness but uncrearedness of the Son, both the first and second ec
umenical councils also used the non-Biblical expression homoousios, be
cause it was accepted by the Church as the authoritative definition of the 
two ecumenical councils only after prolonged struggle and many efforts 
at interpretation. Neither aitia nor processio has the authority of the 
Church behind it (the doctrine of origination in the Western sense crept 
only into the definition of the Council of Florence). 

The idea of causality and origination with reference to the Holy Trinity 
is not only a product of abstraction bur also of a centuries-old hypnosis 
(especially in the Latin church). It is only by virtue of this abstract-logical 
hypnosis that unverified and unexamined propositions, without any Bib· 
Iical foundation, are accepted as indisputable axioms of theology. To in· 
terpret "generation" and "procession" as two forms of origination, and Fa· 
therhood, with reference both ro the generation of the Son and to the 
procession of the Spirit, as causality, is arbitrary and an abuse of an ab· 
straction. Such generalization is legitimate only with reference to phe· 
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nomena that lie on the same ontological and logical plane and belong to 
the natural world; it is illegitimate and invalid with reference to the 
intratrinitarian life: generation is generation, and procession is proces
sion, as relations sui generis, and in no wise can they be generalized as dif
ferent forms of origination, processiones; and the Father in His relations to 
the Son and the Holy Spirit cannot be defined as a cause. 

In actuality, what does cause mean for us? Empirically, it refers to a 
sequence of phenomena in time, and to be sure, a definition connected 
with a temporal sequence is inappropriate with reference to Divinity. 
Epistemologically, cause is a category applied by reason to the coordina
tion of empirical phenomena, but of course this category of "transcen
dental logic" (in the sense of Kant) is, once again, inapplicable to Divinity. 
Ontologically, cause is sufficient reason, the principle causa aequat effectum 
(cause equals effect), or the same proposition in an inverse form: ex nihilo 
nil fit [nothing comes from nothing); but such a conception of causality is 
inevitably connected with origination. The latter can be conceived as the 
unfolding or evolution of some principle; such is the whole of cosmic cau
sality, consisting in becoming, i.e., in the actualization of primordial po
tencies ("evolution"). Or it can be conceived as creation out of nothing; 
and in this sense God can be defined as the metaphysical (but in no wise as 
the physical or empirical) cause of creation, as its "sufficient reason," aitia. 

But it is obvious that the application of causality to the intratrini
tarian relations in this sense leads to Arianism (which, strictly speaking, 
consists in the fact that it considers the Father to be the cause of the Son, 
Who arose out of nothing, while considering the Son to be the cause of the 
Holy Spirit, created by Him), to the most pernicious kind of subordina
tionism, or finally to monarchianism. Subordinationism is what we end 
up with if we understand the origination of the Holy Trinity in the man
ner of the Stoics or the Neoplatoniscs: A certain first principle (e.g., 
Plotinus' One or the first essence of the Stoics) determines itself, positing 
in itself the second and third principles, which in one sense or another are 
not equi-divine in relation to the first. The consequence of this deduction 
is invariably cosmism or pantheism, according to which the world, cre
ation, is an altero-being of the Absolute. That is the way it is in Neoplato
nism (and Origenism), as well as in Tertullian's cosmologism. 

Analogous to ancient pantheism are the modern mystical and meta
physical doctrines: that of Jacob Boehme with his Urgottheit, in which 
trinitarity arises through differentiation; and that of Hegel, for whom 
logic is God before the creation of the world and the world is the altero
being of God. The distinguishing feature of all such theories is their ini-
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rial impersonal ism, with the later appearance of the hyposrases, i.e., the on
tological primacy of ousia over hypostasis. Such impersonalism does not 
characterize the Cappadocians, for whom the hyposrases exist as such; 
but it does characterize Augustine and the whole of Catholic rheology 
with its initial deitas, in which the hyposrases exist as relations of origina
tion according to oppositeness. 

This Catholic doctrine of originations is nothing else but imperson
alistic subordinationism, in which Divinity, Deitas, is the initial metaphysi
cal "fund" and, in this sense, the sufficient ground or cause of the 
hypostases. The latter, in Terrullian's sense, have different shares in this 
fund: the Father has a full share; the Son has the full share minus the 
power of engendering; whereas the Holy Spirit's share is not only minus 
the power of engendering but also minus the power of producing proces
sion. Although in a veiled manner, we have here a special form of ontolog
ical subordinarionism, in which the true cause is now nor even the 
hypostasis of the Father (for this hypostasis arises from the relation with 
the Son), but Divinity, Deitas, the One in which different relations do not 
exist. 

However, if we pass from impersonalistic subordinationism, for 
which the hypostases arise or originate in Divinity, to the personalism of 
the Eastern Fathers, who consider the three hyposrases as the initial 
given, their doctrine of the Father as cause, the "monarchy of the Father," 
represents a monarchianism that has not been overcome or even fully un
derstood, if any meaning at all can be attributed to the idea of origination 
from the Father as causality. If the Father truly causes the being of the Son 
and, then, of the Holy Spirit, how can this be understood except in the 
sense that both the Son and the Holy Spirit are, so to speak, altero
positings of the Father, His self-definitions, who are thus associated with 
Him by the relation of identity? To be sure, such a view is completely op
posed to the true intention of the Cappadocians, who championed pre
cisely the autonomous being and, so to speak, the equi-hypostatizedness 
of the three hyposrases. And if we were in fact to place causality at the basis 
of the relation between the First, Second, and Third hyposrases, then 
monarchianism (of course, modalistic and of the Sabellian type) would be 
the inevitable consequence, if we exclude the path of explicit subordina
tionism or Arianism. 

But leaving aside these inevitable deviations in the doctrine of trini
tarian causality, let us pose the essential question: What meaning, with 
reference to the trine Divinity, can be assigned to the idea of cause and orig· 
ination? If the hyposrases are equi-eternal and beginningless, as the holy 
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Farhers rhemselves anesr, how can one speak of one of rhe hyposrases as 
rhe cause of the orher two or of rheir origination from this hyposrasis? 
Whar real meaning can be assigned ro rhe sraremenr rhar rhe Son and rhe 
Holy Spirir "have Their being" from rhe Farher (Sr. john of Damascus)? 
There is an obvious and essenrial misundersranding here. The principle in 
rhe Holy Triniry, rhe "monarchy" of rhe Farher, should be rerained, bur ir 
musr be undersrood in a wholly orher sense rhan cause and orit)nation. 

In rhe Holy Triniry there is a place neirher for causaliry nor for origi
narion.6 The rrinirarian problem consists nor in showing rhe originarion 
of rhe hyposrases from impersonal (or pre-personal) Diviniry, or from rhe 
Far her as "cause," bur in undersranding rhe connecrion of rhe rhree 
hypostases and, so to speak, rhe inner srructure of the Holy Triniry. One 
musr remember rhar rhe rhree hyposrases are t)ven a priori, and in no wise 
require an explanation of rheir being, a deducrion rhrough origination. 
The problem consisrs nor in rhe orit)nation of rhe hyposrases, who are all 
equally erernal and equally beginningless, and, in general, do not origi
nare, bur in rheir inrerrelarion and connecrion, which can be defined in 
different ways, bur nor according to causaliry or originarion. One musr 
forger rhe rheory of origination and formulare rhe problem of rhe Holy 
Triniry in a differenr way. What formulation can be proposed? 

Scriprure direcdy arresrs rhar God is Spirir. This is nor only a rrurh 
of revelarion bur also somerhing self-evidenr for our natural conscious
ness; rhe religiophilosophical consciousness as represenred by rhe grear 
philosophical sysrems and rhe great natural (pagan) religions cannor con
ceive Diviniry in any other way. Scriprure a[[esrs not only thar God is 
Spirir, bur also rhar He is a Trihyposraric Spirir: Farher, Word, and Holy 
Spirir. It also atresrs char God is love (1John 4:8, 16), which means nor only 
rhar love is proper ro God, for He is loving, bur rhar He Himself is love, 
rhar love is His very being. Here we have a definirion rhar is nor descrip
rive bur onrological in characrer. Combining rhe rwo definirions, we ar
rive ar rhe conclusion rhar God is Spirir-Love. There is no disharmony, or 
even disrincrion, between rhe rwo definirions, for love expresses rhe es
sence of spirit and irs life. Thus, we musr undersrand the Holy Triniry as 
rhe Spirir whose life is Love. 

It is proper ro spirit to have a personal consciousness, a hyposrasis, 
and a narure as irs self-revelarion; and rhe life of spirir consists in rhe liv
ing our of rhis personal self-revelarion in irs narure. In spirir are given: I, 
as personal self-consciousness; narure, as rhe source of irs self-revelarion; 

6. See my work "Chapters on Triniry," II, sec. 11. 
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and revelation itself as the life of the spirit in its narure.7 The distinction 
between the relative and the absolute spirit consists in the fact char the 
relative spirit is given for itself in its nature. The latter is thus the relative 
spirit's given, one which is nor fully transparent, bur which is only in the 
process of becoming transparent; and chis spirit's life is therefore a be
coming. By contrast, the absolute spirit is wholly transparent for itself in 
its nature; there is no place for genesis in the fullness of its life. Further
more, the relative spirit, as unihypostatic, is limited in personal self
consciousness, insofar as it postulates ocher co-persons for itself; whereas 
the absolute trihyposraric spirit is self-sufficient and, in chis sense, 
unique (nor "one," which is a rational-numerical definition). 

Bur how are self-revelation and life realized in the absolute rri
hyposraric spirit? In its general scheme, chis self-revelation cannot be dif
ferent from char of any spirit, even a relative one. Every spirit has its own 
personal self-consciousness; then, the knowledge of its nature or its self
revelarion; and finally, life in chis nature, the living-our of this knowledge 
as its own reality and life. In the self-revelation of the spirit there are, 
therefore, a certain ideal element, the "word," and a real element, the con· 
nection between chis subject (person) and the predicate (the definition of 
its nature), its own being and life, its is. This scheme of self-revelation cor
responds co the life of every creaturely spirit in its limitedness, which is 
due nor only to its monohyposrarizedness bur also to its scare of becom
ing. This limitedness is expressed, first of all, in the fact char nature in the 
self-revelation of the spirit is for it the given and, in a certain sense, an ex
tra-positing, an object in the subject, which for chis reason does nor fully 
possess it. And therefore its life in chis nature is also the given or the state 
of the object, which has place in it or above it, bur also does nor belong co 
it in an I-like manner, is for it a kind of "it," nor fully hyposrarized 
(whence different forms of the subconscious). Finally, the self-revelation 
of I is, of course, its love for chis its own, a love which is its life. Bur chis 
love is limited in a twofold sense: it is partial according to object and self
enclosed according to the monohyposrarizedness of the subject, for which 
chis love is selflove char does nor overcome the limitedness and self
enclosedness of the subject. 

How can chis scheme be applied to the rrihyposraric, absolute spirit? 
First of all, in the self-revelation of the Absolute, Divine Spirit there is no 
place for any givenness or extraposiring of untransparent nature: The Di
vine ousia is thoroughly transparent for the Spirit and in chis sense is 

7. See my book Tbe lAmb of God. 
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Sophia,8 entirely hypostatized and not leaving a place in itself for any
thing that is not hypostatically clarified (for any Urgnmd or bottomless 
abyss). Second, there is no place here for self-loving monohypostatic lim
itedness, because the Divine Spirit is the Holy Trinity, because He is not a 
monohypostatic subject, but a mhypostatic Spirit, Who abolishes in Him
self the limits of self-love. In a word, He is not self-love, but Love. 

The self-revelation of the Holy Trinity is realized in such a way that 
God the Father, Who is the initial hypostasis and contains the entire full
ness of the divine nature or Sophia as Love, renounces, in His self
revelation, this fullness for or in Himself, and goes out of Himself by the 
"generation" of the Son.• The Son then is the hypostatic self-revelation of 
the nature of the Father, or the hypostatic Sophia, the self-consciousness 
or hypostatization of the Divine ousia of the Father; the Son is present be
fore the Father as His Truth and Word, His knowledge of Himself in the 
Son: "no man knoweth the Son, but the Father; and neither knoweth any 
man the Father, save the Son" (Matt. 11:27). Not being, of course, the causal 
origjnation of the Son from the Father, the "generation" is a living interre
lation of two hypostases, in which one is revealed and the other reveals. 
These hypostases do not arise in this self-revelation, but are mutually self
defined through Their relation in the divine ousia. 

This dyadic interrelation of the Father and the Son is concrete and ir
reversible: the Father engenders, the Son is engendered, not vice versa.Just 
as all the hypostases are equivalent in their hypostaric 1-ness, so they are 
concrete and therefore distinct in their ousia-ness. The relation of"genera
tion" precisely expresses - from the side of the Father - the self-revelation 
of the Father not in and through Himself, but in and through the Son; 
whereas from the side of the Son it expresses His self-revelation through 
but not for Himself and thus not in Himself, but in the Father: the Father 
engenders, the Son is engendered. The Father out of Himself goes into the 
Son, while the Son out of Himself goes into the Father, but this movement 
of going out of oneself starts with the Father, proceeds to the Son, and re
turns from the Son to the Father. The Father is the subject, the Principle; 
the Son is the predicate, the Word. 

This dyadic relation of the Father and the Son can in no wise ex
haust the self-definition of the Absolute Spirit, however, for it is charac
terized not only by self-revelation as self-consciousness, as being in truth, 
but also by self-revelation as self-life, as being in beauty, as the living-out 

8. Cf. The Ldmb of God, ch. 1. 

9. Cf. the deduction of triniry in The Ldmb of God, ch. 1-2. 
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of its proper content. The self-revelation of the Father in the Word, Truth, 
is dyadically united with self-revelation in the Spirit of the Truth, the 
hypostatic Life of Divinity, which properly is the Love of God for Himself 
in His ousia as Sophia, or for His own being. This third aspect of the self
revelation, not only in knowledge (ideally) but also in life (really), is the 
living connection (the copula between the subject and the predicate). the 
life of Divinity in Its Oum and in Itself The Father, as the initial hypostasis, 
is not only revealed in His Ousia-Sophia through the Son, but also lives in 
her by the Holy Spirit. And the Son not only reveals the Father through 
Himself in His Ousia-Sophia, but also lives in her by the Holy Spirit. And 
this life in reality, Ousia, as the divine reality of the Truth, or Beauty, actu
alizes in itself the mutual being of the Father for the Son and of the Son 
for the Father, not only in the statics of ideal self-definition but also in 
the dynamics of the life of the one hypostasis through the other. But this 
dynamics of life is, once again, not only a state and in this sense a t}ven of 
external self-definition, for which there is in general no place in the abso
lute subject. It is also a hypostasis. 

This Life of the Father and of che Son has as its source, naturally, che 
Initial hypostasis of the Father, Who reveals Himself in the Son. This life 
exists for the Father hyposcatically as the Holy Spirit, Who is noc gener
ated but "proceeds" from the Father. This distinction between generation 
and procession is, according to the general testimony of the Church Fa
thers, a mystery of the Divine life inaccessible co human comprehension. 
"Procession" expresses a mode of relation co che Father chat is different 
from the Son's relation to Him. The starting point here coo is che self
revelacion of che Father, which is realized in che Son, buc is noc exhausted 
by chis. Rather, ic is completed by che procession of che Holy Spirit from 
the very same Father, from che Father of che Son, and therefore with che 
Son, in che Son, through che Son. 

In other words, che relation of che Holy Spirit co the Father is not 
only a dyadic one. If ic were, the Holy Trinity would then be divided into 
two parallel dyads: Father-Son and Father-Spirit, which would noc be con
nected and would be united in che Father only by che unity of "origina
tion." One can therefore say chat the Father has two different functions: 
He engenders che Son and He is che Spirator of che Spirit, Who proceeds 
from Him. There may even arise che question: Is che First hypostasis the 
Father only in relation co che Son, while being the Spirator in relation to 
the Spirit, the one from whom the Spirit proceeds? In reality, this relation 
is a triadic one, because che Holy Spirit is the Life of the Father and of che 
Son, of the Father in the Son and of the Son in the Father; while for Him-
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self rhe Holy Spirir is rhis And (or Is, rhe copula of rhe subjecr and rhe 
predicate). 

In other words, in His very being, as rhe ontologically Tbird hypostasis, 
not in a dyad but in the Holy Trinity, consubstantial and wirhout separa
tion, the Holy Spirit already presupposes fatherhood and sonhood. This 
hypostasis completes the self-revelation of the Divine Spirit by defini· 
tively overcoming in Him all givenness; not only the content of His self
revelation but also His life acquires a hypostatically transparent character, 
is a hypostasis. Therefore, a complete adequacy between hypostasis and 
ousia is achieved; all of God's being is personal as well as natural; there is 
no excrahyposcacic nature and no excranacural hyposcatizedness. The sub
ject is exhaustively defined by the predicate; and between chem there ex
ists just as exhaustive a connection. Natural being is hypostacized in all 
these elements. There exist three hypostases, not more and not less; and 
these are not three abstracr hyposcases, but the First, Second, and Third, 
the crihyposcacic interrelationship, the Holy Trinity, the Absolute Spirit. 

The Third Hypostasis completes the self-revelation of the Divine, 
Holy Spirit. This hyposcasis is in fact the Holy Spirit in the Spirit of God. 
Among other meanings, chis name attests precisely co such a completing 
significance of the Holy Spirit in the self-revelation of the Divine Spirit. 
And although, of course, both the Father and the Son are Spirit, inas
much as God is, in general, Spirit, the Third hypostasis is the Holy Spirit 
par excellence, as the self-revealing spirituality of the Spirit. The Holy 
Spirir in the Divine Spirit is the Third hyposcasis because, in a certain 
sense, He is also the FiMI hyposcasis. 

The self-revelation of the nature of Ousia-Sophia, which is realized 
through crihyposcacic self-revelation and interrelation, is also the self
revelacion of Love, for if God is Love, chis means rhac che Holy Trinity is 
crihypostacic love. In other words, Divine Love is revealed in crihyposta· 
cizedness. 

The intimate connection of the Holy Trinity is the connection of 
love. And this love is crihypostacic love: it has three aspects, which are 
tropoi tis huparxeos (the essential modes) of the three hyposcases. There is, 
however, a common feature that characterizes love as such and thus all the 
forms oflove. This is sacrificial self-renunciation, for the axiom of persoMl 
love is chat there is no love without sacrifice. Bue chis sacrificialness is realized 
in a triple manner in the life of the Holy Trinity.10 The Father and the Son 
are in a relation of mutual self-renunciation. The interrelation of the Fa-

10. These ideas have already been expounded in Thr U.mb of God. 
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ther and the Son, in its immediate aspect, is the tragic side oflove, the Di
vine dissonance of sacrificial suffering, without which there can be no re
ality of sacrifice and no all-reality of love. 

The question may arise: Is it possible to speak of suffering in the life 
of the All-blissful, Absolute God? The answer is that one cannot speak 
onry of suffering in the life of God, for that clearly would be incompatible 
with the fullness and absoluteness of this life, and would signify limita
tion. However, it is impossible not to speak of sacrificial suffering precisely 
in the Absolute God, as an aspect of the intratrinitarian divine life, an as
pect that is overcome and resolved in the same manner that dissonance is 
resolved in harmony. The latter should not be impoverished in Divinity by 
reducing it to boring, monotonous unison. The invincible power and full
ness of Divine Life are defined by this resolution of dissonance. Love in 
the Holy Trinity needs to love in a maximally active and exhaustive man
ner, in the reciprocity of a sacrifice without limit. 

But love is not only sacrificial suffering, dying, self-renunciation. It 
is also joy, bliss, triumph. And if the first axiom of love is that there is no 
love without sacrifice, the second - and supreme, because final - axiom 
is that there is no love without joy and bliss; and in general there is no bliss 
other than love. Being tragic, love is also the overcoming of tragedy; and 
the power of love consists precisely in this overcoming. Love is a concrete 
antinomy: sacrifice and the finding of oneself through sacrifice. And this 
bliss of love in the Holy Trinity, the comfort of the Comforter, is the Holy 
Spirit. In the whole of the patristic literature only in St. Augustine do we 
find this schema of love: the loving one/the loved one/love itself, al
though he says nothing about sacrifice and comfort as the overcoming of 
tragedy. But he understood the Third hypostasis as hypostatic Love, and 
this constitutes the undying value of his trinitarian theology. 

The Holy Spirit, as the Tbird hypostasis, represents the intratrini
tarian completion of the sacrificial love of the Father and the Son, as the 
joy of this sacrifice, as its bliss, as love triumphant. In this lies His signifi
cance as the Comforter, not only with regard to the world but also in 
intratrinitarian life. If God Who is in the Holy Trinity is love, the Holy 
Spirit is then the Love oflove. He is the hypostaticjoy of the Father in the 
Son and of the Son in the Father; He is Their Joy in Him Himself and His 
joy in Him Himself and in Them. For both the Father and the Son love 
not only one another with hypostatic Love, with the Holy Spirit, but They 
also love hypostaric Love itself, hypostatic Joy itself, the Comforter; and 
are comforted by Him. He is Their common love, in relation to which even 
the Filioque comes into play in a certain sense (but not in the Catholic 
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sense): in che sense of che love of che Facher and of che Son, alchough in 
chis "and» chey do noc merge co che poinc of indifferentiacion, to che 
poinc of losing cheir hyposcacizedness (as in che Lacin schema of che 
Filioque), buc love in conformicy wich cheir hyposcacic nature. 

The Facher in His going ouc co che Son chrough generacion acquires 
love in the Holy Spiric chrough His procession. These two moments of che 
dialeccics of love, sacrifice and bliss, are uniced in che generacion of che 
Son and che procession of the Holy Spiric, which are conjoined. The Son 
in His sacrificial self-humiliacion also "simulcaneously» receives che Holy 
Spirit, who proceeds upon Him from the Father and reposes upon Him, 
who passes "chrough» (di4) Him as che reciprocicy of love, as answering 
love, as che ring oflove. Bue che Holy Spiric Himselfis hyposcacic love. le is 
noc only by Him and in Him chac che ocher hyposcases love, buc He Him
selfloves. He Himself is love, comprising che whole pach oflove: sacrificial 
self-renunciacion, che sacrificialness of love, and its bliss. His sacrificial 
self-renunciacion consiscs in hyposcatic self-annulment: unlike che Facher 
and che Son, He Himself by His hyposcasis does noc reveal and is noc re
vealed. He is only Their revelacion, che Holy Spiric, who "searchech ... the 
deep chings of God» (1 Cor. 2:10). The Holy Spiric announces noc His own, 
buc che Son of che Facher. He is a cransparenc medium, impercepcible in 
His cransparence. He does noc exisc for Himself, because He is encirely in 
che ochers, in che Facher and the Son; and His own being is a nonbeing, as 
ic were. Bue in chis sacrificial self-dying is realized che bliss of love, che 
self-comforcing of che Comforcer, Self-joy, Self-beaucy, Self-loving, the 
peak of love. Thus, in che Love chac is che Holy Trinicy che Third 
hyposcasis is Love icself, hyposcacically accualizing in icself che encire full
ness oflove. 

And again, because of chis accualizacion, chis hyposcasis is che Love 
of Love. Thus, che place of the Holy Spiric in che Holy Trinicy is defined 
jusc as essencially and as unalcerably as chac of che ocher hyposcases; and 
chere muse be no place for any uncercaincy here, for any "ecc.» or "and so 
on,» which we find so ofcen in che ancienc pneumacology. The Holy Spiric 
has a definice place in che life of che Holy Trinicy as che self-revealing 
Spiric. We muse now examine che meaning of chis definicion ofche Holy 
Spiric as the Tbird hyposcasis. Whac does chis number signify here? 
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II. The Taxis or Order of the 
Hypostases in the Holy Trinity 

Taxis, or order, in the patristic literature refers to the relationship that ex
ists among the hypostases, in part on the basis of their "origin," and in 
part on the basis of their "sending" or other features. They are thus de
fined as First, Second, and Third.[ ... ]11 

Taxis should not be interpreted from the point of view of origination, 
either in its Catholic, Filioque-related sense, or in the sense of various 
forms of subordinationism, Arianizing, Stoic, or Neoplatonic. Taxis does 
not abolish the equi-divinity of the hypostases; nor does it diminish their 
equi-divinity either with respect to the fullness of their consubstantiality 
or with respect to their hypostatic being. But the former, the nature, is di
minished by the Catholic doctrine of the Filioque, which distinguishes 
the Son and the Holy Spirit with reference to the fullness of their nature; 
and it is also diminished by Stoic subordinationism, which distinguishes 
quantitatively, as it were, the degree of the fullness of Divinity in the dif
ferent hypostases. A second diminution is introduced by Neoplatonizing 
Origenism, which, to different degrees and in different forms, infiltrates 
patristic theology as well as the later scholastic theology, even up to the 
present day. Do we not see this in different interpretations of the phrase 
"my Father is greater than I" Oohn 14:28) (in St. Basil the Great and in 
other supposedly anti-Arian but actually Arianizing authors)? And do we 
not see it in the hesitation experienced by the fourth-century doctors of 
the Church when it came to proclaiming the Holy Spirit God, or in acer
tain relative diminution of the Holy Spirit in the Filioque (which consid
ered the Holy Spirit to be the one barren hypostasis in the Holy Trinity 
alongside the two fruitful hypostases)? In general, one can say that patris
tic and post-patristic theology could not overcome this temptation of 
subordinationism in connection with the trinitarian taxis. 

Nor is it overcome by the interpretation of the taxis as the order of 
origination of the hypostases from one another, as from their cause, aitia, 
or as from a common source, divinitas. The fruitful or productive hypos
tases are thus superior to the barren hypostasis, which does not produce 
but only proceeds. In its subordinacionism, the Catholic doctrine of the 
Filioque even has the dubious advantage of a greater consistency in this 
error, inasmuch as it transforms the Holy Trinity into a three-step ladder 

11. I have omirced several pages of this excursus, in which Bulgakov summarizes a 
number of highly technical and complex patristic theories. - Trans. 
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according co originacion: The Facher is che cause of che Son and che ini
cial cause of che Holy Spiric (prineipium imprincipiatum); the Son is che de
rivacive cause (prineipium prineipiatum) of che Holy Spiric; whereas che 
Holy Spiric is noc a principium ac all. 

Orchodox cheology, on che ocher hand, is free of chis consiscem sub
ordinacionism, buc is marked by an inconsiscem subordinationism. le es
cablishes separace subordinarionisc relacions according co originacion be
tween the Facher and che Son and between the Father and che Holy Spiric, 
wichouc knowing whac co do wich chese two dyadic relarions and how co 
unice chem in a crinicarian taxis of originarion. Orchodox cheology chere
fore fails co apply consiscendy che principle of originacion and cacidy di
vides che taxis imo cwo parts, interpreting the first part according to origi
nacion and che second according co che mucual revelacion of che Son and 
che Holy Spiric (such, for example, is che cheology of St. Athanasius che 
Greac). In effecc, Orchodox cheology never figures ouc whac co do wich che 
taxis of che bapcismal formula. 

Bue boch che painful success of Cacholic subordinacionism and che 
somewhac more comforcing failure ofOrchodox subordinacionism can be 
explained by che face chat chey boch rely on an erroneous principle in in
cerprecing che taxis, chac is, chey ground che taxis upon mucual origination, 
whereas chere is no place for origination in che causal sense in che Holy 
Trinicy. All che hyposcases are equally ecernal, equally divine, and equally 
imporcanc in cheir mucual self-definicion. Therefore, chere is and can be 
no place for origination in che taxis. 

If, however, one rejeccs origination as che basis of the crinicarian 
taxis of che baprismal formula (Mate. 28:19), how chen should one under
scand chis taxis? Whac ocher feacure can serve as ics basis so as co overcome 
che apparendy inevicable subordinacionism chac is associaced wich che or

der of che hyposcases? And can ic be overcome, and should one noc in ad
vance refrain from all accempcs co overcome ic? Can che taxis be preserved 
withouc che subordinarionism, and should one noc consider comradic
cory the very actempc co combine order, ordo, wich che absence of all se
quence, i.e., gradacion, in chis taxis? 

This quesrion can be answered in che affirmacive only if one aban
dons che cricerion of origination and accepcs as che guiding principle 
che self-revelation of che Holy Trinicy. This self-revelarion is accomplished 
in the chree imerrelaced hyposcases. This imerrelacion is defined as 
crine: che Facher is revealed in che generarion of che Son and che proces
sion of che Holy Spiric; the Son is revealed in che generation from che 
Fae her and in che recepcion of che Holy Spiric; che Holy Spiric is revealed 
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in che procession from che Father and che reposing upon che Son. Gen
eration and procession, both in the active and the passive sense, have 
che significance noc of origination buc of modes of mutual revelation. In 
chis crine interrelation, God possesses His nacure-ousia and lives by ic as 
by Sophia, in che consubscanciality and unity of His life. This crihypo
scacic mode of the self-revelation of Divinity, concretely qualified for 
each of che hyposcases, ac che same time does noc differentiate chem 
with regard co equal divinity, for each of the hyposcases is equally neces
sary in chis ring of triune revelation, is - in che sense of ics equal essen
ciality in chis self-revelation - the first, and che second, and che lase, ir
replaceable and unique in ics special mode and in all che concreteness of 
the criunity. The principle of crihyposcacic self-revelation overcomes and 
abolishes all subordinacionism. 

What meaning can be attached, in che light of che self-revelation of 
che Holy Trinity, co chat which in human thought is expressed as the or
der or taxis of the three hyposcases? This taxis symbolizes the particular 
oncological character of chis self-revelation: for the Father it is the genera
tion of the Son, connected with the procession of the Holy Spirit; for the 
Son it is the generation from the Father, together with the reception of 
che Holy Spirit; for the Holy Spirit it is the procession from che Father 
and the reposing upon the Son. In these equi-ecernal aces or self
definicions of the hyposcases there is, of course, neither before nor after in 
the sense of time, just as there is neither jiNt nor nonfiNt in the sense of 
dignity or equi-divinity. Oncologically, however, there is a connectedness 
or mutual condicionedness here chat includes an ontological prius and 
posterius insofar as they can be differentiated in the same concrete acc. Pre
cisely the differentiation of the Father and che Son already presupposes 
their connection in che Holy Spirit; and in chis sense one can differentiate 
the self-definition of Divinity in the first, second, and third positions, 
chose of che First, Second, and Third hyposcases. We already know chis or
der as the self-revelation of the Father in the Word, actualized, acquiring 
reality in the Holy Spirit; or as che self-positing of crihyposcacic Love, in 
which there are the Loving one and the Loved one, the Loved one and the 
Loving one, and Love itself. 

In any interpretation of the taxis, however, ic remains chat the initial 
hyposcasis is the Father, while che Son and the Holy Spirit are the revealed 
hyposcases, their position or participation in che revelation placing chem 
in a mutual ontological order or interrelationship: che Son ontologically 
precedes che Holy Spirit, just as che Father ontologically precedes both 
che Son and che Holy Spirit. (This order is not absolute, however: in an-
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ocher sense che Holy Spiric precedes che Son on che basis of che same gen
eral concrece incerrelacion in che Holy Trinity.) In general one can say chac 
che concrece incerrelacion of self-revelacion or love presupposes a definice 
scruccure, which is precisely order or taxis. And one of che expressions of 
chis taxis is whac cheology calls causality or originacion, processio; buc cau
sality has, illegitimacely, come co be accepced as che sole possible basis of 
che taxis. 

le is also impossible co deny chat taxis, which has a definice Principle, 
arche, in che Firsc hyposcasis, has a cercain axiolotJca/ significance, al
chough ic should noc imply subordinacionism in che oncological sense. 
The taxis differenciaces che hyposcases according co cheir place in che di
vine life, and in chis sense ic places precisely che Firsc hyposcasis, chac of 
che Facher, in a special, exclusive posicion in relacion co che ocher two 

hyposcases. The self-revelacion begins from che Firsc hyposcasis, Who, in 
che firsc posicion, is che self-revealing God, che subjecc in che divine 
crihyposcacic self-definicion. This does noc make che Firsc hyposcasis aitia, 
che cause; racher, ic is arcbe, ho Tbeos, autotbeos, and so on. These and simi
lar expressions indicace ics parcicular place. 

This place and significance of the Firsc hypostasis in che immanenc 
Holy Trinity are, of course, defined differencly, in a more differenciaced 
way, in che economic Holy Trinity, in che cemporal process. In che lacter, 
che Principle really does acquire a meaning chac approximaces aitia 
(cause). The Facher is che firsc cause in che creacion ofche world, and He is 
also che One who sends in che Divine Incarnacion. 

And so, one cannoc fail co see in che Holy Trinity, noc causality and a 
subordinacionism associaced wich che laccer, buc a cercain oncological hif!f' 
archical relacion of che equi-ecernal and equi-divine hyposcases. This rela
cion consiscs precisely in che face chac che Facher is che First hyposcasis, 
whereas the ocher two hypostases are not the First. One cannoc go furcher 
chan chis in defining chis hierarchism. Does ic, however, concain a basis 
for a hierarchical relationship of che Second and Third hyposcases as such 
in cerms of sequence? Sufficienc grounds do not exisc for chis. Hierar
chically, chey are uniced in che dyad of che two noc-first hyposcases, who 
have a joinc, dyadic relacion co che Firsc hyposcasis. No furcher differencia
cion is possible: chey cannot be defined hierarchically as Second and 
Third. The Second hyposcasis is noc, in some lower and subordinace sense, 
firsc with respecc co the Third hypostasis, jusc as che laccer is not second 
wich respecc co che Second hyposcasis. The expression "Second and Third 
hypostases" does noc define their hierarchical relacionship, which, for 
boch of chem, exiscs onlywich reference co che Firsc hyposcasis, for boch of 
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chem reveal che laccer, and ic is revealed chrough chem. Bue chis self-revela
tion is accomplished in such a way chac che firsc phase, che ontological 
prius, che generacion from che Facher of His Word, che concenc of Divine 
choughc and life, is posiced by che Second hyposcasis; and only che follow
ing phase, che ontological posterius, belongs co che procession from che Fa
cher ofche Holy Spiric as che realicy of che word ofche Word, che criumph 
of crinicarian Love. In human language chere is a "divine appropriaceness" 
(according co V. V. Bolocov's12 expression, which is adapced from 
pacrisrics) in calling rhe Son nor rhe cause bur che "condicion" of rhe pro
cession of che Holy Spiric in rhe capacicy of an ontological prius. Thac is 
how iris in rhe immanenc Trinicy. In rhe economic Trinicy rhis relarion is 
much more salient: precisely che Son, cogecher wich rhe Facher, "from rhe 
Farher," sends rhe Holy Spirir. 

The ontological relarionship of che rwo hyposrases in rhe self-revela
tion of rhe Farher chrough rhem does nor, however, establish a hierarchical 
relacionship between chem, alchough such a relacionship invariably exisrs 
in rheir relarion ro rhe Farher ("subordination"). Precisely rhis order or 
taxis of rhe interrelation of rhe Son and rhe Holy Spirir is noc scable, buc 
rums ouc ro be reversible. In a certain sense, nor only is che Son prius for 
rhe Holy Spiric, bur che Holy Spirir is prius for che Word. This depends on 
rhe inicial point of view: in rhe fellness of che divine self-revelacion (in con
rrasr co whac we have, so co speak, in irs ecernal "genesis"), rhe firsc place 
belongs co che accomplishing hyposcasis, che Holy Spiric, searching che 
depchs of God, and che second place belongs co che Son. le is in chis sense, 
precisely as che firsc in che fallness of che self-revelacion of che divine 
Spirir, char ic is called rhe Holy Spirit. le reposes upon rhe Son, unicing 
Him wich che Facher. 

This relacionship rhac exisrs in che immanent Trinicy is also clearly 
manifesced, in ics own way, in che economic Trinicy: The Holy Spiric ini
cially "moved upon che face of che wacers" (Gen. 1:2). And ir is rhe Holy 
Spiric Who iniciaces che Divine lncarnacion by His descent upon che Vir
gin Mary; and iris rhe Holy Spirir Who compleces rhe work of salvacion by 
His descent on che Pentecosc, His abiding in che Church, and His accom
plishment of che Kingdom of God. Alchough in different senses, rhe 
places of che Second and Third hyposrases in che taxis are reversible. Only 
che place of rhe Firsc hyposrasis, of rhe Farher, rhe Principle, has a hierar-

12. Bolotov (1853-1900) was one of the founders of the school of Church history at 
rhe Sc. Petersburg Theological Academy. In che present work, Bulgakov repeatedly refers 

to Bolotov's seminal "Theses on the Filioque" (1898). - Trans. 
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chical significance; whereas the "Second" and "Third" hypostases signify 
not order in the sense of subordination, or hierarchical succession, in 
which each preceding term is first and in chis sense superior co the one 
chat follows it; but only a "co-enumeration," a kind of ontological "and," 
which expresses a concrete unification of the hyposcases. In chis case, the 
trinitarian succession can be expressed without defining the hyposcases 
as "second" and "third" and leaving only the first and the cwo not-first. We 
would then get the following: The First hyposcasis, chat of the Father, the 
Principle, is revealed in the two not-first hyposcases, in the cwo "Com
forters" (according co the expression used in the Gospel of John (14:16): 
"another Comforter"), in the Son by or through the Holy Spirit, and in 
the Holy Spirit Who manifests the Son (again according co the Gospel of 
John). 

The baptismal formula (Mace. 111:19), if we compare it with ocher Bib· 
lical expressions referring co the Holy Trinity, expresses, first of all, the 
trihypostatic dogma. With reference to the taxis this formula does not 
have absolute significance; it is one of its possible expressions, the most 
important one, but certainly not unique. In human language the idea of 
the Holy Trinity muse inevitably be clothed in the image of some succes· 
sion, or taxis, of the hypostases. And one specific form of succession has 
been expressed in the baptismal formula. It is natural chat chis taxis or or
der has received general acceptance, for the Gospel of Matthew attributes 
the baptismal formula co the Lord Jesus Christ Himself. This formula has 
thus received an exclusive authority and the force of law, as it were. One 
should remark, however, that its real content is the confession of the trini· 
tarian dogma, the trinicarity of the persons of the Holy Trinity with the 
hierarchical primacy of the Father, not the affirmation of their unique 
succession as First, Second, and Third. (Therefore, even this position can· 
not legitimize the subordinationisc use of the notion of taxis.) This ac· 
cords with the fundamental patristic idea chat it is a question here nor of 
a number but of an interrelation. 
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CHAPTER 2 

The Procession of the Holy Spirit 

I. The First Doctrines of the Procession 
of the Holy Spirit: dia and et ( que) 

The problem of rhe procession of rhe Holy Spirit - from rhe Farher alone, 
from rhe Father through rhe Son, or from rhe Farher and rhe Son - re
ceived a completely exclusive significance in rhe doctrine of rhe Holy 
Spirit. This problem dominated pneumarology and ar rhe present rime al
most exhausts ir. In any case, chis is rhe sole problem char was actually ex
plored in pneumarology in rhe course of rhe lase millennium. Ir is as if no 
ocher problem exisrs. 

This is a disrorrion and one-sidedness of dogmatic rhoughr. Boch 
sides have conrribured a sufficient amounr of polemical passion in rhe 
centuries-old controversy; and instead of continuing ir by chinking up 
new ways co defeat one's opponent, is ir nor rime co rerurn co rhe starting 
point, namely, co rhe fundamental problematic, in order co subject chis 
problematic itself co a critical examination? For, aside from one or an
other solution of rhe problem, iris necessary co ask whether rhe larrer has 
a right co exist in such a form, whether ir might nor be a false problem, 
necessarily leading co fruirless logomachy. One muse pose - wirh all pos
sible precision and seriousness - rhe following question: Whar are we 
dealing wirh and inquiring into, what can and should we inquire into, and 
whar should we nor inquire inro in connection wirh rhe problem of rhe 
procession of rhe Holy Spirit? One muse say in advance char chis problem 
has received a disrorred Carholic-scholasric formulation, which has been 
accepted racirly by rhe Ease, scarring wirh Phorius, and char chis consri
rures rhe decisive victory, continuing co rhe present day, ofCarholic rheol-
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ogy over Orchodox cheology - a viccory more decisive chan any gained on 
che field of pacriscic cicacions and scholascic incricacies. 

The decisive bacde becween mono-pacrism and che Filioque cheory 
in cheir dialeccical one-sidedness muse be foughc on che field of a critique 
of, and an inquiry in co, che problematic icself. The mosc nacural way co con
duce chis inquiry is by a hiscorical analysis of che relevanc doccrines in che 
pacriscic and posc-pacriscic epochs. Firsc of all, ic muse be affirmed chac 
che problem of che procession of the Ho!J Spirit as such simply did noc exisc 
for pacriscic cheology and was noc posed by ic. Procession icself, in concrasc 
co generacion, is viewed by che Fachers as an ineffable and unfachomable 
myscery, only indicaced buc noc explained by chis word. Therefore, che face 
chac Cacholic cheology lumps generacion and procession cogecher, as duae 
processiones, is, of course, an arbicrary abscraccion and abuse: che cwo are so 
individual and discincc chac chey cannoc be counced as duae, even if 
processiones. Therefore, che Fachers do noc examine procession separacely, 
buc only in che lighc of ideas more accessible co us. 

One can ask, as a preliminary quescion: Whac is che hiscory of che in
sercion in che Nicaeno-Conscancinopolican Creed of che formula, "who 
proceedech from che Facher"? Whac were che direcc mocives behind chis 
wise and inspired ace? There is no hiscorical answer co chis quescion. One 
can say chac chis formula appeared sponcaneously from che Gospel cexc 
Oohn 15:26) and occupied ics proper place. In chis respecc, ics hiscorical or
igin differs radically from chac ofche Nicene bomoousios, which was che re
sulc of incense dogmacic scruggle and che response co a concroversial 
quescion posed by heretics. 

Noching leads us co think chac chis was che case wich "who 
proceedech from che Father." In and of themselves, these words of che 
eighch seccion of che Creed (cogether wich che following words, "who wich 
che Father and the Son together is worshipped and glorified; who spake 
by the Prophecs") served a specific purpose: they described a certain gen
eral idea which does noc have a direcc verbal expression in che Creed. This 
idea concerned che Divinicy of che Spiric: che Holy Spiric is God, an equi
divine hyposcasis, "Who is che one of che Holy Trinicy" (as che Sunday lic
urgy says). We know chac chis conscicuces che hiscorical deficiency of che 
Creed, which can and muse be correcced and which, of course, is correcced 
by che cacechism. This seccion of che Creed is clearly incomplete; and chere
fore che Church compleces ic. 

The dogmatic incenc of che eighch seccion of che Creed was co re
pulse che pneumacomachian doccrine of che creacurely narure of che Holy 
Spiric and co affirm His equi-divinicy, alchough chis incenc is realized de-
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scriptively and indecisively. The goal was not to expressly establish a 
dogma of the procession of the Ho{y Spirit with all desirable precision and 
fullness. This does not, of course, diminish the dogmatic authority of the 
formula of the eighth section. But what is the content of this formula? 
This question brings us to a more general question: How was the problem 
of the procession of the Holy Spirit posed in this epoch and what did it 
mean? What was the problematic and what were its axioms? 

We have already seen that the main goal of the Orthodox doctrine of 
the Holy Trinity was to overcome subordinationism in its different forms. 
In Christology, Orthodoxy fought against the Arian heresy and in 
pneumacology ic fought against che "Macedonian" heresy, which denied 
the equi-divinity of the Third hypostasis and proclaimed the creatureli
ness of che Holy Spirit. The primary focus of the patristic thought of chis 
epoch was on chis heresy, which, not less than Arianism, was set on de
stroying the foundations of Orthodoxy.' Therefore, it is natural chat one 
of the main arguments against subordinationism is the proof of the 
homoousianism of the entire Holy Trinity and of the Holy Spirit in par
ticular; and chis, in turn, naturally finds support in the procession of the 
Holy Spirit from che Father. Such is the most general conception of che 
Fathers in connection with procession. This idea is further affirmed and 
formulated in connection with che fundamental concept of patristic the
ology, chat is, che monarchy of the Father as binding and grounding che 
Holy Trinity in Its criunity. As a result, the question of the procession of 
the Holy Spirit is, first of all, posed in the sense of His procession from 
the Father. In connection with chis we muse mention a particular feature 
of patristic theology: it desires co be not a dyadic theology, which divides 
the Holy Trinity into cwo dyads, but a triadic theology, which establishes 
concrete trinitarian incerrelacionships, even if on the basis of the monar
chy of the Father. That is why the doctrine of the Holy Spirit is not lim
ited co His relation co the Father, but is extended co His relation co the 
Son. All these motives are united and interwoven in patristic 
pneumacology, so chat they are not always easy co distinguish. Lee us now 
examine the teachings of individual fathers of the Church. 

1. This fact is recognized also on the Catholic side, which tries to find the doctrine 
of the Filioque even among the early Eastern Fathers. We find this in particular in 
A. Kranich's monograph, Der HI. Basilius in seinen Sr.llung V< Filioq"" {St. Basil in His /Uitz. 
lion ,,, ~ Filioque J (Braunsberg, 1882). 
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1. St. Atbanasius of Alexandria 

St. Athanasius' predecessors in the doctrine of the Holy Trinity in the West 
and in the East, Tertullian and Origen, base their theories on subordina· 
rionism. Therefore, it is quite natural that, in accordance with the theory 
of the inequality of the hypostases, their teaching also includes gradation 
according to origination. Only the Son originates directly from the Father; 
the Holy Spirit originates directly from the Son and only initially from the 
Father.2 St. Athanasius wars precisely against subordinationism, and this 
in its most extreme form - Arianism and pneumatomachianism. For this 
reason alone the doctrine of the two-stage origination of the hypostases is 
alien to him. On the contrary, he forcefully affirms homoousianism, the 
consubstantiality and equisubstanriality of all three hyposrases. "Just as 
the Son, Who is in the Father and in Whom the Father is, is not a creature 
but shares in the Father's essence, so the Spirit, Who is in the Son and in 
Whom the Son is, cannot be ranked among the creatures and separated 
from the Son. Thar would be to represent the Trinity as imperfect" (To 
Senipion 1, 21). 

Having established the consubstantiality of all three hyposrases, St. 
Athanasius considers one other essential problem of triadology, that of 
the mutual trinitarian relationship of the hyposrases, and solves it by dis
tinguishing in the Holy Trinity two dyads, that of the Father and the Son 
and that of the Son and the Holy Spirit, the uniting link being the Son. 
The Holy Spirit reveals the Son as His "image,'' and through this He re
veals the Father. St. Athanasius thus unites the three hypostases into the 
triunity of the Holy Trinity. It is thus clear that the problem of the origina
tion of the Holy Spirit as such remains totally outside the field of vision of 
St. Athanasius and his problematic. 

2. St. Basil the Great 

In his general theory of the Holy Trinity, St. Basil the Great seeks to estab· 
lish the trinitarity of the separate hypostases, connected by the monarchy 
of the Father. His theory is also characterized by opposition to subordina· 
tionism, in the form of late Arianism, i.e., Eunomianism, as well as pneu-

2. The Catholic docrrine interprets this feawre too in the sense of the later 
Filioque rheory (see, for example, Palmieri's arricle "Esprit·S.in~ • in Diet. de 1hiol. C.th., 
vol. 1, cols. 774-76)1 thus exposing its subordinationistic character. 
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maromachianism (Macedonianism). He naturally encountered rhe prob
lem of coordinating rhe three hyposrases in rhe unity of rhe Holy Trinity 
and, in particular, of determining rhe place rhar should be assigned ro rhe 
Holy Spirit in rhe Holy Trinity in rhe trinitarian interrelation connected 
by rhe monarchy of rhe Father. The essential passage of Epistle 38 (ro his 
brother Gregory) begins precisely with the trinitarian interrelation: "from 
rhe Father is rhe Son, by Whom all things received being and wirh Whom 
rhe Holy Spirit always appears inseparably. One who is nor illuminated by 
rhe Spirit cannot even conceive rhe Son." 

To be sure, rhe trinitarian interrelation of the three hyposrases, in 
particular rhe relation between rhe Son and rhe Holy Spirit, is nor consis
tently indicated in rhe works of Sr. Basil rhe Grear. This is used by rhe 
Filioque partisans to reinrerprer various rexrs in rheir own favor wirhour 
raking into account Sr. Basil's general doctrine or problematic, which in 
general did nor con rain rhe procession of rhe Holy Spirit in rhe sense of 
rhe Filioque. Thus, rhe srarements of Sr. Basil rhar supposedly support 
rhe Filioque (if there are any; and I personally do nor remark any) are in
rerprered in a manner rhar is utterly nor in rhe spirit of Sr. Basil. One 
must say simply rhar, for Sr. Basil rhe Grear, rhe problem of rhe proces
sion of rhe Holy Spirit from rhe Father only, or from rhe Father and rhe 
Son, simply does nor exist in irs later sense; and srarements rhar seem ro 
touch upon rhis question therefore do nor refer to ir ar all. Sr. Basil rhe 
Grear is neutral in rhe controversy concerning rhe procession of rhe Holy 
Spirit. He touches upon ir only within rhe limits of his own doctrine, 
which indisputably includes rhe monarchy of rhe Father as rhe "cause" 
and His union wirh rhe Spirit through rhe Son in rhe trihyposraric connec
tion of rhe Holy Trinity. 

3. St. Gregory the Theologian 

Even Catholic theologians cannot find rhe Filioque in Sr. Gregory rhe 
Theologian except by drawing some suspect conclusions from his theses. 
His rhoughr highlights rwo fundamental Cappadocian themes in 
triadology: rhe rrinirarity of rhe equi-divine hyposrases, which possess 
their particular hypostaric properties and are uni red by rhe unity of rhe 
divine nature; and as the coordinating principle, rhe monarchy of the Fa
ther (rhe rrinirarian interrelation of rhe hyposrases is expressed more 
weakly in his doctrine of rhe immanent Trinity, whereas in rhe doctrine of 
rhe economic Trinity he rends to follow Sr. Arhanasius). 
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In general, it is necessary to say that, despite all the lofriness and elo
quence of his theological orations, St. Gregory the Theologian does not 
offer any new elements of the trinitarian problematic or any new trinitar
ian ideas. He does not give us anything that had not already been offered 
by his predecessors (especially St. Athanasius) or contemporaries {St. Basil 
the Great and St. Gregory of Nyssa). 

4. St. Gregory of Nyssa 

As we already know, St. Gregory of Nyssa does nor diverge from the other 
Cappadocians as far as the trinitarian problem is concerned. He contin
ues the struggle against Eunomius and, in particular, against the 
pneumatomachianism of the latter - a struggle begun by his brother, St. 
Basil the Grear. And Sr. Gregory's emphasis here is on proving the equi
divinity of the Holy Spirit, which is established for him by the monarchy 
of the Father and by the interrelation of all three, hyposrarically qualified 
persons of the Holy Trinity. In particular, he affirms that the Third per
son proceeds from the Father nor directly, like the Son, but indirectly, af
ter the Son, bur he does not interpret chis feature further (whereas Catho
lic rheology interprets it, of course, as implying the Filioque). 

* * 
In conclusion, we can say chat, co the extent they considered the problem 
of the procession of the Holy Spirit, the Cappadocians expressed only one 
idea: the monarchy of the Father and, consequently, the procession of the 
Holy Spirit precisely from the Father. They never imparted co chis idea, 
however, the exclusiveness that it acquired in the epoch of the Filioque 
disputes after Photius, in the sense of ek monou tou Patros (from the Father 
alone). On the contrary, for the Cappadocians the problem of procession 
is connected with the general problem of the trinitarian interrelation of 
the three hypostases. The Cappadocians never gave a precise formulation 
co chis doctrine, bur they also never divided the Holy Trinity into two 
dyads on the basis of origination, the dyads of the Father and the Son and 
the Father and the Holy Spirit. On the contrary, they understood this in
terrelation in a trinitarian manner. They thus expressed, albeit impre
cisely, the interrelation of the Son and the Holy Spirit in such phrases as 
"with the Son and through the Son," "without mediation and by means 
of," "through the mediation of the Son," etc. And the most typical and 
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general, although not the most exhaustive, expression of this trinitarian 
interrelation was the formula dia tou Huiou (through the Son). This for
mula was to receive its definitive expression in St.John of Damascus' doc
trine of the procession of the Holy Spirit (from the Father through the 
Son). 

Therefore, dia became a distinguishing feature of Eastern pneuma· 
tology in the fourth century; and it remains such. But the holy fathers, 
one might say, did not even suspect the possibility of that Filioque usage 
which, through forcible introjections, operated and operates on the Cath
olic side. In general, the early Eastern dia has no connection with the 
Catholic Filioque. 

5. St. Epiphanius of Cyprus 

It is necessary to acknowledge that, of the Eastern Fathers, there is none 
that could produce in the Filioque partisans a greater sense of triumph 
than St. Epiphanius. In him we find a whole series of expressions to the 
effect that the Holy Spirit is from the Father and the Son, out of the Fa
ther and the Son, from the Father and out of the Son, from Both, from 
one and the same essence of the Father and the Son, and so on. And of 
course, these expressions cannot be weakened by the artificial interpreta· 
rions that we encounter in Orthodox apologists (e.g., Bishop Sylvester, in 
his Dogmatic Theology, 2.474fl). The external similarity between St. Epi
phanius' doctrine and the later Filioque theory is so striking that some 
interpreters even presume a Western influence here. Such a presumption 
is totally superfluous, however, for in the fourth century the West did not 
have a Filioque doctrine in the later sense, just as the East was not op· 
posed to the Filioque, for the problem of the Filioque had not yet been 
posed by the theological consciousness. The only theologian who might 
have been influential in this connection was St. Augustine, with his De 
Trinitatt; but of course St. Epiphanius could not have been influenced by 
him, not only because of the distance that separated the Eastern and 
Western worlds, but also because this work appeared after Epiphanius' 
death (403). 

But in general it is difficult to attribute a doctrine of the Holy Spirit 
to St. Epiphanius, for he considers this problem only in passing. The most 
important text in this connection is the following: "proceeding from the 
Father and receiving from the Son, He is not alien to the Father and the 
Son, but is from (ek) the same essence, from the same divinity, from the 
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Father and the Son" (Advers. Haer. 62, n. 4). "The Spirit is from Christ or 
from Both, as Christ says: He proceeds from the Father and will receive 
from Mine." Here an equals sign is placed, on the one hand, berween the 
procession of the Spirit from the Father and the reception from the Son 
and, on the other hand, the procession from the Father and the Son, from 
Both, etc. This equaliry is typical of the general imprecision and ambigu
iry of Sr. Epiphanius' pneumatology. In actualiry, the procession from the 
Father refers to the immanent Triniry and has an eternal character, 
whereas the "reception from Mine" refers to the economic Triniry, to the 
domain of the divine incarnation. To be sure, it is impossible to deny all 
connection berween the immanent Triniry and the economic Triniry, but 
neither should one identify these relations, as St. Epiphanius does when 
he simply counts "from Both," from the hypostases of the Father and the 
Son. 

The only thing one can say about St. Epiphanius' pneumarology is 
that he imprecisely and primitively, without any rheological sophistica
tion of the concepts, expresses the general idea of the trinitarian interrela
tion of the hyposrases and, in particular, of the trinitarian self-definition 
of the Holy Spirit, not only with reference to the Father, through proces
sion, bur also with reference to the Son. The general intention of his 
pneumatology thus encompasses much more than just the problem of 
procession and, in particular, the doctrine of the Filioque. His intention is 
to unite the doctrine of the Son and the Holy Spirit, of Christ and the 
Paraclete, into a single trinitarian doctrine. 

One can also draw from this a conclusion of a historical character, 
based on an observation of currents of patristic thought concerning 
pneumatology: The patristic teaching of the fourth century lacks that ex
clusivity which came to characterize Orthodox theology after Photius un
der the influence of repulsion from the Filioque doctrine. Although we 
do nor find here the pure Filioque that Catholic theologians find, we also 
do not find that opposition to the Filioque that became something like 
an Orthodox or, rather, anti-Catholic dogma. For the Eastern Fathers of 
the fourth century, this question was still an open one, one that was not 
yet ripe enough to be solved; and in certain individual cases they allowed a 
large deviation toward the Filioque or, in any case, toward dia tou Huiou, 
with all the preliminary ambiguiry of this concept. St. Epiphanius is one 
of the fathers who deviated the most in this direction. 
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6. St. Cyril of Alexandria 

Sc. Cyril of Alexandria, even more than Sc. Epiphanius, can present diffi
culties for the polemicists with the Catholics and lend support co the 
Filioque partisans, for it is his wont not only co call the Holy Spirit 
proper, idios, co the Son, in all the ambiguity of chis expression, but also co 
speak of the origination (proeisi) of the Holy Spirit from the Father and 
the Son, or even from "Both." Orthodox polemicists cry co show, with lit
tle success, chat Sc. Cyril is referring only co cemporary, "economic" pro
cession. The confusion is aggravaced by the fact that there are passages in 
Sc. Cyril which speak of procession precisely from the Facher. In our opin
ion, it is impossible to unite these texts into a harmonious whole and to 
extract a coherent theological theory from all of chis. 

All that one can say with any definiteness is chat the problem of the 
procession of the Holy Spirit as such did not exist for him. He considered 
this problem only in connection with the general struggle against the 
pneumacomachians, who denied the Divinity of the Spirit and considered 
Him to be a creature, as well as in connection with his personal struggle 
against Nescorianism. The thesis that Sc. Cyril is constantly crying co 
prove is chat the divine nature is proper to the Holy Spirit and chat He is 
"proper" co Christ as the God-Man, and not only as a human prophec, i.e., 
that the Holy Spirit is proper co Christ not outwardly but inwardly. St. 
Cyril views pneumacology not from within pneumacology itself but from 
within Chriscology, and he couches upon the procession of the Holy 
Spirit only in passing, only with reference to Chriscology. 

St. Cyril does not have a special treatise on the Holy Spirit, and even 
where we would expect co find one, in his works on che Holy Trinity, he 
does not make procession a subject of special investigation (De Trinitate 7). 
Mose ofcen, he treats it in passing, in commentaries, polemics, letters, and 
so on. There is, however, one fundamental theme of trinitarian theology 
in Sc. Cyril which passes through his works like a scarlet thread: the 
trinitarity of the interrelations of the hyposcases of the Holy Trinity. It is in 
connection with chis chat he most often couches upon the problem of che 
"procession" of the Holy Spirit, or rather, the problem of His relation not 
only to the Father, but also to the Son. The necessity precisely of chis 
problematic, and not some ocher, is connected with his Chriscology; and 
when he speaks of the Son, he often has Christ in mind. His "Nestorian" 
opponencs, dividing the two natures of Christ with their hyposcases, 
thereby separated Jesus from the triunity of the Holy Trinity and 
disincarnaced, as it were, the Logos with the Holy Spirit reposing upon 
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Him. St. Cyril's intention was to prove that not only the Logos but pre
cisely the Divine Christ, with "His one incarnate nature," is "the One of 
the Holy Trinity," having one nature and a personal connection with the 
Father and the Son, and in particular with the Holy Spirit, Who reposes 
upon Him by virtue of natural unity and hyposcatic connection, and not, 
as was the case with the prophets, in the capacity of a foreign, hetero
natural or, more precisely, supra-natural power. 

Therefore, it is possible to draw one indisputable conclusion con
cerning Sc. Cyril's pneumacology: he strives to fathom the Third 
hypostasis not only through the First hypostasis but also through the 
Second, and in this sense his pneumatology is in general characterized by 
dia tou Huiou, in all the indeterminacy and ambiguity of this expression. 

7. Didymus of Alexandria 

In the works of his that are devoted to the trinitarian problem, Didymus, 
like the Cappadocians, defends, in the struggle against the Arians and the 
pneumatomachians, the origination of the Son as well as of the Holy 
Spirit from the Father, thereby affirming Their divinity and consubstan
tiality. Didymus does not independently consider the problem of the pro
cession of the Holy Spirit; his main attention is directed at the relation of 
the hypostases of the Son and the Holy Spirit to the Father. Therefore, 
one would hardly expect to find anything in his writings that would sug
gest the Filioque. 

8. St. john of Damascus 

St. John of Damascus concludes the development of patristics and sums 
up its results. In particular, with reference to the procession of the Holy 
Spirit, St. John of Damascus expounds a specific doctrine of the monar
chy of the Father, which he combines, however, with a doctrine of the pro
cession of the Holy Spirit from the Father through the Son, dia Huiou, 
which thus is the last testament of patristic theology concerning this 
problem. In order to gain a better understanding of this conception, one 
must carefully examine the texts. The Holy Spirit, first of all, is referred to 
as "proceeding from the Father and reposing upon the Son" (On the Ortho

dox Faith, I and 8). As a necessary element of procession, this idea includes 
the reposing upon the Son. Consequently, this procession is accom-
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plished upon the Son, not independently of Him; it is accomplished in 
the interrelation of the Two. Further, in the same context, one reads about 
the mediating function of the Son with reference to the bestowing of the 
Spirit upon creation (i.e., in the "economic" Trinity): "proceeding from 
the Father, bestowed through the Son, and (received) by all creation." 
There follows a series of texts which speak clearly of the supra-eternal pro
cession: "The Father is the Engenderer of the Word and, through the 
Word, the Originator (Spirator) by procession of the Spirit .... The Holy 
Spirit is the power of the Father, manifesting the hidden Divinity, pro
ceeding from the Father through the Son, as He Himself knows, but not 
through generation. The Father is the Source and cause, aitia, of the Son 
and the Holy Spirit .... The Holy Spirit is not the Son of the Father but 
the Spirit of the Father, as proceeding from Him, for there is no impulse, 
horme, without the Spirit. He is also the Spirit of the Son, but not because 
He is from Him, but because, through Him, He proceeds from the Father, 
for the Father is the sole cause" (1 and 12). 

As we have seen, dia Huiou (through the Son) in St. John of Damas
cus is fully compatible with the idea of the causality of the Father alone. 
At the same time, he does not reduce this causality exclusively to temporal 
revelation, to the sending into the world (as certain Orthodox apologists 
try to do). But what does he mean by dia? Later commentators have inter
preted it in different ways: (1) as cause, where it differs from ek (from) only 
in nuance (in this case a Filioque content is introduced into John's doc
trine); (2) as condition; (3) as "modifier of place and time," i.e., as a me
dium, although with reference to supra-eternal relations, and thus as 
"how," not "what"; and (4) as a mode of temporal sending. 

Each of these interpretations can be justified, but none of them is 
indisputable. Indeed, there can be no indisputable interpretation, for St. 
John of Damascus does not have a definite doctrine of the procession of 
the Holy Spirit. True to his general task, he conscientiously reproduces 
the doctrine that, as we have seen, is the dominant one in Eastern theol
ogy. This doctrine combines two theological, so to speak, postulates: 
(1) the monarchy of the Father and (2) the trinitarian connection of all the 
hypostases. He gives the first postulate a relatively simple and clear tradi
tional expression, whereas the second postulate is expressed symbolically, 
rather than theologically, in this dia, in the doctrine of the procession of 
the Holy Spirit from the Father through the Son, as well as of the union 
of the Father in the Son through the Holy Spirit. 

This formula "through the Son," which St. John of Damascus uses 
as if were self-evident, does require further interpretation, in one sense or 
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anorher. Ir can be undersrood only in rhe conrexr of a rheological doc
rrine, such as rhe Catholic Filioque, which for Catholic theologians is rhe 
only possible docrrine here, alrhough rhere is no rrace of rhis docrrine in 
rhe works of Sr.john of Damascus. From rhe Orrhodox side rhis formula 
has never received a rheological inrerprerarion, and rhere is no eagerness 
ro accepr its authemic meaning. Adduced in its interprerarion (predomi
nandy on the Carholic side) is rhe idea - common ro all of patrisric 
pneumarology (srarting wirh Sr. Athanasius rhe Grear) and shared by St. 
john of Damascus - rhar rhe Holy Spirir is rhe image of rhe Son, jusr as 
rhe Son is the image of the Father. To be sure, this idea does nor have any 
direcr connecrion to rhe Filioque, or "procession" in general, and the only 
conclusion that immediarely follows from rhis pertains ro rhe unity of rhis 
divine image, which we in fact find in Sr. john of Damascus: "three per
sons but one image (eik6n), rhree distinguishing features bur one repre
sentation (mia ektuposis)" (De Trinitatt 2). And as john says in his third ora
rion, about icons, "we know Christ, the Son of God and God, through the 
Holy Spirit; and in the Son we conremplare the Farher." 

• • 
Thus, rhe development of patrisric pneumarology wirh reference to rhe 
procession of rhe Holy Spirir concludes wirh Sr. john of Damascus' doc
rrine of rhe causality of rhe Farher, who is the "cause of rhe being" of both 
rhe Son and of rhe Holy Spirir, bur also wirh the parriciparion, in some 
manner, of the Son in rhis procession. Ir is this parriciparion that is ex
pressed by rhe formula dia tou Huiou, in all irs ambiguity. And ir is remark
able rhar rhis parrisric formula was included wirhour any discussion or 
dispurarion in the solemn confession of fairh sem ro rhe Easrern parri
archs in rhe name ofrhe Farhers of the Seventh Ecumenical Council. This 
episde, examined ar rhe council and having the entire aurhority of rhe Jar
rer behind it, srares rhe following: "I believe ... also in the Holy Spirit, 
Lord and Giver oflife, who proceedeth from the Father through the Son (to ek tou 
Patros dia tou Huiou ekporruomenon)." The same Fathers also confessed 
their fairh according ro rhe Nicaeno-Consranrinopolitan Creed, as rhe ap
ostolic, patristic, and orthodox faith. 

The only thing rhar clearly follows from rhis is char, in the formula 
dia tou Huiou, the holy Fathers saw not an addirion or an illegitimate nov
elty but only a cerrain clarification or unfolding of the idea of rhe Creed, 
not more. Otherwise, such a combination of things in the confession of 
one and the same council would be incomprehensible. Thus, rhe ancienr 
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Church viewed rhe eighth secrion of rhe Nicaeno-Consranrinopoliran 
Creed as still allowing and thus needing further clarificarion or dog
matic inrerprerarion; and rhe addirion, dia tou Huiou, was in face such a 
clarification. 

On the basis of this, one can establish a certain gradarion or differ
entiation in the dogmatic definition of the procession of the Holy Spirit: 
if rhe procession from rhe Father, attested by Christ Himself, is a dogma 
obligatory for the Church, the clarifying dia does not possess such force of 
dogma, but belongs rather to the domain of theology, theological opin
ions, theologoumena. And lacking definitive Church approval because of 
its imprecision, this dia is not so much a dogmatic definition (which has 
never been accepted or even discussed by the Church) as a theological tes
tament, which an epoch receding into history bequeathed to the 
pneumarology of the future. It is not a declaration but a question mark, 
as it were, and the question is much more replete with meaning than the 
preliminary answer that has been given. 

And this question silendy tells us that, when one discusses the prob
lem of the procession of the Holy Spirit, it is insufficient to consider only 
the procession from the Father, while forgetting or not including the par
ticipation of the Son, even ifin itself this dia remains unclear and even am
biguous. However, it signifies, in any case, that the ancient Fathers did not 
consider the Nicaeno-Consrantinopolitan formula to be exhaustive. 
Therefore, the opposite opinion, which triumphed later, was, in effect, a 
new interprerarion of ek tou Patros (from the Father) as ek monou tou Patros 
(from the Father alone). By the same token, it must be recognized that this 
interpretation does not accord with the ancient Eastern rheology. On the 
contrary, as we have seen, the overwhelming majority of the Eastern Fa
thers professed (although in different expressions and with individual nu
ances) this dia, which was the dominant theologoumenon of the Eastern 
church in the epoch of rhe ecumenical councils. Although this does not le
gitimize the premature dogmatization of the clarifying additions to the 
Creed, it attests to a certain incompleteness of the dogmatic definition. 

9. Western Theology: St. Augustine 

Western theology, in the person of St. Augustine, takes a wholly different 
direction in the doctrine of the procession of the Holy Spirit compared to 
the East. For the latter, the dominant theme of pneumatology is the mon
archy of the Father, which is only supplemented by the more or less im-
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precisely expressed idea of dia tou Huiou. By contrast, Western theology in
terprets the Holy Trinity as a system of inner relations, which constitute 
It. In pneumatology, this leads to the triumph of the principle of the 
Filioque. In particular, despite all the efforts of Orthodox apologists to di
minish this indisputable fact, Augustine's trinitarian theology is essen
tially based on the Filioque principle. 

The doctrine that the Holy Spirit proceeds from the Father and the 
Son, or from Both (de Ambobus), is confirmed in numerous works of St. 
Augustine. One can find a systematic exposition of this doctrine in his De 
Trinitate, especially in book XV. This doctrine is in conformity with the 
general task of Augustine's trinitarian theology, which interprets the 
Holy Trinity as n!lations arising in one nature. The starting point here is 
not the trinitarity of the hypostases but the unity of the nature: it is not 
that the three hypostases have one nature, but that the three hypostases 
arise in the one nature by an interrelationship. Here, we must mention an
other feature of Augustine's theology, which, without being stated explic
itly, nevertheless permeates his entire theory: the purely Tertullianic (and 
in general Western) conception according to which this essence or divine 
nature is equated with the Father.3 Thanks to this, the system of relations 
in the Holy Trinity acquires in the Father its stable center, similar, al
though not identical, to the Eastern principle of the monarchy of the Fa
ther. The system of Western relativism turned out to be more favorable 
than Eastern hypostatic trinitarianism for the posing (if not the solution) 
of the problem of the hypostases as trinitarian interrelations and mutual 
definitions. In particular, this trinitarian posing of the problem is applied 
by St. Augustine also to the relationship between the Father and the Holy 
Spirit, which he supplements and complicates by the problem of the par
ticipation of the Son in this procession, the problem of the Filioque. 

To this general tendency to conceive the relations of the hypostases 
in a trinitarian manner is added a special theme in the doctrine of the 
Third hypostasis, which constitutes an original contribution of St. Augus
tine to general pneumatology. This is the doctrine of the Holy Spirit as 
intratrinitarian love - love between the Father and the Son. Although 
from this conception there do not follow any indisputable conclusions 
concerning the procession of the Holy Spirit, Augustine affirms that if 
the Holy Spirit unites by a hypostatic love the Father and the Son, then 
the Holy Sprit proceeds from Both. 

Augustine elucidates the procession of the Holy Spirit from the Fa-

3. See Dt Trinitate 4.20.29; PL 42, col. 908. 
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ther and the Son from different points of view. First, he indicates that the 
Holy Spirit is bestowed not only by the Father but also by the Son, that He 
is Their donum commune (De Trinitate 5.14-15); and being realized in tempo
ral sending, this property of the Holy Spirit that He is their common gift 
has a supra-eternal basis. This results from the fact that the Spirit is be
stowed by Christ upon the apostles: "We are so taught that He proceeds 
from the Father. And when He had risen from the dead, and had appeared 
to His disciples, 'He breathed on them, and saith unto them, Receive ye 
the Holy Spirit' Qohn 20:22), so as to show that He proceeded also from 
Himsetr• (De Trinitate 15.26). • 

According to Augustine, the general basis for the procession of the 
Holy Spirit also from the Son consists in this being given to Him by the 
Father: "As the Father has in Himself that the Holy Spirit should proceed 
from Him, so has He given to the Son that the same Holy Spirit should 
proceed from Him ... if the Son has of the Father whatever He has, then 
certainly He has of the Father, that the Holy Spirit proceeds also from 
Him" (De Jnnitate 15.26).5 Further, in De Trinitate 5. 14, bearing the heading 
"The Father and the Son the Only Beginning (Principium) of the Holy 
Spirit," we read: "it must be admitted that the Father and the Son are a 
Beginning of the Holy Spirit, not two Beginnings; but as the Father and 
Son are one God, and one Creator, and one Lord relatively to the creature, 
so are they one Beginning relatively to the Holy Spirit."6 One cannot say 
that this analogy between the relation of the trihypostatic God as the one 
Creator in relation to creation and the Father and Son as the one 
principium of the Holy Spirit is, in and of itself, very convincing (if only be
cause, in the former case, we have the entire Holy Trinity in relation to cre
ation, whereas in the latter we have only the Dyad of the Father and the 
Son in relation to God the Holy Spirit, i.e., these relations are, essentially, 
not identical and therefore do not admit explanations through one an
other or even only analogies between one another). There is adumbrated 
here the later thesis of the Catholic Filioque, but it is not developed fur
ther, in the sense of the Florence formula and future hypotheses of the 
same theology, which attribute the procession from Both to unity of na-

4. This translation is taken from A S.kct Lilnury of Nicene dnd Post·Ni£ene Fdthen of 
the Christidn <1Jurrh, vol. 3: St. Augustin.: On th. Ho!J Trinity. DoclriMI Trrdlis.,. Moral Trrd· 
lis<S, ed. P. Schaff, reprint (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1980), p. 95. - Trans. 

5. This translation is taken from A Seka Uim.ry of Nicene dnd Post-Nicene Fdrhen, 
vol. 3, p. 225. - Trans. 

6. This •ranslation is taken from A Select Uim.ry of Nicene and Post·Nicene Fathers, 
vol. 3, p. 95. - Trans. 
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cure, not to Their hypostaric differentiation. Augustine here does not go 
beyond the general formula: "God the Father alone is He from Whom the 
Holy Spirit principally proceeds. And therefore I have added the word 
principally, because we find that the Holy Spirit proceeds from the Son 
also. But the Father gave Him this too" (15.17).7 

In general, it is hard to reduce Augustine's doctrine of the proces
sion of the Holy Spirit to a totally coherent theologeme. The foundations 
of the future theology of the Filioque are visible even here, however, al
though they are still very far from having received a systematic expression. 
The basic idea of Augustine's pneumatology, i.e., the procession of the 
Holy Spirit from the Father and the Son, is not a random and episodic 
idea for him; rather, it is his central idea, which permeates his entire theol
ogy, and one cannot diminish this fact with artificial interpretations. His
torically it is even more important to note that Augustine is not alone 
here, but is the progenitor of the entire Western theory of the procession 
of the Holy Spirit. It should also be noted that he expounds this concep
tion not polemically but positively and with a certain naive immediacy as 
the only possible and self-evident doctrine of the procession of the Holy 
Spirit "from Both." Thus, in Augustinism we find already defined the 
Western type of doctrine of the procession of the Holy Spirit from the Fa
ther and the Son in contradistinction (but not yet in opposition) to the 
Eastern dia Huiou. The two theories exist simultaneously and in parallel, 
mutually ignorant of each other, so to speak, until the time comes for 
their mutual recognition, collision, competition, and, finally, rejection.8 

To this one must add that the Augustinian theory of the Filioque was 
received in a natural and elemental manner in the West, without the par
ticipation of doctrinal theology, without new efforts to understand and 
prove this theory theologically. It was simply professed to be a self-evident 
theory and the only one that was possible. A whole series of Western writ
ers, including popes who are venerated as saints by the Eastern church, 
confess the procession of the Holy Spirit also from the Son; and it is even 
more striking that there is virtually no disagreement with this theory. 

The true homeland of the dogmatic doctrine of the Filioque, not 

7. This translation is taken from A Seltct LJbrary of Nicene 11nJ Pos~Nicent Fdrbers, 
vol. 3, p. 216. - Trans. 

8. H.B. Swete, History ofrbe Da<lrine ofrbe Processmn ofrbe Holy Spirit (Cambridge, 
1876), p. 153: "After the death of S. Augustine Western Europe appears to ha"" generally 
adopted rhe Augusdnian view of the Procession almost without being conscious of the 
change thus made in its theology." 
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only cheological buc also ecclesial, is che Spanish church, which in ics 
scruggle against Arianism desired to magnify and affirm the divinity of 
che Son by actribucing to Him parcicipacion in che procession ofche Holy 
Spiric. Isidore, the Bishop of Seville (circa 600), already decisively con· 
fesses this doctrine: "The Holy Spirit is called God because He proceeds 
from the Father and the Son, and therefore He is called che Spirit of 
boch. "9 The doccrine of the Filioque also finds its way into licurgical cexts 
and council decrees. It is here chat the cuscom of reading the Credo at lit· 
urgy wich the addicion of the Filioque originaced. Withouc going into che 
disputed history of individual council decrees, •0 one can in any case af. 
firm thac, at a number of local councils, confessions of faith with the 
Filioque were read and approved. Later, this doccrine, with the acceptance 
of che addicion of che Filioque, was championed by Charlemagne, who ac 
the Council of Aachen (809) not only legitimized it dogmatically but even 
turned to Pope Leo III for permission to include the Filioque in che Credo 
(although this cime the requesc was denied). Nevercheless, in the course of 
the cencuries, this doccrine became self-evidenc for the Wescern church 
prior to ics incorporation in the Creed. 

From the dogmatic point of view it seems important to ask whecher 
this difference between the Eascern and Western churches was felt as such, 
and whether it immediately led to dogmacic disputation. It muse be re
called that this difference already exisced in the epoch of the ecumenical 
councils, but chis did noc prevent contact between the Western and East· 
ern churches, or their meeting cogether in the ecumenical councils. le 
must be noted thac there were particular instances when chis difference 
was clearly felc by the two sides; and it is incerescing to see what reaccion 
this evoked. The first such case refers to the epoch of the monothelitic 
disputes, when, in the West, Pope Marcin summoned a Roman council in 
659, which anachemacized che monothelites. Although at this council che 
Creed was read without the Filioque, the monothelitizing circles of Con
stancinople learned that Marcin had expounded the doctrine of the pro
cession of che Holy Spirit from the Son as well as from che Facher. 

This fact is known to us from a fragmenc of a letter of St. Maximus 
Confessor addressed to Marin of Cyprus (655). Here, Maximus actempcs 
to rehabilitate che Pope and to expound the Western doctrine in an East· 
ern spiric: "They cited in their juscification uccerances of the Lacin fachers 

9. Erymalagiae 7.3; PL 82, col. 268. 
10. See a review of rhe quescion in Palmieri's arcicle "Filioque" (Diet. tk Tbio. Cath., 

vol. 15, 2, cols. 230-59). 
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as well as of Cyril of Alexandria (in rhe commentary on John). By this, 
they revealed rhar they do nor see rhe Son as the cause, aitian, of rhe Holy 
Spirit, for they know rhar rhe Father alone is rhe cause of rhe Son and 
Spirit, of the One by generation and of rhe Other by procession; rather, 
they only show rhar rhe Holy Spirit proceeds, proienai, through Him, indi
cating thus rhe kinship and unchangeability of rhe substance. "11 This ad
aptation of rhe Western rheologoumenon arrests rhar rhe Orthodox con
fessor Sr. Maximus did not acknowledge ir ro be a heretical divergence, 
capable ofleading ro rhe separation of rhe churches. This tolerance is ap
parently explained by rhe fact rhar a certain dogmatic ambiguity re
mained in connection wirh this question. 

A century and a halflarer (809) an episode occurred rhar once again 
posed rhe problem of rhe Filioque, this rime in connection wirh rhe dis
pute between the Frankish monks on the Mount of Olives and rhe Ortho
dox monks, with brother John of rhe Monastery of Sr. Sabha ar their 
head.12 The dispute was provoked by the fact that the Western monks 
read rhe Creed with rhe Filioque. The Western "heresy" was noticed, and 
the incident evoked a polemic (not preserved) between Pope Leo III (who 
was a partisan of rhe Filioque, although he was opposed to inserting it 
inro the Creed), and the Orthodox monks along wirh rhe patriarch of Je
rusalem, Thomas. Whatever the case might have been, however, ir remains 
a fact that ar the beginning of rhe ninth century "the Jerusalem affair did 
nor become a prerexr for breaking relations with rhe western church over 
rhe Filioque" (Bolotov, thesis 24). Bolotov adds (thesis 25) that, however 
sharp and decisive Patriarch Phorius' pronouncement against the West
ern "heresy'' might have been, he and his successors maintained contact 
wirh rhe Western church, wirhour having received (and evidently nor hav
ing demanded) from ir an explicit conciliar renunciation of rhe Filioque; 
and therefore "ir was nor the question of rhe Filioque rhar caused rhe sep
aration between rhe churches" (thesis 26). 

What does this historical fact signify dogmatical{y? To be sure, rhe 
mutual tolerance of East and West, whose relations were repeatedly poi
soned by rivalry and lust for power, can - with reference to a question of 
such major doctrinal importance - be explained neither by a spirit of 
conciliation nor by indifference. The reasons for this tolerance are more 
profound; rhey are dogmatic in nature. The fact of rhe marrer is rhat rhe 

11. Epist dll M•rin, Cypr. Pn:sb., PG 91, col. 136. 
12. The original text of the message senr by the Frankish monks to Leo Ill can be 

found in Swere, History of lbe Doctrine of the Promsion of lbe Holy Spiri~ pp. 227-29. 
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definition of the doctrine of the Holy Spirit in the eighth section of the 
Nicaeno-Constantinopolitan Creed, which is universally accepted and has 
the authority of the Church behind it, is incomplete, and this is the case 
in different respects. We have already mentioned that a direct confession 
of the divinity of the Holy Spirit is absent in the Creed. 

But we have the same incompleteness when it comes to the Holy 
Spirit's relation to the other hypostases: the eighth section contains only 
a definition of the relation of the Holy Spirit to the Father, namely, 
through procession: "who proceedeth from the Father." But it does not 
say anything about the relation of the Holy Spirit to the Son. And this in· 
completeness is essential and organic, for the general doctrine of the Holy 
Spirit in the Holy Trinity must contain not only a definition of the rela
tion of the Holy Spirit to the Father but also a definition of the relation 
of the Holy Spirit to the Son. The Gospel text pertaining to the proces
sion of the Holy Spirit from the Father, cited in the eighth section of the 
Creed, cannot therefore receive a limiting or even prohibitive interpretation 
in relation to later dogmatic investigation; on the contrary, it presupposes 
such dogmatic investigation. And although this incompleteness of the 
eighth section was never explicitly formulated, it was always felt and at· 
tempts were made to do something about it. The Church did not have a 
dogmatic definition of the Holy Spirit in His relation to the Son, however; 
such a definition was (and remains) a dogmatic unknown; and we there
fore have in this domain only particular theological opinions, formulated 
in two theologoumena, Eastern and Western: di4 and que. 

It must be noted that these dogmatic seekings did not concern only 
the doctrine of the procession of the Holy Spirit, for the general question 
of the relation between the Second and Third hypostases is much broader 
and can also be posed in another plane (as St. Athanasius does, for exam
ple). "Procession" is only one of the possible ways of posing this general 
problem. But historically it transpired that this general problem of the re· 
lation of the Holy Spirit to the Son - in the East in particular and often 
random utterances and in the West in more insistent and dogmatic pro
nouncements - tended to be posed only with reference to the procession 
(or nonprocession) of the Holy Spirit from the Son. This exclusive posing 
of the problem was never subjected to critical verification and dogmatic 
investigation, but was accepted as self-evident - of course, by analogy 
with the Creed's definition concerning the procession of the Holy Spirit 
from the Father. But since the Church had never formulated a dogmatic 
definition on this point, it was natural to have a panoply of significantly 
divergent views or theologemes. The problem of the relation of the Holy 
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Spirit to the Son in the epoch of the ecumenical councils remained in the 
stage of theological investigation, and the existence of two types of theo
logical opinions on this issue did not provoke a separation of the 
churches, or even the kind of breach that occurred because of the 
christological disputes. The time had not yet arrived for dogmatic defini
tion in the domain of pneumatology; this was still a period of dogmatic 
seekings, which were much less intense than in the christological domain 
and therefore did not serve as a pretext for the separation of the churches. 

This state of affairs changes, however, beginning roughly with the 
ninth century. The normal development of dogmatic creativity and the 
natural maturation of dogma are disrupted and complicated by facts of 
another order, which, strictly speaking, have no connection with dog
matic divergences concerning the Holy Spirit. One of these external facts 
is the ambition and rivalry of the Western and Eastern hierarchs, compli
cated by rwo catastrophes: first, by the conquest of Byzantium by the Cru
saders, who by their violence and crimes provoked a long-lasting hostility 
between West and East; and second, by the fall of Byzantium and the pro
longed absence of any cultural continuity in the East. The latter thus be
came incapable not only of conducting a spiritual polemic against the 
West but also of collaborating with it theologically. There was also a fact 
of the inner life of the Church that led to a long-lasting separation be
tween West and East: the Roman papacy with its universalistic preten
sions. As far as the doctrine of the Holy Spirit was concerned, the papacy 
dogmatized the Western theologoumenon, the Filioque, giving it the sig
nificance of a universally obligatory dogma and incorporating it in the 
Western creed (at the threshold of the second millennium). A particular 
opinion was thus transformed into an arbitrary affirmation, hairesis. The 
whole East, accused of heresy, was thus forced into a posture of necessary 
defense against dogmatic coercion. The East in turn proclaimed the rejec
tion of the papal dogma of the Filioque as an accepted church dogma, 
even though this anti-Filioque dogma had not been accepted anywhere, 
not in the East, not in the West, and not at any ecumenical council. It has 
and continues to have only the status of a theological opinion, at best 
that of a theologoumenon. Such a state of affairs launched an unhappy 
and little-productive epoch in the history of the dogma of the Holy Spirit, 
defined by the struggle between the Western theory of the Filioque and 
the Eastern theory of the anti-Filioque. In terms of the history of the East
ern church, this can also be defined as Photianism and anti-Photianism. 
Divine Providence permitted the most delicate and mysterious problem 
of theology to be thrown into the abyss of struggle for power. And we still 
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await rhe rime when these complicating themes will lose their virulence 
and rhe questions will be posed in a substantive way. 

II. The Second Epoch in the Doctrine of the 
Procession of the Holy Spirit. The Greco-Latin Polemic: 

Photian (Anti-Latin) Theology Against the Latin Filioque 

1. Patriarch Photius' Doctrine of the Procession of the Holy Spirit 

The ninth century is rhe beginning of a new epoch in rhe doctrine of rhe 
procession of the Holy Spirit. The peaceful coexistence of rwo variants of 
rhe doctrine of rhe procession - Eastern and Western, rhe Greek di4 and 
the Larin que - comes roan end, and there begins an epoch first of polem
ical opposition and then of dogmatic separation. 

Outwardly, this epoch begins with rhe polemic initiated by Patriarch 
Phorius in his encyclical of 866 ro rhe Eastern bishops and especially in 
his famous treatise, Logos peri tou Hagiou Pneumatos must4g0gias, written 
around 885.13 This treatise presents an argument in support of rhe anti
Larin polemic, bur its dogmatic significance should nor be exaggerated. 
!rs polemical orientation makes ir one-sided, more anti-Larin than Ortho
dox, despite rhe presence of strong arguments against rhe Filioque. The 
main weakness ofrhe polemical (as opposed co positive) Eastern rheology 
is its roral acceptance of rhe Latin problematic, which, of course, is more 
important than rhe non-acceptance of rhe doctrine itself. In this sense, 
Phocius is rhe first of rhe Eastern theologians who latini:ced in rhe doc
trine of the procession of rhe Holy Spirit; and his treatise represents the 
first, bloodless victory of the Larin rheology over rhe Eastern rheology. 

Phorius launched rhe larinizing polemic against rhe Larin rheology, 
and rhar is how ir stands ro the present day. This feature of Phorius' rheol
ogy has been remarked neither by the Larin nor by the Eastern side, how
ever. Following Larin rheology, Phorius considered rhe problem ofrhe pro
cession of the Holy Spirit from the point of view of rhe source of His 

13. This work was published by Cardinal Hergenroerher; see PG 102. Hergenroerher 
added his own Animdd..monts bistoricae et tbeologKae, which remain rhe mosi derailed 
critical study of this question, although they are one-sided, to be sure. He also wrote an 
unsurpassed, though highly rendenrious, rhree-volume study of Phorius. Phorius' rrea
tise has been rranslated inro Russian wirh the tide Discou,.,. on the Mystery of the Holy Spirit 
(Dukbovnd)" &s""8, 1866). 
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originat:Wn; and he diverged from che Lacin cheologians only by a differenc 
incerprecacion of chis source. As a consequence, we gee che Phocian either/or 
ancichesis: eicher from che Facher alone (ek monou tou Patros) or from boch 
che Facher and che Son. In che person of Phorius, Orchodox cheology ac
cepced che former alcernacive as expressing che crue Orchodox doccrine. 

This, of course, came ac che cosc of discorcing che Orchodox cradi
cion. As we saw above, che holy Fachers had noc posed che problem of che 
procession of che Holy Spiric as such - from che Facher alone or from che 
Facher and che Son. They considered chis problem in a more general and 
complex concexc: eicher in conneccion wich che doccrine of monarchy in 
che Holy Trinicy or in conneccion wich che doccrine of che incerrelacion
ship of che hyposcases, parcicularly che Second and che Third. From chis 
chere appears che dia in all ics ambiguicy and indecerminacy, cogecher wich 
all che locucions akin co ic: emmesos, idios, ek Patros kai Huwu, ex amphoin, 
ecc. In che Lacin-Greek polemic chese expressions acquired a new incerpre
cacion, one chac che Eascern Fachers did noc give chem. The sole focus here 
was on che relacionship becween dia and ek, or que; on whecher dia tou 
Huiou was equivalenc or noc co ek tou Huiou. Thac was whac served as che 
concenc of che dogmacic dispuces of che chirceench co fifreench cencuries. 

Phocius posed chis problem in essencially che same way, alchough in a 
preliminary manner. le is excremely scrange and asconishing chac che highly 
learned Pacriarch Phocius, who of course knew che Greek Fachers beccer 
chan did many of his predecessors and concemporaries, did noc know chac 
che pacriscic doccrine of che procession of che Holy Spiric, wich ics dia and 
ocher additional definitions, was essencially differenc on chis poinc from his 
own. His anci-Lacin ek monou tou Patras is che Lacin Filioque wich a minus 
sign. le is, so co speak, a non-Filioque or an anci-Filioque, whereas che pacris
cic doccrine is neicher che one nor che ocher, buc a chird ching, alchough che 
expression given co ic is embryonic and frequendy concradiccory. For 
Phocius, che Fachers are Phocians, which chey in face were noc; and for a 
long rime chis scylizacion was accepced as crue, uncil a more attencive scudy 
of che pacriscic cexcs (firsc in che chirceench co fifceench cencuries and chen 
in che nineceench cencury) puc an end co chis error. Bue Phorius noc only 
claimed co expound che generally accepced Eascern doccrine, buc he even 
maincained chac che Wescern Fachers Ambrose and Auguscine shared his 
view. Only reluccandy did he admic che possibilicy chac cheir opinions di
verged from his own on chis poinc. He also accribuced views similar co his 
own co a number of Wescern popes, including Leo che Greac, Vigilius, 
Agacho, Gregory, Zacharias, Leo lil (on che basis of che laccer's rejeccion of 
che addition co che Creed, even chough he accepced che Wescern dogma), 
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Benedict, and john VIII ("our John"). But history attests that all these popes 
professed the Western doctrine of the Filioque, although they did not yet 
include it in their solemn confessions of faith (just as at the Seventh Ecu
menical Council the general confession of the Fathers, proclaimed by the 
Patriarch Tarasius and including the dia, was accepted by both East and 
West, although this did not prevent them from being united in the general 
confession of the Nicaeno-Constantinopolitan Creed). 

Photius' historical characterization of the status of the problem of 
the procession of the Holy Spirit in the East and in the West was errone
ous and tendentious, whatever the cause of this might have been: a defi
ciency of historical knowledge or dogmatic bias. And this erroneous char
acterization served as a further temptation to impart to this dogmatic 
question that one-sided, purely Latin formulation that it received in the 
West, partly before Photius, but definitively and decisively after Photius, 
as anti-Photianism. 

The antithesis of Latin anti-Photianism, which in the further devel
opment of scholastic theology evolved into a consistent and integral doc
trine, and anti-Latin Phocianism, which was received in the East as the 
worthy heritage and definitive generalization of patristic theology, with
out of course being such - this antithesis has been the sad lot of 
pneumatology for centuries and continues to hold sway even at the pres
ent time. It began to seem chat Photianism and anri-Photianism ex
hausted all the possibilities of pneumatology, and the only option was to 
choose between them. But in reality this is not only incorrect, it is also a 
fatal, centuries-old misunderstanding, which it is time to overcome. But 
let us now turn to the fundamental theses of Photius' doctrine. 

Together with his opponents, Photius understood the problem of 
the procession of the Holy Spirit exclusively as a problem of causality; and 
it is to this central problem that all of his arguments against the Filioque 
refer. We first have the problem in abstnuto (Logos . .. 3): "If from one cause 
(aition), the Father, both the Son and the Spirit originate ... and if the 
Son is also the one from whom the Spirit proceeds ... then would it not 
be consistent to spread the fable that the Spirit is also the one from whom 
the Son proceeds (4)? On the other hand, if to the Son is not alien the in
effable simplicity of the Father, whereas the Spirit has two causes and 
originates by a double procession, does not complexity follow from 
this?"" To this is added the argument that the personal properties of the Fa
ther and of the Son are abrogated in the procession of the Holy Spirit 

14. PG 102, cols. 281-83. 
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from Both: the distinctive property of the Father was communicated to 
the Son, and "the two divine hypostases merged into one Person" (9). 
There thus occurs "a sundering and division of the indivisible," insofar as 
one of the properties, the procession of the Holy Spirit, is communicated 
by the Father to the Son, whereas the other property, generation, is not 
communicated by Him to the Son (10). 

Photius' principal and decisive argument against the Filioque refers 
to the violation of the principle of monarchy: "If two principles (aitia) are 
represented in the Holy Trinity, then where is the realm of monarchy? 
And if we admit these two principles in the Holy Trinity, then should we 
not also admit a third?" (12). This would be a "polyarchic principle" (13). 
"And finally, if together with the Father as the principle and cause, there is 
also the Son as principle and cause, how then can one avoid admitting 
different principles in the Trinity - one without beginning and founded 
upon itself and the other subordinate while also serving as a principle?" 
(14, cf. 42)? 

This argument of two principles is, of course, the most essential one 
in Photius. Against this principle, Catholic theology puts forward the 
doctrine of una spiratio duorum, and distinguishes between principium 
imprincipiatum and principium principiatum. This dogma, scarcely an adorn
ment of Latin theology, is also permeated with anti-Photianism. To be 
sure, the persuasiveness of Photius' argument depends on his under
standing of procession as causal origination, a view that is fully shared by 
his Catholic opponents. But this argument must be verified not only 
against the Western Filioque but also against the Eastern dia. 

Further, Photius presents a series of particular theses in the domain 
of the doctrine of the Holy Trinity. First of all, there is the argument con
cerning the personal character of the hypostasis of the Father: if the Father 
is the cause of those who originate from Him not with respect to nature 
but with respect to hypostasis (and no one has ever attributed this prop
erty to the hypostasis of the Son), then "by no means can the Son be the 
cause of any of the persons of the Holy Trinity" (15). If one admits that the 
Son is also a cause of the Spirit, it will turn out that either the Son partici
pates in the hypostasis of the Father or He completes the person of the Fa
ther, which is acknowledged as deficient before it is thus completed (31). 
"The Son thus receives a Paternal portion; the dread Mystery of the Trin
ity is divided into a dyad" (16). In general, "the distinctive properties of the 
hypostases are mixed" (18); and "the hypostasis of the Father is completely 
dissolved in the essence" (19). The following argument concerns the es
sence of the entire Holy Trinity (ch. 17, 36, 64; cf. ch. 46): "All that is not 
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common to the almighty consubstantial Trinity belongs to only one of 
the three: the procession of the Holy Spirit is not common to the three; 
thus, it belongs to one, and only one, of the three." 

Further, Photius notes the consequences that can follow from the 
Western doctrine of the Holy Spirit Himself. First, he asks whether any
thing is added to the Spirit as a consequence of His procession not only 
from the Father but also from the Son (31), and whether the Spirit's dif
ference from the Father is greater than the Son's (32). That is to say, the 
Son will be closer to the essence (ousias) of the Father, and therefore the 
Spirit will take the second place after the Son in the consubstantial kin
ship with the Father; we thus get a new Macedonianism (32). Further, 
from the participation of the Son in the procession of the Spirit, does it 
not follow that from the Spirit too there proceeds "something else," so 
that we get not three, but four or more hypostases (37-38)? And in general 
the Holy Spirit is diminished before the Son: "The theomachic language 
not only calls the Son greater than the Spirit according to hyposcasis, but 
it even distances the Spirit from proximity to the Father" (41). 

Such is the essential content of Photius' treatise. It stays within the 
confines of polemic and does not contain a positive doctrine of the Holy 
Spirit, and in particular of the relation between the Second and Third 
hypostases, to which so much of the patristic literature is devoted, partic
ularly in the theology of dia. The problem is reduced to the causal origina
tion of the Holy Spirit either from one hypostasis or from two hypostases; 
and chis formal abstraction permits one to see in Photius the founder of 
the scholastic orientation in pneumatology, which has triumphed in the 
West. As the most important themes in Phocius' theology, one must iden
tify two problems: (1) the problem of monarchy or diarchy in the Holy 
Trinity and (2) the problem of the relation of divine hypostasis and nature 
to the procession of the Holy Spirit. The accusation of diarchy made by 
Photius against the Filioque partisans merits attention, of course, and it 
certainly produced alarm in their ranks, although fairness compels one to 
admit that this difficulty has by no means been overcome in the Eastern 
theology, even in St. John of Damascus. Also, the problem of unity and 
difference in the Holy Trinity with reference to hypostasis and nature is 
only outlined, not explained, by Photius. 

But in any case, habent sua fata libelli (books have their fate), and the 
fate of Photius' Mystagogy turned out to be exceptional in the sense that 
the impression produced by it and the attention devoted to it do not at all 
correspond to the actual merits of this work, which is far from being clas
sical in its genre, but is rather second-rate. Photius' work has been criti-
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cized in its entirety and its particulars, in its chapters and arguments, 
both in the Latin literature and in the Greek Uniate literature, from Patri
arch john Beccus and Hugo Eterianus to Cardinal Hergenroether and the 
present-day Catholic theologians. This is a clear sign that the opposing 
sides occupy the same territory, and the principal task of modern 
thought should be to shift the problem to new ground, thus overcoming 
both Photianism and anti-Photianism, in both their Western and Eastern 
variants. It is a remarkable fact that the defenders of the Orthodox dogma 
after Photius could not make much use of his work, inasmuch as it 
quickly became outdated, both in its patristic and in its theological parts. 
The Orthodox had to confront opponents who were much better armed 
than Photius, and they had to find their own answers to the patristic and 
theological arguments of these opponents. 

That is how the matter stood in the thirteenth century and later. 
The significance of Photius' treatise is much greater for church history 
than for theology, and in general this significance must be acknowledged 
as negative, not positive. First of all, his treatise solidified the scholastic 
interpretation of the problem of the interhypostatic relations in the Holy 
Trinity as relations of causal origination. Second and most important, in 
later centuries the East considered Photius to be the true enunciator of 
the Orthodox doctrine of the procession of the Holy Spirit from the Fa
ther alone, although in actuality this formula is, as we have seen, by no 
means proper to patristic theology. 

In general, one can say that the imposing title of Photius' thoroughly 
rationalistic and scholastic treatise, Mystagofia, is totally unjustified. 

2. The Latin-Greek Polemic in the Thirteenth Century 
in Connection with the Council of Lyons 0/1274 

Photius' treatise launched the wholly specific polemic between the Latins 
and the Eastern Latinizers on the one hand and the Latinophobes and the 
partisans of Photius (the Photianizers) on the other. This polemic became 
extremely bitter and one-sided: the whole of pneumatology was reduced 
to the problem of accepting or not accepting the Filioque. The authentic 
patristic tradition of the doctrine of the Holy Spirit was distorted by be
ing thus narrowed; and in the works of the holy Fathers one sought only 
arguments for or against the Filioque. In attempting to refute Photius' 
Mystagor;y, the Latins and Latinizers composed a mountain of treatises, 
which did not leave unanalyzed a single one of Photius' propositions, so 
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that, at least quantitatively, these responses immeasurably exceeded 
Photius' small treatise. 15 

The main thrust of the polemic was directed against cwo of Photius' 
propositions: (1) that the Latin Filioque is a novelty not grounded in 
church tradition and (2) that it introduced cwo principles into the Holy 
Trinity and abrogated the monarchy. One must say in advance that the 
first problem, that of showing the erroneousness or at least the one-sided
ness of Photius' patrological assertions, was solved exhaustively and in
controvertibly by his opponents. A careful study of the patristic texts 
showed that Photianism did not at all conform with patristic theology 
with reference to the problem of the procession of the Holy Spirit, or in 
general with reference to the problem of the place of the Holy Spirit in the 
Holy Trinity; and in this sense, as the Latins could justly affirm, 
Photianism itself is a theological novelty. The second problem, however, 
the dogmatic one, led Catholic theology and dogmatics astray, and the 
false paths that they took resulted in the dogmatic definition of the 
Council of Florence and all the intricate conceits of the Filioque theology. 
This theology, it is true, began with St. Augustine, but in Photianism it 
found a spiritual stimulant for itself, as it were, and became a kind of anti
Photianism. In general, the fruits of the Latin-Photian dispute contained 
the poison of schism for both sides; and we hope against hope that theol
ogy can finally find a way out of this impasse. 

This vast polemical literature, only part of which has been pub
lished, still awaits monographic investigation, without which it cannot be 
amenable to exhaustive survey. Such an investigation is, of course, not 
part of our task, and therefore we must limit ourselves to the most general 
characterization of the material. In the formation of this literature one 
can observe cwo waves, corresponding to two attempts at union, both of 
them fruitless: the second Council of Lyons, in 1274 (the union with Em
peror Michael Paleologus); and the Council of Ferrara-Florence (1438-
1439). Each of these events generated an extensive literature with the exac
erbation of theological passions and polemical intensity, which, though 
abating to some extent, has continued with interruptions even to our own 
day.16 

15. The most exhaustive n:fumion of Photius is given, of course, by Hergenroether 
in his AnimMl...,iones, which in this sense are unsurpassed, despite the faci that they are 
dated. Despite all the erudition displayed in them, however, they are theologically barren. 

t6. The best guide to this polemic is Krumbacher, Gescbichr. der Bytdnliniscben 
Litm1tur, second ed. (1897). 
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From the Larin side, the earliest polemical treatises against 
Phocianism belong co Archbishop Anselm of Canterbury (cwelfrh cen
tury): De processione Spiritus Sancti contra graecos (PL 158); and co Hugo 
Ecerianus: De baeresibus quos graeci in '4tinos devolvunt (PL 202). Against 
Phorius, Anselm cries co prove chat the Holy Spirit proceeds from the Fa
ther and the Son not as cwo principles but as one. He cries co clarify his 
conception by a figure, namely, chat, even though God is three persons, 
He is one Creator in relation co creation. Likewise, Hugo Ecerianus (circa 
1170) accempcs co show in his bulky treatise chat, if che Holy Spirit pro
ceeds from the Father and the Son, He has not cwo, but one principium. 

On che Greek side, che defense of che Latin doctrine of che proces
sion of the Holy Spirit begins in the twelfth century, with the treatise "Six 
Dialogues between a Greek and a Latin" by Nicecas, Archbishop ofThes
saloniki, in support of the unional tendencies of Emperor Manuel I 
Comnenus (excerpts from these dialogues have been published in PG 139, 
cols. 169-220). After a dialogic discussion pro and contra, the author ar
rives ac che conclusion that the Western e fi/io (from the Son) and the 
Eastern di' Huiou {through the Son) are identical, although he comes ouc 
against an addition co che Creed. This free and substantive discussion of 
the question shows that, at that time, Phorianism had not yet become the 
official Orthodox doctrine, and chat the question remained open for dis
cussion, at lease if the imperial court gave permission. 

Opposed co chis was Andronicus Camaceros, 17 a high official who, 
commissioned by che same Emperor Manuel, wrote a "Sacred Compen
dium," the anti-Larin pare of which contains a dialogue about che proces
sion of the Holy Spirit, as well as a colleccion of pacriscic passages accescing 
against the Latin doctrine. We know chis pare from che refutation of John 
Beccus, 11 who, seep by seep, interprets all of these passages in his own way. 

The conquest of Constantinople by che Crusaders, whose violence 
evoked a natural fury on the part of the Greeks, was also reflected in an 
anti-Latin polemical liceracure in che chirceench century which has noc 
come down co us. 19 In che second half of the thirceench century, however, 
there is manifested once again a pro-Latin reaction, expressed in che liter
ary accivicy of Nicephorus Blemmida: he wroce cwo works in defense of 
Lacinism, although he publicly opposed the Latins. This work cites a se
ries of patristic testimonies favorable co Lacinism. 

17. See Krumbacher, Gescbichte der Byuntinisdoen Literalllr, p. 90. 
18. PG 141, cols. 395°612: AJversus Andronicum Callldterum. 
19. Krumbachcr, Geschicbt< der By:untiniscbm Lilmltur, p. 93. 
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The mosc imporcant and incerescing pare of che anci-Phocian po
lemic belongs noc co che Wesc, buc co che Ease - ro rhe Byzantine lirera
cure of rhe chirceench century, i.e., che epoch of che Second Council of Ly
ons. Its most important representative is, of course, the Constantinople 
pacriarch John Beccus, discinguished boch by his rheological gifcs and by 
che moral courage with which he professed his convictions. Twice, by his 
imprisonment and by his confinemenc, did he acresc his fidelity ro them. 
It is a remarkable face of his life rhac he began as an opponent of che union 
wich che Latins char was being prepared by che emperor of Conscanrino
ple. He was imprisoned for this, and ir was precisely the question of the 
procession of rhe Holy Spirit rhar for him was rhe chief stumbling block. 
In prison he obtained works of the Larinizers on this question, in particu
lar rhe work of Blemmida; and they made upon him an impression so 
great rhar he became as ardent a defender of the Western doctrine as pre
viously he had been an opponent ofLarinism. After rhe triumph ofLarin
ism in the Lyons union (1274), Patriarch Joseph, who was hostile ro the 
union, withdrew into a monastery; and Beccus, as a partisan ofrhe union, 
ascended ro the patriarchal throne in 1275. He was patriarch (with inter
ruptions) until 1282. After rhe death of Emperor Michael Paleologus, rhe 
latter's son Andronicus persecuced the adherents of the union and, of 
course, Beccus as well. Bur Beccus did nor change his convictions ro con
form ro rhe will of the emperors like rhe majority of his contemporaries 
and, first of all, like his main antagonist, George (Gregory) of Cyprus, 
who later supplanced him on rhe patriarchal throne. Beccus was senc inco 
exile, condemned ar a council, and then sent into a new exile, where he 
died in confinemenc. Our of rhe darkness of chis confinemenc chere 
reaches us the courageous voice (in polemic and apologia) of this man of 
conviction, who, in incelligence and character, stood head and shoulders 
above his rivals and contemporaries. 

The works of John Beccus are gathered in volume 142 ofMigne's col
lection (the Greek series) and comprise sometimes shore and sometimes 
excensive treatises devoted ro the apologetics of union, with che predomi
nant attention given ro the question of the procession of the Holy Spirit. 
Beccus shows himself here ro be a skillful polemicist and an expert in the 
patristic lireracure. In any case, with his collection of patristic opinions, 
he demolishes rhe stylized mythical conception rhar characterizes 
Phorius' Mystagogy. And strictly speaking, iris Beccus who definitively es
tablishes rhe fact of rhe patristic dia, although his own interpretation of 
this dia is excessively dependent on his adherence ro the Larin rheology. If 
one were ro compare the power of Beccus' patristic argumentation with 
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chac of che Lacin polemiciscs, his superiorii:y is incomescable, alchough he 
employs che one-sided scholascic mechod chac was dominam in chis do· 
main: he colleccs che pacriscic cexcs chac supporc his cendency wichouc ref
erence co che comexc of che given Facher's doccrine, i.e., he suffers from 
che pacriscic calmudism which leads che parcisans of che Filioque co boasc 
of having found six hundred passages in che Fachers chac supporced chem 
(co be fair, che opponems ofche Filioque do noc lag far behind chem). As a 
way co familiarize che reader wich che exiscing scace of affairs, however, 
such compendia had cheir significance; and one can say chac Beccus re
veals co his concemporaries, and of course noc co chem alone, che crue sca
cus of che quescion of che Holy Spiric in che pacriscic liceracure. 

Among che mosc imerescing of his works one can name che follow
ing: (1) "On Church Peace"; (2) "On che Union and Peace of che Churches 
of Anciem and New Rome" (PG 142, cols. 16-157). where afrer bemoaning 
che long-lascing schism, Beccus considers che dogmacic obscacles co 
union, chiefly che dogma of che procession of che Holy Spiric, wich a po· 
lemic againsc Phocius among ochers; (3) "On che Procession of che Holy 
Spiric," an analysis of pacriscic doccrines and, in parcicular, of che ques
cion of che deutereuein of che Son and che taxis of che Holy Spiric in con
neccion wich che doccrine of dia; (4) a leccer addressed co a deacon of Con
scancinople, Agallianos Alexios, (from prison) on che same cheme; 
(5) chree episdes co che archdeacon Conscancine on che same cheme; 
(6) chree episdes co Theodore, Bishop of Sugdaea, also on che chemes of 
union wich Rome; (7) objeccions, conscicucing a polemical commencary, 
co Andronicus Camaceros (cols. 396-613) concerning pacriscic cescimonies 
abouc che procession of che Holy Spiric; (8) a refucacion of Phocius' Mysta
gogy (cols. 728-864). a very imporcam creacise represeming a cricical com· 
memary (abundandy used by Hergenroecher in his Animadversiones); 
(9) chree personal apologia (including his Testamentum); and finally 
(10) che Epigraphae, a syscemacic colleccion of che sayings of che holy Fa
chers on che quescion of che procession of che Holy Spiric, divided imo 
chirceen seccions (proofs of che equivalence of dia and ek). 

A central place in che hiscory of che quescion of che procession of che 
Holy Spiric can be assigned co che polemic becween Beccus and Gregory of 
Cyprus (formerly a unionise). From boch sides che polemic is conducced in 
an excessively virulem cone, wich abundanc anachemas (especially on che 
pare of Patriarch Gregory) for a mere difference of cheological opinions; 
buc chis polemic does represem a dogmacic summacion of che pneuma
cological developmems of che elevemh co chirceemh cencuries. Of primary 
significance here is Gregory's creacise on che procession of che Holy Spiric 
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(PG 142, cols. 269-300), to which Beccus responded with his own treatise 
(PG 141, col. 896). Both treatises chiefly comprise a polemic on the subject 
of various patristic texts (of Cyril of Alexandria, the Areopagite, the 
Cappadocian Fathers, et al., without citations). This polemic cannot be ex
pounded without a special monographic investigation, and it essentially 
consists of a boring, picayune, and rather fruitless logomachy. Chrono
logically, this polemical brawl is preceded by Gregory's "Exposition against 
Beccus" (PG 142), his "Epistle" to Emperor Andronicus Comnenus, and his 
"Confession of Faith" (PG 142, cols. 247-52). Beccus again responded (PG 
141, cols. 864-96), also with patristic texts.20 

Patriarch Gregory expounds the "foreign" dogma of the Latinizers as 
follows: "The Holy Spirit proceeds from the Son as well as from the Father, 
and the Son, just like the Father, is the Cause of the Holy Spirit" ("Scroll of 
Faith"; Russian translation published in the periodical Kbristianskoye 
Chtenie [Kh. Ch.] [Christian Readings], vol. 1, p. 345). The Holy Spirit "has 
His origin from the Father and is proud of Him as the Cause of His being 
together with the Son" (Kh. Ch., vol. 1, p. 349). With regard to "the writings 
of certain fathers" which state that the Holy Spirit proceeds from the Son 
and through the Son, Patriarch Gregory expresses his fundamental con
ception (which is often repeated in the Filioque polemic), namely, that 
these writings "manifest the Holy Spirit's shining forth and appearance 
therefrom (from the Son and through the Son], for it is indisputable that 
the Comforter eternally shines forth and is manifested through the Son 
like the light of the sun through a ray; and it is not at all the case that the 
Holy Spirit originates (huphistatai) through the Son and from the Son, and 
receives His being through Him and from Him" (cap. 3; Kh. Ch., vol. 1, 

p. 356). "The expression 'through the Son' indicates only the origination of 
the Holy Spirit into eternal shining forth, not simply into being'' (cap. 3; cf. 
cap. 9; Kh. Ch., vol. 1, p. 360). It is difficult to say what the precise meaning 
of this "eternal shining forth" is in comparison with and in contradistinc
tion to "procession." Gregory is seeking to formulate here a theologou
menon about the relation of the Father and the Son to the Holy Spirit, 
but, constrained by the schemata of causal origination, he does not find 
such a theologoumenon and, instead of formulating his theology in clear 
concepts, he seeks refuge in empty phraseology. 

20. This entire polemic was translated into Russian by Professor I. E. Troitsky with 
the general tide, t 10n the History of the Disputes Concerning the Question of the Pro
cession of rhe Holy Spirit" (in KbriJti•ns/wye Chtenie, 1889, vols. 1-2). All <he quora<ions in 
this section are taken from this translarion. 
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John Beccus demolishes wichouc difficulcy his opponenc's cheory, 
which is based on che distinction of"origination ... imo eternal shining 
forch, noc simply inco being." "I cannoc underscand in whac manner chis 
subde and wonderful cheologian comrives co discinguish che originacion 
of che Spiric ch rough che Son in co ecernal shining forch from His origina
cion simply imo being .... Whac else can che originacion of che Spiric 
chrough che Son inco ecernal shining forch be excepc che originacion of 
His hyposcasis from che Facher chrough che Son?" ("Answer co che Scroll," 
cap. 5; Kb. Ch., vol. 1, pp. 586-87). "Lee ic be che case, as you say, chac che pro
cession of che Spiric from che Facher chrough che Son signifies His shin
ing forch from che Facher chrough che Son ... buc ... why do you use che 
preposition 'chrough' (dia)? le indicaces mediacion. But in whac sense do 
you understand this mediation? Do you conceive the Son here as an in
scrument in this shining forch, invented by you, chrough Him of che 
Spirit from che Facher? Or, co avoid the blasphemy that would follow 
from this, would you find ic necessary to consider Him che nacural media
tor in the case of chis shining forth? If the Holy Spiric is naturally mani
fesced through the Son, and according co you chis is che same ching as His 
proceeding through the Son, chen can it be thac even after chis you will re
sist being reconciled wich those who say chat the Holy Spiric proceeds 
from Both?" ("Answer to the Scroll," cap. 6; Kb. Cb., vol. 1, pp. 587-88; cf. 
cap. 7; Kb. Ch., vol. 1, pp. 588-89). "Therefore," concludes Beccus, "I do noc 
see how this eternal shining forch of che Spirit through che Son is differ
enc from ecernal origination ... and in what manner can che Spiric be con
ceived as eternally shining forth through the Son if He will not be con
ceived as having originacion chrough che Son?" ("Answer co che Scroll," 
cap. 9; Kb. Cb., vol. 1, pp. 591, 592). In chis polemic, Beccus has che upper 
hand. 

We find that the opposite is ttue wich regard co anocher problem, 
chac of che procession of che Holy Spiric from hyposcasis or essence, logoi 
phusetis or log6i hupostasetis. Gregory of Cyprus atcacks his opponems for 
cheir assercion "chac che one essence (ousia) and Divinicy ofche Facher and 
the Son is the cause of che origination of che Spirit. This was never said or 
thoughc by anyone of any imelligence, for ic is not che common essence 
and nature that is che cause of the hyposcasis, since, in icself, chis com
mon essence is incapable of generacing or originating indivisibles, buc che 
essence wich propercies (bi de met' idiomaton ousia) is" ("Exposicion of 
Faith" 6; Kb. Ch., vol. 1, p. 359). 

He also anacks them because chey "puc forward as a dogma chat che 
Facher and che Son cogecher, and noc as two principles and two causes, are 
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the causes of the Holy Spirit; and that the Son acts in common with the 
Father to the extent that this common action can be expressed by the 
preposition 'through' (dia). And it is by the difference and strength of the 
prepositions that they determine the difference between the causes of the 
Spirit, conceiving the Father to be the cause in one manner and the Son 
to be the cause in another manner. They thus introduce multiple causes 
of the Spirit" ("Exposition of the Faith" 7; Kb. Ch., vol. 1, p. 359). Finally, 
Gregory of Cyprus censures those of his opponents "who insist that the 
Father is the cause of the Holy Spirit not hypostatically but naturally, and 
who thus conclude that the Son too must necessarily be the cause of the 
Holy Spirit, for He has one nature with the Father" ("Exposition of the 
Faith" 8; Kb. Ch., vol. I, pp. 359-60). 

Gregory returns to this question in his treatise on the procession of 
the Holy Spirit. He points out that "although the Spirit, considered to 
proceed from the essence of the Father, is considered to proceed also from 
the essence of the Son, nevertheless He is thereby not considered to pro
ceed also from the hypostasis of the Son." "It would be another matter if 
one could unite the Son with the Father also according to hypostasis as 
they are united according to essence; the Holy Spirit then would also in 
fact proceed from the hypostasis of the Son .... And since, according to 
hypostasis alone, He [the Son) is separated from the Father ... how does it 
follow that we must consider the Holy Spirit to proceed from the Son on 
the basis that He [the Spirit) is from the Father, and that the Father and 
the Son have a common essence?" (Kb. Ch., vol. 2, pp. 391-93). "We consider 
the Father to be the principle and cause not because we recognize that the 
Son and the Spirit proceed from His essence, but on the contrary because 
He is the natural principle and cause of those who have essentially arisen 
from Him ... " (Kb. Ch., vol. 2, p. 294; cf. 301); "and the Son is distinguished 
from the Father by the fact that He is from the Cause, and on this point 
He is united with the Spirit, Who is also from the Cause, since He is from 
the Father, and He is not at all the Cause of the Spirit, and the Spirit is 
not from Him" (Kb. Ch., vol. 2, pp. 308-9). In the final analysis, "the proces
sion of the Holy Spirit signifies nothing else but the very mode of His 
origination (tropon autou tes huparxeiis)" (Apologia; Kb. Ch., vol. 2, p. 548). 

In response to Gregory's argument that the Holy Spirit proceeds 
from the Father not naturally but hypostatically, and that consequently, 
in proceeding from the Father, He does not proceed from the Son, Beccus 
asserts that to theologize in this manner is to go "contrary to the tradi
tion of the holy fathers," who admitted both of these affirmations ("Re
sponse to the Scroll," 12; Kb. Ch., vol. 1, p. 596). Not responding substan-
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tively to his opponent's argument, Beccus unleashes a patristic diatribe 
whose general conclusion can be expressed in the following words: "the 
prepositions dia and ek are used as identical in meaning; and having be
come convinced of this, we have made peace with those who say that the 
Holy Spirit proceeds from the Father and the Son, with love and respect 
accepting His procession from the Father through the Son" (Kb Ch., vol. 1, 

p. 585; cf. 593).21 

What are the results of the dogmatic controversy in the thirteenth 
century concerning the procession of the Holy Spirit? They are negligible, 
if not entirely negative, for no agreement or even clarification of the prob
lem was achieved. Rather, there was mutual embitterment; and let it be 
added that, ofren, the decisive factors here were not dogmatic arguments 
but career considerations, which only Beccus was free of. On the one 
hand, a patristic scholastics arose, which specialized in counting the vari
ous passages in the Fathers pro and contra, usually outside of their dog
matic context. True, as a result of this reexamination, significant fluctua
tions and distinctions were found in the nuances of thought of the 
Fathers, whose views had previously been interpreted in a simplistic and 
stylized manner (we see this in Photius). Beccus' achievements are note
worthy here, but all this did was produce a special technique of fending 
off texts by counter-texts, a sad art which continued to evolve with in
creasing sophistication but also with increasing sterility. The general 
question of how one should read and interpret the patristic doctrines as a 
whole, in their historical context, had not yet been posed. 

The fundamental dogmatic importance of this polemic consists in 
the fact that the problem of the procession of the Holy Spirit received a de
finitive interpretation in the sense of causal origination, and the dispute 
concerned only whether the Son participates in the causal origination of 
the Holy Spirit. That which had been sketched out by Photius was here ac
cepted by both sides as self-evident in the problematic. No one felt the 
need to subject this problematic to critical investigation and verification, 
and it was inherited in its entirety by the polemicists of the fifteenth cen
tury, as well as later. The problem of the Holy Spirit was thereby robbed of 
its soul and schematized to the extreme; pneumatology (as well as 

21. On the contrary, Gregory says the following: "We condemn those who say that 
the preposition dia (through) is everywhere in theology equivalent to the preposition ek 
(from or out of), and who therefore insistently assert that to say tha< the Holy Spirit pro
ceeds through the Son is the same as to say that the Holy Spirit proceeds from the Son" 
("Exposition of the Holy Faith against Beccus," Kb. Ch., vol. 1 (1889), p. 357). 
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criadology in general) was cransformed inco a sore of eciology. The cwo 
sides occupied opposice poles in chis eciology, and chey were cocally incapa
ble of underscanding or accepcing one anocher: Where one said "yes," che 
ocher, jusc as juscifiably, said "no," and che only ching chac was possible was 
co choose becween che one assertion and che ocher. No life of choughc, no di
alectic, can be dececced in chis scacic opposicion; and che choice of che one 
proposicion or che ocher, associaced wich che condemnation and rejeccion 
of che opposice proposicion, is inevicably marked by a schismatic spirit, 
which permeated this concroversy from the outset; and this is true for both 
sides, each of which considered itself to be the defender of the truth. A 
schismatic spirit is, of course, whac least befits pneumatology. 

In the fourteench century, inco the Latin-Greek polemic concerning 
che procession of the Holy Spirit, there encers the productive writer St. 
Gregory Palamas, whose unpublished creatises22 on this subject are 
known only from fragmencs of his works cited by wricers polemicizing 
against him. 23 As far as one can judge on che basis of these excerpts, the 
creacises of Palamas do noc contain any new argumencs. 

* * 
This whole polemic on the question of the procession of the Holy Spirit 
was raised in connection wich che council of union, chac is, che Council of 
Lyons of 1274, during the papacy of Gregory X (XIV according to the West
ern counc). At the council itself, however, there were no discussions, and 
the Greek represencatives attended only to attest their submission to 
Rome and to proffer the confession of faich of Emperor Michael 
Paleologus, which was to become the confession of the whole Greek 
church. Here, besides the acceptance of the primacy of the papacy, the pri
macy of the Roman church, and its decisive importance in the encire uni
versal church, the council also proclaimed the doctrine of the procession 
of the Holy Spirit from the Father and the Son: "Credimus et Spiritum Sanc
tum, plenum et perfectum verumque Deum ex Patre Filioque procedentem (We be
lieve also in the Holy Spirit, full, perfect, and true God, who proceeds from 

22. Among these are (1) Liber demonsm.tivus primus, quod non ex Filio, ml ex solo Patre 
proadit Sp-s S·s; (2) L secundus ex eodem argumento; (3) In inscriptiones-epigraphas - I. Vecci. 
Beccus' work thus found a critic only a hundred years after its appearance; and this cri
tique was followed about a hundred years later by the anti-critique of Bessarion (PG 161, 
cols.137-244). 

23. For example, the talented fourceench-cencury writer Cydonius, whose work 
Adwnus Grrgorium Palamam (PG 164, cols. 837-64) influenced Bessarion. 
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the Father and the Son)."24 In the name of the council, after it had con
cluded, the pope published the following dogmatic definition (canon 1), in 
which the Latin doctrine of the procession of the Holy Spirit receives, for 
the first time, an official expression: "Spiritus S.nctus aettrnalitrr ex PatJT et 
Filio non tanquam ex duobus principiis, sed tanquam ex uno principio, non duabus 
spirationibus sed unica spiratione procedit . .. [the Holy Spirit eternally proceeds 
from the Father and the Son not as from two principles but as from one 
principle, not by two spirarions, but by one spiration)."15 This is held not 
only by the Roman Church, but also "by the orthodox Fathers and by both 
the Latin and Greek Doctors." And therefore "sacro approbante consilio, 
damnamus et reprobamus qui net11re praesumpserint, aem-nalitrr Spiritum S.nc
tum ex Pal!T Filioque procedere, sive eliam temerario auso asserere, quod Sp. S.nc
tus ex PatJT et Fiilo, tanquam ex duobus principiis, et non tanquam ex uno, 
procedat [with the approval of the council we condemn those who presume 
to deny that the Holy Spirit eternally proceeds from the Father and the 
Son, or who have the temerity to assert that the Holy Spirit proceeds from 
the Father and the Son as two principles, not as one principle)." 

But this union from above, with all its dogmatic definitions, did not 
withstand the first test. All it took was a change of emperors on the 
throne of Byzantium, Michael Paleologus being replaced after his death 
by his son Andronicus who opposed the union, for the union to disappear 
without a trace. And its few sincere adherents in the hierarchy, with John 
Beccus at their head, were expelled and imprisoned, whereas the insincere 
ones, like George of Cyprus, rushed to attest their fidelity (now pleasing 
to the powers-that-be) to Orthodoxy. Meanwhile, the masses, who had al
ways been indifferent or hostile to the union with the Latins (after the 
horrors of the Crusader violence), annulled this pseudo-ecumenical coun
cil together with the union that it had proclaimed. This attempt at union, 
provoked not by religious but by utilitarian and political motives (the fear 
of new Crusades), was thus doomed to failure. 

3. The Latin-Greek Polemic in the Fifteenth Century and 
the Council of Ferrara-Florence (1438-39) 

The next wave of dogmatic excitement arrives in connection with a new 
attempt at union. It is initiated by the emperor John Paleologus, and is 

24. Denzinger. Encbiridion, ed. 10, n. 463. 
25. Denzinger, Enchiridion, ed. 10, n. 460. 
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connecced wich che hope of receiving, by means of che union, milicary as
siscance againsc che Turks. In concrasc co che Council of Lyons, che Coun
cil of Florence feacured long debaces, in parcicular concerning che ques
tion of che procession of che Holy Spiric.26 

These debaces opened, as che Greeks wished, wich a discussion of che 
question of che legitimacy or illegicimacy of che addition of che Filioque, 
"and from che Son," in che Wescern creed irrespeccive of whecher ic was es
sencially crue or not. Alchough, co be sure, this addition revealed an illegiti
mace self-assertion of the West in relation to che Ease and constituted an 
autocratic imposition of power by the Roman throne (so that, more than 
anyching else, ic is essentially a question here of chis imposition of power), 
nevercheless, for a dogmatic discussion of che quescion of che procession of 
che Holy Spiric, such a scace of affairs muse be recognized as abnormal and 
even unnatural. Approximacely che firsc two monchs (from Occober co che 
beginning of December 1438) of council sessions in Ferrara (fifceen in all) 
were consumed by dogmacically fruidess debaces abouc che addicion co che 
Creed. The Orchodox accempced co adduce as much hiscorical and pacriscic 
evidence as possible in supporc of che excernal inviolabilicy of che Creed, 
whereas che Cacholics anempced co prove chac che addition was only a clar
ificacion. Afcer che Council shifred co Florence, subscancive debaces abouc 
che procession of che Holy Spiric began in March 1439. On che Greek side, 
chese debaces were led by Bishop Mark of Ephesus, while on che Lacin side 
chey were led by che Dominican provincial John of Ragusa. Eighc sessions 
were devoced co chis quescion (from March 3 co 24); Mark was absenc ac che 
lase two sessions, which allowed John co dominace chem. 

26. The documents concerning these debates, and in general concerning the his
tory of the council, are not fully satisfactory. The official protocols, established by the 
secrecaries in both Latin and Greek, have been lose. The most imporrant source is the de
railed history of rhe council in Greek, composed on the basis of the acts and containing 
excerpts from them, which is included in volume 9 of Harduini's collection and in vol
ume 31 of Mansi (we cite from Mansi)i we can only conjecture about the author. These 
marerials are supplemented by the Larin-language marerials collected by rho Vatican li
brarian 0. Giusriniani, as well as by the work of a participant of the council, the Greek, 
Sylvester Syropoulos: Vent historid unionis non verve inter Graecos et Llltinos, sive consilii 
Fiorentini euctissim• Mn11tio etc. (True history of the un-true union between Greeks and 
Latins. or an exact account of the Florence Councill (the author's tendency is suffi· 
ciendy clear from the tide). Of the secondary literature, one should first of all mention 
Hefele, Die Conciliengescbicb~. In Russian, there is Gorsky's Tho History ofth. Flmmce Coun
cil (Moscow, 111.j7), a brief and documentary, though not complerely unprejudiced, ac
count. Finally, there is Fromann, Kritiscbe &imige :<Nr Gncbicb~ dn Florentiner KiTr:bm· 
..,..;nigung (Halle, 1872). 
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The most significant part of the debates was devoted to an examina
tion of the patristic evidence, with each side attempting to support its 
thesis with relevant texts. The Catholic side used texts of St. Epiphanius 
(from Ancoratus) and St. Cyril, as well as certain passages from the works 
of St. Basil the Great; the Orthodox side used contrasting texts from the 
same Fathers as well as from St. Maximus the Confessor (for some reason 
texts from St. John of Damascus were not used). More than a little time 
and attention were expended on mutual accusations of falsification and 
interpolation (three sessions were consumed by a debate concerning an 
interpolation at the beginning of the third book of St. Basil the Great's 
Against Eunomius). The debates were far from systematic, and the applica
tion of the patristic texts was based on the established methodology of 
patristic scholastics, where one considered not the overall doctrine of the 
given Father but certain separate, and sometimes random, expressions 
and even slips of the tongue. It is natural that this method of what one 
can call the patristic talmud could never yield any positive results. Both 
sides came to a dead end. 

In particular, texts of St. Epiphanius, St. Basil the Great (Against 
Eunomius, books s and 3, etc.), St. Cyril, St. Theodoret, St. Athanasius the 
Great, St. Gregory the Theologian, and St. Dionysius were examined as 
well as certain formulas of the ecumenical councils and their definitions 
(of the first, second, and third councils), and finally the epistle of St. 
Maximus. Less attention was devoted to Biblical texts (in the session of 
March 17, Mark of Ephesus started with a Biblical exegesis but quickly 
went over to patristics). There was no mention at all of Photius or of the 
polemical literature of the thirteenth century, although its influence can, 
perhaps, be felt in the ready use that was made of patristic texts by both 
sides. The two opponents, Mark and John, had at their disposition 
roughly equal resources in this essentially fruitless logomachy; although 
John surpassed Mark in scholastic sophistication and subtlety, this supe
riority was a purely formal one and did not have a decisive significance. 

These debates did not have any theological content or significance. 
The opposing sides once again stated their opinions and mutual accusa
tions, and departed with new misunderstandings and newly embittered. 
But what is most remarkable here is that, in the most essential thing, they 
were much closer to each other than they suspected: they shared the same 
point of view on the problematic of the procession of the Holy Spirit. Spe
cifically, both sides understood this procession as the origination of the 
Holy Spirit, His huparxis or to einai, and differed only in their understand
ing of the sources of the origination. And both sides did not know and 
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did noc wish co know ocher interhypostacic relations besides origination. 
The whole controversy stands or falls wich che validicy or lack of validicy 
of chis assumpcion, but che two sides did noc debace ic. The debaces never 
ascended co che general cheme of che Holy Trinicy and che incracrinicarian 
incerrelacions of che hyposcases; they began wich che well-crodden paths 
of che Filioque controversy and ended chere. Their entire content is there
fore reducible co the quescion of whecher the procession of che Holy Spiric 
has one cause or a double cause; Mark of Ephesus sees this one cause in the 
hypostasis of the Facher, whereas john tries to prove chac the procession 
of the Holy Spirit from both hypostases does not shake the unicy of His 
cause. In essence, the problem of pneumacology, impoverished and scho
lastically depleted to the extreme, is reduced solely co this. To be sure, chis 
problem was never posed in chis way in the pacristic licerature. The chief 
victory of the Catholics over the Orthodox in this controversy, before and 
now, has been won precisely in connection with this problematic of origina
tion. Without noticing it, che Orthodox have accepted this problematic as 
che only possible one; and chey view cheir Orchodoxy as consisting only in 
a specific cype of doctrine of the procession of the Holy Spirit, i.e., from 
the Father alone. And here, Mark of Ephesus, in advance and withouc any 
struggle, laid down his arms before his foes; and at the Council of Flor
ence the question of the procession of the Holy Spirit remained 
unclarified. Indeed, if anything, ic was obscured even more. 

We will not examine the further negotiations between che Lacins 
and Greeks that were held not in general sessions but in private confer
ences, for this does not present any dogmatic interesc. The Lacin formula 
of che procession of the Holy Spiric had criumphed and was accepced by 
the Greeks. Or rather, it was imposed on them. 

The wave of dogmatic excitement afcer the Council of Florence, 
never recognized by Byzancium, can be felt up to the very fall of the latter, 
and even afcerward. The dogmacic polemic continues in a wricten man
ner; the chief parcicipants are Cardinal Bessarion and Mark of Ephesus, 
who are now hoscile opponents. The chief subjecc of this polemic remains 
the question of the procession of the Holy Spirit. This polemic has never 
been che subject of a special monograph,27 and so a complete scholarly 
understanding of the issues involved cannot be achieved. One can scate in 
advance, however, thac chis polemic does not present any independenc 

27. About Bessarion we have the valuable Russian-language monograph of 
L Sadov, &ss•rion of Nicu• (Sr. Petersburg, 1883). This work contains an account (far 
from exhaustive) of Bessarion's polemical theology. 
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dogmatic value. Bessarion is clearly more talented and more learned, and 
has a better literary style than his opponent, Mark of Ephesus. One can
not fail to remark the strong influence of Latin dogmatics (both sides re
fer to Thomas Aquinas, whose Summa had already been translated into 
Greek). Their works have been published in Migne's series (PG 160 and 
161). 

The polemic of the fifteenth century, more than that of che thir
teenth century, reinforces the view that patristic texts are nearly equal to 
the Holy Scripture. This flagrant exaggeration is common co the two war
ring sides. In particular, it is shared by Bessarion, who thus encounters a 
peculiar difficulty: his knowledge of patristics, not only Eastern but also 
Western, is so profound (something one cannot say about the Eastern 
theologians) thac he cannot fail to notice the radically different ways in 
which the Eastern and Western traditions view the procession of the Holy 
Spirit - ek and dia. At the same time, he cannot fail co acknowledge that 
there are not only contradictions but even divergences among the Fathers. 
He thus faces a peculiar apologetic problem: that of clarifying and 
smoothing over this difference, of eliminating it through interpretation. 

The opposing side accepted this same principle of the unanimity 
and infallibility of the Fathers. But as the original patristic texts be
came better known through in-depth investigation (in this respect the 
thirteenth century and especially che fifteenth century had made great 
advances compared to the ninth century, that of Photius), it became 
less possible to reach any firm and indisputable conclusion. In actual
ity, there was no unanimity or even agreement of the Fathers concern
ing the procession of the Holy Spirit, for the simple reason that for 
most of them this problem did not exist (and certainly not in its lacer 
formulation). And if they did consider it, ic was always as part of a par
ticular dogmatic complex. We can thus affirm chat there was no unani· 
mous and uniform harmonious patristic doctrine of the procession of the Holy 
Spirit. The numerous separate formulas that existed could be inter
preted in diverse ways. This long-lasting polemic turned out co be fruit
less, and the polemicists found themselves at a hopeless impasse. And 
this duel by means of patristic texts continues co the present day and is 
just as hopeless. There is only one positive result: the selection, study, 
and comparison of the original rexes have convinced us chat different 
patristic opinions and utterances exist on this subject, and that there is 
no unified tradition. But in any case, dia has triumphed in che Ease 
(with the total absence of Photius' ek monou) and ek or que has tri
umphed in the West. Bue the very idea of equating patristics with the 
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infallibility of Scripmre is noc only a scholascic exaggeracion, buc even 
an oucrighc heresy. 

Nevercheless, che recognicion of che fundamencal verbal difference 
becween che Ease and che West, expressed in che formulas ek tou Huiou and 
dia tou Huiou, Filioque and per filium, raised che quescion of che crue mean
ing of che cwo locucions. And, of course, che incerprecacions of Bessarion 
on che one hand and of Mark of Ephesus on che ocher curned ouc co be 
different co che poinc of opposiceness, wich each crying co oblicerace che 
nuances of che ocher. According co Mark of Ephesus, "che Son is engen
dered from the Facher and che Spiric proceeds from Him; and che Son 
does noc parcicipace in che procession and che Spiric does noc parcicipace 
in che generacion; or chanks to cheir common originacion, bama tou 
proodou, and che one cogecher wich che ocher, as che fachers ceach, abouc 
che Spirit ic is said chac He proceeds chrough the Son, di' Huiou, i.e., wich 
che Son, metb' Huiou, and like che Son, buc unlike Him noc by che mode of 
generacion; whereas, about the Son ic is not said thac He is engendered 
from che Spiric coo, because che name of che Son is relacive, scbetikon, so 
chat ic does noc seem chat che Son is of che Spiric" (PG 160, col. 16). Thus, 
for Mark, dia equals meta, "chrough" equals "with." 

In Bessarion's incerprecacion, the distinction becween dia and ek con
siscs in che face chat "ek signifies che equality of chac about which we are 
speaking; ic does not signify the order (taxis) of che one in relation co che 
ocher .... By concrasc, dia signifies order, but in no wise equality" (PG 161, 

col. 398). That is why, in considering the equality or racher the identity of 
che originating power of che Facher and the Son, the Fathers, boch Easc
ern and Western, say chat "che Holy Spirit proceeds from the Facher and 
the Son, and chat He is and originates, einai kai proiena~ from the Facher 
and the Son. By chis, they wish co show che identity of Their power in che 
origination (of the Spirit). chac, in one and che same process of proces
sion, che Holy Spiric originates from Boch" (col. 397; cf. 443). "Mose ofche 
Eascern fathers (like John of Damascus) focused their accencion on order, 
whereas most of the Western fathers focused their accencion on equality, 
but in essence they mean the same thing and do not concradicc one an
other" (col. 400). One cannoc deny the cleverness of chis thesis, but ic is 
not confirmed by an examination of pacriscic texts or by an analysis of in
stances of the use of one preposition or the ocher. 

In any case, chis controversy attests that the use of the one preposi
tion or che ocher does noc yet make che theology cransparenc or self
evidenc. It still requires incerpretation, and the attempts at incerpretation 
in the polemic becween Mark and Bessarion would seem co merit special 
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attention. But the dogmatic lessons of this polemic were forgotten at the 
Bonn Conference of Orthodox and Old Catholics.28 This conference tried 
to find a formula that could be used against the Filioque in the doctrinal 
Catholic interpretation, clothed in all the compulsoriness of dogma, as 
well as against the Photian ek monou tou Patros, which was not acceptable 
for the West, for it contradicted its tradition. The way out was found in 
John of Damascus' dia tou Huiou, which was proclaimed to be identical or 
equivalent to the Filioque, and to express the true meaning of the latter. 
And so, a formula of conciliation was found. But it must not be forgotten 
that this formula, though with the opposite dogmatic coefficient, was the 
one proclaimed in Bessarion's theology and, what is more important, not 
only at the sessions of the Council of Florence,29 but also in the dogmatic 
definition decreed by this council. 

Although dia was used by the Fathers and, in particular, by St. John 
of Damascus, the last representative of the Eastern patristic tradition, it is 
by no means dogmatically self-evident. On the contrary, it requires a dog
matic interpretation, which it has not yet received. Therefore, the Bonn 
formula too lacks a definite dogmatic meaning; and one can say that it 
defines the unknown through the unknown. In any case, the men of the 
Florence period were theologically more acute and perspicacious, inas
much as they perceived here a problem that was yet to be solved, not an 
imaginary certainty. Therefore, although the Bonn acceptance of John of 
Damascus' formula has a practical significance in that it rejected the 
dominant Filioque, it does not represent a dogmatic definition, for it is 
not accompanied by any theology and does not even make an attempt at 
theological interpretation. But at the same time it accepts without critical 
analysis the fundamental ideas of John of Damascus' theology concern
ing the single causality of the Father, i.e., the very point that needs analy
sis more than any other. It has significance only insofar as it excludes 
both the one-sided Photianism of ek monou and the anti-Photianism of 

28. Anended by a number of German Old Carbolic, Greek and Russian, and high 
Anglican rheologians, rhis conference (held in 1875) anemp<ed ro serde rhe dispure re
garding rhe procession of rhe Holy Spirir. On rhe basis of <he reaching of rhe Far hers be
fore rhe division of rhe Eastern and Wesrern churches, rhe conference judged rhe 
Filioque to be an unauthorized and unjusrifiable inrerpoladon. The Bonn Conference 
has nor, however, been sanctioned by any ecclesiasrical au<hori<y. - Trans. 

29. See The History of the FIDrence Co.n<il (n. 26 above), vol. 7, pp. 144-45, 147, 156. In 
panicular, in his opinion Patriarch Joseph directly states that c'through the Son means 
rhe same rhing as from rhe Son" (p. 156), and <his equality became aurhorirarive in com
posing and discussing rhe dogmaric formula (p. 159). 
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che exclusive Filioque, chus making a place for che indeterminacy of dia. 
Bue ic would be erroneous to consider this indeterminacy a dogmatic 
achievement. 

The dogmatic polemic between che Latinizers and the adherents of 
che Eastern view is conducted on the ground of the Latin problematic. 
This fact expresses the definitive victory of the Latin theology, a victory 
chat, to the present day, still affects che Orthodox dogmatics. Typical 
problems of Thomism are discussed. Thus, for example, Mark of Ephesus 
argues against Thomas Aquinas concerning whether the hyposcases differ 
according to oppositeness (schesin-anlithesin) or contradictoriness (anli
pbanlikos). Di sci nction by means of che abuse of che negation me is trans
formed into contradiction, so that this method establishes "all the divine 
persons." This method also establishes che discinccion between the Son 
and the Holy Spirit: to be che Son and not co be the Son are opposed as a 
concradiccion.30 Mark of Ephesus accempced co cear ouc of Aquinas's 
hands his own weapon, buc in reality he only parodies Aquinas. 

In turn, Bessarion attempts, in his post-Florence works, co prove the 
fundamental thesis of Latin theology concerning the procession of the 
Holy Spirit from the Father and the Son as one principle. He displays here 
a great literary mastery (far outshining his opponent) and a considerable 
knowledge of Greek patristics; but in general his thought revolves within 
the confines of Thomism and che Latin Filioque doctrine in general. In 
attempting to prove the unity of the principle from which che Holy Spirit 
proceeds, Bessarion, following che Western theologians, leaps from 
hyposcasis co ousia, and vice versa. Here is che general scheme of his 
choughc. Having defined che personal property of che First hyposcasis as 
fatherhood and noc as che origination of che Holy Spirit (which is only 
added on co chis personal property), Bessarion is compelled co accribuce 
chis origination co che properties of che divine nature. Bue nature in che 
Holy Trinity is one boch for che Father and for che Son. le follows chac 
"che Holy Spirit is from che essence of che Father and the Son, and draws 
His principle from Their essence" (col. 369). Bue essence is inseparable 
from hypostasis, in this case from the hypostasis of the Father and che 
Son. Thus, he arrives at che conclusion chat the Holy Spirit proceeds also 
from the hypostasis of the Father and the Son. Bue given the unity of the 
divine nature proper to the three hypostases, does not the Holy Spirit pro
ceed also from Himself, inasmuch as the same one essence belongs also to 
Him? This problem is solved by the following argument: such a self-

30. See Marci Eugen, U.pit4 syl/Dgisticd, dd•. L41ino1 (PG 161, cap. YI, 53. 73). 
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procession would contradict His hyposcacic property, just as engendered
ness would contradict the hyposcacic property of the Father and engen
dering would contradict che hyposcacic property of che Son. Therefore, 
the Holy Spirit coo, co Whom procession is proper, does not engender and 
does noc cause co proceed. Bessarion, like all of Catholic theology, hides 
behind the notion of"personal property" in order co avoid the consistent 
application of his own logical principle. 

In addition, Bessarion distinguishes between the participation of 
the cwo hyposcases in the origination of the Holy Spirit: che Father is che 
first cause, or the principle "from which" (ex bou e bupb' bou), whereas che 
Son is che principle "through which" (boi). This is an idea proper co Latin 
theology, which distinguishes principium imprincipiatum and principium 
principiatum. The origination of the Holy Spirit from the cwo hyposcases is 
explained by the participation of all three hyposcases in the creation of 
the world, but chis is not a good analogy: the world is created by the tri
une God, and each of the hyposcases creates it in His own special way, in 
accordance with His hyposcacic property. Bue chis is the action of God in 
extra-divine, creaturely being, which is different from the eternal crihypo
scacic interrelation. 

The question of the sending of the Holy Spirit into the world is also 
examined in chis light. Bessarion's Orthodox opponents (and following 
chem, theologians of the present day) attempt co reduce all che cexcs 
which attest the relation of the Second and Third hyposcases solely co the 
actions of the "economic" Trinity in the world, separating chem from 
Their eternal, "immanent" interrelation and thus introducing a certain 
trinitarian occasionalism. By contrast, in Latin theology, whose represen
tative in chis case is Bessarion, such actions are direcdy and invariably 
amribuced co relations of origination: che Son sends che Holy Spirit be
cause the Laccer originates from the Father and the Son. 

* * 
Such is the dogmatic sum-total of the Florence conflict. The union pro
claimed at chis council was rejected in a de facto manner without further 
discussion (the conqueror already stood ac the gates of Byzantium), and 
the dogmatic results of che council turned out co bear very licde fruit. 
These results had significance only insofar as they revealed che actual sca
ms of che question of the Filioque in the Ease and in the West, as well as 
the irreconcilable disharmony of the cwo sides. le appears chat, on both 
sides, all possible arguments pro and contra had been exhausted; and if I 
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am not mistaken, later developments did not add and could scarcely add 
anything new to this disharmony, which remains unreconciled. In this 
one cannot fail to see one of the strangest paradoxes in the history of 
dogma, a hopeless dogmatic impasse in which each side, with apparent 
justification, considers itself right, while of course considering the other 
side to be wrong. In this controversy, all the paths have been taken and all 
the issues have been examined, but we are as far from mutual understand
ing as ever. Looking at this failure from outside and examining it in a for
mal manner, one would be compelled to say that one of the sides is in a 
state of heresy, and is even hardened in its heresy. In order to find a way 
out of this impasse, one must raise oneself above this antithesis. 

The external victory was won by the West. First of all, the Western 
dogmatic definition was accepted, in which for the first time the funda
mental propositions of Western theology were expressed with total preci
sion and clarity. Second, the most gifted representatives of the East went 
over to the side of Western theology. Chief among these was Bessarion, to 
whom, in terms oflearning, culture, and talent, belonged the first place in 
the Eastern delegation (and his acceptance of the Western theology was 
due, of course, to inner conviction, not to self-seeking; this was an indis
putable victory of the West over the East). But here one must also add 
Isidore of Kiev, George Scholarius (although, later, he returned to the 
Eastern side), Mitrophanes Mammas, and others. On the side of Greek 
theology remained only Mark of Ephesus, who by no means represented a 
theological force that could rival his Western opponents, or Bessarion. 
The prolonged decline of Eastern theology was manifested here on the 
background of the intense activity of Western theology. 

Third and most important, the opponents fought with unequal 
weapons also in the sense that the Western theologians already had a de
veloped Filioque doctrine, whereas the Eastern theologians did not have a 
corresponding theory of their own, but based their doctrine on the de 
facto cradition. But the latter, when it was examined carefully, was by no 
means as unanimously accepted as supposed, and the most acute of the 
Eastern theologians understood that the ground was shifting beneath 
their feet. Theology, even if erroneous or one-sided, inevitably defeats the 
absence of theology, and in the dispute between East and West concerning 
the procession of the Holy Spirit the victory was won by theology. This 
victory of the theological doctrine was also accepted as a dogmatic vic
tory, and the force of dogma was given to the doctrinal definition. Instead 
of uniting the Eastern and Western churches, this dogmatic definition, 
essentially premature and perhaps unnecessary, separated them even 
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more. It introduced an actual dogmatic divergence, to which was attrib
uted, because of the importance of the subject, a capital dogmatic signifi
cance. Those who hitherto had been schismatics, now turned out to be 
heretics for one another. Such are the deplorable and negative results of 
the Council of Florence. In order to draw a general dogmatic conclusion, 
it is necessary to familiarize oneself with the Florence dogma as it relates 
to the Western doctrine of the procession of the Holy Spirit. 

4. The Western Doctrine and the Florence Dogma 

As we know, differences between the West and the East concerning the 
doctrine of the procession of the Holy Spirit always existed in the patristic 
theology. But in the eleventh to fifteenth centuries, under the influence 
of a schismatic spirit and with the decline of ecclesial love, these differ
ences hardened into dogmatic disagreements; and the ultimate result, a 
totally negative one, was the new Western dogma of the Filioque. Fortu
nately, the East did not establish an analogous dogma; but, as has hap
pened repeatedly, the place of dogma was occupied by the rejection of the 
Catholic dogma, by its anti-dogma, as it were. To be sure, both the dogma 
and the "anti-dogma" were premature and polemical by their very essence. 
It is true that the dogmas of the ecumenical councils too were formed in 
the battle against and rejection of heresies, and in this sense the polemical 
spirit was not alien to them either. But there is a quantitative difference 
here, which becomes a qualitative one: at the ecumenical councils it was a 
question of expelling false teachers and rejecting obvious heresies which 
sought to destroy the Christian faith (Arianism, Eutychianism, Mace
donianism, Monophysitism, etc., and even iconoclasm, in a certain sense), 
whereas here we have an unfinished theological dialectic and the different 
traditions of the two parts of the Church. 

As long as there was mutual love, accompanied to be sure by a cer
tain degree of mutual unfamiliarity, this difference was not malignant. 
But when love dried up and one heard the thunder of mutual anathemas, 
these doctrinal divergences (together with other insignificant differences) 
turned out to be convenient pretexts for mutual hatred. The crimes of the 
Crusaders in the East, which for centuries poisoned the relations between 
East and West, the arrogance of the West, coupled with that of the East, 
and finally the progressively increasing papal power with its pretensions, 
expressed in particular in the addition to the Creed - all this transformed 
the pneumatological dogma into a weapon of mutual warfare. 
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And the question of this dogma, apart from its direct meaning, be
came a means of bringing the opposing side co its knees or of asserting 
one's own independence. That was the case in Lyons as well as in Florence. 
And the dogmatic definitions concerning the procession of the Holy 
Spirit, which did not exist officially prior co these councils, now appeared 
as supposedly unional formulas, although they were actually schismatic 
ones. At the very origin of these formulas there was a sin against love; pre
mature and therefore unnecessary, they were a dogmatic misfortune for 
the Church, which separated into two parts, East and West. And sorrow
fully, these formulas became associated with the pseudo-dogma of papal 
primacy and infallibility. For it was primarily a question of chis primacy, 
and one must await "a time pleasing to the Lord" when this association 
will finally be abrogated and the dogmatic problem, posed substantively, 
will be subjected to critical analysis. One can already notice signs of the 
coming of chis time, as well as a new awakening of a substantive interest 
in this question, beginning with the Bonn Conference. And the inspiring 
words of Professor V. V. Bolocov chat divergences concerning the Filioque 
are ceasing to be an impedimentum dirimens (an obstacle that divides), these 
words can serve as a slogan for our rime. 

The dogmatic definitions of the Western church concerning the 
procession of the Holy Spirit comprise the following theses: 

(1) The procession of the Holy Spirit from the Father and the Son not 
as two principles, but as one principle, unica spiratione (the Second 
Council of Lyons and the Council of Florence). 

(2) This procession signifies the origination of the Holy Spirit, i.e., the 
reception by Him of"essence and substantial being" from the Father 
and the Son as one principle. 

(3) The Father gives everything to the Son by engendering Him except 
the capacity of being the Father; and consequently He gives Him the 
capacity to originate by procession the Holy Spirit. The difference be
tween the Father and the Son with respect co the procession of the 
Holy Spirit is chat between principium sine principio and principium de 
principio [principle without principle and principle from principle). 

(4) Although the eternity of all three hypostases in God is proclaimed, 
the initial principle for understanding the Holy Trinity is the imper
sonal and, as it were, pre-hypostatic divine principle, denoted as unus 
Deus, una substanti4, una divinitas; and this principle, in or by itself, 
grounds not only the unity of the trihypostatic God but also the 
very being of the hyposcases (so/us Pater ex substantia sua genuit Filium 
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(che unique Facher from His subscance engendered che Son]). In chis 
impersonal subscance, "omnia sunt unum" [all is one] (ic is characcer· 
iscic here chac che very cerm omnia is in che neucer, or impersonal, 
form); and only che opposition of relations (according to origin) es
tablishes che difference of the hyposcases. 

None of these definitions represents anything new for Latin theol
ogy. Their formulation began with Hugo Eterianus and Anselm, and their 
syscemacic development was achieved by Thomas Aquinas. Bue they now 
take on the significance of dogmatic definitions; and thac which was 
merely doccrine now acquires che force of dogma. 

Let us examine Aquinas's ideas on this subjecc. Ac che basis of his 
cheory, we find Auguscinian impersonalism, by vircue of which the 
hyposcases appear first as relations in che initial unity of divinity and as 
relations of origination. According to chis relacivism, che Persons are rela
cions such chat fatherhood is che Facher, sonhood is che Son, and proces
sion is che Holy Spiric. Aquinas wrices chat "the divine Persons differ from 
one another only by relations. Bue relations cannot distinguish che Per
sons except to che extent they are opposite .... The Father has two rela
tions, of which one refers to the Son, while che ocher refers to che Holy 
Spirit; but not being opposite, they do not escablish two persons but per· 
cain co the person of the Facher alone. If in the Son and che Holy Spirit 
one could find only two relations, each of which refers to the Father, these 
relations would noc be mucually opposite, nor would chose two relations 
by which the Father refers to them be mutually opposite. From this it 
would follow that, just as the person of che Facher is one, che persons of 
the Son and the Holy Spirit would be one, as having two relations, oppo· 
site to the two relations of the Father .... le is cherefore necessary thac the 
Son and the Holy Spirit be mutually related by opposite relations" 
(Summa Tbeologica, Qu. 36, a. 2). Here, with full certainty, the doctrine of 
the Filioque is a logical consequence posculated from the doctrine of the 
hypostases as relations of origination; and che source of this doctrine is 
not revelation but scholascic theology with its erroneous conclusions, so 
that one wishes co say to ic: hands offi 

By the same universal means, where the hypostases are considered as 
relations of opposicion, Aquinas posculaces the following theorem of che 
Filioque doctrine: che Holy Spirit proceeds from the Father and the Son 
not as two principles, buc as one. "The Facher and che Son are one in ev
erything in which they are not divided by cheir opposed relations. Thus, 
since in thac which is the principle of che Holy Spirit, they are not op· 
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posed relacively, ic resulcs chac che Facher and che Son are che one princi
ple of che Holy Spiric" (Qu. 36, a. 4). 

The impersonal relacivism of chis doccrine leads co che following 
general conclusion: "che relacion in divinis is noc an accidenc as ic were, in
herent in che subjecc; ic is che divine essence icself and cherefore subscan
cial, subsistens, jusc as che divine essence is subscantial, subsistit. Conse
quendy, jusc as divinicy is God, so divine facherhood is God che Facher, 
who is a divine person. Persona igitur divina significat re/ationem ut sub· 
sistentem [ che divine person ch us signifies relacion as che subscancial; che 
emphasis is Aquinas's)" (Qu. 29, a. 4). This conclusion signifies imperson
alism: In che impersonal and pre-personal Divinitas, persons originace 
from relacions in che capacicy of subscancial accidents, che ontological 
prioricy belonging co chis Divinitas, whereas che persons appear in che ca
pacicy of accidents, alchough subscancial ones. This is a radical deformation 
of che crinicarian dogma. The laccer does nor establish any prioricy for na
ture or hyposcasis. Ontologically, both possess a primordial equi-ecernicy, 
alien to any origination of the one principle from the ocher given their in
divisible and eternal conjugacy. 

Thomas Aquinas's doctrine became the general guide for Catholic 
rheology, both in its grounding of the Holy Trinicy on two processions, of 
the intellect and of the will, and in its impersonalism in the doctrine of 
the hyposcases as relacions. Numerous dogmacic works of Catholic rheol
ogy were to follow, but we can obviously not examine all of them. We shall 
inscead focus on a single represencacive work, which is also a cypically 
scholastic one: M. J. Scheeben's Handbook of Catholic Dogma.31 Scheeben 
considers che hyposcases to be "uniquely and essencially condicioned by 
che face chac chey are wich respecc co one anocher in an ecernal relation of 
originacion" (p. 831); and "che pluralicy of persons is produced and can be 
produced only chrough che produccion of che ochers from che firsc" 
(p. 839). "Inner divine produccions are crue produccions, and from chis ic 
follows of icself chac chese produccions muse essentially be conceived as 
che communicacion of che divine nature from one subject co anocher, and 
chus precisely as che produccion of ocher subjeccs .... This produccion is 
directed ac communicacing the perfection of che producing subjecc co the 
ocher subjecc and ac che possession of che laccer; and since chis produc
cion emplaces in the produce aU perfection, its own essence and nature, its 
produces muse cruly be che recipients, bearers, and possessors of che di-

31. M. J. Scheeben, Hdndbuch der kAtolischen Dognuitik (Freiburg im Breisgau, 1878; 

repr. 1925). 
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vine nature and essence, or divine hypostases and persons" (p. 855). Such 
is Scheeben's understanding of the Holy Trinity as productions of pro· 
ducing nature. This easily accommodaces the production of the Third 
hypostasis. Thus, triadology, like pneumatology, takes on the character of 
a doctrine of orifjnation or production. 

Turning now to a critique of the Filioque theology, we cannot fail, 
first of all, to be struck by the fact that it has resurrected Tertullian's 
triadology, although in a concealed form. True, it is not directly affirmed 
here that the Father is greater than the Son, Who, as derivatio or partitio, is 
only part of Divinity; or that the Son is greater than the Holy Spirit for the 
same reason. The principle of the origination of the hypostases from one 
another leads here, however, to quantitative subordinationism. But an 
analogous principle is concealed in the Filioque doctrine. Let us look at 
this doctrine's scheme ofhypostatic "productions": the Father, in produc
ing the Son, communicates to Him the fullness of the divine nature, to· 
gether with the capacity to originate through procession the Spirit, al
though without the capacity to generate, for this capacity does not 
conform with His personal property; the Father and the Son communicate 
to the Holy Spirit the same fullness of the divine nature, but without the 
capacity to generate or to originate through procession, for this capacity 
does not conform with His personal nature. As a result of such derivatio, we 
get a hypostatically decreasing progression of Divinity: the Father • the 
fullness of the nature, Deitas; the Son = Deitas minus the power to gener· 
ate; the Holy Spirit• Deitas minus the power to generate and the power to 
originate by procession. Although these differences are motivated by 
hypostatic properties, this does not change the fact that the hypostases are 
unequal, i.e., not equally divine. And this affirms not only hierarchical but 
also ontological subordinationism, thus distorting the trinitarian dogma. 
This subordinarionism is expressed in the Filioque doctrine, which states 
that, although both the Father and the Son constitute the principle of the 
Holy Spirit, they do so in different senses: the Father is the principle with
out beginning, principium imprincipiatum, whereas the Son is the principle 
that has a beginning, principium principiatum. This distinction, which serves 
as a defensive weapon in the hands of Catholic polemicists, can mean only 
one thing: hypostatic subordinationism of the ontological type, grounded 
upon the conceptions ofTertullian and Origen. 

It is also necessary to note that, in the construction of the Filioque 
dogma, the triunity of the Holy Trinity is destroyed, and the Holy Trinity 
is sundered into two dyads. This is precisely what the Catholic side ac
cused the Photian doctrine of, and not unjustifiably, at least with regard 
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to the extreme applications of the principle of ek monou, inasmuch as the 
lattet excludes the trinitarian interrelation of the hypostases: The Trinity 
consists here of cwo Dyads: Father-Son and Father-Holy Spirit. We get an 
angle, not a triangle: 

not 

Monou here is the elimination of the line Son - Holy Spirit. The 
Catholic sundering of the Holy Trinity is of another kind, however: here 
we have, first of all, the Father-Son Dyad and, second, the Father-and-Son 
- Holy Spirit Dyad. How these dyads are linked into a triunity has never 
been shown and, I think, never can be shown. The position of the Filioque 
theology is made even more difficult by the fact that, according to it, the 
hypostases are determined for one another by the relation of origination 
according to opposition. The Holy Spirit muse, it is ceaselessly repeated, 
originate from the Son in order co be distinguished from Him and co exist 
for Him as a hypostasis. But what do we in face see? We see chat chis pos
tulate is not realized in the Filioque dogma. If the Holy Spirit originates 
from the Father and the Son, and not in Their hypostacic difference as 
Two but in Their unity, una spiratione, then the required opposition of 
origination arises not between the Father and the Holy Spirit, or between 
the Son and the Holy Spirit, but between the Father-Son bi-unity and the 
Holy Spirit. From this it muse be concluded that the Holy Spirit does not 
exist as a hypostasis either for the Father or for the Son. This is the absurd 
conclusion we are brought to by the doctrine of hypostatic originations 
according to opposition, at least in its Filioque application. The Holy 
Trinity is divided into cwo dyads: the Father-Son dyad and the Father
and-Son - Holy Spirit dyad. 
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This brings us co the very heart of the Filioque dogma: the Holy 
Spirit proceeds from the Father and the Son not as from two causes, bur 
as from one cause: unus spirator, urw spiratione. This postulate can be real
ized only by a conceptual device which {with reference to Bessarion) we 
can define as a "leaping" from hyposcasis co nature and vice versa. In real
ity, chat unity which is sought for the Father and the Son in the unity of 
origination by procession (spiratione) is nothing else but the divine rwture, 
one and identical in the trinitarian Divinity. Bur, first of all, how can the 
nature, which is submerged in its own depths, exrrahyposrarically (so co 
speak) "produce" a hyposrasis if hyposraric being is transcendent for it? 
Here we find a particularly pronounced manifestation of the impersonal
ism of Catholic rriadology, where the nature is the first principle of the 
Holy Trinity, and the hyposrases arise in it and through it by means of dif
ferentiation. On the other hand, if from the surface, where the hypostatic 
differences between the Father and the Son exist, one submerges oneself 
into the depths of pre-hyposraric or sub-hyposraric nature,32 how then 
can one distinguish there the two different hyposrases of the Father and 
the Son, and confess the procession of the Holy Spirit from Their bi
unity? Is there nor imposed upon us the analogous and parallel conclu
sion that the Son is generated - in the divine nature - from the Father 
and the Holy Spirit by one generation, nor in char in which They differ bur 
in char in which They are identical? 

The logical chain of conclusions is broken off at the point of this 
leaping from the hyposrases to the nature: From the unity of the nature 
one cannot see the hyposrases; and it is absolutely impossible, raking ref
uge in hyposraric nondifferenriarion, co declare triumphantly char the bi
unity of the hyposrases is thereby proved. Such an assertion is logically ar
bitrary. To this one should of course add char nor only is it impossible to 
separate the hyposrases from the nature in reality, bur it is also impossible 
to separate them logically from the nature, just as it is impossible co sepa
rate the nature from the hyposrases. The argument of the unity of the na
ture as hyposraric nondifferenriarion could be used (of course, without 
any positive result) in all three ways: it could be used to prove the origina
tion of the Father from the Son and the Spirit, the origination of the Son 
from the Father and the Spirit, and the origination of the Spirit from the 
Father and the Son. Bur, in essence, none of this can be proved, because 
there does not exist any nonhypostaric nature in which the difference be-

32. The possibiliry of such a submergence is, of course, in facr excluded by rhe in· 
separability and ontological identity of nature and hyposrasis. 
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cween the hypostases would be abolished. The nature, truly, is one and 
identical in the consubstantiality of the three hypostases, but it is also 
thoroughly hypostatized, Trinity in unity or unity in Trinity, by the one 
trihypostatic subject, by rhe three persons of the Holy Trinity. That is why 
the Filioque postulate, the postulate of from the Father and tbe Son as one 
principle in Their hypostatic nondifferentiation, contradicts the very es
sence of the trinitarian dogma. 

The fundamental defect of the whole of the Catholic rriadology, and 
of the Filioque doctrine in particular, is that it considers the hypostases as 
relations, and in particular relations of origination by opposition. This 
impersonalistic doctrine affirms that the hypostases originate thanks to 
differences in one Divinity, which in turn have their basis in relations of 
opposition: in divinis omnia sunt unum [in divinity all is one J where relationis 
oppositio is absent. The hyposrases themselves are relations: the Father is 
fatherhood; the Son is sonhood; the Holy Spirit is procession. This asser
tion is a theological absurdity, exposing this impersonalism. In itself, a re
lation is a predicate, nor a subject; and it cannot become a subject. A rela
tion arises and exists only where the things that are related exist; it is 
grounded by them and arises becween them. It does not ground chem. 
The concocted Filioque argument that the Holy Spirit must necessarily 
proceed from the Father and the Son in order to exist for the Son, differ
ing from Him by a relation according to opposition, abolishes the very ex
istence of hyposrasis as such. The argument in support of the Filioque 
based on the necessity of the hyposraric differentiation of the Son from 
the Spirit is erroneous. 

This brings us to the final generalization of the Filioque theology, to 
the doctrine of hypostaric processions or productions, which lies at the 
basis of this theology and to which the Catholic triadology can be re
duced. This doctrine has also infected the Eastern theology, so that the ar
gument now is not about the substance of these productions but only 
about their interpretation. Bur this doctrine of the hyposrases as produc
tions and of the Holy Trinity as a system of productions or originations is 
arbitrary and, in the final analysis, erroneous. 

The fact of the matter is that the hyposrases, supra-eternal and equi
erernal, do nor have any origin. For their being they do nor need relations of 
origination, and in particular those according ro opposition. They are sub
jects of relations, as related to one another, but they are in no wise these re
lations themselves. The being of the hypostases - in the ontological sense 
- is immanent to the nature, inasmuch as the spirit is hyposratic nature, 
the indissoluble, ontological unity of nature and hypostasis. In the abso-
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lute subject, without relation to nature, hypostasis as personal conscious
ness of self is trinitarian or trihypostatic. The trihypostatic subject is one, 
but it is also three persons in bypost4tic (and not only natural) interrela
tion.33 In this sense, all three hypostases are equally without beginning, 
and in this equi-beginningless being of theirs, they do not know origina
tion from one another; they exist supra-eternally. And in this sense the the
ology ofhypostatic originations or productions is defective and erroneous, 
both in part and in whole. The Filioque doctrine, which is entirely a theol
ogy of originations, must be rejected as such. The dogmatic hypnosis of 
this dogmatic prejudice, which has lasted for a millennium and half, must 
be dispelled, both in the Western theology, which is the source of the infec
tion, and in the Eastern theology, which has been infected. 

On what authority do the Western theologians speak of duae proces
siones or productiones, arbitrarily generalizing under this name the genera
tion of the Son and the procession of the Holy Spirit? And, first of all, 
who told them that these concretely hypostatic relations can be under
stood and generalized as originations or productions, as if they were two 

forms of causal dependence? Neither generation nor procession is origi
nation, for the latter is not known by the equi-eternal, equi-divine, co
beginningless hypostases. And there are no grounds at all to count genera
tion and procession as two originations or productions, and then to ab
stract them into "relations of origination by opposition." Finally, one 
must proclaim in a loud voice that fatherhood, sonhood, and procession 
are not modes of origination. In general, they refer not to origination but 
to the concrete interrelations of the equi-eternal hypostases. This decep
tive mirage of theology generated and continues to generate its illusions, 
and the first of these is a false problematic: imaginary equations with so
lutions through imaginary roots. The whole of the Filioque theology is 
such a mirage, as is the whole of the anti-Filioque theology, which is 
much closer to the former in substance, in its initial premises and its 
problematic, than it differs from it in its solutions. 

The understanding of the Holy Trinity as a system of originations or 
productions results in its sundering into dyadic interrelations and the ab
olition of the fundamental principle of trinitarity: the hypostasis of the 
Father is defined only in relation to the generation of the Son, and vice 
versa; the hypostasis of the Holy Spirit is defined only in relation to the 
Father from Whom It proceeds (and by the Catholics, in relation to the 
Son as well). But the Father is the Father not only as the Engenderer of 

33- See my work "Chapters on Trinity": the deduction of the absolute subject. 
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the Son but also as the Spirator of the Spirit ("who proceedeth from the 
Father," as the Nicaeno-Constantinopolitan Creed says); and the Son is 
the Son not only as the Engendered One, but also as the recipient of the 
reposing of the Holy Spirit; and the Holy Spirit is the Spirit not only as 
proceeding from the Father, but also as reposing upon the Son. Each 
hypostasis establishes for itself not only a double relation to each of the 
other hypostases but also a trinitarian one; and these relations are in no 
wise relations according to "origination" or opposition. The principle of 
production or origination must, in general, be eliminated from the doc
trine of the Holy Trinity. 

5. General Conclusions Pertaining to dia to11 H11io11 and Filioq11e 

From the point of view of positive dogmatics, this millennium-and-a-half 
logomachy pertaining to the procession of the Holy Spirit was totally 
fruitless. Despite immense efforts of thought, the problem of the proces
sion remained in a nebulous dogmatic state, and the efforts of scholastic 
theology as well as the inquiries of patristics and exegetics produced 
nothing. New patterns were woven and mountains of diverse texts grew, 
but the only result was that each side, clenching its teeth in an exertion of 
the will and of course in good faith, would not abandon its point of view, 
while, at the same time, being powerless to convince its opponent. Efforts 
to defeat one's opponent not by the power of conviction but by forcing 
him to submit to tradition also did not, and could not, lead to anything, 
for the patristic sources are not inexhaustible. On the contrary, they have 
already been exhausted, but without yielding the expected answer in the 
sense of a clear, uniform, and indisputable solution of the problem. And 
the problem remains in a hopeless state of "suspended animation." 

The practical results of the Filioque dispute are also totally negative. 
The dogmatic question became a weapon of domination and self-defense. 
This started with Photius, with his first pneumatological treatise. And it 
continued on the part of powerful and proud Rome; and at both councils 
of union, Lyons and Florence, the Filioque became a symbol of papal ab
solutism or of the rejection of the latter (which is why the question of the 
insertion of the Filioque in the Creed became, in Florence, more impor
tant for the Greeks than the very content of the dogma). Even if other 
dogmatic divergences had been contaminated with the lust for domina
tion and schismatic tendencies, they were never identified to the same de
gree with questions of dogma. But this primacy of schismatism in such a 
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dogmatic question as that of the Holy Spirit condemns this dogmatic 
controversy to sterility, for where there is no will to union but there is in
stead a will to make others submit, the heart can never be filled with "it 
seemed good to the Holy Spirit, and to us" (Acts 1p8). There is nothing in 
the history of dogma that contradicts this scriptural text more than these 
disputes about the Spirit. But if six to seven centuries ago these disputes 
and divergences excited a logomachy akin to athletic strife and a mutual 
embitterment in the struggle for power, at the present time the ashes of 
indifference cover the coals of the once-raging fire; and although the old 
accusations of heresy are still heard, the two sides do not really believe 
them any more. And the judgment of the dispassionate Russian historian 
V. V. Bolotov, whose voice can be considered the testimony of conscience, 
both scholarly and dogmatic, has already been rendered: the Filioque does 
not constitute an impedimentum dirimens (an obstacle that divides) for the 
re-unification of the divided church. 

It is remarkable that this Filioque dispute killed all interest in the 
theology of the Holy Spirit. We have already observed that, in the epoch of 
the ecumenical councils, which concerned themselves with questions of 
Christology, the dogma of the Holy Spirit was totally undeveloped and 
even remained outside the scope of consideration. The definition of the 
eighth article of the Nicaeno-Constantinopolitan Creed contains no more 
than a recognition of the divinity of the Third hypostasis and of His equi
divinity with respect to the two other hypostases (and, as we have seen, the 
formula here is an indirect one). This definition can in no wise be consid
ered an exhaustive dogma of the Holy Spirit. But it remains in this form 
during the entire following epoch, so that the Filioque disputes turn out 
to be an obstacle to true pneumatology, for they lack spirit. Waged in the 
icy emptiness of scholastic abstraction, these disputes were never extended 
or generalized in the direction of true, substantive pneumatology. To be 
sure, they often included such vital questions as the sending of the Holy 
Spirit into the world, from the Father and the Son, or from the Father 
through the Son, but these questions were examined not in and of them
selves but only as arguments in favor of one or another scheme of the pro
cession of the Holy Spirit, that is, they were treated in such a meager, one
sided, and distorted manner that it would be better if they had not been 
treated at all. (Of course, this did not prevent the development, past and 
present, of particular doctrines of grace, of the action of the Holy Spirit in 
the Church, of salvation, of the Church, and so on, but this development 
was invariably oriented toward particular questions of dogmatics, and was 
not connected with a general doctrine of the Holy Spirit.) 
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To chis one muse add the following. Each side in chis dogmatic dis
pute attacked and anathematized the other for distorting the most im
porranr dogma concerning the Holy Spirit. Therefore, it would have been 
natural to expect char the existence of such a grave heresy, of such a fun
damental dogmatic divergence, would permeate the entire life of the two 
churches and their entire doctrine. Over the course of many years, I have 
sought traces of chis influence, and I have attempted co comprehend the 
lifo·significance of chis divergence and to find our where and in what it is 
manifested in practice. And I must admit char I have nor been able co find 
this practical life-significance; and, more than char, I deny char there is 
any such significance. 

Evidence for the practical significance of chis divergence cannot be 
found anywhere in the patristic teachings regarding the actions of the 
Holy Spirit in the world, the "sending down" of the Holy Spirit, the gifts 
ofrhe Holy Spirit, the sacraments, grace, ere. Ir is as ifrhe initial dogmatic 
divergence is simply forgotten. One could say char the Fathers adhere nor 
co a dogmatic bur co a practical Filioque doctrine, in the sense char no one 
disputes or can dogmatically dispute the "sending down" from the Father 
of the Holy Spirit through the Son or by the Son. Christ Himself arrests 
co chis, and He even does so in the most fundamental of all rexes: "Bur 
when the Comforter is come, whom I will send you from the Father, even 
the Spirit of truth, which proceederh from the Father, he shall testify of 
me" Qohn 15:26; for ocher rexes, see below). 

What we gee is a strange dogma, one without dogmatic power. Of 
course, in the West (nor only in Catholic circles bur also among Protes
tants and Anglicans, who, despite the Reformation, have inherited the 
Filioque dogma from Catholicism), there exists the conviction char the 
denial of the Filioque diminishes the Son, whereas its acceptance magni
fies Him. Historically, chis is an echo of the battle against Arianism in 
Spain and Germany, one of the indirect consequences of which was the 
acceptance there of the Filioque as an additional argument in support of 
the equi-diviniry of the Son. Bur chis argument coo represents, indubita
bly, a dogmatic misunderstanding: in order to refute Arianism and to rec
ognize the equi-diviniry and consubsranrialiry of rhe Son with respect co 
the Father, one has absolutely no need of the Filioque. The Filioque parti
sans themselves can and muse now acknowledge chis, for the source of the 
Filioque for chem is nor in Chrisrology. 

To be sure, one can find a religio-psychological and, further, a dog
matic source of the Filioque doctrine also in char special feature of West
ern Christianity which we can call its cbristocentrism. This feature of West-
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ern Christianicy, not only its special gift, but also its one-sidedness, 
provides the religio-psychological basis for the possibilicy of the dogma of 
the pope as the vicar of Christ, with the idea of the Church clearly cen
tered here on the Second hypostasis (and this is equally, or perhaps even 
more so, rhe case in Protestantism). This leads to a loss of dogmatic and 
practical equilibrium in the understanding of the Second and the Third 
hypostases, an equilibrium which precisely constitutes the essence of the 
dogma of the Church: the Church is the Body of Christ, living by the Holy 
Spirit. But this ecclesiological feature, which perhaps is the de facto 
source of the Filioque, is not identical with the Filioque dogma itself as 
such. In its ultimate and authentic meaning, the Filioque dogma - we af
firm this one more time - remains outside of life and scholastically ab
stract; and in this practical sense it is, as it were, not a dogma at all, for 
dogmas have not only cognitive but also practical significance. 

But another question arises in connection with this: Does this 
dogma exist even theoretically? Is it not an imaginary dogma, a non
dogma, a dogmatic misunderstanding, and this in both of its versions -
in the theory of the procession from the Father and the Son and in the 
theory of the procession from the Father alone? That is the decisive ques
tion to which we are inevitably led by the very history of this dogma. The 
whole Latin-Photian controversy, with its manner of posing the problem, 
thus leads to an imaginary dogma, which derives from an imaginary problem. 
And this necessarily leads only to a dogmatic misunderstanding. 

In what do the misunderstanding and imaginariness of the problem 
consist? They consist in understanding the procession of the Holy Spirit as 
an origination or production; this is associated with an analogous under
standing of the generation of the Son. The rwo are grouped together as rwo 
modes of origination or production, "'4ae pro"'4ctiones or "'4ae processiones. 
Each of the rwo sides in the controversy expounds in its own manner this 
doctrine of productions - and in particular the doctrine of the proces
sion of the Holy Spirit. Moreover, this origination is understood in the 
sense of the causal origination (or "produclioj of one hypostasis from an
other as from its cause (aitia, causa) or principle (arche, principium). 

None of the participants in the controversy attempted to thor
oughly examine this doctrine of the causal origination of beginningless 
and uncaused (supra-causal) divine hypostases, a doctrine which involves 
an obvious logical and ontological contradiction: namely, that the 
uncaused has a cause and the beginningless has an origin. In the East, this 
conception of the Holy Trinicy as bound by causal origination from the 
Father received the right of citizenship thanks to a doctrine that consid-
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ers the Father to be anaitiatos (uncaused) while being the aitia (cause) of 
the other hyponases, who are aitiatoi (caused). (This is one of the variants, 
acmally the weaken, of the general theory of the Father's monarchy, 
which is by no means exhausted by this variant.) This idea of aitia with ref
erence to the Holy Trinicy was first conceived by St. Basil the Great. Re
produced by St. john of Damascus, it was then received by later theolo
gians without critical examination as clear and self-evident, whereas there 
is no concept more difficult to understand. 

Generalized in the concept of "cause" or origination (production), 
the generation of the Son and the procession of the Spirir were counted as 
duae processiones, rwo forms or particular cases of the general concept of 
causalicy. This generalization, which was of primary importance, was also 
received as self-evident, as not subject to critical examination. Further
more, in the West the Holy Trinicy was considered as a system of rwo 
originations or productions, of the intellect and of the will, processio 
intellectus and processio voluntatis. This imparted a fixed anthropomorphic 
form to the conception of the Holy Trinicy, which was based now not only 
on causalicy but also on a certain inner necessicy of the self-grounding of 
the absolute - a kind of causal modalism. And theology was so hypno
tized by this centuries-old idea that it never allowed itself to inquire into 
the validicy of this fundamental premise that determined the whole of 
triadology. But the mere initiation of such an inquiry will immediately 
convince one that this premise is false, and that all the dogmatic conclu
sions based on it are therefore false. From imaginary problems there can 
follow only imaginary dogmas, dogmatic illusions, which do not corre
spond to dogmatic realicy or, therefore, to anything in life. 

And first of all, does this generalization (duae processiones) have any 
basis in Scripture, in direct Revelation? Can we find anywhere in Scripture 
the linkage of the generation of the Son and the procession of the Spirit 
as two forms of origination, duae processiones? Indisputably, we cannot. 
There is no Biblical justification for counting and accepting them as two 
variants: one and one. On the contrary, they should be examined in their 
particular concrete qualicy, which is not subject to abstract numerical 
generalization and the identification contained in the latter. On the basis 
of this generalization, the hypostases can further be considered as rela
tions of origination or, according to the Eastern conception, as "personal 
properties," of which we can count three. Such a "count" is a grave coer
cion and a dogmatic arbitrariness, which has a major impact on the gen
eral doctrine of the Holy Trinicy. 

This counting, in the capacicy of rwo similar units, of rwo concretely 
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different forms of "origination," leads co a further abstraction: the First 
hyposrasis is thus understood nor as the concrete image of the Father, the 
Engenderer of the Son and rhe Spiraror of the Holy Spirit, bur as the 
"Principle, Source, and Cause" (Sr. John of Damascus), from which the 
Second and Third hyposrases gee Their very being (auto to einai), Their ex
istence (huparxin ). The category of causal origination is thus applied to 
the eternal being of the hyposrases. Of course, none of the fathers dispute 
the equi-eternity and equi-beginninglessness of all three hypostases, and 
they therefore reject rhe chronological understanding of chis origination, 
accepting only the ontological understanding. 

This only displaces bur does not eliminate the difficulty, however, 
which has never been subjected co critical examination: What can causal 
origination in eternity signify? Can one in general speak here about cause, 
aitia (with the group of derivative concepts, anaitios, aitiatos)? This is a ratio
nalistic category char is valid only with reference co chis empirical world, 
bur is nor applicable co the Ding an sich, co Divinity. What does cause signify 
here, and is Divinity subject co causality? If we ask if the application of the 
concept of cause and causality co Divinity has a justification in the Bible, in 
the Gospel, in revelation, we muse answer: Absolutely nor! We find in the 
Bible only concrete definitions of the hyposrases and their interrelations; 
and therefore the philosophical and rheological concept of causality char 
appears in the rheological lirerarure has a Biblical foundation neither in its 
form (unlike homoousios, which, though absent in the lexicology, could, as 
far as its content is concerned, be confirmed on the basis of the Bible and, 
in chis capacity, affirmed by the Church) nor in its substance. 

This concept appears imperceptibly in the patristic lirerarure, espe
cially in the Cappadocians and Sr. John of Damascus. Although in indi
vidual passages of these Fathers chis concept received a rather extreme ex
pression as the doctrine of the acquisition of being itself from the Father 
as cause, it was never logically polished by chem, bur was used descrip
tively for the most part, alongside other expressions, which refer to the Fa
ther as root (rbi:u), source (pege), principle (arche), and cause (aitia). 14 In 
general, antiquity did nor put any emphasis on the category of causality, 
an emphasis char is so characteristic of modern philosophy, especially 
starring with Kant. Ir is remarkable char in the Philosophical Chapters of Sr. 
John of Damascus (where he expounds Arisrorle's theory of categories, 

34. Here is an example of many such patristic definirions: "The Holy Spirit pro· 
ceeds from the Father as the principle (arrht), cause (aitia), and source (pigt) of Divinity" 
Qohn of Damascus, De m:ta senttntia, n. 1, Contra Man., n. 4). 
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which he places at the basis of the highly important doctrines of 
hypostasis, ousia, etc.) there is a total absence of a theory of the category of 
causality, which remained for him, so co speak, at the level of popular us
age, not philosophical examination. 

In general, if we examine the application of this category to the doc
trine of the Holy Trinity, where the word "cause" is invariably used as a 
logical trope alongside others, and not as a strict logical definition, we 
will arrive at the conclusion that, in describing the interrelations of the 
hypostases by the concept of causality, the doctors of the Church were at
tempting to express, first of all, the monarchy of the Father. A narrowly 
causal interpretation of the patristic etiology is proper not to the Fathers 
themselves, despite the imprecision of their words, but only to the epoch 
of pose-patristic, scholastic epigonism, that is, in connection with the 
Photian-Latin dispute. In his critique, Photius reduced the question of 
the procession to the alternative: two causes or one; and in his ek monou 
he thus affirmed one of the different meanings of the patristic doctrine. 
The anti-Phocian doctrine of the West cook this path even farther. The 
Filioque doctrine is a doctrine of causality in God, and it entrained into its 
orbit also the anci-Filioque doctrine, which became nothing more than a 
variant of the same causality. 

But is chis theory of the causality or causal origination of the 
hypostases justified? Is it the only possible theory? Or is it a deviation 
from the true path in che doctrine of the Holy Trinity? Does this theory 
not inevitably lead co the conception of the hyposcases as relations, which 
appear in an apersonal, precausal divine essence. The problematic of the 
long-lasting Filioque dispute has never been subjected co critical examina
tion; and therefore both Catholicism and Orthodoxy consider chat the 
doctrine of the Holy Trinity is a doctrine of the causal origination of the 
Son from the Father, and of the Holy Spirit from the Father alone, or 
from the Father and the Son. Bue as we showed above, patristic theology 
(prior co Phocius) never posed this question of the causal origination of 
the Holy Spirit by procession from the Father alone (ek monou), or from 
the Father and the Son. And even when the Fathers speak of this proces
sion, they always consider it in a fuller context, in connection with the 
doctrine of the unity and the monarchy of the Holy Trinity, and of the in
terrelations of the hyposcases. But this doctrine is never reduced to a de
finitive, logically articulated theory of hypostatic origination. Nor, of 
course, was chis question discussed at the Second Ecumenical Council, 
where the eighth article with the definition "who proceedeth from the Fa
ther" was introduced into the Creed. This was an argument in favor of the 
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equi-divinicy of the Holy Spirit in the Holy Trinicy, i.e., here too, this doc
trine was considered in a fuller context, not by itself. This explains the ex
istence of different, not always harmoniously conjoined definitions. This 
also explains the existence in the patristic literature of different definitions 
concerning the procession of the Holy Spirit: from the Father, through 
the Son, from both, and from the Father and the Son. And none of these 
definitions has the significance of exclusive causalicy. 

The Father is called Unengendered in relation to the Son, but this is 
only a negative definition. The Father is called principle, source, cause, ini
tial hypostasis, for from Him the Son is engendered and the Holy Spirit 
proceeds. But this does not signify that the Father is the cause of Their 
origination (auto to einai), for the hypostases do not originate. They exist 
eternally. The interrelation of the hypostases, as the interrelation of the Fa
ther, the Son, and the Holy Spirit, should be understood not on the basis 
of their origination but on the basis of their concrete self-definition. The 
Trinicy ofhypostases is already given in its being in the very interior of the 
absolute hypostatic (i.e., trihypostatic) subject by the manifestation of the 
absolute I as I, Thou, He, We, You. It is in vain that Catholic theology at
tempts to ground the hypostases through their origination from relations. 
On the contrary, it should be affirmed that the three hypostatic centers of 
the triune Subject are already given apart from their hypostatic qualifica
tion as the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit. The entire problematic of 
originations, particularly with reference to the Holy Spirit, is connected 
with the impersonalistic presupposition of the primacy of the divine na
ture with respect to the hypostases, and the latter must therefore originate 
in the nature. On the contrary, existence as subjects, i.e., independently of 
the nature, is proper to the three hypostases, although, to be sure, such an 
opposition or distinction is possible only in abstracto, not in re. 

The generation of the Son and the procession of the Holy Spirit can
not be generalized and counted as two "originations." Rather, these are 
two images of God in these two images of love. The Father is the Subject 
of this self-revelation, the Principle, the "Cause"; whereas the Son is the 
One Who gives Himself for this revelation of the Father. He is the One 
Who reveals the Father, the One Who Speaks, the Word. Generation here 
should by no means be understood in the anthropomorphic sense of orig
ination or production, for this aspect of generation belongs only to tem
poral being, to being that has an origin. It must be understood as a spiri
tual image of the love of the Engendering One and the Engendered One, 
but by no means as the image of the originating one and the originated 
one. 
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The Father, the one from whom the procession occurs (proboleus), 
and the Spirit, Who proceeds, spirator and spirans, are also two images of 
mumal, self-revealing love; and the procession is not an origination. The 
Father, revealed in the Son, goes out of Himself in His love; and this love is 
for Him the hypostatic Spirit. The Spirator, the One Who breathes out the 
Spirit, loves the Spirit by the Spirit Himself; whereas the Spirit proceeds 
Himself, giving Himself, His hypostasis, for the service of Love, in order to 
be Love itself. The hypostasis does not arise in the procession; rather, the 
mumal service oflove and the images of supra-eternal love are realized in 
the procession by the fact that the Father loves, whereas the Spirit is the 
hypostatic love of the Father. And the monarchy of the Father, the proces
sion from the Father, is the very foundation of this relation, for there is 
only One Who Reveals Himself - the Father. And He is also the Engender
er and the Spirator; and this constimtes the difference berween Divine fa
therhood and earthly fatherhood, which, although it is in the image of 
the heavenly fatherhood, is not identical to the latter. And the Father is 
not a double cause, the Engenderer on the one hand and the Spiracor on 
the other. Rather, He is the unique Paternal hypostasis: the Father as the 
Engenderer and Spirator. He is the truly unique pege, arr:he, aitia of the en
tire Holy Trinity. To count the Engenderer and the Spirator, or generation 
and spiracion, as duae processiones is co double and fragment the one, 
trihypostacic, triune act. 

In chis interpretation, the Father is also the principle (and in this 
sense also the source, root, and cause) in the Holy Trinity. He is the source 
hyposcasis, for He reveals Himself in the other hypostases, is their subject, 
in relation co which they are predicate and copula. He is the ontological 
and logical center of the union chat forms the three hyposcacic centers of 
the Divine triunity. It is absolutely impossible co diminish chis 
primordiality and centrality of the First hypostasis or co attribute chis 
centrality co a second hyposcasis as well (as in the Latin interpretation of 
the Filioque) without disrupting and complicating this criunity. And in 
chis sense - but of course on!J in this sense - it is possible to accept even 
ek monou tou Patros (from the Father alone) insofar as it signifies in a posi
tive form the negation of diarchy or bicencrism in the Holy Trinity. 

But when we understand chis ek monou causal!] (as both Photius and 
his opponents did) and thus reduce the Holy Trinity co a system of causal 
relations, we transform this formula into a doctrine that is just as one
sided and erroneous as the Filioque. This doctrine sunders the Holy Trin
ity into two unconnected dyads according to the causal relation of the 
hyposcases. Or these dyads are connected solely by the unity of the princi-
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pie with which each of the cwo causally produced hyposcases is causally 
correlated, but there is no intrinsic connection between them. The 
Filioque attempts co connect the Second and Third hyposcases by a rela
tion of causal origination, but chis attempt is unsuccessful, for the two 

dyads, the dyad of the Father and the Son and the dyad of Father-Son and 
the Holy Spirit, remain separate. In a word, the causal interpretation inevi
tably destroys the triunity of the Holy Trinity; and in this respect ek 
monou and Filioque are completely equivalent. This triunity exists outside 
all causality by virtue of the crihypostacic character of the Divine Person, 
in which all three hypostases are present independent of any origination. 
None of the hypostases is produced by any ocher, such as the Father, the 
Son, or the Holy Spirit; but each defines, qualifies, or "produces" Itself: 
the Father is the image of Paternal sacrificial love, the Son is sacrificial 
Filial love, the Holy Spirit is the exultant love of the Holy Spirit. 

In order co show definitively the impermissibility of "originations" 
or "productions" in the Holy Trinity, it is necessary to add that these dif
ferent qualifications of the hypostases - the fatherhood of the Father, the 
sonhood of the Son, and the spirithood of the Holy Spirit - are eternal 
and therefore absolutely unalterable self-definitions of the hyposcases: in 
the Holy Trinity there is "no variableness, neither shadow of turning" 
Garnes 1:17). Therefore, one cannot conceive any change in the hypostatic 
self-definition: the Father cannot become the Son, and the Son cannot 
become the Father, etc. But chis is a result not of unalterable relations of 
origination which would introduce into the life of the Holy Trinity the 
principle of necessity with its mechanical unalcerability, but of the divine 
freedom of autonomous being, aseitas, which has unalterable validity for 
all three hypostases. All the hyposcases supra-eternally posit themselves in 
defining themselves; and the self-definition of each of chem includes and 
presupposes not only a distinct and personal but also a crihypostatic self
definition. In other words, ic is both personal and trinitarian. 

Thus, to the doctrine of origination or production, i.e., to the causal 
interpretation of the Holy Trinity, it is necessary co oppose divine 
crihyposcacic aseity. All the hyposcatic self-definitions are also natural 
ones, for hyposcasis does not exist outside nature, just as nature does not 
exist outside hyposcasis. The identity of hyposcasis and nature is so ex· 
hauscive chat even their very differentiation and thus their opposition can 
be realized only in abstnKto. Even though, in reality, hyposcatic nature and 
natural hyposcasis are identical, it is also true chat nature is not hypos
tasis and hypostasis is not nature. Despite their ontological conjugacy, 
there is also an unalterable ontological difference between chem. One 
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should noc be croubled by chis apparenc concradiccion becween che simul
caneous idencificacion and differenciacion of narure and hyposcasis. Here, 
choughc is dealing wich divine chings, and che dumfounded reason lays 
down ics racional weaponry of che laws of idencicy and concradiccion, 
ancinomically unices concradiccory chings, and posies an "excluded" mid
dle becween che concradiccory judgmencs. One of che propercies of such 
ancinomic judgmencs is cheir irreversibilicy: if we say char a hyposcasis is 
idencical co its narure, which ic possesses, we cannoc say, conversely, char 
che nacure is idencical co che hyposcasis, by which ic is possessed, alchough 
in face chere does noc exisc in God any nonhyposcacic or nonhyposcacized 
nacure. Bue we remark here char, in che crihyposcacic Divinicy, each of che 
hyposcases, and che encire Holy Trinicy in ics criunicy, are equally narural, 
i.e., have nacure wholly and indivisibly; and in chis sense chey are all na
rure. Bue narure, belonging co each of che hyposcases, cannoc be equaced 
wich only one of chem. 

Because of chis inseparabilicy of hyposcasis and nacure, che 
hyposcacic definicions are self-definicions according co che nacure coo. 
Thus, che facherhood of che Firsc hyposcasis accualizes icself noc only in a 
personal cencer buc also in a narural self-definition, in che concretely 
hypostacic living-our of ics narure. The same ching can be said abouc all 
chree hypostases. Therefore, the hyposcatic aseicy is not only a mbjective 
self-consciousness, limited to the domain of che divine subjecc, but also 
an objective or natural self-positing. If to hypostasis, in particular to the 
hypostasis of the Facher as such, ic is proper co generace and chus to ex
press its Paternal self-consciousness and self-posicing, such "generation" 
excends to the entire being of the Firsc hyposcasis. In other words, the Fa
ther generates noc only from Himself, but also ek ousias tou PatTos [from 
the essence of the Father), as defined by che First Ecumenical Council. 

Analogously, the Holy Spirit proceeds from both the hypostasis and 
the essence of the Father. The Filioque doctrine plays upon chis: "ex uno 
principio - not in chat in which the Facher and che Son differ, but in thac 
in which they are one, namely, in the one nature." The error that is com
mitted here consists in the fact chat the nacure is conceived separacely 
from the hypostasis as a certain common propercy or common possession 
- in this case che undivided common possession of the Father and che 
Son. Bue in real icy chere is no common possession of the narure on the pare 
of che hyposcases. What chere is, is separate or unique possession: the Fa
ther and the Son have che divine nature incegrally each by Himself and for 
Himself, buc They do not possess ic jointly. 

Furthermore, all three persons of the Holy Trinicy have this narure 
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as che criunity of che Holy Trinity. Therefore, two possibilities are given in 
the general relation of the hyposcases co the nature: each of the equi
divine hyposcases enjoys full unique and personal possession, according 
co its hyposcacic image, of the nature; or the entire Holy Trinity fully pos
sesses che divine nature according co che image of criunity. Therefore, che 
one nature, equal co itself, equally belongs both co the entire Holy Trinity 
and co each of che hyposcases (here once again we have che antinomy of 
the identity of different things and the difference between identical 
things). The case chac is imagined by the Filioque doctrine is noc given 
here, however, and is even excluded ex bypotbesi, so co speak: chat is, the 
case where che hyposcases of the Father and the Son, in their bi-unity, 
have common possession of the nature as a certain common fund, from 
which as from one principle, they draw the Holy Spirit, without being dis
tinguished from each other. But the nature is not a fund, but always a 
hypostatized being, and there can be no place here for common posses
sion, because chis idea signifies the separation ofhypostatic being and nat
ural being, co which is thus attributed the possibility of belonging - in 
different combinations - co one, two, or three. 

This introduces a tritbeism in the definition of the relations between 
che crihyposcacic being and che nature. The result achieved is totally op
posite co that which is adumbrated in the Filioque doctrine: in order to 
avoid che hypostatic differentiation of che two in the procession of the 
Holy Spirit, one has recourse to the nature, in whose darkness no 
hyposcacic suns shine. But chis presupposes such a separation of che na
ture from the hypostases, such an extrahypostatizedness of the nature, 
chat the hyposcases become separate co-participants in che one nature, in 
che common possession. Thus, the goal is not attained and the dogma of 
divine consubscanciality is abrogated. The nature does not exist in Divinity 
as an independent principle, in which the difference of the hypostases is 
abolished and two are as one. The ray of each hyposcasis penetrates down 
co the very bottom of the nature and totally hyposcacizes it. That is why it 
is impossible co posit two hyposcases chat would be one in nature, chat 
would lose, as it were, their individual hypostatic personhood: two 
hyposcases, that of the Father and chat of the Son, are and abide as two ac
cording ro the nature as well. If one wishes to insist chat the Holy Spirit pro
ceeds from the Father and the Son, then one should affirm that this pro
cession is from two principles, not from one; and Phocius' "diarchic" 
counterargument acquires new force. 

Returning co the question of aseity in the hypostatic self-definitions, 
we must say chat it equally concerns both the hypostatic being and the nae-
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ural being of each of che hyposcases. Consequencly, che Pacernal hyposcasis 
is che Facher boch hyposcatically and nacurally in Jes incerrelation wich che 
ocher hyposcases, in generacion and procession. Bue one can say che same 
ching abouc che Son, Who is self-defined boch nacurally and hyposcacically 
as che Son, chac is, He is engendered. And che same ching can, of course, be 
said abouc che Holy Spiric, Who is self-defined boch nacurally and hypo
scacically in His procession. Bue besides this there is also che triune nature 
of che consubscancial Trinicy, which is subscancially idencical wich che na
cure of each of the individual hyposcases, while differing from this nature 
modally, as ic were, according co the mode of ics hyposcacic possession. 
This difference refers, of course, not co ics ousian essence but to the mode 
of its possession by che Holy Trinicy in che criunity and by each individual 
hyposcasis. 

The Holy Trinity is che trinitarian ace of the self-definicion of che 
hyposcases; and each of che elemencs of this crinitarity, despice che aseity 
and equi-divinity of the three hyposcases, is correlative co che other cwo 
hyposcases and in chis sense is condicioned by them. The fellness of nacu
ral being, as self-revelation, is given only in che crinicarity of che 
hyposcatic self-definicions. Nacurally too, che Holy Trinity exists only 
trinely, "consubscancially and indivisibly," which is why each of che indi
vidual hyposcatic modes of nacural being does noc simply exist, but co
exiscs in ics indivisibility wich the ochers. Therefore, in general, none of 
che hypostases in ics separate personal being can be understood except in 
crinicarian conjugacy. This leads co a general chesis, which is a kind of ax
iom concerning the Holy Trinity: the three hypostases, in their character, are 
not single and not double, but trine. They muse be underscood noc on che ba
sis of chemselves alone, buc on che basis of cheir trinicarian union; chey 
are defined and shine noc only wich cheir own lighc, buc also wich che 
lighc reflecced from the ocher hyposcases. le follows chac all chree 
hyposcases muse be underscood in a distinctly personal as well as trinitarian 
manner; and any doccrine chac cransforms che Holy Trinity inco a syscem 
of originacions and dyads is fundamencally deficienc. 

Therefore, all chree hyposcases muse be considered in che concexc, so 
co speak, of chese discinccly personal buc also crinicarian incerrelacions -
and firsc of all che hyposcasis of che Facher. Of course, ic is noc by accidenc 
buc in full conformity wich che trinitarian self-definicion of each of the 
hyposcases thac ic is said abouc che Father with reference co boch che Son 
and the Holy Spirit: "who proceedeth from the Facher." This means chat 
che Facher is che Facher not only wich reference co che Son buc also wich 
reference co the Holy Spiric, noc only as che Engenderer but also as the 
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Spirator. Heavenly Fatherhood is defined by generation and spiration, but 
it is not limited to this. In contradisrincrion to earthly fatherhood, it nec
essarily includes the procession of the Spirit upon the Son: "This is my be
loved Son" (Matt. p7). If we were to apply this to multihypostatic being, 
for human beings too the complex of fatherhood is not exhausted by gen
eration but also includes a relation of the active love of the engendering 
one to the one engendered, which in the creaturely world is analogous to 
the hypostatic Paternal love for the Only Begotten Son. 

Analogously, the hypostasis of the Son is defined not only by His re
lation to the Father, the relation of the Engendered One to the Engen
dering One, but also by Their mutual love. And this love is precisely the 
Holy Spirit, Who not only reposes upon the Son but also passes through 
the Son. He is the union of the love of the Father and the Son. Finally (and 
most importantly here), the hypostasis of the Holy Spirit necessarily in
cludes this trinitarian (not double) definition: the Holy Spirit can be un
derstood only in relation to the Father and the Son; however, contrary to 
the Catholic doctrine, this relation concerns not that in which the 
hypostases are not distinct and do not exist separately, but that in which 
they are distinct and hypostatic. In the triangle, which is the geometrical 
symbol of the Holy Trinity, the determinants are not the lines but the 
three points connected by these lines. Each point or apex of the triangle 
has a complex relation to the other two points, implies or contains them 
as it were. And in this (but only in this) sense, the Filioque represents a self
evident premise of the doctrine of the Holy Spirit. This doctrine cannot 
eliminate or forget the interrelation of the Third hypostasis not only with 
the First but also with the Second: the Holy Spirit is such not only for the 
Father but also for the Son. One can say that the Father engenders the 
Son even as the Son is engendered from the Father, with the necessary 
presence and thus the participation of the Holy Spirit; and that the Holy 
Spirit proceeds from the Father, or the Father draws out of Himself in 
procession the Holy Spirit, with the necessary presence or participation of 
the Son. If one uses Bolotov's expression "condition" (despite all its inade
quacy), one can say that, in the Holy Trinity, the Son is the condition of 
the Holy Spirit, even as the Holy Spirit is the condition of the Son. The 
three hypostases are concrete trihypostatic interrelations. 

The Church Fathers were always conscious of this truth, that is, the 
trinitarian inter-definition of the hypostases, and attempted to express it 
in different ways, for the most part descriptively, in search of the most 
precise formula, although this, as it turns out, was never found. And this 
led to the multiplicity, and apparent imprecision, ambiguity, and even 
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contradictoriness of patristic propositions on the interrelation of rhe 
three hypostases. Without mentioning the constant and confounding 
question of the "origination" of the hypostases from one another, we can
not fail to see one fundamental fact, which is the most characteristic fact 
for the patristic literature on this question: not only is there no fixed dog
matic definition on this subject, but there is even a great diversity in the 
expression of this one general idea, a diversity which one attempts in vain 
to smooth over by artificial reinterpretations. Most striking at first glance 
are the different nuances in the expression of the general interrelation of 
the trinitarian hypostases, especially the relation of the Holy Spirit to the 
Father and the Son, nuances which we find in rhe writings of different Fa
thers or in the writings of the same Father but in different passages; how
ever, these differences almost never led to misunderstandings or conflicts 
among the Fathers themselves. 

This mutual tolerance and even permissiveness, as it were, is most 
striking in the doctrinal difference between Ease and West concerning the 
Trinity and, in particular, concerning the doctrine of the procession of 
the Holy Spirit. Boch "cheologoumena" (as Professor Bolocov calls these 
opinions), the dia and the Filioque, enjoyed the same right of citizenship 
prior to the Lacin-Phocian dispute. This difference was not felt co be a 
fundamental divergence, for unity of thought, precisely concerning the 
trinitarian character of the definition of each of the hypostases, appeared 
to be more essential than particu/4r differences in the definition of this 
crinicarity. The general idea was self-evident, as it were, whereas the partic
ularities were evidencly viewed not so much as dogmatic definitions or 
even as "theologoumena" but as dogmatic hypotheses, attempts co de
scriptively express an idea that had not received or, at that point, had not 
even sought for itself a precise dogmatic definition. The axis of the trini
tarian dogma, its generally accepted initial truth, was the recognition of 
the monarchy of the Father, of the primary and central significance of the 
Paternal hyposcasis, which was accepted by representatives of all the ori
entations. By contrast, the question of the origination of one hypostasis 
from another, in particular the question of the procession of the Holy 
Spirit from the Father alone or from the Father and the Son, and whether 
He proceeds from one cause or from rwo causes, had not yet been placed 
at rhe center of attention (though it had been adumbrated); and the prob
lem had not yet acquired the one-sidedness char came to characterize it 
later. 

Thus, the stare of the theological doctrine of the Holy Spirit in the 
patristic epoch, both in the West and in the East, is comparable to the 
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state oflogology in the ante-Nicene epoch or to that of Christology in the 
ante-Chalcedonian epoch, when different and widely divergent theologi· 
cal tendencies and theologoumena peacefully coexisted, the difference be
ing that pneumatology (in contrast to logology and Christology) has still 
not had its council of Nicaea or Chalcedon - for the Second Council of 
Constantinople, which only fleetingly considered, on the basis of the Gos
pel, the relation of the Holy Spirit to the Father but did not consider at all 
His relation to the Son, cannot be regarded as such a council. There has 
not yet been an ecumenical council devoted to the doctrine of the Holy 
Spirit, and no dogmatic formula pertaining to the Holy Spirit has been 
found that would be obligatory for the entire Church. The Latin-Photian 
dispute was, in general, a dogmatic misfortune for the Church, owing to 
its schismatic spirit; and a particular misfortune was the fact that both 
sides, the Eastern church and the Western church, felt themselves to be in 
possession of the true dogma of the procession of the Holy Spirit - either 
from the Father alone or from the Father and the Son. And both of these 
theological opinions, or doctrines, acquired the significance of dogmas in 
the consciousness of the two adversaries. 

More blameworthy here is the Western church, which not only 
erected an entire dogmatic construction for its theologoumenon, a con
struction that was erroneous in its premises and false in its conclusions, 
but which even stamped it with the seal of papal infallibility (which is 
why, in practical terms, the Filioque is, first and foremost, a dogma about 
the pope, something which Professor Bolotov has pointed out in his 
theses35). In the East, the analogous significance of a false dogma has 
been acquired by Photius' doctrine, which represents a sort of novelty for 
the Eastern church and is infected by a similar schismatic spirit. 

This spirit grew in intensity, as did the internal schism between East 
and West, which culminated in the mutual anathemas of the unhappy 
year 1054. But these contradictory theological opinions never acquired the 
force of a dogma of the universal Church. In particular, for the East, 
Photianism cannot pretend even to that simulacrum of dogmatic author
ity which is possessed by the Filioque for the West by virtue of its inclu
sion in the papal infallibility. Here, the East could never tie up the loose 
ends and resolve the divergences and often the contradictions of the pa· 
tristic opinions, which were by no means easy to adapt to the Photian 

35. Having esrablished that the Filioque is not an impedimen"'m dirimens separating 
che Ease and Wesc, Bolotov poses rhe question: "Whar sundered rhe communion of the 
one catholic Church? I answer without evasion: It was sundered by the Roman papacy.• 
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pseudo-dogma. And here, as we showed above, the question of the proces
sion of the Holy Spirit was usurped, in both the East and the West, by the 
question of origination. Bur this question cannot exist with reference ro rhe 
equi-eternal hypostases. 

One must accept a fundamental fact, both historical and dogmatic, 
that, in and of itself, has a much greater dogmatic significance than the 
false dogmas of the procession: namely, rhar "rhe Greek fathers and Au
gustine followed quire different paths in rheology and arrived ar far from 
identical rheologoumena" (Bolorov). Furthermore, "Phorius and his suc
cessors continued relations with the western church without receiving 
(and evidently wirhour demanding) from ir rhe explicit conciliar renunci
ation of the Filioque" (thesis 25). This mutual tolerance toward different 
rheological opinions, which would certainly have been inappropriate and 
even impossible with reference ro fully established dogmas, accorded with 
rhe correct dogmatic instinct of rhe Church, which precisely defines rhe lim
its of what is acceptable and possible. And this centuries-old mutual tol
erance indubitably arrests rhar rhe Church did nor have a definite dogma 
then, even as ir has nor established one in later epochs. 

The authentic tradition of the Church, which on this subject was ex
pressed with dogmatic restraint and discreet imprecision, must be our 
guide now roo, for nothing of essence has changed in this question and 
nothing decisive has occurred. As before, our guide must be rhe following 
proposition: there does not yet exist a definitive dogma of the procession of the 
Holy Spiri~ either with regard ro rhe meaning of the procession or with re
gard to its mode. This is either because the rime has nor yet come for such 
a dogma or because rhe only answer rhar can be given ro rhe imaginary 
question concerning the procession understood as origination is an imagi
nary dogma; and the Church does nor dogmarize imaginaries. And if, in 
the ancient Church, different rheologoumena had the right to exist, in par
ticular the dia and rhe Filioque, now roo rhey retain this right, though nor 
as dogmas bur only as rheologoumena, rheological opinions and hypoth
eses, as different forms of rheologizing. Bur these different opinions must 
nor be stigmatized as heresies, from rhe one side or the other. Ir was pre
cisely rhis idea rhar was expressed by Professor V. V. Bolorov when he had 
the courage to proclaim rhar ir was nor the Filioque rhar divided rhe 
Church, just as now ir is nor an impedimentum dirimens [obstacle rhar di
vides) for rhe union of rhe churches; that is, in and of itself, the Filioque is 
not a heresy. And so, according ro rhe competent and impartial judgment 
of an Orthodox historian of rhe Church, there is one less phantom im
pediment, which is perhaps rhe most frightening one, ro rhe reunification 
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of the churches. But Bolotov himself remained enshrouded in the mist of 
imaginary problems and imaginary dogmas concerning the procession of 
the Holy Spirit as origination. 

If we dispel this mist and expose the true character of this imaginary 
dogma, we can with even greater confidence affirm the absence of heresy 
where there are only different attempts to express the inexpressible, to de
scribe the indescribable. For heresy begins here only when power is gained 
by the schismatic spirit, which transforms theological opinions into "ab
stract principles," into one-sided convictions, and in this sense into here
sies (inasmuch as the precise meaning of "heresy," hairesis, is, first and 
foremost, one-sidedness). "Filioque," "through the Son," "from Both," "ek 
monou tou Patros," and other suchlike formulas can and must be under
stood (as they were understood by the ancient church) not as mutually 
contradictory or mutually exclusive expressions but as equivalent in some 
sense, as having the same meaning or at least as imbued with the same 
idea. This can be done if we emancipate the dogmatic doctrine from the 
imaginary problematic of procession as origination. The general and funda
mental idea of the dogma of the Holy Spirit and of His "procession" con
sists in the fact that His relation to the Father is defined on the basis of 
the "monarchy" of the Father; the Holy Spirit's relation to the Father is 
that of the Revealing One to the One Being Revealed, and not merely as 
the Revealing One but as the Co-Revealing One (together with the Son). 
The definition of the Holy Spirit that follows from this inner interrela
tion is therefore not dual but trinitarian. This definition can be dogmati
cally described starting from different points, and these different dogmatic 
descriptions coincide in substance, inasmuch as they refer to one and the 
same Divine being. 

In particular, it is possible to justify even Photius' interpretation of 
the formula "who proceedeth from the Father" as "who proceedeth from 
the Father alone (ek monou ]" if, instead of associating this idea with imagi
nary origination, one understands procession itself as the fundamental 
interrelation between the Father, Who is revealed, and the Spirit and the 
Son, Who reveal. "From the Father alone" expresses the idea of the "mon
archy" of the Father as the initial principle in the Holy Trinity, as the only 
one who is revealed. Of course, this ek monou does not by any means have 
the limiting and exclusive significance that was given to it by Photius; it is 
compatible with the recognition of another interrelation between the 
Holy Spirit and the Son, based on the procession from the Father. 

Further, one can understand, justify, and accept the dia tou Huiou, as 
well as even the Filioque with its different variants ("from Both," "proper 
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co che Son," ecc.), cogecher wich ek tou Patros and even ek monou tou Patros, 
if one in general considers chac che relacion of che Holy Spiric to the Son is 
indicaced here. This relacion is noc rejecced; ic is jusc noc indicaced in che 
cexc, "who proceedech from che Facher." The relacion of che Holy Spiric 
co che Son is by no means excluded, buc is presupposed by His relacion co 
che Facher. And all che formulas of che procession, if only che laccer is noc 
underscood as originacion, represenc only differenc forms of che crinicar
ian definicion of che Third hyposcasis - noc only in relacion co che Fa
cher buc also in relacion co che Son. As differenc descriptions of chis incer
relacion, chese formulas can all be admicced in parallel if only one does 
noc accribuce co chem a liceral dogmacic significance. The general mean
ing of chese formulas can be expressed as follows: The Third hyposcasis 
muse be underscood simulcaneously noc only in relacion co che Firsc, ac
cording co che principle of che monarchy of che Facher, buc also in rela
cion co che Son (jusc as che hyposcasis of che Son muse be underscood noc 
only in relacion co che Facher buc also in relacion co che Holy Spiric). 

This leads co a practical conclusion: The dogmacic divergence con
cerning che procession of che Holy Spiric, due co an erroneous under
scanding of procession as origination, accescs above all thac this question 
has noc sufficiencly ripened for dogmacic definition, which is someching 
chat remains perhaps for the not so near future. That is why these dog
macic divergences, in and of chemselves noc represencing an impedimentum 
dirimens, must not serve as a pretexc for mutual accusations of heresy, in
asmuch as chey can be harmonized or ac lease considered noc co exclude 
one another. Noc imaginary heresy, but che schismatic spiric and false 
dogmacism suscain chac separacion of which che ancienc church was free. 

The dogmacic divergence is furcher complicaced by che Wescern in
sercion of che Filioque in co che Creed; chis addicion bears che scamp of 
Roman absolucism, alchough ic is also recained by confessions chac have 
broken off from Rome (Anglicanism, Procescancism). Ac che presenc cime 
chere is a cendency co consider chis divergence in che Creed an accribuce of 
che Wescern and Eascern ricuals in che concexc of their differenc licurgical 
cradicions. Originally, che insercion of che Filioque appeared in che Wesc 
sponcaneously and impercepcibly. le became militancly cendencious only 
afcer ic had become a weapon of che schismacic spiric on boch sides. le was 
used as a means of batcle and separation. But even if we do noc dispuce 
chac chis addicion infringed co some excenc on che formal inviolability of 
che Creed chat had been accepted and confirmed by a series of ecumenical 
councils, inicially ic was only a kind of incerprecacion or gloss. 

We cannot in all sincerity insist on the purely formal inviolability of 
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rhe Creed once we know rhar, in essence, rhe dogmatic reaching was com
plemented by rhe later decrees of rhe ecumenical councils themselves, al
though rhey formally affirmed this inviolability. What is imporranr, of 
course, is rhe meaning of rhe addition: Can ir be understood as an ecclesi
astically admissible rheologoumenon, which is how ir is currently under
stood by rhe Old Catholics and rhe Anglicans? Thus, if one extracts from 
rhe Filioque addition rhe thorn of dogmatic irreconcilability, one must 
rake into account the fact of a centuries-old liturgical tradition, which, if 
only by virrue of irs antiquity, has acquired a sacred character and a kind 
of inviolability. Thus, tolerance could have been extended even ro rhe 
Western addition, which would have become liturgical in character and 
lost its dogmatic acuteness. 

Opposed ro rhe schismatic spirit is churchly love; and love, accord
ing ro the Apostle, "bearerh all things" (1 Cor. 13:7). Dogmatically, rhe 
"question" of rhe procession musr yer be a subject of further invesriga
rion. Bur in and of itself rhe divergence expressed by rhe two traditions, 
Filioque and dia tou Huiou, is nor a heresy or even a dogmatic error. It is a 
difference of rheological opinions which was dogmarized prematurely 
and erroneously. There is no dogma of the relation of the Holy Spirit to the Son, 
and therefore particular opinions on this subject are nor heresies bur 
merely dogmatic hypotheses, which have been transformed into heresies 
by rhe schismatic spirit rhar has established itself in the Church and that 
eagerly exploits all sorts of liturgical and even cultural differences. (That 
is why, in rhe most deplorable epoch of the schism, from the eleventh cen
tury onward, there were dozens of mutual accusations of heresy.) 

The besr evidence for this is the fact that, in practice, the rwo sides, 
West and East, do not differ in their veneration of the Holy Spirit, despite 
their divergence regarding rhe procession. Ir seems highly strange that 
such a major dogmatic divergence would have no practical impact, 
whereas normally a dogma always has a practical significance, determines 
rhe religious life. In this case, even the most extreme zealots of the schis
matic spirit have nor been able to apply the imaginary dogma ro life or ro 
indicate its practical consequences. One can say that neither the Western 
church nor the Eastern church knows rhe living heresy of the Holy Spirit, 
but such knowledge would be inevitable if there were a dogmatic heresy. It 
might appear unexpected and strange that such a long-lasting dispute, to 
which such a crucial importance has been attributed, is based not on real
ity but on a dogmatic phantom and misunderstanding: Can it be that in
numerable theologians on both sides who fought for their truth were in 
error, were victims of a terrible exaggeration? Yes, they were in error, but it 
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was noc chey chemselves, as cheologians, who were in error, in cheir efforc 
co find a sacisfaccory cheological theory or doctrine; rather, it was the 
schismacic spiric living in chem thac was in error. The dispute over che 
Holy Spirit, the hyposcasis of intratrinitarian Love, unfolded in an atmo· 
sphere of un-love, of active schism, and ic was chus doomed co scerilicy. The 
dogmacic controversy concerning che Spiric was deprived precisely of 
spiric, and ics resulc was cherefore scerilicy and empciness. 

* * 
The Filioque dispuce includes and discloses an imporcanc aspecc of che 
doccrine of che Holy Trinicy, namely, che special, dyadic union of che Sec
ond and Third hyposcases in ics relacion co che monarchy of che Facher. 
Boch che Western Filioque and che Eascern di4 jusdy indicate the special 
connection of bi-unity between che Second and Third hyposcases, a connec
cion one should never forget abouc when discussing che Holy Trinicy. Bue, 
unforcunacely, in che Wescern cheologoumenon che logical accenc was 
shifted co the union of the Son with che Facher in che spiracion of che 
Holy Spiric, chereby posculacing a false dyadic union. Meancime, alchough 
the Eascern cheologoumenon, dia, never expressed the idea of che dyadic 
union of che Son and che Holy Spiric with all che precision and fullness 
thac could be desired, it nevercheless suggesced a possible way to under
scand chis union. 

The idea of che monarchy of che Facher, which conscicuces the very 
foundacion of che crinicarian doccrine, was underscood erroneously, chac 
is, ic was underscood wich reference co originacion or produccion, an 
imaginary concepc. !cs crue meaning, procecting chis idea from che ocher
wise inevicable admixcure of ontological subordinacionism, is chac che 
Firsc hyposcasis is che One chac is Revealed, while in relacion co chis 
hyposcasis che ocher cwo are ics bihyposcacic Revelacion. This implies, of 
course, a cercain bierarchism, a voluntary hierarchism of che self-renounc· 
ing love proper co each of che hyposcases of che Holy Trinicy; each has ics 
proper mode of concrece hyposcatic love, ho lropos tis huparxeos. 

In chis crinicarian mode of love, according co ics meaning, chere is 
only one subject, che center of revelation, and chis consciruces che "monar
chy" of che Facher; and He is che center in relacion co che hypostases of reve
lation, the Son and the Holy Spiric. These two hyposcases noc only differ as 
different modes of chis revelacion, Word and Spiric (the predicace and che 
copula, so co speak), buc chey are also uniced as the bi-une mode of chis 
Pacernal self-revelacion; and in relacion co che monarchy of che Facher 
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they represent a certain dyad, in which one cannot think of one of the 
hypostases without thinking of the other. 

This dyadism expresses a truth that is formulated differently by the 
Filioque and by the Greek dia. The Son cannot be separated in hypostatic 
self-definition from the Spirit, or vice versa. And neither can He be sepa
rated - hypostatically or dyadically - from the Father. This dyadic char
acter of the relations of the Son and the Holy Spirit to the Father as the 
"Principle" is falsely expressed by the doctrine of two originations or pro
ductions from the Father: through generation and through procession. 
The two revealing hypostases, in their dyadic union as well as each sepa
rately, are correlated with the Father as their Principle as far as His self
revelation is concerned; and here the two are united as the unique but 
bihypostatic revelation of the Father. 

Thus, one can say that the "being" of each of these two hypostases, in 
all the originality of their tropos huparxeiis [mode of being), depends not 
only on the Father but also on the other co-revealing hypostasis. There
fore, with regard to the Son, one must say that, in being generated from 
the Father, He receives upon Himself from the Father the reposing of the 
Holy Spirit; and consequently in His "being" He is inseparable (although 
personally distinct) from the Holy Spirit. The being of the Son in all the 
originality of the Second hypostasis depends a Patre Spirituque (on the Fa
ther and the Spirit]. Likewise, concerning the Spirit one can say that He 
proceeds from the Father not in a general and abstract manner, but pre
cisely upon the Son; consequently, we get dia tou Huiou or Filioque. This 
"que" ("and"), which Latin theology introduces in only one place, actually 
occurs in all places where the trinitarian definition of each of the trinitar
ian hypostases must be expressed. This trinitarian definition is not a rela
tion of"origination," however, but the complex and concrete interrelation 
of the Revealed hypostasis and the Revealing hypostases. 

It is this bi-unity of the Second and Third hypostases that is indi
cated by scriptural texts in which the Spirit is called Christ's: "the Spirit 
of truth" Oohn 16:13), "the Spirit of the Son" (Gal. 4:6), "the Spirit of 
Christ" (Rom. 8:9). These texts attest the dyadic connection of the Son 
and the Spirit, the fact that They are inseparable, although personally dis
tinct. This is also attested in cases of a reverse character, which involve the 
reposing of the Holy Spirit upon the Son and Their inseparability in this 
sense. One should nor forger that the God-Man received the name 
"Christ," and that this name tacitly includes the name of the Third 
hypostasis: "Anointed by the Holy Spirit." We find this in the narrative 
concerning the descent of the Holy Spirit upon Jesus at the Epiphany, as 
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well as in Jesus' direct application to Himself of Isaiah's messianic proph
ecy: "The Spirit of the Lord God is upon me" (Isa. 61:1; Luke 4:18). Also 
pertinent here is the whole series of texts where the Lord says that He ex
pels demons by the Holy Spirit. 
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CHAPTER 3 

On the Spirit of God 
and the Holy Spirit 

God is spirit and spirituality is the very essence of God. In addition, spiri
tuality in God is expressly associated, as it were, with the Holy Spirit, the 
Third hypostasis. The spirituality of the Holy Spirit as the Third 
hypostasis is identical to the spirituality of God, but at the same time it 
bypostatically differs from it in some sense. One can say that the Holy 
Spirit is also the spirit of God, but one cannot say, conversely, that the 
spirit of God is the Holy Spirit, for God is spirit in His entire trihypostatic 
being, not only as the Third hypostasis, but also as the First and Second. 
Spirituality is proper to the First and Second hypostases not less than to 
the Third. The Father and the Son are spirit to an equal degree as the 
Holy Spirit; but it is the Holy Spirit Who manifests the spirituality of the 
Holy Trinity as the Trihypostatic God. 

And thus we have here the equality-inequality, the identification
distinction between the spirit of God and the Holy Spirit. The Holy Spirit 
actualiz:.es the spirituality of God, without retaining it, exhausting it, or 
even defining it, for His own spirituality is that of the Father and the Son. 
Ontologically we have here the interpenetrability but also the inconfusi
bility of the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit, of the entire Holy 
Trinity, which is spirit, one spirit, not doubly or triply spirit. And at the 
same time, each of the hypostases has its own spirituality, or more pre
cisely, it possesses its own spirituality in its own way; but at the same time 
it actualizes it in the Holy Spirit. In this sense, the Holy Spirit is a hypos
tasis that is both one and trine. He manifests and bears within Himself 
the trinitarian cransparence of the substance of the spirit. The Holy Spirit 
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is the spirit of God; the spirit of God - the spirit of the Father and the 
spirit of the Son - is the Holy Spirit, Who is not only the Holy Spirit as 
the Third hypostasis but also the spirit of God. 

This transparence of the trihypostatic spirit makes His trinitarity 
imperceptible and indistinguishable, even though the latter constitutes 
the very foundation of His being. There can be no monohypostatic spirit; 
for the spirit is not a unihypostatically but a trihypostatically or 
multihypostatically revealed spirituality. The Holy Spirit exists by virtue 
of the Father and the Son, as Tbeir mutual love and as very Love for Them. 
In this sense, the Holy Spirit does not belong to Himself, is not His own, 
but is the Spirit of the Father and the Son, for in general to be one's own, 
self-enclosed and limited, is not proper to the nature of the spirit. But at 
the same time, as a hypostasis, the Holy Spirit is personal, that is, He is 
the Spirit contained within Himself, the Third hypostasis. These defini
tions can obviously not be encompassed by a discursive scheme based on 
the rational law of static identity. They transcend this law, for here we 
have a dynamic identity, expressed by a series of static nonidentities or iden
tities of the nonidentical. Based on this fundamental property of dynamic 
identity with static difference, an essential fact becomes clear: following 
Scripture, we say about the spirit of God and rhe Holy Spirit that they are 
different and the same. When we speak about the spirit of God, we do not 
yet speak about the Holy Spirit. However, here we cannot in essence dis
tinguish the spirit of God from the Holy Spirit, the Third hypostasis; and 
even less can we oppose the one to the other. 

The spirit of God is the triunity of the three hypostases in the sepa
rateness of Tbeir Penons. The Holy Spirit is Their bypostatic union in the 
Third Person. If one can say, on the basis of the principle of the monarchy 
of the Father, that the entire Holy Trinity is the Father Who reveals Him
self in the Son and the Spirit, one can also speak about the divine triunity 
of the Divinity revealed in the hypostasis of the Holy Spirit. In the first 
case the Father is autotheos or ho Tbeos, God the Subject; in the second case, 
one can say about the Third hypostasis that it is the Spirit of the spirit, to 
pneuma (with an article), in relation to Tbeion pneuma, a predicate (or even 
copula) that has become its own subject. In the fullness and perfection of 
His self-revelation, God is the Third and final hypostasis, which in this 
sense is, as it were, also the First hypostasis. 

This character of the relation that exists between the Divine spirit 
and the Holy Spirit is manifested both in the interhypostatic interrela
tions of the Divine Persons and in Their interrelation in the one Divinity, 
or the Divine Sophia. 
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The Divine Sophia possesses being not only for the hypostatic tri
unity but also in herself, as the glory and revelation of Divinity. She, the 
Divine Sophia, is, of course, also a spiritual principle, the spirituality of the 
trihypostatic spirit. She exists inseparably from the divine trihyposta
tizedness but not indistinguishably from it. She possesses aseity or auton
omous being as the divinity or spirituality of the hypostatic spirit. In her, 
this hypostatic spirit is revealed in itself and for itself in its proper spiritu
ality, but this revealing principle, the spirituality in the spirit, the 
"hypostatizedness" of the hypostases, has also irs own being according to 

itself, as the Divinity of God. In this sense, God is also spirit as the Divine 
Sophia. And in this spirituality of hers, rhe Divine Sophia, in her final 
fullness, receives the seal of the Holy Spirit. 

And about her one can also say that, in general being spirituality, she 
is also a revelation of the Holy Spirit. This revelation includes, as its onto
logical prius or precondition, rhe entire content of the revelation of the 
First hypostasis in the Second, which content is manifested and realized 
by rhe Holy Spirit; and in this sense it is the Holy Spirit. God reveals His 
spirituality in the Divine Sophia, nor only in the Word bur also in the 
Holy Spirit, in the Third hypostasis. Bur He reveals it nor only in her her
self, but also outside of her, in creation, in rhe creaturely Sophia. In other 
words, the direct revelation of the hypostaric God ro creatures, of the Di
vine Sophia ro creation, is an action of rhe Holy Spirit ("grace"); and this 
revelation has as its content the Word, Who in Himself shows the Father. 
The spirit of God, who is also rhe Holy Spirit, is nor his own, not a spirit 
self-enclosed in his own content. He is the Spirit of Truth, the Spirit of 
Wisdom, rhe Spirit of rhe Father and of the Son, the Spirit of rhe Holy 
Trinity.1 

With these theological considerations we wish to establish an im
mensely important fact: the apparent failure to distinguish two different 
senses of the term "spirit of God," as Divinity in general and as rhe Holy 
Spirit, is a fundamental, general, and typical feature of the Holy Scripture. 

1. On che basis of chc foregoing discussion, we establish che following principle of 
dogmatic exegesis. In all cases where the .. spirit of God" is mentioned, one should under
stand che revelation and accion of che God who is in the Holy Trinity, without differenti· 
arion of the individual hypostases - the revelation and accion of the Trinicy as a unity. 
But this general understanding can be combined with a more particular one, with refer
ence to the Third hypostasis, to the Holy Spirit as such a hypostasis, which specially ex
presses the spirituality of the Divine Spirit in the fullness of His self-revelation. This ex· 
pression does not have to be accompanied by any definite relacion co the Third 
hypostasis itself, however, but can designate solely its action or manifestation. 
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The expression "spirit of God" is used promiscue, and it is difficult, if nor 
impossible, co determine its precise meaning except in certain parcicular 
cases. Ir can mean God Himself, the Holy Trinicy, the Third hyposrasis, 
the Holy Spirit, or the accion of God in the world, and chis somecimes in 
the broadest and most indeterminate sense. One can say char in general 
whenever it needs to indicate the action of God in the world or His revela
tion co Creation, Scripture speaks of the "spirit" of God. This apparent 
imprecision of the sacred writers is capable of causing confusion and even 
of producing offense if one does nor rake into account the above
indicated interrelation among the spiritualicy of God, the spirit of God, 
and the Holy Spirit. 

I. In the Old Testament 

The dogma of the Holy Trinicy is, of course, contained in the Old Testa
ment; however, it remains partially hidden and as if undeveloped, so that 
only in the light of the New Testament revelation do the pertinent texts ac
quire their full significance and lose their apparent incomprehensibilicy. 
The Old Testament displays clear traces of the doctrine of the trihyposratic 
God (see Isa. 6:3) and even hints, as it were, at rhe distinctly personal being 
of the hypostases, at least that of the Son (Ps. 2:7; Ps.110:1-4) and thus, indi
rectly, that of the Father. As for the Third hypostasis, even hints are absent, 
but at the same cime a great deal is said about the spirit of God (see Isa. 63). 
This constitutes a fundamental fact of the Old Testament revelation con
cerning the spirit of God, namely, that this revelation does not know at all the 
hyposf4Sis of the Hory Spirit but knows very well the action of the spirit of God. 
There naturally arises the problem of the correct dogmacic exegesis of the 
pertinent texts: ls it a quescion of God as spirit in general or is it a quescion 
(though in a hidden manner) precisely of the Holy Spirit? But in this case 
there is no either/or alternative, for the two terms are compatible: if God is 
spirit, every one of His actions is spiritual, is a manifestation of spirit; but 
at the same cime God's spiritualicy finds its revelation precisely in the 
Third hypostasis, in the indivisible unicy of this hypostasis with the other 
hypostases. Therefore, the distinction concerns not the essence of the mat
ter but only the logical accent or the express intencion of the particular 
text. It concerns the idea that the text predominantly expresses: the 
hypostatic being of the Holy Spirit, the revelacion of God in theophany, or 
the communication of express gifts. Naturally, different texts have differ
ent meanings. Let us present a brief survey of these texts. 
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Our accencion is firsc drawn by Genesis 1:2: "che Spiric of God moved 
upon che face of che waters" of the first creation. This, of course, expresses 
God's general creative action upon che formless primordial matter, the 
initial chaos, unmanifesced in its content, the tohu vabohu. Insofar as in 
general the creation of che world is che work of God Who is in the Holy 
Trinity, there is no obstacle to associating this spirit of God with the ac
tion oftrihyposcatic Divinity in the world. But at the same time, since the 
place of the Third hypostasis in creation is defined precisely as that of the 
accomplishing hypostasis, one can see here a direct indication of the action 
of the Holy Spirit as the Third bypost4sis. 

Nevertheless, and chis must be underscored, here it is directly more a 
question of the action of the Holy Spirit than of His hypostasis: the spirit 
of God is considered apart from His hypostatic definition, as if extra
hypostatically (although not nonhypostatically). And this separation be
tween the action of the Spirit and the knowledge of His hypostasis, the 
possibility and presence of such a nonhypostatic revelation of the Spirit, 
is the primary and primordial fact in the revelation of the Holy Spirit, 
which can be observed at the very beginning of the being of the world, or 
in its first creation, which will be followed by the second creation, the Six 
Days. 

This movement of the Spirit of God over the earth (in the liturgical 
symbolics this corresponds to che movement of che covering over the sa
cred gifts during the recitation of the Creed) is already the first Pentecosc, 
noc one which is effected upon man, but one which anticipates the coming 
of man into the world. To continue this parallel, let us note that neither 
the first nor the second Pentecost knows the Holy Spirit Himself in His 
hypostatic being; they only receive His power, both in the fructification of 
che world and in the human souls inflamed by the congues of fire. Gene
sis 1:2 is, in general, che mosc important cestimony abouc che Spiric of God 
in the Old Tescamenc revelation thac refers to che cime before God's first 
covenanc with man and even before man. However, chis earch was precisely 
chac duscofche ground ouc of which was created che human body for the 
breaching into ic of che breach of life from God (Gen. 2:7). 

The nexc Old Tescament cexc concerning che Spiric of God concerns 
ancediluvian humanity's blasphemy againsc che Holy Spiric. Ancediluvian 
humanity had excinguished the spirit in icselfco such a degree that it was 
said about ic, "My Spiric muse noc for ever be disgraced in man, for he is 
buc flesh" (Gen. 6:3; cranslacion taken from che Jerusalem Bible). 
Exegecically, we have here the same double meaning: "My Spiric" can refer 
either co Divinity and His spirituality in general or co the Spiric Himself, 
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the Third hyposcasis. But even in the second case the accent lies precisely 
upon the spirituality of the Spirit, not upon His lrypostasis. 

The Spirit of God in general, without further specific definition, is 
mentioned in a number of rexes of a messianic character. These rexes can 
also be interpreted in the general sense of divine action and inspiration, 
and acquire a more precise meaning only in the light of the New Testa· 
ment revelation, precisely with reference co the Holy Spirit. Here we may 
mention Isaiah u:2, "and the spirit of the Lord shall rest upon him," and 
Isaiah 61:1, "the Spirit of the Lord God is upon me; because the Lord hath 
anointed me." The authentic interpretation of chis text is given by the 
Lord Himself in Luke 4:18. Noc as indisputable is the exclusive application 
of Isaiah 41:1 to the Third hypostasis: "Behold my servant .... I have put 
my spirit upon him" (cf. Mace. 12:18); the same goes for Isaiah 48:16. Bue 
the direct and immediate meaning of even these texts does not necessarily 
include a revelation of the Third hypostasis, but concerns above all the 
general effect of inspiration from God. 

Apart from these texts of messianic import, there are a number of 
expressions where the "Spirit of God" is synonymous with the concept of 
God. Among these we find: "the spirit of God hath made me" Oob 33:4); 
"by the word of the Lord were the heavens made; and all the host of them 
by the breath [spirit) of his mouth" (Ps. 33:6); "thy spirit is good; lead me 
into the land of uprightness" (Ps. 143=10); "whither shall I go from thy 
spirit?" (Ps. 139:7); "thou sendesc forth thy spirit, they are created" (Ps. 
104:30); "until the spirit be poured upon us from on high, and the wilder
ness be a fruitful field" (Isa. 31:15); "thou gavesc also thy good spirit to in
struct them" (Neh. 9:20); "yet many years didst thou forbear them, and 
testifiedst against them by thy spirit in thy prophets: yet would they not 
give ear" (Neh. 9:30); "I will pour my spirit upon thy seed, and my blessing 
upon thine offspring" (Isa. 44:3); "this is my covenant with them, saith the 
Lord; My spirit that is upon thee, and my words which I have put in thy 
mouth, shall not depart out of thy mouth, nor out of the mouth of thy 
seed" (Isa. 59:21); "a new heart also will I give you, and a new spirit will I 
put within you .... I will put my spirit within you, and cause you co walk 
in my statutes" (Ezek. 36:26-27; 37:5, 14); "they ... vexed his holy Spirit .... 
Where is he that put his holy Spirit within him?" (Isa. 63:10-u); "neither 
will I hide my face from them: for I have poured out my spirit upon the 
house of Israel" (Ezek. 39:29); "my spirit remaineth among you: fear ye 
not" (Hag. 1:5). Joel 2:28-32 occupies a special place among these texts: 
"And it shall come to pass afterward, that I will pour out my spirit upon 
all flesh ... and also upon the servants and upon the handmaids in those 
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days will I pour out my spirit," and further. In and of itself this text can be 
placed in the series of texts that refer to divine inspiration. But apart from 
its direct historical significance, this text has also received an express in
terpretation that relates it to the descent of the Holy Spirit at the Pente
cost (Acts 2:17-18); and thus this prophecy acquires a more concrete mean
ing with reference to a specific event. Even here, in this exclusive and, in 
its own way, unique text, we have an indication of the revelation of the 
Holy Spirit, but not of the manifestation of His hypostasis. Here it is said 
that "they were all filled with the Holy Spirit" (Acts 2:4), but it is not said 
that they saw His Face, which was of course not manifested in the vision 
of the tongues of fire. 

Apart from these texts of a general significance, we also have in the 
Old Testament a number of testimonies about the communication of var
ious gifts of the Holy Spirit of a special character. These testimonies have, 
of course, a major dogmatic significance: they represent a sort of Old Tes
tament Pentecost, in anticipation of the New Testament Pentecost. The 
Old Testament speaks of various gifts of the Spirit: artistic gifts (or cre
ative gifts in general), as well as the gifts of government, waging war, king
ship, priesthood, and, finally, prophecy. 

II. In the New Testament 

Among the multitude of texts in the New Testament that refer to the Holy 
Spirit, one should first identify those that are naturally absent from the 
Old Testament, that is, those that refer to His bypostatic being. Only in the 
New Testament do we have a clear revelation of the Holy Trinity and oflts 
three distinct hypostases: the incarnate Son revealed together with Him
self also the Father, as well as the Holy Spirit as the hypostatic Paternal 
love reposing upon Him. Therefore, in the New Testament we have a dif
ferentiated revelation of the Holy Spirit and of the spirit of God with His 
gifts. It is true that, thanks to the accomplished revelation of the Holy 
Spirit as the Third hypostasis, the particular manifestations and revela
tions of the spirit of God and of divine grace are naturally interrelated 
with the Holy Spirit and receive His hypostatic coefficient, as it were. One 
must first identify passages that indisputably refer to the Holy Spirit, in
sofar as the general character of the texts enables us to do this. 

Let us begin with the Synoptic Gospels, and in particular with the 
Nativity (for our purposes, this includes the Annunciation). The angel 
Gabriel tells Mary: "The Holy Spirit shall come upon thee" (Luke 1:35). 
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And in Matthew 1:18, we read: "before they came together, she was found 
with child of the Holy Spirit"; further, the angel of the Lord appears co Jo· 
seph in a dream and cells him, "chat which is conceived in her is of che 
Holy Spirit" (Mace. 1:20), whence the formula of the Nicaeno
Conscancinopolican Creed: "incarnate of che Holy Spirit and the Virgin 
Mary." According co church tradition, these texts refer co the bypostasis of 
the Holy Spirit; however, there can arise a purely grammatical doubt, al
though one chat does not have decisive significance: in these texts the ex
pressions pneuma hagion and ek pneumatos hagiou lack an arcicle.1 

Bue chis is not the case in the narrative concerning the Baptism of 
che Lord, which speaks of che descent of che Holy Spirit from che heavens 
in the form of a dove: to pneuma (Mark 1:10; cf. 1:12); however, we find 
pneuma theou in Matthew 3:16 (but also hupo tou pneumatos in 4:1) and to 
pneuma to hagion in Luke 3:22; cf. 4:1: pleres pn. hagiou, but en tiJi pneumati. 
Also relevant here is John's testimony about che descent ofche Holy Spirit 
seen by him: to pneuma katabainon, followed soon after by en pneumati 
hagioi Oohn 1:32, 33). 

Also relevant is the narrative in Luke 2:25-26 about the righteous 
Simeon, upon whom was the Holy Spirit (to pneuma to hagion); it was 
promised co him by the Holy Spirit (hupo tou pn. hagiou) chat he would not 
see death before he had seen the Lord's Christ; and he came "in the Spirit" 
(en tiJi pneumati) in co the temple. 

Further, different modes of the reposing of the Holy Spirit upon Je· 
sus are accesced: "Jesus being full of the Holy Spirit (Pneumatos Hagiou) re
turned from Jordan, and was led by the Spirit (tiJi Pneumatz1 into the wil
derness" (Luke 4:1). Further, in the preaching in Nazareth ic is said, "the 
Spirit of the Lord [Pneuma Kuriou] is upon me" (Luke 4:18). About the 
healings it is said, "I case out devils by the Spirit of God [en Pneumati 
Theou)" (Mace. 12:28), which is connected with the Lord's words about the 
blasphemy against the Holy Spirit, kata tou Pneumatos tou Hagiou (12:32); 
"in chat hour Jesus rejoiced in the Holy Spirit" (Luke rn:21). 

Also pertinent here are John che Forerunner's words about Christ, 
namely, chat Christ will "baptize you with the Holy Spirit (en Pneumati 
Hagio11, and with fire" (Mace. p1; cf. Mark 1:8; Luke p6; John 1:33). Also, 

2. According to H. B. Swete (The Hory Spirit in the New Test4mtnt !London: 
Macmillan, 19m] 1 pp. 395-98}, in general,pneuma hagion is encouncered significantly more 
frequently in the New Testament than to pneum4 10 hagion or to hagion pneum4, the ratio 
being 54:34. In pardcular, che absence of che arcicle is encountered afrer che preposition 

tk, especially in Matthew 1:18, 20. 
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about John himself it is said by the angel Gabriel that "he shall be filled 
with the Holy Spirit [Pneumatos Hagiou], even from his mother's womb" 
(Luke 1:15). Finally, of essential importance here is, of course, the baptis
mal formula of Matt. 28:19: "baptizing chem in the name of the Father, 
and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit." 

Turning now co the Gospel of John, it is necessary co say first of all 
chat chis Gospel is pneumacological par excellence. Having been written by 
Christ's beloved disciple, who received into his home the Spirit-bearing 
Mother of God and was adopted by Her, chis Gospel is filled with knowl
edge of the Holy Spirit and revelation about Him in a wholly special, ex
clusive sense. The revelation concerning God the Word, logology, is mar
velously united here with the revelation of the Holy Spirit, pneumacology. 
And here the revelation concerning the Third hypostasis has a twofold 
character: first, a direct character, as a doctrine of the Holy Spirit (en
countered throughout the Gospel) and of the Comforter (in Jesus' Lase 
Discourse); and second, an indirect and hidden character, which gives us a 
glimpse of the dyadic connection of the Second and Third hyposcases, so 
that logology becomes also pneumatology. Lee us examine separately 
these two forms of the revelation concerning the Holy Spirit in the Gos
pel of John, beginning with the dyadic and hidden revelation. 

Let us begin with the prologue, which is usually viewed as only a 
logology, a doctrine of the Logos in God (the Father), as if the Holy Trin
ity were only a dyad. As might be expected, however, we have here a hid
den, though intelligible, doctrine of the Holy Spirit as well, and thus a 
doctrine of the entire Holy Trinity. "In the beginning was the Word [the 
Second hypostasis], and the Word was with [pros] God (ton Theon, the First 
hyposcasis], and the Word was God [Theos]. The same was in the begin
ning with [pros] God" Oohn 1:1-2). What does chis "with," this "pros," sig
nify here? In the usual interpretation of chis text, it seems co signify noth
ing. Bue in chis sacred cexc, full of such significance, is it possible co treat 
with such neglect a preposition chat expresses the relation between the 
Father and the Son? This is an essential and hypostatic relation: the Holy 
Spirit as the hyposcacic love of the Father and the Son. Therefore, chis text 
refers precisely co the entire Holy Trinity, although in a hidden manner. 

The dyadic union of the Son and the Holy Spirit is indicated here -
also in a hidden manner - in the following verse: "All things were made by 
him; and without him was not any thing made chat was made" Oohn 1:3). 
This verse, referring to the creation of the world, indicates not only the 
demiurgic significance of the Second hypostasis but also the accomplish
ing significance of the Third hypostasis: the ideal "all things" of the 
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Logos "were made," received reality and life in che Holy Spiric. Here, che 
accion of che cwo hyposcases is defined dyadically, one in or chrough che 
ocher: "All chings were made by him." 

Verse 4 has a similar dyadic significance: "In him was life; and che 
life was che lighc of men." Whac does che expression "life" signify here? le 
has a specific hyposcacic significance and refers co che Life-giving Spiric, 
who reposes upon che Son and, wich Him, consciruces che Dyad of che 
self-revelacion of che Facher, while abiding "in him." And chis hyposcacic 
life, revealing icself in union wich che Word, chis divine-human Dyad, is 
"the lighc of men" and chus of che emire creacurely world, which arose ouc 
of che darkness of nonbeing: "And che lighc shinerh in darkness; and che 
darkness comprehendech ic noc" (1:5). 

Abouc chis dyadic lighc ic is said further, now in conneccion wich che 
Divine Incarnacion: "Thac was che crue Lighc, which lighcech every man 
chac comech in co che world" (1:9). In che Gospel of John as well as in che 
prayers of che Church,3 che light refers co Chrisc; buc in che ecclesiascical lic
eracure ic also frequendy refers co che Holy Spirir' ("the light of Tabor"). 
Further, the prologue creats one of the basic themes of the Gospel of John: 
glory and glorification, which is, of course, a manifestation of the Third 
hypostasis, together with grace (and truth). "And the Word was made flesh, 
and dwelt among us (and we beheld his glory, the glory as of the only be
gocten of che Facher), full of grace and cruth" (1:14). And che glory is, of 
course, the reposing upon Him of the Holy Spirit. Further, the prologue 
speaks of the "fullness" of grace, i.e., of the Holy Spirit, reposing upon 
Him: "And of his fullness have all we received, and grace for grace. For the 
law was given by Moses, buc grace and cruth came by Jesus Christ'' (1:16-17). 
Here, the communication of grace to che world chrough che sending down 
of che Holy Spiric is defined as che work of Chrisc. And chis is confirmed 
and accesced by John: "I saw che Spiric descending from heaven like a dove" 
(1:32); "che same is he which bapcizeth wich che Holy Spirit'' (1:33). 

We arrive ac che conclusion chac che prologue ofche Gospel of John 
cannoc be underscood only as a logology; racher, ic concains a complece 
crinicarian cheology, including a pneumacology, chough che laccer is ex
pressed almosc cacidy, in a mere breach, as it were (according ro a com
mon pacriscic simile, like che breach from God's lips, speaking che supra
ecernal Word). 

3. •o Christ, true light, illuminate and sanctify all men who come into the world," 
ecc. 

4. See, for example, the "Hymns" of Symeon the New Theologian. 
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The narrative in John 2 of the first miracle, the transformation of 
water into wine at the marriage of Cana of Galilee, can be allegorically in
terpreted in the sense of a manifestation of the power of the Spirit (for it 
is said that here Christ "manifested forth this glory," i.e., the Holy Spirit 
[2:11]). But the Holy Spirit is already the direct subject of the conversation 
with Nicodemus in John 3, where Jesus speaks of being born of the Spirit 
(3:5-6, 8); also, the Forerunner says in John 3 that "God giveth not the 
Spirit (to pneuma] by measure" (3:34). From this is concluded that "the Fa
ther loveth the Son, and hath given all things into his hand. He that be
lieveth on the Son hath everlasting life" (3:35-36). Do these words not refer 
to the Father's hypostatic love for the Son and to eternal Life in the Holy 
Spirit? 

We find a new revelation of the Spirit in the fourth chapter of John, 
in the conversation with the woman of Samaria. At the beginning of this 
conversation, Jesus speaks of the living water that He will give, which in 
those who drink it will become "a well of water springing up into everlast
ing life" (4:14). This is clearly a reference to the Holy Spirit, as we see from 
the commentary in John 7:38-39: "He that believeth on me, as the scrip
ture hath said, out of his belly shall flow rivers of living water. (But this 
spake he of the Spirit; which they that believe on him should receive: for 
the Holy Spirit was not yet given; because that Jesus was not yet glori
fied.)" Further, the Gospel of John speaks of the worship of the Father "in 
spirit and truth" (4:23), because God seeks such worshippers, for "God is a 
spirit: and they that worship him must worship him in spirit and in 
truth" (4:24). Here the Gospel speaks simultaneously of God Who is in 
the Holy Trinity as Spirit and of the express hypostatic spirituality of the 
Holy Trinity in the Holy Spirit through the revelation in Spirit and Truth. 

The fifth chapter of John, which contains Jesus' discourse about 
eternal life and resurrection, includes a series of testimonies, albeit indi
rect, about the Holy Spirit. It speaks of the "works" of the Father and the 
Son (5:19-20), which in general are accomplished by the Holy Spirit. It 
also speaks of resurrection and quickening (5:21), which (as we see from a 
comparison with other texts, e.g., Rom. 8:11) are also accomplished by the 
Holy Spirit. Finally, it speaks of Life, which, according to the Prologue, 
also signifies the hypostasis of the Spirit. "For as the Father hath life in 
himself; so hath he given to the Son to have life in himself" (5:26). This 
Life is, of course, not a mere "property," which can be communicated (or 
fail to be communicated); rather, it is hypostatic Life itself, the Holy 
Spirit, who proceeds from the Father and reposes upon the Son. But, in 
conformity with the intratrinitarian distinctions, Life is also the princi-
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pie chac is expressly proper co che Third hyposcasis; and John 5:26 refers 
precisely co che procession of this hyposcasis upon che Son and to ics re
posing upon Him. 

This same fifth chapcer refers mysceriously to che Holy Spiric when 
ic speaks of bearing witness: "If I bear witness of myself, my witness is noc 
crue. There is another chat beareth witness of me; and I know chac che wic
ness which he witnessech of me is crue. Ye sent unto John, and he bare wic
ness unco che truth. But I receive noc testimony from man" (5:31-34). Who 
is chis "anocher" who bears witness and whose witness is noc from man, 
and in particular noc from John? This is, of course, the hyposcatic Holy 
Spiric; and the very expression "another chat beareth witness" is clearly 
meanc co remind us of an analogous expression: "he ( che Father) shall give 
you anocher Comforcer" Qohn 14:16), alongside Christ. In conformicy 
with this, after the Resurreccion and in preparation for the Ascension, 
when His own earthly tescimony was abouc to come to an end, the Lord 
assigned the funccion of witnesses to the aposdes, to whom He said: "ye 
shall receive power when the Holy Spiric comes upon you, and ye shall be 
witnesses" (Aces 1:8; che KingJames Version has been modified co conform 
with the Russian Bible). The cexc of Luke confirms chat of John by also 
speaking ofche Holy Spirit as "another," as a "wicness" (marturon). In con
neccion with chis, che Facher's own cescimony at che Epiphany is recalled: 
"And che Facher himself, which hach senc me, hach borne wicness of me" 
Oohn 5:37). John 8:13-18 once again speaks of bearing witness, and abouc 
two witnesses, buc chis cime chey are che Father and che Son. 

The sixth chapcer of John, which contains the eucharistic conversa
cion, once again refers co che Ecernal Life received from the Son (6:40, 47, 
54), and to che "raising" (6:54) - a sec of ideas chac includes, besides che 
accion of che Son, the accion of che Spirk And ic is even directly said 
about che Spiric, "le is the spirit (to pneuma) chac quickenech; che flesh 
proficech noching: che words chac I speak unto you, chey are spiric, and 
chey are life" (5:63), i.e., they have the Holy Spirit (cf. Rom. 8:2; 2 Cor. 3:6). 
And ic is not by chance chac Simon Pecer cescifies before Him in the name 
of che apostles: "Thou hast che words of eternal life" Oohn 5:68), i.e., from 
the Holy Spirit. Here, che word of the Word and che spiric ofche Spiric are 
united in the ministry of Christ, the Spirit-bearing Incarnate Word. 

The seventh chapcer of John concains che text, already mentioned by 
us, concerning the rivers of living water, representing the Holy Spirit, 
which chose who believed in Christ were co receive from Him after His 
glorification (7:38-39). In the eighth chapter, a pneumatological signifi
cance can be anributed to che verse "ye shall know the cruch, and che 
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cruch shall make you free" (8:32) when ic is compared co che cexc of che 
aposde Paul: "where che Spiric of che Lord is, chere is libercy" (2 Cor. 3:17). 

The ninch chapcer, which is abouc che healing ofche man blind from 
his birch, concains a cescimony abouc che lighc, and chis cescimony is in 
che mosc decisive form: "As long as I am in che world, I am che lighc of che 
world" (9:5); cf. John 12:35-36. Does chis passage, clearly parallel co John 
1:4-9, signify chac che word "lighc" here refers solely co the Son? We do noc 
see che necessicy of such an incerprecacion, for Chrisc lighced che world 
not only by His own lighc of cruch, chac of che Word of God, but also by 
che lighc of che Holy Spiric reposing upon Him and revealing che Son in 
Him. He lighced the world noc monohyposcacically, so co speak, but 
dyadically, precisely as Christ, che incarnace Son, anoinced by che Holy 
Spiric; and only in chis fullness can we underscand Chrisc's words abouc 
che lighc. 

Chrisc's words co Marcha prior co che raising of Lazarus muse be un
derscood in a similar dyadic sense wich reference co che incarnace Word, 
Chrisc, anoinced by che Holy Spiric: "! am che resurreccion and che life" 
Oohn 11:25). Her answer muse be underscood in che same dyadic spiric: "I 
believe chac chou arc che Chrisc [che Anoinced by the Spirit], the Son of 
God" (11:27).5 Abouc che raising icself, Chrisc says, "if chou wouldesc be
lieve, thou shouldest see the glory of God" (11:40), i.e., che manifescation 
of che Holy Spiric (jusc as in che Synoptic Gospels we have che cescimony 
chat Christ expels demons by the Spirit of God). The voice from heaven, 
heard during the arrival of che Greeks, likewise signifies a manifescacion 
of che power of the Holy Spiric, chis time with reference co Christ's own 
resurreccion: "I have both glorified ic (His name], and will glorify ic again" 
Oohn 12:28). 

Thus, we see chac che firsc twelve chapcers ofche Gospel of John (ex
cepc perhaps che cench) presenc a doccrine - somecimes implicic and 
somecimes explicic - of the Third hyposcasis, a doccrine which permeaces 
che encire cheology of che Theologian Evangelise. One can say chac chis 
cheology has as its object the Incarnate Word and che Holy Spiric in Their 
dyadic union. 

Bue this cheme, hitherco only subordinace, becomes che cencral and 
dominanc one in chapcers 13-17 ofche Gospel of John, i.e., in che Lase Dis
course of che Lord Jesus. This divine leave-caking melcs our hearcs wich 
unearchly music in divine love, which pours forch in chis discourse like a 

5. One cannot fail co see a parallel co chis cexc in Peter's confession: "Thou arc che 
Christ, the Son of the living God" (Matt. 16:16; cf. John 6:69). 
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Pentecost of the Word. The Lord departs from the world and leaves His 
disciples behind, but He will soon return to the world and will never again 
leave His disciples; that is the fundamental antinomy of this discourse. 
The Lord pronounces this discourse not as the Christ sent into the world 
but as the Paraclete, the Intercessor before the Father, and as the Com
forter. Although Christ Himself is leaving the world, He is sending into it 
"another Comforter, allon parakleton" Oohn 14:16), Who will abide with us 
forever and Who, being identified with Christ in some sense, will take His 
place. Therefore, about this coming it is said, "I will not leave you com
fortless: I will come to you. Yet a little while, and the world seeth me no 
more; but ye see me: because I live, ye shall live also" (14:18-19). 

Christ's Last Discourse is not only an exceptional and abundant 
source of revelation concerning the Holy Spirit as the hypostatic Com
forter; it also includes an exceptionally clear doctrine of Their dyadic bi
unity, bi-identity, bi-Comforterhood. In the divine dyad the two 
hypostases are made transparent in divine love; and in the Last Discourse 
this identification reaches such an extreme that its true subject is not the 
Son, Who speaks, and not the Spirit, about Whom He speaks, but Tbeir 
bi-unity, in which the Father is revealed. The discourse speaks about the 
trinitarian mystery, and the Holy Trinity is glorified in Christ's last 
earthly speech, in this miracle of miracles, this Gospel of Gospels, the 
sweetest word of the Sweetest Lord. 

By its design the Last Discourse is a complex symphonic composi
tion, in which the dominant theme with its subthemes is repeated and de
veloped in different combinations and variations, in conformity with an 
internal, not always easily accessible, unity. We will not attempt to give a 
detailed analysis of this divine symphony; rather, we will trace its domi
nant theme: the doctrine of the Third hypostasis as the Paraclete. The Lord 
pronounces here this name for the first time, as a new revelation. (The 
same apostle John applies the expression paraldeton - advocate - to the 
Lord Jesus Christ in I John 2:1.) 

The entire symphonic complexity of the Last Discourse is centered 
on the promise to send down the Holy Spirit; and in this sense this dis
course is nothing else but a promise of the Pentecost In this sense, this dis
course is perfectly parallel to the Savior's conversations with His disciples, 
recorded in the Acts of the Apostles, before His final departure from the 
world in the Ascension: Appearing to them for forty days, the Lord spoke 
to them about the "kingdom of God" (Acts 1:3), which, in general and in 
particular in this context, signifies the coming of the Holy Spirit. Having 
"assembled" them, He "commanded" them to "wait for the promise of the 
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Farher" (1:4). rhar is, for rhe baprism wirh rhe Holy Spirir (1:5). The Lasr 
Discourse concerns borh rhe Lord's preparation for the passion and His 
deparrure from the world and His glorificarion. The passion, rhe glorifi
cation in the resurrection, the ascension, and the sitting at the righr hand 
of rhe Father with rhe sending down of rhe Holy Spirit are therefore con
sidered as a single, complex act as well as separately (in different parts of 
the discourse). 

Let us examine in detail the promises concerning the Holy Spirit in 
this discourse and, firsr of all, rhe direcr tesrimony concerning the Com
forter. The Third hypostasis receives this name here for the first time; in 
fact, He simultaneously receives two names: "Comforter, which is the 
Holy Spirit" Oohn 14:26), and "Paraclete," which can also mean "advo
cate," "advocatus" (cf. l John 2:1: "we have an advocare ... [before] rhe Fa
ther [parakleton pros ton Patera), Jesus Christ"). The work of the first 
Paraclete, of the Advocare Chrisr, consisrs, firsr of all, in advocaring rhe 
sending down of the "other" Paraclete, the Holy Spirir: "And I will pray 
the Father, and he shall give you another Comforter, that he may abide 
with you for ever" Oohn 14:16). The sending down of the Comforter is repre
sented here as a work of the Father in response to the Son's prayer and 
thus as a work of Both of them, of the dyadic union of the Father and rhe 
Son (which leads to a particular interpretation of the Filioque). In the 
same way, rhe sending down of the Holy Spirir is understood only in con
nection with the Son, by Whom and instead of Whom He is sent: we thus 
have another dyadic union, rhar of the Son and rhe Holy Spirit. The Holy 
Spirit too is an Advocate, Who gives us the grace of prayer: "the Spirit [to 
pneuma) irself maketh inrercession [huperentunchanei) for us wirh 
groanings which cannot be uttered" (Rom. 8:26). 

Bur besides rhis purely soteriological meaning, the "Paraclete" signi
fies precisely rhe Comforter, who brings comfort to the apostles and to the 
entire world by His descenr, for rhrough Him is given rhe abiding of 
Christ "always, until the end of rhe world." As we have seen, in the Lasr 
Discourse Christ speaks four (or more precisely five) times about rhe com
ing and sending down of the Comforter, so that it becomes the dominant 
theme of this discourse, as it were. And each rime we have a new develop
ment of rhis rheme in a different aspect. First, Christ speaks dyadically 
about the coming of rhe Comforter, rhat is, His coming is relared to rhe 
departure of the Son: "another Comforter, thar he may abide wirh you for 
ever'' (14:16). This "another Comforter" (a/Ion Parakleton) dyadically unires 
the Spirir with rhe Son with reference ro the sending down into the world 
and rhe action in rhe world; the coming of rhe Spirir replaces the depar-
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cure of the Son, and the two are identified, as it were: "I will not leave you 
comfordess: I will come to you. Yet a little while, and the world seeth me 
no more; but ye see me" Oohn 14:18-19). Here, the Holy Spirit, also 
dyadically, is called "the Spirit of Truth," to pneuma tis aletheias; and the 
Truth, of course, is Christ: "I am the way, the truth [he aletheia], and the 
life" Oohn 14:6). 

Next, Christ says about the Holy Spirit, also in a dyadic sense, that 
"the Comforter, which is the Holy Spirit, whom the Father will send in 
my name ... shall teach you all things, and bring all things to your re
membrance, whatsoever I have said unto you" (14:26). In His third refer
ence to the Comforter, Christ speaks of the sending down of the Com
forter in a more complex dyadic combination: "when the Comforter is 
come, whom I will send unto you, from the Father, even the Spirit of 
truth, which proceedeth from the Father, he shall testify of me" (15:26). 
Here, Christ is referring both to the dyadic relation of the Holy Spirit to 
the Father ("which proceedeth from the Father") and to the dyadic rela
tion of the Spirit to the Son ("whom I will send unto you, from the Fa
ther"), which represent two definitions of the Holy Spirit: (1) in the most 
primordial self-revelation of the Father in the Holy Spirit and (2) within 
this self-revelation of the Father, in the Son and the Holy Spirit. In the 
framework of the second definition, the dyadic interrelation of the Son 
and the Holy Spirit is determined by the fact that the "Spirit of Truth" 
manifests the Son: "he shall testify of me." 

Next and fourth, the coming of the Comforter is directly related 
(also, to be sure, dyadically) to Christ's deparcure: "but if I depart, I will 
send him unto you" (16:7). And His work will be to "reprove the world of 
sin, and of righteousness, and of judgment: of sin, because they believe 
not on me; of righteousness, because I go to my Father, and ye see me no 
more; of judgment, because the prince of this world is judged" (16:8-11). 

Finally, the coming of the Holy Spirit (although without the name 
"Comforter") is referred to a fifth time in this discourse, also in the same 
dyadic interrelation with the Son, Whom He reveals: "when he, the Spirit 
of truth, is come, he will guide you into all truth: for he shall not speak of 
himself; but whatsoever he shall hear, that shall he speak; and he will shew 
you things to come. He shall glorify me: for he shall receive of mine, and 
shall shew it unto you. All things that the Father hath are mine: therefore 
said I, that he shall take of mine, and shall shew it unto you" (16:13-15). 
This passage, even more decisively than the preceding ones, attests that 
dyadic interrelation of the Son and the Spirit in the self-revelation of the 
Father according to which the Son manifests the content of this revela-
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tion whereas the Spirit actualizes it: "he shall not speak of himself; but 
whatsoever he shall hear"; "he shall receive of mine, and shall shew it unto 
you.'' 

The centuries-old disputes about the Holy Spirit's procession as 
origination infinitely obscured and distorted the true meaning of these 
texts. This is because some wished to find in these texts testimony con· 
firming the procession of the Holy Spirit also from the Son, whereas oth· 
ers desired to weaken their true meaning by various exegetical intricacies. 
But if one removes this false problematic (for nothing is said here about 
the procession of the Holy Spirit), the meaning of the texts becomes sim· 
pie and clear. In the self-revelation of the Holy Trinity, the Father is re
vealed through the Son by the Holy Spirit; and the inner character of this 
self-revelation is such that the Father directly manifests Himself to the 
Son, Who is the image of His hypostasis, while the Son is revealed in the 
Life-giving Holy Spirit, Who, in this sense, is, according to St. Athanasius, 
the "image of the Son." In this self-revelation of the Holy Trinity, we have: 
triadically, the Father through the Son in the Holy Spirit, or the Father 
through the Holy Spirit in the Son; dyadically, the Father in the Son, the 
Father in the Holy Spirit, the Son in the Holy Spirit, and the Holy Spirit 
in the Son. That is why "all things that the Father hath are mine (the 
Son's]," and "he [the Holy Spirit] shall take of mine" and "he shall glorify 
me." The intratrinitarian definition of the place of the Third hypostasis 
in the Last Discourse is given fully and exhaustively: both triadically and 
doubly dyadically. 

Besides these direct testimonies, the Last Discourse also contains in
direct testimonies concerning the actions and manifestations of the 
Third hypostasis. There is, first of all, the testimony concerning the Glory, 
which begins and ends the Last Discourse. Glory is the action of the Holy 
Spirit, His revelation and illumination, both in the Holy Trinity and in 
the world. That is why it is said, "He (the Comforter] shall glorify me" 
Oohn 16:14). In the Holy Trinity, Glory, the accomplished trihypostatic 
revelation, is the Divine Sophia, which the Son of God is deprived of by 
His kenosis, but which is restored to Him in His glorification (see john 
13:31-32; 17:1-5). This glorification includes the Resurrection, the Ascen
sion, and the Sitting at the right hand of the Father, all this being accom· 
plished by the Holy Spirit. For the apostles, this glorification (17:22-24) is 
requested by the Son from the Father, and it too is accomplished by the 
action of the Holy Spirit, as is their sanctification by truth (17:17). But the 
action of the Comforter-Spirit is, of course, also "joy" (15:11), which is 
"full" (16:24), as well as peace ("Peace I leave with you, my peace I give unto 
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you" (14:27]; cf. john 20:19, 21, 26)6 and works accomplished in the Divine 
Spirit. The abiding of the Father in the Son and of the Son in the Father, 
which is accomplished in the Holy Spirit, results in works: "Believe in me 
that I am in the Father, and the Father in me: or else believe me for the 
very works' sake .... He that believeth on me, the works that I do shall he 
do also ... because I go unto my Father" Oohn 14:11-12). But even more im· 
portant are the testimonies of the Spirit in love, for, in the trinitarian 
God-Love, the Holy Spirit is hypostatic Love. It is in this light that one 
should understand the new commandment, much repeated, of love for 
one another (13:34; 15=17). 

The commandment oflove was proper to the Old Testament as well, 
as a commandment of the law on which "hang all the law and the proph· 
ets" (Matt. 22:40; cf. Mark 12:29-31; Luke 10:27). But the new command
ment, by which "shall all men know that ye are my disciples, if ye have love 
one to another" Oohn 13:35), refers to ecclesial love, in the Holy Spirit; and 
the keeping of the commandments is only a consequence of love: "If ye 
love me, keep my commandments" (14:15, 21, 23; 15=10). This love is here 
traced back to its highest source, to Divine, intratrinitarian love, which, 
hypostatically, is the Holy Spirit. This most sublime content is proper to 
the following text: "my Father will love him, and we will come unto him, 
and make our abode with him" (14:23). In this "we" is concealed the 
hypostasis oflove, the Third or connecting hypostasis. Also important in 
this connection is john 14:20: "At that day [at the Pentecost and also at the 
Parousia] ye shall know that I am in my Father, and ye in me, and I in 
you." This "in" signifies, once again, the Holy Spirit; cf. 15:4: "Abide in me, 
and I in you." This abiding is also in the Holy Spirit: "As the Father hath 
loved me, so have I loved you: continue ye in my love" (15:9); and this love 
is the Holy Spirit: cf. 16:27. 

A similar meaning can be attributed to union, of course, in the Holy 
Spirit: "That they may all be one; as thou, Father, art in me, and I in thee, 
that they also may be one in us ... that they may be one, even as we are one 
... that they may be made perfect in one" (17:21-23). "And the glory which 
thou gavest me I have given them; that they may be one, even as we are 
one" (17:22). (This passage is made remarkable by a trait that cannot be en-

6. Cf. the context: "Then said Jesus to them again, Peace be unto )'OU: as my Father 
hath sent me, ""'n so send I )'OU. And when he had s.aid this, he breathed on them, and 
saith unto them, Receive ye the Holy Spirit" Qohn 20:21-22). Cf. Luke 24:36, as wrll as 
Romans 14:17: "the kingdom of God is ... righteousness, and peace, and joy in the Holy 
Spirit." 
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countered anywhere else in an analogous form: the unification or rather 
the identification of the abiding in Glory and the abiding in union; both 
are given by the Holy Spirit.) And the high-priestly prayer concludes with 
the most sublime passage concerning love in the Holy Spirit: "that the 
love wherewith thou hast loved me may be in them, and I in them" (17:26). 
This love of the Father for the Son is in fact the Holy Spirit, Who is insep
arably (dyadically) united with the Son and Who brings the Son. 

There is yet another text that, though it speaks directly about the 
Holy Spirit, refers ro His gifts, rather than ro His hyposrasis. We mean 
john 20:22-23: "when he had said this, he breathed on them, and saith 
unto them, Receive ye the Holy Spirit: Whose soever sins ye remit, they are 
remitted unto them: and whose soever sins ye retain, they are retained." Ir 
is a question of a specific hierarchical gift in rhe Church. This is, as it 
were, a consecration of the apostles to the rank of hierarchs, accom
plished by the High-Priest Christ while He is still on earth, in anticipation 
of the Pentecost of the entire Church. In the First Epistle of john too, it is 
a question of the spirit of God rather than of the hyposraric Holy Spirit: 
see 1 john 3:24; 4:1, 13; even 5:6 (we refrain from using the comma 
]ohanneum, 5:7-8, because of the uncertain nature of this rexr). 

In the inspired Revelation of john, all is said in the spirit (1:10), bur 
little is said directly about rhe Third hyposrasis. The Spirit speaks ro the 
churches (2:7, 11, 17, 29; 3:6, 13, 22), although here one can see only the ac
tion or inspiration ofrhe spirit, nor His hyposrasis. The most important 
and solemn passage concerning the Holy Spirit in the Church concludes 
with "And the Spirit and the bride say, Come" (22:17)7 and the answering 
call of "him rhar hearerh": "Even so, come, Lord Jesus" (22:20). 

The book of the Acts of the Apostles, a history of the evolving 
Church, occupies a special place in the New Testament writings. Ir begins 
with the Pentecost, the visible descent of the Holy Spirit upon the apos
tles and His palpable action in the Church. Although this is rhe clearest 
revelation ofrhe Third hyposrasis that we have, here too, even in the man
ifestation of the cloven tongues of fire, we know the Holy Spirit only in 
His gifts and actions. Thar is why the Acts of the Apostles do nor reach us 
more about the hyposrasis of the Holy Spirit than do the other books of 
the New Testament. Wherever in the Acts of the Apostles it is said that the 
Holy Spirit (or simply the Spirit, to pneuma: 6:10; 10:19; 11:12, 28; 16:7; 20:22; 
21:4) "witnesses" (5:32; 20:23), "was given" (8:18), "descended" or "poured 

7. One should also take special nore ofrhe words of Revelation 22:17: "let him take 
rhe warer of life freely.• 
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out" (10:44-45), is "received" (19:2), "speaks" (11:12; 21:4, 11; 28:25) - chis re
fers not to the Holy Spirit in His hyposcacic being but co His grace-be
stowing action, co the gifts of the Holy Spirit. It is precisely chis character 
of the revelation of the Holy Spirit and concerning the Holy Spirit that is 
arrested by chat text of Joel's prophecy (2:28-32) co which the sacred histo
rian refers (Acts 2:16-21). But just as the Old Testament did not in general 
have a hyposcaric revelation concerning the Holy Spirit but knew only the 
spirit of God, so the Acts of the Apostles arrest precisely to the gifts of the 
Holy Spirit, to the "cloven tongues like as of fire" (2:3). But these tongues 
do not yet manifest the very source of the flame, the Divine hypostasis of 
the Spirit. "And they were filled with the Holy Spirit" (Acts 2:4), said 
about the apostles, is therefore synonymous with "I will pour out my 
Spirit" (2:17). 

Numerous sayings about the Holy Spirit in the apostolic epistles 
have a similar meaning. These sayings refer to the actions of grace and to 
the gifts of the Holy Spirit, that is, in general, to the divine action upon 
man, just as in the Old Testament, although more concretely. Only in cer
tain exceptional cases is it possible to determine that what is meant is pre
cisely the distinct hyposcasis of the Holy Spirit, and not the action of 
Christ, of the Holy Trinity, or of God in general. Such a predominantly 
hypostatic conception of the Holy Spirit can be found in the following 
texts: 1 Peter 1:2 (trinitarian blessing); 1 Peter 1:11 ("the spirit of Christ 
which was in them"); 1 Peter 1:12 ("that have preached the gospel unto you 
with the Holy Spirit sent down from heaven"); Romans 8:11 ("if the Spirit 
of him that raised up Jesus from the dead dwell in you, he that raised up 
Christ from the dead shall also quicken your mortal bodies by his Spirit 
that dwelleth in you"); also 8:14-27; 1 Corinthians 2:10 ("God hath revealed 
chem unto us by his Spirit: for the Spirit searcheth all things, yea, the 
deep things of God"); also 1 Corinthians 2:11-14; 12:3-11, 13; Ephesians 3:5, 
16; Philippians 1:19 ("the supply of the Spirit of Jesus Christ"). 

In summing up, we can say that even the Pentecost, as it is repre
sented in the Acts of the Apostles and other New Testament writings, does 
not yet give us knowledge of the Tbird bypostasis itself, but reveals only its gifts 
and its actions upon human beings. The Pentecost is the manifestation of 
the tongues of fire, not of the Fire itself. The gifts and actions of the Spirit 
are known in the Old Testament as well, but co a different degree and in a 
different manner. A general question arises: Is the baptism with the Holy 
Spirit (see Acts 1:5), promised by Christ to His disciples before the Ascen
sion, this descent of the Holy Spirit through which the disciples will re
ceive the power to become witnesses of Christ (see 1:8) - is this descent, 
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this Pentecost, the already accomplished coming of the Comforter Spirit 
Himself, promised in the Last Discourse? Or is it only the anticipation, 
only the prefiguring, of the Comforter Spirit in the "vision" of the 
tongues of fire? Was this the fire itself or was it only a subjective sensa
tion, a visual projection, so to speak, of the spiritual shock experienced by 
the disciples ("they were all filled with the Holy Spirit" (2:4), but without 
the article: pneumatos hagiou)? 

A direct effect of this descent of the Spirit was the gift of tongues, 
which the apostle Paul describes as only one of the gifts of the Holy Spirit 
("to another divers kinds of tongues" [ 1 Cor. 12:10)) among a series of gifts. 
The discourse of the apostle Peter immediately after the Pentecost does 
not refer to the hypostasis of the Holy Spirit, although it does begin with a 
reference to the prophecy of Joel about the pouring out of the "spirit 
upon all flesh" Qoel 2:28). But this reference is not the subject of the apos
tle's discourse, but is only the proof that he has the right to preach. More
over, the event that had just occurred does not, clearly, cover the entire 
content of the prophecy, with regard either to the pouring out of the Holy 
Spirit "upon all flesh" or to its overall eschatological perspective. It is im
possible to deny that the Pentecost is the fulfillment of the promise to 
send down the Comforter. 

A comparison of the promises about the Comforter with the actual 
content of the event of the Pentecost, however, necessarily leads to the 
conclusion that here we have only the beginning of the fulfillment of the 
promises, not the perfect fulfillment. This beginning differs from the Old 
Testament pouring forth of the gifts of the Holy Spirit not so much quali
tatively as quantitatively: it is characterized by a greater abundance and 
continuity of possession of these gifts in the Church. Meanwhile, the 
qualitative difference refers not so much to the revelation of the Holy 
Spirit as to the Incarnation of Christ, which finds its completion in the 
Church. In this sense the content of the Pentecost is more christological 
than pneumatological in nature, and it is directly expressed not in the 
preaching about the Holy Spirit but in the preaching about Christ and 
His resurrection. 

We must strongly affirm a certain fact, which is established by a sim
ple analysis of the totality of the Biblical texts that are pertinent here, of 
both the Old and the New Testament (and in particular the second chap
ter of the Acts of the Apostles): None of the revelations about the pouring 
forth of the Holy Spirit, either in the Old or in the New Testament, con
tain the manifestation of His hypostasis. The Holy Spirit is revealed not 
personally but impersonally (if one can use this expression), as a certain 
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action of the entire Holy Trinity, or of the Father and of the Son, Who send 
grace. And where Scripture appears to speak of the hyposraric action of 
the Holy Spirit, a closer examination of the texts demonstrates that it is a 
question only of the grace-bestowing action of the Holy Spirit, nor of the 
Holy Spirit Himself or of His personal presence. In particular, precisely 
this meaning can be attributed to the general formula of the eighth arti· 
cle of the Nicaeno-Consranrinopoliran Creed: "who spake by the proph
ets." This means, of course, that the Holy Spirit "inspired the prophets" 
by His illumination, bur by no means does it signify that the Holy Spirit 
proffered His personal word through the prophets, who in that case would 
only be His instruments. This entire article of the Creed is an extended af
firmation that the Holy Spirit is a hyposrasis which has its personal being 
in Divinity, bur nothing is said about this personal being in its manifesta
tion and revelation. 

This becomes even more evident if we compare this silence, this ab
sence of the personal revelation of the Holy Spirit, with the fullness of the 
personal revelation of the Son rhar is contained in the Gospels and other 
New Testament books, as well as in the Creed. And even if we compare it 
with the meager bur nonetheless personal revelation that we have of the 
Father Himself and about the Father in the Son and through the Son, we 
must conclude that we know more about the hyposrasis of rhe Father, 
which is transcendent in the Holy Trinity and which is revealed only 
through the other hyposrases, than about the Holy Spirit in His 
hypostatic being. We cannot fail ro be amazed by the fact that, with a sin
gle exception,• nowhere does the Bible speak of the Third hyposrasis in 
the first person. Rather, it always speaks of the Third hyposrasis in the 
third person, i.e., impersonally. The person of the Holy Spirit remains en· 
shrouded in mystery; He is unknown, unrevealed. Is this a mystery that 
will be revealed in the future age, an as yet unaccomplished revelation, in 
the same way that the Old Testament did nor know the personal revelation 
of the Son? Is it the case that the manifestation of the Person of the Holy 
Spirit cannot be encompassed by the "kingdom of grace," bur can be real
ized only in the "kingdom of glory"? Or does this silence derive from a 
special personal property of the Holy Spirit as the Third hyposrasis? Here, 

8. This exception occurs in Acts 1p: "As they ministered to the Lord, and fasted, 
the Holy Spirit said, Separate me (morl Barnabas and Saul for the work whereunro I ha"" 
called them." This unexpected and, of course. extremely important case of the use of the 
first-person pronoun with reference co the Holy Spirit does nor differ in content from 
other cases of His guidance described in The Acts of the Apostles. 
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on the basis of the results of exegesis, we must affirm that we do not have 
a Biblical revelation of the Comforter Himself, as a Person, even as we do 
not know His hypostatic revelation in the history of the Church. The 
Comforter has not yet been manifested personally, although He has been 
sent to the Church in His New Testament gifts at the Pentecost.• 

9. This absence of a personal revelacion of che Third hyposcasis is reflecced in Ji. 
turgics and prayer. Almost no prayers are directly addressed to the Holy Spirit (virtually 
the sole exception is '"Heavenly King"), whereas an enormous number of prayers about 
the sending down of the Holy Spirit are addressed to the Father and the Son. One should 
also note the absence of a liturgical development of the feast of the Holy Spirit (after the 
Pentecost). 
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CHAPTER 4 

The Dyad of the Word and the Spirit 

I. In the Divine Sophia 

The first part of this trilogy, Tbe Lamb of God (ch. 1:4).1 expounds a doc
trine of the Divine Sophia considered as the self-revelation of the Holy 
Trinity, of the Father in the Son by the Holy Spirit, but primarily with ref.. 
erence to the Second hypostasis, the Lamb of God. It is now our task to ex
amine this doctrine with reference to the Third hypostasis, the Holy 
Spirit. When one speaks of the Divine Dyad, of the Second hypostasis and 
the Third hypostasis in their dyadic union, this in no wise signifies that 
the triunity of the Holy Trinity is diminished in any way, or that It under
goes separation or sundering. On the contrary, the inner structure of the 
Holy Trinity includes not only the distinctly personal hypostases in their 
triunity but also their dyadic interrelations. The trinitarian character of 
the Dyad is fully affirmed through the principle of monarchy, which is es
tablished by the dyadic self-revelation of the Father as the "Principle," the 
Divine Subject. But His Predicate or Self-revelation, the Divine Sophia, is 
actualized as the bi-unity of two hypostases: the Word uttered by the Fa
ther, upon which reposes the Holy Spirit, Who proceeds from the Father. 

This bi-unity, this intradivine "and" or "dia (through)" about which 
the Eastern and Western theologians dispute, is precisely the Divine 
Sophia as the self-revelation of the one Father. In this bi-unity, the per
sonal revelations of the Second and Third hypostases are coordinated. In 
the depths of the consubstantial and indivisible Trinity, in Its triunity, 
one can distinguish, on the one hand, the First or Revealed hypostasis 

r. See Translaror"s lnrroducrion for information about this rrilogy. - Trans. 
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and, on [he O[her hand, [he O[her cwo hypos[ases, [he Dyad of [he Son 
and [he Spiri[, [he supra·e[ernal hypos[a[ic self-revelacion of [he Firs[ 
hyponasis. This hypos[asis mus[ firs[ be expressed in a negacive form, by 
showing [ha[, for [he fullness of [he self-revela[ion, i[ is insufficiem to 
have jus[ one of [he hypos[ases, ei[her [ha[ of [he Son or [ha[ of [he Holy 
Spirit. The Divine Sophia is not onfy [he Son, jus[ as she is no[ onfy [he 
Holy Spiri[; rather, she is the bi-unity of [he Son and the Holy Spirit as 
one self-revelation of [he Fa[her. The uue definicion of [he Divine Sophia 
is es[ablished by her idemical relacion [O [he self-reve(a[ion of Both [he 
Son and the Spiric, in their dyadic interpene[ra[ion. All [he misunder· 
S[andings concerning the rela[ion of the Divine Sophia herself [O the 
hypos[ases of the Word and Spiric, as well as concerning Their connection 
in [he "procession" of [he Holy Spirit from or through [he Son, are rooted 
in an insufficien[ auen[ion [O the true charac[er of this intratrini[arian 
Dyad, which really exists bu[ which is usually sought in [he wrong place. 

This negacive charac[erization serves [O enablish [ha[ the dyad can· 
no[ be reduced to a unity or sundered in half. On [he other hand, its posi· 
tive definition signifies [ha[ the cwo hypos[ases are uniced [hrough the 
self-revelation of [he Fa[her in [he Divine Sophia without separation and 
without confusion. The one cannot be revealed without the o[her, jun as 
[hey canno[ be uni[ed [O [he poim of complete fusion or idencifica[ion.2 

The inseparability and inconfusibility of [he hyponases of [he dyad sig· 
nify at the same [ime [he perfec[ concre[eness of [heir interrela[ion, in 
which there can be no mmation or replacemen[: [he firs[ canno[ [ake [he 
place of [he second, or the second the place of [he firs[. To be sure, [his 
concre[eness mus[ not have [he sligh[es[ trace of subordina[ionism. The 
concre[eness does no[ diminish [heir equal divinity, linked [O [heir sepa· 
ra[e hypos[atizedness; ic refers, racher, to [he equal necessity and 
irreplaceability of the hypos[ases in the divine self-revelation of [he Fa· 
[her. This can be shown on [he basis of [he personal properties of [he 
hypos[ases: it is proper [O the Second hypos[asis [O be [he Word of all 
words and [he ideal objec[ive con[en[ of the self-revelacion, whereas [he 
Third is not the Word, al[hough ([ does not exis[ withou[ [he Word. Like
wise, [he Word does no[ possess tha[ power of quickening and accom· 

2. The Anie-Nicene triadology and logology approached such a fusion or iden1ifi· 
cation of the rwo revealing hypostases1 in effect establishing not a trinitarian but a 
bini1arian form of 1he Holy Triniry. This was due 10 a lack of development of the doc· 
trine of the Holy Spirit, which in effeci was viewed as an 111tribur. of the Second 
hyposiasis. 
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plishmenc which is proper only co che Third hyposcasis. And in chis sense 
che Holy Spiric reposes upon che Son, Who receives chis reposing, buc noc 
vice versa. In che incerrelacion of these cwo hyposrases chere can be no re
versibilicy, for che laccer would signify che abolicion of cheir personal 
propercies, char is, it would mean hyposcaric nondifferenriacion cogecher 
wich che denial of the inseparabilicy and inconfusabilicy of rhe Second 
and Third hyposcases. 

To characterize the hyposrasis of the Holy Spirit the patristic litera
ture likened che Second hyposcasis ro the lips and the Third ro che breath 
our of the lips, or the Second to the word and the Third ro the air moving 
as the word sounds. However poor and unsarisfaccory chis nacural simile 
may be in clarifying the hyposraric characcer of the Word and the Spirit, it 
nevertheless correcdy escablishes chis feacure ofTheir dyadic union, which 
is inseparable and inconfusible, and also concrete and decerminace. In 
effect, this dyadic union is necessary for the very realizabilicy of the self
revelarion: a word char is unspoken does nor sound, although it preserves 
ics conceptual conrenc; a sound rhac does nor concain a verbal idea is nor a 
word, bur only a vibracion of che air. 

Likewise, in the depths of the trinitarian self-revelacion the Divine 
Sophia, as the all-ideal or all-verbal all-realicy, the divine world, entitas 
entium [the encicy of encicies], cannoc be realized chrough che Word alone, 
or chrough che Spiric alone. Expressing chis crudely, we can say rhac chere 
is no word in che Word for che Word Himself, for ic is spoken not by che 
Son bur only by che Facher. le is the Father's Word. However, noc only is 
chere no word for che Son, Who does noc say ic, leaving chis co be done by 
the Father; chere is also no word for che Facher, for che Father also does 
noc say ic Himself, leaving chis for che begocren Son. Both are silenc in mu
cually sacrificial love; and che Word Himself becomes muce in chis sacrifi
cial silence between che hyposcases of che Facher and che Son. The Word, 
begoccen and born, becomes kenocically muce, as ic were, does noc speak 
icself. In this sense, ic is as if it does not exist - if one can use chis admircedly 
crude expression (and, in general, human language does nor have words 
strong enough to describe this) - prior to the self-revelation of the Spirit 
and outside of Him. 

Both the Father and the Son, each in His own way, seek longingly as it 
were rhe Word char is begoccen and born bur hidden in che silence of 
kenosis: it is as if the dyad of the Father and rhe Son exhausts itself in this 
birth of che Word, which seemingly cannoc be realized (chac is why chis 
firsc dyad, chac of che Facher-Son, cannoc be che complete self-revelacion of 
che Facher). Bue che self-revelacion of che Holy Trinicy is noc exhausced by 
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che Second hyposcasis alone; che laccer cannoc realize chis self-revelacion by 
icself. le is com pieced by another form of che self-revelacion of che Fae her: by 
che procession of che Holy Spiric upon che Son. The Holy Spiric, che Com
forcer, is che criumphanc love of che accomplished sacrificial self-revela
cion. In che Third hyposcasis, in ics self-revelacion, che Word sounds and is 
spoken. The Facher recognizes che Word, raised from che sacrifice of silence, 
born and begonen; and che Son recognizes Himself as che Facher's Word. 
The Holy Spiric is Life criumphanc over che kenocic sacrifice, resurreccion 
from che deach of kenosis, che criumph oflife-giving Love. 

Above, che Firsc Dyad was considered, so co speak, before che Holy 
Spiric encered che Holy Trinicy; now we will consider chis Dyad after che 
Holy Spiric's emry imo che Holy Trinicy. le is crue chac for ecernicy chere is 
neicher before nor after, for before and after coexisc chere; buc before is che 
foundacion or prius for after. In che Second Dyad, chac of che Son and che 
Spiric, che kenosis of birch and che criumph of procession are uniced by 
one ecernal and crinicarian acc. The procession of che Holy Spiric does noc 
occur by virme of some mecaphysical necessicy or divine fatum. le is che 
hyposcadc movemem of Love. The Holy Spiric proceeds omo che Son, co 
repose upon Him; and che presence of che Son is che necessary condidon 
of chis procession. In chis sense, che Holy Spiric is precisely che Third 
hyposcasis, which cannoc be conceived as che Second (even less can ic be 
conceived as che Firsc). The doccrine of causal originadons, in boch che 
Ease and che Wesc, accually knows two second hyposcases, insofar as ic sun
ders che Holy Trinicy inco cwo unconnecced dyads: Facher-Son and Facher
Spiric (or in che Cacholic doccrine: Facher-Son - Spiric). Bue che Holy 
Spiric is noc che Second buc precisely che Third hyposcasis in che Holy 
Trinicy, which reposes upon che Son, realizes che Word for che Fae her and 
che Son, and quickens che Son and cherefore che Facher. The Third 
hyposcasis is che being of God in God Himself. And cherefore if God is 
spiric, che Third hyposcasis bears, par excellence, che name God spiric: che 
Holy Spiric. 

The crinirarian self-revelacion in Divine life, or Sophia, comains cwo 
inseparable aces: self-deplecion, which is che kenosis in birch; and self
inspiracion, which is che glory of che procession. In ocher words, ic con
cains dying and resurreccion, self-deplecing idealicy and self-accomplish
ing realicy. These are che rwo forms of Love: ics sacrifice and ics criumph, 
"perfecc joy": che Facher Who has depleced Himself by engendering and 
che Son, immersed in idealicy, Who has depleced Himself by being engen
dered; and in chis and above chis chere is che life-giving Spiric, che breath of 
Divine love in ics fullness, in ics criumph. By che Holy Spiric che Facher 
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loves rhe Son nor as being engendered bur as already born. The first move
ment of the Holy Spirit proceeding from rhe Father is roward the Son, 
upon the Son, in relation ro the Son, as the Father's hyposraric love. And 
the reverse movement of the Holy Spirit is from the Son, through the Son 
toward the Father, as the Son's hyposraric love for the Father, completing 
the circular movement of the Spirit from the Father throutfa the Son 
(emmesos) or, ro put ir differently, from rhe Father and rhe Son. Bur in this 
circular movement of the Holy Spirit, besides the hyposraric movement 
toward the Son from the Father and toward the Father from the Son, be
sides the Father's love {for the Son) and the Son's love {for the Father), 
there is also the very movement of love, which is precisely the hyposrasis 
of the Holy Spirit. This hyposrasis entirely dissolves in rrihyposraric love. 
For the Father loves nor only the Son bur also the Holy Spirit, and He 
loves Them by the ecstatic love of"procession"; and the Son loves not only 
the Father bur also the Holy Spirit; and He loves Them by a triumphantly 
ardent love {"I and my Father are one" [John 10:30)). The Father loves 
Himself in the Son while the Son loves Himself in the Father, but Both 
love hypostatic Love itself. The Father "proceeds" into this Love, and the 
Son "reposes" in It, embracing and receiving It as His own being in the Fa
ther. And this hyposratic Love, in turn, loves the Father and the Son, 
Whose hypostatic unity It is, the hypostasis of Love. The human under
standing is given the capacity to know these aspects of the being of the 
Spirit only discursively, by successively passing from one definition ro an
other, for it knows love only as a stare or attribute of a hypostasis, not as a 
hypostasis in itself. 

This transcendence of Love as a bypostatic principle expresses a spe
cial mystery of the Third hypostasis, its inaccessible and unrevealed char
acter. Love in us is the definitive overcoming of the selfhood with which, 
for us, even hyposraric being itself is connected. Thar is why we consider 
love ro be nonhyposraric, only a state of a hyposrasis or, more precisely, of 
hypostases {at least two, if nor more). Bur the Third hyposrasis is bypostatic 
Love, although deprived of all selfhood. Like the first two hyposrases, the 
Third hypostasis has, in its own hyposraric life, its own kenosis, which 
consists precisely in hyposraric self-abolition, as ir were: By its procession 
from the Father upon the Son, the Third hyposrasis loses itself, as it were, 
becomes only a copula, the living bridge oflove between the Father and the 
Son, the hyposratic Between. Bur in this kenosis the Third hypostasis finds 
itself as rhe Life of the other hyposrases, as rhe Love of the Others and as 
the Comfort of the Others, which then becomes for it too its own Com
fort, its self-comfort. In a word, just as birth has both a passive and an ac-
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tive side, so does procession: it is spiration and procession, hypostatic de
pletion and self-acquisition, kenosis and glorification. The character of 
the Third hypostasis, of Love, is expressed in this "in-between" being, with 
the inclusion in it of the hypostases who love and who are loved. That is 
why its hypostatizedness is, as it were, a non-hypostatizedness, a complete 
transparence for the other hypostases, a non-selfhood. In this sense, Love 
is Humility: Before this special "impersonality" of the Third hypostasis, the 
first two hypostases appear as personalities with selfhood, as it were, as 
subject and object, or subject and predicate, for which the Third 
hypostasis is only a copula and is deprived, as it were, of its own content. 
To be sure, one cannot speak of"selfhood" in the limited creaturely sense 
with reference to the Divine hypostases, since each of them has its own 
kenosis of love. It is possible, however, to distinguish different modes of 
this love and, in particular, to see that, in the Third hypostasis, the 
kenosis is expressed in a special self-abolition of its personality.• The lat
ter disappears, as it were, while becoming perfectly transparent for the 
other hypostases, but in this it acquires the perfection of Divine life: 
Glory. 

This hypostatic character of the Third Person of the Holy Trinity 
leads to an important consequence for the inseparability and inconfasibility 
of this Person with the Second hypostasis in the Dyad of Divine self
revelation. This inseparable and inconfusible character derives, first of all, 
from the hypostatic being of the Second and Third persons of the Holy 
Trinity. The hypostases are not confused, for they are "distinctly personal" 
as personal centers. The inconfusibility of the Second and Third 
hypostases in the Dyad of the revelation of the Father also follows from 
the fact that each of these hypostases reveals the Father in its 011111 way: the 
Second as the Word or the Idea of ideas, as content; the Third as the actual
ized reality of this content, as beauty. In the Third hypostasis, God not 
only knows Himself as the absolute Truth or the Word of all and about all, 
but He also lives in this hypostasis and feels it, with the reality of the felt 
truth being beauty. The latter is not a particular content of the Third 
hypostasis, a content which is already given to it in the Word, but its being 
or actualization, not "what," but "how." There exists here an absolute ade
quacy of interpenetration, which, however, never becomes the identity of 
the two modes of revelation, of the logical and the alogical, of ideality and 

3. In <he creamrely world, chis self-abolition has an analogy in <he self-de<ermina
rion ofche Spirit-bearing Mocher of God: "Behold <he handmaid of<he Lord; be i< unto 
me according to rhy word" (Luke 1:38). 
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realii:y. Nevercheless, the idealii:y is real and the realii:y is ideal, full of con
tent. Realii:y has nothing to say about itself except the idealii:y that exists 
in it, whereas the idealii:y cannot, by itself, include in its content precisely 
chat which makes it realii:y. 

The inconfusibilii:y of the two hypostases of the divine self-revelation 
is correlative with their inseparabilii:y. The latter corresponds ro their mu
tual transparence or mutual penetration. Without this mutual fulfillment, 
neither of them is the self-revelation of Divinii:y in all its fullness. Of 
course, since each of the hypostases is equally divine, each hypostasis, in its 
own being, is already God: God the Father, God the Son, God the Holy 
Spirit. However, since Divinii:y in its self-revelation, or in Sophia, is an 
intratrinitarian trihypostatic ace, the latter is accomplished by the harmo
nious accion of all three hypostases, which presuppose and actualize one 
another, while revealing one another. Each hypostasis lives and is revealed 
not only in itself but also outside itself, in the other hypostases; and each 
would be one-sided and incomplete if all it had was its own being, its own 
selfhood (of course, one cannot even for a momenc entercain such a blas
phemous idea). 

This mutualii:y is expressed in the depths of the Holy Trinii:y by the 
fact that there is a Revealed hypostasis, the Father, and that there is a 
Dyad of Revealing hypostases, the engendered Son and the proceeding 
Holy Spirit. The inseparabilii:y of these two hypostases is based not only 
on the fact that boch of them have a common "principle" in the Father 
but also on the fact that both of them together reveal Him in the Divine 
Sophia, by a unified concrete act determined by their interrelation. This 
interrelation is expressed in a specific order or taxis, where the Son is the 
Second hypostasis and the Holy Spirit is che Third hyposcasis, noc vice 
versa. Ontologically (but not chronologically, of course), the Third 
hypostasis is after the Son, since it presupposes Him for its being. The 
Holy Spirit "proceeds" from the Father onto the Son, through the Son; He 
reposes upon the Son, is correlacive with Him in a decerminace, concrete 
manner. The Holy Spirit cannot even be conceived without a relation to 
the Son, or, for that matter, to the Father, for all the hypostatic relations 
are trinitarian in character. And that is why the Son cannot be conceived 
without a relation to the Holy Spirit Who reposes upon Him; the Son is 
not revealed outside of chis interrelation with Him. 

When we say "Son," our thought adds "and the Spiric," and vice 
versa. This "and" unites che two hypostases in one revelation of the Di
vine Sophia. Sophia is one, but there are two sophianic hypostases, which reveal 
one subject, but in a double manner: uni-dyadically, without separation 
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and without confusion. One hyposcasis does nor repeat rhe ocher, bur 
manifests it: the Word is accomplished by the Holy Spirit and rhe Spirit 
quickens the Word. Divinity contains rhe Word and rhe Spirit reveals 
Him: "for the Spirit searcheth all things, yea, the deep things of God" 
(1 Cor. 2:10). By the Spirit the Father inspires Himself in His own Word, 
and this self-inspiration is divine life, Beauty. Inspiration is not object· 
less and empty; it creatively reveals the "deep things of God." Divine life 
is an act of divine self-inspiration, and in this sense a cognitively creative 
act, in the Word through the Holy Spirit. To be sure, here one must not 
think of creative activity in the creaturely sense, which is marked by par
tiality, limitedness, becoming, imperfection. In God, all things are actual 
and actualized in the Holy Spirit. But inspiration and creative activity 
have a theme, and this divine theme is God's own Word, accomplished by 
the Holy Spirit and inspiring, so to speak, God Himself to creatively 
posit Himself: the Father as Spirator "breathes" the Holy Spirit upon the 
Son, that is, He is inspired by His own divine theme. The Son Himself be
comes, both for Himself and for rhe Father, the revelation of Divinity, 
while the Holy Spirit is this very inspiration. 

This supra-eternal interrelation in the immanent Trinity becomes ac· 
cessible for us in the economic Trinity, that is, it becomes accessible 
chriscologically. The Holy Spirit Himself is not Truth, bur the "Spirit of 
Truth," rhe "Spirit of Wisdom." "The Spirit of truth ... will guide you into 
all truth: for he shall nor speak of himself; but whatsoever he shall hear, 
chat shall he speak: and he will show you things to come" Oohn 16:13). "He 
shall glorify me; for he shall receive of mine, and shall shew ir unto you" 
(16:14). Christ's apparent self-identification with "another Comforter" in 
the Lase Discourse has the same meaning: "A little while, and ye shall nor 
see me; and again, a little while, and ye shall see me" (16:17, 19). 

This dyadism of the Son and the Holy Spirit is particularly evident 
in the Wisdom of Solomon, which seems co equate the "Spirit of Wis
dom" with Wisdom irself.4 This results in a fundamental difficulty of the 
doctrine of the Divine Sophia, a difficulty chat remains insurmountable 
for many: how can it be affirmed about Sophia char she is the revelation 
both of the Son and ofrhe Holy Spirit, or more precisely the revelation of 
the Son and the Holy Spirit? The error here is chat one seeks a rationalistic 
identification of Sophia with one of the hyposcases of the Holy Trinity, al
though Sophia is in no wise a hypostasis; and there is amazement when 

4. See the Biblical excursus in my book The Burning Bush: An Essay in th< Dofl""li< 

lnmprrt•tion of Certdin F<a,.,rrs in th< Orthodox V....,,.lion of the Mother of God (Paris, 1927). 
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one says that the Wisdom of God as the self-revelation of the Father is the 
dyadic unity of the revelation of the Two revealing hypostases. 

Sometimes this idea of dyadic unity is expressed in a cryptic, short
hand manner that hinders immediate understanding of the true interre
lation of the hypostases. Thus, the Nicaeno-Constantinopolitan Creed 
says about the Holy Spirit: "who spake by the prophets." In many pas
sages in the Old and New Testaments, prophecy as the pronouncement 
of truth is represented as an express act of the Spirit of God ("all scrip
ture is given by inspiration of God" [2 Tim. 3:16); and prophecy came 
from "holy men of God (who) spake as they were moved by the Holy 
Spirit" [2 Pet. 1:21)). One gets the impression that the word of truth is pro
nounced precisely by the Holy Spirit; and dyadic self-revelation and di
vine inspiration thus appear to be effected by the Third hypostasis alone. 
But it is necessary to expand and clarify this shorthand expression: It is 
not the Holy Spirit but the Son of God Who is the word of truth. Christ 
is the Truth, but the Holy Spirit inspires with this word, manifests this 
word, in general manifests Christ. That is why the expression "who spake 
by the prophets," which occurs in the eighth article of the Creed after the 
detailed doctrine of the Son, must be understood in il1 fall context: Ac
cording to the Last Discourse, the Holy Spirit "shall not speak of him
self; but whatsoever he shall hear" Oohn 16:13); and He inspires us to hear 
precisely this inner word, without which "prophecy'' is impossible, even 
as the hearing of the word is impossible without the inspiration by the 
Holy Spirit. That is why the expression "who spake by the prophets" 
must be understood in the sense of the accomplishing action of the Third 
hypostasis inspiring the prophets, but not with reference to the content of 
this word, which is from the Word. That is why one should not regard 
the divinely inspired character of the sacred books as a mechanical dicta
tion of words of truth which the prophet passively transcribed. It signi
fies rather the inspiration of the prophet himself by the word of truth 
which he found in the depths of his human essence by the action of the 
Third hypostasis. 

Sometimes this kind of shorthand expression of the doctrine of the 
dyad of the Word and the Spirit is even more cryptic. For example, con
sider the story in Genesis of the creation of the world, in which we have 
the action ofall three hypostases: of the initial hypostasis, the Father, and 
of the two accomplishing hypostases, the Son and the Spirit. The external 
accent lies on the action of the Holy Spirit as the accomplishing "let there 
be." But each time there is added a word representing the object of "let 
there be" (light, firmament, etc.); and that is why the creative "let there 
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be" conrains rhe sacred monogram of rhe dyadic revelarion of rhe Holy 
Trinity in crearion. 

The Divine Sophia is rhe erernal Humanity, rhe heavenly proro
image of crearurely humanity. As a consequence, rhis humanity roo is 
borh dual and one on rhe basis of rhe inseparability and inconfusibility of 
rhe two Divine hyposrases; and it is the case rhar rhe unity and rhe duality 
are equally rrue. The Divine-humanity is known by us on the basis of the 
crearurely humanity, which bears rhe image ofrhe former. And rhis image 
of the crearurely humanity is one, insofar as rhe crearurely proro-man 
Adam is one, bur iris also dual, as rhe unity of rhe male and female princi
ples: "in rhe image of God creared he him; male and female creared he 
rhem" (Gen 1:27). These male and female principles in which is imprinted 
the image of rhe Divine Sophia, of prorotypical humanity, are the differ
entiation and unity - expressed in rhe language of crearurely being - of 
the Logos and rhe Holy Spirir in Sophia. From the image we ascend here 
ro the Proto-image and understand ir. Of course, here we must set aside 
the specific qualiries of the male and female principles according ro which 
rhey exisr in rhe creaturely world in rhe images of the male and female gen
ders. One musr insread undersrand them as images of one and the same 
spiritual principle, Sophia, in rhe fullness of irs self-revelarion, in rhe im
age of the Second and Third hyposrases. 

The Holy Spirit reposes upon the Logos, and the Logos abides in His 
bosom. The Holy Spirir is life, and love, and rhe reality of rhe Word, even 
as rhe Logos is, for Him, rhe derermining conrenr, word-thoughr and feel
ing, Trurh and being in Trurh - as the Beauty of self-revealed Truth. All 
rhese inrerrelarions have a parallel (nor more and nor less rhan a parallel) 
in rhar bi-unity of rhe human spirir in which rhe male, solar principle of 
rhoughr, logos, is unired wirh rhe female principle of receprion, crearive 
accomplishment, beauty. The human sophianic spirir is a male-female 
androgyne, alrhough, in facr, every individual human being is only eirher 
male or female; char is, despite this androgynism of the spirir, every indi
vidual human being experiences being according ro only one of rhese 
principles, in relarion ro which the orher principle is only complementary. 
And rhis androgynism is the fallness of rhe image of God in human beings, 
just as, conversely, a human being in whom one ofrhese principles would 
predominare to rhe point of rhe virrual absence of rhe orher would be a 
spirirual freak, strictly speaking, no longer a human being.5 

S· By con<rast, in the angelic world of pure spirits the image of God is expressed in 
each spirit in particular, and not in its integriry, as in the human race, where the male 
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We already know rhar, in rhe Divine Incarnation, rhis differenriarion 
of rhe male and female principles corresponds ro rhe incarnation of 
Chrisr in rhe male image and rhe mosr perfect manifesrarion of rhe Holy 
Spirit in rhe image of rhe Spirit-bearer, rhe Ever-Virgin Mary, so rhar rhe 
image of rhe perfect Divine-humaniry6 in irs fullness - borh in heaven 
and on earth - is nor rhe Son only, bur also rhe Son and rhe Virgin, rhe 
supra-eternal Infant in rhe bosom of rhe Mother of God. This also indi
cates rhe heavenly bi-unity of rhe Son and rhe Holy Spirit.' 

The inseparability and inconfusibility of rhe rwo revealing hyposrases 
in rhe Divine Sophia find a new expression in rhis polarization and mutual 
dependence of rhe rwo principles which in rhe life of rhe Spirit correspond 
ro rhe male and female principles and which in rhe doctrine of rhe Church 
are symbolized by rhe wedding of Christ and rhe Church, rhe Holy Spirit. 
By irs personal character, each of rhese hyposrases conditions, manifests, 
and actualizes rhe orher, bur cannot be absorbed or abolished by a fusion 
wirh rhe orher. There is established here rhis absolute correlativeness of rhe 
rwo hyposrases of revelation. The Farher is revealed by borh of rhem: by rhe 
hyposrasis of generation, rhe Word, and by rhe hyposrasis of procession, rhe 
Holy Spirit, in rheir unity in rhe Father. The rwo hyposrases are mutually 
rransparenr in rheir being; bur ar rhe same rime each of rhem has an irre
ducible hyposraric nucleus, a disrincrly personal I. 

This personal differenriarion of rhe hyposraric divine J's is overcome 
and abolished, as ir were, by rhe rrihyposraric acr of self-renouncing love, 
in which rhese personal centers are self-identified in rhe one rrihyposraric 

and female principles are uniced buc discincc (see my bookj..cob's l.JJddn-: On rh< Angels 

[Paris, 1929)), although this condition is overcome by their communality and love. Bur in 
che world offallen spirics, where precisely love has been excinguished, we see the image of 
srerile one-sidedness: Lucifer is an example of bad maleness, whereas Lilirh, "Babylon." 
the great whore, is an example of bad femaleness. 

6. See Translator's Introduction for a discussion of Divine-humanity. - Trans. 
7. Here and chere in che Church liceracure we find che image of che Spiric as a fe

male hyposrasis. For example, we find chis in che fourth·cenrury Syriac writer Aphraares. 
The Semicic languages lack a neuter gender, and rliUICh, the word for wind or spirit, is 
feminine; therefore, the ancient Semitic literature, prior to any appreciable influence of 
Greek cheology, speaks of che Holy Spiric in che feminine gender. The ancienc Syriac 
translation of John 14:>6 in face says, "The Holy Spiric, the female Com forcer, shall ceach 
you all rhings."' And so, in conformiry wirh rhe more ancienr usage, Aphraares uses femi
nine adjectives for "life-giving" and "holy" in the doxology, "glory and honor to His Son, 
and to His Spiric, life-giving and holy." It is also noceworchy chac, in che ancienc Gospel 
of the Hebrews, ciced by Jerome and Origen, che Lord speaks of the Holy Spiric as His 
Mother. 
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I of rhe Holy Triniry, although rhey are nor extinguished in ir. This differ
entiation of rhe persons is also necessarily preserved in rhe murualiry of 
rhe bihyposraric revelation; rhe rwo hyposrases are mutually rransparenr 
nor in rheir hyposrarizedness as such bur precisely in rhe forms of rheir 
personal revelation, or (if one can express ir in rhis way) nor in rheir char
acter as subject but in their character as predicate. The Word is transpar
ent for rhe Spirit and the Spirit embraces rhe Word reposing in His 
bosom; but the Word and the Spirit are not non-hypostatic in their revela
tion but are, in themselves, persons. Here too, however, there is a distinc
tion in their hypostatic mutual being. In itself, the hypostasis of the Word 
is expressed by rhe fact that it is engendered by the Father. This hypostasis 
is the Subject of the Word-Predicate. It possesses in itself its predicate, the 
word; and irs hypostasis is thus self-evident, as it were. But this cannot be 
said about the Third hypostasis insofar as it is the Spirit of the Second 
hypostasis ("rhe Spirit of Truth"). In its content ir is correlative with the 
Word. It becomes transparent for the Word, becomes, as it were, only the 
form of the Word's being, or rhe copula connecting rhe subject and rhe 
predicate. The hypostasis of the Spirit is "eclipsed" here in its trans
parence for the Word, is identified with rhe Word, as ir were. 

The hypostasis of the Spirit does not have its own Face, as it were, 
bur is only rhe Face of rhe Son in His Glory. But its supra-eternal kenosis 
is also glorification, Glory, which is not only che glorification of the Son but 
also Glory in Itself. However, in che lighr of this Glory we can discern che 
glorified Face of Logos-Christ but not the proper Face of Glory itself, 
which remains invisible both in its kenocic self-renunciation and even in 
che glory of che glorification of che Logos. We see che sun in light, as che 
source oflighc, but we do noc see che light itself in and through which che 
sun is visible for us; we do not see ic ac the same time as the sun or apart 
from rhe sun. 

The Third hyposrasis is the hypostatic revelation not concerning itself. Ac 
the same time, it is also not the transcendent Paternal hyposcasis; che latter 
remains outside of revelation, as the subject of revelation. The Third 
hypostasis is contained within the revelation of the Father, as a kind of sa
cred mystery of chis revelation; ic is a Mystery about itself. le is revealed in che 
other hypostases by its action, as the spirit of God, but not in itself, as the 
hyposcaric Holy Spirit. Hypostatic Love is submerged in love and shows it
self, testifying not about itself but about Another: "He [the Spirit] shall glo
rify me: for he shall receive of mine, and shall shew ic unto you" Oohn 16:14). 
That is why, in speaking about the sending down of the Comforter, the Son 
also speaks abouc ic in chis manner: "A little while, and ye shall noc see me; 
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and again, a little while, and ye shall see me" (16:17) - "me" in the Holy 
Spirit, Who manifests not Himself, but the Son and the Father in the Son 
("All things that the Father hath are mine: therefore said I, that he shall take 
of mine, and shall shew it unto you" (16:15)). The Spirit Himself does not 
have anything that He can call "mine," so that it is as ifHe does not exist, al
though it is precisely in this "non-existence" that the mode of His existence 
is manifested - in His inseparability and inconfusibility with the Son. 

This inevitably imparts a practical Filioque character to the theology 
of the Holy Spirit with reference to His relation to the Son. If one does not 
reduce this theology to a rationalistic theory of "origination," one must 
necessarily understand it dyadically: A theology of the Holy Spirit cannot 
be realized without the Son, for the Spirit is His very being as the Son. The 
Son is the Son by the Holy Spirit, and the proper "is" of the Holy Spirit is 
the being of the Son: without separation and without confusion. The 
Spirit is the transparence of the revelation, while the Son is that which is in 
this transparence, its content. The Spirit is Life; the Son is the One Who 
lives by this Life. Logos becomes an abstract idea if it does not acquire real 
concreteness in the Spirit; but without the Word that it contains this con
creteness would be a formless void. Sophia is the revelation of the Son and 
the Holy Spirit, without separation and without confusion. 

II. In the Creaturely Sophia 

The created world is established in being by God at the "Beginning," that 
is, in the Divine Sophia, as her creaturely image, or the creaturely Sophia 
(see Tbe JAmb of Gotf). In creation there is nothing that does not belong to 
Sophia, except nothing itself, which is the sole beginning of creation (see 
Tbe Unfading Light8). It is by the creative act that nothing appears; it is es
tablished by God as a being in its own right, as an extradivine being: ouk 
on becomes mi on and receives the power of being. The world arose and 
exists by the will of God: "thou hast created all things, and for thy plea
sure they are and were created" (Rev. 4:11). The Book of Genesis attests to 
this with archaic and lapidary grandeur: "In the beginning God created 
the heaven and the earth" (1:1). We will not complicate our discussion by 
considering "heaven" here (see instead my book Jacob's Ladder). The cre
ation of the angelic choir, which is meant here, is the initial act of God's 

8. TM Unfdding Ugbt: Ctmkmp/4tiDns dnd Sptculations (Moscow, 1917) is Bulgakov's 
chief philosophic•/ work on sophiology. - Trans. 
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creation, and the sole act of His creation which is complete and self
sufficient. These are the hypostatized ideas of creation, the heavenly 
"project" of the latter, which can be understood only with reference to 
the fllOr/J, or the "earth." The latter has its own history of creation, some
thing the angelic world lacks. 

The creation of the world is invariably interpreted in Christian dog
matics as the action of the trihypostatic God Who is in the Holy Trinity, 
an action in which it is necessary to distinguish the actions of each of the 
hypostases - of the Father, the initial cause, of the Son, the demi urge, 
and of the Holy Spirit, the accomplishing cause (according to St. Basil the 
Great's formulation). These and other patristic formulas express in a 
characteristic manner the participation of all three persons of the Holy 
Trinity in creation. This idea represents one of the particular applications 
of the dogma of the Holy Trinity, but the modes of the participation of 
the separate hypostases are yet to be clarified. Of course, there can be no 
doubt that the whole of creation bears the imprint of the trihypostatic 
God. In particular, it is said about the Word that was with God (- the Fa
ther) that "all things were made by him: and without him was not any 
thing made that was made" Oohn 1:3); even as it is said about the Holy 
Spirit that "all the host of them (of the heavens) by the breath of his 
mouth (was made]" (Ps. 33:6; cf. Ps. 104:30). 

One cannot fail to notice that Genesis speaks about God simply as 
the Creator (Gen. 1). Although the pluralis m4iestatis Elohim is used, its 
predicate is singular, and the plural pronoun occurs only in Genesis 1:26: 
"let us make man." In general, by comparing different texts about cre
ation, one gets the impression that God (the Father) creates by His Word 
and Spirit, so that both of these hypostases acquire an instrumental sig
nificance, as it were, act in creation as means that the Father has at His 
disposal, as His "hands," according to the patristic expression. It is the Fa
ther Who properly is the Creator; it is He Who possesses the will to cre
ation; it is He Who is the Proto-will in creation. He is the beginning 
(arche) not only in the Holy Trinity; He is also the beginning in creation, 
where He is revealed by the Word in the Spirit. He is the Will of Love,9 and 

9. In rhe Carholic rheology there has exisred since Augustine an erroneous idenri· 
fication of will and love, volunl4S ,;.,. amor, precisely wi<h reference m the character of <he 
Thinl hypostasis. But will and love are, of course, not identical. In God-Love, however, 
which is the entire Holy Trinicy, one can distinguish in the characters of the individual 
hypostases also <he First Principle of Love, which is proper precisely to the Paternal 
hypostasis. 
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in this sense He is the Father in creation as well ("Our Father" in the 
Lord's Prayer; "thou, 0 Lord, art our father" (Isa. 63:16)). Strictly speaking, 
it is He Who is the hypostatic Creator of the world, that Divine I that ad
dresses the world with the creative word: let then be all things. •0 

But how can we understand the participation of the Second and 
Third hypostases if we consider that they do not participate bypostatically 
in the creation of the world, which is the work of the Father, Who is insep
arably and consubstanrially united with Them? They both participate in 
the creation sophianically, through their self-revelation in Sophia, who is 
also the self-revelation of the Father in the Holy Trinity, the divine world. 
Sophia is not a hypostasis, although, belonging to the hypostases, she is 
hypostatized from all eternity. Jn herself, however, she is the objective 
principle of divine being, by and in which God the Father not only reveals 
Himself in divine being but also creates the world. Sophia is the revelation 
of the rwo hypostases through which the self-revelation of the Father is 
realized. Both the Second hypostasis and the Third hypostasis therefore 
participate in the creation of the world through this revelation, not by 
hypostatic directedness toward the world, but by their revelation in 
Sophia. They are the divine foundation of the world, which has its 
hypostatic Creator or Principle in the Father. 

The creation of the world by the Father in and through Sophia is ex
pressed with perfect clarity in Chapter 1 of Genesis. Here, all the acts of 
creation are accomplished by God the Father, Who commands as if from a 
transcendent "outside," from the height of His Divinity, by His sophianic 
Word: "let there be" this or that form of creation. "Let there be (fiat)" is re
peated eight times, with reference to each of the works of creation (Gen. 
1:3, 6, 9, II, 14, 20, 24, 26); six times it is accompanied by "and it was so" 
(Gen. 1:7, 9, II, 15, 24, 30). And to each of these acts of"let there be" and "it 
was so" corresponds a word referring precisely to this act of creation. 

These are the words of the Word which are contained in the Divine 
Sophia and are called here to creation in the creaturely Sophia, in the 
world. These are those words of the Word about "all things" by which "all 
things were made"; but they are spoken here not by the hypostatic Word, 
Who seems to be mute here, in the creation of the world, although He 
speaks in the eternal Sophia. They are spoken by the creative hypostasis of 
the Father, Who repeats, as it were, the words of the Word already spoken 
eternally in Sophia. God the Father, Who engenders the Son from all eter
nity, is mute from all eternity, for He speaks Himself only in the Son. But 

10. See rhe epilogue ro the present work: "The Father." 
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God the Father, as the Creator, in creation Himself speaks these words spo
ken from all eternity in the Son, transmitting chem to creation as com
mands. le is in chis sense chat the Word aces in the world not as the world
creacing hypostasis but as the Word about the world and pronounced in 
the world by the Father. "All things were made by him; and without him 
was not any thing made chat was made" (John 1:3). It is not said chat the 
Word Himself is the creator, but only chat He is the foundation and con
tent of the creation called into being by the Father. In the creation the 
hyposcacic Word remains His own hyposcasis outside or above the world, as 
it were, although by His content He determines the world's being and its 
all-multiplicity as all-unity. He is che logos and logic of the world, while re
maining hypostatically transcendent to the latter. He is united with the 
world only in Sophia, chat is, not as the bypostatic Logos but as the spoken 
pan-logos. In short, the world is directly created according to the will of the 
Father by the Word in Sophia. 

This idea is developed in the first chapter of Genesis in a series of 
creative pronouncements by God, corresponding co the six days of cre-
ation: "Lee there be light .... Lee there be a firmament in the midst of the 
waters .... Lee the waters ... be gathered ... and lee the dry land appear .... 
Let the earth bring forth grass .... Let there be lights in the firmament of 
the heaven .... Lee the waters bring forth ... the moving creature .... Let 
the earth bring forth the living creature." All this represents a shorthand 
monogram for the fullness of the entire creaturely world prior to man. 
And only with the creation of man do we have not only an act of sophianic 
creation, which defines his place in the cosmos, but also an ace of 
bypostatically divine creation, which is expressed in God's counsel (of 
course, in the Holy Trinity): "Let us make man in our image, after our like
ness" (1:26). Man's hypostasis, eternal and creaturely, uncreated and created, 
is formed with the participation of the integral crihyposcacic person of 
the Holy Trinity. Bue man's substance, creaturely humanity, is sophi
anically created by the Father according co the general order of creation: 
"So God created man" (1:27). 

But if we know the participation of the Logos in creation only as the 
action of the Logos, as His revelation in Sophia, the participation of the 
Holy Spirit is analogous: He participates in the creation of the world not 
hypostacically but by His action, not as the Holy Spirit but as the spirit of 
God moving upon the face of the waters. His action in creation corre
sponds to His revelation in Sophia. In her, His action is, above all, reality, 
life, beauty, or glory. And the first action of the Holy Spirit in creation is 
that in the void of nothing reality arises (in ouk on there appears me on) as 
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a certain preliminary actuality: i.e., precisely che earth as che ontological 
place of future creation, and then different species of being. This action of 
che Holy Spirit, che hyposcasis of reality, is expressed in che words "lee 
there be" and "it was so," repeated a number of times in the Genesis ac
count of the creation. We can also see the express action of the Spirit in 
the actualization of the generative power of the earth and water as the 
maternal womb, che proco-reality which has been seeded wich the words 
of the Word, the ideas of creation actualized by the life-giving force. This 
is described in the following passages: "Lee the earth bring forth grass ... 
and the earth brought forth grass" (Gen 1:11-12); "lee the waters bring 
forth ... che waters brought forth" (1:20-21); "lee che earth bring forth che 
living creature" (1:24). In addition, the revelation of the Holy Spirit in 
beauty is spoken of in che refrain concluding each day of creation: "And 
God saw the light, chat ic was good" (1:4); "and God saw chat ic was good" 
(1:10); etc. This is repeated for all che days except che second (1:4, 10, 12, 18, 
21, 25, 31). 11 

The express action of che Holy Spirit which cloches creation in 
beauty and glory muse also be considered co include the first, preliminary 
manifestation on earth of the glory of the creation, the transfigured 
earth: chis first manifestation is the planting of paradise. Genesis speaks 
of chis briefly, using an anthropomorphic, mythological image: "God 
planted a garden eastward in Eden; and there he put the man whom he 
had formed" (2:8). Eden with its tree oflife direccly corresponds co the fu
ture city of God on the transfigured earth, also with "the tree oflife" (Rev. 
22:2). This is the initial transfiguration of the world, which was given by 
God but which was co be extended co all creatures through man, who was 
put "into the garden of Eden co dress it and co keep it" (Gen. 2:15). Bue af
terward, just as man himself in his fall was deprived of the glory of God 
(Rom. 3:23), so the rays of heavenly light chat had shined over the creation 
in Eden have faded on earth and will not shine again until che coming of 
the times and seasons of its transfiguration. 

The most important and characteristic passage referring co the ac
tion of the Holy Spirit in the creation is certainly Genesis 1:2: "the earth 
was without form, and void (tohu vabohu) ... and the Spirit of God moved 
upon the face of the waters." What is characteristic here is, first of all, che 
place chat is assigned co che action of the Holy Spirit (likened co che sit
ting of a bird in ics nest) - prior co the individual aces of creation. These 

11. The final rime rhis is in a generalized form: "And God saw every ching char he 
had made, and behold, it was very good." 
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aces make che individual forms of creacion appear ouc of chaos, formless 
confusion, che "earch." In ocher words, whac we have here is che reverse re· 
lacion of che Second and Third hyposcases: firsc che accion of che Spiric 
and only chen che accion of che Word. The proto·reality of being, proco
maccer, che earch, are produced by che accion of che Spiric, which causes 
all che sophianic seeds of being implanced in chis proco-realicy co sprouc. 
Here, ac che very chreshold of che creacion of che world, chere is mani
fesced che express relacion of che Holy Spiric co whac is usually considered 
co be diamecrically opposice co Him - His relacion co matter. Here, one 
finds already adumbraced che special theme of che life of maccer as a realicy 
chac is co become permeaced wich che Holy Spiric and spiritual in chis 
sense, chac is, a realicy chac is co achieve ics cransfiguracion as che "new 
earch" (cogecher wich che "new heaven"). where che tohu vabohu, che cha
ocic formlessness and void, will be overcome. Reposing "macernally" upon 
che Word, che hyposcasis of che Spiric manifescs ics macernal characcer in 
che revelacion of Sophia during che creacion of che world: ic manifescs ic
self as che macernal womb in which che forms of chis world are conceived. 
Here we already have chac myscerious crypcogram of che Divine-Macernicy 
in which is born che God-Man, che supreme purpose and goal of che en
cire creacurely world. In chis spiric-bearing chaos, che tohu vabohu, we have 
che image of che creacurely Sophia, considered noc in her verbal or ideal 
concenc, buc in her realicy, life, and being. 

Bue how should one more precisely underscand chis movemenc of 
che Spiric upon che void and che darkness? Is chis che Holy Spiric or che 
spiric of God, che Third hyposcasis or only ics accion in sophianic revela· 
cion? The general idea of che moving Spiric is expressed wich archaic nacu
ralism in anchropomorphic·mychological language, and ic does noc easily 
lend icself co che incerprecacion chac ic was accually che Third hyposcasis 
chac, in ics hyposcacic descenc, organized che tohu vabohu, forming cosmos 
ouc of chaos in a kind of supramundane Pencecosc. On che concrary, che 
seeds of chis organizacion had already been implanced in che chaos icself, 
as ics life-giving force, in conformicy wich che sophianic proco-image of 
che world. Thac is why ic is noc necessary co chink chac che chaos could 
cruly be che "place" of che hyposcacic presence of che Holy Spiric Himself, 
and noc only of His force accing in creacion. And in chis sense we have yec 
once more wich regard co che Holy Spiric che confirmacion of che general 
idea chac, in rhe creacion of che world, chere accively parcicipaces che 
supramundane hyposcasis of che Facher, which incroduces, so co speak, 
che Son and che Spiric inco che world ac ics creacion, alchough noc in Their 
hypostatic revelacion, buc only by Their accion, which is given ecernally in 
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the Divine Sophia. But Sophia is not a hypostasis but a "hypostatized
ness." Therefore, we again arrive at the conclusion that the world is cre
ated by the hypostasis of the Father in and through the Divine Sophia by 
the action of the two hypostases that reveal her. 

This idea requires clarification. We are saying that God the Father 
creates the world by and in Sophia, who is not a hypostasis but a 
hypostatizedness; she is the objective principle of divine self-revelation 
and life. Here we must remember that, since Sophia is hypostatized by the 
hypostases from all eternity, she does not exist separately from them. That 
is why when one says that it is the Father Who creates the world by 
Sophia, this cannot mean that the Son and the Holy Spirit do not partici
pate hypostatically in creation but bring to it only Their sophianic revela
tion. Such a separation of hypostasis from hypostatizedness in Sophia is 
inconceivable and inadmissible. It is perfectly admissible and even neces
sary, however, to introduce a distinction in the self-revelation of Divinity 
to the effect that it is predominantly realized either relative to hypostasis 
or relative to hypostatizedness, i.e., relative to its sophianic definition; 
and accordingly we have either hypostatic (more precisely, hypostatically 
sophianic) or sophianic (more precisely, sophianically hypostatic) revela
tion, with the emphasis placed on the one or the other, on hypostasis or 
on hypostatizedness. 

In the creation of the world, we have the following interrelationship: 
the hypostasis of creation, the Principle or Subject of the latter, is the Fa
ther, Who creates the world in the Holy Trinity, that is, inseparably from 
the Second and Third hypostases, by a trinitarian act in the Divine 
Sophia. This does not mean that Sophia, the objective principle of cre
ation, separated herself from the hypostases and became extrahypostatic. 
But the hypostases do not appear here in their personal differentiatedness; 
rather, they kenotically conceal themselves, as it were, in the hypostasis of 
the Father. The Divine Subject, the I who creates the world, is, as a Person, 
precisely the hypostasis of the Father, with which the two other divine l's 
are indistinguishably united here. This I of the Father acts and commands 
in the creation of the world, whereas the other l's are included in Him, 
without being abolished but also without being manifested. They partici
pate in the creation of the world not by Themselves but by Their Own, i.e., 
in the Divine Sophia. Three hypostatic flames are lit in a row, one behind 
the other; and therefore they are seen as a single flame; and this single 
flame is the I of the Father. It overshadows, as it were, the divine l's of the 
Second and Third hypostases, which are kenotically concealed in Him and 
which are not actualized hypostatically in creation. 
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This is also the case as far as divine providence is concerned. In the 
Old Testament, where in general God is revealed unihyposcacically, chis 
one hyposcasis, which conceals the Divine criunity, is chat of the Father; 
and in chis sense it is sometimes said chat the Old Testament is "the reve· 
lacion of the First hyposcasis." In turn, the New Testament discloses the 
Second hyposcasis, which reveals the hyposcasis of the Father ("he chat 
hath seen me hath seen the Father'' Uohn 14:9)), while veiling it co acer
tain degree. The hyposcasis of the Father becomes accessible only ch rough 
the hyposcasis of the Son; and in chis sense one can say chat the New Tes
tament is preeminently "the revelation of the Second hyposcasis." Never
theless, in the Old Testament coo, where the world-transcending hypos
casis of the Father is the divine subject of all the divine revelations, it 
participates in creation only through the hyposcases chat reveal it, che 
hyposcases of the Son and the Holy Spirit. Concealed in the Father, these 
tw0 hyposcases ace in His name, as it were, and hyposcacically they remain 
unknown co creation. In chis sense, one can and muse say chat Jehovah, 
the God of the Old Testament Who appears co man, Who speaks with 
him, and reveals His Name co him, is the Divine Logos, Who, nevertheless, 
kenocically diminishes Himself, conceals His Face in the light of the 
hyposcasis of the Father, speaks, as it were, with the voice of chis 
hyposcasis and in its name,'2 and appears in the cheophanies and the 
doxophanies (the manifestations of Glory). These latter are, properly 
speaking, manifestations of the Divine Sophia, "sophiaphanies," correla
tive co the divine Person Who is the Son concealed in the Father, or the 
Father speaking in the Son, a certain hyposcatic unity of Son-Father. In 
the New Testament, by contrast, the Son is sent into the world by the Fa
ther in His own hypostasis. "Descending from heaven," He now realizes 
kenosis not with regard co His own hyposcasis, which, on the contrary, 
now separates itself from chat of the Father, becomes independent, and 
appears in its own right, but with regard co His own divine life and glory. 

Likewise, as far as creation and providence are concerned, the Father 
aces in relation co the Holy Spirit, in different manifestations and actions 
of the Third hyposcasis. In this sense the Father sends the Holy Spirit into 
the world even prior to the Pentecost (just as the Logos is presenr in the 
world, into which He is sent by the Father in cheophanies prior co His 
hypostacic incarnation). In the Old Testament, this action of the "Spirit 
of God," which consists in the communication of His various gifts, is ac
complished only by the sophianic revelation of the non-hyposcacic manifes-

12. See my book The U.mb of God, p. 216. 
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cacion of che Holy Spiric. These gifcs necessarily presuppose che Holy 
Spirit's hyposcatic participation, however, inasmuch as che action of che 
Third hyposcasis is inseparable from the Accomplisher of chis accion. 

One can cherefore say thac, wichout any excepcion, in chose cases in 
che Old Testamenc when God (• che Facher) sends down His Spiric, He 
aces through che hypostasis of che Holy Spirit and with che personal par
cicipacion of chis hyposcasis, for no gifc of che Spiric can be considered co 
be extra-hyposcatic, co be separaced from che hyposcasis of che Spiric, co be 
anywhere ocher chan in che Divine Sophia. Thac is why all chese parcicular 
and small pentecosrs, which are co be united in che one hypostacic Pente
cosc of che Holy Spirit, cannot be conceived separacely from Him. Conse
quently, chroughouc the Old Tescament ic is the hyposcatic Holy Spirit 
Who is revealed in His gifcs, buc He is revealed non-hyposcacically. His 
proper hyposcasis (like char of the Son) is kenotically concealed in che 
hyposcasis of che Facher, by which che Holy Trinicy addresses che world; 
and in che sun of chis hyposcasis, the hyposcasis of che Holy Spiric be
comes invisible, indistinguishable, and vircually nonexiscenc, as ic were. In 
che Old Tescament chis does noc prevent che works of the Holy Spirit 
from being done by che hyposcaric Holy Spiric according co the will of che 
Father, however; and the spirit of God never aces and does noc exisc apart 
from che hyposracic Holy Spirit. 

Such is the general inrerrelacion of che chree persons of che crinicar
ian Divinicy in che creation and in che government of che world, wich che 
primacy of che hyposcasis of the Father, bur also wich che necessary par
cicipacion of che Revealing hyposcases. Lee us recurn co the question of 
che accions of che Holy Spirit in the creacion. In che creacion of che 
world, che laccer has a double definition: fullness and perfection on che 
one hand, and developmenc and incompleceness on che other. As for che 
firsc aspecc, ic muse be remembered chat che creacive words, God's de
crees concerning che world, are noc jusc pronounced once as God's cre
ative command, "let chere be" chis and that; on che concrary, chey re
sound in the world for all cime, are its foundacions. le is necessary co add 
chat, in che initial plan of creation, considered as che combinacion of che 
logoses of ics being, as che words of che Word, che fullness of creation is 
already realized: "All chings were made by him; and wichout him was not 
any ching made chac was made" Gohn 1:3). The same idea can also be ex
pressed in chese terms: "God ended his work which he had made; and he 
reseed on che seventh day from all his work which he had made" (Gen. 
2:2); "he ... reseed from all his work which God created and made" (2:3). 
In an anchropomorphic form chis unquescionably expresses che idea chac 
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creation already possesses a fullness co which nothing can be added, 
which is why God reseed from His work. 13 

Bue on che ocher hand, che world, created in fullness, is called co un
dergo a process of becoming; and these casks of che becoming of che 
world are included in che very aces of creacion, where che earth and che 
water receive che commands: "lee che wacers bring forth," "lee che earch 
bring forth" (cercainly, noc in a single buc in a prolonged ace), "be fruitful, 
and multiply, and replenish che earch," and so on. The world is created for 
cime and in cime. And in itself and especially in man, che world has a his
tory, is being completed, buc is not yet complete. Thus, the world simulta
neously has both the statics of ics fullness and che dynamics of ics becom
ing; and, clearly, the two mutually condition each other. 

This dual foundation of che world also corresponds co che dyadic 
character of God's self-revelation in the Divine Sophia, who is che founda
tion of the creaturely Sophia. In ics creation the world contains the entire 
fullness of the logos-seeds of being; all is said about it and in ic. The theme 
of the world is fully given and only needs to be developed. In che fullness of 
ics being and in its connectedness as a multi-unity, the world is an image 
of the Logos, in Whom there cannot be more or less and nothing can be 
added or taken away. All the meanings of the world are initiated in ic, al
though they are not yet manifested. This male element of meanings and 
Meaning corresponds co the revelation of the Logos as the sophianic 
Word. This static immobility of fullness does not yet determine the being 
of the Logos in the creaturely Sophia, however. The Logos is being accom
plished, is receiving the life-force of being from the Holy Spirit reposing 
upon Him. In che Divine Sophia chis accomplishment is a single, supra
ecernal act in which there is no place for more or less, no place for becom
ing. By concrasc, in the creaturely Sophia there is a place for such an ac
complishment, which is becoming and knows more or less for itself. In che 
entelechy of che world, che given and che proposed, chac which is accom
plished and that which is not yet accomplished, can always be distin
guished, as well as che transition from che one co che ocher- becoming. 

This dynamics of life corresponds co the domain of che Holy Spirit 
in che creaturely Sophia, to His life-giving force. He is thus che 
cosmourgic hyposcasis about which it is said chat "in him was life; and che 
life was the light of men" Oohn 1:4); for only in the life ofche world, in its 
becoming, does there shine forth the light of its meanings, of the Word. It 

13. This does noc refer ro Divine Providence, abour which ir is said, 1o1My Farher 
workerh hirherro, and I work" Oohn 5:17). 
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is by the power of the Holy Spirit, "the giver oflife,"14 that life is bestowed 
upon the world. Furthermore, the very being of the world - the creative 
womb, the proto-mother, identified in the creation of the world with 
proro-matter - depends on the Holy Spirit in this sense. The force of the 
Spirit is the earth from which all things have their being, the leaf of grass 
as well as man. It is a certain silent being in which, nevertheless, the words 
of the Word are spoken and resound. This is not that absolute, transcen
dent Silence (Greek: Sige) of the Father, Who is revealed only outside Him
self, in the other hypostases, and Who in this sense is not in the world, for 
He is above the world. 

No! In the creaturely Sophia, the Spirit is a hearing and perceiving 
silence, in which the Word born from all eternity is born again for cre
ation, as it were. In the creaturely Sophia, this Spirit is resonance, breath
ing, accomplishment, life; this Spirit is natura naturans, which, through 
the word implanted in it, engenders natura naturata, or becomes it. This 
Spirit is the being that contains all things in itself, although it does not 
add anything to this all from itself. This Spirit is the world in its extra
divine aseity. This Spirit is the meonic darkness of being just before dawn, 
the earth invisible and void, as if prior to the Word that will flame up in it, 
casting His seed in it; this Spirit is the perfect accomplishment of the 
transfigured world. This Spirit is the natural energy of the world which 
can never be extinguished or interrupted in the world, but always bears 
within itself the principle of the growth of creative activity. This Spirit is 
"our mother, the moist earth,''15 out of which all things grow and into 
which all things return for new life. This Spirit is the life of the vegetative 
and animal world "after their kind." This Spirit is the life of the human 
race in the image and likeness of God. This Spirit is that life-giving princi
ple which pious paganism, without knowing Him, worshipped as the 
"Great Pan," as the Mother of the gods, Isis and Gaia. This Spirit is that 
which the impious paganism of our own day confesses as living and life
giving matter in the blindness of its "hylozoism," or attempts to capture 
in a test tube as the "life force." This Spirit is the world itself in all its be
ing - on the pathways from chaos to cosmos. 

But is this not a pantheism, an impious deification of the world, 
leading to a kind of religious materialism? Yes, it is a pantheism, but an 
entirely pious one; or more precisely, as I prefer to call it in order to avoid 

14. Words from a prayer to the Holy Spirit. - Trans. 
15. ~The Morher of God is our mother, the moist earrh." Is it not appropriate to re· 

call here this penetrating vision of Dostoevsky (in his novel Demons)? 
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ambiguity, it is a panentheism. True, one should not profess pantheism as 
the sole, exhaustive conception of the world, for that would truly be pa
gan cosmotheism, the worship of creation instead of and in the capacity 
of the Creator. It is even less possible to reject it totally, however, for it is a 
dialectically necessary moment in the sophiological cosmology. The 
world and we in it "live, and move, and have our being" (Acts 17:28) in God. 
"Thou takest away Thy Spirit, they die, and return to their dust. Thou 
sendest forth thy spirit, they are created; and thou renewest the face of the 
earth" (Ps. 104:29-30; the King James Version has been modified here to 
conform with the Russian Bible). 

What other energy, if not divine energy, gives life to the world? In 
their fear of pantheism, do not some critics introduce an independent, ex
tra-divine and nondivine principle of the world which exists alongside Di
vinity: "Nature was created by a white god and a somber black god acting 
together." ls this not manicheanism or dualism? The falsehood of panthe
ism is not that it recognizes a divine force acting in God's creation and 
constituting its positive foundation, but only that this divine force in the 
world is equated with God Himself, Whose action or energy it is. God is a 
personal being, whereas the world is impersonal. God has in Himself His 
own supramundane life, which is only revealed in the world but is scarcely 
exhausted by the latter. Finally, the world possesses a creaturely aseity, 
given by God, by virtue of which it is just as impossible to identify the Cre
ator and creation as to separate creation from Him. 

This entire misunderstanding, which leads to insurmountable con
tradictions from the point of view of abstract and anti-sophianic theism, 
is completely resolved in the light of sophiology. The divine foundation of 
the world (its "pantheism") is determined not by the fact that the per
sonal God Himself is present by His Personality in the world and thus is 
identified with it, but by the sophianicity of this foundation: God creates 
the world by and in Sophia; and in its sophianic foundation the world is 
divine, although it is at the same time extra-divine in its creaturely aseity. 
In this sophianic foundation, it is necessary to distinguish its logoses or 
the forms of its being from its being itself, which is aptly expressed by the 
Latin word natura (the feminine future participle from the verb nasci: "des
tined to give birth to all she contains"). 

And this ontic foundation of the world that corresponds to the ac
tion of the Third hypostasis in the Divine Sophia we define as the active 
presence of the Holy Spirit in the world, the natural grace of the latter, so 
to speak. This is precisely that spirit of God that is sent or taken away by 
God and that is the life of creation, according to Psalm 104. This life-
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giving force is presenc in all creacion and is, so co speak, the grace of cre
ation: it is by this force chat plants grow, animals live, minerals have their 
slumbering being, and human life is sustained, above all as a natural pro
cess of birth and multiplication. The life-giving principle of life in the 
world is also a formacive principle. The ideal seeds, the logoses of being 
which come from the Logos, are accualized in creation by the Holy Spirit 
as forms. In this capacity they are clothed in beauty, which is accualized 
idea, transparent in its formedness. All the forms of being, che meaning 
that clothe the latter, are - as creations in beauty - the artistry of the 
Holy Spirit, Who is the Artist of the world, the Principle of form and the 
Form of forms .... For us, the form and formation of the ideal principle 
of being represent something that is self-evident and given, but nothing 
in the world is self-evident and nothing in the world is without a creative 
principle. In the proto-matter of the world, in the chaotic me on, the tohu 
vabohu, which, however, is full of all the seeds of being, an organism of 
forms is formed; it is "hatched," as it were, clothed in Beauty. The beauty 
of the world is an effect of the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of Beauty; and 
Beauty is Joy, the joy of being .... 

The soul of che Divine creacion 
Is nourished by eternal joy. 16 

Of course, this action of the nacural grace of creation, this blowing 
of the Holy Spirit in the creaturely world, this continuous "movemenc" of 
the Holy Spirit "upon the face of the waters" of creation, is the positive 
force of being. This force is manifesced in the overcoming of the power op
posed co it, the creacurely "noching," which receives ics own force of being 
by a creacive ace of God. This me on rages as che elemental power of cre
ation, as "seething chaos, "17 Achamoth, "che dark face of Sophia." If ic is 
noc illuminaced, chis dark face can even become an opposition co che 
lighc, darkness in the process of being accualized, anti-Sophia, che "minus 
of being." Thac is why che life of creacion is noc only an idyll, che blossom
ing of being, but also che "struggle for exiscence," the scruggle between life 
and deach. Nothing is conquered buc noc convinced by life; che chaocic ele
ment is restrained buc not tamed; and "contradiccion" (Heraclitus) or 
"war" (also Heraclicus) is che law of being, noc only in che life of individu-

16. From Schiller"• "Ode to Joy" in Tyutchev's celebrated translation into Russian. 
-Trans. 

17. From a poem ofTyutchev's. - Trans. 
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als and nacions buc also in che impersonal or pre-personal elemenc. Cre
acion receives ics own life as "nacure." le is natura, i.e., in che process of be
ing actualized buc noc yec actualized; ic finds icself in che scruggle between 
lighc and darkness, cosmos and chaos. 

Nacure awaics ics humanizacion, which can arrive chrough che spiric
bearing man. Even before chis humanizacion, however, while scill on che 
pach co ic, nacure possesses ics own spiric-bearing characcer: "The heavens 
declare che glory of God; and che firmament shewech his handiwork" (Ps. 
19:1). Since ic is spiric-bearing in characcer, nacure is also, in chis sense, 
God-bearing - and ic is such noc only by ics boundless content buc also by 
chac ineffable and racionally unfachomable beaucy which delighcs, nour
ishes, freshens, and fills che soul. Life wich nacure and che joy of nature 
are accessible co every human being, even co che unbeliever if che breach of 
che spiric couches him. This myscery of love for nature and ics effecc on 
che soul, che joy of nacure, accescs, of course, co che spiricualicy of nacure, 
co che grace of che Holy Spiric chac inheres in ic. 

Nacure exiscs by che sophianic accion of che Holy Spiric, and ic is 
normal chac che hyposcasis of Beaucy cloches nacure in beaucy, which is 
che ~liminary image of God's enthronemenc by the Holy Spiric: "The 
Lord is enthroned; he is cloched in beaucy" (from che Greac Vespers). The 
beauty of natun: is a self-evidenc fact - for boch believers and unbelievers 
equally. Nature is beautiful in all ics forms; and ic does noc know che form
lessness which is ugliness. Even the tohu vabobu, the seeching and unre
scrained elemenc of being, is clothed in the beaucy of power, of pocential 
content. It is "without form and void" (Gen.1:2) not in the sense ofche ab
sence of form and forms buc only in the sense of cheir unrevealedness. Me 

on already sees icself in the idea and, within itself, conceives che lauer. Na
ture is che combinacion and fullness of actualized forms; any manifesta
cion of idea-form in being is already beaucy, which is nothing else but ac
cualized form. In this sense, beaucy is che exteriorized sophianicicy of 
creation thac "cloches" the lauer; it is the reflection of the ecernal myscical 
lighc of che Divine Sophia. The beaucy of nacure is objective. This means 
chat ic can by no means be identified wich human emotional or subjeccive 
scaces. The beaucy of nacure is a spiritual force chac cescifies abouc icself co 
che human spiric, alchough ic manifescs icself in a nonspiricual, "macerial" 
nacure, buc in a nacure chac is spiric-bearing. There can be various psycho
logical theories of nature. Bue none of chem is comprehensive, for they in
vescigace different empirical manifescacions of che supra-empirical face of 
Beaucy. All chings are beauciful in nature: che elemencs of wacer and fire, 
air and sky, mouncains and seas, planes and flowers. All chings quicken, 
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nourish, and inspire che human spiric: "soulless" nature manifescs icself 
as spiric·bearing, for ic cescifies abouc che Spiric, is His revelacion. This 
beaucy of nature has ics power and ics limics. The power of nacural beaucy 
consiscs in ics immediacy, in ics pre-conscious elementalness, in its 
ineluctabilicy. 

Since they are nonhuman, or more precisely pre-human, and conse· 
quently beyond che freedom of the spirit that chooses and that determines 
itself, nature and the beaucy in which it is clothed are revealed beyond 
good and evil, and consequently amorally. The criterion of moralicy is in· 
applicable here, inasmuch as it depends on human freedom and the value 
judgments of the lacter in the sphere of good and evil, as well as in the 
sphere of sin and temptation. In general, no moral criterion exists for the 
beaucy of nature. Nevertheless, in being revealed co man and possessing 
him to a certain degree, the beaucy of nature participates in the domain of 
value judgments regarding good and evil. The beaucy of nature can - not 
in and of icself but in and for man - become seductive and tempcing, ine· 
briacing and bewicching. God Himself planted the garden of paradise, 
and made all kinds of trees grow in it, including che tree of che knowledge 
of good and evil, which was beautiful and unseductive for the sinless eyes 
of man. But Eve looked at chis Divine creacion with eyes already be
clouded by sin, "and ... the woman saw that the tree was good for food, 
and chat it was pleasant co che eyes, and a tree to be desired co make one 
wise" (Gen. 3:6). She was seduced by ic, and che beaucy chac cloched ere· 
acion cempced Eve co sin. From chis example alone one can see chac "che 
!use of che flesh, and che !use of che eyes, and che pride oflife" (1John 2:16) 
accribuce God's beaucy co che "world" chac "liech in wickedness" (1 John 
5:19). le is from creacurely freedom chac che beaucy of nacure acquires che 
moral coefficient of good and evil. This coefficienc refers nor co che 
beaucy of nature icself, which, afcer all, originaces from che Holy Spiric 
and is sophianic in ics foundacion, buc co ics applicacion, so co speak. Man 
can corrupt beaucy, buc he cannoc descroy ic. 

For man as a spiricual being, an aesrhecic cricerion of life alone is 
insufficient. Such a criterion cakes him ouc of the fullness of humanicy 
inco a pre-human scace, degrades him as a spiricual and free being, who 
cannoc and must noc become solely an elemental being. When chis 
elemencalness becomes man's free self-decerminacion, ic loses ics imme· 
diacy and spontaneicy, and is replaced by imicacion, scylizacion, and pose. 
And chis leads co man's spiricual degeneracion; he becomes vulgar and 
mediocre. When !use, even if aeschecic, is caken as che guiding principle 
oflife, ic descroys beaucy, for beaucy exiscs noc for I use buc for spiric, as an 
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action of the Spirit. Art too, to the degree it is inspired by lust, becomes 
empty and soulless. 

But besides vulgar, snobbish aestheticism, there is also a tragic aes
theticism that is rooted in the disharmony between fallen man and na
ture. The fact is that the beauty of nature includes the beauty of the hu
man body. Belonging to the natural world with its aspirituality and thus 
amorality, the human body has a certain degree of power over man. The 
beauty of the human body affects man and subjugates him like all natural 
beauty; but it also seduces him precisely as human beauty. Even though 
all the beauty of nature exists for man, it is not human and therefore can
not subjugate man to the degree that human beauty can. Even though it 
is natural, human beauty subjugates man even in his freedom. Jn this 
sense, "beauty is a terrifying thing."18 Here we get a paradoxical interrela
tion: beauty, as a manifestation of Spirit in nature, which in itself does 
not know spirit, acts upon the human spirit by its seductiveness, simulta
neously subjugating and inspiring it. Natural beauty alone, however, is not 
enout) for man, because spiritual beauty is accessible to him. For him 
there exists not only the adornment by beauty irrespective of what it 
adorns - Venus or the Madonna, the blooms of paradise or the poison
ous "flowers of evil." There is also the spiritual illumination. 

Spiritual beauty is not only the outward adornment by beauty but 
also the illumination by beauty from within; it is a question of incarnate 
spirit, not soulless body. In its manifestation, however, this kind of beauty 
transcends the fallen world, in which man has a natural body, not a spiri
tual one (see I Cor. 15:44). To be sure, every human body, as a form, mani
fests spirit, but it does this incompletely and untransparently in relation 
to the latter, owing to which an evil spirit can be concealed in a beautiful 
body and, conversely, a good spirit can be concealed in a grotesque one. 
Spiritual corporeality is transparent for spirit, and good spirits have beau
tiful bodies ("then shall the righteous shine forth as the sun" [Matt. 
13:43)), whereas evil spirits are deformed (consider the images of angels 
and those of demons). But as long as this disharmony remains, as long as 
it remains possible that the same person can be "beautiful like a heavenly 
angel, but malicious and evil like a demon,"19 as long as it remains the 
case that, owing to this opacity of the body for the spirit, individual 
beauty is to a certain degree a caprice of fate, this beauty can be the cause 
of the tragedy in which "God battles the devil, and the field of battle is the 

18. A phrase from Dosroevsky's The Brothen K•mmaV>v. - Trans. 
19. Verses from a poem by Lermonrov. - Trans. 
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human heart."20 In other words, individual beauty can become an instru
ment of evil, a devil's web (which is why manichean asceticism calls 
woman a "vessel of Saran"). 

Of course, the true source of the tragedy is found not in beauty but 
in sin, in the general corruption due to original sin. An impure, lustful 
gaze makes the body's nakedness indecent (see Gen. 3:7), whereas for the 
pure all things are pure and beauriful.21 For the impure gaze, beauty can 
act like an evil hypnosis and infernal power, subjecting the human spirit 
to tragic struggles, whereas the love for beauty is rooted in the primordial 
depths of the human spirit. This tragedy of beauty is a symptom of the ille
gitimate state of man and thus of all creation as a consequence of original 
sin. 

To be sure, the following question can arise: How can beauty, the 
vestment of Divinity, the on tic aura of the Holy Spirit, become a means to 
temptation? An answer to this question is given in the narrative of the 
temptation of Adam and Eve, when the serpent tempted them not only 
spiritually bur also sensually and aesthetically, with the beauty of the 
fruits and their desirability (Gen. 3:6). The world, created by God with all 
its abundance and beauty, is not deprived of the power of being by the fact 
that evil, associated with creaturely freedom, parasitically inhabits it and 
uses it for its own purposes. Beauty abides, and not only in Eden but also in 
Sodom, although in the latter the experience of beauty is not spiritual but 
perverted. Beauty is truly beyond good and evil, and consequently it is 
neutral in relation to the freedom of the spirit, which, nevertheless, is ca
pable of experiencing it in all the fullness of its own self-determination, 
that is, in the context of all the spiritual values. 

Beauty becomes good or evil for human freedom, but it does not de
pend on them for its existence. Thus, besides being proper to the 
sophianic proto-image of creation, beauty also exists in the fallen world, 
the world darkened by the fall. Together with other forces, the world also 
contains beauty. To be sure, this beauty acquires a negative coefficient, so 
to speak; it is limited and conditional; it cannot be illuminated in the uni
versal spiritual transfiguration of creation, where it will fade. But for the 
time being it nevertheless remains the flower of creation. Sin and sickness 
cannot abolish in man the image of God, which constitutes the founda
tion of his being. Bur neither can they abolish beauty in nature. And if 
beauty exists by the divine power that is implanted in creation, this power 

10. A phrase from Dostoevsky's The Brothen Ka,.,,mtJV>•. - Trans. 
21. See the narrative about Sr. Nonnus in the IAtlder of St. john Climacus. 
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appears ro be compatible with rhe power of evil rhar has crept inro cre
ation. Imo the Garden of Eden planted by God there crept the wicked ser
pent, rhe insrrumenr of Saran: "rhe serpent was more subril rhan any 
beast of the field which the Lord God had made" (Gen. p); and without 
doubt he charmed the woman by rhe fatal beauty of his green eyes. Nei
ther the radiant beauty of Eden, nor the original innocence of our progen
itors, nor even rhe nearness of God, "walking in rhe garden in rhe cool of 
the day" (3:8), could remove the possibility of the presence of the serpent, 
which, nevertheless, did nor abolish the garden. And rhis is a symbol of di
vine tolerance and patience toward evil, whose arena of action is God's 
creation. 

Nature is subject ro the force of inertia, and ir therefore must be 
guided and ruled by man. Bur because man has fallen and has rhus be
come a slave ro rhe elements of rhe world, all creation is in bondage ro 
"vanity'' (Rom. 8:20), "groanerh and rravailerh in pain" (8:22), as if in rhe 
rormenrs of childbirth, striving ro achieve irs proper fullness in order ro 
participate in "rhe glorious liberty of rhe children of God" (8:21). The force 
of inertia is increasing; creation has become less sensitive ro irs own inner 
calls; and iris subject ro intrusions of nonbeing, of"vanity." Furthermore, 
rhe forces of nature, which are under rhe watch of rhe holy angels, can be
come a refuge for demons, and rhe chaos seething under rhe crust of be
ing is capable of becoming demonic. This chaotic and demonic character 
of nature can distort her countenance, both by preventing ir from being 
fully revealed and by imparting ro ir rhe grimace of rhe "ancient horror." 
The inner exorcism of nature was already accomplished by Christ's death 
on rhe cross: "rhe Grear Pan died," rhe demonic possession of nature was 
abolished, the prince of this world was cast our. Nevertheless, nature re
mains in an unfinished form and needs ro be "transfigured." Bur this 
form, sophianic although unfinished, comes from the Holy Spirit. 

In this we once again see rhe kenosis of rhe Holy Spirit. Ir consists nor 
only in the illumination of creation in general, bur also in the acceptance 
of rhe measure of creation and ofrhe fact rhar iris nor very receptive ro rhe 
revelation of the Spirit. This poor receptivity and even opposition of cre
ation do nor lead rhe Spirit ro abandon ir ro rhe fare of irs original vanity; 
rather, He abides in creation and sustains its being. The Lord said about 
rhe anrediluvian humanity, "My Spirit shall nor always be neglected by 
man" (Gen. 6:3; rhe King James Version has been modified ro conform 
wirh rhe Russian Bible); and He condemned man ro be destroyed by rhe 
deluge, for rhe measure of God's long-suffering patience was surpassed. 
Bur after rhe deluge God concluded a new covenant wirh man, where He 
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said chac He would noc destroy creacion again (Gen. 8:21-22; 9:9-16). And 
chis long-suffering patience of God, by vircue of which che whole cycle of 
earchly life and all ics phenomena "shall noc cease" (8:22), is God's kenosis 
wich respect co creation, precisely che kenosis of che Holy Spirit. The 
power of being and life, which is also che power ofbeaucy, will noc cease in 
che world, despite passive and accive resistance, inenia, and outright evil. 
The creative "let there be" resounds in the world, and the "it was good" 
shines in it. The Heavenly Father Who is revealed to the world in His 
Spirit "maketh his sun to rise on the evil and on the good, and sendeth 
rain on the just and on the unjust" (Matt. 5:45). 

Thus, the life of nature has a dual character: beneath the veil oflight 
is concealed the nocturnal darkness. Nature knows its horrors and 
abysses. Thac it why it has curned ouc to be capable of following man in 
his fall, of being arrested in thac imperfect state it found itself in outside 
of Eden, and even of intensifying this state, of making ic more profound. 
It has become orphaned without man, who has fallen away from it be
cause of his falling away from God; and it has become the habitation of 
demons, che plaything of its own natural forces ("the elementary spirits"), 
of the "soul of nature." 

Bue the holy angels who watch over nacure have not abandoned it; 
and ineffaceable is the image of God that is imprinted in nacure, which, 
although not yet reborn, is being reborn. Despite all the cracks of being, 
the Holy Spirit is ics life force, which cannot be defeated by the forces hos
tile to being. Nature is indestructible and, in this sense, immortal, just as 
man is immortal, even though death has entered it just as it has entered 
man. 

Nature is natura, which means that it is to become itself, that it is in 
the process of becoming. Development is synonymous with life. Blind, dis
believing science calls this "evolution." It understands nature in terms of 
random change, of change not by design, of occasionalism, where out of 
nothing or out of anything ac all ic is possible co gee everyching or any
thing at all in accordance wich absolute randomness. In contrast co che 
principle of determinism, che principle of ex nihilo nil fit ( ouc of nothing 
comes nothing], chere is cacidy proclaimed here che opposite principle: 
ouc of nothing comes everything. Ac lease, such muse be a consistent the
ory of evolution out of nothing, if ic wishes co be true co icself. Bue such a 
consistency would contain an annihilating critique of che theory itself 
and would expose che contradictory character of ics fundamental princi
ple. The adherents of such a conception of evolution are, however, never 
consistent to such an extent, but include in their scheme some teleologi-
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cal principle (e.g., the production of"higher" species), which guarantees a 
determinate outcome to the evolutionary process and, in general, imparts 
content and meaning to the whole process. "Development" is interpreted 
here in a distinctively mythological manner; it is viewed as a certain force 
that guarantees a favorable outcome to the cosmic process and avoids the 
formlessness and emptiness that characterize consistent nihilism. And 
this whole system is based on a blind faith in the creative powers of mat
ter, living or dead, in the creative powers of the evolutionary process itself, 
in evolution creatrice, and so on. 

Nevertheless, despite how helpless and unsatisfactory the evolution
ary philosophy may be in its different forms, the fundamental intuition 
of development is entirely correct, and the very fact of development is indis
putable. Untrue and absurd is the opinion that this evolution starts from 
a place of void. It is only by virtue of inconsistency of thought that the 
evolutionary doctrine does not lurch into the void, which not only nature 
but also thought "fears" and cannot tolerate. The truth is that nature is 
not empty, but full. It is full oflogoses, on tic seeds, which pre-contain the 
all of cosmic being. These seeds sprout at different rates and with differ
ent energies, but it is precisely they that sprout. Therefore, development is 
not a sentence without a subject and without a predicate, a sentence that 
contains only a copula of general fluidity, which thought cannot even per
ceive because of its objectlessness. Development has its theme; it has a sub
ject and a predicate, the "what" that develops and the "whereto" or "to 
what" it develops. In general, evolution acquires a meaning only if it has 
an inner teleology. 

But the teleology of the world is of course given by its ontology. It is 
established by the action of the Second hypostasis: "All things were made 
by him; and without him was not any thing made that was made" Gohn 
1:3). Thus, there is a "whereto" or "to what" of development: the latter has 
both a given element and a proposed element (i.e., the task that it must 
accomplish) according to the image of the Divine Sophia imprinted in the 
creaturely Sophia, in those paradeigmata [paradigms) or proorismoi [proto
types) that determine cosmic being. These "seminal logoses" (according 
to the excellent expression of the Stoics) are, however, originally im
planted in creation only as seeds, which first lie in a dormant state resem
bling death, in "the earth ... without form and void" (Gen. 1:2), but are 
then awakened to life by the creative "let there be" and "let (the waters or 
the earth) bring forth" - and life begins. But this incipient life, which is 
the action of the Holy Spirit in the world, the presence of His force, un
dergoes self-actualization, development, becoming, transition from the 
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proposed element to the given element, from potentiality to the dynamic 
manifestation of entelechic principles. This dynamism of life, this fullness 
and force of life by which "all" things live while actualizing themselves, 
cannot be explained by any particular laws of "evolution," because life is 
evolution in itself, absolute evolution. This force of life and development 
is the force of the Holy Spirit in nature, the natural grace of life: "thou take st 
away thy spirit, they die .... Thou sendest forth thy spirit, they are cre
ated" (Ps. 104:29-30; the King James Version has been modified to conform 
with the Russian Bible). 

All existing things develop and change; all living things grow. And 
the mystery of this life and of this growth is the force of the Holy Spirit, 
which entered into the world at its creation and abides in it by Providence. 
It is necessary to understand and accept this natural grace of creation in 
all its inseparability from the natural world without being shocked by an 
apparent paganism or pantheism which opposes an empty and dead de
ism that separates the Creator from creation. Where will the natural 
world get the power to become itself if not from the "let there be" that al
ready exists within its depths? How else will it become that which it al
ready is according to its meaning? But in the creation "out of nothing," in 
this creaturely union of plus and minus, life and development are realized 
with delays, with destructions, and in general in the struggle with forces 
hostile to life. This development is accomplished immanently, not by an 
external mechanical pressure but by an internal life force. Each positive 
form of being is opposed by an anti-form, as it were, a grimace of being, 
the phantasms of Achamoth; each effort of life is counteracted by an im
potence; each attainment of being corresponds to a particular tension, 
not only in the spiritual world, but, in its own way, in the natural world as 
well. In a certain sense, one can say that nature too labors and creatively 
participates in its self-creation, in conformity with its primordial tasks 
and meanings. But this effort requires inspiration for the victory of day 
over night, cosmos over chaos, fullness over emptiness and formlessness, 
and life over non-life, which becomes death. 

This inspiration oflife is bestowed by the Holy Spirit, is His grace in 
creation, even in pre-human and as yet nonhuman creation, which is ad
vancing, however, to encounter man, who, in his spirit, is capable of re
ceiving this inspiration by the Spirit. The gifts of the Spirit are diverse, 
and it is proper to Him to bestow them upon creation. Since creation re
ceived the Spirit at its very origin, it possesses the Spirit in its very being. 
The name of grace-filled creation is Eden, whereas creation without grace 
is the whole world, in which, besides the general action of natural grace, 
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there shine the luminous points of ecclesial sanctification: the sanctifica
tion of the elements, water, bread, and so on. One can question if the ac
tion of the Holy Spirit extends also to "soulless" nature: Can the latter, be
ing alien to the hypostatic spirit, be capable of receiving the Divine Spirit? 
Here, however, it is a question not of the hypostatic manifestation of the 
Hypostatic Holy Spirit but of His sophianic reception. The Divine Sophia 
is the foundation of the creaturely Sophia. In the latter, it is not only the 
word of creation that is realized but also its life. But what other source of 
life can there be besides the Life-giving Spirit? 

It should not be forgotten that the bestowal of the gifts of the Holy 
Spirit is just as infinitely diverse as their reception. And this natural recep
tion is, of course, a particular stage and, in a certain sense, a lower one (in
sofar as one can distinguish "higher" and "lower" here). In general, the 
giving of the Spirit is not a one-sided and mechanical act effected on an 
object, but a certain interaction. And even natural grace is received or not 
received by the creaturely element, the "earth," which is capable not only 
of cooperating with the action of this grace but also of resisting it. The 
important thing is that the world, as the creaturely Sophia, is never aban
doned to its proper fate, to the void of creaturely nonbeing, but partici
pates in the fullness of divine being. This "providence" with regard to cre
ation is accomplished by means of the angelic world, which in a certain 
sense represents che hyposcases of creaturely being, its spirits. One cannot 
equate the reception of grace chat is bestowed upon spiritual and 
hypostatic beings with that which is bestowed upon the natural world, 
but both are grace, for gifts are different buc the Spirit is the same. 

Creation can become spirit-bearing and will be so after the Transfig
uration of the world, under a new heaven and on a new earth; and this 
calling of creation to spirituality can be recognized in the sanctification of 
various natural elements. Sanctification, i.e., the communication of the 
grace of the Holy Spirit, is possible only by virtue of a general spiritual re
ceptivity, attested by the initial movement of the Holy Spirit upon the face 
of the waters; and this sanctification will not end during the further exis
tence of the world. The Holy Spirit is bestowed upon the world in the 
creaturely Sophia, through the Divine Sophia. We have here the action of 
the Holy Spirit, of His force, but without His hypostacic revelation. The 
force of che Holy Spirit aces here impersonally, as ic were, although simi
larly to the Logos, Who establishes the all of creation. In creation as such, 
which belongs to itself and is directed ac itself, there exist logoi, che logoses 
or forms of being, which all proceed from the hyposcacic Word, although 
the Word Himself in His hypostasis is not revealed in them; and so che 
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Logos coo aces impersonally in the being of creation. In her aseicy, the 
creaturely Sophia exists as the word of the world and the soul of the 
world, as the verbal and living world. With reference co the divine founda
tion of being, creation is a divine world, whereas in its aseicy and self
centeredness it is a natural world, i.e., a world striving co become but not 
yet having become the full revelation of Sophia. The fall of man, and with 
him of che whole world, made chis becoming more difficult, so chat "the 
whole creation groanech and cravailech in pain together until now" (Rom. 
8:22), "subject co vanity, not willingly, bur by reason of him who hath sub
jected the same" (8:20 ). Bue chis did not abolish the foundations of the life 
of the cosmos. 

Thus, it is necessary co receive the action of natural grace which is 
manifested in creation by virtue of the initial creative ace, just as it is nec
essary to receive the creative word chat resides in creation; and chis word 
and chis grace are nothing else but the sophianicicy of creation. le would 
be incorrect ro say chat these are the Divine Logos Himself and the 
hyposcaric Holy Spirit; nevertheless, these are the word from the Word 
and the spirir of God from rhe Holy Spirit. This consritures the essential 
content and life-giving energy proper to creation, the latter's truth and in
spiration. Creation possesses its depth and force. One can even say that 
there is a creaturely soul of the world which includes all things that exist 
in the world as well as its life and vital self-inspiration. The spirit of God 
moving upon the face of creation manifests by its force the forms of being 
concealed in it, just as under the rays of the sun the spring earth gives life 
to the seeds and plants contained in it. There is a "life force," which even 
natural science (in vitalism) is discovering today; and chis is the spirit of 
God. And there are the primordial species, which are realized in the "devel
opment of species," the sophianic logoses of being. Theology (and 
sophiology in particular) encounters natural science here, whose task is to 
become the theology of nature. 

But nature is impersonal, and sophianic revelations therefore ace in 
ir as immanent forces, as if blind potencies of being (alrhough behind and 
beneath them are hypostatic forces - of the angelic world). This lack of 
subject in nature, however, is overcome in man, who is the supra
creaturely principle in the world, for he has a spirit char proceeds from 
God and a hyposcasis, which, albeit created, is in rhe image of God. In this 
sense, man is the hypostasis of the creaturely Sophia, which is multiple in 
the hypostases of the human race. As both a created spirit and a spirit 
who is divine according ro his source, man is open both to divine life, in 
which he participates by virtue of his deification, and to the creaturely 
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Sophia, whose hyposcasis he is. In chis sense, he is creaced as a creaturely 
god in nacure, as a god by grace. His recepcion of divine life is che accion of 
che Image of God in him. Divine life for him is natural according to creation; 
and one should noc obscure chis nacuralness by che unnecessary discinc
cion becween status naturalis and gratia supranatura/is (nacural condicion 
and supernatural grace], which appears co surpass che limics of che proper 
human essence. Gratia is, of course, supranatura/is, insofar as ic enables 
man co commune wich God; buc this communion with God corresponds 
precisely co the nacural human essence, which is created co be a receptacle 
of grace. And in this sense che original Adam was, before his fall, already 
che king of the world, the high priest and prophec by the power of God 
acting in him; and in chis sense he was a god-man in the process of becoming. 
Adam's fall incerrupced che realicy of chis communion wich God, and man 
was left only with che possibilicy of the lacter as the ontological postulate 
of his being. This postulace could noc be abolished, but neicher could ic be 
realized by human powers, without che "descent from heaven" of God che 
Word Himself. Even man's cencral posicion in the world was shaken, inso
far as it was connecced with che displacement of the ontological center 
and the subjugation of the king of this world, man, to nature. 

The very foundation of che ontological image of man, thac is, the 
image of God, could not be destroyed, however; man remained what he 
was according co his creacion: che hyposcatic subjecc of the creaturely 
world, which he contains (although only potentially) in his hypostatic be
ing. Man is che logos of che world, and all its parcicular logoses as well as 
their mutual relation are accessible to him; and he is also the soul of the 
world, in which the world lives itself ouc. In the depchs of his thought, 
man knows the world, and by the force of his life he actively realizes him
self in the world, humanizing the latter. This knowledge is not merely a 
passive mirror reflection of the images of the world in man; it is their cre
ative acquisicion. In knowledge, man noc only encompasses within him
self that which is known, but also proceeds out of himself into the world 
and is identified wich the laccer (which is why the word "knowledge" is 
also applied to the union of man and woman: "Adam knew Eve his wife" 
(Gen. 4:1]). In this sense, knowledge is che identificacion of the inner hu
man logos, the eye of the world, with the logos of the world, wich both 
shining in the world from che Divine Logos. Bue ac the same rime knowl
edge is also self-knowledge and knowledge out of oneself, which cannot 
be realized wichout self-inspiracion. This self-inspiracion in the creative 
act is the scamp of the spiric of God, who pours forth from the Holy 
Spiric. Creacive activicy, which does not exist wichouc inspiracion, is neces-
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sarily proper co che creacurely spiric as bearing che image of God. le is by 
inspiracion chac che human depchs are revealed (jusc as in che Holy Trinicy 
che Spiric sounds che depchs of God). le is by inspiracion chac man cescs 
and realizes che possibilicies or casks proper to him, his lacent and slum
bering word. The faculcy of inspiration, like thac of accive knowledge, be
longs to the Image of God in man. 

This means that in man there is also a natural grace of inspiration, his 
inspiration by the world and by himself. By means of it, man awakens 
from his meonic scace to life. The objective foundacion and contenc of chis 
inspiration are determined by his communion with the creaturely Sophia. 
Consequently, ic would be incorrect to say that all human inspiration 
comes directly from the Holy Spirit and in this sense is of divine origin. 
Rather, it would be correcc to say that in the creaturely Sophia, in 
creaturely being itself, the Holy Spirit has implanted the force oflife and 
inspiration as the sophianic foundation of this being. And inspiration is 
real in man because he has something to reveal and something to be awak
ened to. In his creative inspiracion, the depths and the heights of the 
world are accessible to man. He feels himself to be one with the world 
soul; in him is awakened che "cosmic sense» of world unicy, and he feels 
himself co be a nacural prophet and a creacor (albeic a creacurely one) in 
this world: 

He touched my eyes, 
And my prophecic eyes opened 
Like those of a frighcened eagle. 
He couched my ears 
And chey were filled with noise and ringing: 
And I heard che shuddering of che heavens, 
And che flighc of che angels in che heighcs, 
And che movemenc of the sea beasts under che wacers, 
And che sound of the vine growing in the valley .... 22 

There is no limic co inspiracion, jusc as chere is no limit to the hu
man world which exists in the image of God. Inspiration is nacural grace 
in man, jusc as life force is the natural grace of the pre-human world. Pa-

21. This is a passage from one of the most magnificent poems in the Russian lan
guage, Pushkin's "The Prophet." This translation is taken from The l'tngNi• Boak ofRm
si4n V.,.,.t, introduced and edired by Dimitri Obolensky (B.tltimore: Penguin, 1962), pp. 
92-93. - Trans. 
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ganism knew chis force of natural inspiration as rhe "muse," i.e., as rhe 
higher I in man; and ir cried ro break through ro chis higher I by means of 
ecsrasy, rhe going our of oneself, rhe expansion of oneself, rhe ascent inro 
higher spheres, which, in chis case, are limited ro rhe domain of rhe world 
soul, rhe sophianic unity of rhe world. Such mystical conracrs were per
haps also effected in pyrhian ecstasy, in rhe ecstatic experiencing of rhe 
mysteries, in rhe ineffable conremplarions oflighr (Plorinus), in rhe living 
sense of cosmic unity in rhe world soul (in Brahmanism), and so on. Pa
ganism is full of such experiences. In rhe aurhenricity of irs religious expe
rience, paganism is rhe religion of rhe world soul, different aspects of 
which are known - in rhe disrorring mirror of rhe spirit of fallen man -
in rhe figure of rhe "gods." One should nor doubt rhe aurhenricity of 
rhese mysrical experiences, although rhey do nor contain a rrue revelarion 
of God and in chis sense are pseudo-revelations. Paganism knows a natu
ral revelation, although one char is disrorred and beclouded. The pagan 
religions are nor empty sopbianically. Bur being confined within rhe limits 
of rhe natural world and nourished by rhe inspirarions of the natural 
world alone, rhey are powerless ro know the true Divinity in Its purity and 
uniqueness. The fall of man, the power of sin in him, affects especially the 
character of his inspiration, for the latter can be subject ro ambiguity and 
distortion, can be light or dark, good or evil. Inspiration can even become 
demonic or luciferian, insofar as evil spirits act in rhe world and are capa
ble of influencing man. This is even manifesred in man's religious destiny, 
in particular in rhe pagan religions with their perversions. All chis is so, 
bur it remains rrue that the very faculty of inspiration is an imprint in 
man of his sophianicity, is given to him by rhe spirit of God, is his natural 
grace. Without this capacity for natural inspiration, man would have no 
access to rrue divine inspiration. 

And so, what is this muse in which paganism believed,23 this muse 
which we know even today as a special state of inspiration, which comes 
upon man spontaneously and from outside, as it were? Can one simply 
place an equals sign between rhe "muse" (or the "Muse") and the grace
bestowing action of the spirit of God (or rhe Holy Spirit)? It is not easy ro 
answer this question in any definite sense. It is, of course, impossible to 
assert char all human inspiration is from the Holy Spirit. This can be said 
only about rhe prophets of God and rheir divinely inspired writings. Bur 
one must not hastily make such an assertion about inspirations of a com-

23. The sracemenc of this problem in Russian rheology is associated with the name 
G. P. Fedorov. 
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pararively secondary significance, e.g., those in the patristic or liturgical 
literature. These writings too, however, can contain a degree of anoint· 
menr by the Holy Spirit rhar can imply a greater or lesser divine inspiration; 
and thus one cannot limit oneself to a simple "yes" or "no" here. 

Bur what can one say about sophianic revelation that is actualized by 
human inspiration? Does it have a place for the action of rhe spirit of 
God, in spite of the possibility of contaminations and distortions? In our 
opinion, it does, insofar as in the revelation of the creaturely Sophia in the 
world we confess the action of the Holy Spirit. Bur this inspiration re
mains only natural!J spirit-bearing, does nor enter into the divine realm, 
belongs to natural grace, which is entrusted ro man's possession. Never
theless, this inspiration comes from the spirit of God: Every soul is quick
ened by the Holy Spirit, and rhis is the case nor only in the realm of spiri
tual grace bur also in the realm of natural grace. Therefore, one should 
nor diminish bur should honor human inspiration and creative activity. 
For the "muse" or "apollo" is nor, of course, the mask or pseudonym of 
the spirit of God itself, bur its forr:e acting in creation. Ir is spirit, although 
it is not the Holy Spirit. Life that is worthy of rhe name is always inspira
tion; and conversely, without inspiration, whatever its character may be 
and whatever its orientation, there is no life. Even the blasphemers 
against inspiration, who blaspheme against God's world in its natural
ness, do so in a particular stare of inspiration, although one that is per
haps nor radiant. The inspired stare and inspiration are so essential for 
life that, in a certain sense, they can be identified with it, just as con
versely, without inspiration we do nor have a path to Divinity, and even 
prayer itself is inspiration. 

On the lower rungs oflife, this identity oflife and inspiration is ex
pressed in elementary spontaneity of movement; on its higher rungs it is 
expressed in freedom of self-determination, action by oneself and our of 
oneself, our of one's own individual qualified being. This "our of oneself" 
is precisely creative self-inspiration. 

Ir follows that the entire creative activity of life, that is, the whole of 
human history to which God had called the human race (with the geneal
ogy of Christ serving as the heart of this history), is accomplished by vir
tue of this creative inspiration with all its multiform multiplicity. Bur we 
know rhar the paths of history are rwisred and intersecting; history is nor 
an idyll bur a tragedy. Inspirations in history can be nor only diverse bur 
also contradictory, like their fruits. Their differentiation and evaluation 
can be accomplished only at the end of history (however we understand it), 
ar the "last" judgment. However, only the free, creative movements of the 
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soul can be judged, that is, precisely its inspirations. Passive, mechanical 
acceptance of fate cannot be judged, except, perhaps, for the absence of in· 
spiration. "Thou art neither cold nor hot; I would thou were cold or hot. 
So then because thou art lukewarm, and neither cold nor hot, I will spue 
thee out of my mouth" (Rev. 3:15-16), the Spirit tells the angel of the 
church of the Laodiceans. "Be zealous therefore, and repent" (3:19). But 
there is no zeal without love and inspiration, which is the flame of life 
and the motive force of history. 

The inspiration that is entrusted to the self-governing creaturely 
spirit shares the fate of all creation, that is, it finds itself in a state of am
biguity and confusion, and it always has need of exorcism through grace. 
That is why the unexamined use of the expression "divine inspiration" is 
totally inappropriate and impermissible here. Nevertheless, inspiration 
intrinsically comes from spirit, and the capacity for inspiration is im
planted in man from the source of all inspiration, the Holy Spirit. And 
what is especially important is that, being sophianic in its source, the fac
ulty of inspiration can also contain a sophianic revelation of God in the 
world, although this is not a direct Revelation of God Himself about Him
self. This enables us to understand the possibility of the higher illumina
tions of humanity, which are bestowed upon the latter in the natural reli
gions, in philosophy, in art, in creative activity in general. Despite the fact 
that they have a confused character and are troubled by sinful 
creatureliness, these illuminations are true inspirations, revelations of the 
spirit living in man and of the sophianicity of the latter. Furthermore, 
this human inspiration, this manifestation of spirit, does not contradict 
divine inspiration, but rather is its precondition: only in human inspira
tion is Divine inspiration realized; only in revelation is Revelation given; 
only in spirit is Spirit bestowed. 

Divine inspiration renders golden the summits of natural inspira
tion; and it is not a mechanical coercion of man, a deus ex machina, but a 
real meeting between the human spirit and the Divine Spirit, for the for
mer is porous for the Latter. The creaturely Sophia not only has her foun
dation in the Divine Sophia but is permeated by her. And this unified 
sophianicity serves as the foundation of divine inspiration. There is a per
fect analogy here with the Divine Incarnation. The foundation of the Di
vine Incarnation, thanks to the union of the two natures, of the creaturely 
and the Divine Sophia, of the human nature and the Divine nature, is 
their common sophianicity. Similarly, the foundation of divine inspira
tion is the union of the two inspirations, divine and creaturely, in one Di
vine-human spirit. This union too is accomplished without separation 
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and wichouc confusion, like chac of che cwo nacures and of che cwo wills in 
che God-Man. The human spiric and che Divine Spiric are (if ic is permis
sible co use chis expression) kindred in cheir sophianicicy; and chis is why, 
by analogy wich che Divine lncarnacion, divine inspiracion coo is possible, 
which is che meecing and union of a spiric and che Spiric in a human 
hyposcasis. The spirit of God comes noc co an empcy place, buc encoun
cers che human spiric. We have che prococype for chis divine inspiracion in 
che "prophets"; and we have ics supreme accualizacion in Christ, che 
Anointed by che Spiric, che Spiric-bearer. The incarnace Son of God, che 
God-Man, is also Chrisc, che Spiric-bearer. 

lnspiracion in general and as che precondicion for divine inspiracion 
belongs co che domain of human creacive accivicy and is noc acquired 
wichouc a creacive cension, which is che opposice of whac Scripcure calls 
che quenching of che spirit (see 1 Thess. 5:19). Creative accivicy is che efforc 
co cranscend che limiced elemenc of che given and co enable che unlimiced 
elemenc of che proposed co encer inco che elemenc of che given; ic is che ef
forc co "oucgrow oneself:" le is a scriving co go ouc of oneself, beyond one
self, above oneself; and by chis striving, creacive accivicy eicher plumbs ics 
own depchs or ascends co meec che spiric descending from above. Bue even 
aparc from such a meecing, which does noc depend upon man, che creacive 
spiric, soaring above icself, can cruly ascend and gaze from che heighcs. 
This is che sophianic fachoming of one's own sophianicicy. 

Recurning co our inicial cheme, che cheme of che dyadic revelacion of 
che Son and che Holy Spiric, che cheme of Their sophianic Dyad, we muse 
say chac che content of creaturely inspiracion, as well as of creacurely life 
and being icself, is che words ofche Word, che oncic all, che seeds of being. 
Word is che what of creacion and spiric is ics how. Creacurely inspiracion 
enables creacures co surpass chemselves in each of cheir given scaces and 
chereby co grow in chemselves. Bue ic is always an inspiracion with an ob
jecc, wich a cheme; and by icself ic is incapable of bringing anyching new 
inco thac which exiscs, of enriching being wich new chemes. This does noc 
mean chac ic is conscrained or limiced by a given cheme of being, for po
cencially it concains "all," is so unlimiced in chis sense chac it cannoc be a 
limic. This all, which is wichouc measure for creacion, is, for all praccical 
purposes, always new for creacive accivicy. This novelcy is a sign of creacive 
accivicy, which cannoc be a mere repecicion of whac is already given. The 
domain of creacive accivicy lies noc in che sphere of che given and already 
accained, buc in che sphere of che proposed, wich ics possibilicies. These 
possibilicies, unaccualized but being accualized, conscicute che source of 
che new in creacion, alchough chis novelcy is, so co speak, modal in charac-
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ter. Creaturely creative activity cannot, of course, produce anything new in 
theme and being; and thus it cannot enrich God Himself in His creative 
activity. 

But God Himself has left man his share - precisely the human share 
- of participation in the creation of the world, for He has created the 
world only in its potentUd fullness. Man is given the power to creatively real
ize in himself and in creation his own theme and his own given, to realize it 
as his task, creating himself in a creaturely as well as creative manner, and 
thus in a new manner for himself. And this novelty, although it is modal in 
character, forms an inexhaustible source for the creative activity of creatures, 
with its eternal novelty. This eternity is not divine eternity, aeternitas, in 
which there is no becoming or rime, and no place for novelty, for all things 
exist there supra-eternally in the fullness of one self-determining act. The 
new can occur only in creation, where, in infinite becoming, eternity is real
ized, but only a creature/y eternity, aeviternitas. Concerning creation, God 
says, in the language of creaturely becoming, "I make all things new" (Rev. 
21:5; cf. 2 Cor. 5=17), for creation is always renewed. Insofar as God Himself 
has included in creation the self-creative activity of creatures, this activity 
is new even before the face of God Himself as the Creator, although not in 
His eternity. The ontological bounds of creaturely being with its self-cre
ative activity are preestablished from the beginning. These bounds are 
given by the sophianic Dyad of Son and Holy Spirit, which, without sepa
ration and without confusion, establishes the sophianic foundations of 
creaturely being as its theme, fate, and supreme goal, never attained but al
ways in the process of being attained. But man is not God and he can never 
become his own creator or the creator of the world. And if he pretends to 
be such, he is guilty either of gross self-deception or of metaphysical thiev
ery. just consider Lucifer, "the prince of this world," thief and liar, and 
luciferianism in its different forms. 
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CHAPTERS 

The Revelation of the Holy Spirit 

I. The Kenosis of the Holy Spirit in Creation 

The kenosis in creation of God Who is in the Holy Trinity signifies His 
self-diminution with respect to His absoluteness. The absolute God, cor
related with nothing but Himself, becomes correlative with something 
outside Himself.' That is, positing relative creaturely being, He enters into 
a relation with the latter: the Absolute becomes God, and God is a relative 
concept: God is such for another, for creation; whereas in itself the Abso
lute is not God. This self-relativization of the Absolute is the sacrifice of 
God's love for this other, which He Himself creates out of nothing. The 
kenosis of the Father consists in the fact that the Father, Who reveals 
Himself eternally in the Son and the Spirit in the Divine Sophia, reveals 
Himself in creation - also through the Dyad of the Son and the Spirit -
in the creaa.rely Sophia. But the Father Himself remains, in a certain 
sense, outside of this self-revelation; He is only the will to creation, which 
He transcends. This transcendence of the Father is precisely His kenosis, 
as if a nonbeing in creation. The kenosis of the Son consists in the fact 
that He, Who is all in creation, diminished Himself to the human form of 
being in the Divine Incarnation, became the God-Man,1 entered the world 
as the lamb of God, sacrificed on Golgotha in the fullness of time. 

But what does the kenosis of the Holy Spirit consist in, and in what 
sense can one speak of it? In the creation of the world this kenosis is ex
pressed in the fact that the Holy Spirit, Who is the fullness and depth of 

1. See my book Tbe Unfdding Litfat: On Creation. 
l. See my book Tbe Lamb of God. 
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Divin icy, diminished Himself co becoming in His revelacion in che creacurely 
Sophia. In che Divine life, che Holy Spiric realizes che fullness adequate co 
chis life and plumbs che depchs of God by a unique ecernal acc. In 
creacurely being, che Holy Spiric is che force of being and che giver oflife, 
buc, according co che very concepc of creation, chis being and chis life exisc 
only as becoming, chat is, noc in fullness buc only in che scriving coward 
fullness. The creacurely eros is che son of Porus and Penia, of abundance 
and povercy, of fullness and emptiness: che creacurely all is formed ouc of 
nothing. Thac is why che action of che force of che Holy Spiric is limiced in 
creation in conformicy wich che condicion of che latter, alchough ic is never 
depleced, for ocherwise creacion would be abolished, would recurn co ics 
original nonbeing. The Facher, in sending che Spiric in che creative "lee 
chere be," rescrains che Spiric's force and fullness, as ic were - if only by che 
face chac He manifescs chem in time, in becoming. This is accesced by che 
"Six Days" wich cheir six (or even eighc) inscances of"lec there be," which 
conscicuce the degrees or stages of being and life. This mulciscage or grad
ual characcer of being is proper co che life of the world, for che creacive "lee 
chere be" always resounds in the world in ics different forms; creacion is al
ways che future coo, noc only nata, but also natura. 

This kenosis of che Spiric, the reception of unfullness by Fullness, of 
becoming by ecernicy, is completely unfachomable for creation, which 
knows only unfullness and has only becoming as ics vantage poinc. Bue it is 
precisely chis kenosis chac conscicuces che very foundation ofche participa
tion of the Spiric in creation, chac defines Him as che Creacor. The immeas
urableness of Fullness is included in the measure proper co unfullness, which 
is inevicable for creacion wich ics "evolucion" and growth. In ocher words, 
chis immeasurableness is contained wichin the measure of creacion.3 

The form of che kenosis of che Holy Spiric in che creacurely Sophia, 
or in creacion, is che creative "lee chere be," the force oflife and being, nat
ural grace. The pach followed by chis nacural grace is from che movemenc 
of the Spiric upon che face of the wacers co the cransfiguracion of creacion 
inco a "new heaven and a new earch": "I make all things new'' (Rev. 21:1, 5). 
This nacural grace of che Holy Spirit, which conscicuces che very founda
cion of che being of creation, exiscs in che very flesh of che world, in che 
maner of the world. le is che precondition for ics sanccificacion through 
che recepcion of the Holy Spiric. The Church knows many differenc sancti
fications of matter, which are included in the majoricy of the Church sacra
mencs and sacramencalia: the sanccificacion of che wacers of the Jordan by 

3. Particularly pertinent here is john }:34: "God giveth not the Spirit by measure." 
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che descent of che Holy Spirit, serving as che basis of all che baptismal and 
nonbapcismal sanccificacions of wacer; che sanccificacion of myrrh and 
oil, of bread and wine, euchariscic and non-euchariscic; and che sanccifica
cion of churches, sacred objects, fruits, foods, and in general all manner of 
thing. 

What, fundamentally, does such sanctification signify? How can 
things and matter be sanctified? That is, how can chey receive and retain 
the action of the Holy Spirit, i.e., supernatural grace? It is usually thought 
that only the spiritual can receive the spiritual, whereas, here, things and 
matter absorb the invisibly descending grace of the Holy Spirit the way 
the earch absorbs moisture. Matter's receptivity to spirit has as its precon
dition the creaturely descent of the Spirit, His kenosis in creation. Cre
ation has the Spirit of God from its very origin, and is spirit-bearing in 
this sense, although this spirit-bearingness knows its measure. But this 
measure is nonetheless such thac it already contains the force of the being 
of creation. And in virtue of this natural or, more precisely, sophianic spirit
bearingness, creation is capable of receiving spirit through sanctification. 
Tbe similar receives the similar, and without this similarity, the very concept 
of sanctification becomes incomprehensible and contradictory. Without 
it, it would be impossible to refute all those doubts and objections accord
ing to which all sanctification, whether sacramental or not, is viewed ei
ther as superstition or as natural magic and sorcery, and as such is subject 
either to rationalistic refutation or occultistic interpretation, which, in es
sence, are equivalent. The supernatural, i.e., grace, exists neither for ratio
nalism nor for occultism, which knows only a self-enclosed world, al
though one wich different "planes" or "hierarchies." The action of grace is 
equated here merely with che interaction between a higher plane and a 
lower one and the influence of che corresponding higher hierarchies. 

In sanctification we have a descent of che Holy Spirit and a commu
nication of His force to natural and spirit-bearing creation: che creaturely 
Sophia is united here wich the Divine Sophia, the Holy Spirit with the 
spirit of God in creation. A mysterious "cransmucation" of matter occurs 
here, not only in the Eucharist, but in all sacramental acts: matter is taken 
ouc of chis world and borne inco che world of grace of che future age, 
where God will be all in all. There occurs a mysterious, i.e., invisible, crans
figuracion of creation, in which che latter, while ontologically remaining 
itself, becomes transparent for che Spirit, receives che faculty of commu
nion wich God, is deified. Thus, in chis permeability of maccer for che 
Spirit and che resulting "communication of properties" or perichoresis 
(co use a cerm of chriscological theology), we have an inseparable and in-
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confusible unity of creaturely and divine life. In orher words, a divine
humanity is being realized here, nor in man himself bur in rhe human 
world and in rhe world rhar is in rhe process of being humanized, a world 
rhar has its ontological center in man. This is rhe deification of creation, 
under rhe necessary condition of rhe conservation of its being. 

Bur this divine-human character of grace is fully manifested only in 
spiritual beings, in man and in angels, rhar is, in hyposraric spirits who 
are conscious of themselves. Spirit is known by spirit and looks into rhe 
mirror of spirit: spiritual things are compared wirh spiritual (see 1 Cor. 
2:13). If sanctification is proper ro creaturely matter, then inspiration is 
proper ro rhe human spirit and is a divine-human acr, a manifesrarion of 
eternal divine-humanity in creaturely divine-humanity. This divine
human acr, however, is expressed here nor in divine incarnation, rhe 
union of rhe fullness of the divine nature with the human nature, bur in 
divine inspiration, rhar is, in rhe mutual permeation of rhe human spirit 
and the Holy Spirit, also without separation and without confusion. In 
no wise can divine inspiration be understood as rhe abolition ofrhe hu
man spirit and irs replacement or expulsion by the divine Spirit (this is 
postulated only by theories of literal or direct inspiration). This is a 
monophysitic conception, analogous to chrisrological monophysitism. 
This conception implies the fusion or confusion of the cwo natures with 
the absorption of the lower by the higher, of the human nature by the di
vine, as well as the annihilation of man; that is, it introduces a kind of 
pneumatological docetism where the whole reality of the human 
creaturely spirit should be retained. Equally unsatisfactory is the 
"Nestorian" separation of the human and the divine spirit in one divine
human act of divine inspiration: the human spirit becomes a tabula rasa 
on which an alien chisel, like a deus ex machina, inscribes divine writings 
- something which is ontologically impossible. The gracious inter
permearion which is divine inspiration presupposes not rhe passivity of 
rhe creative spirit, bur irs highest tension and rhe highest degree of cre
ative activity. Grace does nor coerce, bur comes ro man in response ro his 
efforts, just as man cannot surpass his creaturely measure ifhe is nor car
ried above ir by a superhuman, supernatural force. The Spirit of God en
ables man ro fathom rhe divine depths by probing his own depths. In his 
creaturely life, man can live by rhe divine life by becoming transparent for 
rhe Divine Spirit. 

According ro the chrisrological dogma, rhe union, wirhour separa
tion and without confusion, ofrhe rwo natures is accomplished in the one 
life of Christ through rhe one divine-human hyposrasis of rhe Logos, 
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hypostatically. By contrast, in divine inspiration, a hypostatic union of 
God with man does not occur; rather, the divine nature and the human na· 
ture are united in one life. The Holy Spirit does not become hypostatically 
incarnate, but only "descends" upon man, overshadowing him with His 
force. The hypostasis of divinely inspired and deified man remains human, 
but it can allow a place in itself for a life of the two natures. It must not 
only remain the subject and center of its own creaturely life, but it must 
also become transparent for the action of the divine nature. 

That confused notion which can be glimpsed in the chrisrological 
doctrines of Nestorianism and adoptionism, synapbeia and adoptio, the 
union of two heterogeneous hypostases into one "hypostasis of union" by 
means of their mutual accord, by their becoming mutually transparent -
this notion is an impermissible heresy for Christology. But it finds a partic
ular application in pneumatology. Although the hypostasis of the Holy 
Spirit is not personally revealed in divine inspiration, it does act in it, al
though in the kenoric form of the gradual revelation of its measure in man, 
so that he becomes spirit-bearing, not only in his natural but also in his per
sonal being, in his hyposraric consciousness of himself. If in Christ the di
vine hypostasis of the Logos is the unifying and governing center in the one 
harmonious life of the two natures, then in divine inspiration, which comes 
from the Third hypostasis, we get exactly the opposite. The union of the di
vine nature and the human nature in divine inspiration affects the 
hypostasis as well and brings it to a certain divine-humanity; in the 
creaturely, human hypostasis there shines and is revealed the hypostasis of 
the Spirit, which does not intrinsically belong to the human hypostasis. We 
have this to the highest degree in the Virgin Mary, Who is not only a spirit
bearing vessel but also the hypostatic image of the Holy Spirit. We also have 
this, in varying degrees, in the images of spirit-bearing saints. Divine inspi
ration gives them a hypostatic illumination and suppresses the egotistical 
centers of their human hypostases, as it were, making them exist not for 
themselves, but only for the Holy Spirit. This is the gracious death of the 
personal I for a new life by the Holy Spirit. This also corresponds to the per
sonal character of the Third hypostasis, which does not exist for itself, as it 
were, and becomes transparent for the other hyposrases. The Third 
hypostasis reveals Christ, the hypostasis of the Son. This is also what the 
spirit-bearing apostle confirms: "yet not I, but Christ liveth in me" (Gal. 
2:20). Thus, in divine inspiration we have a special form of divine-humanity, 
alongside and in connection with the Divine Incarnation. 

* * 
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Inspiration muse be underscood as a general propercy of man, and his ca
pacicy co receive divine revelacion is only a particular case of chis propercy. 
Since he is a spiric, alchough an incarnace one, and since from his creation 
he bears che imprint of che Holy Spiric, man is spiric-bearing. The human 
spiric is noc closed off; ic is permeable and cransparenc for differenc inspi
rations. One can even affirm, as a general axiom of ics exiscence, chac che 
human spiric is never solicary and self-enclosed, buc is always in contacc 
with other spirics and receives inspiracion from chem. The human spiric 
inspires and is inspired. le is such from ics very creacion; and Leibniz's no
cion of che nontransparent monad wichouc windows agrees neicher with 
che cosmic characcer and interconneccedness of che world nor wich man's 
humanness. Above all, man is a generic being who is intended co be in spir
icual concacc wich beings similar co him. Every human person is, in chis 
sense, a place where all these mutual "influences" incersecc. The Divine cri
une Person is self-enclosed and abides above "influences," for le is 
crihyposcatic and manifescs Icself in all !cs fullness within che crihyposcacic 
incercommunion, which does noc abolish buc accualizes !cs criunicy. Hu
manicy, by contrast, is mulrihyposraric; and therefore its hyposrases al
ways enter into contacc wich one anocher. Relevanc here are all che modes 
of"influence" of one human being upon anocher: educacion, inscruction, 
cooperacion, counteraccion, and so on. le is impossible co enumerace all 
chese modes of influence, for our life is full of chem. To be sure, chis scace 
of affairs makes ic impossible co discinguish whac belongs co a given indi
vidual from whac belongs co humanicy as a whole. 

There exiscs a certain "communism" of spiritual being, che generic 
man; and only che Divine Eye can distinguish and show every human be
ing (ac che Lase Judgment) whac belongs co him himself and whac does 
noc belong co him alchough ic finds a place for icself in him. Of course, 
chese different "influences" form in a human being chac unrepeacable 
mixcure of colors chac corresponds co his individual and complex person
alicy. In chis sense, a concrete human personalicy - noc in ics hyposrascic 
consciousness of self, which is simple and singular, buc in its life - is al
ways complex and mosaic-like, does noc belong co itself ro a certain de· 
gree. This complexicy necessarily presupposes a receptacle for itself, and 
this receptacle is the personal human spiric with its openness and recep
civicy co rhe spiritual. And chis complexicy refers, of course, noc only co 
content bur also to qualicy: various shades from white to black can partic
ipace in che human grayness. 

Bur che complexicy is nor limited to this. The human spirit is also 
open co rhe pre-human and nonhuman world. Firsc of all, chere is che ani-
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mal world, which, without being spiritual, is close to man. Man's relation
ship with animals is not exhausted by the face chat he commands chem; 
he also loves chem, is their friend, and ch us receives influences from chem. 
True, these influences are direct{y limited co the psychical domain, which 
man and the animals have in common, although these impressions, like 
all of man's life, are also experienced spiritually, so chat one can speak of 
the "influence" of animals upon man. The reverse influence, chat of man 
and thus of the human spirit, upon animals, even though they are de
prived of spirit, is obvious: animals obey man, can be domesticated and 
trained, so chat a bridge does in face exist between spirit-bearing man and 
the animal world, and goes both ways. 

Much more important is man's contact with the spiritual, although 
creaturely, world, with angels and with fallen spirits, "demons." Man can 
discern human influences, although not always with sufficient precision, 
but as a general rule he is ignorant of or has only a dim sense of che influ
ences which emanate from the spiritual world and co which he is con
stantly being subjected. We have the firm teaching of the Church on chis 
subject, but do we know when and how our guardian angels instruct us 
and save us, or are we able to discern the dark powers that approach us in 
the form of angels of light? The apostle Paul speaks of the "discerning of 
spirits" (1 Cor. 12:10) as of a special gift of the Holy Spirit; and the apostle 
John warns, "try the spirits whether they are of God" (1John 4:1), and gives 
advice concerning the discerning of spirits on the basis of their attitude 
toward the confession of the coming of Christ in the flesh (4:2-3). And 
consider the Gospel narratives about possession by demons, chat is, about 
violence done by them co the human spirit; these narratives remove the 
veil, as it were, that conceals the world of fallen spirits. Here one can also 
mention the temptation ofche apostle Peter, which follows his confession 
and which provokes the Lord to call him: "Satan, thou art an offence unto 
me" (Matt. 16:23); and lee us not forget Judas Iscariot, into whom Satan 
entered "after the sop" Oohn 13:27). In general, there is a special gift of the 
"discerning of spirits," which is acquired at the higher rungs of the spiri
tual life (but which is so grossly simulated by sanctimoniousness and 
spiritual ignorance, when false spiritual knowledge covers hardness of 
heart, darkness of mind, and laziness of thought). 

The influence of angels upon man, which can be understood on the 
basis of their co-humanity,• corresponds co their "angelic" ministry: God 
communicates His grace-filled revelations through the angels. One can in 

4. See my book Jacob's Ldtlder: On tn. Angrls. 
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general ask: Is "grace" noc che accion of che holy angels who do che will of 
God wich regard co man? To be sure, no sacisfaccory answer co chis ques· 
cion can be given, inasmuch as, in che presenc aeon, che spiricual world re
mains closed off co man, alchough such a possibilicy muse be included in 
a doccrine of grace. One can say chac communion wich che angels encers 
inco che very humanness of man co che same degree as (alchough differ
endy from) che generic life of human persons. 

le is more difficulc co underscand che accessibleness of man co che 
influence of che fallen spirics, alchough, in che fallen scace of man, chis in
fluence is quice a habicual face of our spiricual life: "Puc on che whole ar
mour of God, chac ye may be able co scand againsc che wiles of che devil. 
For we wresde noc againsc flesh and blood, buc againsc principalicies, 
againsc powers, againsc che rulers of che darkness of chis world, againsc 
spiricual wickedness in high places" (Eph. 6:11-12). The Aposde warns us 
for good reason; in che field of our soul che wheac is overgrown wich 
weeds, sowed by che enemy of man, and chis will be che case uncil che har
vesc and che final separacion. Aside from ics self-creacive accivicy ouc of ics 
sophianic depchs, che human spiric is also an arena of complex and mucu
ally ancagoniscic influences of che spiricual world, lighc and dark. In as
sessing chese influences, some go so far as co abolish, in effecc, man's per
sonalicy and humanicy, making him a spiricual "roboc." They consider 
"demons" co be che sole realicy of human life and hiscory, alchough under 
che mask of humanicy. This peculiar anchropological docecism, or 
pandemonism, is noc compacible wich the Chriscian faich. 

According to revelation, at che lase judgment ic will be revealed that 
noc demons buc Chrisc is che crue realicy in man; and ic will be che human 
personalicy and all humanicy, boch che entire human race and every individ
ual, chac will be judged and held responsible, along wich che angels (and, of 
course, che demons). And chis oncological suum cuique is, by icself, sufficienc 
cescimony againsc pandemonism, which in effecc is a manichean deviacion 
from Chrisrianicy (under che precexc of ascecicism). le follows chac ic is pos
sible for che human spiric co receive influences and, co a cercain degree, co 
be influencial icself (inasmuch as influence always implies mucualicy), while 
remaining itself, preserving ics aseicy, and noc being complecely idencified 
wich any of chese influences. And here, and chis is che mosc noceworchy 
ching and for us che mosc significanc, man is also capable of receiving direcc 
divine influences, che grace of che Holy Spirit, bescowed in sacramencs. The 
divine encers inco creation; che radianc and holy encers inco che sinful and 
darkened. God does noc disdain creacion, even che fallen kind; and creacion, 
even in ics fallen scace, recains che capacicy co receive divine influences. 
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Bue chere is anocher side of chis kenosis, which muse now be consid
ered. The Holy Spiric is bescowed upon creacion noc only in gifrs of sacra
menc and divine descenc buc also in che very being of man according co 
nacural grace. If che power of che Holy Spiric gives life and being co cre
acion, ic follows chac chis power abides in creacion independendy, co a cer
cain degree, of creacion's self-decerminacion or fall. The kenosis of che 
Holy Spiric in creacion, which possesses freedom of self-decerminacion, is 
manifesced not only in the face chac He voluncarily limics his power co che 
measure of creacion buc also in che face chac His power is compacible wich 
che sinful, illegicimace, and even cheomachic self-decermination of chis 
creacion. Nevercheless, creacion's life and being, which exisc by vircue of 
che Holy Spiric, will noc be caken away from ic, and che power of che Spiric 
abides even in che enemies of che Spiric. Insofar as chey live and have being 
(and ic will noc be caken away from chem), Sacan and his angels ontically 
remain in concacc wich chis grace of creacion, chis life-giving power of che 
Holy Spiric. This power aces even in hell, in hellish sacanizacion, for hell 
coo is a parcicular form - noc of non being and absoluce deach - buc of life 
and being. 

II. Divine Inspiration in the Old Testament 

Besides che New Tescament church, which is che Body of Chrisc, chere is 
also che "Old Tescamenc church," divine-humanicy which is in che process 
of being realized buc which has not yec been realized. The Old Tescamenc, 
che Old Covenanc of God wich man, consiscs in a real relacion between 
God and man, between divine life and human life. The Divine principle 
encers human life as a supernacural elemenc, which nevercheless unices ic
self wich the natural element. In che Old Testament, humanicy turns ouc 
co be capable of receiving che divine principle, which bescows icself 
kenocically, of course, in che form of an adapcive, prefigurative, pedagogi
cal revelacion ("che law was our schoolmascer co bring us unco Chrisc" 
(Gal. 3:24)). The entire Old Tescament is an unending dialogue of God wich 
man, as well as che answering dialogue of man wich God. If we cry co 
count che numberofcimes che expression "God said (co man)" appears in 
che Old Tescamenc, we would become convinced chac chis phrase concains 
che essential contenc of the Old Tescamenc. On the other hand, we have 
here a syscem of Divine influences and inscicucions (of culcic, moral, and 
civil law), which, chough human in content, are divine in origin. In che 
Old Tescamenc divine-humanicy we have, wichouc separacion and wichouc 
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confusion, two natures and two wills, which, though they are noc yec 
united by one hyposcasis, are nevertheless united in a unity of life. 

Just as che heavenly Divine-humanity, Sophia in God, is che bi-unity 
of the dyadic revelation of the hyposcasis of the Father in the Son and the 
Holy Spirit, so che creaturely Divine-humanity in che Old Tescamenc is 
the bi-une action of these revealing hyposcases. In the Old Testament rev
elation, che Holy Trinity is, in the majority of cases, simply called God: 
God spoke, God appeared, God did. And only by applying co chis conceal
ment distinctions drawn from che New Testament can we perceive here 
the commanding action of the Father through His Word by the Holy 
Spirit. To be sure, God "speaks" in che Old Testament by His Divine Word, 
which is "pronounced" as if from lips and which is heard by chose who are 
inspired by che Spirit (che Catholic doctrine of lumen gloriae [ che light of 
glory) which is necessary for che seeing of che gloria corresponds, in effect, 
co chis inspiration by che Spirit which leads co che knowledge of che Di
vine, co che hearing of che Word). We therefore arrive ac che conclusion 
char all che words, commands, and actions of che trinitarian God in the 
Old Testament must be referred co che dyadic bi-unity of the Word and 
the Spirit: the Word does not "sound" for man without the Spirit and the 
Spirit is not received without the Word. 

Therefore, in both the revelations and the cheophanies of the Old 
Testament, we have nor any one hypostasis in isolation (such isolation is 
in general impossible) but the sophianic bi-unity of Word and Spirit. In 
the manifestations of the Glory (co Moses and to Ezekiel), Sophia herself, 
in this bi-unity of hers, becomes accessible to human perception - as the 
heavenly Divine-humanity manifested co the earthly Divine-humanity.5 

Nevertheless, in these divine-human dyadic revelations, one can distin
guish che character of each separate ace in che particular direccedness co
ward man of one or another hyposcasis. In the Old Testament, God enters 
into a relation with man primarily as che Word, and He becomes close co 
man prior co His assumption of the human nature. The Word is pre
uniced wich man, pre-descends from heaven, becoming in-humanized over 
the entire long process of the maturation of the Old Testament humanity 
up co che Divine Incarnation; and the living prefiguracions and 
similitudes are already signs of chis Divine Incarnation which is being 
pre-accomplished. This pre-incarnation of che Logos is being accom
plished in man by the Holy Spirit, just as ic was by che Holy Spirit char che 
Logos was made incarnate from che Virgin Mary. 

5. See rhe excursus on Glory in my book The Burning Bush. 
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The Old Tesramenr also knows, however, rhe preeminenr revelarion 
of rhe Spirir: Divine-humaniry as rhe union of man nor only wirh rhe 
Word Who is becoming incarnare bur also wirh rhe Spirir who is descend
ing upon man. This is rhe Old Tesramenr Penrecosr. A general prelimi
nary quesrion musr be asked: How is rhis Old Tesramenr Penrecosr possi
ble, and is ir really possible? And if ir is possible, whar is irs connecrion 
wirh rhe New Tesramenr Penrecosr? And can rhis Old Tesramenr Penre
cost, even if parrial, precede rhe Divine lncarnarion? 

This possibiliry resulrs from rhe principle of Divine-humaniry, rhe 
mosr general foundarion of rhe relarions between God and rhe world; 
and rhe Divine lncarnarion as well as rhe Penrecosr is rhe manifesrarion 
of rhis general inrerrelarion. Divine-humaniry embraces all of rhe rela
rions between God and rhe world, necessarily including rhe in-human
izarion of the Logos and rhe descent of the Holy Spirir. Consequendy, ir 
exrends ro rhe epoch prior to the Divine lncarnarion, i.e., ro rhe whole of 
rhe Old Tesramenr humaniry. Funhermore, rhe Divine lncarnarion is 
pre-accomplished in rhe course of rhe enrire exisrence of humaniry: 
"Christ is born"; and rhe enrire process of Old Tesramenr revelarion can
not be undersrood orherwise than as rhe ongoing Divine lncarnarion. 
Bur Divine-humaniry includes nor only rhe descent from heaven of rhe 
Son of God for rhe in-humanizarion bur also rhe descenr from heaven of 
rhe Holy Spirir for divine inspirarion. For rhe in-humanizarion of rhe 
Logos does nor exist separarely from the panicipation in ir of rhe Holy 
Spirir, so rhar rhe dyadic inrerrelarion ofrhe Son and rhe Spirir in rhe di
vine revelarion remains inviolable. And here rhe inseparable and 
inconfusible acrion of rhe two dyadic hyposrases does nor conrradicr 
rheir disrincr manifesrarion in rime or rhe preeminence of rhe one or rhe 
orher. In rhis Dyad, eirher rhe one or rhe orher of the hyposrases is di
recred roward man. 

The descenr of rhe Holy Spirir upon rhe Virgin Mary ar rhe Annuncia
tion precedes rhe Divine lncarnarion, nor, of course, in rime (since rhe two 

hyposrases are inseparable, and rhe descending Spirir already has wirhin 
Himself rhe Son upon Whom He reposes) bur according to ontological rela
tion. This descenr of rhe Holy Spirir expands in rime ro include rhe whole of 
rhe Old Tesramenr hisrory, wirhin rhe depths of which is born rhe Virgin 
Mary, Who is "full of grace." The Holy Spirir "graces" rhe One Full of Grace 
already in Her ancesrors, "rhe fathers and prophets," in rhe entire chosen 
narion, and, rogerher wirh rhem, in all humankind. One can say rhar the 
Holy Spirir was rhe morive force of rhe enrire Old Testamenr church, both in 
the Temple and ourside it. In particular, the "cloud" of glory, i.e., the Holy 
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Spirit, clearly descends (Exod. 40:34-35; Num. 9:15) into the tabernacle and 
temple of Solomon at the moment of its sanctification (1 Kings 8:10). And 
the "ordinances of divine service" (Heb. 9:1) were given by God not only in 
their power but also in their limitation ("the Holy Spirit this signifying, 
that the way into the holiest of all was not yet made manifest, while as the 
first tabernacle was yet standing" [Heb. 9:8)), for all this has only a prelimi
nary and prefigurative character (Heb. 8); it is "a shadow of good things to 
come, and not the very image of the things" (Heb. 10:1); "He taketh away the 
first, that he may establish the second" (Heb. 10:9). 

It is not only the Divine Incarnation that is anticipated by the power 
of the Holy Spirit in the Old Testament Divine-humanity, but also the Pen
tecost itself, which is His descent. The tongues of fire reposed upon the 
apostles, bestowing upon each of them a special gift of the Spirit. The Apos
tle speaks in general about this distribution of gifts: "Now there are diver
sities of gifts, but the same Spirit. And there are differences of administra
tions, but the same Lord. And there are diversities of operations, but it is 
the same God which worketh all in all. But the manifestation of the Spirit 
is given to every man to profit withal. For to one is given by the Spirit the 
word of wisdom; to another the word of knowledge by the same Spirit; to 
another faith by the same Spirit; to another the gifts of healing by the 
same Spirit; to another the working of miracles; to another prophecy, to 
another discerning of spirits; co another divers kinds of tongues; co an
other the interpretation of tongues: But all these worketh that one and the 
self-same Spirit, dividing to every man severally as he will" (1 Cor. 12:4-11). 

There is no reason to limit the power of these words solely to the 
New Testament church, if only because the majority of these gifts had al
ready been bestowed in the Old Testament church. (In particular, was it 
not an Old Testament prophet Uoel 2:28-32] who pronounced the proph
ecy that was applied by the apostle Peter to the Pentecost?) We have al
ready spoken of the gifts that were bescowed in the Old Testament upon 
kings, prophets, rulers and military leaders, architects and artists. In or
der to understand this fact it is important to note that all of these gifts 
were bestowed in conformity with the personal vocation and particular 
giftedness of the one chosen. Also playing a role here was purely human 
inspiration, which encounters divine inspiration, as it were, and becomes 
- in relation co spirit - divine-human; and this divine-human character 
of inspiration is the most noteworthy thing here. God's help, the gift of 
the Holy Spirit, comes in answer to man's creative intensity. The elders 
and kings, Saul, David, and Solomon, possessed the natural gift of gov
ernment; the judges, Gideon, Jephthah, and Samson, possessed the mili-
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tary gift; and Bezaleel and his helpers possessed the artistic gift. And this 
human gift is fructified by the Divine gift: here we have in the spirit the di
vine-human union of rwo natures, two wills, rwo energies, without separa
tion and without confusion, in the case of one human hypostasis. And the 
bestowal of the Spirit is therefore understood in the light of Divine
humanity. This attests the openness of the human spirit to the Divine 
Spirit and the conformity of the Spirit of God with the human spirit. 

A special place is occupied here by the prophetic ministry. It is with 
reference to the latter that one can most easily succumb to the temptation 
of the automatic or mechanical interpretation of divine inspiration. The 
most elementary case of this type is the foreseeing of the future and, in 
general, the knowledge of mysteries; and it is with reference to this that 
the prophetic ministry is often interpreted, but this is, of course, an obvi
ous exaggeration or one-sidedness. Nevertheless, one can say that predic
tions of the future are the work of both human prevision and divine illu
mination, i.e., a divine-human work. To be sure, it is this divine 
illumination that makes possible for the prophet a prevision which, in its 
content, depth, and accuracy, surpasses human intuition (and which in 
this sense is "miraculous," i.e., a gift of grace). But at the same time this il
lumination is also a divine answer to human questioning (see, for exam
ple, Daniel 10). However marvelous these prophetic illuminations may be, 
they are capable of entering into the human consciousness and of being 
expressed in human language. Great prophets are also great men, think
ers, patriots, saints, in general not only men upon whom revelation is be
stowed but also men who are worthy of such bestowal, which is why they 
are considered saints by the Church. The history of different prophets and 
prophecies can confirm this general idea that the prophets are receptive 
to the spirit, that they are called to this by fate and by their personal char
acters. Therefore, upon the prophecies of different prophets lies the 
stamp of their individual spirit; they are never impersonal, even when they 
have the character of divine visions or raptures ("I was in the Spirit on the 
Lord's day" (Rev. 1:10 )). Even in their highest illuminations, prophets do 
not lose themselves but describe their revelations with a precise indica
tion of the circumstances of place and time,' thereby confirming the di
vine-human character of these illuminations. 

6. How can one not be amazed by the precise dating of Ezekiel's vision of God's 
Glory: "Now ir came ro pass in the thirtieth year, in rhe fourrh month, in rhe fifrh day of 
rhe monrh, as I was among the captives by the river of Chebar, rhar rhe heavens were 
opened, and I saw visions of God" (Euk. 1:1). 
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The main conclusion chat can be drawn from chis is chat, in the Old 
Testament coo, the Holy Spirit descends from heaven co man in His gifts, 
and man turns out co be capable of receiving che descending Spirit. This 
is summed up in the formula of the Nicaeno-Conscantinopolican Creed: 
"who spake by che prophets" (i.e., primarily the Old Testament ones). To 
be sure, chis prophesying by the Spirit necessarily contains the word 
which is from the Word, chat is, the gift of che Spirit is dyadically accom
panied by the revelation of the Word. This prophesying, however, is ac
complished precisely by the action of che Holy Spirit, Who awakens che 
word contained in man. Old Testament man is receptive co the spirit and 
spirit-bearing not by virtue of che Divine Incarnation, which has not yet 
been accomplished, but by virtue of his sophianicicy, which is the com
mon foundation ofboch the Divine Incarnation and che reception of che 
Spirit. 

Another question arises in connection with che preceding discussion: 
The New Testament Pentecost is accomplished in connection with the Di
vine Incarnation, with che direct participation of che incarnate Word. 
Christ Himself bestows, through His breach, the Holy Spirit upon His dis
ciples Oohn 20:22) and promises co "pray the Father" co send the Spirit in 
His Name Oohn 14:16, 26), just as He Himself sends the Spirit from the Fa
ther Oohn 15:26). In the sending down of the Holy Spirit in the Old Testa· 
menc, we do not find such a participation of the incarnate Word. There are 
a number of relevant cexcs in the Old Testament concerning the action of 
the Holy Spirit. Some simply say chat "the spirit of God came upon him" 
(Num. 24:2; cf. Judges 14:19; 15:14; etc.). Ochers speak of the sending down 
or bestowal of the Holy Spirit by God: "I have filled him with the spirit of 
God" (Exod. 31:3; cf. Exod. 35:31). Also: "I will cake of the spirit which is 
upon thee, and will put it upon chem" (Num. 11:17; cf. 11:25); "I am full of 
power by the spirit of the Lord" (Mic. 3:8); "I will pour out my spirit upon 
all flesh" Ooel 2:28); "where is he chac put his holy Spirit within him?" (Isa. 
63:11); "I have poured out my spirit upon the house oflsrael, saith the Lord 
God" (Ezek. 39:29). All these texts support che same general idea concern
ing the descent of the Holy Spirit in che Old Testament, namely, chat He is 
sent by God, although, co be sure, without any further definition with re
gard co one hyposcasis or another. On the basis of the further New Testa
ment revelation as well as the dogmatic doctrine of the Holy Trinity as the 
monarchy of the Father, however, we muse conclude chat, in the Old Testa
ment as well, che Holy Spirit is sent by che Father. 

Israel knew the gifts of the Holy Spirit prior to the Divine Incarna
tion within the limits of God's providential government. Israel was God's 
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"vineyard" (Isa. 5), the chosen people. Upon Israel was concentrated the 
exclusive attention of Providence, so to speak, for it had to produce Mary, 
the Mother of God. But the fate of Israel does not exhaust the ways of 
God as far as the economy of salvation is concerned, for the latter in· 
cludes the fates of all the other nations, the ways of universal history. This 
is perfectly clear from the historical and prophetic books of the Old Testa· 
ment and also conforms with the general dogmatic doctrine of the prepa
ration of humanity for the reception of the Savior not only in the Judaic 
church but also outside it, amongst the Gentiles. And in certain individ
ual cases the interwovenness of the fates of the nations is revealed "prag· 
matically" in Holy Scripture, although in the majority of cases, it remains 
hidden. The history of the chosen people is woven into the universal his
tory of humanity, which, for Israel, is immediately manifested in the cul
tures of Greece, Egypt, and Babylon, in general in the cultures of the sur
rounding nations. The prophers prophesy about these nations, and the 
sacred books tell about them. This extra-Judaic history is usually defined 
by the formal concept of"Gentiles" or paganism. And the divine recogni
tion of chis right of che "Gentiles" co exisc is expressed ac che Pentecost in 
the overcoming of che Babel confusion of tongues: "every man heard [the 
apostles] speak in his own language" (Aces 2:6). 

A general question must be asked concerning the pre-Christian pa· 
ganism, chis natural old testament: Was it cocally deprived noc only of the 
Holy Spirit buc even of the spirit of God? Was all divine inspiration alien 
co ic? A negative answer co chis question is usually considered self-evident. 
But co what extent is such an answer justified? To what extent does it con· 
form with reality? 

To be sure, paganism cannot be considered the equal of the chosen 
nation, which was God's protected vineyard and possessed a pure, un
alloyed truth in the revelation given to it, although ic obscured this truth 
with ics sins and pagan contaminations. Such a purity of revelation was 
not given co any other nation. The other nations were destined to follow 
their own pachs, using their own natural powers: "(God] hath made of 
one blood all nations of men for co dwell on all che face of the earch, and 
hath determined the times before appointed, and the bounds of their 
habitation; chac chey should seek che Lord, if haply chey might feel afcer 
him; and find him, though he be not far from every one of us: For in him 
we live, and move, and have our being" (Acts 17:26-28). 

This marvelous testimony of the apostle Paul about the common 
seeking of God on che pare of all che brothers by blood of che one human 
race places before us not only the face of the divine election of the chosen 
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nation but also the fact of a universal divine vocation: "we are also his off
spring" (Acts 17:28). That is why, for the pagans too, "that which may be 
known of God is manifest in them; for God hath shewed it unto them. For 
the invisible things of him from the creation of the world are clearly seen, 
being understood by the things that are made, even his eternal power and 
Godhead" (Rom. 1:19-20). And only as a result of sin did it happen that 
"when they knew God, they glorified him not as God, neither were thank
ful" (1:21), and thereby fell into a crude paganism, which was a deviation 
from the norm and an obscuring of the truth that was accessible to them. 
Continuing this comparison of the Jews and the Gentiles, the Apostle 
adds: "Tribulation and anguish, upon every soul of man that doeth evil; 
of the Jew first, and also of the Gentile .... For there is no respect of per
sons with God .... For when the Gentiles, which have not the law, do by 
nature the things contained in the law, these, having not the law, are a law 
unto themselves: which shew the work of law written in their hearts" 
(Rom. 2:9, 11, 14-15). Without in the least diminishing the election of the 
Jews, the Apostle equates here in a certain sense the Jews and the Gentiles 
as equally needing salvation and equally called to salvation. 

This natural equality before God is revealed in the narrative of the 
calling of the Gentiles, through the intermediary of the apostle Peter, in 
the person of Cornelius the centurion and his dependents (see Acts 10-11). 
About Cornelius it is said that he was "a devout man, and one that feared 
God with all his house, which gave much alms to the people, and prayed 
to God always" (10:2). He had the vision of an angel of God, who told him, 
"Thy prayers and thine alms are come up for a memorial before God" 
(10:4). And Peter himself tells Cornelius, "Of a truth I perceive that God is 
no respecter of persons: but in every nation he that feareth him, and 
worketh righteousness, is accepted with him" (!0:34-35). This new equat
ing of the Jews and the Gentiles on the paths of righteousness and obedi
ence to God receives here a charismatic confirmation: "While Peter yet 
spake these words, the Holy Spirit fell on all them which heard the word" 
(I0:44), so that all those present who were circumcised were, together with 
Peter, astonished "because that on the Gentiles also was poured out the 
gift of the Holy Spirit" (I0:45). And this occurred before and independently 
of baptism,' so that Peter could do no more than testify: "Can any man 
forbid water, that these should not be baptized, which have received the 

7. With respect to this, Swete says, "A second Pentecost had proclaimed the admis· 
sibility of Genciles to Christian bapcism" (Tbe Holy Spirit in tltt New Testament (London: 
Macmillan, 1910], p. 98). 
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Holy Spiric as well as we?" (10:47). And he also indicaces che same in his ac
count abouc chis event co che apostles and brothers (11:1-8). Also, in his 
speech ac the aposcolic council, Pecer accescs chac "God, which knowech 
che heans, bare chem wimess, giving chem che Holy Spiric, even as he did 
unco us; and puc no difference becween us and chem, purifying cheir 
hearcs by faich" (15:8-9). 

This accessibleness of che Holy Spiric co chosen Gentiles is a face of 
che greacesc dogmatic imponance. Not less imponant is che general face 
of che calling of che Gentiles and che foundacion of cheir church, inici
ated by God's command co che elder apostle, Pecer, and accomplished by 
che labors of che apostle of che Gentiles, che Jew of Jews, Paul. le is noce
wonhy chac che Aces of che Apostles, which cell abouc che escablishment 
of che New Tescamenc church by che accion of che Holy Spiric, end and 
are inwardly summed up, as ic were, by the definicive abolicion of Juda
ism, which scopped being che Old Tescament church. Oucwardly, chis was 
manifesced in che abolicion of circumcision and in a decisive appeal co 
che Gentiles. Such is che concluding and generalizing accord of chis 
book, which, unless one perceives chis inner synthesis, seems co break off 
unexpectedly in an ellipsis. At first the apostle Paul refers here co chac 
which the Holy Spiric said co our fachers through the intermediary of 
the prophet Isaiah (6:9-10) on the subject of their embitterment and re
jection. And Paul concludes by saying: "Be it known therefore unto you, 
chat the salvacion of God is sent unto the Gentiles, and that they will 
hear ic" (Acts 28:28). The Old Testament epoch in the history of the 
church has ended; and the epoch of the new church of the Gentiles, the 
epoch of che "wild olive tree" (Rom. 11:17) grafred co che sacred root, has 
begun. And it will continue until "the natural branches [are) grafted into 
their own olive tree" (11:24) and the universal Judeo-Gencile church ap
pears in a new fullness. 

Whac does this calling of the Gentiles, of paganism, signify? Is ic 
merely an act of divine arbitrariness and coercion, as ic were; or does ic 
have sufficient inner juscification, in virtue of which the Gentiles turned 
out to be receptive co the preaching of Christianity, and even more so than 
the Jews, except for the chosen? And how should one understand this re
ceptivity if one believes chat paganism is a realm of demonic possession? 
Bue, as we showed above, such an opinion does noc accord with che direcc 
Biblical doctrine; and it contradicts the fact of the conversion of the 
Gentiles, their reception of the Spirit, the openness of their hearts to 
Christ. To be sure, demonism and possession were the involuntary lot of 
natural humanity, and the reception of baptism was therefore inevitably 
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an exorcism (which lirurgical symbolism still atcesrs in the rite of bap
tism, which begins with an "interdiction"). But this possession is not final 
and does not prevent the reception of grace, narural and supernatural. 
The pagan religions, which were always subject to error and (under its 
cover) to demonism, show us, above all, the fatal limits of the narural 
knowledge of God, owing to which this knowledge was doomed to be
come subject to religious misunderstandings and errors. It is precisely 
this idea that the apostle Paul expresses when he speaks about idols: "we 
know that an idol is nothing in the world" (1 Cor. 8:4), that is, an idol is a 
religious misunderstanding and error, for "there is none other God but 
one" (8:4). 

In another place, he explains his train of thought as follows: "What 
say I then? that the idol is any thing, or that which is offered in sacrifice 
to idols is any thing? But I say, that the things which the Gentiles sacri
fice, they sacrifice to devils, and nor to God: and I would not that ye 
should have fellowship with devils. Ye cannot drink the cup of the Lord, 
and the cup of devils: ye cannot be partakers of the Lord's table, and of 
the table of devils" (1 Cor. 10:19-21). This means that, in his piety, a Gentile 
involuntari/y becomes the victim of a religious illusion which is associated 
with a demonic deception; but for Christians this is already an apostasy, a 
partaking at the table of devils. 

But the Apostle does nor modify here his initial definition, that is, 
that idols are nothing, a fruit of misunderstanding and error, for he later 
reduces his interdiction solely to ascetic and pedagogical considerations: 
"all things are lawful for me, but all things edify not .... Whatsoever is 
sold in the shambles, that eat, asking no question for conscience sake .... 
Conscience, I say, not thine own, but of the other" (1 Cor. 10:23, 25, 29). 
"But if any man say unto you, This is offered in sacrifice unto idols, eat 
not for his sake that shewed it, and for conscience sake; for the earth is the 
Lord's, and the fulness thereof" (10:28). It is evident that those to whom 
the truth is revealed and to whom true communion is given, cannot, with
out betraying the truth, partake at the Lord's table with those to whom 
this is not given. But this is not yet a definitive condemnation of the pa
gan or, more precisely, the non-Christian religion within its own limits, 
that is, the ignorance of Christ. 

Ir is necessary to recognize and appreciate the full value of pagan pi
ery, expressed in the search for God, in prayer, sacrifice, and good works, 
for "God is no respecter of persons, but in every nation he that fearerh 
him, and worketh righteousness, is accepted with him" (Acts 10:34-35). In 
particular, it is remarked about Cornelius that he was "a devout man, and 
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one thac feared God with all his house, which gave much alms co the peo
ple, and prayed to God always" (10:2); and chis made him worchy of seeing 
che angel of God. We muse ask ourselves then: Is ic possible thac this de
vout pagan, who continuously prayed to God, actually prayed to nothing 
or co demons? The Aces of che Apostles affirm the opposite: because of his 
prayers, he was deemed worthy of seeing the angel of God. And what is 
said abouc Cornelius applies co all of pagan piety, which despite its inevi
table and fatal opacity, bears God's blessing, expressed in the fact that the 
barren pagan church was called to Ch rise in che commandment "teach all 
nations" (Matt. 28:19), in the fact that the apostle Peter's first Christian 
sermon resounded in all languages. 

Pagan piety turns out to be possible and even has a positive religious 
value. This has been established. Whac conclusion can one draw from chis 
concerning the pagan doctrine? ls it legitimate to see here, at best, noth
ing more than a religious void, the absence of all presence; or, in che worse 
case, does the pagan doctrine consist (as is usually thought) of demonism, 
demonic possession, spiritual delusion, and thus a total absence of the 
Spirit of God? 

Those who accept such a facile conclusion must nonetheless be per
plexed by the mysterious fact ofMelchizedek, who emerges from the dark
ness of the nations to bless the very father of the nations, Abraham. This 
event occurs near Sodom, where, after che defeat of Chedorlaomer and 
the kings who were with him, Abraham meets first che king of Sodom and 
then che king of Salem: "And Melchizedek king of Salem brought forth 
bread and wine: and he was the priest of the most high God. And he 
blessed him, and said, Blessed be Abram of the most high, possessor of 
heaven and earch; and blessed be the most high God, which hach delivered 
thine enemies into chy hand. And he [Abram] gave him tithes of all" (Gen. 
14:18-20). This was a meeting of two representatives of che Old Testament, 
one from the chosen nation and one from che pagan. Our imagination 
has always been struck by this unknown king and priest, who, evidently, 
served his local, national cult, but who at the same time also served che 
most high God. The riddle of this identification is further underscored by 
the fact that, in response to his blessing, Abraham "gave him tithes of all,• 
clearly as a priest of the most high God. The enigmatic importance of chis 
face became a focal poinc of dogmatic interpretation by the New Testa
ment writers. This interpretation reached its pinnacle in the passage in 
the Epistle to the Hebrews where the image ofMelchizedek, who emerged 
out of the pagan darkness, coincides with that of Christ (see Heb. 5:6, 10). 
This incerpretacion of the meeting between Abraham and Melchizedek, 
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"wi£hout father, without mother, without descent," is given in Hebrews 7. 
But even given this New Testament interpretation we must nevertheless 
recognize the fact ofMelchizedek in all its symbolic significance: he repre
sents the spiritual peak of the pagan world and, in a certain sense, he jus
tifies this world in its proper, autonomous existence. Priesthood was be
stowed upon the pagan world according to the order of Melchizedek. 

One should also note another event in the pagan world, an event just 
as enigmatic in its own way: the appearance of the prophet Balaam, whom 
Balak, the king of Moab, called from Pethor on the river {the Euphrates), 
from "the land of the children of his people" (Num. 22:5), in order co curse 
Israel. The figure or chis prophet is ambiguous and is not without a couch 
of moral instability, but obedience co the command of God nevertheless 
triumphs in him: "And God met Balaam [at the altars] ... and the Lord 
put a word in Balaam's mouth, and said, Return unto Balak, and chis 
chou shalt speak" (Num. 23:4-5). And in Numbers 24:2, it is said directly, 
"and the spirit of God came upon him." We find here a direct attestation 
of the authenticity of this prophecy, which does not differ in any way from 
ocher true prophecies. Further on, we also find four solemn prophecies, or 
"oracles," with the blessing of Israel (against Balaam's proper human 
will). In the lase of these prophecies, the spirit of God places upon 
Balaam's lips a truly messianic text, or at any rate that is how it is under
stood in the Orthodox interpretation: "I shall see him, but not now: I 
shall behold him, but not nigh: there shall come a Star out of Jacob, and a 
Sceptre shall rise out of Israel" (24:17). And as if confirming the truth of 
this prophecy, he precedes it with the following testimony about himself: 
"He hath said, which heard the words of God, and knew the knowledge of 
the most High, which saw the vision of the Almighty" (24:16). Given our 
general appreciation or the possibilities of paganism and of the results 
which it achieved, the fact of Balaam must be considered to be as impor
tant as the fact of Melchizedek. 

And so, the pagan darkness did not, evidently, resist the rays oflight 
from true priesthood and prophecy, that is, from the direct gifts or the 
Holy Spirit. What is of decisive importance here is not the preestablished 
purposefulness or these gifts but their very possibility. And this idea must 
be understood and generalized in all its breadth and profundity: the pa
gan world remains open to waftings or the spirit or God both in its reli
gion and in its culture. It is impossible to examine chis question in all its 
concreteness; indeed, it does not, in essence, lend itself to an exhaustive 
and precise analysis. Scholarship in "religious history" and "comparative 
religions" has done much to establish a certain parallelism and conver-
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gence becween the revealed and unrevealed religions, between Revelation 
and the monuments of pagan literature. This has been done and is being 
done partly out of scholarly curiosity, which does not know what to do 
with the accumulated material or how to interpret it religiously, and partly 
from motives of rationalistic skepticism, which, delighting in these paral
lels, is attempting to depersonalize and devalue Revelation by erasing its 
concrete features. Also offering its services is the theosophical "espe
ranto," which in its syncretism proclaims all religions to be identical for 
those who know how to find in them a single common content, or which 
makes out of them an "anthroposophical" stew. 

All these affirmations, those of scientific rationalism as well as 
those of religious syncretism, do contain a positive truth, namely, that 
revelation exists also outside of Revelation, for the Spirit of God "bloweth 
where it listeth." In conformity with the spiritual maturity, particular 
gifts, and historical destinies of paganism, the knowledge of God is real
ized in it in multiple and manifold ways; and this knowledge is possible 
only because the Holy Spirit "bloweth" also in the unrevealed (and in this 
sense) "natural" religions. These religions are distinguished by a special 
mode of knowledge, by their own gift, by a language proper to this natural 
Pentecost. When we are astonished by and - what is more important -
are instructed by this natural revelation of different nations in the great 
historical religions, we directly experience this breath of the Spirit of God; 
and we should not shy away from this experience because of an unjusti
fied fear that the uniqueness and truthfulness of our Revelation will be 
shaken. On the contrary, one should rejoice in the gifts of the Spirit of 
God bestowed upon these "prophets" as well, who came "from the river" 
like Balaam, or upon the "wise men from the east," who came to worship 
Christ. One should rejoice in this inexhaustible love for God and faith in 
Him, which does not remain unanswered, for "God is no respecter of per
sons, but in every nation he that feareth him, and worketh righteousness, 
is accepted with him" (Acts 10:34-35). 

And if the pagan world gave to Christianity its philosophy and its 
arr, as well as its logically incisive thought and its science, the gifts of the 
wise men, chis means that this is not foreign to the spirit of God. St. 
Justin calls Plato and Socrates "Christians before Christ," but one should, 
of course, also add other names: Heraclitus, Aristotle (the "Pbilosopbus," 
whom Thomas Aquinas placed alongside the divine sources of faith), and 
Plotinus, as well as Phidias and other, unknown, masters of Egypt and an
cient Greece. The Church places their images in temples, although in the 
vestibule (as in the Moscow Cathedral of the Annunciation), and this 
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musr be understood as direcr resrimony rhar rhey roo possessed rhe spirit 
of God. There should be no doubt about rhis, jusr as ir should nor be 
doubted rhar rhe founders of rhe grear religions and rheir books were, ro 
some extent, divinely chosen and even divinely inspired. 

Ir is much more imporranr ro establish rhar rhis revelation was never 
unalloyed and pure, rhar ir never possessed rhe entire and genuine truth, 
bur rarher char ir was always seen "as through a glass, darkly," always 
passed through and was refracted in the human prism, which was a prism 
nor only of limitation bur also of sin and ... even of demonism. Ir is pre
cisely rhis impression of fatal complexity and even of a more fatal confusion 
and impurity, visible only in rhe lighr of Revelation, rhar we ger from all 
the natural religions, as well as from the whole of "paganism," which 
awaits and needs exorcism. This means rhar one must, without fear and 
without temptation, see in paganism an element that belongs ro truth 
and rhar is rhus inspired by rhe spirit of God, by that one spirit of Truth 
that everywhere guides human beings to all truth. But there is impressed 
upon us with renewed force the knowledge of how powerless man is to 
maintain himself on the great height of his divine vocation and to "real
ize" to the end the gift of the Holy Spirit that is given to him as the funda
mental task and rheme of his being. The truth of a religious theme is in
variably accompanied by an imperfect interpretation of this theme; and, 
in the present case, it is accompanied by a one-sidedness. 

That is why the natural religions form, in their interrelationship, a 
kind of natural dialectic of divine revelation, which is systematically and 
fully realized in Revelation. Only on the basis of this central synthesis can 
we understand rhe particular rrurhs or dialectical moments in the natural 
religions, both in their truth and in their one-sidedness; and the latter, 
since it is unexamined, becomes error (or "heresy''). Such errors include 
the divinization of man in ancient Greece, the negation of the world in 
Buddhism, the divine all-unity in Brahmanism, and so on. And whar is es
pecially important is chat we are not given the ability to separate here the 
light from the darkness, to distinguish the breath of the spirit of God 
from the sinfully human or even demonically possessed spirit. We recog
nize the two poles only in their extreme manifestations, in their highest 
and lowest points, but not in their connectedness and mutual 
conditionedness. That is why, for those who live in the revealed religion, it 
is so dangerous to have any contact with one of these "pagan" religions: it 
is easy to fall inro a kind of religious concupiscence and to fall away from 
the truth. 

That is why rhe prophets of Israel protected God's chosen people 
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from concacc wich paganism and from being spiricually concaminaced by 
ic. Bue even chough che prophecs were pedagogically righc, chey remained 
blind co paganism's auchencic and profound concenc. For che prophecs, 
Egypc, Babylon, and Greece all represenced noching more chan che cemp
cacion of religious concupiscence, in che same way chac, when che aposde 
Paul was in che Areopagus of Achens (see Aces 17), "his spiric was scirred in 
him, when he saw che cicy wholly given co idolacry'' (17016). And chis was 
despice che face chac chere shone before his eyes che supreme revelacions of 
che religious arc of ancienc Greece, which even coday inspire us noc only 
wich cheir beaucy buc also wich cheir religious concenc. Such pedagogy 
concains only a cercain relative cruch, which does noc give us che righc co 
consider paganism an impenecrable darkness and a demonism (as che 
apologise Tacian and, in pare, all of early Chriscianicy considered ic). Even 
less admissible are paganism's cheosophical syncrecism and absence of 
differenciacion, for, in che lighc of che Chriscian truth, paganism is ex
posed as a religion that concains falsehood and is infected by demons. 
Nevertheless, it is possible co have toward paganism a non-pedagogical at
titude, which, in the light of the Chriscian revelacion, distinguishes its light 
side from its dark side. 

One cannot fail to see that, after the inception of Christianicy, pa
ganism unquescionably acquired a negacive, demonic coefficienc. le be
came an anti-Chriscianicy. This practical consequence was well under
stood by the first Christian apologists, who separated themselves from 
paganism more vigorously than would seem warranted by ics essential 
characcer. Paganism is juscified only as che past of a religion which does 
noc yet know Chriscianicy buc which is preparing co know it. The naivece 
of chis ignorance exiscs even coday among che pagan nacions. Bue insofar 
as it opposes Chriscianicy or even arises in opposition to Christianicy (the 
religious syncrecism of our own cime), chis ignorance bears che siniscer 
shadow of anti-Chriscianicy. The fate of che pagan old tescamenc is the 
same as chac of che Jewish Old Tescamenc. Jusc as Judaism, noc recogniz
ing ics proper fulfillmenc in che person of che Messiah, was cransformed 
from a divinely revealed religion inco a fierce anci-Chriscianicy, so che nac
ural religions too become anci-Chriscian in proporcion co their conscious 
rejeccion of and opposicion co Chriscianicy. 

It follows thac all true religions, all religions that contain che experi
ence ofDivinicy, necessarily have a ray ofDivinicy, the breach of the Spirit. 
This truth, as well as the falsehood with which it is mixed and by which it 
is complicated, can be perceived only on che basis of the fullness of Chris
tianicy. In this sense, one can even say that all the true religions form a 
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pan-Christianity, chat is, chat they find or ac lease can find their truth in 
Christianity, for the truth is one and comes from the spirit ofTruch. Only 
a positive philosophy of che history of religion, which admits che rays of 
true revelation in nonrevealed religions as well, is capable of justly appre
ciating and distinguishing the grain of truth and the admixture of error 
in non-Christian religions, and of emancipating these religions from syn· 
crecistic and fanatical prejudices. 

That is why one can also apply to paganism the divine words, "the 
light shinech in darkness; and the darkness comprehended it not" Qohn 
1:5). The Holy Spirit descends into the darkness that is teeming with 
phantoms of nonbeing and does not feel aversion to these phantoms, be
hind which lurk spirits of malice. The Holy Spirit does not contemn chis 
limited capacity co receive Him chat is proper co humanity, which is dis
persed on the pathways of its history and corrupted in its fallen state. 
Once again, chis is that kenosis of che Holy Spirit without which His com
munion with creatures would be impossible. le is impossible to measure 
God's love and God's grandeur in God's condescension by measures of 
human judgment. Both in the natural world and in the sacraments, the 
Holy Spirit is received worthily or unworthily, buc He is bestowed and sent 
by che Father into che world in order co testify about the Truth. And chis 
kenosis of the Spirit is so profound, chis condescension of Divine love is 
so immense, that we can see the spirit of God, the power of the Holy Spirit 
(co be sure, apart from His hyposcasis), in paganism as well. Otherwise, all 
of paganism would be condemned, on che pathways of Providence, co in
exorable spiritual captivity to che prince of this world; and no light would 
glimmer in ics darkness. Such a fatalism is blasphemous and does not ac
cord with the presence of the crrature/y grace of che Holy Spirit, which sus
tains the very being and life of the world. 

But chis gift of the spirit leads even further: in paganism itself ic 
manifests and presages Christianity. The "pagan church" (an expression 
used in the liturgical literature) had, at the time of the coming of Christ, 
reached a maturity that enabled it to receive Him. This was the church of 
the nations. Paganism was an old testament for Christianity, and will re
main so until the end of che epoch of che Gentiles. Noc one of che 
nonrevealed religions is the equal of Christianity (as cheosophers of vari· 
ous kinds blaspheme), buc all of chem have some kinship wich Christian
ity, although they are all surpassed and fulfilled in the latter. And so, the 
gifts of the spirit can be present in paganism coo, gifts chac are diverse and 
ascend from measure co measure. And is ic not chis Christianity, without a 
manifest knowledge of Christ, chac will be accesced by che questions and 
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answers ar rhe LasrJudgmenr, when, according ro Chrisr's own resrimony, 
rhose who served Him during rheir exisrence will believe char rhey did nor 
know Him? (And on rhe orher hand, will He nor say "I do nor know you" 
ro rhose who prophesied and worked miracles in His name, bur who obvi
ously remained disranr from rhe Spirir of Chrisr?) 

In discussing rhe problem of ancienr paganism and irs piery, one 
cannor avoid rouching upon rhe new arheisric paganism which makes a 
god our of man and rhe world. For arheism can rake differenr forms. The 
atheism of rhe spirit-deprived "bourgeoisie" (abour which ir has been 
said, "they are flesh") is one of rhe forms of rhe blasphemy againsr rhe 
Holy Spirir, an abolirion of rhe sacred in man's soul. Bur however 
oxymoronic rhis phrase mighr sound, there can also be a religious arhe
ism, which we wirness in rhe comemporary humanisric neopaganism: rhe 
larrer encompasses Christians who do nor know Chrisr bur who do rhe 
works of love and sacrifice rhemselves in these works. To be sure, rhe reli
gious consciousness of these unformnare pagans is darkened and dis
rorred, bur rhe will of rheir hearr is clearer rhan their reason. Does rhe 
kenosis of rhe Holy Spirir go so far char rhese people, who war against reli
gion and rejecr rhe Son, can have, in rhe darkness of rheir minds and 
hearts, a ray of rhe Spirir? One can also pose rhis quesrion in a more con
vincing manner: Can rhe gifr ofbaprism, i.e., rhe gift of rhe Holy Spirir, be 
preserved even in an arheisr? The Church's answer ro rhis quesrion is af
firmarive, for she does nor rebaprize arheisrs who rerurn co rhe fairh. Bur 
should rhis rule nor be applied in general co namral man, who possesses 
rhe gift of rhe Spirir from his creation? In any evenr, anyone who answers 
"no" ro rhis question wishes ro measure rhe kenosis of rhe Spirir and His 
gifts by rhe measure of rhe human understanding. A posirive hope is 
given ro us by rhe Lord Himself, when He arresrs char only rhe blasphemy 
against rhe Holy Spirit cannor be forgiven, whereas rhe blasphemy againsr 
rhe Son can be forgiven. Bur here he adds, "The Spirir blowerh where ir 
lisrerh, and rhou hearesr rhe sound rhereof, bur canst nor rell whence ir 
comerh, and whirher ir goerh" Oohn 3:8; rhe King James Version has been 
modified here co conform wirh rhe Russian Bible). 

All rhar is crearive in human life is accomplished by narural inspira
rion, which is sophianic by irs essence. And all grear creators have in rheir 
sophianiciry rhis creative force from rhe Spirir, for rhe very capaciry for 
inspirarion is already a sophianic spirimaliry, and rhere is simply no 
ocher source of crearive life. Bur chis natural and sophianic spirirualiry is, 
as we have already seen, rhe precondirion also for rhe spirimaliry of 
grace, where rhe rays of rhe Holy Spirir render golden rhe hearr of ere-
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ation. No one can limit the paths of the Spirit. On the contrary, it must 
be considered that this spirituality of the "old testament" (in the ex
tended sense of this term) propagates, in unfathomable ways, among the 
Gentiles wherever worthy men are found. For co the Holy Spirit belongs 
everything that is great and creative in human life. And if nature is an un
written Bible, then so are, in a certain sense, the human soul and human 
history. 

III. Divine Inspiration in Christ 

Let us note the following feature of divine inspiration in the Old Testa
ment: The Holy Spirit is bestowed and revealed here as a gift or a power, 
but not hypostatically; and this is so to such a degree that this gift is de
personalized, as it were, and viewed merely as a gift of God in general or as 
the "spirit of God," and not as an express revelation of the Third hypos
tasis. In general, with regard co the Third hypostasis we distinguish its 
power and action from it itself. This is the case neither with regard to the 
Father (Who does not reveal Himself except through the Son and the 
Spirit) nor with regard to the Son. By contrast, the Holy Spirit is known 
in creation only as a gift, which, however, is, of course, inseparable from 
the Giver. The relation between the gift and the Giver here is similar to 
that between the Divine ousia and the Divine energy in the doctrine of St. 
Gregory Palamas. This doctrine distinguishes the unknowable, one, and 
simple essence of God from the multiple "energies" of Divinity, from 
God's actions in revelation. The relation between the ousia and the energy 
is such that the energy, though distinct from the ousia, is, like the latter, 
divine, and in this sense is God (Theos, not ho Tbeos). Palamas virtually ig
nores the complex and essential problem of the relation of the energy to 
the hypostases (if we do not count a number of scattered and imprecise 
statements). Palamas's theory on this subject can be reduced co the fol
lowing irreversible proposition: the energy is God, but one cannot say that 
God is the energy, since He is the ousia that includes many energies. 

Likewise, regarding the relation between the hypostatic Holy Spirit 
and His gifts, the different forms of "spirit" that are bestowed by the 
Spirit, one can say chat thefifts of the Holy Spirit are the Holy Spirit. This 
proposition too is irreversible: one cannot say that the Holy Spirit is one 
gift or another, for He does not limit Himself co any particular gift. 
Rather, "the Holy Spirit bestows all things" (as the Pentecost sticheron 
says). That is why this distinction between ousia and energy can be ap-
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plied with great precision to this relation between an "energy" or gift of 
the Holy Spirit and His divine hyposcasis. Throughout the Old Testa
ment, the Holy Spirit reveals Himself only by His energies, whereas His 
hyposcasis, like His ousia, remains hidden. 

To chis one muse add the following. The Holy Spirit, Who, according 
co the doctrine of"monarchy," proceeds from the Father, is also "sent" by 
Him into the world; indeed, there are a number of cases in the Old Testa
ment where it is said chat God sent or fl'lle the gift of His Spirit. This send
ing of the Spirit in the Old Testament can be attributed solely co the Fa
ther, for the Son is not yet revealed and remains hidden, as it were, in the 
bosom of the Father. The sending down of the Holy Spirit is expressed 
here in the communication of His diverse gifts, which are His separate 
rays, as it were. And as the fift of the Holy Spirit is the Holy Spirit Himself 
(although not vice versa), so, in chis pars pro toto (pare taken for the whole), 
the sending down of a specific gift is also the sending down of the Holy 
Spirit Himself, a kind of Old Testament Pentecost, which began at the 
very creation of the world, when "the Spirit of God moved upon the face 
of the waters" (Gen. 1:2). 

But ac che same time it is impossible, of course, co separate chis 
sending down of the Holy Spirit from the Son, upon Whom He reposes in 
the Holy Trinity, although the participation of the Son in chis case is not 
active, bur passive, so to speak: le is not the Son Who sends; rather, it is 
upon Him chat the Spirit is sent. le is precisely in the Divine Sophia that 
the Spirit accomplishes the Word, the revelation of the Son, by Whom "all 
things were made" Oohn 1:3) in creation; and it is upon Him in the 
creaturely Sophia that the Holy Spirit reposes. Bue, so to speak, above chis 
natural and sophianic grace, the gift of the Spirit is bestowed upon man, 
who in his Image of God already bears the image of the coming Christ. By 
virtue of this conformity with the Son, of chis seal of the Word, man can 
also receive the seal of the Holy Spirit. 

One can therefore say chat, here coo, the Holy Spirit descends upon 
the Word Who is in the creaturely Sophia. But the Son Himself does not, 
prior co His Incarnation, send the Spirit; the Spirit is sent by "God," i.e., 
by the Father. The Old Testament Pentecost is from the Father upon the 
Son. Consequendy, this Old Testament Pentecost, by virtue of which the 
Old Testament church exists with all its gifts of grace and institutions, 
does not follow but precedes and prepares the Incarnation. The order of 
the action of the hyposcases in the world is the reverse of their taxis: the 
action of the Third hyposcasis precedes the descent from heaven of the 
Second, which, in contrast to the Third, does not have a multiplicity of 
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gifcs or forms of revelacion, buc knows only one, integral hyposcatic mani
fescacion.8 

The mosc salienc and imporcanc evenc in chis reverse taxis is che An
nunciation. As "che head of our salvation" (as che Troparion of che An
nunciacion says), chis event is che beginning of che lncarnacion; or more 
precisely, the lacter is already being realized in ic. But bow is it being real
ized? By che Holy Spiric, Who descends upon che Virgin Mary and makes 
Her che Mother of God. The Holy Spiric, who reposes upon the Son, from 
Whom He is dyadically inseparable (and wich Whom He is inconfusible), 
brings che Son in and with Himself (che Holy Spirit). And in making che 
Spirit-bearer Mary His recepcacle, the Holy Spiric makes Her womb fruic
ful, accomplishing "the ineffable criumph of concepcion wichouc seed" (as 
ic is said in che Greac Canon of Sc. Andrew of Crece). No discinccion is 
made here between the temporal before and after, alchough, ontologically, we 
have precisely chis succession. The Pencecosc of che Mocher of God pre
cedes che Divine lncarnacion; the divine conception is accomplished by 
che divine inhabicacion of the Logos chrough che Holy Spiric, Who in chis 
sense (in che Gospel co che Egyptians) is somecimes called His Mocher: by 
His inhabicacion of che Virgin Mary, che Holy Spiric identifies Himself 
with Her in some sense in Her Divine Macernicy. This is possible only if 
She receives the hyposcasis of che Logos in che capacity of the hyposcacic 
Spirit of che conceived Infanc; and chis in turn is possible only if che 
Mocher of God Herself is filled for chis purpose wich the Holy Spirit. 

Wich reference co che sending down of che Holy Spiric, che Annuncia
tion was not and could not have been partial, could noc have been merely 
che communicacion of a parcicular gift of the Spiric, for ic is noc a parcicular 
gift of the Spiric buc che hyposcacic Spiric Himself Who inseparably co
abides wich che Logos or reposes upon Him. le was only byvircue of chis de
scent of the Holy Spirit that che coming down of the Word could be mani
fesced. As a resulc, ic is in che Annunciacion chac the heavens open for che 
firsc cime for che descent ofche Holy Spiric, which is also che "coming down 
from heaven" of the Son. The Son came down noc alone buc cogecher wich 
the Holy Spiric, Who is inseparable from Him; the dyad of the Son and che 
Spiric in che Incarnation is sent into che world by che Father. Here, che In
carnation and che Pentecosc of che Spirit are inseparably and inconfusibly 
identical: che hyposcacic Logos descends cogecher wich che hyposcacic 

8. Ir is precisely this which is expressed in Hebrews 1:1-2: "God(• the Father], who 
ac sundry rimes and in divers manners spake in rime pasc unco the fathers by rhe proph
ets (• the Holy Spirit], hath in these last days spoken unto us by his Son." 
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Spirir. This Pentecosr of rhe Annunciarion, however, alrhough hyposraric, is 
partial and limired as far as rhe domain of its acrion is concerned: ir is en
rirely focused upon rhe Virgin Mary. She had a place in rhe world, since She 
belongs ro rhis world. Bur She does nor belong ro rhe world in irs entirery, 
for only Mary is rhe spirir-bearing recepracle unknown ro rhe world, rhe 
sealed source, the sacred ark enclosed in rhe Holy of Holies. 

Thus, in relarion ro rhe Incarnation, rhe Annunciation was a com
plere and rherefore hypostatic descent of rhe Holy Spirir and His inhabira
rion of rhe Virgin Mary. Bur was ir such for rhe Virgin Mary Herself, and 
precisely what was ir for Her? The Holy Spirit's inhabitation of rhe Virgin 
Mary was nor and could nor be a divine incarnation in relation ro rhe 
Third hypostasis, for, in rhe firsr place, divine incarnation is nor in general 
proper ro Her, whereas it is proper ro rhe Logos; and second, rhe Virgin 
Mary already had Her own human hypostasis. That is why Her inhabita
rion by rhe Holy Spirit could only represent His entry into Her life, in the 
sense not of hyposraric identification bur of action by grace, which has irs 
focus in rhe divine conception and the divine birrh, in general in Divine 
Marerniry. This inhabitation was nor limired to any one parricular gift. 
The one full of grace received the fullness of the Holy Spirit with the indivis
ible roraliry of His gifts. Bur Mary's receprion and assimilarion of these 
gifrs were also characrerized - according to the general law of life in the 
Spirit - by degrees of growth. Her growth in rhe Spirir progressed from 
Her birrh and Her presentarion in rhe Temple ro the Annunciation; and 
rhen from rhe Annunciarion - rhrough Golgorha and rhe Penrecost - ro 
Her Dormition and Her Assumprion, which arrests ro the fullness of spiri
rual recepriviry and spirirualiry thar She had arrained in Her glorification 
and deification. Wirhout being God or rhe God-Man, Mary communes 
with rhe Divine life in rhe Holy Triniry in Her perfecr spirirualiry.' She fol
lows, like Her Son, rhe parh ofkenotic diminution and marernally parrici
pares in His salvific passion. To rhis is added Her aposrolic ministry after 
rhe Ascension: Her silent and self-sacrificing work for all of Christianiry. 

And rhis fear of obedience ro the Farher's will which consisred in re
ceiving the Divine Spirir and guarding rhis gifr made Her worrhy of and 
ready for glorification, which took place in Her Dormition. To be sure, 
rhis glorificarion was different from rhar of Her Divine Son and occurred 
in a differenr manner: Nor only was He glorified by rhe Farher and rhe 
Holy Spirit, but He also actively parricipared in this glorificarion, inas
much as His human nature was completely deified. That is why His tri-

9. See my book The Burning Bush. 
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umph over death was both a raising and a resurrection, and His kenosis is 
completely and definitively overcome in the sitting at the right hand of 
the Father. It was otherwise for the "Handmaid of the Lord": She tasted 
natural human death and was raised by Her Son (of course, by the power 
of the Holy Spirit), but was not resurrected; and She was glorified by Her 
Son in Her Assumption to heaven (which, dogmatically, can be more pre
cisely expressed as a transcending above the world in its present state). This 
creamrely glorification of Hers remains receptive and passive: She does 
not resist it, but neither does She play an accive role in ir. In the Mother of 
God were pre-accomplished that transfiguration of the world and that 
glorification of creation which are co be fully accomplished by vircue of 
the Divine-humanicy. In Her was accomplished the transfiguration of cre
ation, which in and through Her will be communicated to the entire hu
man race. In this sense, Mary, in Her hypostacic being, is completely trans
parent for the hypostatic revelation of the Holy Spirit; Her human 
hypostasis is in union (synapheia) wich Him. Here we have a dualicy of na
mres, Divine and human, as well as a dualicy of hypostases, of Mary and 
of the Spirit, which are so mumally transparent that one becomes the 
manifestation and revelacion of the Other. 

The descent of the Holy Spirit at the Annunciacion was thus not 
limited to the divine conception and birch; and afrer the Annunciacion 
was accomplished, Mary's human namre was not lefr deprived of grace 
(the notion that She was lefr deprived of grace conscitutes the main her
esy of Protestantism with ics strange insensitivicy to the mystery of the 
Mother of God). Even afrer the Birch of Christ, the Virgin Mary abided in 
the power of the Annunication, i.e., in the presence ofche Holy Spirit. She was 
more than an external instrument in the hands of Providence for the 
work of salvation; being a human person, She was also a subject of the di
vine concepcion in conformicy with Her parciciparion in ir. The Holy 
Spirit did not abandon Her afrer the Birch of Christ, but abides with Her 
forever in all the power of the Annunciation. Consequendy, Her Divine 
Maternicy, Her connection wich the incarnate Word, also abides forever 
(which is attested by the icons of Mother and Infant). The human person 
of Mary the Spirit-bearer attests, cogether with the God-Man, rhat it is the 
combination of the incarnation of the Logos and the Holy Spirit's inhabi
tation of a human being that constitutes the Divine Incarnation. The Di
vine Incarnacion is nor limited to the descent from heaven of the Word, 
but also includes the descent from heaven of the Holy Spirit; it presup
poses not only the hypostatic union of the two namres in Christ but also 
their bihypostatic interpenetration in the Virgin Mary. Mary is not only 
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the hyposcacic humanity of Christ; She is also the hyposcacic receptacle of 
the Holy Spirit. The dyadic character of the interrelation of che Son and 
the Holy Spirit in che Divine Incarnation is expressed in che face chat che 
laccer comprises cwo divine hyposcacic manifestations of the Son and the 
Spirit: in Christ and in the Virgin Mary. Bue chis dyadic interrelation is 
also manifested in the Divine Incarnation itself. The Holy Spirit, Who re
posed upon che Virgin Mary ac che Annunciation and Who communi
cated co Her the power of the divine conception, reposes upon the Word 
of God "come down from heaven" - both in the heavenly abiding of the 
Word and in His earthly incarnation. In ocher words, the Divine Incarna
tion is accompanied by che hyposcacic "descent from heaven" noc only of 
the Son but also of the Holy Spirit. Here, the hypostasis of the Son is 
made incarnate whereas the Holy Spirit incarnates, these cwo hypostases 
abiding together without separation and without confusion. 

Their abiding together in the Divine Incarnation passes through a 
number of stages. The eternal, inseparable, and inconfusible reposing of 
the Spirit upon the Son must be distinguished from His abiding in the hu
man nature of the incarnate Word, an abiding which is realized by the as
cent from measure to measure. On the subject of Jesus' childhood it is said 
only that "the grace of God was upon him" (Luke 2:40; cf. 2:52). This signi
fies that the Holy Spirit overshadows Jesus' human essence only by His 
power or "grace." And only in the Baptism does che Holy Spirit descend 
hypostatically, "like a dove" (Matt. p6), thus accomplishing the adoption 
by the Father of the entire God-Man, not only in the Divine buc also in the 
human essence. This is a new and as if second descent of the Holy Spirit 
from heaven (iconography likens the first descent, ac che Annunciation, co 
che second, representing the Holy Spirit on icons of che Annunciation in 
the form of a dove). To be sure, here one must distinguish not two descents, 
but two different modes of descent or manifestation of che power of the 
Spirit: the first mode, che Annunciation, refers co the humanity of the 
Mose Holy Mocher of God, whereas the second, the Baptism, refers co the 
humanity of Christ and is in chis sense Christ's Pentecost. Jesus becomes 
Christ, i.e., the Anointed by the Spirit, the Spirit-bearer; and in His coming 
the world has not only the incarnation of the Logos but also the Spirit re
posing upon Him. About this Spirit Who reposes upon Him and Who lives 
in Him, Christ Himself speaks (in Luke 4:18) with the words of Isaiah: "the 
Spirit of the Lord God is upon me" (Isa. 61:1).10 And Jesus Himself accests 

10. Cf. Aces 1o:jll: "God anoinced Jesus of Nazarech with the Holy Spirit and with 
power ... God was with him." 
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that, by the Spirit of God, He casts out demons (Matt. 12:28). which is why 
the failure to believe this is a blasphemy against the Holy Spirit. But this 
idea must, of course, be understood in a broader sense: it signifies that Je
sus is Christ, the Spirit-bearer, in His entire ministry; and He accomplishes 
this ministry as one filled by the Spirit. 

This inspiration of Christ by the Holy Spirit is attested by a number 
of particular events. For example, when the seventy returned and told how 
the spirits were subject to them, "in that hour Jesus rejoiced in the Holy 
Spirit, and said, I thank thee, 0 Father, Lord of heaven and earth" (Luke 
10:21; the King James Version has been modified here to conform with the 
Russian Bible). This text clearly shows that Jesus was Christ, anointed and 
inspired by the Spirit. 11 This "rejoicing" is accompanied (see Luke 10:21 
and further; Matt. 11:25-30) by Christ's solemn revelation about Himself. 
The Holy Spirit leads Christ into the desert; and when the spirit of evil ap
proaches Him, it is opposed by the Holy Spirit. And then the Spirit leads 
Christ out of the desert in order that He undertake a public ministry, 
which inevitably culminates in Golgotha, where "through the eternal 
Spirit, (He) offered himself without spot to God" (Heb. 9:14). In other 
words, with the coming of Christ on the earth, by virtue of His anoint
ment in His personal Pentecost which is His baptism, the anointment be
comes accessible in Him to the entire world, although as yet in a particu
lar and limited manifestation. 

The next act of this Pentecost of Christ is the Transfiguration. The 
presence of the Holy Spirit upon Christ the Anointed has been uninter
rupted, but now it becomes palpable for His disciples as well, 12 as "the 
kingdom of God come with power" (Mark 9:1). The Holy Spirit is precisely 
this kingdom of God. This manifestation of the Holy Spirit as Glory is ac
companied by the overshadowing of Christ by a bright cloud (Matt. 17:5). 

11. Swete remarks justly, "In the personal life of the Lord as it is .....,a(ed in His 
Ministry, the Holy Spirit is seen to inspire every movement of thought and will" (The 
Ha/y Spirit in the New Tesldmen~ p. 59). 

12. By way of analogy it is permissible to cite the example of St. Seraphim ofSarov, 
who, being a spirit-bearer, manifested, as it were, his transfiguration in the Holy Spirit to 
Motovilov, sbawd the Holy Spirit to Motovilov. (This is the most famous incident in the 
life of St. Seraphim, possibly the greatest Russian saint. N. A. Motovilov was a young 
landowner who in the winter of 1831 was visiting Seraphim at the hermi1age ofSarov. Ser
aphim was explaining to him that the entire goal of Christian activity lies in the acquisi
tion of the Holy Spirit. But Motovilov did not understand how one can be certain of be
ing in the Holy Spirit. At this point, he was told to look at Seraphim's face, and he saw 
that a great light was streaming from it, that it was brighter than the sun. - Trans.I 
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which in ocher cases coo is a form of che palpable manifescacion of che 
Holy Spiric. le is also accompanied by a voice ouc of che cloud, which says, 
"chis is my beloved Son" (17:5). The Facher chereby accescs chac Jesus is 
adopced by che Holy Spiric, an adopcion chac was also announced during 
che descenc of the Holy Spiric at the Baprism.13 The manifescarion of 
Christ in che glory of the Transfiguracion is cherefore as much a 
chrisrophany as ic is a pneumacophany. le is a dyadic ace, and ic is chere
fore one of che mosc powerful tescimonies chac, in Chrisc, che incarnace 
hyposrasis of che Logos is dyadically united wich che hyposcasis of che Holy 
Spirit, without separacion and wichouc confusion. 

Ac the threshold of His salvific passion, Christ speaks, in His Lase 
Discourse, of chis same glorification which corresponds to the Transfigu
racion and which anticipaces evencs that are already inwardly imminenc: 
"Now is che Son of man glorified" Qohn 13:31). In the suffering unto death 
at Golgocha, the God-Man in His human nature is "forsaken by God," 
that is, the constant reposing upon Him of che Holy Spirit becomes im
palpable, in contrast to che Holy Spiric's palpable presence in the Trans
figuracion. This reposing is potentialized, as it were. Once again chere is 
manifested that kenosis of the Holy Spirit which, in the lncarnacion, is 
constanc and parallel to Christ's kenosis. The inicial reposing of the Holy 
Spirit upon Jesus the Divine Infant and Divine Youth, a reposing which is 
proporcional to che measure of human growth and limiced by chis mea
sure, is already the kenosis of the Spirit. And che reposing of the Holy 
Spirit upon Jesus afcer His hyposracic descent upon Jesus' human essence 
on the Jordan, is also manifested noc yec fully, bur only by gifts, as Chrisc 
Himself arrescs with the words of Isaiah: "The Spiric of the Lord ... hath 
anointed me to preach the gospel to the poor; he hath senc me to heal che 
brokenhearted, to preach deliverance co the captives, and recovering of 
sight to the blind ... to preach the acceptable year of the Lord" (Luke 4:18-
19). This passage enumerates the differenc miniseries and chus the differ
ent gifts of the Holy Spirit, among which Christ Himself included the 
casting our of demons and all kinds of healing. Bur chis is nor yec rhac 
fullness of life in the Holy Spirit which is eternally proper to che Logos 
oucside of His kenosis. This kenocic measure is abolished, as it were, in che 
Transfiguration, where, in the light of the coming events of the glorifica
cion, i.e., Gethsemane and Golgocha, the disciples see che fellness of che 
Holy Spirit reposing upon Christ, in His appearance in Glory. 

'l In che Liturgy of Sc. Basil che Grear, che Holy Spirit is called "the gifc of adop-
rion." 
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But the kenosis of the Spirit is then reestablished, and reaches its 
peak of intensity in the Passion when Christ is overcome with the sense of 
being forsaken by God. This forsakenness does not come suddenly and in
stantaneously; we can measure its growth, as it were. Before Gethsemane, 
at the end of the Last Discourse, Christ can still say, "Behold, the hour 
cometh, yea, is now come, that ye shall be scattered ... and shall leave me 
alone: and yet I am not alone, because the Father is with me" Oohn 16:32). 
This passage, like many others in the Last Discourse, contains an en
crypted message concerning the Holy Spirit, for the Father Who is in 
Heaven abides with the Son (Who has descended to earth) in the Holy 
Spirit, Who has been sent by the Father to repose upon the Son; and the 
Holy Spirit is this union of the Father and the Son, this "with," this met' 
emou, which unites the two of them. 14 And then in Gethsemane the 
kenosis of the Son, which proceeds in parallel with the kenosis of the 
Spirit, Who limits the power of His presence, reaches such an extreme 
that Jesus is overcome with the sense of His imminent death: "My soul is 
exceeding sorrowful, even unto death" (Matt. 26:38; cf. Mark 14:34). He 
still addresses the Father with a prayer, however: "Abba Father." In the 
Golgotha suffering unto death, He addresses not the Father but God: "My 
God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me?" (Matt 27:46; cf. Mark 15:34). 
This sense of being forsaken by God, so different from the earlier "the Fa
ther is with me" Oohn 16:32), is the extreme kenosis of the Holy Spirit, 
who "forsakes" Him. But He is also forsaken by the Father; and the Suffer
ing One cries out, like Job, to the most high, most remote, and inaccessi
ble God (and in this we find the most perfect conformity between the Old 
Testament prefiguration and the Prototype). 

This "forsakenness" should, of course, be understood in the sense 
that the palpable action of the Holy Spirit is diminished to a completely 
potential state, although it is not abolished; for reposing from all eternity 
upon the Son in His divine essence, the Holy Spirit, once He has de
scended, also abides permanently upon the Son's human essence. Thus, it 
is a question precisely of the kenosis of the Spirit as far as His activity is 
concerned. That the Spirit of adoption does not completely forsake the 
God-Man is attested by His cry before death: "Father, into thy hands I 
commend my spirit" (Luke 23:46). His union with the Father in the Holy 

14. In this sense this passage is completely similar to the crypcogram about the 
Holy Spirit in Matt. 18:20: "where two or three are gathered together in my name, there 
am I in the midst ofrhem." Here, ~'in the midst of" (m mesOi) undoubtedly refers to the 
Holy Spirit, Who is the uniting power of the Church. 
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Spirit is nor abolished even by death, although the power oflife from the 
Life-giving Spirit is diminished in Him; the bond of life uniting the soul 
and rhe body is broken. The death of Christ is therefore nor only the ex· 
creme limit of the kenosis of the Son bur also the extreme limit of the 
kenosis of the Holy Spirit reposing upon Him. One can express this idea 
by a paradox: in this common Passion of the Son and of the Spirit, 
hyposraric Love, loving and for the sake of love, abstains from love, re
frains from manifesting its power and effecciveness. 

The reposing of the Holy Spirit upon the Son is nor interrupted 
even by the death of Christ, bur remains in a kenorically deporentialized 
form, in which it approaches inactivity, without, of course, ever becoming 
totally inactive. The Divine Logos retains His Divinity even in the death of 
Christ; and in this sense He abides "on the throne with the Father and the 
Spirit" (a phrase from the liturgies of Sr. John Chrysostom and Sr. Basil 
the Grear). With His soul, Christ descends into hell in order ro preach; 
and this form of His activity is, of course, inspired, as in the days of His 
earthly ministry, by the Holy Spirit reposing upon Him: "The Spirit of the 
Lord is upon me" (Luke 4:18). And finally, the body of Christ in the grave, 
which does nor know corruption, is preserved from the latter by the Holy 
Spirit reposing upon Him (and it is the Holy Spirit Who makes the relics 
of saints "incorruptible" in a special sense). According ro the Church 
teaching, Christ, Who "was in the grave by His flesh" (also a phrase from 
the liturgies of Sr. John Chrysostom and Sr. Basil the Grear), never lost 
the connection of His spirit with His body, and this connection is precisely 
the action of the Holy Spirit reposing upon Christ. Thus, the Holy Spirit 
shared, as it were, the beyond-the-grave destiny of the incarnate Logos, 
nor abandoning Him even in death. 

This raises a more general question: Is the afterlife scare of human 
beings accessible to the action of the Holy Spirit? Can His grace pene
trate death's srronghold?15 We do not have a direct answer ro this ques
tion in the Church reaching, bur we do have an indirect one, based on a 
comparison of certain facts. We must give an affirmative answer to this 
question on the basis of the fact char the Holy Spirit indisputably de
scended into hell together with Christ, because the Two are without sepa
ration and without confusion. Here, we must consider the preaching in 
hell nor as a unique event of Christ's three-day abiding in the grave, bur 
as an event continuing in its power, so that Christ's preaching in hell 

15. There is a fuller discussion of rhis in rhe rhird volume of rhis trilogy, Tbt Bride 
ofth. Ldmb [available in Borisjakim's English rranslarion, published by Eerdmans, 2002]. 
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continues for those who did nor know Him on earth. Likewise, rhe action 
of rhe Holy Spirit (which is received, ro be sure, nor by rhe entire human 
being bur only by his soul and his spirit) continues as well. Ir continues 
in rhe action of rhe prayers of rhe Church for rhe deceased and, in partic
ular, in rhe action of rhe Divine Eucharist. Ir also continues by virtue of 
rhe presence of rhe spirit-bearing saints in rhe afterlife world, of these 
saints who are conductors, as ir were, of God's grace in rhe infernal dark
ness (here one can add rhe holy angels); and in general ir continues by rhe 
power of prayerful love both here and there. Bur is also clear rhar rhis 
abiding of the Holy Spirit in rhe afterlife world is accompanied by a spe
cial kenosis of His Revelation, for He, rhe Giver of Life, acrs here in rhe 
kingdom of death. 

Bur He and His power prepare rhe parh ro universal resurrecrion. 
Christ's resurrection roo is accomplished by rhe Holy Spirit according to 
rhe will of rhe Father, bur also by Christ's own power. The facr (directly ar
rested by Holy Scripture) rhar Christ was raised by the Holy Spirit con
firms rhe connection berween His being raised by rhe Father and His res
urrection by His own power. The power of life, rhe triumphant power of 
the resurrection, is one: the Holy Spirit. Bur the action of rhe Spirit in rhe 
complex dual nature of rhe God-Man is accomplished in a dual manner: 
On rhe one hand, rhe resurrection is a new creative act of the Father. It 
consists in rhe victory over death and is accomplished by the Holy Spirit, 
by His life-giving power, which, as a new principle, enters the world that is 
damaged by sin. Bur on the other hand, inasmuch as, by virtue of His 
kenoric fear, the God-Man becomes worthy of resurrection, He raises 
Himself; and in the same measure rhis resurrection is thus accomplished 
by the Holy Spirit reposing upon Him. We can establish an analogy here, 
which, however, is no more than an analogy: Christ is raised by the power 
ofrhe same Spirit by Whom He raised the dead during His earthly minis
try. Bur that raising was nor a complete bur only a partial victory over 
death, since those who were raised died again when the rime came. By 
contrast, Christ's resurrection was a complete and definitive creative act 
of the Father by the action of the Holy Spirit. 

And so, in Christ's resurrection we have two aspects of the participa
tion of the Spirit: in one aspect, He participates as God, accomplishing 
the creative act of the Father upon the God-Man; in the other aspect, the 
Holy Spirit is in a common kenosis with the Son, inspiring Him as the 
God-Man. These two aspects of the action of the Holy Spirit, which merge 
in the one act of raising-resurrection, have a parallel in the two natures of 
the God-Man, and also correspond to the fact that, having descended 
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upon earth in the Son and reposing upon Him, the Holy Spirit at the 
same rime does nor leave heaven, i.e., His divine being. 

This kenosis of action of the Holy Spirit differs from the kenosis of the 
Son, which is a kenosis of bypostasis and in this sense is a "coming down 
from heaven," with the abandonment of the latter, as it were. This is nor 
the case as far as the Holy Spirit is concerned: His descent at the Pentecost 
unites heaven with earth, erects a ladder between them. Christ's resurrec
tion is also His glorification, although nor His definitive glorification. 
His glorification is always accomplished by the Holy Spirit. Bur since the 
Holy Spirit has already reposed upon Him and consequently there could 
be no new descent upon Christ, it can only be a question here (as in the 
case of the Transfiguration) of a new manifestation of the Spirit in His 
power. This increase of the action of the Holy Spirit in power corresponds 
to a diminution of His kenosis: In raising Christ, the Holy Spirit mani
fests Himself as Glory in the glorification of the God-Man; the kenosis of 
the Holy Spirit's action in Christ approaches its end, as does the kenosis of 
the Son. The High-priestly prayer concerning the cessation of the kenosis 
now approaches its fulfillment: "And now, 0 Father, glorify thou me with 
thine own self with the glory which I had with thee before the world was" 
Oohn 17:5). Glory is the Holy Spirit in His supramundane reposing upon 
the Son as well as in His glorification on earth, in the raised body of 
Christ, which is the spiritual body (see 1 Cor. 15:44-49), i.e., a body totally 
obedient to and transparent for the Spirit, the glorified body. We have di
rect testimony in the Gospel about the relation between the glorification 
and the power to send the Holy Spirit: "In the last day, that great day of 
the feast, Jesus stood and cried, saying, if any man thirst, let him come 
unto me, and drink. He that believeth on me, as the scripture hath said, 
out of his belly shall flow rivers of living water. (Bur this spake he of the 
Spirit, which they that believe on him should receive: for the Holy Spirit 
was not yet given; because that Jesus was not yet glorified.)" Oohn 7:37-39). 

The superabundant grace of the Holy Spirit is now bestowed by 
Christ as such: Christ not only performs works by the Holy Spirit, but He 
Himself sends the Spirit. Here we have in mind john 20:21-23: "as my Father 
hath sent me, even so send I you. And when he had said this, he breathed 
on them, and saith unto them, Receive ye the Holy Spirit: Whose soever 
sins ye remit, they are remitted unto them; and whose soever sins ye re
tain, they are retained.• The Father sends the Son by the Holy Spirit, by 
Whom the Incarnation is accomplished. Similarly, the Son now sends the 
apostles by the Holy Spirit, and bestows Him upon them by a breath in 
this anticipation of the Pentecost. This signifies that the Son is already in 
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possession of the Holy Spirit, and consequently the kenosis of the Spirit 
in Him is approaching its end, for the glorification has been accom
plished. But it has not been accomplished fully and definitively, since the 
ascent is still continuing: "I am not yet ascended to my Father .... I ascend 
unto my Father, and your Father; and to my God, and your God" Oohn 
20:17). With reference to the Holy Spirit this ascent can signify only the in
creasing reception of the Spirit by Christ, while the kenosis of the Spirit 
continues to diminish and approaches its end. This "ascent" is realized in 
the Ascension, which is also a work of the Father by the Holy Spirit; the el
evation to heaven signifies the going out of the kenosis into the fullness 
of the life of the Holy Trinity, that is, it signifies a glorification that is not 
only earthly but also heavenly. Henceforth the Holy Spirit reposes upon 
the God-man, just as He eternally reposes upon the Logos ("before the 
foundation of the world," i.e., in supramundane eternity). A perfect con
formity is established between the life of the Son and that of the Spirit, 
which is expressed by the image of the "sitting at the right hand of the Fa
ther." This is the accomplished deification of the God-Man in His human 
nature, which is no longer an obstacle to His abiding in the bosom of the 
Holy Trinity. The penonal kenosis of the Son is exhausted, as is the kenosis 
of action of the Holy Spirit, Who, according to the Forerunner's expres
sion, is now given to the Son without measure (see John 3:34). 

As we have already seen in the first volume of this trilogy, Tbe Lamb 
of God, however, the Son's high-priestly ministry is completed in heaven, 
precisely in the ten-day interval before the sending down of the Holy 
Spirit, which sending down is, in some sense, the work of the Son: "It is 
expedient for you that I go away: for if I go not away, the Comforter will 
not come unto you; but ifl depart, I will send him unto you" Oohn 16:7; cf. 
15:26). And this work of the Son is defined in the following terms: "I will 
pray the Father, and he shall give you another Comforter, that he may 
abide with you for ever" Oohn 14:16). What can be the significance of these 
mysterious words: "I will pray the Father"? First of all, this prayer must be 
distinguished from the general high-priestly intercession by virtue of 
which Christ is "the mediator of the new testament" (Heb. 9:15), "where
fore he is able to save them to the uttermost that come unto God by him, 
seeing he ever liveth to make intercession for them" (7:25). This is the re
demptive work of Christ, Who "because he continueth ever, hath an un
changeable priesthood" (7:24). In this prayer to the Father that He send 
down the Holy Spirit, we have an act not of eternal but of temporal minis
try (however paradoxical it may be to speak of the temporal in heaven, we 
are compelled to this by the direct testimony of Revelation), that is, the 
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accomplishment of the work of the Incarnation. For the Son Himself, this 
prayer, which gives Him the possibility of sending down the Holy Spirit 
into the world, is also the completion of His redemptive ministry, and 
therefore the overcoming of His kenosis: the Son is filled by the Spirit to 
such a degree that He now sends the Spirit in His Own Name. 

But how does the Holy Spirit Himself participate in this prayer, and 
does He participate in it at all? We must postulate this participation a pri
ori, for the Incarnation, just like the whole of Christ's work, is accom
plished with the continuous participation and action of the Holy Spirit. 
We find sufficient, though indirect, evidence for this participation of the 
Holy Spirit in the prayer for His being sent down; and by no means can 
His sending down be understood as a purely passive obedience, without 
any relation to His volition. First of all, in the Last Discourse the Holy 
Spirit is called "another Comforter [allon parakleton)" Oohn 14:16). The 
word "parakletos" has a double meaning here: it means not only Comforter 
but also Advocate or Intercessor. And it is precisely in this latter sense that 
the Holy Spirit is "another," aUos, in relation to Christ (cf.1John 2:1, where 
Christ is called the Paraclete in the sense of Advocate). It is in this sense 
that it is said about the Holy Spirit that he "maketh intercession 
(huperentunchane11 for us with groanings which cannot be uttered .... He 
maketh intercession for the saints according to the will of God" (Rom. 
8:26-27). In this same chapter of Romans (8:34). the same thing is said 
about Christ: "(He) is at the right hand of God ... [and) maketh interces
sion [entunchane11 for us." Consequently, Both "maketh intercession" -
the Spirit and the Son. 

And we must now ask: If, in the ten-day interval, Christ "prays" to 
the Father that He send down the Spirit, does this not mean that the Holy 
Spirit prays for the same thing or, more precisely, that Christ prays by the 
Holy Spirit, Who intercedes for us with "groanings which cannot be ut
tered"? If the Holy Spirit abides with Christ during the whole of the Lat
ter's ministry, can it be that He parts company with Him when Their 
works become identical? This identity of works is revealed in the promise 
that there will come "another" Comforter, in and through Whom "ye 
[will) see me" Oohn 14:19). for "he shall receive of mine, and shall shew it 
unto you" (16:14). 

We thus arrive at the conclusion that the Holy Spirit prays together 
with the Son or in the Son, or that the Son prays together with the Holy 
Spirit and by the Holy Spirit, that the Spirit be sent down into the world, 
or more precisely, that the Son could send Him from the Father. For the 
Son this means the complete cessation of His kenosis and the reestablish-
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menc of the fullness of His possession of the Holy Spirit Who reposes 
upon Him and Who cannot be sent by Him without chis condition. For 
the Holy Spirit this means the cessation of His kenosis in relation co the 
Son, to such a degree chat He can be sent into the world by the Son. The 
initial divine equilibrium is restored. In heaven, in the sitting at the right 
hand of the Father, change can no longer cake place in Christ, the God
Man, Who abides as the supra-eternal God in His glory.16 

Thus, the Son sends the Holy Spirit, Who, being sent, descends into 
the world. We now confront in all its acuteness a problem that has been 
the subject of so much disputation in the history of dogma: What does 
this sending of the Holy Spirit by the Son and the Father mean - with ref
erence to the supra-eternal procession and with reference to the Incarna
tion, the "economy" of our salvation? 

The problem of the sending of the Holy Spirit by the Father and the 
Son (or through the Son) has been much debated in the polemic between 
West and East on the subject of the doctrine of the procession of the Holy 
Spirit; and because of chis context the problem has been falsely posed. In 
the Filioque camp, the sending of the Holy Spirit by the Son was seen as 
an extra argument in support of the notion that, once the Spirit is sent by 
the Son, He consequently proceeds(• is produced) from the Son as well. 
By contrast, the Eastern camp went co the extreme of denying all connec
tion between the supra-eternal relations in the Holy Trinity and the send
ing of the Holy Spirit by the Son, seeing in chis a gift received by the Son 
as a reward for His obedience in His earthly ministry. Both sides are 
wrong, because they confuse two different problems; but both are also 
right, each in its own way. It is true that the sending of the Holy Spirit is 
grounded upon the immanent being of the Holy Trinity, but it is also true 
that, in the economy, there is established a particular domain of interrela
tions. These new interrelations depend on the immanent relations, but 
they also complicate the latter. 

In conformity with the monarchy of the Father, His hyposcasis, the 
Principle that is revealed in the two revealing hyposcases, the Son and the 
Spirit, defines Them and is defined in relation co Them - through gener
ation in relation co the Son and through procession in relation co the 
Holy Spirit. And in relation to Both of Them, in relation to the dyad of 
Son and Spirit, the hypostasis of the Father is defined through Their mu-

16. "Bue he (Stephen], being full of che Holy Spirit, looked up scedfasdy inco 
heaven, and saw che glory of God, and Jesus sranding on che right hand of God" (Aces 
7:55). 
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tual union, wichouc separacion and wichouc confusion, in che Divine 
Sophia. In relacion co che world, chis dyad is che foundacion of ics creacion 
by che Facher, chrough che Word and che Holy Spiric; and chen che Facher 
sends che Son and che Holy Spiric into che world, in a definice order and 
incerrelacion. This sending of che Two, being dyadic in nacure, escablishes 
a special incerrelacion between Them. le escablishes che order of Their 
sending inco che world; and one can discinguish cwo epochs here: before 
che lncarnacion and afcer it. 

In che firsc epoch, che Facher first sends che Holy Spiric, and chis 
sending of che Spiric entrains che sending of the Son (which is spoken of 
in Isaiah 48:16: "and now che Lord God, and his Spiric, hach senc me"). 
The sending of che Holy Spirit by che Facher before che sending of che Son 
is accesced in che Old Tescamenc, where God "ac sundry cimes and in di
vers manner spake ... by che prophecs" (Heb. 1:1) and "puc his holy Spiric 
within him [Moses]" (Isa. 6p1). We then find it in the Divine lncarnacion: 
che Virgin Mary becomes the Mother of God as a resulc of this descenc of 
che Holy Spirit. Therefore, abouc the Divine Incarnacion icself one can say 
chat che Son is sent inco the world by the Father through the Holy Spirit 
(or by the Father and the Holy Spirit). And during che Son's entire earthly 
miniscry, up co and including His glorification in the Resurrection and 
che Ascension, He is Christ, i.e., che anointed of che Holy Spiric, Who is 
sent upon Him and Who, in turn, sends Him and guides Him, as ic were. 17 

The dyad of the cwo revealing hyposcases, sent into the world by the Fa
ther in che Divine Incarnation, is mutually defined in such a manner chat 
che sending hyposcasis (co be sure, by virtue of the initial sending down 
from che Facher) is the Third, while che sent hyposcasis is the Second. Bue 
ac the same cime chis sending of che Holy Spiric into the world is noc His 
manifestation as such, but remains condicioned by che Incarnation ofche 
Son, is in a cercain sense instrumental wich respect co che Incarnation. Di
vine-humanity, which is realized in creation by the Incarnation, is directed 
coward the world by che hypostasis of the Logos; whereas the manifesca-

17. It is significant that, in Acts i:z. about the resurrected Chris<, and even about 
the day of the Ascension, it is said: "Until the day in which he was taken up, after that he 
through the Holy Spirit had given commandments unro the apostles whom he had cho
sen." In other words, this final work of His ministry (in 1his case, both high-priestly and 
prophetic) He also accomplished by the Holy Spirit reposing upon Him, i.e., as Chris<, 
the Anointed by the Spirit. This thought is summed up in Peter's speech addressed to 
Cornelius; "God anointed Jesus of Nazareth with the Holy Spirit and with power; (and 
He) went about doing good, and healing all that were oppressed of the devil; for God was 
with him" (Acts m:38). 
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tion of the Holy Spirit merges with or is eclipsed by the Logos, as it were. 
The Holy Spirit manifests the Divine-humanity of the Son, nor Himself. 
Bur chis epoch, as we have said, concludes with the glorification of Christ 
in the ascent co heaven and even earlier in the Resurrection. Together with 
Christ, the Holy Spirit also departs from the world and ascends co heaven, 
the Holy Spirit Who reposes upon Christ and does nor have an indepen· 
dent existence in the world apart from Christ (except the express commu
nication of His gifts). By the will of the Father, the Holy Spirit is sent into 
the world rogerher with the Son and departs the world together with Him 
in the Ascension of the Son to heaven. And in the course of His earthly 
ministry before the Resurrection, the Son does not send the Holy Spirit 
upon the apostles or upon ochers, although He Himself does the works of 
love by the Holy Spirit, like the spirit-bearing righteous men in the Old 
Testament. 

The situation changes after the Ascension, which inaugurates a new 
epoch in the sending down of the Holy Spirit. In the Divine Incarnation, 
Christ united Himself with the world, in a certain sense making it His 
own body and men His brothers. Ar the same rime, His dyadic union with 
the Holy Spirit changes in character. In relation co the Holy Spirit, 
Christ's glorification signifies chat the kenosis has been overcome; and by 
virtue of this, He is dyadically united with the Holy Spirit in the same way 
char They are eternally united in the Holy Trinity. But as a result of the In
carnation, He is united with the world in such a manner char He has the 
power to send the Holy Spirit; the words "all power is given unto me in 
heaven and in earth" (Marr. 28:18) can be applied here. For the Holy Spirit, 
Christ is now the path (and nor vice versa, as ir was before the Incarnation 
and in the Incarnation, from the Annunciation to the Ascension). He now 
sends the Holy Spirit into the world from Himself and upon Himself, as it 
were, for He Himself is the essence and content of the revelation of the 
Holy Spirit in the world, inasmuch as the Spirit reveals nor Himself bur 
Christ. Whence the identification of the revelations of Christ and of the 
"ocher Comforter" in the Last Discourse: the Holy Spirit "shall reach you 
all things, and bring all things to your remembrance, whatsoever I have 
said unto you" Oohn 14:26), "for he shall nor speak of himself; bur whatso
ever he shall hear, that shall he speak ... for he shall receive of mine, and 
shall shew it unto you" (16:13-14); "he shall testify of me" (15:26). In ocher 
words, if previously the Holy Spirit was sent into the world by the Father 
upon the Son in order to accomplish the Incarnation, He is now sent into 
the world by the Son in virtue of the accomplished Incarnation. And sent 
by the Son, the Holy Spirit is now directed coward rhe world in His own 
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hypostasis; He Himself descends into the world, rather than being sent 
into it only for the sake of or on the occasion of the sending down of the 
Son. After the Incarnation, the Son became the unique path into the 
world, for the Holy Spirit cannot be sent down into the world apart from 
and independendy of the Incarnation. On the contrary, He can be sent 
down only in the context of the Incarnation; and His sending is its contin
uation or completion, the actualized Divine-humanity, which is Christ with 
the Holy Spirit reposing upon Him. 

A mysterious break in continuity thus occurs between these two ep
ochs, which can be called the Old Testament church and the New Testa· 
ment church (if the latter is considered to start not with the Annuncia
tion but with the Pentecost). This mysterious discontinuity corresponds 
to the ten-day interval between the Ascension and the sending down of 
the Holy Spirit, and it is accomplished in heaven by means of what is ex
pressed in the words of the Lord: "I will pray the Father, and he shall give 
you another Comforter, that he may abide with you for ever" Oohn 14:16). 
This "I will pray'' is still a kenotic mode in which the God-man addresses 
the Father from out of the depths of His Divine-humanity; but in it the 
kenosis is being overcome and the Divine-humanity is being completed, 
for chis prayer already has the power of being heard: "All power is given 
unto me in heaven and in earth." This prayer is a new self-definition and 
the final self-definition of the God-Man, by which He becomes God, the 
Son of God in His humanity. 

The prayer to the Father that He send down the Spirit is a prayer for 
the definitive glorification of the God-Man, by virtue of which there is es
tablished for Him no longer a kenotic but a divine interrelation with the 
Spirit reposing upon Him. And in this interrelation, by virtue of the ac
complished Incarnation and the establishment through the latter of a 
connection with the world and with man, it is not the Spirit Who sends or 
Who institutes the divine-human work, but the Son, Who ascends to 
heaven not co abolish but co definitively consolidate this connection by 
the sending down of the Spirit: "It is expedient for you that I go away: for 
if I go not away, the Comforter will not come unto you; but if I depart, I 
will send him unto you" Oohn 16:7). 

Why does chis prayer occur in heaven? Because, in its content, it pre
supposes that the work of the Incarnation has already been accomplished; 
indeed, this prayer is the final and concluding act of the Incarnation. 
How does this prayer in heaven to the Father, at His right hand, differ 
from all the known prayers to Him on earth? Man has no answer to this 
question, at least in his earthly existence, for this prayer is accomplished 
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beyond the limits of the latter. It is sufficient for us to understand the 
place of this divine mystery in the general economy of our salvation. With 
this final prayer and by virtue of it, Christ's earthly ministry is accom
plished and He abides in heaven as God, and also as the God-Man. He no 
longer prays to the Father with a human prayer, as He prayed kenotically 
during His earthly life, although He does intercede as the God-Man, hav
ing ascended to heaven with His blood, "to appear in the presence of God 
for us" (Heb. 9:24), just as the Holy Spirit intercedes for us with 
"groanings which cannot be uttered" (Rom. 8:26). Bur this intercession on 
the basis of"the sacrifice of himself" (Heb. 9:26) is not a prayer; rather, it 
is the abiding power of the redemptive sacrifice, into which enter those 
who are saved by the faith in the Lord Jesus Christ (even as the "interces
sion" of the Holy Spirit is the wings and inspiration of the prayer of those 
who are accomplishing their salvation). 

Inasmuch as the Son's prayer to the Father, which, to be sure, the Fa
ther could not have failed to hear, inasmuch as this prayer concluded the 
work of the Incarnation and the Son's kenosis, it established an utterly 
new relation in the dyad of the Son and the Holy Spirit, not in their eter
nal being, of course, but in their "economic" directedness at creation: the 
Son acquires a new power - the power to send the Holy Spirit into the 
world. What does this new fact change and what does it leave unchanged? 
It changes the order of the dyadic revelation: The Holy Spirit no longer 
comes first, followed by the Son, Who is made incarnate in, with, and 
through Him. The incarnate Son of God, the God-Man, is now first; and 
He is followed by the Holy Spirit, Who is with, in, and through Him. The 
Holy Spirit is now the "Spirit of Christ" (Rom. 8:9), the "Spirit of ... [the] 
Son" (Gal. 4:6), in the sense of His being sent into the world: This is an in
terrelation not in the Trinity bur in the Dyad of the Son and the Holy 
Spirit. 

Bur the fundamental interrelation in the Holy Trinity which is de
fined as the monarchy of the Father remains unchanged: the Father is the 
revealed hyposrasis, the Principle, whereas the Son and the Spirit in their 
dyad are the revealing hypostases. In relation to the world this signifi
cance of the Father as the Principle of the self-revelation of the Holy Trin
ity, in relation to which the Second and Third hypostases are only His im
ages, is expressed in the fact that the Father sends into the world, whereas 
the two revealing hypostases are sent. This relation of sending and being 
sent is not identical with the one that unites the Father as engendering 
the Son and the Son as being engendered by the Father, on the one hand; 
or with the one that unites the Father as originating the Holy Spirit and 
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the Holy Spirit as proceeding from rhe Father, on the ocher. Nevertheless, 
ir is connected with these relations, inasmuch as generation and proces
sion are concrete modes of rhe self-revelation of the Far her in the two reveal
ing hyposrases, which determines rhe further interrelations of these 
hyposrases. 

Thus, the general relation consisting in the fact char rhe Father 
sends, whereas the Son and the Holy Spirit are sent by the Father, remains 
invariable for all interrelations within the sent dyad of the Son and the 
Holy Spirit, in which only different modes of this sending are distin
guished. This question must therefore be liberated from any direct identi
fication or connection with the theory of"origination" (or "production"), 
which equally taints, though in different ways, the thought of both Or
thodox and Catholic theologians. Nor only is there no such origination in 
the Holy Trinity, but this interrelation presupposes a certain kenotic ac
complishment and rhe resulting mutual determination of rhe hypostases. 
This interrelation begins with the primacy of the Holy Spirit, continues 
with rhe primacy of rhe Son, and is completed in rhe future age with 
Their complete equality, when there will be neither sender nor sent, bur 
God will be all in all, in rhe fullness of the accomplished self-revelation of 
the Father in the Holy Trinity in creation. 

Thus, the Father sends the Holy Spirit into the world, and the Son 
sends Him roo;18 bur these two sendings refer, so to speak, ro different 
planes or interrelations, and we should nor confuse them, as the Catho
lics do, who eagerly rake this occasion to repeat once more char the Holy 
Spirit is sent by the Father and the Son (for He proceeds from the Father 
and the Son, filioque). This "and" is inappropriate here because it unites 
two different principles on an equal basis and reduces sending directly to 
procession. "Through" (dia) would be more adequate, not in the sense of 
origination, of course, bur in the sense of instrumentality, "by means of" 
(ro be sure, with the preservation of the autonomy of each of rhe 
hypostases). It thus turns our char the Father initially sends rhe Son into 
the world by means of the Holy Spirit; and then He sends the Holy Spirit 
through the Son. Consequently, the Father, in general, sends into the world; 
char is His power as rhe Principle. Bur within rhe limits of rhe sent Dyad, 

18. This dogmatic idea is well expressed in the following magnification on the 
feast of the Trinity: "We magnify You, Christ giver oflife, and we honor Your Holy Spirit, 
Whom You have sent from the Father to Your divine disciples." Ir is interesting that this 
imparts ro rhe feast of the Penrecosr a christological accent, an accent of the day "of the 
Lord." 
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this sending is realized in such a manner that the direct accomplisher of 
this sending, the sending hypostasis, is either the Son or the Holy Spirit, 
in relation to the Divine-humanity being accomplished through the In
carnation. The sender is the Father, whereas the direct accomplisher of 
the sending is first the Holy Spirit, and then the Son. 

Thus, there are two sendings: the initial or original one and the di
rect or instrumental one. The Father's sending of the hypostases is di
rected nor only ar the sent hyposrasis but ar the entire sent dyad, revealing 
rhe Father, of rhe Son and the Holy Spirit in Their union without separa
tion and without confusion: the sending down into the world of one of 
these two hypostases is never realized without the participation of the 
other. Therefore, in a certain sense, there is always sent precisely the dyad 
that is directed toward the world by one or the other of its hypostases; and 
then within the limits now of a dyadic interrelation, one or the other 
hypostasis is the sending one, depending on the character of the sending. 
Thus, generally speaking, there are two sendings, which must always be 
distinguished, especially since the same term "sending" is used for each of 
them: (1) sending in the proper sense, which is proper to the Father alone, as 
the Principle; and (2) dyadic sending, within the limits of the dyad of the 
Son and the Holy Spirit, which is the realization of the first sending. 

Now that we are equipped with these radical distinctions, we can 
navigate without difficulty around the pertinent expressions in the Last 
Discourse. Let us consider six of them. 

First of all: "I will pray the Father, and he shall give you another 
Comforter, that he may abide with you for ever" Oohn 14:16). This refers to 
the completion of the Son's kenosis, by virtue of which the fullness of His 
divine glory is restored and, as the God-Man, He receives the power to 
send the Holy Spirit into the world. This prayer signifies a change in the 
interrelation of the dyadic hypostases: the sent hypostasis becomes the 
sending one, and vice versa. 

Second: "But the Comforter, which is the Holy Spirit, whom the Fa
ther will send in my name, he shall teach you all things" (14:26). The Fa
ther sends down the Holy Spirit through the Son as the direct accom· 
plisher of chis sending - "in my name." 

Third: "When the Comforter is come, whom I will send unto you 
from the Father, even the Spirit of truth, which proceedeth from the Fa
ther, he shall testify of me" (15:26). This passage combines two ideas: 
(1) the eternal procession of the Holy Spirit from the Father, which is 
nothing ocher than an extended definition of the Third hypostasis, i.e., 
the Spirit Who proceeds from the Father (which is parallel to the defini-
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tion: the Son Who is engendered from the Father). this definition con
forming with the particular solemnity of this speech; and (2) the idea that 
the Father's sending of the Holy Spirit is accomplished through the Son, 
which idea is expressed with lapidary succinctness: "I will send unto you 
from the Father." The Father is the Principle from which this sending as 
well as the procession of the Holy Spirit proceeds; and the Son is the one 
who directly accomplishes this sending. 

Fourth: "If I go not away, the Comforter will not come unto you; but 
if I depart, I will send him unto you" (16:7). This refers to the connection 
that exists between the completion of the kenosis in the Ascension and 
the change in the dyadic interrelation of the Son and the Holy Spirit that 
occurs given Their respective sending: it is no longer the Spirit Who 
sends; rather, it is the Son Who sends by virtue of His definitive glorifica
tion. Nothing is said here about the initial sending of the Holy Spirit by 
the Father; after what has been said, this sending is self-evident. It is a 
question only of the "economic" sending within the limits of the dyad of 
the Son and the Holy Spirit, with the sending one now being the Son.19 

Fifth: "When he, the Spirit of truth, is come, he will guide you into 
all truth" (16:13). Here we have the final phase of the revelation concerning 
the sending of the Spirit: This is not a passive sending and not merely a 
communication of the gifts of the Holy Spirit or an action by His power, 
which was proper to the Son during His earthly ministry when He was 
guided (or "sent") by the Holy Spirit. It is rather the active and hypostatic 
coming of the Holy Spirit. For a sending always includes a harmonious 
self-determination of the sent one and the sender: the latter determines, 
while the former is determined, not in passive obedience but by virtue of a 
harmonious union. The kenosis of the Holy Spirit is just as voluntary as 
that of the Son. The Father sends through the Son; the Holy Spirit goes, 
but He goes by His own will: the Comforter "is come.• 

Sixth: There remains one final text, the words of the resurrected 
Lord when He appeared to His disciples: "Peace be unto you: as my Father 
hath sent me, even so send I you. And when he had said this, he breathed 
on them, and saith unto them, Receive ye the Holy Spirit: Whose soever 
sins ye remit, they are remitted unto them; and whose soever sins ye re
tain, they are retained" Oohn 20:21-23). Is this not already the Pentecost? 

19. This idea of the sending down of the Spirit from the Fatherthrough the Son is 
summed up in the aposde Pecer•s discourse on rhe day of che Penrecosr: e1Therefore being 
by the right hand of God exalted, and having received of the Father the promise of the 
Holy Spirit, he hath shed forth this, which ye now see and hear'' (Acrs >:33). 
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Or whar is rhe relacion of rhis event ro rhe Pentecosr? Ir differs, ar any 
rare, from rhe Pentecosr in rhar ir has a limiced characrer: rhe Holy Spirir 
is senr by Chrisr only upon rhe aposrles, nor upon "all" human beings and 
nor upon rhe whole world, as in rhe Pentecosr. Furrher, rhis sending down 
is limired here ro one parricular gifr, rhe gifr ro "bind" and ro "loose," 
which inirially was promised to Peter alone (Matt. 16:19). but then was 
promised co all the aposrles (18:18), in anticipation of the Passion. This ex
press gift bestowed upon the aposrles corresponds, as it were, to a hierar
chical laying on of hands by the Supreme High-Priest Himself: 

But this sacrament, first promised to and then fulfilled upon the 
aposrles, is still only an anticipation of the Pentecost, similar co the an
ticipation that we have in the Last Supper, accomplished by Christ before 
His crucifixion, before the breaking of His body and the shedding of 
His blood. Time with its bounds is ontologically overcome here, as it 
were, and that which had been pre-accomplished inwardly is now pre
accomplished outwardly. But one should also note that the "breaking of 
bread," instituted by Christ in ancicipacion of the Passion and of che 
glorification, is no longer accomplished by Him Himself - even after the 
Resurrection. Nor is it accomplished by His disciples before the Pente
cost. It is accomplished by them only after the Pentecost and, of course, 
by virtue of rhe larrer. We have rhe relevanr resrimony of rhe sacred his
rorian: "And rhey continued stedfasrly in the aposrles' docrrine and fel
lowship, and in breaking of bread, and in prayers" (Acts 2:42; er. 2:46). 
Similarly, having received the Holy Spirit from Christ, the aposrles are 
nonetheless told by Christ Himself that the Pentecost still awaits them: 
"the promise of the Father, which ... ye have heard of me" (Acts 1:4); "ye 
shall be baptized with the Holy Spirit" (1:5); "ye shall receive power, afrer 
char rhe Holy Spirir is come upon you" (1:8). And accordingly, rhe apos
rles together with others (1:13-14) awaited this event in the upper room 
in Jerusalem and rhere received the Holy Spirir. This is the fulfillmenr 
of that which was announced to them by Christ when He gave rhem the 
Holy Spirit. 

Thus, in John 20:21-23, we have a confirmation of the general idea 
char, "economically," in rhe dyadic inrerrelarion of the Second and Third 
hyposrases, it is precisely Christ Who sends the Holy Spirit upon the dis
ciples; and rhis sending, which must yer be fully accomplished in His de
finicive glorification, is attested here in advance as a pre-accomplishment, 
for all irs condirions are present and have been fulfilled. We have, rogerher 
with the Pentecost itself, its pre-celebration, as it were, in the course of the 
enrire Pentecosr of rhe Church, srarring wirh Easter. 
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IV. The Pentecost 

What happened ac che Pentecost? What is che line of demarcation chat di
vides the life of the world before the Pentecost and after ic? We know chat 
the gifts and actions of the spirit of God had been bestowed upon the 
world from its very foundation, chat, in particular, they were bestowed in 
che epoch ofche Old Testament as well as in che epoch ofche Incarnation. 
The utterly new thing that occurred in the Pentecost was not the descent 
into che world of che "spirit of God" in che capacity of His gifts, buc che 
descent of the hyposcacic Holy Spirit Himself. And the descent now was 
noc within definite limits, noc on Christ and che Mocher of God alone, 
but also on the aposdes, as well as on all who were with chem. This recep
tion was then extended co all human beings and even co che whole world 
(which is expressed by a symbolic representation of the cosmos in the icon 
of che descent of che Holy Spirit). This is che hypostatic descent of the Holy 
Spirit into the world, which is completely analogous co the descent from 
heaven of che Logos for che purpose of His Incarnation. 

Bue what evidence is there chat this is the significance of chis event? 
In che New Testament there is no Gospel devoted specifically co che Holy 
Spirit. If we accencively read the second chapter of che Aces of the Aposdes 
and, in connection with ic, che chapters chat immediately follow ic, we will 
not find here any direct indication of the bypostatic descent of the Holy 
Spirit; and one can even understand chis event by analogy with Old Testa
ment examples of the action of the Holy Spirit upon kings and prophets. 
To be sure, we read char "all were filled with the Holy Spirit [pneumatos 
hagiou)" (2:4) (chis rime even without an article!), and "began co spealc 
with ocher tongues, as rhe Spirit [to pneuma] gave chem utterance." And in 
the prophecy of Joel, cited here, it is said, "I will pour our of my Spirit [apo 
tou pneumatos mou] upon all flesh" (2:17). 

Further, in the course of the entire book of the Aces of the Apos
des, we read about the Holy Spirit or the gift of the Holy Spirit, "whom 
God hath given to chem char obey him" (5:32); or even: "ic seemed good 
co the Holy Spirit, and to us" (15:28). The Holy Spirit is bestowed, 
spealcs, sends; in general, che entire book of che Aces of the Aposdes is a 
narrative about the manifest actions of the Holy Spirit in the primitive 
church. Bue none of these testimonies can serve as indisputable proof 
chat what is meant here is the hyposcacic Holy Spirit Himself Who aces 
in che Church, and noc the spirit of God in general, sent from God. In 
addition, there is no direct testimony about His hypostatic revelation. 
Only His gifts are spoken of. 
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And if one were co limit oneself co these cexcs (which are similar co 
numerous ocher cexcs of che New Testament), ic would be impossible co 
affirm chac che Pencecosc represents precisely che descent of che Holy 
Spirit Himself, and not just a superabundant sending down - never re
peated, ic muse be confessed, in che life of che Church - of His gjfts. And 
che prophecy of Joel, applied co chis event by che aposde Peter, says, "I will 
pour ouc of my Spirit [apo tou pneumatos mou)" (Aces 2:17). rather than "I 
will pour out my Spirit (to pneuma mou]." One can say chat, even as in che 
Old Testament che gifts ofche Holy Spirit were sent down buc He Himself 
did not descend hyposcacically, so here too the express superabundance of 
gifts and even che sign of che tongues of fire do noc yec, in themselves, ac
tesc co che hyposcacic manifestation of the Holy Spirit (just as che Old Tes
camenc manifescacion, for example, of che "Burning Bush,'' burning buc 
noc being consumed, was noc such an accescacion). 

In general, che "tongues of fire" were only a vision: "And there ap
peared unto chem cloven tongues like as of fire [hosei puros)" (2:3). The ex
pression "hosei" ("like" or "as") is also applied co che manifestation of the 
Holy Spirit at che Baptism in the form of a dove, hosei peristeran (Mace. 3:16; 
hos in Mark 1:10, Luke 3:22, John 1:32). But at the Baptism too the Holy 
Spirit descended not in a dove, as if inhabiting ic, but like a dove, which 
was His visible emblem, as it were. Likewise, the tongues of fire were only 
an emblematic vision, not che hyposcatic indwelling of che Holy Spirit in 
the fire. One can say the same thing about the entire external manifesta
tion of chis spiritual event, the descent of che Holy Spiric.20 "And suddenly 
there came a sound from heaven as of [hose~ which once again indicates 
chat what we have here is a subjective expression in external sensations of 
an objective spiritual event] a rushing mighty wind, and ic filled all che 
house where they were sitting. And there appeared unto chem cloven 
tongues like as of fire, and ic sac upon each of chem" (2:2-3). And then the 
event icselfis accested: "And they were all filled with che Holy Spirit" (2:4). 

We receive textual confirmation chat che narrative of che Pentecost 
accests co che descent into che world of precisely che hyposcatic Holy 
Spirit Himself only if we read ic in context with che Savior's direct prom
ise in the Lase Discourse: chis promise is che prophecy and che Pentecost 
is che fulfillment. The Lase Discourse speaks of the Comforter or, more 
expressively, of"anocher" Comforter, Who is equi-hyposcatic in relation to 

20. "The whole was a vision, as Sr. Luke is careful to explain, but a vision which 
corresponds to a great spiritual fact which ar the same momenr accomplished icself in 
the experience of all who were present" (Swete, The Holy Spirit in tht Ntw Testamen~ p. 71). 
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the hypostatic Logos. And with reference to the Comforter, the Discourse 
uses the third-person personal pronoun (as we have indicated, the Holy 
Spirit almost never speaks in Scripture in the first person): "But the Com
forter, which is the Holy Spirit ... he shall teach you all things, and bring 
all things to your remembrance" Oohn 14:26); "another Comforter, that he 
may abide with you for ever" (14:16); "he shall testify of me" (1p6); "I will 
send him unto you" (16:7); "he will guide you into all truth: for he shall 
not speak of himself. ... He shall glorify me: for he shall receive of mine, 
and shall shew it unto you" (16:13-14). We can understand all this only if 
we take it as spoken with reference to a Person and, moreover, to a Person 
Who is perfectly similar to the Person of the "other Comforter," Christ. 
And it is in the light of this personal coefficient, as the fulfillment of this 
prophecy, that we consider the event of the Pentecost to be the descent of 
the Third hypostasis Himself into the world: not of spirit but of the 
Spirit, not of the gifts only, but of their Source, the Paraclete. 

The personal character of the descent of the Holy Spirit is also con
firmed by the following New Testament texts: "but all these worketh that 
one and the self-same Spirit, dividing to every man severally as he will" 
(1Cor.12:11); "the things of God knoweth no man, but the Spirit of God" 
(2:11); "the Spirit searcheth all things, yea, the deep things of God" (2:10). 
Also: "the Spirit also helpeth our infirmities ... the Spirit ... maketh in
tercession for us with groanings that cannot be uttered" (Rom. 8:26). And 
finally, to a certain extent: "And grieve not the Holy Spirit of God, 
whereby ye are sealed unto the day of redemption" (Eph. 4:30). But that 
appears to be all.21 This constitutes the fundamental difference between 
the Old Testament outpourings of the Holy Spirit in His separate gifts 
and the Pentecost: The outpourings in the gifts were sent, so to speak, 
from heaven, transcendentally; the outpourings in the Pentecost are sent 
by the hypostatic Holy Spirit Himself, descending from heaven into the 
world. That is, the outpourings in the Pentecost are immanent to the 
world. In the Pentecost, not only are gifts bestowed, but the very 
hypostasis descends.22 True, the hypostasis remains invisible and is con-

21. Cf. L. S. Thornion, 71ie Incarnate Lord (London: Longmans, Green, 1928), pp. 
325-26. 

22. "That this adwcare will be invisible and purely spiritual does nor make against 
His personaliry; ir is in rhar which is most spiritual in ourselves rhar we find evidence of 
our own personal life. That He fulfills the whole of our Lord's personal functions to
wards the Church, that He belongs to the caregory of Paraclete - Teacher, Director, Pro
tector, Counsellor - chis invescs Him with all rhe essencial auribures of rhar which we 

understand by personality'' (Swete, 71ir Holy Spirit in the New Test4men~ p. 292). 
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cealed (not revealed) by the vision of the "tongues like as of fire"; and the 
descent of the hypostasis is manifested only in gifts. The hypostasis can
not be seen and worshipped, as the shepherds and magi could worship 
the Logos come down from heaven, the Divine Infant Jesus lying in the 
manger. The invisible presence of the hypostasis of the Holy Spirit is man
ifested only in a particular abundance of gifrs, but of gifts that were 
known also outside the Pentecost. What does this descent of the hypos
tasis of the Holy Spirit signify? 

This question once again raises us to the peaks of theology and 
places us before the most fundamental doctrine of Divine-humanity. The 
descent into the world of the Third hypostasis, after and in connection 
with the descent of the Second hypostasis, places us before the fact that 
this descent of the Third hypostasis is necessary for the paths of Divine
humanity. It is not enough to have a mere communication, external and 
transcendental, of the gifts of the Holy Spirit; such communication was 
typical for the Old Testament. On the contrary, the inner connection be
tween the accomplished Incarnation of the Son and the descent of the 
Holy Spirit is defined by Christ with such power and authority in the Last 
Discourse that it must serve as our direct dogmatic guide here. There is 
the fact that the Father sends from heaven into the world not one bypostasis 
but two, not only the Son but also the Holy Spirit; but the descent from 
heaven of the Son is accomplished in the Incarnation, whereas the de
scent of the Holy Spirit is not expressed in such a manner. We confront 
here the mystery of the Divine economy. 

Nevertheless, the reason of the Incarnation is revealed to us (to the 
extent our human understanding can fathom it), as is the descent of the 
Holy Spirit. Both are defined by the dyadic interrelation between the Sec
ond hypostasis and the Third hypostasis in the self-revelation of the Holy 
Trinity, or in the Divine Sophia. The Divine Sophia is the ideal word of 
the Word, clothed in Beauty and realized by the Holy Spirit. She is the bi
unitary revelation of the Two hypostases. The creaturely Sophia has her 
foundation in the Divine Sophia by the act of creation, in which nonbeing 
is called to being through the submergence of its sophianic principles in 
becoming. In the being of the creaturely world, the logoses of being, re
vealed from the Divine Word, acquire their living reality, proceeding from 
the Holy Spirit. 

Thus, in the ground of its being, the creaturely world is dyadic - ver
bal and spirit-bearing. These cwo principles of being, content and reality, 
are inseparable: idea-words cannot have the power of being if they are not 
actualized in reality, just as the being of this reality cannot remain in the 
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darkness of wordlessness and nondifferentiation. Thus, in the creaturely 
Sophia the revelation of the trinitarian God is accomplished in the Word 
by the Holy Spirit; and therefore, just as for the descent of the Word, an 
ontological place is reserved in creation for the Holy Spirit, for His de
scent into the world. 

The Divine-humanity that is being accomplished in creation presup· 
poses the union, without separation and without confusion, of the divine 
and human natures, or of the Divine and creaturely Sophia, in the one 
hypostasis of the Logos; but this union itself, which is precisely the Divine 
Incarnation, is accomplished by the Holy Spirit. Furthermore, the Holy 
Spirit Himself is this union, the connecting hypostasis, which incarnates the 
Word in descending upon the Virgin Mary and then upon the God-Man 
Himself, Jesus. The fullness of the Divine Incarnation, or its reality, is pre
cisely the Holy Spirit. Thus it transpires within the limits of Christ's 
earthly abiding and, of course, thus it remains in eternity, in heaven "at 
the right hand of the Father," where the Holy Spirit reposes upon the Son. 
The Divine-humanity that is accomplished within the limits of Christ's 
earthly life is confined to the God-Man Himself, and does not go beyond 
this. But the God-Man's human nature contains the fullness ofrhe Adam 
and is destined to actualize this fullness in humanity through the Church 
as rhe body of Christ, to manifest the power of Christ on the pathways of 
the completion of His salvific kenosis and the glorification of His human 
nature. 

But Christ's departure from the world in the Ascension does not sig
nify His disincarnarion and the cessation of His connection with human· 
ity. This connection is to be actualized and confirmed, as it were, as the 
life of Christ in humanity and the life of humanity in Christ. And the ac
tualization of this connection, as if a new manifestation or a renewal of 
Christ's incarnation, is precisely the descent of the Holy Spirit, sent by the 
Father in the Name of the Son, or (which is the same thing) by the Son 
from the Father. Christ's Divine-humanity, raised by Him into heaven bur 
preserving its power in the world, is accomplished once again, as if in a 
kind of repetition of the Annunciation, through the descent of the Holy 
Spirit, Who is united, without separation and without confusion, with 
the Son, with Christ the God-Man, and reposes upon Him. And so, the 
Holy Spirit, in descending from heaven in His own Person, thus brings 
once again, as it were, the incarnate Christ. 

Ir is in this sense that one must understand the identification, as it 
were, that Christ makes between His own coming and the coming of the 
Spirit: "another Comforter, that he may abide with you for ever ... he 
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dwellerh wirh you, and shall be in you" Oohn 14:16-17). Likewise: "I will nor 
leave you comfordess: I will come ro you. Yer a little while, and rhe world 
seerh me no more; bur ye shall see me: because I live, ye shall live also" 
(14:18-19). What we have here is a revelation of rhe mystery of the abiding of 
Christ in the world by the Holy Spirit or in the Holy Spirit, of Their dyadic co
existence, which is confirmed by rhe following, not less mysterious, pas· 
sage: "Ar rhar day23 ye shall know rhar I am in my Father [i.e., by rhe Holy 
Spirit, Who unites the Father and the Son; rhis "in" signifies rhe Holy 
Spirir], and ye in me, and I in you [also by rhe Holy Spirit or in rhe 
Holy Spirit)" (14:20). Thus, rhis passage indicates, on rhe one hand, rhe 
dual aspect of Christ's presence in His Divine-humanity: rhe appearance 
of Christ in rhe days of His earthly ministry and then in rhe parousia. On 
rhe orher hand, ir indicates rhe inseparable presence ofrhe Holy Spirir, re
posing upon Him. 

This expresses rhe fundamental facr rhar Christ is never separated from 
the Hofy Spirit. Both the Incarnation and rhe Divine-humanity are there
fore rhe work noc of one hyposrasis, bur of two, rhe Son and rhe Holy 
Spirit in Their dyadic union. Such is the dyadic axiom - borh wirh regard to 
rhe Divine and creaturely Sophia, or Divine-humanity, and with regard to 
the cheophany of the Logos in rhe world. 24 Thus, che descent of che Holy 
Spirit is a new ace in rhe Divine Incarnation: the return of Christ in che 
Holy Spirit, Who is "another Comforter," aUos, nor heteros (as commenra· 
tors have jusdy observed). i.e., nor second and in rhis sense other or new, 
bur rhe same, only manifested in a new manner. Christ's words concern· 
ing rhe Paraclete ("char he may abide wirh you for ever" Uohn 14:16]) can 
therefore refer boch co che Holy Spirit and to Christ Himself, as if despite 
che Ascension: "I am wirh you alway, even unto rhe end of the world" 
(Mace. 28:20). This is one Comforter, bur a bi-unitary one: Christ, anointed 
by rhe Holy Spirit reposing upon Him without separation; or che Holy 

23. '"En ekeini Iii bemenai ... that is, on the very day of the Pentecost, which, however, 
includes the conrinuing Pentecost and thus is ontologically identified with the "'last 
day." We owe a debt of gratitude ro Fr. Kassian (Bezobrazov) for pointing our the signifi
cance of this expression. 

24. This idea finds liturgical expression in the face char rhe day of the Baptism of 
rhe Lord is also called the day ofrhe Epiphany; and whac is meant is rhe manifescacion of 
che enrire Holy Trinity in Its three hyposrases: "The adoration due che Holy Trinity was 
manifested, Lord, when You were baptized in the Jordan; for the voice of the Father bore 
witness about You when He called You rhe Only Begotten Son, and rhe Holy Spirit in rhe 
form of a dove announced the confirmation or this word" (Apolyrikion, first tone, of the 
Epiphany). Likewise, rhe day of rhe Pentecost is called the day of che Holy Trinity. 
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Spirit, reposing without separation and without confusion upon Christ, 
and therefore manifesting Him. These are two aspects of one Divine
humanity. This fundamental dyadic axiom serves as the foundation of the 
connection, approaching identity, that is established between the Ascen· 
sion and the Pentecost. This leads to further dogmatic conclusions of ma
jor importance. 

First of all, it becomes perfectly obvious that, for the accomplishment 
that is intended here, the Old Testament [jfts of the Holy Spirit are insuffi
cient, however great they may be. What is necessary is the descent from 
heaven of the hypostatic Holy Spirit Himself, the Third hypostasis. For it is 
not by gifts alone but hypostatically chat the Holy Spirit reposes in eternity 
upon the Word of God, and it is also hypostatically that He reposes upon 
Christ, the Incarnate Son of God. And only His hypostatic descent into the 
world is sufficient to bring into the world the life and power of the incar
nate Christ and His abiding in the Holy Spirit. Noc the gifts of grace, but 
the Grace-giver Himself, the true Holy Spirit, has the power to continue 
and complete the work of Christ's Divine-humanity. It goes without saying 
that the hypostatic descent of the Holy Spirit is accompanied by the fullness 
of His gifts, which was not and could not be possessed by the Old Testa· 
ment humanity, which did not know this hypostatic descent. (But this 
does not mean that this fullness is communicated all at once and immedi
ately to humanity, for it cannot be attained until the long path of the 
kenosis of the Holy Spirit on earth is completed.) 

A second dogmatic consequence, not less obvious or important, is 
chat, although the descent from heaven of the Son of God for the lncarna· 
tion and the descent from heaven of the Holy Spirit for the Pentecost are 
two particular moments of accomplishment in the Divine Incarnation, 
they are, in their content, not different stages of revelation (unlike the Old 
and New Testaments). On the contrary, their content is idmtical-25 The 
Holy Spirit reveals Christ, and Christ acts and is revealed by the Holy 
Spirit. This is a bi-unitary revelation. In conformity with the distinctly 
personal character of the two hypostases, however, each of them is de
fined in His own manner in chis mutual revelation: Christ, the incarnate 
Word, provides, so to speak, the content of this revelation; He is the Truth. 
On the other hand, the Third hypostasis is the Spirit of Truth, the guide 

25. L. S. Thornton (in The ln<aniat< Loni, p. 349) says the following: "The content of 
the Paraclete's message is the Son, whom He will glorify by continuously raking of the 
Son's revelation and declaring its meaning to the disciples .... The Spirit is thus an alter 
ego of the Son.• 
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co all truth Oohn 16:13), or, according co the old patristic comparison, the 
breach of God's lips. The Holy Spirit is, as it were, the transparent me
dium in and through which the Logos is seen. This corresponds co the 
hyposcacic character of the Holy Spirit as hyposcacic love. For love has it
self in another, exists only in self-identification with another; it does not 
exist, as it were, in and for itself, but this non-existence manifests the 
whole power of its existence, for it is by love that the ocher exists, that life 
in the other is realized. 

The hypostatic life of the Holy Spirit therefore consists in manifest
ing Christ, Christ's power, Christ's life. le is by virtue of the Holy Spirit 
chat the apostle could say about himself, "not I, buc Christ liveth in me" 
(Gal. 2:20). This dyadic identification between the revelation of Christ in 
the Holy Spirit and the revelation of the Holy Spirit in Christ is attested 
by Christ Himself in the Lase Discourse when He says, "the Comforter, 
which is the Holy Spirit, whom the Father will send in my name, he shall 
teach you all things, and bring all things co your remembrance, whatso
ever I have said unto you" Oohn 14:26); "when the Comforter is come, 
whom I will send unto you from the Father, even the Spirit of truth, 
which proceedech from che Father, he shall testify of me" (15:26); and es
pecially in the summation: "when he, the Spirit of truth, is come, he will 
guide you into all truth: for he shall not speak of himself; but whatsoever 
he shall hear, chat shall he speak: and he will shew you things co 
come .... All things that the Father hath are mine: therefore said I, that 
he shall cake of mine, and shall shew it unto you" (16:13, 15). This text, 
which was the subject of so much disputation in connection with the 
problem ofche Filioque (a problem with which it actually has no connec
tion), discloses the fundamental interrelation between the Father, as the 
revealed hypostasis, and the Son together with the Spirit, as the revealing 
hypostases, with this revelation proceeding through the Word in the 
Spirit. 

In accordance with chis, the subject of the apostle Peter's preaching 
on the day of the Pentecost is not the Spirit Himself, but exclusively Christ, 
Who, "being by the right hand of God exalted, and having received of the 
Father the promise of the Holy Spirit, he hath shed forth this, which ye 
now see and hear" (Acts 2:33), with those who are baptized "in the name 
of Jesus Christ" (2:38) being given the promise of the gift of the Holy 
Spirit. And the apostles themselves considered themselves to be wit
nesses of Christ by virtue of the Holy Spirit: "we are his witnesses of 
these things: and so is also the Holy Spirit, whom God hath given to 
them that obey him" (5:32). And the baptism "in the name of the Lord Je-
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sus Christ" is invariably accompanied by the descent of the Holy Spirit, 
bur nor vice versa (except in the case of Cornelius, which has a special sig· 
nificance); and in certain individual cases, this connection is expressly 
underscored. 

This identification of the revelation of che Christ and char of the 
Holy Spirit is repeatedly attested in che New Testament. The connection 
between the prophecies of the Old Testament, "by che spirit of Christ," 
and of the New Testament, "by the Holy Spirit," is represented in the fol
lowing manner by che apostle Peter: "Of which salvation the prophets 
have enquired and searched diligently, who prophesied of the grace that 
should come unco you: searching what or what manner of time che Spirit 
of Christ which was in them did signify, when it testified beforehand the 
sufferings of Christ, and che glory that should follow ... which are now 
reported unto you by them that have preached the gospel unto you with 
the Holy Spirit senc down from heaven" (1 Pee. 1:10-12). Also: "if any man 
not have the Spirit of Christ, he is none of his" (Rom. 8:9); "that the God 
of our Lord Jesus Ch rise, the Father of glory, may give unto you the spirit 
of wisdom and revelation in the knowledge of him" (Eph. 1:17); "I know 
that this shall turn to my salvation through your prayer, and the supply of 
the spirit of Jesus Christ" (Phil. 1:19); "God hath sent forth the Spirit of his 
Son into your hearts" (Gal. 4:6). 

Finally, the third dogmatic conclusion is chat, although a hypostatic 
descent of the Holy Spirit in the entire fullness of His gifts occurred in the 
Pentecost, this was not a bypo1tatic manifestation; His hyposrasis remains 
invisible and unknown co the world. This constitutes the limit of the Pen· 
recosc for us: in chis sense, it is a grace-bestowing manifestation of the 
Spirit, but not yet a hyposcatic one. We find here a certain lack of confor
mity between the hyposracic descent from heaven and the nonhyposracic 
manifestation: the former is not yet accompanied by the latter, and thus 
can be separated from it, ac least in temporal revelation. Furthermore, 
with regard co the gifts of the Holy Spirit, which always pour forth upon 
the Church, the Pentecost is an event thac, although it has an abiding 
power by its consequences, is, in itself, not complete. On the contrary, this 
event had a beginning, but ic does noc have an end. The Comforter is sent 
"that he may abide with you for ever" Oohn 14:16); and chis eternal abiding 
is che continuing Pentecost, never exhausting itself, and, in this sense, ic is 
eternal life. 

Here one must rigorously establish the essential difference between 
the descent from heaven of the Word in His incarnation and the descent 
ofche Holy Spirit. The former has as ics content the manifestation ofche 
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incarnate Logos in Jesus Christ, the hyposraric Divine Incarnation in a 
particular historical Person, in a particular place and at a particular rime 
of a definite duration, in the entire concreteness of the mode of His rhe
ophany. Bur such a concreteness is absent in the descent of the Holy Spirit. 
The Holy Spirit is historically or empirically invisible; His presence is mys
terious. If in certain cases, at least in the primitive church, His descent was 
palpable, it was His gifts char were clearly and powerfully palpable, bur 
His hyposraric being remained and remains unknown. His presence is rec
ognized according to a certain state oflife, of inspiration, nor according co 
a personal apprehension of Him Himself; and the subject or content of 
the inspiration is Christ. 

In conformity with chis absence of concrete form, the action of the 
Holy Spirit, even though He descends into the world and overshadows 
humanity united in the Church, does nor know any limits. Here it is once 
again confirmed char the Spirit "blowerh where it lisrerh" Oohn 3:8). He 
does nor have any concrete human or even natural form, and is therefore 
nor constrained by place or rime. He is supra-temporal, although precisely 
because of chis He aces in rime. He is supra-spacial, although, once again 
because of chis, He aces in space, everywhere and nowhere, always and 
never. "Existing always," He is called to "come" and "dwell in us" (as the 
acarhisrus co the Holy Spirit says), i.e., in particular persons in a particu
lar place and at a particular rime. "The Spirit of God dwells in you" (Rom. 
8:9; the King James Version has been slightly modified co conform with 
the Russian Bible) according to the Apostle, bur the Spirit of God dwells 
nowhere, and He muse be worshipped nor just in Jerusalem or on Gerizim 
bur everywhere. He does nor have a human countenance, although every 
human countenance that is made radiant by the grace of the Spirit, espe
cially and preeminently char of the Mocher of God Who is Full of Grace, 
manifests Him. 

The presence of the Holy Spirit is invisible and mysterious; it is like 
the breath of the wind, about which one cannot tell "whence it cometh, 
and whither it goerh." His presence cannot be held on co, just as it cannot 
be attracted by the mere force of one's will. Sometimes His presence flees 
us, bur sometimes it is rhe most intimate, gentle, personal, and genuine 
thing in our lives. Ir is as if gentle transparent fingers touch our hardened 
heart, burning and melring it, so char it is "illuminated with sacred mys
tery" (as it is said in the Matins service). If you try co deny this supreme, 
supernatural reality, because you cannot see it with your eyes and perceive 
it with your senses, if you cry ro persuade yourself char there is no Spirit, 
bur instead only a psychological emotion - you will see yourself and your 
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life in a cold, deathly, satanical light; you will taste spiritual dying before 
death, for "the Holy Spirit quickens every soul" (also from the Matins ser· 
vice). But the Holy Spirit comes, and you become other than yourself. You 
feel fullness in partiality, abundance in meagerness, eternal joy in the pain 
of semi-being, catharsis in tragedy, the triumph of eternal life in dying, 
resurrection in death. "And thou hearest the sound thereof, but canst not 
tell whence ir cometh, and whither it goeth:26 so is every one that is born 
of the Spirit" Gohn 3:8). And nothing prevents us from understanding 
this "birth" not only in the strict sense (baptism) but also in the broadest 
sense of all contact with the Spirit. 

The descent into the world of the Holy Spirit, that He may abide 
with us forever, is His final descent; it knows neither a return ascent to 
heaven nor any interruptions. But by descending He does not leave the 
Holy Trinity, in which He abides from all eternity, uniting the Father with 
the Son and reposing upon the Son. In this sense, is the Holy Spirit not 
that "right hand of the Father," at which, according to the figurative ex
pression, sits the Ascended Christ in the Father's Glory and Love, which 
precisely corresponds to the "right hand"? And in general, in virtue of the 
supra-temporality and supra-spatiality of the Holy Spirit, there are no ob
stacles to His abiding both in Heaven and on earth. The descent from heaven 
into the world signifies here only that union of God with the world by the 
deification of man which was accomplished in the very heart of creation 
by Christ and becomes, in the Holy Spirit, the irrevocable possession of 
the creature. This descent can therefore know different measures - not 
one, unique, absolute measure such as that of the incarnation of the Sec
ond hypostasis, but the limitless possibility of ascent from measure to 
measure (here we have yet another meaning of the Gospel text that is full 
of meanings: "God giveth not the Spirit by measure" Uohn 3034]). In each 
particular case of the bestowal of the Spirit there also occurs His 
hypostatic descent, for the Holy Spirit Himself bestows His gift. This gift, 
in this sense, is the Holy Spirit; but the Holy Spirit is not this gift, for He 
is not exhausted by it. 

Having assumed the human nature in His Incarnation, Christ was 
forever united with it; and in his ontological essence, the Old Adam, i.e., 

26. The subject of this text, to pneuma, is understood both with reference to the 
breach of che wind (as in che King James Version} and wich reference co che Spiric Him
self. But nothing prevencs us from keeping both meanings: the wind is a natural simile 
for the Spirit. The Lord's declaracion therefore indicates both the image and the Proto· 
image; otherwise, the very thought here would not be accessible. 
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rhe nacural, creacurely, fallen man, became rhe New Adam in Chrisr. Hu
manicy came ro belong ro Christ. Bur ir was nor only necessary char 
Chrisr, by vircue of his Divine-human freedom, in His cwo wills and ener
gies, assume humanicy as His own. Ir was also necessary char humanicy it
self, in irs deprhs already uni red wirh Christ by vircue of rhe Divine Incar
nation, receive Christ inro irs own life, become Christ's - "rhe body of 
Chrisr." This is whar is accomplished by rhe Holy Spirir by His descem, by 
means of which He besrows upon humanicy rhe life of Christ in ics full
ness, inspiring humanicy wirh chis life. The descem of rhe Spirir rherefore 
signifies rhe fulfillmem of rhe work of Divine Incarnation in rhe world 
and in humanicy; and ar rhe Pemecosr rhe Holy Spirir descends nor upon 
rhe Virgin Mary, as ar rhe Annunciarion, and nor upon Jesus, as ar rhe 
Epiphany, buc upon all ofhumanicy and all ofnamre (rhe "cosmos" ofrhe 
icons of rhe Pemecosr). 

The deification of all crearion occurs. The Incarnarion ofChrisr and 
rhe descem of rhe Holy Spiric are cwo aspects of one and rhe same acr: rhe 
acr ofDivine-humanicy. Heavenly Divine-humanicy, Sophia, uniring irself 
here wirh creacurely Divine-humanicy and being omologically joined wich 
rhe larrer in rhe God-man, reveals irself as rhe supreme meaning and goal 
of creation. The Incarnarion, which has universal force because ic is ac
complished in rhe person of Christ, does nor exhaust rhe work of Divine
humanicy. This work conrinues beyond rhe Divine Incarnation, in rhe de
scem of rhe Holy Spirit upon all humanicy, upon all creation. Here, chis 
work has an exrensive, nor an inrensive, universalicy. And after rhe descenr 
from heaven of rhe Son rhere necessarily follows rhe descem of rhe Holy 
Spirir, "anorher Comforcer," in Whom Chrisr Himself abides on earch, 
bur now nor by a personal abiding, bur as the power of Christ bestowed by 
rhe Spirit; He abides nor visibly, bur mysreriously. Akhough, for rhe 
"kingdom of grace," in rhe aeon of rhe "miliram church," rhe cwo 
hyposrases of rhe Divine-humanicy, rhe Son and the Holy Spirit, have, 
rhrough Their descem from heaven, unired Their life forever wirh cre
ation, They do nor appear ro crearion in Their hyposratic being: Christ 
acrs only as Christ's power, or is bestowed as His mysterious Body and 
Blood, bur nor as a Person; and the Holy Spirit is known only by His gifts. 
This is, of course, nor rhe final and definirive self-revelation of rhe Dyad 
of rhe Son and rhe Holy Spirir. 

The Pemecosr is directed coward eschatological culminations, as is rhe 
Ascension, whose promise consisrs in rhe face char rhe One Who ascended 
ro heaven will come again by descending from heaven. One muse remem
ber char rhe prophecy of Joel char is applied by rhe apostle Perer ro rhe 
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Penrecosr has a specifically escharological characcer.27 Ir cakes ar ics point 
of departure "rhe lase days" ("and ir shall come co pass in rhe lase days, 
saith God, I will pour our of my Spirit upon all flesh" (Aces 2:17)), which 
are, in general, equated with the whole New Testament epoch; and its end 
point is che coming of che "great and notable day of che Lord" (2:20), i.e., 
rhe end of rhe world or, more precisely, of chis aeon. In chis escharological 
aspect, rhe Pentecost has nor yer come; more precisely, ir has nor been ac
complished, for its accomplishment is only ar its beginning. And without 
question, ic was ar irs beginning when Peter pronounced his speech, ap
plying rhe rexr of Joel's prophecy. Bur rhe beginning, especially in rhe lan
guage of prophecies, already contains rhe final accomplishment. 

In rhe parousia, Christ will come nor only in His power, buc also in 
His Person. Bur will rhe Holy Spirit come in His Person, or will rhe world 
always know Him only as rhe coming and going breach of Divine inspira
tion? Here we confront an as yer unfathomed mystery - rhe manifesca
rion of rhe Countenance of rhe Third hyposrasis. Our feelings are similar 
co chose char could have been experienced by rhe Old Tesramenr human
ity, which awaited rhe Redeemer with hope and longing. The Old Testa
ment humanity was powerless co know what was unmanifesred, even 
though ir sometimes approached ir in irs presentiments, even though ir 
sometimes almost glimpsed Him (in che Messianic prophecies). Bur today 
we who resemble chose Old Tesramenr men in our relation co rhe 
hyposracic manifestation of che Holy Spirit, we do nor have even such a 
presenrimenr. Indeed, we do nor have any presenrimenr ar all, for all rhe 
images purported co be true (in Montanism or Gnosticism) have been 
found co be false and blasphemous. We do nor have an image .... And 
even char image which is unquestionably true is, in reality, unknown and 
inaccessible co us: che image of che Mose Pure and Mose Blessed Mocher 
of God in Her scare of heavenly glorification. Bur Her earthly image, 
which we did nor see bur which we know (and which has inspired Her 
icons), has already stung our heart .... This image of infinite meekness, 
humility, love, and tenderness, of"spiricual beauty," the beaury of holiness, is 

17. The entire context of Acrs 1:6-8 is worth noting. The disciples ask Christ prior 
to His Ascension, .. wilt thou at this time restore again the kingdom to Israel?" (In their 
language and for chem chis signifies che final eschacological culminacion.) And che Lord, 
deflecting the direct question ("it is not for you to know the times or the sea.sons, which 
the Father hath put in his own power"), nevenheless indicates to them the form of this 
culmination. He gives them not a direct but an indirect answer to their question: .. ye 
shall receive power ... (of] ... the Holy Spirit ... come upon you." This power is precisely 
the eschatological culmination, which has not yet been revealed.. 
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invincible. Before this image, if it appears to the world and becomes acces
sible to it, no human heart will persevere in its hardness, but will melt and 
will be transfigured by the fiery tongue of love. "Beauty will save the 
world" (Dostoevsky, The Idiot) - but this will be the beauty ofHoliness.28 

But the paths of Beauty-Holiness are unsearchable, for they are not 
subject to logical understanding. Beauty-Holiness is a true Miracle, the 
only one deserving of this name, for it is Transfiguration. But before it is 
actualized, Beauty-Holiness is a mystery. However, not knowing this mys
tery and refraining from futile attempts to comprehend it with our hu
man powers, we nevertheless already know it, i.e., we know that it is and 
that it is for us. In relation to this mystery, we feel ourselves not in an 
empty world but as if in the Old Testament. The same thing holds, relative 
to the hypostatic revelation of the Holy Spirit, for the event that represents 
the completion of the New Testament and, in this sense, the foundation 
of the New Testament Church: the Pentecost. 

Like the descent of the Son of God, which was His kenosis, the descent 
of the Holy Spirit is the kenosis of the Third hypostasis. The very "descent" 
into the world, the participation in creaturely life on the part of divine 
life, is already a kenotic act. But the kenosis of the Holy Spirit must be un
derstood differently from the kenosis of the Son. The latter is the removal 

28. Beaucy will also save che world from che enchantmencs of illusory beaucy, 
pseudo-beauty, which is alienared from and even hostile ro Holiness. Ir will save it from 
the pseudo-beaucy of the "whore," whose image can be found in the Old Testament (the 
Proverbs) as well as in the New (Revelation), in opposition to the true Beaucy of Christ's 
Bride (The Song of Songs and Revelation). Beaucy, as beautiful appearance, which has 
preserved the outward radiance of the Holy Spirit but has separated itself from His 
power, which has become an insrrumenr of sin and rempration, rhe lie of Sodom - rhis 
beauty is a whited sepulcher, inwardly full of a corpse's decomposition. It is sufficient for 
this pseudo-beauty ro lose its opacity, its external character, and it will disappear like a 
mirage, exposed and condemned in its own ugliness. In the preliminary and extenwl mani
festation of beauty as the power of the Spirit, however, it is irresistible and defeats spiri· 
rual beaucy, which is invisible, inward, rrue, unmanifesred. Furchermore, chis pseudo· 
beaucy comf1<tes with the beauty of holiness, and chis constitutes the tragedy of bcaucy, 
the most intimate tragedy of the life offallen man in the fallen world, the tragedy of the 
fallen Sophia. This tragedy of the coexistence of two principles in connection with the 
beaucy of the world, the principle of Sodom and "the ideal of the Madonna," was felc 
wirh a special acuteness by rhe Russian genius (Gogol, Dostoevsky), which requires a spe· 
cial sense of beaucy as che all-conquering power, as the action of the Holy Spirit. Bue 
Beaucy will defeat beauties in their soulless beautifulness; only spiritual beaucy will be
come real, and rrue spirirualicy will arm irself wirh rhe power of beaury and become in· 
vincible and irresistible. 
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of divine glory, the self-diminution of divine life in the God-Man, which is 
restored through the feat of His earthly life. By contrast, in the kenosis of 
His descent from heaven, the Holy Spirit is not diminished in His divine 
life and does not lose His Glory, for He Himself is this Glory in His 
hypostatic being. In exact conformity with this, in descending from 
heaven, the Holy Spirit does not leave the latter but abides in all His di
vine magnificence. His kenosis is expressed in His directedness toward the 
world, in His connection with the world, which connection is signified, 
strictly speaking, by His descent from heaven; and this connection is a new 
one, different from that which had existed since the very creation of the 
world, when the Spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters. And in 
the course of the entire Old Testament the Spirit of God precisely moves 
upon the face of creation, where He is sent by an express act of the Father, 
as if from outside, for the Spirit of God did not have His own place in the 
world. But after the Incarnation such a place came into existence: this is 
precisely Christ's humanity, which, although it ascended to heaven for 
glorification in the personal body of Christ, abides in the world by virtue of 
the Divine Incarnation, precisely as the work of Christ that is being accom
plished by the Holy Spirit. It is by virtue of Christ's Incarnation that the 
Holy Spirit abides in the world. 

But the power of this abiding is limited and does not correspond to 
the fellness of the gifts of the Holy Spirit. This limitedness depends on the 
receptivity of the world and of humanity. If the fullness of the Divine life 
in Christ is determined by the measure of the human nature, then here 
the measure of the reception of the Holy Spirit is determined by the de
gree of this reception, where the determining principle is human freedom. 
Grace does not coerce freedom; it convinces it. A kind of duel occurs be
tween freedom and grace, between creaturely humanity and the gifts of 
the Holy Spirit. There is no doubt as to the final outcome of this duel, if 
only because the Holy Spirit wields the invincible power of Beauty. But 
this duel has duration and spatial extent. And in general the apostle Paul 
calls the Church a growing body or organism, while the Gospel calls it a 
tree growing from a seed and knowing its times and seasons. And the 
kenosis of the Holy Spirit in His gifts extends to all these times, although, 
ontologically, these are already the "last times" in relation to the fullness 
of divine culmination. His gifts are not received in the full measure of 
their bestowal, and therefore they are not bestowed in their full measure. 

The kenosis of the Holy Spirit consists precisely in His voluntary self
limitation in the face of creaturely freedom and inertia. Iflove is patience 
united with humility, then the hypostasis of Love, the Holy Spirit, mani-
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fests Himself here as Patience and Humility: having come into the world, 
grace, by its essence being inkclinabilis et insuperabilis (stubborn and uncon
querable), stops expectantly at the door of every heart. "Behold, I stand at 
the door, and knock: if any man hear my voice, and open the door, I will 
come in to him, and will sup with him, and he with me" (Rev. po). (It is im
plied that, "if he does not open the door, I will not come in.") This is said 
not only about Christ, but also about the Holy Spirit, Who by His inspira
tions of grace knocks on the heart of man, calling him to acquire the Christ 
Who lives in him, according to the dyadic principle: "if any man have not 
the Spirit of Christ, he is none of his" (Rom. 8:9). This image expresses that 
interrelation of grace and creaturely freedom which in general is character
istic for the action of the Third hypostasis in the world in His kenosis. 

The Divine Incarnation, received by creaturely freedom in the per
son of the Virgin Mary, was accomplished without hindrance in a single 
act and was realized - through the Savior's earthly life - in the course of 
a definite, limited, and even relatively brief period of time. Creaturely free
dom could no longer hinder or resist this divine act of descent from 
heaven and the assumption by God of the human essence. But such was 
not the case with regard to the accomplishment of the work of Divine In
carnation in the world, which consists in receiving God and which be
longs to the domain of creaturely freedom. The descent of the Holy Spirit 
was accomplished at the "third hour," also at a definite moment of time, 
just as the descent from heaven of the Word and His Incarnation by con
ception was accomplished at a definite moment of time. But in contrast 
to the Divine Incarnation, which finds a definite place for itself in the 
world in the person of the God-Man, the descent of the Holy Spirit has a 
domain of action that is spatially indeterminate and temporally unlim
ited - the whole world in its freedom.29 Therefore, if the kenosis of the 
Word refers to the state of the Divine Incarnation before glorification, the 
kenosis of the Holy Spirit refers to His very descent into the world. Being 
pre-accomplished, as it were, in the Pentecost, this descent is further ac
complished in the course of our entire aeon - in the "last times." Thus, 
the kenosis of the Holy Spirit is not His self-diminution through the 
abandonment of the Divine Glory in the fullness of His Divine being (as 
in the kenosis of the Word), but consists in condescension or adaptation, 
as it were, to creaturely inertia, infirmity, and opposition to His entry into 
the world. Having descended from heaven, the Holy Spirit encounters, as 

29. Here we find revealed yec another meaning of john n4, chis cexc which has 
many meanings: "God giveth nor 1he Spiri1 by measure.• 
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it were, interference or limitation upon His entry into the world; and 
therefore He remains as yet above the world, as it were, seeking to become 
attached to it, to deify it, co become united with ic. This kenosis of che 
Holy Spirit continues in the course of our entire aeon. 

And this kenosis of the Spirit is united with the relative ineffective
ness, as ic were, of the Incarnation in the world. Having received from the 
Father, as the fruit of His ministry, "all power .. in heaven and in earth" 
(Mace. 28:18), Christ does not yet possess chis power in acrualicy, inasmuch 
as the Holy Spirit has not yet taken possession of the world and transfig
ured ic. In the language of chriscology, chis can be expressed by saying 
chat, of Christ's three miniseries, two have been fulfilled, whereas che 
third, the royal ministry, is still continuing. Christ is the King, but His en
thronement has not yec been accomplished. le is being accomplished by 
the action of the Holy Spirit, by the power of the Pentecost. The Holy 
Spirit has descended into the world; however, He has not yet made His 
abode in us (which is why, in the prayer co the Holy Spirit, we pray, "come 
and make Your abode in us"), but is only in the process of doing so. That 
is why Christ is the King but He does not reign; on the contrary, in "the 
form of a servant" (Phil. 2:7), He suffers together with His humanity, even 
though He abides in His heavenly Glory. 

Thus, che differmt modes of che kenosis of che Son and che Holy 
Spirit are interwoven and united in a single accomplishment - the com
ing of the Kingdom of God (which is "at hand"30 now that the Incarna
tion has occurred). And the basic text concerning Christ's enthronement 
("for he must reign, till he hath put all enemies under his feet" (1 Cor. 
15:25)) refers precisely co the action of the Holy Spirit in the world, co che 
power of the Pentecost. This resolves the apparent contradiction between 
the glorified state of Christ in heaven and che continuing kenosis of His 
royal ministry in the world. This kenosis is also the kenosis of the Holy 
Spirit, Who is bestowed only to the extent He can be received by creation; 
His kenosis merges in chis sense with the kenosis of Christ's royal minis
try. This ministry will be completed when the kenosis of the Holy Spirit, 
as well as that of Christ, is totally overcome, "when God will be all in all," 

30. This phrase, which opens rhe preaching of borh rhe Forerunner and Chris<, 
has as irs firs< object the lncarnarion, bur it also a«esrs to the deseent of the Holy Spirit 
as the "kingdom of God," immediately in rhe Baprism of Chris<, and then in the world 
Pentecost. This is indicated by the Forerunner, who with particular insistence anests 
rhar among people rhere is One Who will baprize by warer and rhe Spirir, i.e., Who will 
again send the Holy Spirir upon rhe warers of creation on rhe day of rhe Pen<ecosr. 
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when the Kingdom of God is established in all creation. Until then, al
though He is glorified, Christ continues to be crucified in the world in 
His humanity and the Lamb continues to be slaughtered in the 
Eucharistic sacrifice of this continuing Golgotha. Christ is in the process of 
being enthroned in the world by the Hory Spirit, and the kenosis of the Spirit is 
therefore also the earthly kenosis of the glorified Christ. For static ratio
nalistic thought, this antinomy appears to be a contradiction, but this ap
parent contradiction is dynamicalry overcome in the living stream of the 
Divine-human deification of creation. 

An essential fact clearly follows from this: The Pentecost is continu
ing in the world; it has begun but it has not been completed.31 The gifts of 
grace of the Holy Spirit, now not in the vision of the tongues of fire bur 
invisibly, continue to pour forth into the world, invisibly transfiguring it. 
The Holy Spirit inspires humanity, thereby taking part in its history. The 
kenosis of the Spirit, one and indivisible, makes His revelation continue 
"multifariously and manifoldly'' in history - the history of the Church, of 
humanity, of the entire world. The kenosis of the Spirit includes His par
ticular inspirations, His different gifts, in human creative activity, making 
Him the all-penetrating principle of life.32 If one can speak of a kind of 
pan-Christism in the sense of the essential victory of Christ over the 
world, won in the very heart of the latter, then in another sense one can 
also speak of the all-penetrating action of the Holy Spirit in the world, 
striving to possess and transfigure the world completely. One can see how 
this pan-pneumatism, this doctrine of the inhabitation of the world by 
the Holy Spirit ("every soul is quickened by the Holy Spirit"), could have 
been accused of pantheism, an ambiguous and not always consistent no
tion, replete with illusory terror. 

But, to be sure, this continuing Pentecost of our aeon is nor a bad in
finity, which has neither completion nor fullness. On the contrary, it 
strives to accomplish itself to the end, to the point where "God will be all in 
all." And in this sense the Pentecost leads to the eschatological culmina
tion and to a new aeon; it merges with the parousia. At the same time, the 
life of grace in the Holy Spirit leads us beyond the limits of earthly, empir-

31. Swete (Tbe Holy Spirit in the New Testamen~ p. 83) writes the following: "The day 
of rhe Penrecosr was rhe beginning of a Divine economy, which is co concinue co che end 
of the present age." 

32. H. W. Robinson (Tbe Christian Experience of the Holy Spirit (London, 1928), p. 87) 
writes: "The cardinal principle (of the revelation of the Spirit) ... is the principle of 
'kenosis', i.e., rhe selfemptying and humHiacion of spirit when le expresses icself, as ic al
ways must, in 'degrees of reality' lower than itself." 
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ical life, insofar as ic unices us wich che world on che ocher side, wich che 
kingdom of saincs and angels, wich che glorified church. 

The face of che continuing Pencecosc is also connecced wich che ab
sence in ic of a hypostatic revelacion of che Holy Spiric, Who manifescs 
Himself only in His gifcs. In concrasc co che Second hyposcasis, Who in 
His descenc manifescs Himself all ac once, alchough He conceals His Di
vinicy in His kenosis even from Himself, as ic were - in concrasc co che 
Second hyposcasis, che Third hyposcasis manifescs His Divinicy buc con
ceals Himself. The hypostatic manifescacion of che Holy Spiric belongs co 
che fucure age in che capacicy of che crowning of His encire revelacion in 
His Divinicy. Thac is why, even on che feasc of che Pencecosc, che aspecc of 
che Holy Spiric considered is noc so much His hyposcasic descenc as His 
being senc in His fifts by che Son from che Facher. He is considered noc as a 
subjecc buc as an objecc (if one can use such an expression), noc as che 
Giver buc as che Gifc. The Son is essencially che accive person here, which 
is why, licurgically, chis feasc basically has a chriscological characcer. Whac 
is celebraced here is more Chrisc's complecion of His miniscry chan che ac
cion of che Third hyposcasis Who descends inco che world. In a negacive 
manner chis is confirmed licurgically, by che silent celebration (as if one is 
immersed in deep shadow) of che day of che Holy Spiric; ic is as if we cele
brace a myscery of che fucure age, for which che presenc age does noc have 
any words. To chis corresponds che povercy of che cheological incerpreca
cion of che Pencecost, which considers ic co be only a means co salvacion, 
noc a new and independenc face of che descenc of che Third hyposcasis 
inco che world. All quescions relaced co che theology of che Pencecosc are re
duced co che following ill-posed and chus false quescion: Whac conclu
sions relacive co che procession of che Holy Spiric, underscood in che sense 
of origination, can be drawn from the face of che sending down of che 
Holy Spiric from che Facher by Chrisc? In ocher words, can chis be incer
preced for or againsc che Filioque? Scholascic phancoms of che imaginary 
dogma have veiled from che eyes of cheologians che greac power of chis 
evenc, whose only equal is the Birch of Chrisc. 

V. The Gifts of the Pentecost 

I. The Descent of the Hof:y Spirit 

The descenc of che Holy Spiric gave knowledge of Divine-humanicy co 
"che disciples and aposcles" and, chrough chem, co che encire Church. The 
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content of the apostolic preaching concerns the crucified Christ (Aces 
2:23). The entire book of the Acts of the Apostles is a triumphant hymn 
about the Resurrecrion,33 and it is permeated with triumphant joy in the 
Holy Spirit (which is why this book is read on the radiant days of the Pen
tecost). A new sense of the Church as life in Christ by the Holy Spirit, of 
unity in the love of the Church, was born in the world. This was the 
catho/ic34 sense of church unity, in fulfillment of Christ's mysterious com
mandment: "A new commandment I give unto you, Thar ye love one an
other" (John 13:34). And we immediately have before us the face of this new 
life in the sobornosr35 of the body of the Church, which is born simulta
neously with rhe apostolic preaching, as the first and fundamental gift of 
the Holy Spirit - an organic, ontological multi-unity. Those baptized un
der the influence of Peter's first preaching (about three thousand souls) 
"continued sredfasdy in the aposrles' doctrine and fellowship, and in 
breaking of bread, and in prayers" (Aces 2:42), "and all char believed were 
cogerher, and had all things common" (2:44). "And the mulrirude ofrhem 
char believed were of one heart and of one soul: neither said any of chem 
char ought of the things which he possessed was his own; bur they had all 
things common ... and great grace was upon chem all. Neither was there 
any among chem char lacked" (4:32-34). (Therefore, the attempt co conceal 
pare of the money gained from the selling of the possession by Ananias 
and Sapphira is considered by the aposrle Peter co be a "lie co the Holy 
Spirit" [n).) 

This catholicity, which corresponds co Christ's commandment, "Go 
ye therefore, and reach all nations" (Marr. 28:19). is arrested by the sym
bolic miracle (however one interprets it) ofrhe preaching intelligible in all 
languages, in contrast co the Babel confusion of languages, which repre
sents the destruction of catholicity: "And they were filled with the Holy 
Spirit, and began to speak with other tongues, as the Spirit gave them ut
terance" (Aces 2:4). This catholic communion is accompanied by the 

33. This explains che cuscom in che Orchodox Church of reading The Aces of che 
Aposdcs before che Plashchanicsa (che icon dcpiccing Chrisc in che comb) during che 
Easter service, on the night of Christ's Radiant Resurrection. 

34. The term "catholic" here refers not to Roman Catholicism but to the universal· 
icy of che Church, co ics sobornosc (see n. 35 below). - Trans. 

35. Sobornosc is che Russian cerm for che "cacholicir:y'' of chc Church; che adjcccive 
form is sobornyi (cacholic). Sobornosc (derived from sobirat; co gacher, and celaced co 
sobor, council) is che unir:y of che Church as a divinely inspiced fellowship. le is commu· 
nicy in love, communion in the spirit, the free union of the faithful in the pure heart of 
che Church. - Trans. 
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Euchariscic communion, che "breaking of bread." The Eucharisc was pos
sible only by vircue of che Pencecosc. The being filled wich che Holy Spiric 
changes che very personalicies of che aposcles. They become differenc peo
ple, as it were: "Thou hasc made wise men ouc of illicerace ones; Thou hasc 
made cheologians ouc of fishermen" (as ic is said ac che Pencecosc vespers). 
Timid men become bold: "Now when chey saw che boldness of Peter and 
John, and perceived chac chey were unlearned and ignorant men, chey 
marveled" (Aces 4:13). 

Bue chis spiricual regeneracion does noc abolish individualicies, does 
not make individuals resemble one anocher. As before, we see Pecer, Paul, 
John, and che ochers, wich cheir marked personalicies; and che sending 
down of the Spiric thus signifies noc a mediumiscic possession, buc a scace 
of personal inspiracion, in which che individual cension of che human 
spiric receives che Divine Spiric. The aposcles become strong in word and 
spiric, and receive che power to work miracles. The mosc remarkable ching 
in che life of che aposcles, as well as in che life of che ocher sons of the "ap
oscolic age," is chac che coming of che Holy Spiric is, for them, someching 
unquescionable and indispucably palpable; and chis is che case noc only 
for chose upon whom He descends but also for chose who are byscanders. 
The inspiracion of the Holy Spiric loses ics myscerious characcer, as ic 
were; ic becomes explicit and indubicable. The Holy Spirit descends wich 
the laying on of che aposcles' hands; He fills - at a certain moment - che 
aposcles chemselves and the aposcolic fachers, as che Aces of the Aposcles 
repeatedly accesc. And so ic becomes completely clear and verifiable 
whecher or not cercain persons have received che descenc of the Spirit. 
Those who have received ic cescify by che Holy Spirit: "we are his witnesses 
of chese things; and so is also che Holy Spiric" (s:32); "ic seemed good co 
che Holy Spiric, and co us" (1s:28) (in the course of time, chis phrase be
came an official formula, often vacuous and pretentious). 

This presence ofche Holy Spirit Himself, independencly ofche par
ticular gifts bescowed by Him, is the mosc remarkable aspecc of the apos
tolic church and imparcs a particular concreteness co ics life. This is noc 
merely divine inspiration from above, buc precisely the grace-bestowing 
presence of the Holy Spirit Himself. Parcicularly significant in chis respecc 
are the numerous cases of direct guidance by the Holy Spiric.36 These 
cases clearly demonscrace chat, in the Pencecosc, not only are che gifts of 
the Spirit bestowed, but the Holy Spirit Himself has descended 
hyposcacically, and ic is He Himself Who aces chrough His gifts: the Giver 
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is recognized in the gifts. "The Acts of the Apostles" are the works of the 
Holy Spirit that are accomplished through the apostles. These "Acts" are 
the works of His guidance of the Church, which guidance became onto
logically possible only through His descent. But one must distinguish 
cases of such direct guidance from the communication of the gifts of the 
Holy Spirit: these gifts are a direct action of the Holy Spirit, but they do 
not contain His personal revelation. 

Both the Acts of the Apostles and the apostolic epistles speak of the 
different gifts of the Holy Spirit or of"being filled" by Him, but this is not 
accompanied by that sense of His personal guidance which is spoken of in 
certain particular cases. In other words, there can be a reception of the 
gifts of the Holy Spirit without His personal revelation (in particular, all 
sacraments have this character). That which is described in the Acts of the 
Apostles is therefore not the general norm which can be applied to any 
and all receptions of the Holy Spirit. On the contrary, this was an exclu
sive event in the life of the Church, which has not been repeated (to be 
sure, we cannot say that it will never be repeated, for the Holy Spirit can 
repeat it whenever it pleases Him). Likewise, life in Christ, or His personal 
presence (and not merely a general sense of His power and life), is be
stowed, if He wills it, in certain special and extraordinary cases: to the 
apostle Paul, to the first martyr Stephen, to certain saints. Similarly, the 
power of the Holy Spirit is communicated in sacraments and gifts, 
whereas His presence (His manifestation, as it were) is felt only in certain 
extraordinary cases, if He wills it. In the overwhelming majority of cases, 
His presence is replaced by inspiration or, more precisely, by a divinely in
spired state.l1 

That is why it is completely erroneous to make that which is re
ported in the Acts of the Apostles the norm for all men and for all times, 
and to seek on this basis not only general inspiration but also concrete 
guidance in all the decisions oflife. Such an understanding, characteristic 
of certain religious movements, replaces the fullness of the Divine-human 
life in the Church with magical suggestiveness or a mechanical deus ex ma-

37. Perhaps, to this distinction between the personal revelation of the Holy Spirit 

and His grace-besrowing action, it is possible to apply (with certain modifications) the 
disrinccion be£Ween ousia and energy which lies at the basis of Sc. Gregory Palamas's the

ology. The personal revelation of the Holy Spirit corresponds to ousia (which Palamas 
considers to be totally rranscendent}, whereas the grace of the Holy Spirit corresponds to 

energy. Palamas's theology is so undeveloped and unfinished, however, that we still need 
a special srudy of the true meaning of the docrrine and of the real significance of irs ba

sic concepts. 
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china. The Holy Spiric bescows His inspiracions and inscruccions in re
sponse co human efforcs and seekings, joining che one and che ocher in a 
unified ace of human inspiracion illuminaced from above by grace, chac is, 
in an ace of Divine-human inspiracion (which, in an abbreviaced manner 
and therefore imprecisely and even ambiguously, is usually called divine 
inspiracion). The elemenc of human seeking and creaciviry cannoc be abol
ished or replaced by some chiromancy or magical suggestiveness, in which 
man is cransformed inco a tabula rasa for che recording of oucside influ
ences. To be sure, rhe Holy Spirit guides chose who seek Him and bestows 
upon chem His power and wisdom, buc this wisdom is also human wis
dom, inspired by rhe Holy Spirit. Thac is why, except for cases of supreme 
sainrliness, which also is nor always infallible, even che mosc inspired 
choughrs and decisions are humanly limited; and in chis sense, rhey are 
nor infallible. They are only relatively, nor absolutely, true. Even wich ref
erence ro rhe life of rhe Church, one muse speak of che infallibilitas of rhe 
Church only in rhe sense of irs indefectibilitas, of rhe sufficiency of each of irs 
answers given in che framework of relaciviry. 

Thus, even for che aposrles and for their epoch, direct guidance by 
rhe Spirit of God was someching exceptional, a special and express ace of 
che Spirit of God. Such guidance was nor continuous and conscanr. The 
divinely inspired scace, which was cransformed into a parcicular scace of 
ecscasy ("he was filled wich che Holy Spiric") ac rimes of personal creative 
intensity, was sufficient even for chis epoch in which che Spiric was super
abundant. 

In ocher words, such guidance is a special gifc, one of the gifts of che 
Holy Spiric, alongside ochers; buc ic is noc an accion of rhe Holy Spiric as 
such, which would exclude human creacive self-decerminacion, capable of 
receiving divine inspiracion. The aposcolic miniscry consisced noc only in 
accing under guidance, buc also in accomplishing feacs of personal cre
acive acciviry, which necessarily involved audaciously exposing oneself ro 
spiricual risk. Such was che aposrle Paul's decision co preach co che 
Gentiles (firsc in Ancioch: see Aces 13), for which he did nor have che kind 
of direct "guidance" chac che aposrle Pecer had from che Spiric (Acts 11:12). 

2. The Gift of Prophecy 

One should mention in particular rhe gift of prophecy and rhe appear
ance of prophets in rhe primitive church. After che cessation of rhe Old 
Tescamenc prophecy wirh irs special vocation and miniscry, there appears 
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che New Testament prophetic ministry. le does not yec have a highly dis
tinctive character, but it nevertheless differs from the Old Testament pro
phetic ministry in chat ic comes after che Incarnation and is a gift of the 
continuing Pentecost. 38 

The gift of prophecy was not a general gift bestowed by the apostolic 
laying on of hands (except in a few exceptional cases, as in Ephesus (see 
Aces 19:6]). Rather, ic was a special gift, proper only co certain persons. 
This agrees with the place occupied by the gift of prophecy in che apostle 
Paul's enumeration of che gifts of che Holy Spirit; he places prophets 
right after apostles: "first apostles, secondarily prophets, thirdly teachers" 
(1 Cor. 12:28). Generally speaking, prophecy is a normal ministry, as ic 
were, in the primitive church, and is considered as such in Paul's enumer
ation ofche gifts ofche Spirit (1Cor.12:10). To chis we may append che fol
lowing exhortations ofche apostle Paul: "Quench not the Spirit. Despise 
noc prophesyings" (1 Thess . .5=19-20); and "desire spiritual gifts ... chat ye 
may prophesy" (1 Cor. 14:1; cf. 14:39). In Paul's epistles, there is no precise 
definition of prophet and prophecy. First of all, prophecy is compared 
with teaching. Such is the interpretation of the gift of prophecy given in 
1 Corinthians 14 and developed primarily in opposition to unintelligible 
glossolalia: "he chat prophesieth speaketh unto men co edification, and 
exhortation, and comfort [paraklesin)" (14:3). The power of prophecy is 
further described in such terms: "But if all prophesy, and there come in 
one that believeth not, or one unlearned, he is convinced of all, he is 
judged of all: and ch us are the sec recs of his heart made manifest; and so 
falling down on his face he will worship God, and report that God is in 
you of a truth" (14:24-25). 

In the primitive church the gift of prophecy was considered univer
sal and self-evident, as ic were, as a manifestation ofche action ofche Holy 
Spirit: "Let the prophets speak two or three, and let the other judge. If any 
thing be revealed to another that sittech by, let the first hold his peace. For 
ye may all prophesy one by one, that all may learn, and all may be com
forted. And the spirits of the prophets are subject to the prophets" (14:29-
32). Hece, prophesying represents a kind ofliturgical rite, like the modern 
sermon, whose origin can be traced back to ancient prophecy. But the 
preaching of sermons or prophesying can also be done outside the liturgy 
and even by persons who are not ordained. There is no indication by the 

38. Swere (The Hary Spirit in the New Ttstdmen~ p. 1o8) wrires: "The coming of the 
Spirit had restored <o the Church the gift of prophecy, and the prophe<s ... took rank in 
the Church above the local bishops and deacons." 
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apostle Paul char prophecs were members of che clergy in any sense ac all, 
and chis would scarcely conform wich che indeterminacy of che hierarchi
cal order exiscing chen. Jc is sufficient co recognize char prophecs were 
charismatics in che general sense of chis word. 

Bue in ocher cases, prophecy differs from reaching. In parcicular, in 
che Aces of che Apostles, prophecy refers primarily co rhe foreseeing of che 
future. And we have a grandiose example of New Tescamenc prophecy 
concerning che fucure in che Revelation of che apostle, evangelise, and 
prophecJohn che Theologian. The gifc of prophecy is, in general, included 
in che gifc of apostleship, inasmuch as, in parcicular, some of che apostles 
were wricers of divinely inspired sacred books (2 Pee. 1:20). 

One cannoc fail co see examples of prophetic ministry in certain de
cisive events of apostolic preaching. Such is rhe apostle Peter's preaching 
co rhe cenrurion Cornelius. Although ir was prepared by a special vision 
and a direct command from rhe Spirit (as was rhe case wirh rhe ancient 
prophets), rhe fulfillmenc of chis command required prophetic sacrifice 
and audacity. This is even more evident in rhe example of rhe apostle Paul, 
who, even wichour any particular excernal signs and obeying only his in
ner voice, began ro preach ro rhe Genciles. This rook place in Antioch: 
Having failed amongst rhe Jews, "Paul and Barnabas waxed bold, and said, 
Ir was necessary char rhe word of God should first have been spoken ro 
you: bur seeing ye pur ic from you, and judge yourselves unworchy of ever
lasting life, lo, we rum ro rhe Gentiles" (Aces 13:46). And only because of 
chis prophetic audacity is Paul senr co Jerusalem ro che "aposcolic" coun
cil for rhe examination of chis decision (Aces 15). 

We have a prophecy of similar power in rhe apostle Paul's discourse 
about rhe face of Israel (Rom. 9-n). Here we have, so ro speak, a whole 
range of prophecy: first, an immense sorrow of rhe soul, an affiicrion 
which recalls char of rhe prophet Daniel (Rom. 10), perplexity, a question 
addressed ro God: "I have grear heaviness and concinual sorrow in my 
heart. For I could wish rhac myself were accursed from Christ for my 
brethren, my kinsmen according co rhe flesh: who are Israelices" (Rom. 
9:2-4); and rhe prophetic answer, rhe revelation of che "mystery" (n:25) char 
"all Israel shall be saved" (n:26). Prophecy will nor end in che Church even 
in che lase rimes, when God will "give power ... unco cwo wicnesses ... 
[who] shall prophesy a thousand cwo hundred and threescore days" (Rev. 
n:3), or co "cwo prophets (who] cormenced chem char dwelc on che earth" 
(n:10). In Revelacion, che very "cescimony of Jesus" (19:10), i.e., che active 
and creative profession of faith in Him, is explained as "rhe spirit of 
prophecy" (19:10). Thus, New Testament prophecy is expanded and gener-
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alized here co che ulcimace degree, for che prophecic spiric comes co in
clude che encire power of"che cescimony of Jesus." 

Precisely such an incerprecacion of che power of che Pencecosc as uni
versal prophecy is furnished by ics auchencic exegesis in Aces 2:16-21; chis 
exegesis is given by Pecer himself in his firsc discourse inspired by che Holy 
Spiric, immediacely afcer His descenc. Pecer uses che prophecy of Joel Uoel 
2:28-32) co explain whac has occurred ("chis is chac which was spoken by 
che prophec Joel"). Whac do we find in chis prophecy? One muse firsc 
poinc ouc chac ic is placed in a general eschacological framework: "ic shall 
come co pass in che lase days" (2:17), which are described in images of Ju
daic apocalypcic eschacology. "And I will shew wonders in heaven above, 
and signs in rhe earth beneach; blood, and fire, and vapour of smoke: che 
sun shall be curned inco darkness, and che moon inco blood, before chac 
greac and nocable day of che Lord co come" (2:19-20). 

The evenc of che Pencecosr thereby receives an escharological inrer
precarion: iris underscood co include chis encire aeon uncil the very end of 
rhe world. This necessarily leads co rhe conclusion char rhe Pentecost has 
a duration equal co chis encire aeon (and of course beyond ir) and char, 
consequently, it is by no means exhausted by its initial moment, i.e., by 
che evencs rhac occurred char day in Jerusalem. Indeed, chis is self-evidenc, 
for however important in the life ofrhe Church may be the apostle Peter's 
firsc discourse and the resulcing escablishmenc of the first Chriscian com
munity (about three thousand persons), chis is simply incommensurate 
with the immensity of che evenc as ic is explicated by Peter himself in the 
light of the prophecy of Joel. This is directly arrested in Peter's words: "For 
che promise is unto you, and co your children, and co all chac are afar off, 
even as many as che Lord God shall call" (Aces 2:39). 

The very evenc of che Pencecosc ch us acquires a prophecic characcer, 
is direcced coward che fucure, coward chac Future which, according co 
Chrisc's promise, will be shown by che Holy Spiric Oohn 16:13); and chis 
prophecy is included in che very power of che evenc of che Pencecosc as ics 
spiricual wings. And ic is remarkable: When we cum co che concenc of 
Joel's cexc, included in chis eschacological framework, we do noc find in ic 
anything excepc a prophecy about universal prophesying: "And ic shall 
come co pass in che lase days, saich God, I will pour ouc of my Spiric upon 
all flesh: and your sons and your daughcers shall prophesy, and your 
young men shall see visions, and your old men shall dream dreams: and 
on my servants and on my handmaidens I will pour ouc in chose days of 
my Spirit; and chey shall prophesy" (Aces 2:17-18). (The Old Tescamenc an
alogue of chis rexc is Moses' speech, which is read on che feast of rhe Pen-
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recosr: "would God rhar all rhe Lord's people were prophets, and rhar rhe 
Lord would pur his spirit upon rhem!" [Num.11:29).) This prophecy has a 
universal character, bur irs aurhenric exegesis indicates rhar rhe prophetic 
gift includes rhe very power of rhe Pentecost. Clearly, ir is a question here 
nor of rhe particular gift of prophetic ministry among other gifts and 
ministries (as in I Cor. 12:4-5), bur of rhe general and fundamental gift of 
rhe Penrecosr. 

What then is rhe nature of this gift and what does irs power consist 
in (besides rhe express gift of reaching, which is, of course, a particular 
gift, nor a general one)? In rhe Old Testament we already see rhe gift of 
prophecy expressed in a particular ecsraric srare, which, being visible ro 
bystanders, was thought ro be essential for prophecy. There existed partic
ular prophetic schools: "rhe sons of rhe prophets" (1 Kings 2:15); rhere is 
undeniably an analogy here with certain ecstatic movements in paganism. 
The impression made by che apostles upon bystanders after che descent of 
che Holy Spirit was, "these men are full of new wine" (Aces 2:13), rhac is, 
rhey were in a certain srace of madness or possession. Likewise, che de
scent of che Holy Spirit upon chose being baptized was accompanied by 
manifesrarions visible ro all (cf. rhe srory of Simon rhe sorcerer (8:17-19)). 
Bue such ecstasy was only an external (and, of course, scarcely necessary) 
manifesracion of the same spiritual possession which accompanied che 
gift of prophecy (and which sometimes provoked che Old Tescamenc 
prophets co behave like "holy fools,'' to perform strange and incompre· 
hensible acrs thac appeared crazy co men of"common sense"). 

The gift of prophecy makes a man other than himself; ir makes him 
live a life nor his own bur which he assimilates as his own. In prophecy, we 
go our of ourselves ("ecstasy") and a new principle of life enters into us. 
Prophecy is che meeting and union of the human spirit with another prin
ciple. Ir is an extremely active scare of the spirit, in which che latter strives 
co meet che higher principle, in order co become fructified by and identi· 
fied with ic. In chis sense, prophecy is an extremely cnative scare of the hu
man spirit, in which che latter strives co receive creative conception and co 
accomplish spiritual birth (it does nor create out of itself, our of rhe void 
of irs creaturely nothing, becoming frozen in an impotent rheomachic 
pose). Prophecy is also what we call inspiration; moreover, ir is identical 
with inspiration, being rhe joy and rapture of che laccer. 

On che human side, prophecy is the eros of the spirit. This aspect of 
prophecy is examined by Plato in his Symposium (a work which is che pin
nacle of natural inspiration) with a profundity that almost surpasses che 
measure of human inspiration. Eros, as is man, is a son of Porus and 
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Penia, of the creaturely and noncreaturely principles.39 The winged god 
gives man the power to ascend into the world above in order to be inspired 
by this world and to give birth in beauty, to create. In his pagan limited
ness, Plato did not know where Eros comes from or who he is, but he was 
able to provide a useful mythologeme for the theologeme of prophecy. 

Of course, there can be diverse inspirations, just as there can be di
verse spirits, but there is only one true inspiration and only one true eros: 
the prophesying about which the prophet Joel speaks. What its object or 
theme is does not have decisive significance for prophesying; that is a 
question of fact. What is essential is to live in a creative and inspired man
ner, to realize life's possibilities and inner tasks, to consider life not only 
as something given but also as a task to be accomplished. What is essen
tial for prophesying is Christian activity, to consider history as a creative 
act and task. The gift of prophecy, as a general gift of the Pentecost, signi
fies that, henceforth, Christian man makes history in an inspired and pro
phetic manner and is responsible for it. 

According to this authentic interpretation, the Pentecost is a universal 
consecration in prophe9, for which every individual receives his particular gift 
(in the sacrament of confirmation: "the seal of the gift of the Holy Spirit''); 
and in this sense no member of the Church is deprived of his proper gift. 
These gifts can be diverse, but the prophetic spirit remains unchanged in 
them, for prophecy is not a special gift or profession, but rather a particular 
qualitative character of all the possible gifts. And it is in this qualitative sense 
that the following words of the Apostle should be interpreted: "there are di
versities of gifts, but the same Spirit. And there are differences of adminis
tration, but the same Lord. And there are diversities of operations, but it is 
the same God which worketh all in all" (1 Cor. 12:4-6). And only by way of 
clarification of this general idea does Paul append an enumeration of these 
diverse gifts: "the manifestation of the Spirit is given to every man to profit 
withal. For to one is given by the Spirit the word of wisdom; to another the 
word of knowledge by the same Spirit; to another faith by the same Spirit; 
to another the gifts of healing by the same Spirit; to another the working of 
miracles; to another prophecy; to another discerning of spirits; to another 
divers kinds of tongues; to another the interpretation of tongues: But all 
these worketh that one and the self-same Spirit, dividing to every man sev
erally as he will" (1 Cor. 12:7-n). This enumeration, evidently, is not exhaus
tive, as is confirmed by the concluding "as he will." 

39. See che percinenc chapcers abouc che male and female principles, and abou< ge· 
nius and <alen< in the human spirit, in my book 111< Unfoding Light. 
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This emphasizes the diversicy of the gifts of the one Spirit, as well as 
the presence of the Spirit Himself in each of these gifts, pars pro toto [a 
pare representing the whole] or totum in parte [ che whole in a parc].40 This 
diversicy of the gifts of the Spirit corresponds to their fellness, as symbol
ized by the number of fullness - the seven gifts of the Holy Spirit. There is 
also an analogy with the seven sacraments, as well as with the Old Testa
ment symbolism of the candlestick with seven candles (Exod. 25:32; 37020-
23), which in the New Testament vision of John, the Seer of Mysteries, cor
responds co "the seven golden candlesticks" around the Son of Man, hold
ing "seven stars in his right hand" (Rev. 2:1) - which attests chat the Holy 
Spirit reposes upon Him. These seven scars are also interpreted as the An
gels of the seven churches, while the seven candlesticks are interpreted as 
the seven churches, bur chis ecclesiological incerprecacion does not 
change, of course, the basic meaning of the number seven as fellness. 

The diversicy of gifcs signifies a mulciplicicy of forms of prophetic in
spiration, among which one can specially note the prophetic ministry in 
the strict sense, which is creative direccedness coward the Future, the 
search for paths. Prophecy therefore signifies the universal spirit-bearingness 
of Christian humanicy after the Pentecost, which humanicy, in its 
creaturely, human inspiration, is capable of receiving and being inspired by 
the gift of the Holy Spirit. Human inspiration becomes divine-human here 
and prophetic in chis sense. This is an inner deification of the human 
spirit, a union of creaturely and noncreacurely essences in the human 
spirit, a new divine-humanity of the human spiri~ which is united with the di
vine-humanicy of the human nature, assumed into the unicy of the divine 
life in Christ. 

To be sure, chis idea can in no wise be understood co mean chat, af
ter che Pentecost, it became a self-evident given chat all human inspira
tion is prophetic and of divine origin. le is quite the opposite. This is not 
a given, bur a supreme cask chat muse be accomplished, a cask chat is in
wardly proposed in the Pentecost. In the latter, the Holy Spirit cruly de
scended upon men, bur without depriving chem of their proper human 
freedom and proper human inspiration. There is no special sacrament of 
divine inspiration (although Roman Catholics wish co see such a sacra
ment in the charisma infallibilitatis of the Pope when he speaks ex cathedra). 
Prophecy, or inspiration from above in answer co human striving, is a 
free gift, which is bestowed direccly by the Holy Spirit; it is the direct sac-

40. This cexc of che aposde Paul begs co be compared with rhe definition of che 
Spirit of Wisdom in the Wisdom of Solomon, 7:ll-l]. 
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ramenc of che Pencecosc, which sacramenc is, of course, noc incerrupced 
or abolished in che Church by che presence of che official sacramencs. 
"The Spiric blowech where ic liscech," and "as he will." Bue God's call is ir
revocable. And prophesying is, in general, creative activity igniced by inspi
ration and given wings by audacicy; ir is creacive eros in che Church, in 
spiric-bearing humanicy. Prophesying, as creacive accivicy and inspira
cion, is direcced coward rhe Fucure, noc above bur chrough che presenc, 
which is pregnanc wich che fucure. 

Such coo was Old Tesramenc prophecy, which in rhis sense was al
ways essencially historica~ i.e., ic was rooced in a living sense of concem
poraneicy, in a sense of che needs or "problems" of che laccer. le is legici
mace chac, in chis case, che subjecc or concenc of prophecy is decermined 
by ics "problem."41 le is only by a profound inner "living ouc" of 
concemporaneicy and ics problems chac one comes co underscand ic pro
phecically as a cask chac unices coday wich comorrow and yescerday. The 
crue subjecc of prophecy is cherefore history, underscood in ics inner con
cenc as apocalypse, as well as chac which lies beyond and above hiscory, i.e., 
che end of chis aeon, eschacology: The complex concepc of"che lase cimes" 
encompasses che idea of hiscory, underscood as apocalypse and included 
in eschacology. This concepc concains che Kancian ancinomy of cime, inso
far as che laccer, on che one hand, presupposes flow and excludes che "lase" 
cimes, while, on che ocher hand, posculacing for icself a limic or end (as 
well as a beginning). "The lase cimes" are an apocalypcic, coherenc, con
cenc-full, organized cime, which is included in supra-cime, in eschacology: 
chis is noc che negacive cime of qualicy-less flow, buc che posicive cime of 
becoming. In any case, che "lase cimes" muse noc only "flow by"; chey muse 
also be creacively accualized. 

The gifc of prophecy in che Pencecosc is chus direcced coward cempo
ralicy or hiscory. Bue chis is only one aspecc of che Pencecosc, correspond
ing co che dynamics in che life in che Church; che laccer also has ics statics. 
And for chis scacics chere does noc exisc any cime or hiscory; chis is che 
kingdom of ecernicy and eternal life in God - in Chrisc by che Holy Spiric. 
The life of che Church, gracious and sacramencal, bears che imprinc of im
mobile ecernicy, of divine givenness, which muse be prorecced and cannoc 
be increased owing co ics exhauscive characcer. 

41. Jn this sense, prophets wirh their living sense of history and its acute problems 
differ from apocalyptics with their bad, overrefined reveries, who strive to reveal rhe fu. 
cure beyond hismry, oucside of any connecdon with the present, for which this future is a 
deus ex machina. 
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The Church, as che Divine Incarnacion and che Descenc of che Holy 
Spiric, chus has two aspeccs: ecernal life and cemporal or hiscorical life. 
This bi-unicy corresponds co che union of che cwo nacures in Chrisc: Di
vine and human, noncreacurely and creacurely, ecernal and subjecc co 
rime. And ic also corresponds co che bi-unicy of che Divine nacure and che 
human nacure in che sacramenc of che Pencecosc, in the deification of 
man chrough che descenc of che Holy Spiric. To chis ecernal aspecc of che 
life of che Church corresponds noc prophecy, which is characcerized by 
cemporal developmenc and creacive accivicy, buc prieschood, which scands 
guard over che fixed inscicucions of che Church. 

le is necessary co discinguish chese cwo aspeccs, which characcerize 
che one life of che Church, in che aeon of che "lase rimes." This aeon has 
ics limics, and beyond ics cime chere will follow anocher supra-cime or 
other supra-rimes. This explains why che apostle Paul puc a lower value on 
che gifc of prophecy chan on che royal gifc of love. Axiologically, wichouc 
charicy or love chis gifc loses its spiric-bearing significance and becomes 
humanly impocenc and empcy, "as sounding brass, or a cinkling cymbal" 
(1 Cor. 13:1). "And chough I have the gifc of prophecy, and underscand all 
mysceries, and all knowledge; and though I have all faich, so chac I could 
remove mountains, and have noc charicy, I am noching'' (13:2). This also 
corresponds co the general eschacological assessment of prophecy in ics 
conneccion wich hiscorical cime and chus ics limiced nacure, once again in 
comparison wich che ecernal power of charicy or love: "Charicy never 
failech: buc whecher chere be prophecies, chey shall fail; whether chere be 
congues, chey shall cease; whether chere be knowledge, it shall vanish 
away. For we know in pare, and we prophesy in pare. Bue when chac which 
is perfecc is come, chen rhac which is in pare shall be done away" (13:8-10). 
This is noc a belicclemenc of prophecy (or of knowledge), buc its more pre
cise definition: being direcced coward rime, ic is always "in pare," and chis 
parcial and relacive characcer of prophecy vanishes in che lighc of che ab
solute, of Love and Ecernicy, when, in a cercain sense, che cime of chis aeon 
ceases co be. 

This cessacion of cime, occurring in cime, has a cwofold meaning: 
Firsc, wich reference co cime, aeonically, ic signifies a change in che mode 
of remporalicy, che appearance of a cercain supra-cime (and in chis sense, 
chere can be an indecerminace number ofcimes, as well as scaces oflife, be
sides our present one). Second, wich reference co ecernicy, ic signifies a 
parcicipacion in che laccer, in che capacicy of che depchs of cime; ic signi
fies "ecernal life," as a special mode of che experiencing or "living" of cime. 
In chis sense, ecernal life is already revealed co us here, in rime, co which ic 
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is not subject; and it affirms itself outside or above time, as it were. Re
vealed herein is the nature of man as a created-uncreated, creaturely and 
divine spirit, a temporal-eternal being. 

3. Spiritual Lifo 

The Lord describes the reception of the Spirit as a new birth: "That which 
is born of the flesh is flesh; and that which is born of the Spirit is spirit" 
Uohn 3:6). This new life appears in the old man, whence arises the antithe
sis and opposition of these rwo principles of life: according to the spirit 
and according to the flesh, the spiritual man and the natural man (Rom. 
8: l, 5, 9; Gal. p6-17, 25; l Pet. 4:6). This new life is our life in Christ by rhe 
Holy Spirit. In the Pentecost, Christ's humanity becomes a reality by the 
Holy Spirit. The Dyad of the Son and the Spirit, in Their inseparability 
and inconfusibility, determine the life of the Church. Therefore, this life is 
simultaneously life in Christ ("yet not I, but Christ liveth in me" [Gal. 
2:20)) and life in the Holy Spirit ("ye are the temple of God, and ... the 
Spirit of God dwelleth in you" (1 Cor. 3=16)). There is neither separation 
nor opposition here: the reality oflife in Christ is the body of Christ, ani
mated by the Holy Spirit dwelling in it. This makes understandable the 
convergence, approaching identification, of the life in Christ and the life 
in the Holy Spirit, as can be seen in the following comparisons from the 
apostolic epistles: We are "justified by Christ" (Gal. 2:17) and "by the Spirit 
of our God" (1 Cor. 6:u); we are "sealed" (Eph. 1:13; 4:30) and "circumcised" 
(Col. 2:u) in both; we have joy (Phil p; cf. Rom. 14:17), faith (Gal. p6; 
l Cor. 1:9), love (Rom. 8:39; Col. 1:8), and fellowship (1 Cor. 1:9; 2 Cor. 13:14) 
in borh.42 Likewise, sanctification is sometimes attributed to Christ 
(1 Cor. 1:30; Eph. 5:26; Heb. 2:u; 10:29; 13:12) and sometimes to the Holy 
Spirit (Rom. 1p6; 1 Cor. 6:u; 2 Thess. 2:13; l Pet. 1:2); this indicates the 
unity of this act which is accomplished dyadically by the Second and 
Third hypostases. 

The being clothed in Christ, which is accomplished by the Holy 
Spirit, is at the same time adoption by God. The God-Man Himself in His 
human nature was adopted by the Father in the descent of the Holy 
Spirit, as was attested by the Father's voice calling from heaven: "This is 
my beloved Son" (Matt. 3:17). Consequently, for the God-Man too the 

42. Essays on the Triniry antJ the Incarnation, by members of rhe Anglican Commu
nion, ed. A. E. j. Rawlinson (London: Longmans, Green, 1928). 
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Holy Spiric was che Spiric of adopcion. And for us coo He is che Spiric of 
adopcion, by virrue of our union wich Chrisc: "ye have received che Spiric 
of adopcion, whereby we cry, Abba, Facher. The Spiric icself bearech wic
ness wich our spiric, chac we are che children of God: and if children, chen 
heirs; heirs of God, and joim-heirs wich Chrisc" (Rom. 8:15-17). "And be
cause ye are sons, God hach sem forch che Spiric of his Son imo your 
hearcs, crying, Abba, Facher. Wherefore chou arc no more a servanc, buc a 
son; and if a son, chen an heir of God chrough Chrisc" (Gal. 4:6-7). "Our
selves ... which have che firscfruics of che Spiric, even we ourselves groan 
wichin ourselves, waicing for che adopcion, co wic, che redempcion of our 
body .... Likewise che Spiric also helpech our infirmicies: for we know noc 
whac we should pray for as we oughc: buc che Spiric icself makech imerces
sion for us wich groanings chac cannoc be uccered" (Rom. 8:23, 26). "Now 
he which scablishech us wich you in Chrisc, and hach anoimed us, is God; 
Who hach also sealed us, and given che earnesc of che Spiric in our hearcs" 
(2 Cor. 1:21-22). "[We) have been all made co drink imo one Spiric" (1 Cor. 
12:13); "ye were sealed wich chac holy Spiric of promise" (Eph. 1:13). "Thac 
che God our Lord Jesus Chrisc, che Facher of glory, may give umo you che 
spiric of wisdom and revelacion in che knowledge of him: che eyes of your 
underscanding being enlighcened" (Eph. 1:17-18). "Ye are ... che episde of 
Chrisc ... wrinen .. wich che Spiric of che living God" (2 Cor. n). The 
fruits ofche spirirual life are produced by virrue of chis grace-bescowing ac
cion: "ye have your fruic umo holiness, and che end everlascing life" (Rom. 
6:22). Galacians p7-23 sec che fruics of che nesh (desiring chac which is 
comrary co che spiric) in opposicion co che fruics of che spiric (desiring 
chac which is concrary co che nesh): "che fruic of che Spiric is love, joy, 
peace, longsuffering, gendeness, goodness, faich, meekness, cemperance" 
(17:22-23; cf. Eph. 5:9). The doers of che works of che nesh shall noc inheric 
che kingdom of God (1 Cor. 6:10), as opposed co chose who are "washed ... 
sanccified ... juscified in che name of che Lord Jesus, and by che Spiric of 
our God" (6:11), for che kingdom of God is "righceousness, and peace, and 
joy in che Holy Spirit'' (Rom. 14:17). 

The general idea expressed in chis series of New Tescamem cexcs, 
which is far from exhauscive,43 is chac che Holy Spiric, being communi
caced co man chrough che Church, produces in him a new, spirirual life, 
or, in che language of cheology, bescows grace upon him. "Grace" is a cheo
logical cerm, noc a Biblical one; ic serves co generalize various manifesca-

43. See Swere {The Holy Spirit in the New T<rldmen~ especially pp. 169-279) for a com

plete list of such texts, with commentary. 
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tions of the spiritual life (in the Bible, the word "grace" is used in the most 
diverse senses). The doctrine of grace occupies an important place in con
temporary theology (of the different confessions).44 

Through the descent of the Holy Spirit, so-called spiritu41 lifa arises 
in the members of the Church. This is a wholly new face, which depends 
entirely on the Pentecost and is impossible prior to it or outside it. This 
fact is described in its various aspects in Scripture and in the ascetic litera
ture. However diverse its manifestations or aspects, spiritual life contains 
a constant element: man receives something higher than himself, a super
natural principle. But this principle is assimilated by him, enters into his 
proper life, which thereby becomes natural and supernatural at the same 
time. 

What are the preconditions of spiritual life? First of all, it is inacces
sible to entities or forms of being chat do not possess the spiritual princi
ple, entities for which the spirit is alien: this includes the whole animal 
world and the pre-animal world, plants and minerals. Second, spiritual 
life cannot be produced by human activity, however elevated the latter 
may be, but presupposes the participation of divine power, which de
scends upon man. Despite their high spiritual level, Socrates and Plato, 
Buddha and Lao Tzu, as well as other righteous men and leaders of pre
Christian and non-Christian humanity, do not know the life of gnue in 
the Holy Spirit. There is a qualitative difference here, analogous to the 
difference established by Christ between the greatest of those born of 
women, John the Baptise, and the least in the Kingdom of God (i.e., one 
who, in this case, possesses the grace of the Holy Spirit), who is nonethe
less greater than john (Mate. 11:11). This does not diminish the face chat 
there is a naturally spiritual life in man, which possesses the sophianic 
principle and can be called a life of natural grace. le differs from and is infe
rior to the life of spiritual grace in that the latter contains a divine power. 
Grace is a supernatural gift, which can be given or not given; but nothing 
human can complement or replace it. This was dearly manifested in the 
primitive church in the laying on of hands by the apostles, to whom this 
grace was communicated. 

Man is an incarnate spirit. On the one hand, he has a natural life, a 
psycho-corporeal existence. On the other hand, he is a spirit and has his 
proper spiritual nature. Since it is a spark of Divinity that has received 
the personal principle and become a person, his spirit has the potential 

44- See The Doctrine of Grace, a colleccion of articles by different authors. Published 
by the Theological Commi1tee of the Lausanne Conference, 19µ. 
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for divine life, which can become a reality by che power and accion of che 
grace of che Holy Spiric. In chis action, divine life becomes, as ic were, che 
proper nacure of che human spiric; and man lives chis life in parallel wich 
chac of his nacural essence. He lives bi-nacurally, buc unihyposcacically. 
The kinship becween che human and angelic spirics is manifesced here. 
Angels do noc have cheir own nacural world and, being creaturely, chey 
parcicipace in che nature of Divinity and in divine life, while ac che same 
cime participacing, in their own manner, in human life.45 Similarly, che 
co-angelic essence of che human spiric parcicipaces in divine life, while 
preserving ics auconomy. 

By ics nacure, che human spiric is neicher closed nor impenecrable. le 
is creaced in che image of che Divine spiric, which, being one and 
crihyposcacic, is chus "communal" and mucually cransparem. The Facher 
lives in che Son and in che Spiric; che Son lives by che life of che Facher and 
of che Spiric; and che Spiric lives by che life of che Facher and of che Son. 
Creaturely beings, coo, are open co communal being, as race (human) or as
sembly (angelic). This mucual cransparence of creacurely spirits, chis capac
ity co receive "influences," is expressed noc only in a cercain commonality 
of life wichin the limics of che creacurely essence (which is a self-evidenc 
face), buc also in the capacity to receive divine life, co be deified. Having in 
icself che image of God, i.e., an essential conformity wich Divinity, che hu
man spiric has che capacity co receive che Divine Spiric and co be livingly 
uniced wich che laccer (humanum divini capax est [ che human is capable of re
ceiving che divine)), while preserving ics proper natural life, alchough 
cransforming ic in conformity wich che new powers emering imo ic. 

Bue in order co be actualized such a possibility presupposes a cercain 
scare of readiness of che human spiric for communion wich God; buc chis 
possibility is paralyzed by che face chac che spiric has been made heavy and 
worldly as a resulc of original sin. This possibility is restored by che lncar
nacion, by which Chrisc realized che norm of che relacions between che 
spiric and nature in man, che equilibrium of che cwo principles. The prin
ciple of spiricual life chus appeared in che human race chrough ics parcici
pation in che New Adam, Chrisc. This possibility is actualized by che Holy 
Spiric, Who makes man a parcicipanc in Chrisc's life. Bue chis life in Chrisc 
is che communion wich che Holy Spiric; and according co che form of chis 
life, "Chriscians" become "spiric-bearing." This is accomplished as a new, 
spiritual birch in man, chrough bapcism by water and che Spiric. This is a 
new face of life: che doors of che inner cell of che human spiric are opened 

45. See my book Jacob's Ladder: On the Angels. 
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for che encry of che Holy Spiric. This is an accion of God in man, which is 
accomplished by God's will ("che Spiric blowech where ic liscech"), al· 
chough, by God's will, ic is connecced, in che life of che Church, wich sacra
menc, specifically wich bapcism. In che life of che God-Man as well, bap
cism signified rhe descenc of che Holy Spirit, and rhac is what ir signifies 
in every human life. 

In rhe living assimilacion of che divine gift, man preserves his nacu
ral essence wirh irs freedom; buc chis essence, che Old Adam, remains bur
dened by che bad heritage of original sin as well as by personal sinful hab
its. Therefore, spiritual life becomes, firsc of all, che arena of rhe struggle 
and antagonism of rhe spiritual man and rhe natural man, of rhe spirit 
and che flesh, of righteousness and sin. The very existence of rhis ancago
nism oflife, rhe sinner's consciousness of sin, is already a fact of incipient 
spiricual life; and every seep on chis pach, every small victory, is assisted by 
grace. Spiritual life is therefore necessarily an ascetic path and even a tragic 
one; and only ar certain chosen points of rhis path does grace illuminace 
che pilgrim, who is exhausted by che vanicy of his efforcs. Moreover, rhis 
path is wirhour end, for rhe scruggle between che Old Adam and rhe New 
Adam is irreconcilable. Bue rhe farcher a human being advances in this 
spiritual scruggle, che more real his own spiric and his spiritual life be
come for him, and che more indubicable become che gifts of grace, che 
fruics of rhe spiric. 

Efforcs of che spiricual life whose goal is "che acquisicion of che Holy 
Spirit" (rhe divinely inspired phrase of Sr. Seraphim ofSarov) have a pre
dominandy negative characcer - che characcer of scruggle wich oneself, 
ascesis. Noc power buc infirmicy is experienced by individuals on che spiri
tual pach. "Repenc ye, for che kingdom of heaven (i.e., in chis case, spiri
cual life) is ac hand" (Macr. p); and che pach ro rhe kingdom of heaven is 
unceasing repencance, metanoia, che desire co change, co become a new 
man. Self-renunciation and che bearing of che cross, pacience which saves 
our souls, spiritual povercy which is che pach co che Kingdom of Heaven, 
and humilicy as rhe qualicy char sums up chis encire way of rhe cross -
chac is whac conscicuces che Chriscian spiritual life. The gifts of che Spiric 
are given, nor caken; chey are awaited, bur one has no claim upon rhem. 
And grace from above illuminaces che bowed heads of penicencs. Humilicy 
in spiritual life consists nor only in rhe consciousness of one's sin, buc 
also in knowledge of one's creatureliness and of che fundamencal meta· 
physical nothingness char characterizes rhe larcer: All things are given ro 
creation by rhe Creacor; and before rhe face of che Creator, creation knows 
and must know irs original nullicy. Humilicy chus has rwo aspects: ascecic 
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and ontological. In humilicy, the human spirit strives co become a tabula 
rasa for the Spirit of God; it strives co lose its proper life, which is sin and 
nothingness. To die according co nature in order co come co life according 
co the spirit, stirb und werde, chat is the wisdom ofhumilicy: "Except a corn 
of wheat fall into the ground and die, it abidech alone: but if it die, it 
bringech forth much fruit" Oohn 12:24). 

Examined in chis aspect, spiritual life in the natural man presup
poses a recepcivicy co the Spirit, an active passivity (if one can use chis ex
pression), which is characterized by a certain spiritual limpidicy. The !)ft 
of the Holy Spirit is received here as a certain t)ven which comes down 
from heaven co earth, is a kind of eternally continuing descent of the 
tongues of fire. Only in chis way can one receive such a gift descending 
from heaven; and in the dialectic of the Christian life, the grace-bestowing 
illumination of the Spirit can be realized only in connection with chis pas
sivicy of reception, chis humilicy of the self-renouncing man, who falls co 
his knees. This passivicy of the human essence, which does not resist the 
entry of the Divine Spirit, is a new spiritual creation or, according co the 
Gospel expression, a new birth of man. 

This new life in the Spirit is, of course, indescribable and inexhaust
ible: "the things of God knowech no man, but the Spirit of God" (1 Cor. 
2:11); and we can find only a few indications of this life in the apostolic 
epistles. The life of grace in the Holy Spirit, uniting our life with Christ, is 
bestowed in the Church in specific ways such as sacraments, 
sacramencalia, and prayers, as well as by direct illumination. One should 
not consider these two paths to be opposed, however, for there is one ac
tive Spirit and the grace bestowed in the sacraments continues to operate 
beyond the limits of their immediate celebration. In the descent of the 
Holy Spirit were given not only the cloven tongues, reposing upon each of 
the apostles, but also their unity, or the fullness of the Church, which is 
the abiding Pentecost. In this sense, the Church is simultaneously the or
ganization and the organism of spiritual life. 

The churchly character of spiritual life leads co further questions 
concerning its reception. The direct subject of spiritual life is the individ
ual human person. That is why when one speaks of salvation, i.e., the at
tainment of a life full of grace, one usually means personal salvation, inas
much as the feat of ascesis, as well as the acquisition ofhumanicy, can be 
accomplished only by separate individuals. If we go no further than this 
personal aspect of salvation, however, we risk considering the Church as a 
mere series of separate atoms. This will abolish the very concept of the 
Church as a unicy, whereas the Church exists precisely as a multi-unity, 
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akin to the natural multi-unity of the human race. But we know that the 
"catholic" nature (or sobornost) of the personal consciousness is dis
closed precisely in churchly love; and the gift of love, which is from the 
Holy Spirit, makes this sobornost of churchly life as a body composed of 
multiple members a self-evident reality. Likewise, the sacraments are be
stowed from the entire Church and for the entire Church, although they 
are received by individual persons. The sacraments are essentially 
churchly, and they thus liberate man from the condition of his isolation. 
That is why the spiritual life of individual persons in the Church takes on 
a universal character in its power and significance. This connection can
not be fully understood at the present time, but isolation in salvation and 
in the spiritual life is impossible: "And whether one member suffer, all the 
members suffer with it; or one member be honoured, all the members re
joice with it" (1 Cor. 12:16). The catholicity or integrity of life realized in 
each member is the fundamental quality of spiritual life. 

The motive force of Christian asceticism is therefore not the reli
gious egoism of personal salvation, isolating an individual person from 
the whole and separating a member from the body. Its motive force is 
love: "For this is the love of God, that we keep his commandments" 
(1 John 5:3). Love for God is the first commandment, but it is indissolubly 
linked with the second and equal commandment: "Thou shalt love thy 
neighbour as thyself." "He that hath my commandments, and keepeth 
them, he it is that loveth me ... if a man love me, he will keep my words: 
and my Father will love him, and we will come unto him, and make our 
abode with him" Oohn 14:11, 23). This abode is the Holy Spirit, Who by 
His coming makes us an abode of the Son and, with Him, of the Father. 
That is, He makes us an abode of the Holy Trinity. The identification of 
love for God and love for one's neighbor, i.e., the rejection of all egoism, 
reaches its pinnacle in the following passage from the apostle oflove: "We 
love him, because he first loved us. If a man say, I love God, and hateth his 
brother, he is a liar: for he that loveth not his brother whom he hath seen, 
how can he love God whom he hath not seen? And this commandment 
have we from him, That he who loveth God love his brother also" (1 John 
4:19-21). This commandment of love for God becomes the ascetic com
mandment not to love the world, for the latter is the kingdom of sin: 
"Love not the world, neither the things that are in the world. If any man 
love the world, the love of the Father is not in him. For all that is in the 
world, the lust of the flesh, and the lust of the eyes, and the pride oflife, is 
not of the Father, but is of the world" (1:15-16). Therefore, Christian asceti
cism is catholic or universal in nature, for it is the path oflove for God as 
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well as for one's neighbor, "the burning of the pitying heart," according to 
Isaac the Syrian."' In contrast to Buddhistic asceticism, Christian asceti
cism is, in this sense, not self-mortification, not the path to nirvana, but 
the affirmation of life in love. 

It is necessary to note another feature of this Christian asceticism. It 
is not an acosmism (and certainly not an anti-cosmism), not an absence of 
love for the world as God's creation, in which man is given a central and 
dominant place. That world which the apostle John instructs us not to 
love is actually the sinful sickness of the world, connected with man's sin
ful relation to it. It is not the world as God's creation, which God so loved 
that He did not spare His own Son for the sake of its salvation. For this 
world, as God's creation, man must have love, for he is connected with it 
forever accortUng to creation, and his salvation includes the salvation of the 
world, its healing - the healing of the whole world (see Rom. 8:19-22). 

Christian asceticism consists in following Christ, in bearing His 
cross, in following the path of Christ's obedience to the will of the Father, 
in accomplishing not one's own will but that of the Father, in bearing an 
easy yoke and a light burden in meekness and humility of the heart. 
Christ traced the path of humility by love for the Father and obedience to 
His will; and He was thereby glorified, being glorified from the Father by 
the Holy Spirit. Christian asceticism is the bearing of the image of Christ 
in one's heart, as the apostle says: "I bear in my body the marks of the 
LordJesus" (Gal. 6:17); "[we always bear) in the body the dying of the Lord 
Jesus" (2 Cor. 4:10). Christian asceticism is a cross in the image of Christ's 
cross, and only upon this cross does the Holy Spirit descend. And the very 
love for the cross that flames up in man is a gift of the Holy Spirit. And 
just as the God-Man's earthly life can in a certain sense be called the ac
quisition of the Holy Spirit, since it proceeds from humiliation to glorifi
cation, so each Christian, in following Christ and acquiring his life in 
Him, thereby becomes worthy of being an abode of the Holy Spirit, Who 
exists in the world and bestows Himself upon human beings: "Come and 
make Your abode in us," 0 Comforter!47 

But the truth about the cross consists not only in the fact that it is 

46. From Ascetic Onuians 411. 
47. Here we again haw rhe antinomy of rhe kenosis of rhe Holy Spirit in His de

scent inro rhe world: The Holy Spirit, having come inro rhe world, "is everywhere and 
fills everyrhing." He refrains, however, from imposing Himself upon human freedom. He 
awaits irs call, 1•c:ome and make Your abode in us.'' before coming and filling che hearr of 
creation with His power and life. 
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necessary co receive ic and co carry ic, buc also in che face chac ic is neces
sary co take up one's own cross, co choose ic. There is an indissoluble connec
cion bei:ween ics passive carrying and ics accive caking. In some cases, chese 
i:wo elemencs can merge co che poinc of indiscinguishabilicy, when, for ex
ample, a person accepcs as if by free choice che even cs chac occur in his life, 
che excernal face co which his life is subjecc. Bue chese i:wo elemencs can 
also diverge. This dialeccic of che cross, in which accivicy and passivicy, re
ceiving and caking, incersecc and are uniced ac a single poinc - chis dialec
cic has ics source in che fundamencal ancinomy of che Chriscian pach, 
which we muse now examine. 

One way co acquire che Holy Spiric is co renounce che world, co live a 
life of spiricual passivicy in humilicy and spiricual povercy.48 This is che 
normal and necessary way co overcome sin in oneself; wichouc ic, chere can 
be no recepcion of che Holy Spiric, no deificacion, for che laccer cannoc be 
reconciled wich che world. Is chis, however, che sole pach of Chriscian life, 
which exhauscs all che possibilicies and, cherefore, all che obligacions of 
che laccer? A careful examinacion of chis quescion compels us co answer 
chac ic is noc che sole pach: The pach of che Chriscian cannoc and should 
noc remain solely che pach of passive humilicy; he muse inevicably allow a 
place in himself for creacive accivicy, for che caking of responsibilicy, for 
self-decerminacion and che audacicy chac is inevicably connecced (and 
even in a cercain sense idencical) wich che laccer. The Spiric chac lives in us 
demands chis of us, calls us co chis. 

The cross is noc only passive recepcion; ic is also accive caking, cre
acive self-decerminacion and audacicy. The Aposde speaks of che diverse 
miniseries and diverse gifcs of che one Spiric living in che Church. Bue 
chese diverse gifcs are also differenc vocacions; chey are noc proclaimed co 
man from oucside and are noc imposed on him from above (as an "obedi
ence"), buc are acquired by him in answer co an inner call, are chosen by 
him. Of man ic is demanded chac he rise and go where che spiric is calling 
and leading him. To be sure, errors and failures are possible in chis elec
cion, as in all human works and decisions, buc che very decision and elec
cion, che decerminacion of one's pach, is accomplished by human freedom 
and creacive self-decerminacion. 

48. This pa1h can 1herefore so easily become one of ourward obedience 10 one per
son or anolher, to an elder (the "starers" of Orrhodoxy), to the Pope in Catholicism~ the 
"elder of elders" (10 use 1he expression of 1he Russian philosopher Konsran1in Leon1iev). 
Inner passivicy seeks co arrange irself also as external passivity, and che Judaic law which 
is absent in Christianity is replaced by a living law in the person of an elder. 
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Even the most ascetic paths, where responsible self-determination 
appears to be abolished and replaced by obedience, are chosen freely and 
audaciously. In going into the wilderness or abandoning the world for a 
sanctuary, in surrendering oneself entirely to the direction of an elder, 
an ascetic performs an act of creative election and responsible self
determination. And even Christ Himself, when he said to the apostles, 
"Follow me," did not command them, but asked them, as it were, ap
pealing to their self-determination; and in response, they "left their 
nets, and followed him" (Matt. 4:18-20). In its most decisive forms, ascet
icism presupposes in its initial decisions the most intense activity and 
self-determination, both in hearing one's inner call and in following it. 

This is not only a psychological necessity, in virtue of which it is im
possible for man to abolish his will, for to "renounce" one's will requires 
the maximal intensity of will. This is a spiritual necessity, which is com
manded by the spirit that lives in us. For the spiritual principle in us is 
not only a principle that opposes the inertia of flesh and sin, but also a 
creative, life-giving principle. If we examine the Lord's earthly life from 
this point of view, we will without difficulty distinguish in it two aspects. 
The first aspect consists in suffering all the sorrows and hardships that 
are inevitable in the life of the sinful world (the so-called oboedientia passiva 
of the Protestants). The second aspect consists in making a certain deci
sion that makes inevitable the collision with the Jewish leaders and the 
death on the cross; this is in general the voluntary election of the way of 
the cross, the oboedientia activa. Christ Himself formed His life according 
to a specific decision, in conformity with the will of the Father, which He 
- creatively - discovered in the depths of His divine-human conscious
ness. He did not just accept the cross as fate or necessity; He went to meet it. 
Christ was sent into the world to become the redemptive sacrifice; that 
was His life's vocation and His gift, proper only to Him; and He accom
plished this ministry as a free creative activity of His life, and this activity, 
as such, included the extreme of audacity and responsibility. The taking 
up of the cross in obedience to the Father's will was therefore united in 
Him with the consciousness of freedom: "Therefore doth my Father love 
me, because I lay down my life, that I might take it again. No man taketh 
it from me, but I lay it down of myself" Gohn 10:17-18). 

The descent of the Holy Spirit necessarily presupposes in us not only 
the presence of repentance ("purify us of all foulness," as the prayer says), 
but also a prophetic spirit, that is, creative inspiration bestowed from "the 
treasure-house of goods and the Giver oflife." This constitutes the funda
mental dogmatic difference between the Christian worldview and the anti-
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cosmic worldview of Buddhism: death or at least nirvana wafts from the 
latter, whereas the former is inspired by the Giver of Life. By the breath of 
the Spirit, the Christian is not taken out of the world and history, but, on 
the contrary, is included in them creatively, in a new manner. Those natu· 
ral capacities and the corresponding vocation that are proper to man are 
introduced by the Spirit into the Christian ministries, in conformity with 
His special gifts. In his enumeration of the gifts of the Holy Spirit, the apos
tle Paul mentions even such gifts as "the word of wisdom" and "the word 
of knowledge" (1 Cor. 12:8), that is, those capacities which are natural to 
man but which the coming of the Holy Spirit makes Christianly (i.e., di
vinely) inspired. All the human activity that is realized in history and cul
ture in various manifestations of the latter can become capable of receiving 
the Spirit, the inspirations of the Pentecost. Furthermore, this activity, as a 
"ministry," is included in the path of salvation. (The Church recognizes 
this notion by canonizing certain saints because they are charged with par
ticular ministries related to cultural and historical activity: equi-apostolic 
emperors and princes, icon painters, ecumenical teachers, physicians, etc. 
To be sure, any such list cannot be exhaustive, for the continuing life of the 
Church presents new forms of saintliness. Moreover, there are unrecog
nized saints with as yet unrecognized ministries.) 

What is especially important is that the two paths - ascetic humility 
and creative audacity, obedience and the acceptance of responsibility - are 
antinomically harmonized in spiritual life. Moreover, the two must be in a 
certain state of mutual equilibrium; the absence or impoverishment of the 
one cripples the other. If it is oriented toward humility and obedience 
alone, Christian life takes on traits ofbuddhistic world-renunciation, spiri
tual slavery, or Old Testament legalism (which is outwardly expressed in 
the illegicimate predominance of inscitutionalism, ritualism, hierarchism; 
in general, in the predominance of the external organization of the visible 
church to the detriment of spiritual and creative life). By contrast, a one
sided orientation toward personal audacity and prophecy destroys 
churchliness, provoking sectarian fragmentedness (this is how it was in the 
early Church, and this is how it currently is in Protestantism, which is 
guilty of abusing the notion of anti-hierarchical "prophetism," at least in 
its verbal self-definition). Antinomy is not contradiction, and antinomism 
is even inevitable and fruitful in the spiritual life. Both aspects, humility 
and prophetic audacity, belong equally to spiritual life, to the concrete unity 
of the self-definition of the spirit, opening up to receive divine life. 

The fact is that man, the bearer of the image of God, is a creature, 
and a fallen one to boot: having been redeemed by Christ and having re-
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ceived the grace of the Holy Spirit, he can stand in the presence of God 
only in repentance and humility, which makes him open to divine life. But 
man is also a creaturely god by narure, who becomes such by grace. He 
feels himself called to Jive in the human race with its history, in this world, 
where the Kingdom of God is being realized. He feels himself to be a 
worker and creator, "a king, high priest, and prophet"; and it is to this vo
cation of man that the Gospel parable about the talents refers (not to 
mention the questions and answers at the Last Judgment), where man is 
held responsible for the multiplication of the talents given him and their 
legitimate use. The idea of the "militant Church," which is called to 
preach the Gospel to all nations, teaching them to accomplish all that is 
commanded by Jesus, this idea presupposes an active, responsible, creative 
attitude toward life. And the correct relation between humility and audac
ity is one in which the former nourishes the latter, while the latter actual
izes the former. Torn away from humility, audacity is vulnerable to the 
temptation of demonism, of self-assertion, which seeks its own and there
fore does not know Christian love, is not moderated by this love. One can 
say that, if humility is our love for God, then audacity and responsibility 
are our love for the world and for man. Audacity represents the second 
commandment, equal to the first. These are the two wings on which the 
human spirit soars upward. 

Some may say that the ascetic feat of humility must precede audac
ity, that a man must prepare himself for audacity by purifying himself by 
repentance. But this assertion is false, for the paths of repentance and hu
mility cannot end within the limits of this present life, and thus we have 
here only a pious evasion. There must be audacity in humility and humil
ity in audacity, which is inseparable from the acceptance of responsibility, 
for these two paths are not opposed and therefore can be combined. The 
opposite of humility is pride, and the opposite of audacity is slavery and 
legalism; these truly are incompatible. 

Those who practice only humility are guilty of a concealed legalism, 
which is overcome and rejected by Christianity (this is the theme of the 
apostle Paul's Epistle to the Galatians). Those who desire to reduce Chris
tianity to obedience alone, i.e., solely to the external law, angered the apos
tle Paul. He called them "false brethren unawares brought in, who came in 
privily to spy out our liberty which we have in Christ Jesus, that they 
might bring us into bondage" (Gal. 2:4). They distort Christianity, which 
knows the commandments but does not know a law above it; Christianity 
is freedom and, consequently, creative activity. "Stand fast therefore in the 
liberty wherewith Christ hath made us free" (s;i), "for, brethren, ye have 
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been called unto liberty'' (p3). The Aposcle links freedom with justifica
tion by faith in Christ, not by works of the law: "ye are all the children of 
God by faith in Christ Jesus" (p6) who have received "the Spirit of his 
Son" (4:6), "wherefore thou arc no more a servant, but a son; and if a son, 
then an heir of God ch rough Christ" (4:7). In ocher words, humility and 
the resulting obedience are an expression of the fear of God, which is the 
beginning of wisdom (Prov. 17), as che sense of creaturely reverence before 
the Holy and as man's first and inextinguishable consciousness of himself 
before God ("Depart from me; for I am a sinful man, 0 Lord" [Luke 5:8)). 
Ac che same time, the aposcle oflove accescs: "There is no fear in love; but 
perfect love casteth ouc fear .... He chat fearech is not made perfect in 
love" (1 John 4:18). Love includes both freedom and the audacity of the 
sons of God. 

There, finally, is yec another parallel co the relation of humility and 
audacity: the relation of faith and works. If we reject the Roman Catholic 
idea of meritum, which also had a strong influence on Orthodox theology, 
che relation berween faith, even che most vital and effective (efficax) but 
nonetheless passive, and works, in which man muse manifest his activity 
and responsibility - chis relation is perfeccly analogous co chat berween 
humility and audacity. Procescancism seeks a way out of the indetermi
nate opposition berween faith and works in quiecism, in the exclusive pri
macy of faith, whereas Catholicism seeks ic in the idea of merit and the 
corresponding recompense. In essence, faith and works constitute the 
fullness of the life of the spirit; they are similar co breaching in and 
breaching out, and cannot be isolated or separated. Salvation by faith is 
humility, whereas salvation by works and responsibility is audacity. 

We see chis fundamental relationship in the life of the Christian in 
different manifestations of the life of the Church. Being united with 
Christ by the Incarnation, a Christian becomes a son of God, born of 
God; and receiving the Holy Spirit by che Pentecost, he lives a divine life in 
his creaturely essence. This adoption or deification is realized as the re
ception of grace, where one is purified of sin. Man is redeemed by Christ 
and reconciled with God in the essence of the old Adam, which does not 
die even in che new birch in Christ by che Holy Spirit. In chis sense, man is 
the living antinomy of the old Adam and che New Adam. In the former, he 
is all repentance and humility; in che laccer, he is che audacity of che love 
of the sons of God. 

We may be asked the following question: Why is the "spiritual life" 
usually understood as the ascetic path and only as chis path? Such an un
derstanding is an Old Testament reaction with the restoration of 
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nomism, salvation by the law; in practical religious terms, it is a one
sidedness and even an impoverishment of the Christian spirit. It is in
structive co compare the ascetically stylized form of monasticism with rhe 
apostle Paul's teaching in the epistles to the Galatians or to the Romans, 
or even simply to verify in the light of the Gospel the accepted and appar
ently self-evident axioms of "obedience" and the "renunciation of the 
will." Here, one must keep in mind char the ascetic rules and examples 
that arose in the heroic periods of monastic asceticism as acts of creative 
audacity have been transformed in the course of rime into a law whose ob
servance or non-observance permits or prevents the acquisition of the 
Spirit. Nevertheless, one cannot fail co see char, when actualized, heroic 
asceticism as it is practiced in hermitage, monasticism, or inspired obedi
ence has the character of creative audacity: le is often accompanied by 
struggle and characterized by the breaking of fleshly and spiritual con
nections. In general, it is a completely free and even willful acr.49 

Even more important is the fact char certain individuals follow the 
creative and therefore audacious and responsible path of heroic asceti
cism nor because of meagerness and passivity bur because of an abun
dance of strength and creative intensity. Therefore, it is by no means cor
rect co oppose monasticism with its asceticism co the audacity of creative 
activity. True monasticism is full of audacity, for it is a form of personal 
creative activity, alongside all the ocher forms of such activity. Indeed, when 
an ideological and practical sign of equality is placed between Christianity 
and pseudo-monastic obedience, it is necessary co reject such an identifi
cation as a misunderstanding. 

"Obedience" can be (and often muse be) a method or means of spiri
tual life (in particular, in the monastic life, it is as much a spiritual neces
sity as a disciplinary and technical one), bur it should never be considered a 
goal in itself, or even a means in itself, justified in itself. On the contrary, 
obedience is valuable only insofar as it is an act and a function of freedom. It 
is freely accepted and inwardly determined by freedom; and freedom, as the 
possibility of disobeying, always stands guard over true obedience. The 
value judgments of freedom50 must govern obedience, which by no means 

49. Typical in this respect is the life of St. Alexis, "man of God," who ascetically vio
lated fundamental human relationships: he abandoned his bride on their wedding night 
and caused much suffering for his parents, who did not even know how he died. 

50. We have an example of this in the relation of St. Symeon the New Theologian 
to his elder, Symeon the Pious: after the lacrer's death, St. Symeon would light a lamp be
fore his image, thus canonizing him. 
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should become an enslavemenc co che grand and small inquisicors, who 
precend co infallibilicy and asserc spiricual despotism under che precexc of 
monascic "eldership." Ocherwise, obedience becomes idolacry,51 againsc 
which che New Tescament aposcle of love warns us noc wichouc reason: 
"Liccle children, keep yourselves from idols" (1 John 5:21), while anocher 
aposcle accescs, "where che Spiric of che Lord is, chere is libercy" (2 Cor. 3:17). 

One cannoc fail co recognize chac, wich regard co che ascecic pach, 
chere exiscs a valuable tradition: creasures of spiricual experience have been 
accumulaced, which noc only muse noc be neglecced, buc which muse be 
carefully preserved and used, as is in face being done (alchough, in chis do
main coo, noching should be absolucized; in parcicular, che "Philokalia"52 

should noc be cransformed into a kind of Gospel, buc should be used only 
after "refleccion"). There is no such cradicion concerning che creacive 
pachs of Chriscian audacicy (if we do noc count chac false cradicion which 
merely legicimizes che scacus quo escablished for a given period and which 
che conservacive and even reaccionary spiric, che spiric of cowardice and 
inercia, pronounces co be che guiding principle of Christian "sociology"). 
This discrepancy is explained by che different direccions and intensicies of 
chese rwo currents of spiricual life. Inasmuch as che spiricual life consiscs 
in warring againsc sin and obeying che commandmencs on che pachs of 
Christian humilicy and repentance, it has certain common and typical 
feacures. In its struggle against sin, every human soul follows the same 
path, which has been best studied and measured by the specially gifted 
elect of chis path, the Christian ascetics. In its spiricual ascent, the human 
soul is the same among different individuals and in different epochs; it 
becomes excrahiscorical, as it were, and loses ics historical flesh. The 
depths of the soul with the pathology of passions can be an object of a 
"spiritual science" (just as great arciscs like Shakespeare could penecrace 
che various historical veils that conceal ics depths). Here, we have a unifor
micy, a repeatabilicy, even a cercain lawlike regularicy. Therefore, chere is a 
legitimate place here for spiricual instruction and guidance. 

Bue there is nothing like this in the case of creative accivicy and au
dacicy: chere is no cradition and no repeticion; everything is unique and 

51. One can paradoxically define rhis anrinomic nature of the monastic spirit in 
the following manner: obedience in freedom, humility-audacity in their inseparability as dif
ferent aspecrs of intense spiritual efforr. 

5z. A collection of ascerical and mystical writings (in Greek) dating from the 
fourth to the fifreenrh centuries, compiled mainly by Nicodemus of the Holy Mountain 
(1782). It has had an immense influence on Eastern Orthodox spirituality. - Trans. 
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individual, new and original. To be sure, one should not caricature chis 
idea: in the domain of human relationships, individuality too has its typ· 
ical and uniform manifestations. Bue the creative and individual element 
consists precisely in chat which distinguishes it from the typical rela
tions, however small this difference may be; and chat is why one can even 
say that there are no cases that are similar to the point of being identical. 
Creative self-determination is always new, individual, and original; and, 
in this sense, it is atypical and does not conform to any law. (To be sure, 
we observe chis more clearly in more or less outstanding personalities, 
those who "make history," than in the "crowd," although, in essence, this 
relationship always remains the same.) If one would like to have a spiri
tual map of this path, it is universal history, which is not repeated and, 
most importantly, does not end with and is not exhausted by any one ep
och. That is why, in its creative self-determination, human personality 
has its autonomy, accepts responsibility for itself, is creatively audacious; 
and there is no other way for it to exist. Moreover, one cannot evade this self
determination, by encapsulating oneself in obedience. 

We thus affirm the fact of history, with its new and constantly chang
ing aspects, with its creative diversity, which is inexhaustible. Insofar as 
creative inspiration represents a manifestation of the prophetic spirit, the 
absence of rules and the newness of the path correspond to the very spirit 
of prophecy, which is directed toward the new and the unknown. There 
cannot be a "Philokalia" for creative activity, for the latter is outside oflaw 
and regularity. But at the same time there is no Christian creative activity 
that does not, in its heart, contain infinite humility and repentance be
fore God for the sins of its creaturely and fallen being. The same Spirit be
stows upon the Christian both the power of repentance and the energy of 
creative activity. 

4. The Gift of Lollt! 

"The love of God is shed abroad in our hearts by the Holy Spirit which is 
given to us" (Rom. 5:5). The action of the Holy Spirit is manifested in the 
flaming up of love, for the Holy Spirit is the hypostacic Love itself of the 
Holy Trinity, which is revealed in the world as grace-bestowing, supra
natural, divine love. Therefore, "he that loveth not his brother" "is not of 
God" (1 John po); "if we love one another, God dwellech in us, and his 
love is perfected in us" (4:12); "he that loveth not knoweth not God, for 
God is love" (4:8). 
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This definition has an ontolotJcal significance; it indicates not only 
that love is a quality of God but also that the very being of God is love. This 
definition can be understood in the light of the dogma of the Holy Trin
ity, according to which the absolute divine personality is triune with all 
the power of sacred trinitarity, as three distinctly personal subjects, while 
at the same time having one substance and even one life. This identifica
tion of trinity in unity is precisely trinitarian love. Hypostatic love, com
pleting the trinity in unity, is the Holy Spirit. This is what makes possible 
the identification of God and love, be it the "love of God" (1 John 2:5; 
Rom. 5:5), or the love of the individual hypostases: the love of the Father 
(1 John 2:15; 2 Cor. 13:14), the love of Christ (2 Cor. p4; Eph. 3:19; Phil 1:8; 
1 Tim. 1:14), or the love of the Spirit (Rom. 15:30). 

The capacity for love is the seal of God's image in man: "Behold, 
what manner oflove the Father hath bestowed upon us, that we should be 
called the sons of God" (1John p). The objective possibility oflove (which 
is absent in the monohypostatic subject, for whom only egocentrism is 
possible) is connected with the multi-unity of the human race (as well as of 
the angelic assembly), according to the image of the triunity (which thus 
is also a multi-unity) of the Holy Trinity. The multiple centers of individ
ual being are connected by the unity of life or unisubstantiality, which is 
given in the genus, but which is only proposed as a task in individual being, 
and which thus is an object to be attained (or not attained) in the free 
multi-unity of love, in the sobornost of life. 

The capacity for love, or the vocation oflove, in which the fullness of 
life is realized, is a feature of the image of God in man and thus is above 
all a gift of natural grace as the postulate of love. Love is accessible to man, 
not only to original man uncorrupted by sin (thus, Adam recognizes and 
loves his wife, in her consubstantiality with him [see Gen. 2:23-24), and 
recognizes his future children in her), but even to fallen man, although 
here love struggles against self-love and unlove. Love as "altruism," as the 
capacity to transfer to some extent one's personal center into another be
ing, is one of man's indisputable natural virtues and knows different man
ifestations: family love, friendship, and love of country (in general all the 
different ways in which egotism is overcome), as well as spiritual love for 
God. Love has multiple levels: it is found in the entire trinitarian compo
sition of man - spirit, soul, and body. 

One can see embryonic traces of love even in the animal world: the 
principles of corporeal and psychical consubstantiality are implanted in 
the generic character of the life of animals, making them resemble man 
(see Gen. 1:21, 25). This generic essence of all creatures is the foundation of 
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lower, animal love, in the form of herd instinct, or even maternal (and 
sometimes paternal) instinct; and here we sometimes find examples of 
true self-renunciation in love. The animal world is included in man; and 
so the love that exists in the animal world is included in human love. The 
mutual attachment of animals and man refers to this domain. For man, 
this is a lower form of love, especially if he considers it a higher and 
unique form of love, and thus descends to the level of animals. The rela
tionship between man and the animal world, man's lordship over the lat
ter, includes the norm of their mutual love; and here, in accordance with 
his dominant position in nature, man's task is to educate the animals 
and, by humanizing them, ro raise them, to the extent this is possible for 
them, to the higher love for God through man. Bur, to be sure, since they 
are deprived of spirit, in animals this love never goes beyond the psychical 
domain. 

Bur one should nor forger that the psychical element, the element of 
the soul, is a necessary element in the makeup of man and thus partici
pates in human love. The latter can never be solely spiritual in character, 
but must also have a psychical character in a certain sense. Psychical love 
is, in turn, an expression of the corporeality of the animal and human na
ture. Love that is solery spiritual would disincarnate the human spirit, and 
that is unnatural and impossible. It is a question here of complex interre
lationships and spiritual proportions. Animal love, which by its psychical 
character is also proper to man, not only is not the sole form oflove as far 
as he is concerned, bur is included in spiritual love. But in the animal 
world, love remains limited: it is not accompanied by the higher vocations 
that are proper to man's spiritual essence. The fullness of human love is 
revealed when all the aspects of man's being participate in it, under the 
governing influence of the spirit. Man is called to encompass both psychi
cal (more precisely, psycho-corporeal) and spiritual love, but he is also ca
pable of limiting himself to the inferior love associated with the psycho
corporeal, animal side. Bur one can ask: Are these psycho-corporeal im
pulses in man, these emotions and passions, worthy of bearing the ele
vated name love? The wise genius of language says "yes,» and this is justi
fied by the fact that, in their generic character, even these inferior forms 
of human love manifest consubsranriality and altruism, although in 
highly limited and distorted forms. 

The capacity of man not only for psychical but also for spiritual love 
makes the higher forms of love accessible for him - from spirit ro spirit: 
Such is the love for God, which is the foundation of all religions, and such 
is the love for one's neighbor, which is altruistic in the exact sense, i.e., in 
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che sense of love char is like char for oneself. There is no reason co limit 
rhe capacicy for such love in rhe pre-Christian world co rhe Old Testament 
church alone, while denying ir co all of paganism. Can one assert char rhe 
mosr pious representatives of paganism - Cornelius, Socrates, Plaro, 
Plocinus, and ochers - lacked che capacicy oflove for God? Can one assert 
char all rhe heroes of antiquicy lacked rhe capacicy of love for one's neigh
bor, and char rhe pagan vices were nothing more rhan "beautiful vices"? 
To assert chis would be co deny rhe inexringuishabilicy of rhe image of 
God in man, which image is primarily manifested in rhe capacicy of love 
for God and love for one's neighbor, in ocher words, in rhe capacicy for re
ligion and moralicy. Bur narural man has rhese capacities solely as narural 
capacicies, char is, as capaciries char are limiced by his corruption due co 
original sin and by his powerlessness co realize rhe fullness of love wirhour 
rhe help of divine grace. 

Even natural man is capable of nurturing rhe gift oflove char he re
ceives by natural grace, however, and rherefore of knowing rhe value of 
love. Therefore, rhe commandment of love can be known - wirh certain 
qualificadons - even beyond rhe limirs of Revelarion or of rhe Old Testa
ment church. The Old Testament humanicy did know che law oflove for 
God and for one's neighbor as a commandment of God, on which "hang 
all che law and che prophets" (Man. 22:40), according co che rescimony of 
rhe Lord Himself. Neverrheless, chis was nor yer rhe "new commandment" 
Oohn 13:34) abour love char che Lord gave co His disciples in che Lase Dis
course. Ir muse nonerheless be affirmed char even chis Old Tesramenr 
commandment oflove, despite rhe face char iris difficulr and even impos
sible co fulfill by man's natural powers alone, was addressed precisely co 
natural man. This means char chis commandment corresponds co a natu· 
ral postul4te of his consciousness. By irs very exiscence, chis commandment 
arrests char, although he is fallen, natural man is capable of loving God 
and his neighbor, and char, consequendy, appropriate efforrs for irs ful
fillment are demanded of him, namely, rhe labor and ascesis of love. The 
presence of chis posrulare in nacural man serves as rhe natural basis for re
ceiving rhe gift oflove, chis !)ft of grace, which, as in all things, is bestowed 
nor by a mechanical ace of coercion (deus ex machina), bur by a synergistic 
union of rhe gift of rhe Holy Spirit and man's efforts directed ar receiving 
chis gift. 

Thus, rhere can be an asceticism of love, char is, a merhod and disci
pline of love. This discipline and parh of love are revealed in a divinely in
spired manner by rhe aposde Paul in 1Corinthians13. The docrrine oflove 
expounded rhere can be understood as an unfolding of rhe immanent con-
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tent oflove, of those properties which participate in and are presupposed 
by the power oflove; and it can also be understood as the teaching of the 
path of love and of its constituent elements or virtues, whose acquisition 
permits one to attain love itself. It is noteworthy that the majority of the 
apostle Paul's definitions of love here have not a positive but a negative 
character; they indicate not what love does and what it is, but what it does 
not do and what it is not Furthermore, not one of these achievements is, in 
itself, equal to love, but is only an "excellent way" (1 Cor. 12:31) co it. "Love 
suffereth long, and is kind: love envieth nor; love vaunceth not itself, is nor 
puffed up, doth not behave itself unseemly, seeketh not her own, is not 
easily provoked, chinketh no evil; rejoicech not in iniquity, but rejoiceth in 
the truth; beareth all things, believeth all things, hopeth all things, 
endureth all things" (1 Cor. 13:4-7). 53 le should be noted char all of chese 
vircues, which form as ic were the white-light spectrum oflove, are also ac
cessible co che nacural man, at least as a path, an ascesis, a human efforc, 
in response to which comes God's grace. One can say that this passage de
scribes natural love as it is expressed in che work of man on himself. But at 
the same time, in its integral of grace, this love is superior to all particular 
gifts, even the highest ones (those mentioned in 1 Cor. 13=1-3: che speaking 
with the congues of men and of angels, the understanding of mysceries, 
faich, prophecy, the working of miracles, "alcruism" in the capacity of 
love), for the gift oflove, this gift of grace, is the Holy Spirit Himself and 
only it has eternally abiding significance: "love never faileth" (13:8). 

The apostle Paul's doccrine oflove discinguishes two aspects oflove 
as a unified divinely inspired or Divine-human act: (1) the nacural and hu
man aspecc oflove, which is associated with human effort; and (2) love as 
a gift of grace from the Holy Spirit. To be sure, the latter cannot be ac
quired by human powers; and inasmuch as it is the true power oflove, ic is 
inaccessible to che nacural man, who has only che will to love, who can 
only seek love. In this sense, one muse acknowledge char true love exists 
only in the Church as the gift of che Pentecost. It cannoc be attained be
yond che limics of the Church, and ic could not be actained even by che 
Old Testament Church, even though the latter knew the commandment 
oflove. Bue at the same rime this love is given only in response to che seek
ing of it. And such seeking must be proper to the members of the Church, 
who have che gift oflove not aucomatically, nor for free, bur gain ic only by 
fulfilling the commandments. We are struck by the fact that, in the Last 

SJ. The King James Version has been modified here co conform wich che Russian 
Bible. Specifically, "charicy" has been replaced wich "love." - Trans. 
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Discourse, the Lord says repeatedly, "A new commandment I give unto 
you, That ye love one another; as I have loved you, that ye also love an
other" Oohn 13:34; cf. 1p2, 17). Why is this a new commandment? Do not 
the law and the prophets depend on the commandment oflove (see Matt. 
22:40)? The only answer to this natural question is that what the Lord 
means here is precisely the acquisition of love as a gift of grace from the 
Holy Spirit - and do not forget that the main subject of the Last Dis
course is the promise that the Holy Spirit will come (see above). But the 
Lord gives this promise precisely as a commandment, which is clearly di
rected at human will. Consequently, human effort is required in order to 
acquire the love by which Christ loves us. And this is the love in the Holy 
Spirit, as is made fully clear by the final words of the High-priestly prayer: 
"that the love wherewith thou hast loved me may be in them, and I in 
them" Oohn 17:26). This Love is the Holy Spirit Himself, and these words 
clearly refer to the gift of love in the Pentecost. 

Let us now examine different aspects of this love in the Holy Spirit as 
churcbry love, which poured forth in the world in the Pentecost. The primary 
and fundamental gift of this love is churchliness or ecclesiality itself. The 
Church is not only a society, but also a real, living consubstantiality or 
multi-unity, the "Body of Christ." The descent of the Holy Spirit, actualiz
ing for us Christ's Divine-humanity and our participation in the latter, 
makes for us the Church of Christ as the unity of the Divine and creaturely 
Sophia that reality which is recognized by the action of the Holy Spirit, by 
the "new," churchly love. This love not only links people psychologically 
and empirically; it unites them spiritually by bringing them into the supra
empirical, sophianic unity of the Church as a supernatural given. 

This love is the ontic power of participation in the higher reality of 
the body of the Church. (The apostle Paul develops this general idea in 
different forms in 1 Corinthians 12, in the Epistle to the Ephesians, and 
elsewhere.) The Church is not created by love, for she exists in "the fellow
ship of the mystery, which from the beginning of the world had been hid 
in God" (Eph. 3:9); but for us she is actualized by our love, by the action of 
the Holy Spirit qualified as churchly love: "That we ... speaking the truth 
in love, may grow up into him in all things, which is the head, even Christ: 
from whom the whole body'' (4:14-16). Psychology becomes ontology; the 
society of men becomes churchliness. On the wings of grace, the Holy 
Spirit transports man from his natural state into one of grace, transform
ing him from the old Adam into the New Adam. 

This operation of the Spirit has its special name, koin0nia: "The 
grace of the Lord Jesus Christ, and the love of God, and the communion 
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(koinonia) of che Holy Spiric, be wich you all" (2 Cor. 13:13). The gifc of com
munion, koin6nia, is che first gifc of che Pencecosc as che manifescacion of 
che Church; and ic is also che supreme goal escablished by Chrisc Himself 
for all humanicy in che Church: "chac chey may be one, even as we are one: 
I in chem, and chou in me, chac chey may be made perfecc in one" Oohn 
17:22-23); by che way, chis "in" (en, eis) is che Holy Spiric, churchly love. This 
love receives a sacramencal expression in che "breaking of bread," in che 
communion wich che one Body ofChrisc, as ic is characcerized in che firsc 
cescimony of che Aces of che Aposdes (2:42) abouc che life of rhe Church: 
"chey concinued scedfasdy in che aposdes' doccrine and fellowship (tei 
koinonia1], and in breaking of bread, and in prayers." le is manifesced in a 
parcicular sense of churchliness, a sense of dissolving in che whole, ofliv
ing mulci-unicy, in which che personal is noc abolished buc incegraced 
inco a unicy of sobornosc. The koinonia of che Holy Spiric is churchly 
sobornosc as che supreme realicy of che Church, buc ic is also che goal chac 
is co be accained and cherefore che regulacive norm. 

Churchly love, in che image of che Holy Trinicy, overcomes che isola
cion of egocencrism by che power of che whole, which encers inco che soul 
as a higher realicy: "whosoever will lose his life for my sake shall find ic" 
(Mace. 16:25). Here, one firsc has co deny oneself (16:24), co abandon one's 
self-assercion, and chen, in response, che soul is filled by che life of che 
whole chrough love. The individual gains for himself a cencer higher chan 
his own; and inscead of being eccencric and egocencric, he becomes con
cencric wich respecc co che whole. Such overcoming of egocencrism already 
occurs in a cercain sense in manifescacions of nacural love for one's family, 
one's councry, one's group, for humanicy in general. Bue chis is a psycho
logical face, noc an oncological face, and ic cannoc go beyond che limics of 
empirical realicy. These limics can be cranscended only in che Church 
chrough che Holy Spiric. These nacural-grace movemencs of che human 
soul are che nacural subscracum for che Holy Spiric's koinonic gifc of com
munion in love. These movemencs can have che significance of works of 
love, of self-discipline, of che pach co love as koinonia, abouc which che 
aposde Paul speaks in 1 Corinchians 13. 

Does chis concencrism of churchly love signify an abscraccion from 
all personal conneccions, che dissolving of che laccer in che unicy of che 
whole? Or does che whole remain here a concrete multi-unity, which ic al
ready is in nacural being? Does churchly love become abscracc and imper
sonal; or does ic preserve ics personal characcer in che union of che whole? 
le is sufficienc co pose chese quescions co underscand chac love as a gifc of 
grace does noc descroy anyching (excepc sin), buc racher raises everyching 
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worthy of it to a higher concreteness of multi-diversity in multi-unity. 
This idea is confirmed by the repeated comparison of the Church with 
the body, which has many and diverse members: "fitly joined together and 
compacted by that which every joint supplieth, according to the effecrual 
working in the measure of every part" (Eph. 4:16). In other words, individ
ual links oflove exist in churchly, supra-individual love. Although che per
sonal principle is revealed and realized in these links oflove, chis love is il
luminated by che Spirit and included in che communion of churchly love. 
There are different forms of such love: friendship, che love between rela
tives, relations between che sexes (above all, marriage), and chen, 
correlatively, monasticism. Lee us begin wich friendship.s• 

Friendship is a personal relation in love, rooted in che life of che 
Church. One loses one's soul for Christ's sake with reference co a particu
lar person co whom one is linked by friendship; and chis communion of 
pair-syzygy determines life in churchly love. Even though the relations of 
friendship have a pairwise character in each particular case, they can be re
peated, since one and the same person can enter into different alliances of 
friendship; and a narural hierarchy is established among these alliances 
such chat one true Friendship is realized among many friendships and 
friends. Exclusivity does not necessarily characterize friendship, although 
it can exist in particular cases. 

The foundation of churchly friendship is Christ's Friendship with 
us. He tells His disciples: "Ye are my friends [pbilo11. ... I have called you 
my friends; for all things chat I have heard of my Father I have made 
known unto you" Oohn 15=14-15). With these words the Lord establishes, in 
churchly love, a personal relation toward Himself, a certain reciprocity of 
love, alongside or in fulfillment of the love for all or for the multi-unity of 
the whole. The Greek language distinguishes different kinds of love, in 
particular agape and pbilia. ss Agapic love is love in general, which includes 

54. The chapter on friendship in Pavel Florensky's Pilt.r and Ground oflhe T,...rh rep· 
resents a true theological revelation, because for the first rime friendship as an ecclesial 
relarion has been incorpora<ed in rhe rheological doctrine of rhe Church, and is seen as 
having a legirimare place in rhe life of rhe Church. (The Pilt.r and G""'nd of lbe T"4rh is 
available in Borisjakim's translation (Princeton, N.J.: Princecon University Pre••, 1997). -
Trans.) 

ss. Thi• has been no1ed by Pavel Florensky in The Pillar and Gr01.nd oflbe 1"'rb. Cf. 
Anders Nygren, Agape and Eros: A Slrl<!Y of the Christian Idea of Lo"" (London: SPCK, 1932). 
In 1he Synoptic Go•pel• rhe noun afllpe i• encountered only in Matthew 24:12 and Luke 
11~. wirhour any particular significance; rhe verb is encountered more frequenrly, bur it 
can refer to love for God, ro love for one's neighbor, or to the narural feeling oflove, as in 
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various forms and nuances of love, whereas philic love is qualified, indi
vidualized, personal love, love as friendship.56 

A chird Greek word for love, eros, is noc used in che New Tescarnenc 
Greek (or in che Sepcuaginc), alchough ic is encouncered in che pacriscic 
liceracure.'7 Above we incerpreced eros co mean inspiracion, che cranscen
dence of oneself, ecscacic love. Friendship, as a cercain spiricual pair
syzygy, also includes craics of erocic love in chis sense, for ic is accompa
nied by or even consiscs of a parcicular mutual inspiracion, an overcoming 
of personal self-enclosedness chrough che life cogecher of cwo persons, 
buc "wich one soul." To be sure, che erocic characcer of chis inspiring love 
lacks che incensicy chac characcerizes love becween man and woman. Bue 
che concepc of"erocic" love should, in chis sense, be emancipaced from all 
craces of sexualicy. Popular word-usage associaces erocic love wich sexual
icy, buc already in Placo such an associacion is absenc (see Alcibiades' dis
course concerning Socraces in che Symposium). In ics mosc general sense, 
"friendship" can exisc becween man and woman, and in chis case, ic as
sumes che inspiring characcer of spiricual eros. 

In general, che concepc of friendship as personal love and che spiri
cual eros chac accompanies ic muse be excended co include different forms 
of chis love; and che difference becween che sexes does noc by any means 
play che cencral role here, alchough ics exiscence obviously qualifies or 
condicions love icself. This includes differenc forms of family love: love for 
facher and mocher, brochers and siscers, ecc. In general, personal love is di
verse and does noc admic any single definicion. Whac is imporcanc is co es
cablish chac chese forms of nacural love can also become forms of 
churchly love, precisely by receiving che gracious gifc of chis love by che ac-

Luke 6:µ (Nygren, p. 83). "The introduction of the word •[l'pt as a technical term S<Oems 
to be due to Paul" (Nygren, p. 83). Of course, the most frequent use of both •[IJpt and 
•[l'pd• can be found in the Fourth Gospel. 

56. In the Gospel, the Lord's relations with His personal friend Lazarus and with 
Lazarus' sisters Mary and Martha are expressed not only by the general •[l'pt but also by 
the concrere phileis, philos, ephilei. Toward His "beloved disciple," the Lord mainly uses 
•[IJpd•, but He also uses ephiki Qohn 20:2). In the threefold interrogation of Peter, which 
is conducted with mounting intensiry, in the first two cases it is a question oflove in gen· 
era!, dlJ'f'i, whereas in the final case it is a question of personal, philic love: phileis me. 

57. The Greek title of Symeon the New Theologian's Hymns of Love (Amo,..s) is 
Er6tes> evidendy with reference to the Holy Spirit. Gregory Palamas uses this word in the 
same sense: .. The Spirit of the supreme Word is as if a certain ineffable Eros [tis Eros estin 
•pom'los) of the Engenderer roward rhe ineffably engendered Word" (Cipild phyti<•, 
theologic., etc.; PG 150, col. 1145). 
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tion of the Holy Spirit, even though there is no special sacrament that es
tablishes and sanctifies these forms oflove. 58 This is done by virtue oflife 
in common in the Church, by a certain illumination of rhe spirit, which is 
analogous to prophetic illumination. 

In the dual character of churchly love as agape and as eros, there is 
manifested the antinomic duality of the Christian path as ascesis and 
creative activity, of repentant humility and creative inspiration. Self
renunciation is realized in agape: an individual dies in his egoism in order 
to live in and by the whole. In eros, an individual, experiencing inspiration 
to the point of self-transcendence, ascends to creative self-revelation. 
Agape can be realized even by a solitary individual; it even presupposes a 
certain spiritual isolation, with withdrawal into the inner cell of the heart. 
By contrast, eros is the going our of oneself, a certain opening of rhe heart 
by the power of inspiration, which is given by the eros of love. In syzygial 
connectedness, an individual begins to see himself in and through an
other. He acquires in the other a spiritual mirror of himself, not for nar
cissistic self-love (which is possible only in a condition of temptation and 
corruption, irrespective of whether it is a question of agape or eros) but 
for the self-affirmation of himself through the other. Here, the self
affirmation that is necessary for rhe creative act loses the poison of self
love (although, in rhe condition of temptation and corruption, a potenti
ared self-love can arise, a spiritual delusion a deux, a bad hen dia duoin, in
asmuch as anything rhar is human can become ambiguous and sinful). 

Friendship as spiritual "syzygy" (ro use the gnostic expression em
ployed by Vladimir Solovyov) is the most general expression of love as 
eros, wirhour regard ro distinction of sex. Bur the primary domain of eros 
is rhe interrelation of rhe male and female principles in man, inasmuch 
as, in his fullness, man consists of rhe union ("and") of these two princi
ples: "So God created man in his own image, in the image of God created 
he him; male and female created he them" (Gen. 1:27). Inwardly, in the 
spirit, man is defined by the polarity of the male and female principles;59 

s8. There once exis<ed the ancient rire of adelphopoiesis ("brother-making"), 
which sanctified personal friendship. About this tite, see Fr. K. Nikol'sky, On Oflim in the 
RMSsidn CJn.rch Which Were Found in &rry Printd Litwrgictd Books (St. Petersburg, 188s): The 
Rire of Adelphopoiesis, with appendices, pp. 371°89. This rite characterizes rhe love of 
brothers as "love in Chrisr," as "spirirual love." These characrerizations, of course, have a 
capital dogmatic significance for understanding the religious value of personal eros be
tween friends. This idea can also be applied to relations between men and women which 
do not ha"" rhe character of conjugal love but rather rhe character of friendship. 

S9· See my book Th< UnfoJing Lit}I~ the chapter on man. 
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and even in his excernal being, man is noc only male or female, buc pre
cisely male and female. He is chis ontological and, which expresses che full
ness of Divine-humanity, ofche image of God in man. le corresponds noc 
co just one of che hyposcases, noc co che male or female principle caken 
separacely, buc co cheir dyadic union. This is che basis for a parcicular 
form of love in man, predominandy syzygial and expressly inspiring in 
characcer, insofar as chere is a discinccion here becween spiricual gifcs and 
cheir mucual fulfillment. Love-friendship becween che male and female 
principles in man is expressly ecscacic, creacive, inspiring; ic is eros. 

This relation would be simple and clear if ic remained solely spiri· 
rual. And ic is such in individual cases recorded by hiscory. Here we have 
an anticipation of life "as che angels of God in heaven" (Mau. 22:30). Bue 
in fallen humanity this relation is complicaced by sex and the funccion of 
reproduccion, which presupposes not only spirirual buc also psycho
corporeal differences becween the bearers of the male and female princi
ples. Spiritual eros rums out to be included in che life of sex, and ascesis is 
given the capacity to overcome this complexity on the way of the cross of 
eros, or to ascetically abolish eros itself. The male and female principles 
were introduced in the composicion of che animal world at the creation. 
God did not create all living things in their fullness all at once; instead, He 
implanted in them the power to mulciply, saying, "Be fruitful, and multi· 
ply" (Gen. 1:22). This mulciplication initially presupposed a sexual differ
ence, as we can conclude noc only from the general definition concerning 
creation "after his kind," buc also from the narrative of the presentacion 
of the animals to man (Gen. 2:19); moreover, "for Adam there was noc 
found an help meet for him" (2:20). What is meanc here is a woman, as is 
clear from the narracive chat follows. At their creation, God said co man as 
male and female the same thing chat He said co the animal world: "Be 
fruitful, and multiply" (1:28). 

Sex and sexual reproduction, as the axis of animal being, therefore 
bear che imprint of God's direct will: chey are included in life by God's cre· 
acive power. Consequendy, within the limits of the animal world, sex and 
sexual reproduction are not tainted by sinful or shameful desire, since one 
cannot speak of sin in che animal world. The laccer finds icself below sin 
and becomes accessible co its influence only through man. That is why 
animals do noc know sexual shame, even as man did noc know sexual 
shame befon! the fall: "And they were both naked, the man and his wife, 
and were noc ashamed" (Gen. 2:25). The fire oflife which is presenc in sex 
as the principle of reproduction, chis fire burned, shedding lighc, buc ic 
did not consume, as it consumes the fallen nacure. Perhaps ic had already 
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consumed rhe fallen essence of rhe fleshless spirit who, perverting his 
own fleshless nature, enflamed himself with animal sexual lust and was 
able ro infect our progenitors wirh rhis lusr. Ar rhe very leasr, rhe serpent's 
remprarion contains an allegorical indication of his sexual character, as is 
evident in rhe facr rhar rhe fallen progenitors realized rhar they were na
ked: "Who told thee rhar thou wast naked?" (3:11), God asks Adam. Ar 
first, naming rhe animals and seeing their sexual pairedness, Adam was 
nor tempted by rhe nakedness, for he had nor yer "found an help meet" 
(2:20). This remprarion by rhe animality of sex came ro him nor from rhe 
animal world, bur from his "help meet," his own wife. 

In rhe first man, rhe animal function of reproduction was united 
wirh the spiritual principle of syzygy as rhe spiritual eros of rhe male and 
female principles. This was friendship in rhe proper sense of rhe word, as 
rhe acquisition of an "other," an airer ego, "an help meer."60 Bur ar rhe 
same time rhis "help meer" or friend was a fleshly "other," formed our of 
Adam's flesh, our of his "rib," as he slept (Gen. 2:21), rhar is, when he was 
beyond rhe conscious control of rhe spirit. Ir was only in a stare of pro
phetic vision rhar Adam recognized rhis fleshly bi-unity, when he said 
about rhe woman brought ro him by God, "This is now bone of my bones, 
and flesh of my flesh: she shall be called Woman, because she was taken 
our of Man" (2:23). And "they shall be one flesh" (2:24). Thus, from rhe 
very beginning, spiritual love for rhe "help meer" is joined wirh fleshly 
union in fulfillment of rhe commandment ro multiply. This joining of 
spiritual and fleshly union results from rhe spiritual-corporeal nature of 
man as an incarnate spirit. A connection is preserved here with rhe animal 
world, which ar rhe same rime is transcended by rhe presence of rhe spiri
tual principle in man and by irs harmonizing, spiritualizing power. Bur 
this harmonization of sex and spirit, so essential for man, rurned our ro 
be rhe most difficult of tasks, and rhe relation berween sex and spirit 
turned our ro be unstable, as demonstrated by rhe fact of rhe fall. The lar
rer exerted an influence on man's entire life and, through him, on rhe en
tire world; bur irs most intimate effect was on rhe relationship berween 
rhe male and female principles in man. 

This change can be expressed as follows: in man, sex was awakened as 
a rebellious, autonomous element, an element of desire and passion 
which nor only was nor subject ro rhe spirit bur which subjected rhe spirit 
to itself: "and thy desire shall be ro rhy husband" (Gen. p6); and such also 

60. Thls sen[ence concains an uncranslacable wordplay involving che Russian 
words J,,.zbba (friendship), J,,.g (friend), and J,,.goi (an "other" or alter ego). - Trans. 
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became the desire of the husband for the wife. Sexual life in man lost its 
initial harmony and took on a tragic character. In man, sex is an incarnate 
antinomy: it makes him an animal, but at the same rime he cannot totally 
become an animal except in the lowest depths of his fall, in a kind of de
humanization, about which the Bible speaks with reference to the antedi
luvian corruption: "he also is flesh" (Gen. 6:3). In the animal aspect of sex, 
man tragically finds himself both above and below the animal world, for 
the lauer, not having spirit, remains innocent in the sexual life, whereas, 
in man, sexual life is experienced as a loss of"innocence." But at the same 
time this differentiation becween male and female qualifies in a very es· 
sencial way the spirit of man, who is in no wise an "androgyne" (alchough 
every man is, co a cercain degree, androgynous in his spirit), bur is male or 
female. Their desire for each ocher and cheir friendship can also exisc in a 
purely spiricual form, free of che flesh and of passion, bur ac the same 
rime ic is defenseless againsc che infeccion of passion. In no wise does sex 
exhausc che difference becween che male and female principles. Racher, sex 
is che chain feuering che spiritual love of male and female. Eros is en
slaved and oppressed by sex co such an excent chat che lauer has appropri
ated and thus discorced in che eyes of many che very name eros, which is 
usually underscood only sexually, alchough ic is not really such. Ac che 
same rime, man's very being, char is, his reproduccion, is cwisced into che 
fatal knot of eros and sex: "I was shapen in iniquicy, and in sin did my 
mother conceive me" (Ps. 51:5). Man is conceived in sin and shame.61 

The antinomy of eros and sex, which exiscs for every human being 
(any excepcions have a pachological characcer), seeks ascetic resolution in 
various forms of cheir struggle against each on pachs of cheir possible har
monization. The simplest pach, che pseudo-ascecic one, consiscs simply in 
the morcification of both eros and sex. The goal here is to desexualize 
man through sexual ascesis, which in general occupies such an important 
place in che ascecic praccice. This desexualizacion, like natural asexualicy, 
is sometimes thought to be equivalent to che puricy of innocence, al
though it is nor really such. le seeks, in general, co abolish che male and fe
male principles in man, uansforming man nor even inco an "androgyne," 
bur into a neucered being. le chus tries co modify God's will concerning 
che creation of man, co correcc God's plan. Excepc for cases of natural de
fecciveness, which are more common than one chinks and are ofcen caken 
for genuine ascecic desexualizacion, chis goal remains unrealizable and 

61. le is in chis concexc chac one should underscand che purifying prayers pro· 
nounced over che mocher, recited immediacely afcer birch and forcy days later. 
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false. In essence, sex is not rejected even in monasticism, which distin
guishes, at the very least, between monks and nuns. Consequently, even 
the assumption of the "angelic image" of monasticism does not disqualify 
an individual from belonging to the male or female gender. The mortifi
cation not only of the "flesh," i.e., sex, but also of eros in man would be -
if it were not impossible - spiritual suicide. But by no means should 
Christian asceticism be suicide. The intensity of eros as the spiritual en
ergy of inspiring love is the fiery element which seeks to be overshadowed 
by the Holy Spirit and which receives Him, inasmuch as the following 
principle is valid with regard to the gifts of the Holy Spirit: "Ask, and it 
shall be given you; seek, and ye shall find" (Matt. 7:7). In order ro under
stand and accept this truth, one must fully restore the significance attrib
uted ro the power oflove as spiritual eros, given the presumed presence of 
the male and female principles in Revelation itself. 

The Church, as well as its foundation, churchly love, is represented 
in Revelation not only by images of agapic and philic love, bur also by im
ages of spiritual eros, of inspiring and inspired love, of a certain divine ec
stasy. In this connection we must first try ro decipher the sacred mystery 
of Tbe Song of Songs, this most New-Testamental book in the Old Testa
ment, and perhaps in the entire Bible. The inclusion of this book in the 
canon, an inclusion so repugnant and incomprehensible for people of an 
anti-erotic spirit, is a true miracle, worked by the Holy Spirit. Compared 
to the other canonical books, it is the "Holy of Holies" of the Bible, as 
both Christian and Jewish exegetes call it. Rationalistic exegesis sees in it 
merely an example of love poetry, although a sublime and unsurpassable 
one; but we must affirm that it is nothing other than an apotheosis of 
love. As an epithalamium, a nuptial song, it portrays a bridegroom and 
his bride in their search for each other. But they are not the true protago
nists of this sacred drama (unique of its kind in the Old Testament, as 
well as in the New). 

The true subject of Tbe Song of Songs is not the bridegroom and his 
bride and their human love, but Love itself. This theme is expressed in the 
concluding chapter in words in which the entire power ofTbe Song of Songs 
is concentrated and for the sake of which it was perhaps written. Here are 
these words: "Set me as a seal upon thine heart, as a seal upon thine arm: 
for love is strong as death; jealousy is cruel as the grave: the coals thereof 
are coals of fire, which hath a most vehement flame" (8:6). But the end of 
this passage has a significant variant: not "vehement flame" but "flame of 
God" (and this is the only direct mention of the Name of God in this 
book). Thus, this book is written about the Holy Spirit, the flame of God, 
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Love. It expresses the special character of the love that exists between 
Christ and the Church, which is the Holy Spirit. One can say that Christ 
loves the Church by the Holy Spirit, and that the Church loves Him in the 
Holy Spirit, Who abides in the Church. In the New Testament this idea is 
expressed in Ephesians 5, where the mystery of marriage is elucidated with 
reference to Christ and the Church. To this one should add other Old Tes
tament and New Testament figures of the marriage feast borrowed from 
the domain of the mutual love of husband and wife, bridegroom and 
bride. 

These figures are summed up, as it were, in the final chapter of Reve
lation: "And the Spirit and the bride say, Come. And let him that heareth 
say, Come" (Rev. 12:17). What is meant here, of course, is the Church in 
Her relation to Christ; and here the love of the Church, which is the 
"Spirit," is represented as the love of the "bride" for the Bridegroom. Else
where we find: "the marriage of the Lamb is come, and his wife hath made 
herself ready" (19:7); "the wife and bride of the Lamb" (21:9;62 the "and" 
here is equivalent to "i.e.," indicating the special form of the love between 
the Church and Christ). There is an analogous relation in mariology,63 

where the Mother and Daughter of God is the "Unwedded Bride." In all 
these figures, the Male principle corresponds to the Logos, whereas the 
Female principle corresponds to the Spirit. As for Christ and the Church, 
this is an unfathomable mystery whose revelation will come only in the 
future age with the hypostatic revelation of the Holy Spirit, a revelation 
that this age does not know. But what is important for us is that this fig
ure oflove is, if not unique, at least typological in churchly love; in partic
ular, it indicates the relation between the bridegroom and the bride. Let 
us examine this question in more detail. 

Insofar as this form of love, together with agapic love, belongs to the 
Church through the action of the Holy Spirit, it must considered as a form 
of love that is given to man and included in the range of churchly love, of 
love as a gift of grace. But in order to understand all the power of this gift 
of grace, we must first consider the natural gift that corresponds to it, for 
the natural gifts are the substratum, as it were, for the action of grace; they 
are the creaturely call and questioning. It is indisputable that the inspiring 
power of eros is also given in the natural relationships between people, as 
friendship or the syzygial union oflife. There are absolutely no grounds to 
assert that this power, in its very exisrence, is connected with the fall of man. 

62. This phrase is rranslared from rhe Russian Bible. - Trans. 
63. See my book The &.ming Bush. 
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On rhe contrary, like orher spiritual powers, ir is a gifr of narural grace, 
which has irs source (like all rhings in creation) in rhe life-giving power of 
rhe Holy Spirit. And rhe image of eros in rhe pagan old resramenr, e.g., in 
Plato's Symposium, rends nor ro refute but ro confirm rhis conclusion. The 
creative power of love, rhe fiery force of inspiration, is embodied in Plato's 
work in images char are so convincing rhar rhey seem self-evident. The Pia· 
ronic eros is not connected wirh relations berween rhe sexes; ir has a general 
character. Bue ir also includes the love of rhe male and female principles, 
which is based on rheir spiritual difference, as well as on rheir unity in rhe 
human essence. The male and female principles are united wirhour separa
tion and wirhouc confusion in human sophianicity, which exists in the im
age of union in the Divine Sophia, of the revelation of the Second and 
Third hyposcases, of Their bi-unity. This bi-unity exists in the eternal 
Proco-image, rhe Divine-humanity, and it receives its seal in the creation of 
man "in rhe image of God" as man and woman, rhe bearers of rhe rwo 
principles, which exist wirhour separation in separate being and without 
confusion in joint being."' 

This dual qualification of the creaturely spirit must be extended to 
rhe world and ro rhe fleshless spirits, inasmuch as rhey all bear the image 
of God, which is fully disclosed for creation in the separate being of rhe 
two principles. But in man this spiritual difference is complicated by rhe 
existence of rhe psycho-corporeal element: the male and female principles 
of the spirit are realized here as man and woman. They are meant nor only 
ro experience a spiritual love (where rhe woman is rhe "help meet," i.e., rhe 
friend, and the husband is the head, i.e., also a friend, but manifesting his 
friendship in a different manner) but also ro "be one flesh" (Gen. 2:24): 
the spiritual union here is accompanied by a bodily union, whose task is 
reproduction, commanded by God co man (Gen. 1:28) and ro the entire 
animal world. This fullness of conjugal love, being included in the full· 
ness of rhe image of God in man, was, of course, harmonized in such a 
way chat the union of husband and wife in one flesh should not have a 
fleshly character, bur should be subject co the spirit and entirely spirirual
ized. The fall of man, which found its most intimate expression in rhe life 
of sex, destroyed this harmony and replaced ir with a rragic disharmony, 
which is experienced in different ways in the life oflove in its entirety and 
in its different aspects. 

64. See Vladimir Solovyov's work Tbe Meaning of Lave, which is unforgeuable de
spite being somewhar marred by a one-sidedness as regards rhe question of sex and mar· 
riage. 
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As a consequence of che fall, sex appeared, chis fiery element of 
man's being, an element chac received autonomous existence in che ca· 
pacity of che power of life in fallen man. Bue ac che same cime, by virtue 
of che unity oflife in man, chis element is connected wich his spirit, con
scicucing boch che wings and che chains of che laccer. Having lose ics 
transparence for che spirit and now clothed in che "coats of skins" (Gen. 
3:21) of che flesh, che body of man became three chings: a revelacion of 
man's spirit, his "spiritual body"; a veil impenetrable for the spirit, his 
"natural body"; and finally, che flesh. And spiritual or "syzygial" love (co 
borrow che expression used by Vladimir Solovyov in Tbe Meaning of Love) 
united itself and (which is much worse) became mixed wich fleshly love. 
This is expressed, for example, in che facal ambiguity of che cerm eras, 
which can mean boch spiritual love and sensual "eroticism." For chis rea
son some chink chac a merciless war should be declared against eros, chac 
ic should be annihilated because of chis ambiguity. Bue chac would be co 
annihilate man himself, which is something direcdy opposed co God's 
will. le would be co annihilate him in all senses: first, physically, since his 
very existence depends on sexual love; and then spiritually, since his in
spiration and creative activity are connected with the fiery element of 
eros, which - alas! - is spiritual-corporeal in nature. There remains the 
path of the "sublimation"65 or transfiguration of eros, the path of its 
emancipation, if not from its connection with the body (which would 
mean the disintegration of man's spiritual-corporeal makeup, his 
disincarnation, which is impossible), chen from che fercers of the flesh, 
from enslavement to the body. 

There can be various pachs of che "transfiguration of eros," of the 
batde for eros, for its higher, spiritual embodiments and against its lower, 
fleshly embodiments; and in a certain sense the path of che salvation of 
eros coincides here with the path of spiritual life. One must first noce the 
possible forms of spiritual love or friendship between representatives of 
che two principles, in whom che fleshly principle is overcome (if noc abso
lutely, then within the limits accessible to man) ascetically or by love itself. 
Noc because of repugnance for the flesh (which repugnance is con
demned by the Church) buc for spiritual and ascetic reasons, this spiritual 
love must never - wich regard to its very purpose - become a fleshly love, 
even a conjugal love; nevertheless in ics spiritual power it exists and has 
che right to exist, insofar as it is a creative energy of che spirit. In virtue of 

65. The question of subHmacion receives a comprehensive examinacion in 8. P. 
Vysheslavrscv's book: The Ethics of Transfigured Eros, Paris, 1931. 
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che unbreakable conneccion becween che fleshly and spiricual principles 
in man, che ascecic pach in chis bacde of che spiric for che spiric appears co 
be especially difficulc and even dangerous. Bue chis cannoc juscify che kill
ing oflove icself as a creacive power of che spiric, especially since in che do
main of che spiric chere are no guarancees chac any pach is crue and safe, 
since che life of che spiric is always connecced wich creacive accivicy and 
freedom, iniciacive, che audacious accepcance of responsibilicy. 

If che very power of love in man represems noc a sinful comamina
cion resulcing from his corrupcion because of che fall, buc his original, 
chough sin-caimed, vocacion, ic is necessary co recognize chac love - noc 
in ics lower aspeccs buc in ics highesc aspiracions and conquescs - is a gifc 
of nacural grace, which seeks and finds ics sanccificacion by che Holy 
Spiric in che Church. True, in chis case chis sanccificacion is noc commu
nicaced chrough a special sacramem buc is accomplished in che general 
process of che life of grace in che Church. Bue che absence of a special sac
ramem does noc mean chac chis side of che life of che spiric is deprived of 
grace. This is crue also of ocher aspeccs of human life chac are noc sancci
fied by any special sacramem. Spiricual birch in bapcism, che gifr of che 
Holy Spiric in confirmacion, and communion wich Chrisc in che Eucha
risc imply che sanccificacion and benediccion of all human life, and in par
cicular of che power of spiricual love, which manifescs icself in human rela
cionships insofar as chey are noc corrupced by che fall. The nacural powers 
are nourished by che grace of che Holy Spiric in conformicy wich che gen
eral power of churchly life. And if personal love is one of che forms of 
churchly love, chen, as such, ic is sanccified from wichin and ics inspira
cions proceed from che inspiracions of che Spiric. 

The ascecic overcoming of sex in che relacions becween che male and 
female nacures, chac is, spiricual love and friendship, occupies a legicimace 
place in che general scruccure of churchly love as che personal principle of 
eros. Bue spiricual love does noc exhausc all che possibilicies oflove, which, 
in conformicy wich man's makeup, is spiricual-corporeal in characcer. 
Man is noc only a spiricual and personal buc also a corporeal and generic 
being; and sexual life is connecced noc only wich sinful lusc in man buc 
also wich che generic funccion of reproduccion and family. Therefore, che 
relacions becween che sexes can also be direcced along che channel of ge
neric, family love, which is accompanied by che fulfillmem of God's com
mandmem concerning reproduccion. 

Marriage unices cwo forms oflove: personal love and generic (family) 
love. On che one hand, che sacramem of marriage sanccifies che personal 
love ofche bridegroom and che bride, which love is (or ac lease can and even 
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must be) a spiritual love, friendship; and it crowns man (which corresponds 
to the rite of crowning in the Orthodox marriage ceremony). On the other 
hand, the sacrament of marriage sanctifies sexual life and the reproduction 
that depends on it. The sinful principle oflust that is associated with the 
life of sex is neutralized here, as it were. Grace pacifies and takes the sorrow 
out of the life of sex, which is justified by reproduction. The antinomy that 
exists between the spirit and the flesh, between spiritual love and fleshly un
ion, an antinomy that is expressed both in passionate sexual desire and in 
the aspiration to transcend sex in spiritual communion, this antinomy is 
not abolished here, but it is pacified by the grace of the sacrament of mar
riage as the sacrificial path of communion and reproduction. 

In the whole Old Testament, as well as outside che Christian 
Church, marriage is considered to be a natural sacrament. Consequently, 
che Church too considers che personal love of che bridegroom and the 
bride, as well as their communion based on a mutual vow, to be an exam
ple of sanccificacion by natural grace. In che Old Testament, no particular 
need arose for an express sanccificacion of che marriage union, perhaps 
partly because che generic function of marriage, reproduction, which con
tained che future Sacred Seed of che Divine Incarnation, eclipsed che per
sonal love and friendship between bridegroom and bride, relegating chis 
personal love co a secondary place in che consciousness. This weakening 
of che personal character of marriage was also expressed in che permitting 
of polygamy and in che levirace, which underscored che generic character 
of marriage. The antinomy between fleshly and spiritual love, which in 
paganism found resolution in orgiastic and phallic cults and in sacred 
prostitution, becomes exceptionally acute in Christianity thanks co che 
emancipation of the life of the spirit chat ic produces. And chis naturally 
leads co the postulate that sexual life can receive the help of grace through 
the sacrament of marriage. 

Sexual life is ascetically regulated by chis sacrament, first of all be
cause in conjugal love it does not need co be a mere servant oflust, and 
also because ic receives a sacrificial justification for itself in reproduction. 
Furthermore, the sacrament of marriage is a benediction of personal love 
as spiritual friendship. Inasmuch as che gift of chis love is bestowed by che 
Holy Spirit, Who is the eternal Glory in the Holy Trinity and the Glory of 
che God-Man in che Incarnation, the sanccificacion of marriage, wich che 
symbolic placing of crowns upon che head, is a "crowning with glory and 
honor." 

Ac che same cime, sexual life is ascetically permicced. This ascesis of 
sexual life places definite limits on ics freedom, however: ic is noc only per-
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mined and sanccified, buc ic is also bound and limiced spiritual!J, in parcic
ular by being subordinaced co spiricual love. Thac is why, in virtue of chis 
ascecically limicing cendency of che Church wich reference co sexual life, 
Christianity permics only monogamy, and forbids divorce and fornica
tion. This does noc mean chac spiricual love or friendship is conceived as 
being possible only once; on the contrary, ic can occur many rimes and in 
differenc ways. le means, racher, chac che love chac is uniced wich fleshy 
communion, with sexual life, must be unique. The excepcions (second and 
chird marriage, and divorce), despite all che abuses connecced wich chem, 
only confirm che general rule. The sacrament of marriage in che Church 
muse cherefore be understood with reference co original sin and che re
sulcing cragic upheaval of human life, which became burdened by sex, i.e., 
by passion and lust, in the mucual relacions of man and woman. By bless
ing spiritual love, this sacrament moderaces and ascetically regulaces the 
life of the flesh by ics grace. 

Insofar as che sacramem of marriage is imended co liberace che per
sonal eros in man from the burden of sex, ic is the path to conjugal chas
city, che gift of which is requesced in the rite of chis sacrament.66 However, 
chis is, of course, noc a scraight path, buc a round-about one, and one con
necced wich che acceptance of the commandmem to be fruicful and mul
tiply. Bue chere is another pach of chascity, che straighc one, but one chat, 
to be sure, involves che renunciacion of chis commandmenc. This is che 
pach of accive chascity, of sanccified virginity, of che volumary "eunuchs 
for che kingdom of heaven's sake," in concrast co che eunuchs who "were 
so born from their mocher's womb" (Mate. 19:12), and who, even in che 
monascic scace, do noc know che ascecic victory over sex. This scare, not of 
de facco celibacy, which can be merely a resulc of personal face and which 
can be experienced as involumary misforcune, buc of virginity accepced as 
a feat of ascesis - this scace is a different path of the overcoming of sex in 
man, consiscing in che direcc bacde againsc sex, assisced by God's grace. 
This scace consists, first of all, in the desire co rescore that image of the 
original man which he had before his fall and before he was cloched in che 
"coacs of skins" of sensuous flesh; and second, it consiscs in assuming 
"the angelic image" in che sense of renouncing for oneself the command
ment of reproduccion, which is alien to the angels, for che larcer consci
cuce a "congregacion" or a "choir," noc a genus.67 le should be noced chat, 

66. "Accord ro rhese Your servants a peaceful life, prosperiiy, chasriiy, and mutual 
love in a union of peace, a much perperuated progeny, rhe grace of childbearing." 

67. See my bookjaa>b's LllJder: On the Angels. 
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just as angels do not lack a concrete qualifiedness or specificicy of the 
spirit, so those who assume "the angelic image" do not cease being male 
or female, although they aspire to liberate themselves from gender. They 
do not become neuter beings, which would be a crime against man's onto· 
logical essence. 

The virginicy path to chasticy is more sanctified than the marriage 
path, which is a kind of a compromise with sex. Thus, we read in the Book 
of Revelation (14:1-s) about the "one hundred forcy and four thousand" 
who "were redeemed from among men." They have the "Father's name 
written in their foreheads" and sing "a new song before the throne." 
"These are they which were not defiled with women; for they are virgins. 
These are they which follow the Lamb whithersoever he goeth. These were 
redeemed from among men, being the firstfruits unto God and to the 
Lamb." The "order" of chasticy is, of course, headed by the Virgin Mary 
with the "beloved disciple" John, adopted by her, and with John the Fore
runner. In the Church, active chasticy and virginicy exist in the institution 
of monasticism. 

Virginicy and marriage, as two paths to chasticy and the victory over 
sex, i.e., the path of the disciplined renunciation of sexual life and the 
path of conjugal ascesis and reproduction,68 not only coexist in the 
Church but must be understood and accepted in their antinomic 
conjugacy. By virtue of this conjugacy, these paths, even though they are 
opposed, nevertheless presuppose and posit each other. That is why the 
sacrament of marriage in the Church must be understood and accepted in 
connection with the sacrament of monastic tonsure, which includes the re
nunciation of marriage. When either of these principles is asserted to be 
the only valid one, it becomes not merely one-sided but even heretical: 
Pace Rozanov,69 marriage should not be viewed as a condition that is supe· 
rior to virginicy, for God Himself has attested that the latter is the su
preme path for man. Nor should monasticism be understood as an aver
sion to marriage, for such a view is condemned by the Church. The two 

paths presuppose and imply one another, so the Lord's words in Matthew 

68. The Apostle says, "Adam was not deceived, but the woman being deceived was 
in the transgression. Notwithscanding she shall be saved in childbearing, if they con· 
1inue in fairh and chariiy and holiness wi1h chastiry'' (1 Tim. 2:15; 1he Kingjames Version 
has been modified here to conform with the Russian Bible). From this it is clear that 
childbearing is not opposed, in a certain sense, to chastity. 

69. Vasily Rounov (1856-1919) was a Russian wricer who developed a scriking and 
original philosophy of che primacy of sex in human life. - Trans. 
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19:12 can be applied to both of them taken together and to each separately: 
"He that is able to receive it, let him receive it. "70 

At the present time, monasticism is understood as a "renunciation 
of the world." But in order to understand this idea correctly, one should 
ask oneself: Does this mean that the Christians who are not monks are 
free of all "renunciation of the world"? Orthodoxy does not know that 
distinction between Gospel "commandments" and "precepts" on the basis 
of which Catholicism distinguishes between "first-class" and "second· 
class" Christians. All of Christ's commandments are addressed to all 
Christians: "thy commandment is exceeding broad" (Ps. 119:96) and "He 
that is able to receive it, let him receive it." Christ addresses to all Chris
tians without distinction the universal and perfect commandment: "Be ye 
therefore perfect, even as your Father which is in heaven is perfect" (Matt. 
5:48); and all "precepts" and all "commandments" with their distinctions 
are dissolved in the depths of this commandment. And it is to all Chris
tians that the apostle of love addresses his exhortation, "Love not the 
world, neither the things that are in the world" (1 John 2:15). And it is to 
the whole multitude of the people, to those who follow the monastic path 
and to those who follow the family path, that the Lord addresses His ex
hortation, "If any man come to me, and hate not his father, and mother, 
and wife, and children, and brethren, and sisters, yea, and his own life also, 
he cannot be my disciple" (Luke 14:26). What can be added to the 
maximalism of these words by any monastic or nonmonastic renuncia
tion of the world, since this is a general requirement addressed to all 
Christians? 

Bue does this mean that monasticism abolishes the Old Testament 
commandment to respect one's parents, or God's commandment con· 
cerning family love, sanctified by the sacrament of marriage, or the Old 
and New Testament commandment to love one's neighbor as oneself, or 
the Lord's "new" commandment to love one another, or, in general, love 
for God's creation? Understood in this sense, Christ's words would lead to 
hatred and hostility toward the world, to a manichean, not Christian, atti
tude toward life. His words do not authorize us to dispense with the com· 

70. Virginiry in rhe Church is more primary and essential [han monasticism; the 
lauer is only rhe hisrorical form, established by rhe Church, for rhe former. As such, 1he 
monasticism ofroday does nor fully coincide wirh virginity, despite rhe facr rhar rhe ww 
of virginiry is the most central of the monastic vows, and even the only essential vow. Per
sons are now admitted into the monastic order who have lived a long conjugal life or 
who have naturally, because of age, losr sexual desire. 
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mandment to love and to work at love; and they do not abolish the con
nection of every individual person with the whole human race and with 
the world. What they do is establish a hierarchy of love, so to speak. It is 
love for God which is the first commandment; and love for one's neighbor 
is only the second commandment, although it is equal to the first. And a 
Christian must love Christ more than he loves any of his neighbors and 
loved ones, so that he would be capable of sacrificing his love for them for 
the sake of his love for Christ. There is a hierarchy here, and a place for as
cetic labor and self-control, but there can be and should be no place here 
for a manichean rejection of God's creation. Ascesis must be practiced by 
all human beings, and only the paths of this ascesis differ. For those who 
follow the monastic path, this ascesis can, in its own way, be (but does not 
have to be) more rigorous and severe than the ascesis of those who do not 
follow the monastic path; but there cannot be any renunciation of the 
world here in the sense of true hatred of it. We do not find such hatred in 
the Gospels. Indeed, it should not exist in Christianity. 

This brings us back to the fundamental problem of the paths and 
forms oflove. They differ, of course, in marriage and virginity, a particular 
case of which is monasticism: the latter excludes that which is the norm 
for marriage. But the concrete forms of love are, in general, not repeated 
in their individual distinctiveness. We must pose an essential question: As 
far as virginity and monasticism are concerned, are the forms of personal 
love as spiritual eros preserved, or are they rejected as inferior? The history 
of monasticism with its heroic feats of asceticism appears to indicate that 
they are not preserved. Hermitage, solitude, reclusion are forms of monas
tic life in which the individual is completely isolated from the rest of hu
manity in his presence before God, and appears to concentrate solely on 
the first commandment, that oflove for God. The second commandment, 
equal to the first, is observed only in the general sense of churchly catho
licity before the presence of God. Is this the sole norm of the monastic 
state, however, and is the monk truly a monos for whom people do not and 
must not exist as subjects of a personal relationship, of personal love (just 
as in prison there are no human beings, but only numbers)? But we know 
from the history of monasticism that such isolation is only a temporary 
state, which is replaced by a return to people, to human communion. 
Even if we recognize the existence of such solitary monasticism in all its 
inflexibility as the feat of repentance and prayer, we must also recognize 
the fact of the existence of monastic communities, the life of monks in 
the world with people and for people, as a form of virginal life in the ser
vice of people. We see before us the figures of the Forerunner, the preacher 
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of repentance, and of John rhe Theologian, rhe apostle of love, as well as 
of great saints, such as Sr. Sergius, Sr. Seraphim ofSarov, and rhe Russian 
elders, who were centers of love and arrracred great mulrirudes of people. 
While recognizing rhe first form oflove, rhar of the hermits, we must also 
recognize and understand rhe second form oflove, whose prororype,John 
the Forerunner, says of himself, "I am rhe friend of the Bridegroom" (cf. 
John p9). And by saying rhis, he personifies this love as friendship, which 
is united with his ministry as Forerunner. 

In general, rhe distinctive spiritual "solipsism" of monastic isolation 
or hermitage cannot be generaliud; it cannot be considered rhe sole norm 
ofrhe "angelic image," obligarory for all. On rhe contrary, isolation should 
be practiced only in the general context of rhe spiritual life, as one of the 
dialectical moments of rhe larrer. Here roo, rhe catholicity of churchly being 
qualifies this "dwelling in the wilderness," which thus does not become a 
rrue solipsism bur remains within rhe bounds of rhe agapic union of 
churchly love, realized by prayer. The absence of direct relations with peo
ple is possible and bearable only if rhere is an inspired inrensiry oflove for 
God. The model for this love is 11'e Song of Sony, spiritual marriage in the 
image of Christ and rhe Church. The passive condition of negative asceti
cism does nor suffice here; whar is needed is active ascent, ecstasy, crowned 
by rhe grace of the Spirit. Thar is why the great ascetic saints are nor only 
masters of asceticism but also bearers of charismatic inspiration in the 
union with Christ and the Holy Spirir.71 The celestial echoes of this soli
tary spiritual eros are conveyed ro us by the Eriites of Symeon rhe New 
Theologian and by rhe conversations of Sr. Macarius of Egypt, St. Ser
aphim of Sarov, and orher saints. In addition, in the rroparion to female 
martyrs, rhe Church speaks about the ecstasy of the "spiritual marriage" 
wirh Christ: "I love Thee, my Bridegroom." In general, one can say char, in 
isolation from people, when the external possibilities of love are removed 
and there remains only a general carholiciry of consciousness (since desert 
hermits roo pray "our Father," nor "nry Father"), ecstatic spiritual eros is 
rhe pre-established form oflove for God. In its active inrensiry, rhe srare of 
hermitage resembles prophetic inspiration. 

As far as communal monasticism or monasticism in rhe world is 
concerned, it knows love in both of its aspects, impersonal or universal 
(agape) and personal (philia and eros); bur ir knows ir in a different 
(though similar) manner from those who live outside monasticism. The 

71. Bur rhar is also why ascenrs ro rhe high peaks which are not accompanied by 
spirirual gifts can cause spirirual insaniry. 
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difference consists, of course, in the absence here of conjugal and family 
love: the latter is associated with sexual life, which in monasticism must 
be combated by ascetic struggle. But the possibilities of personal, philic 
love and the inspirations that accompany them, i.e., of spiritual eros, are 
by no means rejected in monasticism. The monastic state should not be 
inhuman; on the contrary, it finds its proper domain in virtue of the "sub
limation" of accumulated and unused spiritual energies.72 It is not cold 
eunuchs, "so born from their mother's womb," who enter the kingdom of 
heaven, but those who have "loved much," even prostitutes. There are no 
grounds to assert that only personal spiritual isolation is appropriate for 
monasticism and that communal living in monasticism is only an exter
nal, topographic cohabitation of inwardly unconnected and solitary 
souls, and not a spiritual family or union of friends. Even apart from the 
fact that such a condition cannot be realized in practice in certain monas
tic situations in the world (the exercise of hierarchical ministries, various 
forms of active monasticism), even ideologically this can be justified only 
by replacing Christianity with manicheism or Buddhism. In general, one 
should not exaggerate the significance of the monastic state in the 
Church, making it a sort of Christianity kat' exocben, a Christianity par ex
cellence. What is valid for the whole of Christianity is also valid for mo
nasticism, which is only a particular case of Christianity, one of the states of 
the latter. And what is crucial for this path, at least as far as love is con
cerned, is not institutional monasticism with all the encrustations that 
have covered it over the course of its history, but virginity, which runs par
allel to marriage, the two being different forms and paths of love. Thus, 
the particular character of monasticism does not change anything in the 
general nature of love. 

The Holy Spirit does not abolish the different forms of natural 
love. They are clothed in natural grace and are thus receptacles for the 
love that is bestowed by the Holy Spirit as a gift of grace. By the breath 
of the Holy Spirit these forms of natural love are elevated to a higher 
state, to a state suffused with grace. The love that is a gift of the Holy 
Spirit is diverse and manifold, for it is said about the gifts of the Spirit 
that both the gifts and the ministries are diverse. God is love, and where 
love is, there is God. There is the love of creatures for the Creator, of an
gels and men for God. The fulfillment of this love is a gift of the Holy 

72. We are of course speaking of pure, nonfamilial monasticism. The monasticism 
of persons who have a family from a previous marriage represents a clear duality and in 
this sense resembles ascetic widowhood. 
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Spirit in man, to whom it is given to seek God and, with this seeking, to 
love Him by a natural love. The Holy Spirit bestows love for Christ and, 
in Him, for the Father. The fulfillment of love in creation is a gift of the 
Holy Spirit, bestowed upon man in response to his natural seeking of 
this love, in fulfillment of the natural gift of this love, proper to man. 
There is universal love, uniting the multi-unity in the Church in the im· 
age of the Holy Trinity, in which hypostatic love is the Holy Spirit. Man, 
created in the image of God, fully realizes this image only in the multi· 
unity, when he becomes a universal person.73 There is also universal love 
for the world, for all of God's creation, not for the concupiscent world 
that has fallen away from God, but for the world whose head is man. 
This love for the world is proper to natural man as a natural gift of 
grace which he has according to his creation, but it is sanctified by the 
Holy Spirit Who inspires man to serve creation and to rule it while serv
ing it. There is, finally, the personal love of human being for human be· 
ing, in the image of the mutual love of the equi-personal hypostases in 
the Holy Trinity, for the Father loves the Son and the Holy Spirit in His 
own way, the Son loves the Father and the Holy Spirit in His own way, 
and the Holy Spirit loves the Father and the Son in His own way. Per· 
sonally qualified love is proper to the natural man as the supreme gift 
of natural grace. And in response to this gift, which seeks divine inspira· 
tion, the gracious gift of personal love is bestowed in its different forms, 
including the possibilities of personal inspiration. 

Finally, there is love for love itself, the flame of the heart and the fire 
of the spirit, which human language calls inspiration and which descends 
upon those who seek it. This is not love for all people, and not love for 
particular persons. Rather, it is love for oneself, or, more precisely, for 
what is one's own in its supreme, divine state. In this state oflove, a man is 
his own "neighbor," about whom it is said, "Thou shalt love thy neigh· 
bour as thyself." Inspiration, having its source in inner eros, desires to be
come filled with the spirit, to possess itself, to go out of itself or surpass 
itself. In its limited natural state, it is inspired only by man's proper spirit, 
which contains the gift of natural grace bestowed upon him at his ere· 
ation, a gift that is obscured and diminished but not destroyed by sin. 
From the grace of the Holy Spirit it receives a supernatural, divine source 
of inspiration, becomes divinely inspired, receives Life. "The Holy Spirit 
quickens every soul"; and this power of life is love, and its fruit is inspira· 

73. The Russian word rhar is cranslared by "universallt here is sobornyi. rhe adjecri· 
val form of sobornosr. See n. 3.S above. - Trans. 
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tion. And when ic is illuminaced, che blind nacural eros becomes capable of 
receiving che Divine grace of che Holy Spiric.74 

Lee us, in conclusion, examine once more che generic principle in love. 
The generic principle, or che semimem offamily or kinship, qualifies love 
in a parcicular manner: as pacernal, macernal, filial, fracernal, ecc. As a per
sonal-generic, hyposcacic-narural being, man ac che same cime needs per· 
sonal eros and agapic love as well as generic, nacural love. Here, in che rela
cion becween che personal and generic principles in man, chere exiscs a 
kind of ancinomy, insofar as personalicy, separacing icself from che genus, 
scrives co affirm icself in ics selfhood, while che generic principle lulls per· 
sonalicy co sleep. In conformicy wich God's creacive decerminacion, che hu
man genus is a family, a mulci-unicy mukiple according co hyposcasis and 
unicary according co nacure, in che image of che Holy Trinicy. On che one 
hand chere is luciferian individualism, which in ics excreme rebellion 
scrives co separace icself from genus and forebears; and on che ocher hand 
chere is che sleepy and depersonalizing conservacism of che genus; and 
boch ofchem oppose, in cheir one-sidedeness, che image of God in man, in 
which che day of personal consciousness is indissolubly uniced wich che 
nighc of che macernal womb. This generic principle resembles che general 
muscular sensacion of one's own body, abouc which ic is said, "no man ever 
yec hacech his own flesh; buc nourishech and cherishech ic, even as che Lord 
che church" (Eph. 5:29). This principle represencs love for one's own flesh, 
noc only personal buc also generic. The generic principle qualifies che per
sonal principle, is che predicace of che lauer, so co speak; ic is che very life of 
personalicy in ics primordial sources. One should not forget the exclusive 

74. In the present study we are examining only the general question of the auton· 
omous nature oflove, in its different forms. The erocic domain has never been an object 
of independent study (eirher dogmatic or pastoral) in Chrisrian theology, and rhe (a((er 
cannor offer anything rhar is parallel ro Plato's Symposium or even cerrain pages of Aris
rode. A special study of this question has been wri.,en by Anders Nygren: A§Jp• """ 
Eros: A SbUly oftbe Cbristidn Ide• of Lo~, par< I. The main achievemenr ofrhis book is irs 
rheme. Bur rhe aurhor's rrearmenr of his rheme, which leads him to the opposi1ion and 
mutual exclusion of agape and eros, is unsatisfactory owing to its abstractness. Foreign 
to the author is the entire sophiological problematic ofDivine·humanity, and moreover 
he considers the question ourside of any connection with criadology, and in particular 
ou1side of any connec1ion wi1h 1he revela1ion and aclion of 1he Holy Spirit. In general 
this book suffers from all the poverty of ProteSlant dogmatics, although it contains 
some subtle comments and observations. In general, Nygren denigraces eros as a non
Christian or pre·Chriscian principle, opposing erocic love co agapic love as 1~egocencric 

and 1heocentric outlooks" (p. 162). 
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significance that is ascribed to genus and genealogy both in the Old Testa
ment (which is, after all, nothing else but a religion of genus, specifically of 
the chosen nation, whose God is "the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob") 
and in the New Testament.75 

The sentiment of family and genus, rooted in blood relation, be
longs also to spiritual love. The principle of genus and nation is not only a 
psychical and fleshly but also a spiritual principle, as a creating and cre
ative energy. Family and race constitute a spiritual reality, which is known 
not only in life but also in death, and perhaps more in the latter than in 
the former. In its authenticity, this principle contains the essential and 
natural grace of the Holy Spirit, reposing upon all proto-reality. When it 
passes into the spiritual consciousness and is spiritually transfigured, this 
principle receives the gift of gracious love from the Holy Spirit. The im
print of this gift clearly marks the love that the spiritual leaders and 
prophets oflsrael have for the chosen nation (cf. the song of the Mother 
of God: "He hath holpen his servant Israel, in remembrance of his mercy; 
as he spake to our fathers, to Abraham, and to his seed for ever" [Luke 
1:54-55)). But the duty to love one's nation in spirit and grace is obligatory 
for all men. Or can we deny that the love of Sergius ofRadonezh, the great 
Russian saint, for his parents and his nation had a spiritual quality? And, 
we dare to ask further, is our own grateful remembrance of and love for 
our dear departed ones, our fathers and brothers, completely deprived of 
the grace of the Holy Spirit? And maternal love, is it without grace? It is 
sufficient to ask these questions to become convinced that this love for 
one's ancestors and race ("laws"), as it was personified in the conscious
ness of the pious pagans Socrates and Plato (see his Phaedo), receives or 
rather is worthy of receiving the gift of love from the Holy Spirit. 

But this form oflove differs both from personal and erotic love and 
from universal and agapic love, these forms of love in which the loving 
one goes out of himself, transfers his own center into the loved one or 
loved ones. Here, love is concentrated in the loving one himself, though 
not on his hypostasis but on his nature in the capacity of the genus. It is 
concentrated not on his proper being but in and through others. In the 
concreteness of his being, every man has his proper nature, possesses hu
manity not in indifferent abstraction or in fullness but in a specific form 

75. Here one must first of all mention that the Gospel (of Matthew) opens with 
"the book of the generation of Jesus Christ, the son of David, the son of Abraham." The 
Lord is called the son of David a number of rimes and accepts this name, not ro mention 
the fact that He Himself calls Himself the Son of Man. 
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or pare, joined co che whole che way a branch is joined co che cree or che 
way a member is joined co che body. Here, a pare is dynamically equal to 
the whole. Love for genus, like God's love for His nature, Sophia, is per
sonal in the loving one, but not personal in the loved one, i.e., the genus. 
But this genus represents for the loving one not only a being or nacure, 
buc also che cocality of persons qualified by chis nature; and generic love is 
chus a principle chac is boch personal and nacural. Generic love is che sice 
of che feeling for bumaniry and then for Divine-humanity in che human 
personality. In a cercain sense, che generic consciousness in man is even 
more profound and more essential chan his personal consciousness. 

5. The Limits of the Pentecost 

Does che power of che Pencecosc have limits? le is sufficienc co ask chis ques
cion for che answer co become clear: chere are no limics and can be no limics 
co the Pentecost. In the Pentecost, the Holy Spirit descended into the 
world not for a temporary stay, where He would accomplish a definite and 
limited task and then deparc (if only temporarily), just as Christ departed 
the world in His ascension. No! The Holy Spirit descended into the world 
to abide in it, but He did this while remaining in heaven and uniting 
heaven with earth. In the Pentecost, all things in the life of this world that 
have been called to being by God have received the Holy Spirit and His 
power; and they have been deified by this power, in fulfillment of the previ
ously received power of the Incarnation. This sounds like a paradox, since 
the action of the Pentecost is invisible and inaccessible for experience. 

However, we must not forget about the general character of the man
ifestation of this power, that is, about the kenosis of the Holy Spirit, in vir
tue of which His action is revealed only in conformity with the prepared
ness of creation for this action, in conformity with creation's receptivity. 
The kenotic precondition of the Pentecost is the patience of the Spirit, 
Who, in descending into the world, accepts the temporaliry of its being. 
This temporality and the relativity that accompanies it limit for each 
given moment the capacity of the world to receive the Holy Spirit. But, in 
accumulating power, this temporality leads to a certain integral of time 
where the kenosis of the Spirit will cease and God will be all in all. The on
going Pentecost of the world is the mystery of the world's being, the ontol
ogy, history, and eschatology of the world. 

In the creation, the Holy Spirit bestows being ("let there be"), reality, 
the power oflife, and beauty upon creatures. At the end of time, the world 
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will not be created anew; it will be transfigured. To be sure, a number of 
prophetic texts speak of a new creation: "I create new heavens and a new 
earth" (Isa. 65:17); "we ... look for new heavens and a new earth" (2 Pet. 
3:13); "I saw a new heaven and a new earth: for the first heaven and the first 
earth were passed away; and there was no more sea" (Rev. 21:1); "behold, I 
make all things new'' (Rev. 21:5). But these texts actually refer to a renewal 
of the old creation, not to a new creation in place of the old (cf. God's cov
enant with Noah: Gen. 9:8-17), or to an abolition of the old creation. They 
therefore refer precisely to the transfiguration of the world. 

This transfiguration is accomplished by the Holy Spirit - by a fire 
that melts the universe. Even as, at the creation, the ontic and life-giving 
power of the Spirit operated in the world that was being created, so this 
power will accomplish the transformation of the world for new being. 
This transfiguring power of the Holy Spirit should be understood on the 
basis of His creative power in the world. The descent of the Holy Spirit at 
the Pentecost was accomplished in the world, and although He reposed 
with visible tongues of fire upon the apostles, He descended into the 
whole natural world with His invisible fire; for His action was, of course, 
not confined by the walls of that room in Jerusalem. This general idea is 
iconographically expressed by the representation of the "Cosmos" on 
icons of the Pentecost, while liturgically it is symbolized in the decoration 
of churches on the feast of the Pentecost by plants and flowers, which, in 
addition, the faithful hold in their hands, as if placing them, along with 
themselves, beneath the freshening rain of the heavenly fire. 

The transfiguration of the world was pre-accomplished in the Pente
cost, for the transfiguring power had already descended into the world, 
just as the deification of man was pre-accomplished in the Incarnation, 
whereas, in the Resurrection, death is trampled by death. The world is not 
only death's graveyard, but also God's field, in which the natural body is 
sown in order to be "raised a spiritual body" (1 Cor. 15:44). The world is 
covered by a rough crust with deformities and fissures, but beneath it a 
royal purple is concealed.76 Inwardly, the world is already glorified, be-

76. This is a reference 10 rhe prologue of Vladimir Solovyov's sophiological poem 
"Three Meetings" (available in the translation by Boris jakim and Laury Magnus in Vl.uli· 
mir Solovyo•~ Poems of Sophid [New Haven: Variable Press, 1996j, p. 23): 

I, nor believing rhe deceirful world, 
Beneach rough mauer's cruse, have yer had 
Tangible proof of the incorruptible royal 
Purple. have recognized the radiance of divinity ... - Trans. 
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cause Christ was glorified on the mount of the Transfiguration, when 
heaven and earth, the mountain, the vestments, and, in them, the entire 
world saw and received the light of Tabor; and also because He was glori
fied in His glorious resurrection, in which the body of the Glory was man
ifested. Just as Christ does not need to be glorified and resurrected again 
in order to come into the world in glory, so the Holy Spirit too does not 
need to descend again from heaven in order co transfigure the world at 
the hour of Christ's Second Coming. 

The action of the Holy Spirit in the world is manifested, first of all, 
in the sanctification or spiritualization of the cosmic matter. Just as, at 
the creation of the world, "the Spirit of God moved upon the face of the 
waters" (Gen. 1:2), with the waters clearly signifying here the proto-matter 
of the world, its hu/e or me on, the primordial chaos of"che earth ... with
out form and void" and covered with darkness - so at the baptism of 
Christ77 the Holy Spirit, Who had descended upon Him, sanctified the 
waters of the Jordan and, by this descent into the world, laid the founda
tion for the new matter of the world. One should not diminish the impor
tance of the face chat, in the sacraments, the Church sanctifies matter, the 
material elements of the sacrament - bread and wine, water, oil, chrism, 
as well as the human body (not to mention various other sanctificarions 
of matter outside the sacraments). This sanctified matter is not only em
ployed as the material elements of the sacrament, but in general it exists 
in the world and remains in the latter (and sometimes, as on the great 
feast of the blessing of the waters, it is the watery substance in general, the 
primordial element of the world, that is sanctified). 

This "religious materialism," which unconditionally unites matter 
with spirit and identifies the two, as it were, by spiricualizing matter 
through sanctification, usually provokes perplexity and misunderstand
ing: it is often thought co depend on some sort of magic or sorcery. There 
is a widespread belief chat "dead nature" cannot receive spirit and chat 
spirit and nature are heterogeneous. But dead nature does not exist in the 
world, just as in general there does not exist anything which is absolutely 
dead and which could not live and be quickened with and in man, and thus 
bear its own life within itself; for if the proco-matter, the original material 
of the world, is truly the substratum of the whole of cosmic life and thus of 
human life as well, then it possesses chis proco-energy of life. On the other 
hand, spirit and matter should not simply be opposed; rather, they should 

77. In the troparion recited before the Feast of the Epiphany it is said direcdy, 
"Chrisr came co the Jordan to sanccify rhe warers, • of course by the Holy Spirit. 
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be juxcaposed and coordinaced in one manner or anocher, since man, in his 
ontological makeup, is an incarnace spiric, chac is, in him che spiricual 
principle is inseparably chough mysceriously uniced wich maccer co such a 
degree chac che one cannoc exisc wichouc che ocher. Therefore, one muse af
firm chac chere does noc exisc any abscracc maccer, any maccer which is en
closed in ics empcy and immobile being. The concepc of meden (noching 
and someching), used by Placo co define che cosmic maccer, remains valid 
in ics excended and all-encompassing definicion: meden is noching and all, 
for ic is noc empcy, "dead" maccer. Racher, ic is che being of che all, which is 
always being filled up. le is something which is always arising. 

The proco-maccer is noc alien co che spiric; ic is noc chac which is 
mosc remoce from che spiric.78 Racher, ic has a direcc and intimace connec
cion wich che Holy Spiric, Who gives ic realicy, oncic force, and in chis 
sense creaces che "maccer" of being, ics res esse. The inicial qualicylessness 
of che proco-maccer (which is erroneously equaced wich deadness) is pre
cisely chis realicy as such, considered apart, as it were, from its mode of be
ing, its proper logos. If the all of cosmic being, in its qualifiedness as its 
different modes, ideas, or logoses, belongs to the Logos ("All things were 
made by him; and without him was not any thing made that was made" 
Uohn 1:3]), then this pre-qualitative or extra-qualitative realicy as such, 
"without form and void" (Gen. 1:2) and in this sense equally proper to all 
che forms of being, belongs to the life-giving Spirit. As alogical and silent 
about itself, this realicy is known, according to Plato, by a certain "illegiti
mate judgment"; in other words, it is not subject to logical knowing. But 
logical knowing, in and of itself, does not yet touch realicy, because be
yond or beneath che ideas of being there is this "difficult genus" of Plato, 
chis nothing which is also all. This nothing is muce but it exists; it does not 
have a name, buc it receives all names. In other words, it is realicy icself as 
the power of being, the power of life, matter, substance. Philosophy and 
science have defined ic in different ways, using the auxiliary concepts of 
particular scientific cheories (atoms, electrons, quanta, etc.). Bue these 
qualifications always form, so co speak, a second plane of being, behind 
which is the first: chis is the receptacle, the ekmageion, according to che 
unsurpassable definition chat Plato has given co this "difficult genus."79 

78. Sec my book Die TragOdie der Philosophie (Darmstadt, 1928). 
79. By virrue of their inner development, the contemporary narural sciences are 

coming to understand matter as force or energy, i.e., they are coming to a "let there be" 
Concepcion of being, and on chis path they are encountering the rheology of the Holy 
Spirit. Cf. L. Garland, The Ilka of the Supernamral (London, 1934). 
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Matter, understood simply as reality or ontic force, is precisely the 
direct action of the Holy Spirit in creation, in the initial Pentecost before 
the first day of creation. Not only does spirit not oppose matter, but it is 
identified with the latter as energy. It is the power of matter. To be sure, 
spirit is not exhausted by being or by this proto-matter of reality; it is not 
"the unconscious," i.e., the impersonal principle of Schopenhauer and 
Hartmann. On the contrary, it is, above all, consciousness and precisely 
consciousness of self. But this consciousness of self needs a reality, from 
which it would not only be repelled or reflected as from the not-I, but 
which, as its nature, would also serve as the foundation of its self
revelation, for the spirit is an I which has a nature and lives in it. In this 
sense, the proto-matter belongs to spirit, is connected and coordinated 
with it, and to this extent it is spiritual. In this sense, one can speak of ab
solute spiritual reality, the spiritual "proto-matter" of the Divine Sophia, 
who is not only the pan-organism of ideal forms, the idea of ideas of the 
all in the Logos, but also the realization and the being of the all in the 
Holy Spirit. And by analogy with this reality of the spiritual proto-matter 
in the Divine Sophia, creation too has its creaturely proto-matter, its real
ity of matter capable of being spiritualized. 

This spiritual quality of creaturely matter, which is determined by 
the positive relation of the latter to the spirit, can have different modes or 
degrees, ranging from the extreme alienation of"dead" matter (or rather, 
of matter that is deadened, that has fallen into a state of "unconscious
ness") to its complete transparence for the spirit, which is the state of 
spiritualized matter. The original "earth" or "waters," the proper substra
tum of the creaturely Sophia in her altero-being in relation to the Divine 
Sophia, presupposes the maximal materialization of the proco-matter, the 
element of the world's autonomous being. Spirituality is depotentialized 
here into matter, although, even in this state, matter does not lose its po
tential spirituality, its connection with and receptivity to the spirit. This is 
expressed in the Biblical testimony that "the Spirit of God moved upon 
the face of the waters" (Gen. 1:2), calling to life that which was contained 
within them. This already laid the foundation for the spirit144/kAtion of 
matter, through its vivification, which occurred during the course of the 
six days of creation and ended with the creation of man's body (into 
which God Himself breathed oflife) out of the earth (Gen. 2:7), i.e., out of 
the proto-matter. 

Consequently, the initial "not I," the "dead" matter, is already in
cluded in man's spiritual life, is raised to the spirit, becomes "sensation." 
Sensation is by no means alien to the spirit. On the contrary, it belongs to 
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the spirit as one of the forms of its life, although one that does not ex
haust this life. To deprive the spirit of sensation would be to disincarnate 
it, that is, to abolish man's very essence. One can distinguish different 
forms of sensation in man, sinful or holy, but one cannot separate sensa
tion from the spirit. The spirit is not opposed to man's psychical and cor
poreal life; rather, it lives in the psychical and the corporeal, determining 
them and being determined by them. Maner melts, as it were, losing its 
inertia and impenetrability; it becomes transparent for the spirit and 
spirit-bearing. It stops being unconscious and becomes conscious. It is 
brought into the life of the spirit, which "conquers" nature. Thus, the life 
of the spirit slumbers in matter, and it must be awakened.80 

This character of matter explains its ability to become the "matter of 
sacrament," to be a conductor of spiritual gifts for the incarnate spirit 
intergrown with matter, i.e., for man. Spiritualized, sanctified matter, 
which in sacrament becomes the substratum for divine life, for the Holy 
Spirit, this matter, when it is received by man, is integrated into the full
ness of his essence, into his spiritual and corporeal being. The matter of 
sacrament is the spiritualized matter of the future age, just as the waters 
of the Jordan are already the "water oflife .. proceeding out of the throne 
of God and of the Lamb" (Rev. 22:1) in the New Jerusalem. 

The matter of the world had already experienced a change when it 
became the flesh of Christ. Being truly human and as such belonging to 
this world, the flesh of Christ was at first distinguished from the com
mon human matter by its sinlessness and thus its primordial trans
parence for the spirit, although it still preserved a touch of rebelliousness 
as a result of the general weakening caused by original sin ("the spirit .. is 
willing, but the flesh is weak" [Matt. 26:41]). To be sure, the descent of the 
Holy Spirit upon Jesus in the Baptism strengthened His human nature 
and thereby helped to bring Him to the state of higher spirituality, which 
was to be confirmed and crowned by His personal feat. Rendered obedient 
to the spirit, the flesh of the God-Man was glorified, that is, it fully re
ceived the transfiguring action of the Holy Spirit. This glorification is ac
complished in a preliminary manner on the mount of the Transfigura
tion, and then in its definitive fullness in the Resurrection and in the 
heavenly glorification of Christ. 

The fact that Christ was not only resurrected by His own power but 
was also raised by the Holy Spirit signifies that the Holy Spirit spiritual-

So. Technology and man's rechnological conquest of narure represent an initial 
form of rhis awakening. 
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ized rhe maccer of Christ's flesh, which spiricualizacion corresponds co 
che victory over death and to che scare of che spiritual body in its glorifica
tion. Bue chis spiricualizacion and glorification of che body of Ch rise was 
limited co the body of Jesus. However, che enti~ human essence in ics on
tological kernel was assumed and saved by Christ, and was destined co re
ceive the salvific fruit of His death and resurrection, for He is "the sav
iour ofche body'' (Eph. 5:23). And cogecher wich man, che entire world, all 
of creation, which is subject to vanity, yearns co be delivered from che 
children of man. 

This extension ofche power of Christ's resurrection co che entire hu
man race (bur wich che preservation of personal freedom) and co che en
tire world was accomplished in the Pentecost by the Holy Spirit. The Holy 
Spirit thereby realized che work of Ch rise, the victory over death. The lat
ter had entered the life of the enti~ world, not only the life of man but also 
che life of all being; and chat is why che substance of che world had be
come matter. Matter is the condition of fallen substance. The Holy Spirit, 
Who had poured forth into che world in che Pencecosc and abides in che 
world, bestowed upon the world the power co be transfigured and resur
rected. The Holy Spirit's approach to the world was through Christ: "Re
pent ye: for the kingdom of heaven [i.e., the kingdom of the Spirit] is at 
hand" - char is the first preaching of john the Forerunner and of Christ 
Himself. Bue now ic is at hand not externally, as was the case when che 
Holy Spirit moved upon che face of the waters and in che course of che 
whole Old Testament. It is now ac hand inwardly, for the Incarnation has 
prepared a place for ic in the world. Sacraments, in which chis power of 
che Holy Spirit is manifested (co be sure, only in a hidden, mysterious 
manner) in maccer, attest to this abiding power of the Spirit. 

One can say char the fate of the world has al~ady been decided - in che 
sense of ics final salvation and transfiguration. A supramundane force is 
already present in che world, sufficient to save and transfigure ic. The 
presence of this force is not only mysterious in the sense char a sacrament 
is mysterious, while being accessible co che spirit. le is a true mystery, 
which is accomplished in the world and in history, bur not without tragic 
opposition, for in che world "che mystery of iniquity doch already work" 
(2 Thess. 2:7): the "mystery, Babylon the Great, the mother of harlots and 
abominations ofche earth" (Rev. 17:5). The world remains in ics fallen, sin
ful state, into which it has been brought by the fall of man; and it yearns 
co be "delivered from che bondage of corruption" (Rom. 8:21). As before, 
death reigns in the world, and the mystery of sin and of the flesh is being 
enacted chere. In the course of this aeon, che action of che power of che 
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Holy Spirit, which is present in the natural world, is not manifested there 
as visible and palpable change that corresponds to an inner, metaphysical 
change. We can only postulate this universal transparence of the world for 
the spirit, this spiritualization of the creature and of matter, which is rep· 
resented by different symbols in the prophetic books (in particular, by the 
descent from heaven of the New Jerusalem in Revelation 21-22). 

But it would be useless to attempt to go further than this ontologi
cal postulate, whose realization is included in the overall mystery of the 
revelation of the Spirit in the future age. We can do no more than men
tion a few landmarks indicated by Revelation. Thus, the transfiguration 
of the world is connected, first of all, with the coming of Christ in glory, 
accompanied by the universal transfiguration and renewal of heaven and 
earth, by the raising of the dead and a transformation of the living (1 Cor. 
15:52-53). Revelation directly connects this resurrection with the action of 
the Holy Spirit: "if the Spirit of him that raised up Jesus from the dead 
dwell in you, he that raised up Christ from the dead shall also quicken 
your mortal bodies by the Holy Spirit" (Rom. 8:11; the King James Version 
has been modified here to conform with the Russian Bible). The raising 
from the dead is to be accomplished by virtue of Christ's resurrection ("if 
there is no resurrection of the dead, then is Christ not risen" (1Cor.15:13); 
"as in Adam all die, even so in Christ shall all be made alive" (15:22)), ef
fected by the Holy Spirit. The transfiguration of the world must be in
cluded in the universal resurrection, for it is clear that resurrected hu
manity cannot live in an untransfigured world, which is why the two 

events are connected in Revelation. 
Thus, the power of the Pentecost in the natural world, as well as in 

the human world, transcends the limits of this age and passes into the life 
of the future age, for all has already been accomplished for this transition. 
Nevertheless, the power of the Holy Spirit is knowable for us only in su
pernatural life, in the "kingdom of grace," i.e., in the Church and in the 
sacraments, which remain mysteries for natural life and do not exist for 
the latter, so to speak. The special character of "the last times," or of the 
New Testament, consists in this lack of conformity between the follness of 
the accomplishment in the heart of creation, on the one hand, and the ab
sence of this accomplishment in the world or, more precisely, the failure of 
the world to perceive it and receive it, on the other. 

What can this apparent inaction or powerlessness of the Spirit in 
the world with its material inertia and impenetrability signify? The an
swer to this question was already given above: this inaction or powerless
ness signifies the kenosis of the Holy Spirit in His descent into the world. 
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The Spirit Himself is present in the creation and overshadows it with His 
couch, His "grace," bestowed in the Church; but He does not reveal the 
fullness chat He has. There is an analogy here with the kenosis of the Son, 
Who came into the world in a state of humiliation, in "the form of a ser
vant" (Phil. 2:7), although beneath the veil of flesh "in him dwellech all the 
fullness of the Godhead bodily" (Col. 2:9), and "of his fullness have all we 
received, and grace for grace" Oohn 1:16). But His Glory will be manifested 
only in His second and dread coming. And the kenosis of the Lord in His 
earthly condition continues in the world and in humanity, although He 
Himself with His human essence ascended in Glory to heaven. The world 
is following the path that leads to the assimilation of Christ's gift, but it 
has not yet come to the end of this path. 

That is why the descent of the Holy Spirit, which was to actualize 
chis gift for the world, also occurred kenotically; otherwise, it would have 
been a direct transfiguration of the world, coinciding with Christ's sec
ond coming. But chis descent had first to prepare the world for chis trans
figuration, for the world was not yet ready co receive Christ. The world 
could not have withstood the active power of the Holy Spirit's coming, 
which would have been for it destructive and consuming, not transfigur
ing, just as the world could not have survived the appearance of the Son 
of God in His Glory. The kenosis of Divinity is equally necessary for the 
world whether it is the Second hyposcasis or the Third hypostasis chat de
scends into it. And therefore the Pentecost is the kenosis of the Spirit, 
taken upon Himself when He descended into the world. This descent and 
therefore this kenosis were prepared by the kenosis of Christ, by His In
carnation. The Holy Spirit could descend into the world and find a place 
in it for Himself only by virtue of the Incarnation. 

Here we must distinguish the two aspects in the very essence of 
Christ which correspond to the Old Adam and to the New Adam, to His 
two centers. Christ glorified in Himself the human essence by His Resur
rection, Ascension, and Sitting at the right hand of the Father; He created 
for the human essence a new center of attraction in Himself, which onto
logically is now the unique and true center. This center, however, has not 
yet been actualized for humanity; or more precisely, humanity has not yet 
assimilated it: "He came unto his own, and his own received him not" 
Oohn 1:11). The Holy Spirit descended in order to actualize chis center, co 
manifest Christ to His humanity through the Church, the Body of Christ. 
He descended to make humanity Christ's, to actualiu the salvation of the 
world, brought by the Savior. But this task is essentially a kenotic one also 
for the hypostasis of the Holy Spirit. Let us recall here the supra-eternal 
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hyposratic kenosis of the Holy Spirit in rhe Holy Trinity, where, as 
hyposraric Love, He makes Himself transparent and empties Himself in 
showing rhe Son ro rhe Father and the Father ro the Son, while conceal
ing Himself. Consequently, the Holy Spirit actualizes His personal being 
only by showing the Others'. In the Pentecost, this hyposraric kenosis is 
applied ro showing ro the world the Son Who has come into it, ro actual
izing Him for the world. Bur in conformity with this general kenosis of 
the Holy Spirit, there is also the special kenosis of His self-revelation in 
the world - nor in His Divine fullness, bur ro the extent rhar the world 
can receive Him in its creaturely and sinful infirmity. The inability of the 
world ro receive the Spirit fully, the world's unpreparedness for this recep
tion, evokes Divine condescension, the kenosis of the Spirit. Fullness be
comes less than full; immeasurableness is subordinated ro measure. Pres
ent in the world, the Holy Spirit refrains from acting upon it directly; He 
spares ir in its alrero-being, in which God is nor yer all in all. 

This kenosis of the Holy Spirit corresponds to His hyposraric char
acter. Although che kenosis of rhe Spirit is connected with the kenosis of 
the Son, ir nevertheless differs from rhe latter. First of all, the metaphysi
cal contours, so ro speak, are different: rhe Son of God descends from 
heaven as if abandoning it. This does nor mean rhar He loses His Divinity 
and His place in the Holy Trinity; bur, personally, for Himself, He 
deporenrializes this Divinity ro such an extent rhar He "becomes flesh" 
and includes creaturely being in His life. Divine Glory is returned to Him 
in the glorification, just as He Himself returns to heaven in the Ascension. 
The kenosis of the Son is therefore a determinate event in His relation ro 
rhe world; iris limited in rime, with a beginning and an end (although rhe 
end is nor a complete one in all respects). The kenosis of the Son contin
ues in a particular sense in rhe kenosis of the Holy Spirit. 

Here we must recognize the full significance of the fundamental fact 
rhar the Holy Spirit is sent by the Father into the world, and rhar this 
sending, like the sending of rhe Son, already presupposes the necessity of 
kenosis. This sending is a kenoric act, although it is accomplished in differ
ent ways for the Son and for the Holy Spirit. This kenosis of the Spirit is 
revealed ro us by Revelation, although nor as fully as rhar of the Son; bur 
it follows with necessity from the very fact of the sending into the world, for 
this descent into the world cannot be realized by Divinity without self
limirarion and voluntary self-diminution. Divinity in its power and glory 
cannot enter the world without destroying or ontologically melting ir, as 
it were. The world must be brought to a stare where it can receive the com
ing of the God-Man in glory and where God will be all in all. Until then, 
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the deification of the world which is the descent of the Holy Spirit can 
only be "in part." It is, so to speak, a kenotic adaptation on the pathways 
of the salvation of the world through deification. And the accomplish
ment of this salvation is governed by the will of the Father, Who sends the 
Son and the Holy Spirit into the world in a determinate and pre-specified 
manner, with the kenosis of the Son being inwardly related to the kenosis 
of the Holy Spirit as ground to consequent, as goal to accomplishment. 
And precisely this relation expresses the participation of the Son in the 
accomplishment of His own kenotic work through the kenotic work of 
the Holy Spirit. The sending down of the Holy Spirit is therefore repre
sented as a work of the Father with the participation of the Son: "I will 
pray the Father, and he shall give you another Comforter" Uohn 14:16); 
"the Holy Spirit, whom the Father will send in my name" (14:26); "the 
Comforter ... whom I will send unto you from the Father" (15:26); "if I de
part, I will send him unto you" (16:7). The sending has its own kenotic 
plan, determined by its goals of ministry. 

In contrast to the kenosis of the Son, the Holy Spirit, in descending 
into the world, does not abandon heaven and does not empty Himself of 
Divinity. The task of the Holy Spirit is not the in-humanization of God 
as in the Incarnation, but the deification of man by allowing him to par
ticipate in divine life. The kenosis of the Holy Spirit consists not in His 
self-emptying through the removal of Divinity, but in His voluntary self
limitation, in the subordination of the Immeasurable to measure. This 
is, of course, a kenosis of love, of divine condescension, where the Divine 
absoluteness enters into a connection with creaturely relativity. Such 
condescension of absolute Divinity to relative being was accomplished by 
God in the creation of the world, where the latter was posited as an 
altero-being, alongside God. Here, the condescension is continued with 
regard to the salvation of the world. God adapts Himself, as it were, not 
only to the fact of the altero-being of the world, but also to its alienation 
from Him. The world is not only outside God but is also in opposition to 
its Creator because of the prince of this world. In other words, it is not 
the world that strives to meet God; rather, it is God Who descends from 
His heights and adapts Himself to man. This adaptation of Divine love 
and condescension are precisely the kenosis of the Spirit, which limits 
and diminishes the power of His action in the world. His action in the 
world is not without measure, but from measure to measure. 

How is it possible for God to limit His own power? That is the criti
cal question regarding the kenosis of the Holy Spirit, and it is also the 
mystery of Divine life and of the Divine love for the world. We can affirm 
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the existence of this mystery on the basis of revelation, but we cannot 
fathom it, inasmuch as it belongs to the interior life of Divinity, which is 
inaccessible to creatures. In essence, this is the mystery of God's creation 
of the world out of nothing: How does the Absolute, without losing its 
absoluteness, give a place alongside itself to the relative, and even have a 
relation with the latter? In other words, how does the Absolute become 
God for the relative? And how does Divinity act in the creaturely world 
not with all its power but as a function of the capacity of the world to re
ceive it? Divinity goes beyond its own limits, as it were; it comes into con
tact with the creaturely nothing, as a principle oflimitation. Thought col
lides with an extreme antinomy here, which attests to an unfathomable 
Divine mystery. But this mystery exists not to be hidden in a cloud of un
knowing, but to be revealed; and its real revelation is given in the life of 
the world. 

Although in and ofitselfthe kenosis of God is a divine mystery, man 
can gain some knowledge of it. At the very least, he knows that kenosis is 
kenosis, i.e., a voluntary self-limitation by virtue of divine love. Love lives 
by sacrifice; and the kenosis of the Holy Spirit is a sacrifice of love, 
brought by the very hypostasis of Love. If in our limited, human experi
ence oflove we know how painful it is to limit our love, to hide it, to fail to 
express it fully, we can draw a certain conclusion about Divine Love, 
which yearns to pour forth but cannot, for it is stopped by the limited re
ceptivity of creation. Divine Love is limited here by un-lo11t, by the power of 
"the prince of this world," by the world itself - not only because of its 
creatureliness, but also because it has become petrified in its fallen state. 
This restraint of love is enacted in the name of love, of that love which de
sires to preserve intact the being of the world and of man, even with its 
distortions and limitations, but in its proper nature and in its ontological 
freedom. Love would prefer its revelation to be incomplete rather than de
stroy with its overwhelming force the proper form of created being by dis
rupting its inner rhythm and freedom. This respect for creaturely free
dom, which is connected with creaturely limitedness, is the Creator's love 
for His creation. The sacrifice of this love consists in the fact that God 
must suffer the world with its imperfection,81 without destroying its 
proper self-determination. He must suffer and ... wait. And this restraint, 
this moderation, this kenosis of the Holy Spirit, is Love's self-sacrificing 
love. 

81. Chrisr says, "0 fairhless and perverse generarion, how long shall I be wirh you? 
how long shall I suffer you?" (Marr. 17:17). 
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Thus, in che life ofche world, che Holy Spiric, Who descended in che 
Pentecosc, has no limic excepc His own kenocic self-limicacion, by which 
He enters che world process, che world's hiscory. This means chac che ac
cion of che Holy Spiric cakes pare in God's government or guidance of che 
world, which in cheology is called Divine Providence. Wichouc consider
ing chis problem in all its scope, lee us noce che parcicipacion of the Holy 
Spiric in Divine Providence, which, according co che generally accepced 
doccrine, is accomplished by che entire Holy Trinicy, as well as by ics indi
vidual hyposcases, in conformicy wich che personal characcer of each of 
chem. The Facher aces, in general, in che world chrough che Hyposcases 
chac reveal Him: che Son and che Holy Spiric. Chrisc is che foundacion and 
che goal of che encire cosmic and hiscorical process, which is accualized by 
che Holy Spiric. The Holy Spirit accualizes Chrisc in che hiscory ofhuman
icy, which, inwardly, is che history ofche Church. The Holy Spiric is che in
spiring and guiding power by which che world and humanicy become 
Christ's. And insofar as this represents che "enthronement" of Christ in 
che world, che Kingdom of God is realized by the Holy Spirit. 

In general, it must be considered a christological and pneumato· 
logical axiom chat all of Christ's works are actualized by the Holy Spirit. 
And conversely, che Holy Spirit does not actualize anything in the world 
which is not a work of Christ's. In chis sense, it is appropriace co speak of 
the Pentecost in hiscory, as well as beyond the limits of che latter, in escha
tology. Here, one can only briefly establish this general connection be
tween the Pentecost and the end of the world, which has already been pre
accomplished in the Pencecosc, and which is why the "last rimes" have al
ready begun. If Revelation actescs that Christ's resurreccion was actual
ized by the Holy Spirit, chen the future universal resurrection will also be 
actualized by Him, as well as the end of the world and its transfiguration. 
All this is inwardly and mysteriously connected with the fucure event 
which Revelacion designates as Christ's Second Coming, or His new ap· 
pearance in the world. 

This event ends the present aeon. This appearance of Christ, similar 
to the sending down of the Son and the Holy Spirit into the world, is a 
new event in che relations between God and the world. The source of this 
event is che will of the Father, Who determines it by His power. le thus lies 
beyond our spiritual horizon and is inaccessible co chis aeon. Even wichin 
the limits of this age, however, it is clear that nothing that has already oc
curred in the world can be excluded from this event, and the descenc of 
the Holy Spirit, Who abides in che world, retains ics full power. His de
scenc prepares in the world and in hiscory the Second Coming ("And che 
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Spirit and the bride say, Come" (Rev. 22:17]), and there is no question that 
it plays an important role in the accomplishment of the Second Coming. 
There can be no argument about the power of the Holy Spirit at the Last 
Judgment, or about His action "after" or beyond the Judgment, in 
"heaven" or in "hell." This is a further unfolding of the action of the Pen
tecost, and all this can be understood as the ongoing Pentecost. 

This general idea must be complemented by another: In His descent 
from heaven in the Pentecost, the Holy Spirit penetrates, by His action, 
beyond the limits of this earthly world and enters the world of the after
life. One can also inquire into the participation of the Holy Spirit in 
Christ's descent into hell. If the Lord was separated from His Spirit nei
ther during His ministry nor in His death,82 if on earth He preached and 
worked miracles by the Holy Spirit, being anointed by Him as the 
"Christ," this anointment by the Holy Spirit did not leave Him, of course, 
even when He descended into hell. Christ's descent into hell accom
plished the spiritual resurrection of the souls worthy of and capable of re
ceiving resurrection. And this resurrection of souls ("the first resurrec
tion") was accomplished, of course, not without the participation of the 
Holy Spirit, the giver of life and the resurrector. 

Further, one can ask: Was the Pentecost accomplished only for the 
earth, or was it also accomplished for the realms under the earth, on the 
other side of the gates of hell and death? Were these gates impenetrable 
for the Spirit? And if they were not impenetrable for the Spirit (just as 
they were not for Christ) - and there can be no other answer to this ques
tion - then we must postulate the action of the Pentecost and of the gifts 
of the Spirit in the world of the afterlife. In particular, is the gift of the re
mission of the sins of the deceased by the prayers of the Church (in which 
remission we are taught to believe by the Church herself) not an operation 
of the Holy Spirit and an afterlife sacrament, as it were? For the reception 
of this remission is not analogous to a judicial amnesty with the punish
ment waived; rather, it is a kind of healing, where the capacity to live a new 
life, to be born into this life, is acquired. 

This whole eschatological and afterlife aspect of the Pentecost re
mains unrevealed to us, although it is postulated with some degree of cer
tainty. It must be affirmed, however, that the Pentecost does not have any 

82. "My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me?" (Mark 15:34). This cry signifies 
rhat, in His dying, Christ was abandoned by the Holy Spirit, the Giver of Life, but this 
abandonment was immediately overcome in rhe Farher•s embrace: "'Father. inro thy 
hands I commend my Spirit" (Luke 23:46). 
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limirs - eirher in rhe dimension of deprh or in rhe dimension of 
breadrh.ll Ir is jusr as universal as rhe Incarnarion of Christ. To limir the 
Pentecosr ro the confines of history would be ro limir rhe Church in rhe 
same way. And if such limirs cannor be conceived for rhe Church, rhen 
neirher can rhey be conceived for rhe Pentecosr. Where Chrisr is, rhere also 
is rhe Holy Spirir; and all rhings that are accomplished by Christ are ac
complished by Him rhrough rhe Holy Spirir, rhe "orher Comforter," given 
by rhe Father, "that he may abide wirh you for ever» Uohn 14:16). 

6. Dilline-humanity 

The Pentecosr is rhe realized and perfecr Divine-humanity. The Divine
humaniry is the appearance on earrh of rhe God-Man, who has united in 
His Person rhe heavenly and rhe earthly Adam. It is rhe Divine Incarna
rion, but ir is equally the descent into rhe world of the Holy Spirit, Who 
abides with us forever (cf. John 14:16), alrhough He was nor made incar
nare. As far as rhe Divine-humaniry is concerned, this erernal abiding 
with us of the Holy Spirit corresponds ro the Incarnation of rhe Son. The 
two things are inseparably linked not only in facr bur also in essence: "Ir is 
expedient for you rhat I go away: for if I go nor away, the Comforrer will 
not come unro you; bur if I depart, I will send him unro you» Uohn 16:7), 
"anorher Comforrer» (14:16), Who "shall glorify me: for he shall receive of 
mine, and shall shew ir unro you. All rhings thar rhe Father harh are mine: 
rherefore said I, thar he shall take of mine, and shall shew it unto you. A 
liule while, and ye shall nor see me: and again, a liule while, and ye shall 
see me, because I go ro the Farher" (16:14-16). This identity, as ir were, ofrhe 
revelarions of the Second and Third hyposrases is precisely the Divine· 
humaniry, heavenly and earthly, the Divine Sophia and the creaturely 
Sophia. The self-revelarion of the Holy Triniry, as the revelarion of the Fa· 
ther in the revealing hypostases, the Son and the Holy Spirir, is the Divine 
Life, the Divine World, the Eternal Sophia. The creaturely world is created 
in the image of this Divine Sophia, on the basis of the Divine Sophia, in 
such a way that the divine proto-images of being have received extra-

83. In rhis eonnecrion rhere arises rhe quesrion: Is the realm of hell and of"'erer
nal" rormen<s shur off from rhe action of the Holy Spirit, and what does rhis action con
sisr in here? This question concerns eschamlogy and is examined in volume three of rhis 
trilogy [The Bride of the L.Jmb, available in Boris Jakim's rranslation, published by Eerd· 
mans, 2002). 
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divine being by being submerged in che creacurely noching, in becoming, 
chereby acquiring an auconomous exiscence in che creacurely world. In ics 
creacurely sophianicicy, che world has become a mirror of che Divine 
world; ics images are noc illusory, however, buc really exisc. This mirror has 
become clouded and discorced because of che world's sinful falling away 
from ics proper image, buc ic has nevercheless preserved ics mirror qualicy: 
even chough ic is fallen, che creacurely world is che creacurely Sophia, al
chough che image of her being has been divided inro sophianicicy and 
anri-sophianicicy (for chere does nor exisr anyching rhac is exrra-sophianic 
or nonsophianic; sophianicicy is synonymous wirh being icself). 

This division is not insuperable. !rs overcoming in rhe Divine plane 
includes rhe overcoming of rhe dualicy of che forms of che Divine Sophia, 
erernal and crearurely. In chis way, creation is deified: divine life is com
municated ro ir; and ic is raised from che creacurely Sophia inro rhe 
creaturely-Divine Sophia. So grear is God's love for creation char, in call
ing che larcer co being, He gives ir His Own, che Divine Sophia, as rhe foun
dation of irs being, in order, furrher, ro give ic Himself as well, uni ring ir 
wirh His own Divine life. This is precisely rhe foundacion of rhe Divine
human process. Humanicy, rhe cencer and cryptogram of rhe world, is che 
image of rhe Divine Humanicy. le is rhus called co approach rhe Proco
image, and chis convergence can go so far as co become a living idencifica
rion wirh rhe Proco-image. This is che cask and goal of creacion. God cre
ates future "gods by grace" for inclusion in che mulrihyposcacic 
mulriunicy of che Holy Trinicy and in rhe unicy of Divine life. This is che 
final foundacion of che creacive acc. The creaturely Sophia muse be uniced 
in one life wich che Divine Sophia on che basis of che unicy of hyposcasis 
living in rhe cwo nacures: The idea of che Chalcedonian dogma, of che 
unihyposcaric bi-unicy of che cwo nacures, Divine and human, of che Di
vine and che creacurely Sophia, muse receive noc only a chriscological buc 
also an anchropological and cosmological significance. 

This union of che Divine and creacurely Sophia, of Divinicy and na
ture, aparr from rhe oncological unicy becween chem, which rhey have by 
vircue of che sophianicicy of creacion, could have been accomplished by 
vircue of rhe "in-hyposrarizacion" of rhe creacurely Sophia in che divine 
hyposcases of che Son and che Spiric. This hyposcacic union of che Divine 
and crearurely Sophia is accomplished firsr in rhe Incarnarion of rhe 
Logos, in che appearance of rhe God-Man, Who, given che unicy of che Di
vine-human hyposrasis, has one life in rhe bi-unicy of rhe Divine and 
creaturely Sophia, of che Divine and human nacures. In Chrisr chere was 
accomplished nor only rhe redemption of sin and rhus rhe correction of 
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the division and distortion of creaturely being that were a consequence of 
man's fall, but also the deification of creation through its union with the 
divine nature, the Divine Sophia. Divine-humanity, which in heaven is the 
eternal foundation of the world, was accomplished in the latter through 
the appearance of Christ, the God-Man, in Whom dwells the entire full
ness of Divinity and of humanity. 

But Divine-humanity did not find completion even in the Divine In
carnation. It could have found this completion if Sophia were only the 
revelation of the Logos and thus identical to the latter. But Sophia/Di
vine-humanity is the revelation of the Logos by the Holy Spirit, Their in
separable bi-unity. For the eternal Divine-humanity, or the Divine Sophia, 
both of her hypostatic sources, the Word and the Holy Spirit, are equally 
essential; and she is correlative with both of these hypostases. That is why 
the reunification of the Divine and creaturely Sophia, or the deification 
of creation, must be accomplished in both personal centers, in both 
hypostases, in the Logos and in the Holy Spirit, in Their concrete interre
lation. 

The Divine Incarnation of the Second Person of the Holy Trinity 
alone is therefore insufficient for Divine-humanity; it must be accompa
nied by the personal descent into the world of the Third hypostasis. This 
descent is not merely an instrumental gift and in this sense an excess and 
superfluous one, which did not have to be bestowed, or one which is only 
auxiliary with regard to the Divine Incarnation. No! The descent of the 
Holy Spirit is just as necessary and essential for the sophianization of the 
world or the accomplishment of the Divine-humanity as the Incarnation 
itself. In the one Divine-humanity, in the one deification or sophianiza
tion of the world through man, there is not one but two personal centers, 
two Kings, two Intercessor-Comforters (although only one salvation): the 
Word and the Holy Spirit. The Pentecost, or the descent of the Holy 
Spirit, is therefore an event that is entirely parallel to and inseparably 
united with the birth of Christ. In each of these two acts of the Divine
humanity, the operations of the two hypostases are united: the birth of 
Christ is accomplished by the power of the Holy Spirit, sent by the Father, 
whereas the descent of the Holy Spirit is accomplished by the power of 
Christ, Who sends Him from the Father. The difference pertaining to the 
hypostatic character of the theophany remains, however. The Son becomes 
incarnate and is in-humanized, while the Holy Spirit descends and makes 
His abode in men. The Holy Spirit manifests to the world Christ Who has 
come, while the Son fills the world with His Spirit. This difference be
tween the hypostatic acts corresponds to that between Their hypostatic 
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properties; and without this difference these acts would be repetitive in
stead of complementary in the work of the salvation of the world through 
the sophianization of man. The descent of the Holy Spirit is the falfillment 
in man of the Image of God, which is manifested in the world in Christ. 
His descent therefore clothes man in Christ, in the Divine-humanity. 

This leads directly into the fundamental ontological theme of the 
doctrine of the Pentecost. This doctrine is usually confined to soteriology, 
i.e., to the doctrine of salvation or grace. But the Pentecost has a much 
more fundamental and essential significance, precisely with reference to 
Divine-humanity. The Dyad of Son and Spirit determines the Divine
humanity in God. By the will of the initial hypostasis, the Father, this 
Dyad predetermines the Divine-humanity in the created world, the 
creaturely Sophia, at the very creation of the world; and this Dyad realizes 
the Divine-humanity in the world through hypostatic unification with 
the latter in the Incarnation and the descent of the Holy Spirit. The Incar
nation and the descent of the Holy Spirit are, in effect, in a relation of 
temporal succession: the Incarnation precedes the descent; the Incarna
tion is the ground, the descent is the consequent. But this relation of suc
cession is a complex one. In essence, there is no succession here; ontolotJ
calry, there is no first and no second, no antecedent and no derivative. The 
two are equally important, for they are only different aspects of the actual
ization of the one self-revelation of Divinity. The two are equally divine, 
despite the order in the "taxis" of the Second and Third persons of the 
Holy Trinity. The Divine-humanity includes on an equal footing the In
carnation of the Logos and the descent into the world of the Holy Spirit. 
But the Pentecost, as the second event in the succession, is precisely the 
accomplishment of the Divine-humanity. 
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The Father' 

The Facher ... Is ic possible co say anything abouc Him, who is Silence, 
Mystery, che Transcendent even in che Holy Trinity? He is revealed, bur 
only in che ocher hyposcases. He Himself remains transcendent and inac
cessible - "in heaven." He remains unknown and hidden. Is nor che only 
pach co Him docta ignorantia (according co che expression of Nicholas of 
Cusa), learned ignorance, che pach of apopbatic cheology,2 which does nor 
affirm anything, bur negates everything, so char negation, NOT, is che 
sole affirmation? Is the Facher nor che Absolute, which is hidden from us 
in che obscurity of absoluteness and which is separated from us by che 
glaciers of transcendence? Is che Father nor in face char "ic," char uncon
scious or preconscious Urgottbeit, our of which che very gods are born, in 
which they arise together wich being itself? Is che Father nor the terrifying 
solitude of che eternal nighc in and from which light shines only as a sec
ondary ace? Is nor even chis "Noc," chis "ic," coo explicit adefinicion ofche 
indefinable airless cold of che incerscellar spaces in which all would freeze 
if ic actually existed? Is ic nor, furthermore, che logical shadow of an ab
scraccion which accempcs co remove from che object of choughc all ics ac
cribuces and is lefc wich che emptiness of nothing, an emptiness char is im
possible co conceive? ls ic nor a pure zero, incapable of being grasped by 
che pincers of abscraccion? Bue how can choughc make chis leap into emp-

1. In the original Russian edition, Bulgakov indicates <hat this section can also serve 
as the "prologue" to the first and second volumes of his trilogy on Divine-humanity, i.e., 
The I..mb of Gad and The Comfortn. - Trans. 

2. On <he relationship between apopha<ics and kataphatics, see my book TM Un· 
foding Lit)>~ ch. I. 
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tiness? How can it think the unthinkable and nonexistent? Can thought 
here do anything except lay down its weapons and die in the face of this 
icy neant? 

But the Absolute is never thought, never known, never exists in its 
abstract absoluteness, solely as the icy night of nonbeing. Such an Abso
lute is truly a non-sens of abstraction. Even abstracting thought must have 
something from which it might be reflected and thus acquire content; 
and the Transcendent never remains only in its transcendence, but has a 
trans, which not only conceals but also defines it. In other words, the Ab
solute itself is relative in its absoluteness, just as the Transcendent is imma· 
nent in its transcendence if it truly exists and has significance (gilt), if it 
does not turn into a zero for thought and being, into a void for both the 
one and the other. Even the NO of apophatic theology is necessarily con
nected with a certain kataphatic YES; the former is a dialectical moment 
of the latter and signifies a mystical perception ofreality.3 The absolute
ness of the Absolute in relation to the relative, just as the transcendence 
of the Transcendent in relation to the immanent, signifies only that be
tween them there does not exist any equality or adequacy. The Absolute 
and Transcendent is more profound and full of content than the relative 
and immanent, and it is therefore the source of the latter. 

The Absolute and Transcendent is a Mystery, for which the relative 
and immanent is a revelation, while in relation to the Absolute itself the 
relative is a self-revelation. The category of mystery and revelation has a 
much more general and fundamental significance than the category of 
cause and effect. The category of cause and effect is often applied not only 
where it is appropriate, in the empirical domain, where causa aequat 
effectum, but also where this adequacy does not exist, i.e., in relations be
tween the noumenal and the phenomenal. Kant's Ding an sich, mute in the 
capacity of a "limit concept" (Grenzbegriff), does not remain concealed be
hind phenomena in the capacity of the unknowable, but is revealed in 
them, although not adequately; and it is only for this reason that it be
comes knowable. Therefore, the empirical is the revelation of the nou
menal, which in this context corresponds to the Absolute or Transcen
dent (characteristically, the category of revelation is absent in Kant's 
"cubistic" philosophy). Revelation of the noumenon in phenomena pre
supposes a subject, a predicate, and the copula between them. It presup
poses that which is revealed, that which reveals, and a certain unity or 
identity of the cwo: a mystery and its revelation. 

3. See my book Dit Thlgiid# tier Philasopbie. 
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Mystery is correlative with revelation and does not exist apart from 
it, just as the Absolute and Transcendent does not exist apart from the rel
ative and immanent. Moreover, this is a relation of identity: the Absolute 
and Transcendent is a Mystery in its revelation, which is its life. Only 
abuse of abstraction can permit one to understand the Absolute as some
thing thing-like and lifeless. This clearly contradicts the fullness of being, 
which is considered here as dead immobility. Being is life; and no being 
except living being (although in different states oflife) is given. The con· 
cept of life as creative self-revelation must therefore be included among 
the fundamental philosophical categories in which the Absolute and 
Transcendent is conceived. All being is this self-revelation and revelation, 
but, of course, to different degrees. 

God, in the Holy Trinity, is the Absolute and Transcendent in rela
tion to the world. But, in His own being, is not God Himself in some sense 
relative and immanent with regard to what is beyond God? But is He Him
self in this sense the revelation of this true Absolute and Transcendent? 
Such a second "level" of the Absolute is usually postulated by the doctrine 
of theological impersonalism. The latter, considering impersonal being to 
be more primordial than and therefore metaphysically superior to per
sonal being, postulates a certain proto-Divinity (Urgottheit) in which God 
arises and in which, in particular, persons, personal centers, as well as the 
whole Christian Trinity, come into being. This conception, characterizing 
Neoplatonism and the Christian mysticism of Eckhart and Boehme, is er
roneous both religiously and metaphysically, inasmuch as it places the 
impersonal above the personal, the preconscious above the conscious, 
and, consequently, the soulless above the spirit. This conception is totally 
incompatible with the persona/ism of Christian philosophy. 

For Christian philosophy, the supreme and therefore initial form of 
the Absolute is personal being, which is actualized in an absolute manner 
in the congregate personality of the Divine triunity, of the rrihypostatic 
hypostasis. Christian philosophy proceeds from this being and does not 
seek any further foundation for itself: This philosophy takes as its basis 
here not only the divine revelation itself but also the insights of reason; 
and it cannot recognize any other character of the Absolute. God is the 
Absolute, the Transcendent, the personal and trihypostatic entity that is 
revealed in the relative and immanent being of the world as the divine 
principle of the latter and as the Personality which has this principle for 
Itself and which lives in it by Its own life. This revelation of the Absolute 
in the world, however, is such that it presupposes the self-revelation of the 
Absolute in itself, which in turn is included in the revelation of the Abso-
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lure to the world. The being of the Transcendent is an absolute relation in 
the Absolute itself, or the Holy Trinity. The relation between God and the 
world, between the Creator and creation, is in turn characterized by two 
opposite features: the revelation of the Creator in creation is inadequate, 
for creatures cannot fully know their God and Creator, bur know Him 
only "in part" (1 Cor. 13:9);4 but at the same time, creatures conform to the 
Creator, for chey are sophianic in nacure, and bear His seal and image. 
This conformity, however, particularly in the fallen world, which has lost 
its proper proto-image, remains as "through a glass, darkly" (13=12). 

It is erroneous to say that God is unknowable for and in creation, for 
such alienation of the world from God would signify a blasphemy against 
the Creator. But it is also erroneous to say that He is known by the world. 
He remains unknown in knowledge and known in unknowability as a liv
ing Revelation, a Mystery in the process of being revealed. Between the 
Creator and creation lies this frontier of che inadequacy of knowledge, 
which is expressed in the necessary connection and interrelation of 
apophatic and kataphatic (negative and positive) rheology. These two the
ologies cannot exist separately from one another without the result being 
error. Without ics kataphatic counterpart, apopharic theology is empty 
and ultimately leads to practical atheism, of the sort we have in agnosti
cism. le receives ics legitimate place, however, as a limit chac indicates che 
inevitable inadequacy of kataphacic theology, although the latter is crue 
knowledge of God, for ic contains a revelation of Divinity. Apophatic the
ology thus acquires the significance of an epistemological barrier and cor
rective to all positive theology; it protects us against the constant threat 
of anthropomorphism, which is nothing ocher than the assertion rhac che 
human knowledge of God is perfeccly adequate. This anthropomorphism 
differs essentially from crue anrhropologism, which is based on a recogni
tion of man's conformity to God and the resulting relative adequacy of che 
knowledge of God, wich che recognition rhac chis knowledge is inexhaust
ible. One can say that in this sense anrhropologism is a critical anthropo
morphism. Apophacics introduces in rheology che via eminentiae and che 
via ntfl'lionis, the way of transcending and the way of negation, as correc-

4. It is true chat, in 1 Corinthians 13:12, Paul adds, "now I know in part; but then 
shall I know even as also I am known.• Thar is, he admits - in rhe framework of escharol
ogy, when "God will be all in all" - 4'kqN4te knowledge, """'n a.s also I am known," by 
God. Even this state of deification, however, does not exclude a difference berween the 
Creator and creation, as the One who is revealed and that which receives the revelation; 
and the apostle's words refer, in our opinion, only to rhe measure of this revelation. 
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rives to the human knowledge of God in view of crearurely limitedness. 
Apophatics anests to the limitlessness of the revelation, to the 
inexhaustibility of the Divine ocean for creaturely knowledge. This is the 
living sense of Mystery and of its revelation, which at the same time is the 
consciousness that man has of his crearureliness. Apophatics has an 
equivalent in the mystical path of communion with God, which differs 
from the path of knowledge in that, in it, the distinction between the 
knower and the known is obliterated, as it were, and is replaced by their 
unity and identity. 

This path of union in the empirical knowledge of God, which we 
find not only in Christian but also in non-Christian mysticism, in Brah
manism, in Neoplatonism, as well as in the nonreligious mysticism of the 
"cosmic feeling," this path of union is capable of receiving different reli
gious coefficients, since the night of consciousness contains different 
possibilities. The knowledge of God can be totally alien to this mystical 
feeling, which can signify a dissolution of the I in the cosmos, a cosmo
theism, a mystical paganism.5 

The true mystical revelation of God occurs not in the night of extin
guished consciousness, but in the midday light of consciousness. The path 
here is not discursive, however, but inruitive, not the path of the Logos, but 
that of the Holy Spirit.6 Cognition and intuition are cwo paths of revela
tion, cwo wings carrying man into a domain that is unknown, to be sure, 
but that reveals itself to knowledge. And this revelation exists in the image 
of the self-revelation that occurs in divine life, in the depths of the Holy 
Trinity, which, in itself, is eternal self-revelation, not immobile, lifeless 

s. We ha"" this in the methodology of theosophical or anthroposophical occult· 
ism, where the path of spirirual life, which is equaced here with knowledge of God, leads 
to the self-identification of the I with different cosmic essences, and thereby co self. 
abolition. The microcosm, which contains the image of God, dissolves in the macro
cosm, whereas the reverse relation is the true one: the macrocosm must be taken into the 
microcosm. Thus, what occurs here is not the humanization of the world, but the dehu

manization of man. The personal spirit, the subject who is the image of eternity in man, 
is abolished. 

6. In this respect we are guided by the account of a mystical experience where the 
ineffability of the revelation is accompanied by personal consciousness: "I knew a man in 

Christ above fourteen )"'ars ago, (whether in the body, I cannot tell; or whether out ofche 
body, I cannot tell: God knoweth;) such an one caught up to the third hea .. n. And I 
knew such a man, (whether in the body, or out of the body, I cannot cell: God knowech;) 
how that he was caught up into paradise, and heard unspeakable words, which it is not 
lawful for a man to utter" (2 Cor. 12:i-4). 
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knowledge, buc hyposcacic and living self-posicing. Here, a discinccion is 
ch us made becween chac which is revealed and chac which reveals, becween 
che Subjecc of che Revelacion and che Revelacion icself, wich all chis, of 
course, caking place in hyposcacic being. The hyposcasis chac is revealed, 
che Principle, from which che Son is born and che Holy Spiric proceeds, is 
che Facher, whereas che hyposcases chac reveal che Facher in divine life and 
wisdom, in che Divine Sophia, are che Son and che Holy Spiric. 

This divine knowledge of God in self-revelacion, in contrasc co che 
creacurely knowledge of God, is absolucely adequate. There is no separa
cion becween apophacic and kataphacic knowledge here, except in che 
sense chac on che one hand chere is che hyposcasis of che Facher, che 
hypostasis rhac is revealed, the hypostaric Divine Depth and Mystery, che 
Divine Subjecc of self-revelacion; and on che ocher hand chere are che Re
vealing or karaphacic, so to speak, hypostases of che Word and che Spiric, 
che hyposcatic self-revelacion chac trihypostacically realizes che fullness of 
divine self-consciousness, the criunely hyposcatic I. 

In che depths of che Holy Trinity, in God and for God, chere is there
fore no place for any mystery in the sense ofche inadequacy ofche Facher's 
self-revelation. "God is light, and in him is no darkness at all" (1 John 1:5). 
In His Word che Father speaks Himself. He is, as it were, pre-verbal or non
verbal Thought thinking itself, Thought about Thoughc, noesis tis noeseos, 
according to Aristotle's brilliant expression. Bue chis Thoughc engenders 
itself in che Word, in which nothing remains unthought and unexpressed, 
unmanifested verbally. There is a perfect identity becween the Facher's 
proper, inner Word, restrained in silence, and the hypostacic Word, which 
is engendered from the Facher and which is His own uttered Word. The 
Son has and knows nothing that the Father does not have; and the Father 
does not possess anything that is not manifesced in che Son. This is at
tested by the Word of the Father about Himself and about the Father; 
some of these cestimonies concern His divine-human, kenotic miniscry, 
while others have a more general character. 7 

The chief pertinent texc from the Synoptics is from Matchew 11:27= 
"no man knoweth the Son, but the Father; neither knoweth any man che 
Father, save the Son" (cf. Luke 10:22). In John 10:15, we find: "as che Father 
knoweth me, even so know I the Father" (cf. 6:46). Also: "he that hath seen 
me hach seen the Father .... I am in the Facher, and the Father in me" 
(14:9, 11); "I have known chee" (17:25). Also pertinent are all of Christ's tes
cimonies in which He identifies Himself wich the Father in life, will, and 

7. Cf. the comparison of texts in my book The Lamb of God, p. 311. 
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works: "The Father loverh rhe Son, and harh given all things inro his 
hand" Uohn 3:35); "rhe Father ... shewerh him all things rhar himself 
doerh" (5:20; er. p9); "I seek nor mine own will, bur rhe will of rhe Father 
which hath sent me" (5:30; cf. 6:38); "as my Father harh taught me, I speak 
these things" (8:28); "I do always those things rhar please him" (8:29); "I 
have not spoken of myself; bur rhe Father which sent me, he gave me a 
commandment, whar I should say, and what I should speak" (12:49); "rhe 
word which ye hear is nor mine, bur rhe Father's which sent me" (14:24); "I 
speak rhar which I have seen wirh my Father" (8:38; cf. 12:50); "rhar I have 
heard of my Father" (15:15). And all rhis is summed up in rhe identifica· 
tion: "I and my Father are one" (10:30; cf. 10:38); "if ye had known me, ye 
should have known my Father also" (8:19); "he rhar hareth me harerh my 
Father also" (15:23); "I am in rhe Father, and rhe Father in me" (14:11; cf. 
14:20); "rhou, Father, arr in me, and I in thee" (17:21; cf. 17:23); "we will 
come unto him, and make our abode wirh him" (14:23). 

The perfect adequacy of the revelation of the Father in che Son is ac
cesced by Scripture so undeniably and irrefutably chat one does not need 
co insist on ic. Indeed, chis adequacy follows from the very relation of spir
itual fatherhood and sonhood, where che Son is che hyposcacic image of 
the Father ("the brightness of his glory and che express image of his per
son" [Heb. 1:3)), while rhe Father shows Himself in che Son. One can say 
that here rhe Divine Predicate, rhe Word, is absolutely adequate co the Di
vine Subject; buc rhis identity is realized in rwo different hyposcases, 
about which ic can nevertheless be affirmed: "I and my Father are one," 
chat is, Their separateness is affirmed at rhe same time as Their identity in 
mutual love. 

Bue che Father is revealed noc only in che Son buc also in che Holy 
Spirit. As a result, rhis self-revelation is characterized by the same features 
as in che case of the Son, by adequacy and identity. Bue now these features 
refer noc only co che Father, buc co che Father and che Son, or co che Fa· 
cher through che Son; in a word, che relation is not immediate, but medi· 
aced. On che one hand, che Aposcle direccly accescs che adequacy of God's 
revelation in che Holy Spirit: "we speak che wisdom of God in a mystery, 
even che hidden mystery, which God ordained before che world unro our 
glory .... God hath revealed [these things) unto us by his Spirit: for che 
Spirit searchech all things, yea, che deep things of God ... che things of 
God knoweth no man, but the Spirit of God" (1 Cor. 2:7, 10-11). On the 
ocher hand, we have che Son's testimony about che adequacy of the Holy 
Spirit to the Son Himself and, through Him, co the Father: "Howbeit 
when he, che Spirit of cruch, is come, he will guide you into all cruch: for 
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he shall noc speak of himself: buc whacsoever he shall hear, chac shall he 
speak .... He shall glorify me; for he shall receive of mine, and shall shew 
ic unco you. All chings chac che Facher hach are mine: cherefore said I, chac 
he shall cake of mine, and shall shew ic unco you" Oohn 16:13-15). The fol
lowing series of equalicies is affirmed here: The Third hyposcasis, "an
ocher Comforcer," in His revelacion "cakes" from che Second hyposcasis; 
according co His hyposcacic characcer, che Third hyposcasis does noc 
speak His Word, buc confirms and accualizes che already spoken Word, 
buc chis Word, che Son, is also che Word of che Facher. Therefore, che 
Third hyposcasis, like che Second, reveals che Facher - buc He does so noc 
direcdy, buc only chrough che Son. And so we have one Revealed 
hyposcasis, chac of che Facher; and cwo revealing hyposcases, chose of che 
Son and che Holy Spiric. 

This one bihyposcacic and dyadic revelacion of che Facher is, as we al
ready know, che Divine Sophia, che image ofche HolyTrinicy in ics proper 
depchs, che Divine world, Divine-humanicy. This is che self..revelacion ac
complished in che Holy Trinicy, in the cwo Revealing hyposcases, by which 
che Divine Sophia is direcdy hyposcacized. I c is for chis reason chat we 

speak of che Divine Sophia in a cercain specific sense: the Logos is Sophia 
(but noc vice versa); che Holy Spiric is Sophia (buc noc vice versa); and fi. 
nally the dyadic union of che Logos and che Holy Spirit is Sophia (but not 
vice versa). These particular equalicies express che relacions of hyposta· 
tization: of the hypostases and hypostatizedness. But now we arrive at a 
new equalicy: the Father is Sophia (buc, of course, not vice versa). This equal
icy expresses the idea that, insofar as Sophia is objective, divine se)f. 
revelacion, she reveals and expresses che hidden essence of che Facher; she 
is His genuine predicate, whose crue Subjecc He is. Sophia, as Divine· 
humanicy, belongs co the Father; she is His revelation. In chis sense, the Fa
cher is Divine-humanicy; however, He is the Divine-humanicy which is not 
manifested, which is hidden and myscerious, but which is becoming man
ifesced in divine self-revelacion. The Divine-humanicy is che manifesced 
councenance ofche Facher. Ic is che Myscery ofche Facher, hidden in Him, 
buc manifesced by che Revealing hyposcases. 

The same idea can be expressed in a new series of equalicies: In the or
der of self-revelacion the Facher is equal co che Son: "I and my Father are 
one" Oohn 10:30), alchough noc vice versa: "my Facher is greacer chan I" 
Oohn 14:28). And che Facher is equal co che Holy Spiric, alchough noc vice 
versa. And che Facher is equal to che Son and che Holy Spiric, alchough, of 
course, also not vice versa. The image of che Facher shines fully in che Son 
and che Holy Spirit. The incerpenecracion and mutual cransparence of the 
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hypostases correspond here to trinitarian life. For creaturely being, where 
a hypostasis is self-enclosed being and is repelled and reflected from the 
other, such mutual transparence is absent (except in love as a gift of 
grace). Here, this doubling of the self-revelation of God as the Father in 
the Son and the Spirit appears to be unnecessary and even impossible. "I 
and my Father are one" - what can this mean except that the distinctly 
personal beings of the Father and of the Son are livingly identical, are 
"consubstantial" by virtue of interhypostatic love? And it is of course the 
same with regard to the Holy Spirit. It is for this reason that one can say 
that Sophia, being the revelation of the hypostases of the Son and of the 
Holy Spirit, is at the same time the revelation of the Father, in all the 
power of divine Fatherhood. One must remember that the Revealed 
hypostasis is the Father, for Whom it is proper to engender and originate 
by procession, while giving Himself. Fatherhood is synonymous with self
renunciation, with self-revelation in others. 

Let us now consider the self-revelation of the Father in creation. The 
Apostle says, "I bow my knees unto the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, of 
whom the whole fatherhood (patria) in heaven and earth is named" (Eph. 
3=14-15; the King James Version has been modified to conform with the 
Russian Bible). This establishes the identity of fatherhood in heaven, in 
the Holy Trinity, and in creation, on earth. And if the Father in heaven, 
the Father of the Lord Jesus Christ, is also "our Father," this must be un
derstood in the sense of that very same Fatherhood in self-revelation and 
love. The creaturely Sophia, as the creaturely Divine-humanity, exists in 
the image of the heavenly Sophia or the heavenly Divine-humanity, i.e., as 
the revelation of the Father's self-revelation. Man is created in the image of 
God, but this image is the Divine-humanity as the image of the Father. 
The image of the Father is the Son, Who manifested Himself in the God
Man, and the Holy Spirit, Who manifested Himself in the Mother of God. 
Man is created in the image of God, as male and female, according to the 
two images of the revelation of fatherhood, as sonhood and as mother
daughterhood. The image of the son of man corresponds to the image of 
the Son of God; and the two are identified in the God-Man. The image of 
the mother of man, but also of the daughter of God, is manifested in Eve, 
who after the fall ceded her place to the New Eve, Mary. Man is created for 
Godsonhood and Goddaughterhood; that is the Creator's supreme gift to 
His creation: "as many as received him, to them gave he power to become 
the sons of God ... which were born, not ... of the will of the flesh ... but 
of God" Oohn 1:12-13). 

This gift of the adoption of men in the Son of God, the God-Man, is 
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bestowed by the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of adoption, Who gives birth to 
them "maternally" as children of God and clothes them in Christ. This is 
arrested by apostolic texts and especially, of course, by the Lord's Prayer, 
where human lips utter the words, "Our Father which art in heaven." But 
this gift is the supreme love and condescension of the Creator for cre
ation, in relation to which the Creator and God becomes also the Father. 
This gifc must have an ontological correlative in order for it not to be an 
ontological impossibility. And this possibility consists, of course, in the 
conformity of God to man; it consists in Divine-humanity, in which the 
Heavenly Sophia is the foundation of the creaturely Sophia, the two being 
united and identified in the God-Man by the Holy Spirit. Therefore, to 
che idea that the Divine Sophia, the Heavenly Divine-humanity, is the im
age of che Father, we must add chat the creaturely Sophia too, the earthly 
divine-humanity, exists in che image of the Father, although she is mani
fested in the images of the God-Man and the Mother of God, Jesus and 
Mary. The Creator is God, but it is precisely the Father Who is the Creator 
par excellence. The world is created by the Holy Trinity, by the trihypo
staric God; and each hypostasis has manifested itself in creation in con
formity with its hypostatic property. But the origin of creation proceeds 
from the Principle in the Holy Trinity, "from God the Father Almighty, 
Creator of heaven and earth." He is the Primary Will to creation as the 
creaturely image of self-revelation. Creation is another image of His self
revelation by the Son and the Holy Spirit, of the Divine Sophia in the 
creaturely Sophia. The interrelation in self-revelation that exists in the 
depths of the Holy Trinity is also manifested in the creation of the world. 

And this relation is manifested not only in the creation of the world, 
but also in rhe Providence for the world, as well as in its salvation, in its 
economy. One cannot fail to see that God the Provider is the Father Who 
watches over His creation. Here, as well as in the creation of the world, He 
possesses primary will, power, care for the world. True, this Providence is 
realized through the action of the two other hypostases, but they are sent 
by the Father. This sending signifies the revelation of God's love in the 
Providence, which is completely analogous ro the self-revelation of the Fa
ther in the Son and in the Spirit in the depths of the Holy Trinity, and 
then in creation. It is sufficient to attentively examine Christ's words ut
tered in the Sermon on the Mount and in other cases to become con
vinced that He attributes Providence to God the Father. And of course rhe 
most incontestable testimony here is the Lord's Prayer. 

The Father's will not only directs the life of the world bur is decisive 
in its final destiny, in particular with reference to the end of the world: "of 
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chac day and chac hour knowech no man, no, noc che angels which are in 
heaven, neicher che Son, buc che Facher" (Mark 13:32; cf. Mace. 24:36); 
"come, ye blessed of my Facher, inheric che kingdom prepared for you 
from che foundacion of che world" (Mace. 25:34); "co sic on my righc hand, 
and on my lefc, is nor mine co give, buc ir shall be given co chem for whom 
ic is prepared of my Facher" (Mace. 20:23); "in my Facher's house are many 
mansions" Oohn 14:2); "waic for che promise of che Facher ... ic is noc for 
you co know che cimes or che seasons, which che Facher hach puc in his 
own power" (Aces 1:4, 7); God "hach appoinced a day, in che which he will 
judge che world in righceousness by chac man whom he hach ordained" 
(Aces 17:31). 

Accomplishing power is accribuced co che Facher, Who, in visions of 
che Apocalypse, sics on a chrone (Rev. 4:2) and is called God che Almighcy, 
"which is, and which was, and which is co come" (1:8). Thus, in che vision 
recorded in che fourch chapcer of Revelacion, che rwency-four elders fall 
down before che one who sics on che chrone and say, "Thou arc worchy, 0 
Lord, co receive glory and honour and power: for chou hasc creaced all 
chings, and for chy pleasure chey are and were creaced" (4:11). Furcher, che 
book held in che righc hand of che one who sics on che chrone is opened 
by che Lamb, as che Redeemer Who "hasc made us unco our God kings 
and priescs" (po). The complecion ofhiscory is represenced as che work of 
che Facher chrough che Lamb: che kingdom of che world becomes che 
kingdom of "our Lord and of His Chrisc" (11:15; cf. 12:10), "for che Lord 
God omnipocenc reignech ... for che marriage of che Lamb is come" (19:6-
7). And ac che end of che world che heavenly cicy descends "from God" 
(21:10), and "che Lord God Almighcy and che Lamb are che cemple of ic" 
(21:22), and His servancs "shall see his face; and his name shall be in cheir 
foreheads" (22:4). In a word, chac fullness of accomplishmenc is approach
ing in which God will be all in all. And che coming of chis fullness is repre
senced in che Apocalypse as che work of che Father. The idea chac che Syn
opcic Gospels and che Aces of che Aposcles only hinc ac wich lapidary 
conciseness ("che rimes or che seasons, which che Facher hach puc in his 
own power" [Aces 1:7)) is developed here in ics fullness: che Facher is che 
God of hiscory, and che Lamb is ics doer. 

le is evidenc from chese passages chac che Holy Trinicy, as God, is di
recced coward rhe world by the hypostasis of the Father. To chis one muse add 
chac, conversely, when che cexcs refer simply co God, chey mean precisely 
che Facher, so chac che rwo expressions are synonymous for all incencs and 
purposes. To be sure, chis observacion is valid only for che New Tescamenc 
usage, since che Old Tescamenc does noc concain any direcc revelacions 
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concerning hyposcacic distinctions in God. One can establish as a general 
face chat when a New Testament passage refers simply co God in connec· 
cion with Jesus Ch rise and che Holy Spirit, ic is che Father Who is clearly 
meant. This implies a certain verbal nuance of distinction between God the 
Father and che ocher hyposcases wich reference co Their divinity. These 
cexcs are so numerous chat ic is difficult co cite all of chem.8 

The general character of these numerous cexcs is such chat they dis
tinguish and in a certain sense oppose God the Father and the Lord Jesus 
Christ, che Son. And chis contradiscinccion is intensified by che face chat 
Christ, invariably called the Lord and the Son of God, is never called God. 
This usage is retained in che Nicaeno-Conscancinopolican Creed: "I be
lieve in one God che Father Almighty ... and in one Lord Jesus Christ, che 
... Son of God [although there was added against che Arians, 'very God of 
very God') ... and in che Holy Spirit, che Lord .... " 

In che Old Tescamenc, God is usually designated by che word "Lord," 
and we often find che combination "Lord God" (che mystical cecragramma
con: Yahweh-Adonai). The word "Lord" is also used in chis combination in 
che New Testament, buc exclusively with reference co che Father, so chac che 
Lord God becomes, as ic were, che proper name of che Father. le is never used 
wich reference co Christ, Who is called simply Lord; or with reference co che 
Holy Spirit, Who is called che Spirit of God, che Holy Spirit, che Spirit of che 
Lord, che Spirit of Ch rise. (He is never even called "Lord," which appellation 
is applied co Him only in che Nicaeno-Conscanrinopolican Creed.) Never· 
cheless, che consubscanciality of che Holy Trinity is irrefutably accesced, 
most clearly in che comma ]ohanneum: "there are three chat bear record in 
heaven, che Father, che Word, and che Holy Spirit: and these three are one" 
(1 john 5:7). 

To be sure, che nuance expressed in chis usage should by no means 
be understood in the unitarian sense chat only the Father is the true God, 
chat only He has divinity, whereas che Son and che Spirit do not have ic. 
That would shake the trinitarian dogma - and may God keep us from 
chis! Bue we cannot neglecc chis face; ic implies a special notion which 
muse be included in the doctrine of the Holy Trinity. Moreover, as we have 

8. See Acrs 2:36; p3; 4::4-30; m:38; Rom. 1'7; 8:3; 8:32; 15:6; 1p6; 1 Cor. 1:3; 2 Cor. 1:2; 

13:14; Gal 1:1; 1:4; Eph. 1:2; Phil. 1:2; 1:t1; 2:11; 4:6; Col. 1:3; t Thess. 1:1; 2 Thess. 1:2; 1Tim.1:2; 
1Tim.1:2; Tirus 1:4; Philemon 3;James 1:27; 1 Pet. 1:3i 1:4-s; 3:18; 3:n; 4:11; 1 Per. 1:1; 1:2; 1:17; 
2 John 3; Rev. 1:4-6. 8; 3:12; 5:13; 6:16; 7:10; u:15-17; 12:5, JO; 19:6-7; 19:10; 21:3-7, n; 22:1, 3. 
[Bulgakov quoces the passages themselves, bur here I indicate only chapter and verse. -

Trans.) 
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seen, in cercain cexcs che Facher is direccly called noc only che Facher buc 
also che Lord and God of Jesus Chrisc. Observing chis face during che 
Lord's earchly miniscry, when He called che Facher His God and Facher, we 
mighc be able co limic ics significance by linking ic wich che kenosis of che 
Lord. Having empcied Himself of His divinicy, He could co a cercain de
gree look out ac che Facher from His humanicy, as ac God, buc a kenocic 
incerprecacion of chis face is clearly insufficienc. Such an incerprecacion 
can explain the cry on che Cross, "My God, my God, why hasc chou for
saken me?" (Mace. 27:46), chis excreme kenosis, in which che very con
sciousness of sonhood is obscured; buc ic cannoc explain che words of che 
Savior co Mary Magdalene after che resurreccion: "co my Facher" and "co 
my God" Oohn 20:17). 

We arrive ac che conclusion chac, in a cercain sense, che Facher is God 
even for che Son - noc only in His kenotic humiliacion buc also in His glo
rified scace in heaven. Consequencly, He is such for the Son in the eternal 
life of the Holy Trinicy, noc only in the economic but also in che immanent 
Trinicy. Holy Scripture direccly accescs co this. One cannoc direccly confirm 
che same thing as far as the Holy Spirit is concerned, inasmuch as Scrip
ture never speaks of the Person of the Holy Spiric. But this can be iruli~ 
escablished a fortiori on the basis of the general interrelation of the Son and 
the Holy Spirit, Who is senc by the Son and reveals Him. 

There is another fact we muse consider, a fact that is also escablished 
on the basis of Scripture, although not as clearly as the previous fact. The 
relations berween the Father on the one hand and the Son and the Holy 
Spirit on the other are defined not only by Their birth and procession, re
spectively, from che Father and by His sending Them, but also (in a sense 
chac cannoc be more clearly defined for man) by Their prayer to the Facher 
as God. We have in mind here noc only che prayer of che God-Man, che 
Son of God, in che scace of kenosis; we already know chac Chrisc prayed 
wichouc ceasing and chac chis was crue prayer, noc one chac was performed 
jusc co sec an example.9 In this feac of prayer che God-Man showed God all 
che accomplishmencs of His miniscry, from che firsc cempcacion in che 
deserc co che second and final cempcacion ac Gechsemane and on 
Golgocha (che earlier years of His life being shrouded in silence). To 
Whom did He pray and co Whom did He inscrucc His disciples and fol
lowers co pray? He prayed co His Facher and co His God, Whom he saw in 
che person of the Facher. The incerrelacion berween God and che Son of 
God, che Lord Jesus Chrisc, chac is accesced in che aposcolic cexcs ciced 

9. See The Ldmb of God, pp. 283-84, 309-ro. 
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above, is realized by works in His life of prayer within the limits of His 
earthly ministry. 

We must also ask the following: If the prayer of the Lord "in the days 
of his flesh" (Heb. 5:7) was, in its content, determined by His kenotic minis
try ("when he had offered up prayers and supplications with strong crying 
and tears unto him that was able to save him from death" (Heb. 5:7]), can 
the very fact of the prayer, or its possibili~, be sufficiently explained by the 
kenosis alone? After all, a prayer, irrespective of irs content, is a personal act 
of the one praying, an acr which expresses his personality. The Personality 
of rhe God-Man, even in the state of kenosis and when it assumed the 
creaturely human essence, remained the same as in eternity, that is, it re
mained that of the Son of God in His unchanging and eternal relation ro 
His Father in che Holy Trinity. The kenosis refers to che life of che God
Man's Personality, to its state, but it does nor refer to His Personality it
self; on the contrary, according ro rhe Chalcedonian dogma, rhe entire 
power of the Incarnation consists in the unchanging nature of the God
Man's Personality. 

Thus, we must necessarily conclude that, in Christ, the God-Man, it 
is rhe Logos Himself, the Son of God, Who prayed to the Father; and this 
possibility of a life of prayer must receive a sufficient foundation in His 
hypostatic being. If we understand the general possibility of the Incarna
tion on the basis of the correspondence of the Divine and human natures 
and even their primordial identity in Sophia, Heavenly and creaturely, 
then, with regard to personality, the Son of God is kindred with the sons of 
God by grace, who have their God in the Heavenly Father and pray to the 
Father as God and to God the Father: Our Father! They pray together with 
the God-Man, Who pronounces: "My Father! Thy will be done!" Even the 
Lord's Prayer itself, Our Father, is given to us in the name of our common 
divine-human Godsonhood. The sons of God by adoption are sufficiently 
audacious to utter this prayer by virtue of their union with the Son of 
God according to essence: they can pray in this way because He Himself 
taught them "as john also taught his disciples" (Luke n:1). 

This prayer of Godsonhood already contains that self-evident iden· 
tity of the names of the Father and God which is attested by Scripture; 
and the expression of Godsonhood is precisely the prayer to God as the 
Father and to the Father as God. In other words, the possibility of the 
prayer of the God-Man cannot be explained simply as a consequence of 
the Divine Incarnation; rather, it is included in the Son's eternal hypo
static being, in His relation co the Father as the Father and God. The 
Son's relation of prayer to the Father as His God is not temporary, but 
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eternal. Otherwise, this relation would be impossible for the God-Man. To 
consider His life of prayer as merely a temporary stare, which has its be
ginning in the Incarnation and its end in the Ascension, is contradictory 
since this would introduce a change in the very personality of the Son of 
God, which is identical to itself both in the Incarnation and outside ofir. 

Furthermore, and this is the most important thing here, it is errone
ous to think that Christ's life of prayer ceased even after the Ascension, 
for the latter is by no means a disincarnarion, by no means the abolition 
ofrhe Divine-humanity and ofrhe union ofrhe two natures in Christ. On 
the contrary, it is the erernalization of the Divine-humanity. The glorified 
Christ is the God-Man or, according to the New Testament expression, 
"the man Christ Jesus" (1 Tim. 2:5). Even after the Ascension, during the 
"Ten Days," Christ prays the Father Oohn 14:16) to send the Holy Spirit 
into the world. Consequently, the Son's relation of prayer to the Father 
does nor cease even when He rakes His place ar the right hand of the Fa
ther. And if nor then, when could it cease? After the Pentecost? Bur here 
we have yet another fact whose dogmatic significance must be examined 
with reference to the question that concerns us: Christ's high-priestly 
ministry, expressed in His advocatory offering of His own blood: "we have 
an advocate (parakleton) with the Father, Jesus Christ the righteous. And 
he is the propitiation for our sins: and nor for ours only, bur also for the 
sins of the whole world" (1 John 2:1-2). This High Priest is "the mediator 
[ mesitis] of a better covenant" (Heb. 8:6); "this man, because he continuerh 
ever, hath an unchangeable priesthood. Wherefore he is able also to save 
them to the uttermost that come unto God by him, seeing he ever liveth 
to make intercession for them" (7:24-25), as "the mediator of the new tes
tament" (9:15), who has entered "into heaven itself, now to appear in the 
presence of God for us" (9:24), as a "high priest over the house of God" 
(10:21). The work of the High Priest is prayer with the offering of sacrifice. 
Although Christ, "after he had offered one sacrifice for sins for ever, sat 
down on the right hand of God" (10:12), this single offering of sacrifice, 
which the Apostle contrasts with the repeated sacrifices in the Old Testa
ment, is nor a one-rime act bur has eternal validity and, if one can use this 
expression, eternal duration. The sirring of the Son at the right hand of 
the Father, which crowns His ministry with glory, does nor abolish His 
high-priestly advocacy, His intercession for the world in prayer by virtue 
of His sacrifice, even as the one-rime character of this sacrifice does nor 
contradict bur serves as the basis of the fact that the eucharisric sacrifice 
is offered on earth on all altars at all times until the end of this aeon (and 
in a certain sense it continues even beyond this aeon). 
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On che basis of che foregoing discussion, we conclude chac che Son's 
relacion of prayer co che Facher, His intercession for che world, exiscs also 
in heaven. Bue even chough chis incercession conscicuces, so co speak, che 
parcicular contenc of chis prayer, ic is realized only on che basis of che gen
eral relacion of che Son co che Facher as co che Facher and God. Thac is, ic 
is realized on che basis of che Son's praying love for che Facher. 

The Son of God is the eternal High Priest in che Holy Trinicy, offering 
che sacrifice of filial love co the Father; and only by virtue of this eternal 
high-prieschood is He our High Priest as well, interceding for che world 
before the Father. By virtue of chis high-priesthood, on earth as in heaven, 
He offers co che Facher His prayer for che world at che solemn hour when 
He departs che world: "now come I to thee" Oohn 17:13). And in this most 
solemn of prayers, which we call High-priestly, He prays for the world and 
for chose who are faithful to Him, as well as for Himself, "chat the world 
may know thac chou hasc senc me, and hasc loved them, as chou hast loved 
me" Oohn 17:23). This High-priestly prayer of the Son to the Father and God 
("chat chey may know thee the only true God, and Jesus Chrisc, whom 
chou hasc sent" (17:3)) is pronounced in a tone of filial relation: "Father, 
che hour is come: glorify thy Son, that chy Son also may glorify thee" 
(17:1); "thou lovedst me before the foundacion of the world" (17:24). This is 
not a prayer for the sake of example. And ic is not only for the current mo
ment; it is not a prayer which sounds once on earth and grows silenc when 
Christ ascends to heaven. No! This is the eternal prayer which the Eternal 
High Priesc offers in heaven, sitting at the right hand of the Father: "chat 
they may be one, even as we are one: I in them, and thou in me, that they 
may be made perfect in one; and that the world may know thac chou hast 
sent me, and hast loved them, as thou hast loved me. Father, I will that 
they also, whom thou hast given me, be with me where I am; that they 
may behold my glory, which thou hast given me: for thou lovedst me be
fore the foundacion of che world" (17:22-24). 

If the Son is the High Priest before the Father and God (and there
fore the High Priest of the New Tescament prieschood, for He offers che 
sacrifice of Christ), what can one then say about the "Spirit of Christ," che 
Third hypostasis? Does the Holy Spirit remain outside this relation of 
prayer co God and the Father, inasmuch as His mission does not include 
the High-priestly miniscry? Or does He present another form of the rela
tion of prayer co the Father, in conformicy wich His hypostacic propercy? 
But can chere be any question about chis if we know chat the Holy Spirit, 
Who eternally reposes upon che Son, has descended and reposes upon the 
God-Man and inspires Him? And if chese inspirations are realized in un-
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ceasing prayer, is it not clear that the Spirit of inspiration is also the Spirit 
of prayer, that He is, so to speak, prayer itself? 

But apart from this conclusion, already sufficiently convincing, we 
also have direct Scriptural testimony concerning this in Romans 8 and 
Galatians 4. The Apostle tells us that "if any man have not the Spirit of 
Christ, he is none of his" (Rom. 8:9), "for as many as are led by the Spirit 
of God, they are the sons of God" (8:14). But the sons of God must have 
the same relation of prayer to God and the Father as the Son, the Lord Je
sus Christ, Who therefore taught us the prayer, "Our Father which art in 
heaven." In accordance with this idea, the apostle Paul continues his ex
planation of what constitutes the power of the Spirit of Christ: "ye have 
not received the spirit of bondage again to fear; but ye have received the 
Spirit of adoption, whereby we cry, Abba, Father. The Spirit itselfbeareth 
witness with our spirit, that we are the children of God" (8:15-16). And so, 
our Godsonhood is expressed in the invocation through the Holy Spirit, 
"Abba, Father!" We find the same idea in Galatians 4:6: "And because ye 
are sons, God hath sent forth the Spirit of his Son into your hearts, cry
ing, Abba, Father." These words perhaps even more clearly underscore 
the idea that the Son's spirit of prayer in relation to the Father is the 
Holy Spirit Himself; for what is said here is not "Spirit of Christ" but the 
more general and primordial "Spirit of his Son." Further on, the idea 
that the Holy Spirit is the spirit of prayer is expressed in a direct and gen
eral form: "Likewise the Spirit also helpeth our infirmities: for we know 
not what we should pray for as we ought: but the Spirit itself maketh in
tercession for us with groanings which cannot be uttered. And he that 
searcheth the hearts knoweth what is the mind of the Spirit, because he 
maketh intercession for the saints according to the will of God" (Rom. 
8:26-27). This passage clearly indicates the Holy Spirit's intercession by 
prayer; and this idea is confirmed by a mention of Christ's advocacy for 
us in heaven: "It is Christ that died, yea rather, that is risen again, who is 
even at the right hand of God, who also maketh intercession for us" 
(8:34). 

It is thus irrefutably established that both the Son and the Holy 
Spirit pray to the Father as to Their Father and Their God (according to 
the usual New Testament expression); and that Their relation to the Fa
ther, besides being one of equi-divinity through generation and proces
sion, is also one of prayer. In this relation of prayer, They are consequently 
united with the creaturely world, with human beings (and of course with 
angels as well), in crying out with them, "Our Father which art in heaven! 
Abba, Father!" This compels us to ask how this should be understood in 
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che inner life of che Holy Trinicy, precisely wich respecc co che equi-divinity 
of che chree hyposcases, in vircue of which ic muse be said abouc each of 
chem chac ic is che crue God (as che Achanasian Creed expresses ic). Evi
dendy, ic is a quescion of a cercain nuance in che concepc of Divinicy co 
which cheologians have paid scam anencion. Human language is poor 
and in chis case insufficienc, for ic has only che single word and concepc 
"prayer" co designace boch creacurely prayer and divine prayer, even 
chough che difference becween che cwo is as greac as chac becween God 
and creacion. 

The creamre's prayer co God derives, firsc of all, from ics conscious
ness of ics creacureliness, of the face chac ic originaces in noching and 
abides in noching, in che face of God's absoluceness. This prayer is chere
fore che creamre's praise and chanksgiving addressed co che Creacor, as 
well as a supplicacion for ics needs; and boch aspeccs of chis prayer are 
marked by che consciousness of creamrely limicedness. One can, in acer
cain sense, say chac che very characcer of chis prayer derives from 
creamreliness. le is crue chac, alongside chis creamrely consciousness and 
remoceness from God, Who is "in heaven," chere is also che sense of con
neccion wich God, of closeness co Him, of conformicy wich Him. This is in 
general che living sense of che image of God in man; and che creamre's 
prayer is che realizacion of chis conneccion, a "dialogue" wich God. 

Therefore, condescending co creamrely being in che Incarnacion of 
Chrisc and in che descenc ofche Holy Spiric, che Son of God and che Holy 
Spiric are united with us, as ic were, in our relacion co God and pray cogecher 
wich us: "Our Facher which arc in heaven." They uner che same prayer 
chac che creamre uses when ic prays co che Creacor. Bue chis form of prayer 
of che Second and Third hyposcases refers only co kenocic condescension. 
To be sure, in che prayer of che Son and of che Holy Spiric co che Facher we 
cannoc admic any of che anribuces of creamrely prayer, for ic is noc proper 
co chese cwo equi-divine hyposcases co address che Creacor wich creaturely 
praise and chanksgiving. Nor is supplicacion proper co Their divine per
feccion. 

Bue chere is an aspecc of chis Divine prayer, which, co a cercain de
gree, is accessible co us as well, in proportion co our conformicy co God. 
This is che aspecc of che hyposcacic qualificacion of love, which corre
sponds co hyposcacic self-definicion: "I chank chee, 0 Facher, Lord of 
heaven and earch" (Man. 11:25; Luke 10:21); "Facher, I chank thee thac chou 
hasc heard me" Oohn 11:41). This is che aspecc of Revealed and Revealing 
Love. The Facher is God, revealing Himself in che Two revealing 
hyposcases, divinely empcying Himself in che ecernal kenosis of che Fa-
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ther. He is the initial hypostatic Love, the Depth that is being revealed, the 
unsearchable but self-manifesting Abyss, the Divine Principle, arche. The 
Dyad of the Son and the Holy Spirit is the double image of Revealing 
Love, and They receive Themselves from the Father and God. Their rela
tion to the Father as either sonhood or procession does not diminish the 
equi-divinity of Their nature and Their hyposcacic divinity, but makes 
chem the revealing hyposcases, who receive Themselves from the Father. 
The Father is not the "cause,» for, given the equi-ecernity of the 
hyposcases, there is no place here for causal origination. The idea of eter
nal origination is contradictory, for origination is the appearance of 
something chat has previously not existed, and in chis sense it is a nega
tion or limitation of the equi-ecernity of the hypostases. That the Son is 
eternally born from the Father and the Holy Spirit eternally proceeds 
from the Father is not causal origination, which would necessarily intro· 
duce an ontological gradation of the hypostases, however it is formulated. 
Rather, it is an interrelation in eternity, an absolute interrelation. The lat
ter possesses a supreme, divine reality. If the entire problematic of causal
ity and origination with reference co the Holy Trinity muse be excluded a 
limine [at the outset], it is incumbent upon us to adopt a more serious and 
responsible understanding of the principle of bierarchism, as the expres
sion of the concrete interrelation of the concretely qualified hypostases. 
Hierarchism is the differentiation that results from the relations of the 
hyposcases, given the recognition of their perfect ontological equality or 
equi-divinity. 

The hierarchism of the hyposcases, as their concrete qualifiedness in 
the Holy Trinity, results not from relations of origination but from mu
tual revelation, chat is, from the distinction between the revealed Paternal 
hypostasis and the revealing hypostases, the Son and the Holy Spirit, ac
cording co the character of Their participation in the revelation. The Re· 
vealed hypostasis, the Father, is the Principle, God par excellence, autotheos 
and simply bo Tbeos; whereas the Revealing hyposcases in relation co the 
Principle are Tbeos (as in the Prologue to the Gospel of John, 1:1). Al
though all the hyposcases are equally divine, there exists between the re· 
vealed hypostasis and the revealing hypostases a definite hierarchical rela
tion: the relation between the First hyposcasis, the Principle, and the 
Second and Third hypostases (these two not-First hypostases). This is not 
an ontological subordinationism, but a qualitative and hierarchical dis
tinction, which is expressed not only in the words, "my Father is greater 
than r Oohn 14:28), but also in the entire relation of the Son (and then 
the Holy Spirit) co the Father as it is revealed in the Gospel. The two re-
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vealing hyposrases are conscious of themselves in their divine life not as 
belonging to themselves but as the revelation of the Father. For this rea· 
son their relation to their own divinity is a relation t-O the Father, the source 
of the self-revelation of this divinity, or the Principle. And since the rela
tion to one's own divinity in God Himself is an image oflove and worship 
whose equivalent in the creaturely world is prayer, this worship of the Fa
ther, the most hidden Divinity, Who lives in Himself, is expressed in the 
relation of prayer of the Son and the Holy Spirit to God and the Father, or to 
the Farher as God and ro God as the Father. This prayer expresses the love 
of the divine hypostases themselves for the Father, as the hypostatic bearer of Di
vinity, which the revealing hypostases have in themselves as the revelation 
of the Father. 

The Holy Trinity is essential Love, and its different hypostases are 
the image of this love. The Father loves by a self-renouncing and self
emptying love. This love cannot be expressed in prayer ro Divinity, for it is 
impossible to pray to oneself. The Father humbles Himself in His Paternal 
love, extending His own life beyond Himself and revealing it in the other 
hyposrases. By contrast, the two revealing hyposrases have before Them the 
Father, Who is revealed to Them in His Divinity, not only as the Father 
bur also as God, as the Subject of Divinity, the First hyposrasis of Divinity. 
In a cerrain sense, the relation of the First hypostasis to the Second and 
Third hyposrases consists in the distinction between God and Divinity 
(even if hypostatic); and in His love the Father proceeds into His Divinity 
in the Son and the Spirit, whereas this hypostatic Divinity of Theirs re
lates to Him as God in the form of praying love. 

One can also say that, insofar as the self-revelation of God in His Di
vinity is Sophia or the Divine-humanity, which is hypostatized by the Sec· 
ond and Third hypostases, both of these hyposrases relate to the Father 
out of the Divine-humanity, or Sophia. God (the Father) loves His Divin
ity as Sophia or rhe Divine-humanity, and He gives Himself to the Latter; 
and the Divine-humanity loves Him as Its source or principle, as God. 
Thus, in the Divinity itself of the Holy Trinity, there is, despite the equi
divinity of the hypostases, a distinction between God as autotheos or ho 
Theos (the Principle of Divinity, God par excellence) and the Divinity that is 
in the two Revealing hypostases. This distinction refers ro the Father as 
God, and it implies not a creaturely relation, not a relation to one's Cre
ator, but the relation of the hyposrases of Divinity to the hypostasis of 
God. This relation is qualified in the Son as the Eternal High Priest and in 
the Spirit as the Eternal breath of prayer. 

This relation, which exists in the supra-eternal (or immanent) Trin-
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icy, is complicated in the "economic" Trinity by the kenosis of the Son and 
the Holy Spirit and serves as the basis for a particular relation which can 
be defined as a certain subordinationism.10 Here we must confront once 
more the question of subordinationism, which in general has not been 
overcome but rather evaded in the history of dogma. In particular, we see 
such an evasion in Arianism and Macedonianism, to the extent they con
sisted in the rejection or diminution of the Divinity of the Second and 
Third hypostases. The ecclesial "akrivia"11 is protected from the distor
tions of subordinationism by the dogma of consubstantialii:y, homoousi
anism. However, this is a victory of dogma, but not yet of theology, which 
remains in an indeterminate position in relation to the subordinationism 
that it has still not overcome. 

In rejecting ontological subordinationism, we must by no means 
abolish the distinction between the forms of the self-revelation of the 
hypostases in the Holy Trinity, a distinction which serves as the basis of a 
certain hierarchical relationship among the hypostases. But all hierarchism, 
together with unity of nature or ontological equality, implies hierarchical 
differentiation or inequality. This hierarchism in the Holy Trinity, ex
pressed outwardly in the taxis and in particular in the primacy of the Fa
ther as Principle ("the monarchy of the Father"). could not remain unno
ticed in theology. But while some theologians, such as Origen, could do no 
more than impotently stumble around this hierarchism, others did not 
even notice it or associated it with relations of origination (see the com
mentaries on the text "my Father is greater than I" in St. Basil the Great, St. 
Gregory the Theologian, and others). There were also attempts to interpret 
this hierarchism in the sense of subordinationism, christological or eco
nomic, with reference to the human nature in the God-Man. But all this 
was insufficient, for hierarchism, economic and christological, has its basis 
in the supra-eternal being of the Holy Trinity and Its self-revelation. The 
Father, as the transcendent principle in Divinity, is, strictly speaking, the 
hypostasis of God, God in Divinity, autotbeos. This distinction between the 
transcendent and the immanent principles in Divinity is covered by the re
lation between the Father, Who is God, and the hypostases who are co
divine with Him and reveal Him. This distinction is not a natural and on
tological one, inasmuch as all the hypostases are equally divine; rather, it is 
a hierarchical one. It corresponds to the very nature of God as the Tran
scendent-immanent, self-revealing Principle, in which His entire life is 

10. See Tbe Liimb of God, pp. 309-13. 
11. Akrivia is rhe srricr and exacr fulfilling of a church requiremenr. - Trans. 
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hyposraric and hyposrarized. And as hyposraric life, ir is nor rhe mere auro
maric self-revelarion of rhar which cannor be kepr hidden, but rhe personal 
acr of rhe murual love of rhe Farher and for rhe Farher. 

In orher words, rhis self-revelarion is rhe generarion of rhe Son and 
rhe procession of rhe Spirk The Farher is rhe beloved Farher (and nor 
only a Transcendent and impersonal principle) for the Son Who is engen
dered from Him and Who is rhe beloved Only Begorren Son; and He is 
also rhe beloved Farher for rhe Holy Spirir, Who, although He is not en
gendered from the Farher, proceeds from Him and is the Father's Love. 
The Holy Trinity is rranscendent-immanent rrihypostarizedness. This 
corresponds to all rhe philosophical postulates of a consistent and com
prehensive docrrine of rhe Absolure as a rranscendent-immanent per
sonal principle. The expression of this divine hierarchy in rhe Holy Trinity 
is precisely rhis praying worship in the Trinity irself which we esrablished 
on the basis of Scripture. And rhis supra-eternal hierarchism, nor of origi
nation bur of self-revelation, serves as the basis of all further - in rhis case 
economic - subordinarionism manifested with reference to creation. 

This hierarchism is manifesred borh in rhe crearion irself and in the 
"economy" of rhe salvarion of rhe world. The Farher, as rhe First Will, is 
the Creator of rhe world. Volitional initiarive belongs ro Him, bur He cre
ates rhe world by rhe Word ("wirhour him was not any rhing made rhar 
was made" [John 1:3]) Who reveals Him; and He compleres the crearion by 
rhe Holy Spirit, Whom He sends ro warm and quicken rhe primordial 
chaos, "the earrh ... wirhout form and void" (Gen. 1:2). The image of the 
hierarchical Trinity is seen also in rhe Father's crearion of man, who by his 
very crearion is desrined for Divine Incarnarion and Godsonhood, and al
ready bears rhe image of rhe Son; and into his body, which He formed, the 
Farher brearhes rhe spirir of life from rhe Holy Spirir. In rhis crearion of 
man, we have rhe image of rhe binh of rhe Son and rhe procession of rhe 
Holy Spirit. 

In rhe "economy" of salvation, or in relation ro fallen man and the 
fallen world, rhe hierarchy of the Holy Trinity is revealed in rhe Farher's 
sending of rhe Son and the Holy Spirir inro rhe world. Hirherto, this send
ing has been considered only with reference ro the supra-erernal origina
tion of rhe hyposrases and used as an argument for or againsr one or an
orher docrrine of origination. The whole quesrion has rherefore received 
an incorrect and disrorred formularion, which has deprived ir of meaning; 
for rhis sending is connecred nor with "origination" bur wirh the hierarchi
cal interrelarion of the rrinitarian hyposrases and, in parricular, wirh rhe 
primacy of rhe Farher in rhe Holy Trinity. 
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What is the nature of this sending? There is, of course, the temptation co 
interpret chis question simplistically, co see in it an act of volition, by anal
ogy with human aces of sending, which primarily have the character of 
commands. And to be sure, chis element cannot be completely eliminated. 
In the sending, the Sender is characterized as the initating will, the First 
Will. But chis will is determined by interhypostatic love; it is chis love itself 
qualified in conformity with the image ofche First hyposcasis: Love-Will, 
the Initial and Revealed hypostasis. One must not forget chat the sending 
is not an external but an inner, ontological relation. It corresponds co chat 
act of the spiritual life in us in which our consciousness is awakened, our 
creative activity is initiated, and our self-manifestation is realized. There 
exists, therefore, a certain identity with respect to life-content between the 
Sender and those who are sent. The Sender conceals chis content in Him
self, but He reveals it by the sending. This identity of the content of the 
sending, as it is manifested by the relation between the Father and the 
Son, and then by the relation between the Father and the Holy Spirit, is 
the object of the express teaching of Christ, which is included in what He 
says about Himself and about the Father, especially in the Fourth Gospel. 

The fact of the sending of the Son by the Father12 is established just 
as forcefully here as this identity of thought, will, word, and deed between 
the One who sends and the One who is sent. "The One who sent me" be
comes, as it were, the proper name of the Father on the lips of the Son. 
The Son says about Himself: "The Son can do nothing of himself, but 
what he seeth the Father do ... for the Father loveth the Son, and sheweth 
him all things chat himself doech" Oohn 5:19-20). The will of the Father is 
not a command but a self-revelation in the life oflove. "As the Father hath 
life in himself, so hath he given co the Son to have life in himself'' (s:z6). 
"The works which the Father hath given me co finish, the same works chat 
I do, bear witness of me, that the Father hath sent me" (5:36). "I came 
down from heaven, not co do mine own will, but the will of him chat sent 
me" (6:38; cf. no). "The living Father hath sent me, and I live by the Fa
ther" (6:57). "Jesus knowing chat the Father had given all things into his 
hands, and that he was come from God[· the Father), and went to God" 
(13:3). In general, chapters 5-8and10-17 ofche Gospel of john contain pas
sages on this subject. 

Thus, the relation oflove as sending and being sent is a certain self
identity with hypostatic distinction: "I and my Father are one" Oohn 
10:30). The Son is not the Father, but the Father is not only revealed in the 

12. See Tht U.mb of God, p. 311. 
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Son ("one"). He is also present in Him or with Him by virtue of His love 
("I am not alone, because the Father is with me" Uohn 16:32)). This estab
lishes the coparriciparion of the Father in the Son's work and in His mis
sion (cf. The LAmb of God). The sending cannot, of course, be understood 
as a one-sided command accompanied by inner indifference, for it is "cru
cifying and crucified" Love. 13 One must reject the patripassianism, con
demned by rhe Church, which consists in direcdy identifying the 
hypostases of the Father and the Son and thus in confusing the Sender 
with the one who is sent. Bur at the same rime one muse remember char 
"God [- Father) so loved the world, char he gave his only begotten Son" 
(John 3:16). The Father's sacrifice when He sends His Son is just as great as 
the Son's {although it is different): Does the Father love the Son more or 
less than rhe Son loves the Father? If we call chis parripassianism, we muse 
remember what Christ reaches, what the Holy Gospel reaches, what our 
faith reaches. Bur with regard co rhe sending, we distinguish between the 
"God" who sends {the Father) and the Son who is sent and who calls the 
one who sends Him His Father and God. Ir is in conformity with the eter
nal hierarchy of the hyposrases char the hierarchy of the sending in self
revelarion is defined. 

Nor only the Second hyposrasis, however, bur also the Third, the 
Holy Spirit, is sent by the Father. And chis sending coo conforms with the 
inrrarrinirarian hierarchy, in which the Holy Spirit reveals the Father in 
the Son and the Son in the Father, is Their mysterious "One" (see John 
10:30), proceeding from the Father and sent upon the Son. The Father's 
sending of the Holy Spirit has already been sufficiendy arrested by an ex
amination of the pertinent rexes. A certain complexity is introduced by 
the fact char the Son coo participates in the Father's sending of the Holy 
Spirit (an imaginary victory for the Filioque parry!). This participation is 
expressed in His breathing of the Holy Spirit upon the disciples after the 
Resurrection (John 20:22), in His praying co rhe Father char He send the 
Holy Spirit (14:16), in the sending itself of the Holy Spirit by the Father 
(15:26), and in the Father's sending of the Holy Spirit "in my name" 
(14:26). This does nor change the fundamental fact char, when the Holy 
Spirit proceeds from rhe Father, He is sent by rhe Father, in conformity 
with the economy of the salvation. Specifically, He is sent, in the Old Tes
tament, upon rhe chosen of God, i.e., of the Father; He is sent by rhe Fa
ther upon the Mocher of God at the Annunciation-Incarnation; He is sent 

ll This is Mecropoli<an Philarec's phrase from his book On the Lovr of God and the 
Crucifucion of Christ. - Trans. 
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upon the Son Himself at His baptism in order to abide upon Him; and fi
nally, He is sent into the world after Christ's Resurrection, now with 
Christ's participation, through the Son, dia tou Huiou. 

Also established here is the identity of the revelation or content of 
the one who sends and the one who is sent, just as in the case of the Son, 
according to the Son's testimony: "he [the Holy Spirit) shall receive of 
mine, and shall shew it unto you. All things that the Father hath are mine: 
therefore said I, that he shall take of mine, and shall shew it unto you" 
Oohn 16:14-15). The sending down of the Holy Spirit "through the Son" 
and the corresponding participation of the Son in the sending of the 
Holy Spirit are economic in nature, although they of course have a basis in 
the taxis, in the form of the Father's self-revelation not only by the Second 
but also by the Third hypostasis, and, moreover, by the Second and the 
Third hypostasis. This fact does not change the essence of the relation: 
The Father is the one who sends, whereas the Holy Spirit is one who is 
sent; and the two hypostases who are sent find themselves, in the order of 
their sending, in the following interrelation: the Holy Spirit reposes upon 
the Son and is sent through the Son. 

Hypostatically, the Holy Spirit is the Paternal Love, by which the Fa
ther loves the Son and His (the Father's) creation. The identity of the 
Loving One and Love, the unity of the Father and the Holy Spirit, is self
evident, but just as obvious is their hypostatic difference, their hetero
hypostatizedness. The Father is the God Who is in heaven, whereas the 
Spirit is sent into the world. The Spirit is God's Love for the world, the liv
ing hypostatic connection between heaven and earth, inasmuch as He, de
scending into the world, also abides in heaven. The Loving One, the Fa
ther, abides in heaven, although He loves the earth. Herein lies the 
mystery of heavenly fatherhood for us: "Our Father which art in heaven." 
This invocation appears to contain a contradiction: How can the Father be 
one who abides in heaven and who therefore is transcendent for us? But 
there is a mysterious "art" here, which indicates the path of the Father's 
love for the world: the Holy Spirit. Likewise, the Lord's mysterious words 
about the unity of the Heavenly Father and the Son Who is on earth, the 
words "I and my Father are one," tacitly indicate this hypostatic bridge of 
love, this Tbinl thing, which unites heaven and earth, as does the further 
unfolding of these words: "that they all may be one; as thou, Father, art in 
me, and I in thee" Oohn 17:21). This "in" as well as this "one" in God the 
Father and the Son, and, further, the "in them" (17:23), i.e., in the world, 
this is the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of the Father's love, revealing the Fa
ther's heart, afire with love for the Son. 
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According to this relation, the Father, the transcendent God, be
comes known to us through the hypostases sent by Him, for all that we 
know about God in Them and through Them refers to the Father as well: 
"he that hath seen me hath seen the Father .... Believe me that I am in the 
Father, and the Father in me" Qohn 14:9, n); and this "in" is the Holy 
Spirit, searching the depths of God. Through this mutual transparence of 
the trinitarian hypostases we know the Unknowable, see the Unseeable. 
The hypostases who are sent do not wish to veil and do not veil the 
hypostasis who sends. They themselves testify about Him that He is the Fa
ther and God. The Father is the Principle; the one who sends reveals Him
self, as it were, in the ones who are sent. Such is the Father's love, Love
Humility, Self-renunciation. As the Father is, so is the Son, Who in Him
self also shows not Himself but the Father: "he that hath seen me hath 
seen the Father." So also is the Holy Spirit, Who in His transparence does 
not exist for Himself, as it were, but shows the Son in the Father and the 
Father in the Son. The Holy Spirit closes the eternal ring of trihypostatic 
love, which, however, has an eternal Principle in the Father and God. 

This concealment of the One Who is revealed behind Those Who re
veal is the supramundane kenosis of the Father's love in humility; and this 
kenosis is accomplished also with reference to the world, which recog
nizes the Father not face to face but only in the Son and through the Son 
by the Holy Spirit. This general kenosis of the Father's love further in
cludes the kenosis of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. The creation of the 
world is already in a certain sense the kenosis of the Creator, Who estab
lishes alongside Himself the relative, creaturely, autonomous being of the 
world. But this world, damaged at its very foundation, is restored and 
"saved" by the kenosis of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, by the Divine In
carnation of the Son and the descent into the world of the Spirit, through 
Whom the Father is revealed and acts in the world. This action of the Fa
ther is doubly kenotic, as it were. God patiently adapts Himself to the in
firmity of the world and awaits its salvation, His own enthronement in it, 
which will be accomplished after a long and tragic process: "Then cometh 
the end, when he (the Son) shall have delivered up the kingdom to God, 
even the Father ... for he (Christ) must reign, till he hath put all enemies 
under his feet" (1 Cor. 15:24-25). "And when all things shall be subdued 
unto him, then shall the Son also himself be subject unto him that put all 
things under him, that God (ho Tbeos • the Father] may be all in all" 
(15:28), that the revelation of the Father by the Son and the Holy Spirit 
may be fulfilled in all things. But until this happens, God is not all in all, 
however He may dominate His own creation. What does this mean? 
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God created the world by His omnipotence and by His wisdom; and 
the creation is therefore perfect and "good" (cf. Gen. 1), adequate to the 
thought of the Creator. But the plan for the creation includes its autono
mous being and self-determination, and God's will as the interaction be
tween the Creator and creation has therefore not been fully accomplished 
owing to this autonomy and freedom of the world, which was contami
nated by nonbeing and evil in that metaphysical event which we call origi
nal sin. That is why we pray to God: "Thy will be done in earth, as it is in 
heaven." God interacts with the world by His Providence, but in so doing 
He restrains His omnipotence in order to allow the world its freedom of 
action. There is no adequacy between God's will and the ways of the 
world, although in the final analysis God's wisdom overcomes these ways, 
for the world is powerless, in the end, to resist God's plan for it, and God's 
will is being accomplished and will be accomplished in it (otherwise vain 
would be the Son's prayer, which He has taught us, His brothers, the sons 
of God: "Thy will be done in earth, as it is in heaven"). And it is for this 
reason that the divinely inspired cry of amazement and prayer before the 
ways of God's wisdom issues from the lips of the Apostle, dumbfounded 
before one of the most unfathomable events, the fate oflsrael, its election 
and rejection, its embitterment and final salvation: "O the depth of the 
riches both of the wisdom and knowledge of God! How unsearchable are 
his judgments, and his ways past finding out" (Rom. 11:33). 

But until now the ways of Providence have been determined by the 
kenosis of God the Father, Who has restrained His omnipotence, which, 
of course, has lost none of its force; and that is why, for us, these ways are 
indicated by a series of antinomic oppositions. God provides for the world 
in such a way that nothing happens in it without the will of the Heavenly 
Father: He "knowerh what things ye have need of" (Matt. 6:8); "one of 
them [sparrows) shall nor fall on the ground without (the will of) your Fa
ther, but the very hairs of your head are all numbered" (10:29-30); "your 
heavenly Father feedeth" the fowls of the air (6:26), as He does all crea
tures. There is in the world another will, however, another providence, an 
evil one, which opposes the Divine Providence actively or passively; and 
this is permitted by the Divine Providence. This idea is expressed with a 
divinely inspired clarity in the Book of Job. 

God is love, bur the world contains malice, struggle, and hatred. The 
world is full of the immeasurable suffering of creatures. Groans and wails 
are borne to heaven, bur heaven remains mute and without answer. Such 
is the kenosis of the Father's Love. 

God is goodness, bur "the world lierh in wickedness"; and this wick-
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edness is the law of the world, subjugated by the prince of this world. The 
world is suffocating in evil and malice; goodness appears to be impotent 
in the world - but heaven is silent. Such is the kenosis of the Father's 
love. 

God is the source of Truth and Essential Truth itself; but the world 
does not desire truth. The children of the world are sons of their father, 
who is falsehood and the father of falsehood Oohn 8:44); but no limit for 
this falsehood is established from above, and heaven is silent. Such is the 
kenosis of the Father's love. 

God is the source of Beauty and Essential Beauty itself; but grotesque 
ugliness is triumphant in the world. Even beauty itself is corrupted and 
corrupts. Devotion to fallen beauty poisons souls with the strongest of 
poisons, for heaven itself is silent. Such is the kenosis of the Father's love. 

God is the King. But there is no place in the world for the Kingdom 
of God. It has crucified the King of kings and the Son of God; and it blas
phemes against the Holy Spirit. But heaven is silent. Such is the kenosis of 
the Father's love. 

God is Spirit and the source of inspiration, but the life of the world 
is foreign to spirit and inspiration. It is enmired in the service of the flesh, 
crawls in the lowlands of sensuality and spiritual sleep, exalts itself in 
frenzied atheism and blasphemous delirium, cursing all that is holy or re
maining indifferent to it - and heaven is silent. Such is the kenosis of the 
Father's Love. 

And this kenosis is so deep that the world has to pass through the 
gates of a kind of death to find the strength to cry out, "Lord, I believe; 
help thou mine unbelief" (Mark 9:24). "Credo quia absurdum," in order to 
see - contrary to all empirical evidence or in virtue of another, higher evi
dence - God and the Father, Who has reconciled the world with Himself 
in Christ (2 Cor. 5:19). 

Such is the kenosis of the Father. It consists not only in the sacrifice 
oflove, where the Father sends into the world His Son that He redeem it 
with His Blood, as well as the Holy Spirit that He actualize this redemp
tion in the struggle with the sinfulness of this world. It also consists in 
the sacrifice of patience: it consists in suffering the being of the fallen 
world before the face of the God of Truth, the Judge of the world, the Om
nipotent God. 

As we have seen, the New Testament literature is full of testimonies 
about the adoration of and prayer to che Father as God, in heaven and on 
earth; buc ic does noc contain any direct testimony about a similar adora
tion of and prayer co che Son and che Holy Spirit. This face should noc go 
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unnoticed. The Son and the Holy Spirit are only included, in one way or an
other, as Advocates or Intercessors in this adoration of and prayer to the 
Father. Jesus Christ is invariably called the Lord, kurios, Who reconciled us 
with the Father, malting us His sons through the Holy Spirit. At the same 
rime, from the early days of Christianity, the Church has prayed to the Son 
and the Holy Spirit as to God. This relation is so self-evident that an enor· 
mous number of church prayers and of invocations in general are ad
dressed to our Lord and God Jesus Christ and to God the Holy Spirit. 

In our prayers, we can address God in different ways: out of the 
depths of our creatureliness we pray to God as the Creator, and from the 
heights of our Godsonhood we pray to the Father of the Son, the Lord Je
sus Christ, Who has sent us the Holy Spirit. When we contemplate our 
Creator and God in prayer, the abyss separating our creaturely being from 
God is so immense for us char our eyes grow blind when we try to gauge 
rhe distances in the blue of heaven: "Out of the depths have I cried unto 
thee, 0 Lord. Lord, hear my voice" (Ps. 130:1-2). For us there exists a su
premely high, terrible, marvelous, unfathomable God, to Whom our soul 
sings its song of praise and thanksgiving, trembling before His omnipo
tence, rhe Lord of creation and the Creator of rhe world. (This is approxi
mately rhe religious aspect oflslam, and originally of the Old Testament: 
the appearance of God in thunder and lightning.) This is rhe fear of God, 
awe before rhe Hory (which, in rhe Old Testament, is, as it were, God's 
proper name: the Holy of Israel). To God the Creator and the Almighty, 
the poor soul of creation calls our for mercy and help: "The Lord, rhe Lord 
God, merciful and gracious, longsufTering, and abundant in goodness 
and truth" (Exod. 34:6). This relation of prayer of man ro God, as creature 
ro Creator, is so essential and necessary char ir is, so ro speak, one of the 
fundamental "categories" of prayer, bur it is not exhaustive and unique. 

For the Christian world, which possesses the revelation of the Holy 
Trinity, essentially this very same prayer is accomplished and disclosed in 
the prayer addressed ro the Holy Trinity as rhe triune God, ro rhe One in 
three hyposrases. The prototype of this prayer is given in the baptismal for
mula (Mart. 28:19) as well as in the comma]obanneum (1John 5:7). Prayers 
ro rhe Holy Trinity are addressed to It as to one God: "Most Holy Trinity, 
have mercy upon us."14 In essence, this is the Christian prayer which the 

14. Of the innumerable prayers of this type, I cite only one (a Vespers prayer): "I 
venerate You, Most Holy Trinicy, consubstanrial, life-giving, indivisible, Father and Son 
and Holy Spirit: I beli""" in You and I confess You. I glorify You, I praise and honor You, I 
exal1 You, and I pray to You: have pity upon me, Your humble servant." 
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creature addresses to God; and this contemplation in prayer includes the 
dogmatic truth that Divinity has a trinitarian character. The three 
hyponases are, however, nor distinguished here according to their partic
ular properties and relations to the world. Rather, they are contemplated 
as divine hyposrases in general, which manifest in their triunity the one 
trihypostatic God. The name of the Holy Trinity represents here the 
Christian name of God in general, which is therefore employed as the 
blessing power when the sign of the cross is made (where we bless our
selves) and in all blessings by the name of God. This veneration of the 
name of the Holy Trinity and the invocation of God in the Holy Trinity 
are proper to all Christian prayer, which explicitly expresses or tacitly im
plies this veneration and invocation. 

Bur prayer addressed to the Absolute as the Creator and God does 
not yet exhaust or fully characterize Christian prayer. Man addresses God 
nor only "our of the depths" of his creatureliness, insignificance, and 
nonbeing, but also out of His Godsonhood and Divine-humanity, not as a 
servant, bur as a son, crying our: Abba, Father. This Christian prayer ro 
God already manifests the distinction of the hypostases in their relation 
to man. To be sure, here too, the equi-divinity of the hyposrases is nor sub
ject to any diminution or limitation; no Arianism or Macedonianism is 
permissible here. The Father is equi-divine in relation to the Son and the 
Holy Spirit; and therefore we pray to God the Father, and the Son, and the 
Holy Spirit both in the triunity of the Holy Trinity and as different 
hypostases. This specificity of the prayers, however, is associated with dif
ferences in the proximity to us of the different hyposrases. This is the 
same differentiation that exists between the Paternal or Revealed 
hypostasis, the Principle, and the hyposrases that reveal the Father in the 
Divine Sophia, in the Divine-humanity, in which God appears to the 
world not only as transcendent but also as immanent. 

This general immanence is manifested through the Incarnation and 
the descent of the Holy Spirit. The Logos, the God-Man, is already our 
Friend and Brother, the Man Christ Jesus, the Advocate and Mediator 
("for there is one God, and one mediator between God and men, the man 
Christ Jesus" (1Tim.2:5]); and we pray to God and the Father (a name we 
can never apply to the God-Man Himself) with Christ and in Him. At the 
same rime, we also pray to Him, the Lord]esus Christ, the Son of God, the 
God-Man, Who is both God and Man by the "communication of proper
ties" and Who in His humanity has descended even down to creaturely be
ing, is "God with us." 

Likewise we pray to the Holy Spirit, Who also descended from heav-
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en and abides in che world, in us and wich us. "Omnipresenc and all
accomplishing" (as che Orchodox prayer says), He comes and makes His 
abode in us; and in us and wich us, He prays co che Facher, being che 
breach of our prayer and che accomplishmenc of our sacramencs. His im
manence in relacion co che world is ocher buc noc less chan chac of che 
God-Man. le is crue chac che genius of prayer, moved by che Holy Spiric, 
makes ic so chac we pray comparacively licde co che Holy Spiric Himself (as 
is clear from che face chac che prayers addressed direcdy co Him are rela
cively few in number). Racher, we pray co che Facher and che Son rhac They 
send che Holy Spirit down co us. Bur we shall speak abouc chis below. 

Our Lord Jesus Chrisc and che Holy Spiric are God for us according 
co Their Divinity, buc They are noc remoce from us in heaven. They are 
close co us according co our divine-humanity, by vircue of che Incarnation 
of rhe Word and the descenc from heaven of rhe Holy Spirit. They are 
within us as our true life. As the Aposde Paul says, "Christ liveth in me" 
(Gal. 2:20) and we are "the cemple of che Holy Spiric" (1 Cor. 6:19). This 
proximity of ours co Them imparts a special character co our prayer: in 
praying, we strive co overcome all discance, co embrace rhe life of Christ, co 
receive the Holy Spirit, co become one with Them. And we know chis union 
in our religious experience, in which we scrive co commune with chis di
vine life. 

Such an expressly divine-human characcer is also possessed by rhe 
Christian prayer of prayers, which is, as it were, the spiritual focus of our 
entire life of prayer. We mean rhe Jesus Prayer and che analogous prayer 
(although nor as widespread): "Comforter, Spirit of Truth, come and 
make Thy abode in us." Boch prayers represent spiritual means for rhe 
union with Chrisc by virtue of and by che accion of the Holy Spirit. Here, 
che power of che divine-human Name Jesus and che power of the invoca
cion of the Holy Spirit are equivalenc. These prayers represenc a spiritual 
work which is a deification in actu, in which che person praying, overcom
ing the spiritual distance becween him and God, becomes a god by grace 
and communes with divine life. This idea is che chief theme of che 
Palamire dispuces about che significance of"rhe lighc of Tabor." The reli
gious experience of Symeon che New Theologian, described by him in his 
Hymns of Love, arrests co chis, as does rhe experience of ocher mystics. We 
find che same thing in rhe manifesracion of che power of rhe Holy Spirit 
shown by Sc. Seraphim of Sarov co Morovilov. 15 

Our immediate sense of prayer distinguishes here even between rhe 

15. Sec n. 11 in chap. 5. - Trans. 
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Second and che Third hyposcases, becween Chrisc and che Holy Spiric, al
chough chis, of course, does noc in any way diminish our belief in Their 
equi-divinicy. The number of church prayers addressed co Chrisc is incom
parably greacer chan che number of church prayers addressed co che Holy 
Spiric. We usually pray noc so much co che Holy Spiric Himself as che Third 
hyposcasis 16 as co God che Facher or co che Lord Jesus Chrisc, beseeching 
Them co send down co us che grace of che Holy Spiric or His "gifrs." This is a 
widespread and undeniable face, which resulcs from che very essence of our 
relacions wich God. We are close co Chrisc, for we ourselves are "che Body of 
Chrisc"; and by parcaking of ic in che sacramem of che Eucharisc, we are 
uniced wich Him. Despice chis myscerious sacramemal presence for us, 
however, che Ascended Chrisc abides in heaven, sics ac che righc hand of che 
Facher, and is chus removed from us. Bue che Holy Spiric abides wich us 
and in us if we do noc close ourselves off from His presence by our sins. 
Practically speaking, Ch rise for us is che personal God (if one can use chis ex
pression) co a greacer degree chan che Holy Spiric, Who exiscs for us racher 
as a gift, as grace, as a power manifesced in us. We pray co che Facher chac, 
having received che sacrifice of che Son on His heavenly alcar, He "send 
down co us divine grace and che gifr of che Holy Spiric." 

This hierarchical incerrelacion which exiscs in che Holy Trinicy is 
also clearly manifesced in che Divine Eucharisc, which is concluded by a 
prayer (che epiclesis) co God che Facher, chac He give us che Body and 
Blood ofChrisc by che accion ofche Holy Spiric: "Make chis bread che pre
cious body of Thy Ch rise, and make in chis cup che precious blood of Thy 
Chrisc, by cransmucing ic by Thy Holy Spiric." We pray co che heavenly 
God and Facher chac He mysceriously give us Chrisc by che Holy Spiric, 
chac He manifesc che power of che Incarnacion, chac He once again send 
down imo che world che Son and che Holy Spiric. 

Thus, according co che discinccion we have escablished, God che Fa
cher is che supramundane, cranscendenc God, abiding in heaven; whereas 
che Son and che Holy Spiric, Who also are in heaven by vircue of Their Di
vinicy, are connected with us and wich che world by vircue of the Divine
humanicy. We feel chis in our experience of prayer, since, for us as well, 
God in che proper and direcc sense is precisely God che Facher, Who cran
scendemally abides in heaven, whereas che Son and che Holy Spiric are 
uniced wich us on earch. They are in che world, having a cranscendemal
immanem relacion co ic, whereas che Facher cranscends the world, is in 

16. See my arcicle "Prayer co che Holy Spiric" in the Bulletin ofth. St. Sergius Theoiogi· 
cdl lnstitutt, 1935, no. 6. 
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heaven above the world. What does such an idea of the Transcendent God 
mean for us in practical religious terms? He is, first of all, the dread Al
mighty Lord, before Whom all creatures tremble. He is the God of Islam 
and of Calvin, Whose only relation to the world is absolutely omnipotent 
will. This creaturely world is alien to Him; His devouring will is for us the 
unfathomable arbitrariness of the Absolute, which is inhuman and un
worldly because it is supramundane. Besides fear and trepidation, He in
spires no other feeling: the cold, airless expanses are impenetrable for the 
rays of love. This is a horrible metaphysical nightmare from which cre
ation seeks to hide in its immanence. The being of the world desires to en
close itself in the world, to save itself from this icy Absolute by not recog
nizing it, and under the pretext of ignorance (agnosticism) to immerse 
itself in practical atheism, i.e., cosmotheism. This is the other side of the 
transcendentalism of the Absolute, its dialectical antithesis: the absolut
ization of the immanent and relative. 

But this notion of the Transcendent God falls apart: it is full of con
tradictions not only from the religious but also from the philosophical 
point of view. As pure Transcendence, this notion is accessible only to 
apophatics, which pronounces all sorts of negations, the absolute NO. 
But the latter is mute and empty; ic simply does not exist, for it is the mere 
resonance from some yes. In other words, in a purely apophatic, negative 
definition, the absolute is unthinkable; it does not exist. The icy airless ex
panses are ontologically void of all being; they are the niant. Being begins 
to be only in the presence of a definite boundary: the apeiron (the limitless) 
languishes if it does not have a peras [limit). The absolute receives a certain 
appearance of being only by constantly retreating, by being repelled from 
all boundaries, by going into the infinite void. In this sense, it is an empty, 
"bad infinity," which does not know how to end, how to find closure in 
self.sufficiency. It is the shadow of nonbeing, the shadow of a shadow, the 
shadow of itself. Or, and finally one must simply say this, it does not exist. 
Being is not proper to it; and this is not at all a privilege of absoluteness 
but simply the limit of its extreme poverty, of its penia, which is nonbeing. 
Understood in this way, the absolute is that nothing "out of" which God 
created che world. But in ic itself, in its emptiness, there is no creative 
principle; and ic is not God. 

And even the predicate of will, which deism (or, more precisely, deis
tic adogmatic atheism) ascribes co che absolute, can by no means be at
tributed to chis No. Where does will come from if there is no He who wills, 
buc only an It chat wills (che evil phantom of impersonal and insane will 
in Schopenhauer)? If there is no He who wills, this Transcendent is, in its 
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negativity, poorer than the immanent, which is personal. The void cannot 
have a personal principle; and impersonal being is not spirit, for spirit is 
conscious, personal being (and nor the unconscious or preconscious 
Urgottheit of Eckhart and Boehme or the unconscious of Hartmann and 
Schopenhauer). And even if one were to admit, at the cost of contradic
tion, such a personal principle in the transcendent, this would be a mon
ster of self-devouring egocentrism, absolute "I-ness." In a word, the idea 
of God as transcendent nonbeing abiding and concealed in heaven is con
tradictory and dialectically insolvent. Such an idea is a logical phantom, 
which in man takes the form of the trepidation of a slave in the face of re
ligious absolutism. And the question naturally arises: Does this transcen
dent, inhuman deity exist and is it worthy of worship, or is the rebellion 
of Prometheus the only position worthy of man here? 

And before this impasse of the reason, which seeks but does not find 
the Transcendent in the opacity of heaven, a voice resounds from there, 
from out of the depths of the heaven of heavens, the voice of revelation on 
Sinai in a cloud: "The Lord, The Lord God, merciful and gracious, long
suffering, and abundant in goodness and truth" (Exod. 34:6). And this 
God, Who is human in His mercy toward men and Whose voice is heard in 
the world, is revealed in the Son as God and the Father. There is nothing 
and can be nothing sweeter than this divine revelation, that our God is 
our FATHER, and we are His offspring (see Acts 17:29). 

The Father ... This says it all, answering all human questionings 
about the Transcendent, heavenly God. He is the God "Who is in heaven." 
His being is supramundane, above the world, transcendent, "in heaven"; 
bur this transcendence cannot be and does not desire to be merely tran
scendent. Indeed, transcendent transcendence does not even exist, for it is 
inseparable from and identical with immanence, with self-revelation. The 
transcendent is the Father, from Whom all fatherhood derives and Who 
thus knows sonhood as well. He is correlative to sonhood, nor separated 
from it; He is not alone in His heavenly transcendence. The Father is a per
son, who, as a person, is correlated with other persons; He presupposes 
them for Himself and for them He is the Transcendent-immanent. He is 
such in His own being as a congregate Person in the Holy Trinity, bur He 
is also a Person in relation to creation, in relation to human persons. He is 
a Personal spirit in relation ro all personal spirits. From our human I, we 
address Him as Tbou, i.e., He is co·l for us. 

He is the Father, and His relation to the world is nor that of an abso
lute despot, but that of the love of the Father's heart. There is no cold, air
less, impenetrable heaven, for heaven is permeated with the rays of rhe 
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sun of Love. There is no place for the proud and frigid No of the Absolute 
in relation to the whole of creaturely being, for which only a single defini· 
rion is admitted: coral dissimilarity, otherness, absolute nonresemblance 
to this Absolute. No, the Absolute is the Father, from Whom all father
hood proceeds. His image is inscribed in being: even as the Son is the im
age of the Father and sonhood is the revelation of Fatherhood, so the 
whole world is rhe mirror of the Father, His Image. His direct Image is in
scribed in the Son and the Spirit, in rhe heavenly Sophia and the Divine
humanity; and His creaturely image is imprinted in rhe world, in rhe 
creaturely Sophia and the earthly Divine-humanity - images of images, 
myriads and multitudes of images of rhe one Image. God's world is rhe 
Father's world, the image of the Father. 

The God Who is in heaven is high and remote. As heaven is for earth, 
He is inaccessible for chis world, bur He does nor thereby become alien 
and unknown to our world. We know this unknown and inaccessible heav
enry God, for we know rhe Son by rhe Holy Spirit. He does nor hide, bur 
reveals Himself in Them. He is nor negated by bur is identified with Their 
revelation. And chis identification is nor a cold, abstract, theoretical one; 
it is nor an inrellecrual conclusion bur a living reality; for it is nor only a 
revelation through rhe hyposrases who reveal and who are thus known ro 
the world, bur also the Divine I of the Father, Who permeates with His 
love all rhe heavens of heavens. He is personally present in rhe world and is 
revealed to the latter in the manner proper to Him. The hyposrasis of the 
Father does nor become incarnate and does nor descend from heaven, for 
He only sends, bur this sending, which is the Father's love for those who 
are sent as well as for chose ro whom He sends Them, is His personal pres
ence in His love for us. He is high in heaven, but He is also terribly near by 
His personal love for every creature; He is God and the Father, God the Fa
ther, the Father Who is God. There is no greater essential and ontological 
nearness than char which exists between rhe Father and His children, even 
as there is no greater difference than that which exists between the Source 
and Proto-image of being and His creaturely images. 

Not only is this revelation of the Father about Himself rhe sweetest of 
religious rrurhs, bur it also contains rhe solution ro all the difficulties of 
philosophical speculation. The Absolute is no longer the extra-mundane, 
cranscendent, empty No, corally unconnecced with rhe world and rhus nor 
existing for ir. Ir is now the Father, rhe transcendent-immanent, world
conforming unity of Proto-image and image. The transcendent Absolute 
stops being a bad, negative infinity, which flees from itself into the void of 
negacions. Ir is now a positive infinity chrough rhe correlariveness of che 
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absolute and the relative, of divine and creaturely being. Creaturely being is 
established by God in His image, which is the Divine Sophia, the Divine· 
humanity. The transcendent Absolute is not an impersonal and soulless 
objectivity, which is incapable of entering into a relation with the world of 
personal spirits, being, in its impersonality, poorer than they. Rather, the 
Absolute is the Father, the personal and absolute spirit Who actualizes 
Himself in His trihypostatatic sobornost and proceeds out of it and be
yond it to the creaturely spirits, including them in the image of His per
sonal and congregate being. Finally, the Transcendent Absolute is blind 
and mute will, fate, despotic arbitrariness. But God the Father is the Fa
ther's Love, the sun of the world, which is His heart. The following is said 
about Him: "That ye may be the children of your Father which is in heaven: 
for he maketh his sun to rise on the evil and on the good, and sendeth rain 
on the just and on the unjust" (Matt. 5:45). The Absolute loves; He is the Fa
ther. That is the idea that unites the entire absoluteness of the Heavenly 
God and the entire power of His revelation in the relative, for this power is 
Love. Metaphysics finds fulfillment in this divinely revealed doctrine, for it 
actualizes all its postulates in the latter. Bur this is also the only possible 
and true fulfillment of the postulates of the religious consciousness, 
which simultaneously requires that the heavenly God be remote from us 
and that He be near and accessible to us. These rwo things are harmonized 
in the revelation of God and the Father, heavenly by His Divinity and near 
to us by His Fatherhood. 

All that we know and love in the Son is the Father, for as the Son is, 
so also is the Father. All the love and inspiration that we have in the Holy 
Spirit are also the Father, for as the Father is, so also is the Holy Spirit, 
Who proceeds from Him, His own Spirit. Jn loving the Son and the Holy 
Spirit, we love the Father, we know the Father, we contemplate His holy 
Person. If the Son and the Holy Spirit are Love and the revelation of Love, 
the Father is Love itself, the very Heart of Love and, truly, the Will of Love. 
We worship Him as King and God, Almighty and Creator; but in worship
ping Him in fear and trembling, we love Him, the heavenly Father, the Fa
ther of heaven and earth, our Father. Together with the Apostle, we "bow 
(our] knees unto the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ" (Eph. 3=14), we, His 
creatures and His children. 

And permit us, 0 Lord, boldly and without being judged, to invoke 
Thee, our Heavenly God the Father, and to say: 

OUR FATHER WHICH ART IN HEAVEN! 
ABBA, FATHER! 
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